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FEDERAL DRUG INTERDICTION: COMMAND, 
CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND INTELLI
GENCE NETWORK 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18, 1987 

U.S. SENATE, 
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL A~AIRS, 
Washington, DC. 

The Subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-342, Dirksen 
Senate Office Building, under authority of Senate Resolution 80, 
section 13, dated February 26, 1987, Hon. Sam NUhn (chairman of 
the Subcommittee) presiding. 

Members of the Subcommittee present: Senator Sam Nunn, Dem
ocrat, Georgia; Senator Lawton Chiles, Democrat, Florida; Senator 
Jim Sasser, Democrat, Tennessee; and Senator William V. Roth, 
Jr., Republican, Delaware. 

Members of the professional staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief 
Counsel; Daniel F. Rinzel, Counsel to the Minority; Mary D. Rob
ertson, Chief Clerk; Kathleen Dias, Executive Assistant to the 
Chief Counsel; John Sopko, Deputy Chief Counsel; Dave Munson, 
Congressional Fellow, DEA; Lenny Willis, Investigation; Cindy 
Comstock, Staff Assistant; Alan Edelman, Counsel; Carla Martin, 
Assistant Chief Clerk to the Minority; Mary Vinson, Investigator to 
the Minority; and Bobbie Kammerman, Deputy Counsel to the Mi
nority. 

[Senator present ut convening of hearing: Senator Nunn. The 
letter of authority follows:] 

Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Subcom
mittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental Mfairs, permission is 
hereby granted for the Chairman, or any Member of the Subcommittee as designat
ed by the Chairman, to conduct open and/cr executive session hearings without a 
quorum of two members for the administration of oaths and the taking of testimony 
in connection with hearings on the Federal Government's Drug Interdiction Pro
gram, to be held on March 18 and 24, 1987. 

SAM NUNN, Chairman. 
WILLIAM V. ROTH, Jr., 

Ranki1/.g Minority Member. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN 

Senator NUNN. As we begin this morning, I would like to first 
thank the Subcommittee's Ranking Minority Member, Senator 
Roth, for his assistance in planning today's hearing. During the 
course of Senator Roth's chairmanship of this Subcommittee from 

(1) 
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1981 through 1986, he and I worked very closely together. We were 
able to work in the spiri.t of cooperation in keeping with the Sub
committee's tradition of bipartisan investigations which are based 
on objectivity and not 011 any kind of political partisanship. 

I am confident that we will continue to work together under my 
chairmanship, and I look forward to Senator Roth's assistance and 
support on this and other investigations we intend to undertake 
this year. I certainly will be working with him and with the Minor
ity on investigations that they are taking the lead on. 

Last October, the Congress spent many long hours discussing the 
magnitude of the drug p:roblem in this country and the extent of 
our willingness to do something about it. The product of all that 
discussion was a massive piece of legislation entitled the Anti-Drug 
Abuse Act of 1986, which was heralded by many as a comprehen
sive answer to the drug problem on all fronts: law enforcement, 
interdiction, education, rehabilitation and treatment. In total, the 
bill authoriLed some $1.8 million in Federal dollars for the drug 
war. Of that amount, nearly two-thirds, or $635 million, was dedi
cated to the Federal drug interdiction efforts which the Subcom
mittee will focus on this morning. 

In that context, I am deeply disturbed by the fmdings of a report 
entiled liThe Border War on Drugs," which the Office of Technolo
gy Assessment will release here this morning. 

[The report referred to was marked Exhibit No.1 and may be 
found in the files of the Subcommittee.] 

&mator NUNN. Specifically, the OTA report finds that: 
Despite a doubling of Federal expenditures on interdiction over 

the last five years, the quantity of drugs smuggled in the United 
States is greater than ever; 

Only a small percentage of drugs are being seized, and the flow 
of drugs into this country has not yet been stemmed. 

There is no clear correlation between the level of expenditures or 
effort devoted to interdiction and the long-term availability of ille
gally imported drugs in the domestic market; 

Responsibilities of the Federal drug interdiction agencies are 
fragmented and overlapping; and 

A lack of an overall direction that would establish a comprehen
sive approach to planning and operations limits the effectiveness of 
the interdiction programs. 

Considerable efforts are now underway to spend more Federal 
funds on interdiction, as authorized by the 1986 drug bill. I certain
ly believe we need more funds. However, the questions remain: 
What we are going to do, how well are they going to be spent, and 
how effective are they going to be? 

We will hear from Admiral Yost of the Coast Guard and Com
missioner von Raab of the Customs Service this morning on their 
efforts to expand interdiction capabilities at their respective agen
cies. Included in those efforts is the expenditure of some $41 mil
lion for the establishment of a national command, control, commu
nications and intelligence system, known as C31, by the Customs 
Service. 

At next week's hearing, we will hear from the D~'ug Enforcement 
Administration on plans to expand the El Paso Intelligence Center, 
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known as EPIC, and from the FBI on plans to establish the II All 
Source Intelligence Center," known as ASIC. 

Both of these centers, as I understand it, will, like the Customs' 
planned C31, also disseminate intelligence for interdiction efforts. 
One of the questions, of course, is whether the efforts of establish
in.g these new centers, these new command, control, communica
tions and intelligence centers, are being coordinated or whether 
there are independent efforts that simply are not coming together. 

Finally, we will hear from the Department of Defense next week, 
and they have certainly been given a great deal of new tasks and 
new emphasis in terms of what we expected from them in the sup
port of the drug interdiction effort. 

In short l there seems to be no shortage of programs or agp-ncies 
involved in Federal drug interdiction. Unfortunately, there is also 
still no shortage of cocaine and a host of other dangerous drugs on 
our streets. Something is obviously not working in our IIWar on 
Drugs." . 

Perhaps It is time to seriously reconsider our approach to the 
druG -problem rather than merely persist in doing the same thing 
we have done in the past. I certainly believe that we need to con
tinue a vigorous interdiction effort, but I also believe that we are 
never going to solve the drug problem simply with interdiction. We 
are going to have to enlist the support of every community, every 
health agency, every education agency, and we are going to have to 
form partnerships, I believe, in every city of this country between 
law enforcement, health and edw~ation officials, starting at the 
grass roots and cetainly going all the way to Washlngton if we are 
going to do anything about the problem. 

During the hearings which the Subcommittee will begin today, 
we will be looking at the Federal drug interdiction efforts in that 
context. We will focus particularly on the issue of command and 
control, a concept long used by the military and now being adopted 
to the drug war. 

We will look at Customs Service's efforts to develop their new 
command, control, communications and intelligence program and 
particularly, its coordination with the Attorne!' General, the Coast 
Guard and the National Narcotics Boarder Interdiction System, as 
required by the drug bill. 

On that point, we will examine the role of the President's Drug 
Policy Board, whose representatives will testify next week, in en
suring coordination among the agencies involved. This will be one 
of the main focuses of our two days of hearings, that is: Are the 
agencies coordinated, or are we in the Federal government simply 
fighting each other more than we are fighting drug dealers? 

Also, the Subcommittee will want to examine the need for this 
new ~ystem, partiCUlarly in light of those border command and 
control systems already existing or on the drawing board, including 
the Air Force NORAD system and the Coast Guard/Navy Mari~ 
time Defense Zone system. On these points, this morning, we will 
hear from the General Accounting Office, who reviewed the com
mand and control issue at our request, and from FrfL'lk Ault, 
former Interdiction Consultant with the Customs Service. 

Finally, we will want to examine the C31 system and other cur
rent interdiction efforts in light of the requirements of the fiscal 
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year 1987 Department of Defense authorization bill. Under an 
amendment to that bill which I sponsored, the President is re
quired by May 13th of this year to d~1ignate lead agencies in the 
specified areas of the drug efforts: maritime and air interdiction 
beyond the U.S. borders; domestic and border drug interdiction ef
forts; and domestic and foreign drug law enforcement efforts. 

My amendment last year, which is now law, was designed to pre
vent the kind of fragmentation and overlapping of agency efforts 
which I and others have found and suspected for some time and 
which has been confirmed by the Office of Technology Assessment 
this morning in the report which they will release. 

This amendment also requires maximization of existing Depart
ment of Defense and Coast Guard networks. That provision re
sponds, in part, to the growing cry for military participation in the 
drug war. 

In many respects, I view increased use of the Coast Guard, with 
their combined tradition of military and law enforcement training, 
as one way to inject needed military expertise in the drug effort. It 
is not the only way, but I think it is a very important way that we 
should review. 

I am, therefore, anxious this morning to hear how the Customs 
Service plans to maximize use of existing Defense and Coast Guard 
command and control networks in developing their planned C3I 
system. Moreover, I look forward to hearing the views of Admiral 
Yost and Commissioner von Raab on the President's upcoming des
ignation of lead agencies in the drug effort. 

Stephen Trott, Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Divi
sion of the U.S. Department of Justice, will testify on behalf of the 
President's Drug Policy Board at next week's hearing. I am most 
interested in hearing his testimony on the President's plans for the 
designation of lead agencies. 

We take this amendment very seriously in the Congress, and we 
want to make sure that the Administration is doing some careful 
thinking. We did not try to lay down any kind of path for the Ad
ministration. We simply gave them the mandate to make the deci
sion about who was going to handle specific areas of drug interdic
tion because, obviously, it is not now well coordinated. 

Finally, in listening to today's and next week's testimony, I plan 
to do so with broader questions in mind; questions which suggest it 
may be time to rethink our strategy on the drug war. Specifically, 
the questions that I will be asking are: 

Are we getting the most for our dollars in drug interdiction, or 
have we reached the point where funds might be better used on 
other approachee, such as education or treatment? 

If we do hav\.? a limited number of dollars, are we going to contin
ue to put moro in interdiction, or should we be shifting some of 
these dollars into other areas? 

'¥here do we get the highest payoff in preventing drugs from 
being used in our society to the detriment of our youth and to the 
detriment of our society itself? 

Have we lost sight of the realities of the interdiction mission in 
our rush to acquire more and more hardware? 
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Are we spending more time fighting the drug smugglers or more 
time settling disputes among our drug enforcement and interdic
tion agencies? 

In the drug war, are our battles chosen and our resources allocat
ed by the chance of the moment or by some kind of long-term, over
all plan? 

Have we developed a comprehensive strategy which makes the 
best use of the talents and technologies available to us? And I 
know we will be hearing form the Office of Technology assessment 
this morning on that particular issue. 

These are the kinds of questions which I believe must be an
swered if we are ever going to launch a realistic and effective offen
sive against the drug smuggler that has both effectiveness and con
tinuity. I look forward to these hearings with the hope that they 
may shed some light on these answers. 

Senator Roth, I have already complimented you and your leader
ship of this Subcommittee, and I look forward to working with you 
in the future as we worked in the past. You did a splendid job 
when you were chairman. You were most fair to the Minority. We 
will do everything we can to reciprocate. We will do everything to 
be cooperative in these and future hearings. 

[At this point, Senator Sasser entered the hearing room.] 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH 

Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, it is nice to be on the right of you 
again. I want to congratulate you for continuing this Subcommit
tee's work in the area of drugs. I have a statement. I will not read 
it today, except to make a couple of comments. 

I very much agree with you as to the importance of trying to fmd 
where we can best spend what funds are available. Too often, I 
think the problem in Washington is that we try to throw money at 
a problem without considering how it is being spent, and when we 
do not get the results that we desire, people become discouraged 
with the programs in general. 

Mr. Chairman, one of the things that bothers me the most in 
Washington, and something this hearing is directed at, is the ques
tion of turf wars. As long as I have been in Washington, there has 
been a continuing problem in getting cooperation-genuine coop
eration-between the various agencies that have responsibility 
within a particular area of activity. 

That has been true of the drug war. In fact, Mr. Chairman, we 
can go way back to the days of President Nixon when there were 
some extremely serious problems among the agencies having re
sponsibility. Something I think we really ought to direct our atten
tion to is: How do we get agencies to cooperate rather than to fight 
for their own particular bailiwick, their own turf'? 

Part of the problem is up here with the congressional commit
tees, admittedly. So, I congratUlate you, because I think you have 
identified a serious problem. I am going ot have to come in and out, 
because we also have trade hearings today. You know the problem. 
But once again, I look forward to working with you. 

[Senator Roth's prepared statement follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH 

I am pleased to be here this morning as the Permanent Subcommittee on Investi
gations reviews a most important topic: this country's border interdiction strategy 
against drug trafficking, and the expenditure of federal funds for this purpose. 

During my tenure as Chairman of this Subcommittee, I believe that more hear
ings were held on various aspects of narcotics trafficking and abuse than any other 
subject. In 1981, Senator Nunn and I held comprehensive heartings on international 
narcotics trafficking, and more recently the Subcommittee has reviewed specific 
topics such as crack cocaine, the deglamorization of drugs by the entertainment in
dustry, and the laundering of drug profits by financial institutions. Today's hearing 
continues the Subcommittee's past efforts, and I applaud Chairman Nunn's contin
ued commitment to this important subject. 

The reason for our continuing interest is clear: narcotics abuse continues to ad
versely impact upon countless numbers of individuals, families, and employers. 

But however critical our concerns, the federal government operates with limited 
flSCal resources, and the funds appropriated for anti-drug efforts, like any oiher 
worthy program, must be utilized wisely and efficiently. Duplication of efforts and 
uncoordinated efforts must be avoided. I have made no judgment on the Command, 
Control, Communications and Intelligence Centers planned by the Customs Service, 
and I intend to consider the testimony which will be presented with an open mind. 
However, it is already clear to me that here has not been adequate cooperation and 
coordination among the numerous federal agencies involved. It may well be that 
past actions by the Congress have contributed to the current confusion. Whatever 
the case, I think it will be far more fruitful for us to seek solutions than to seek to 
censure, and I trust that will be our goal. 

I would like to commend Senator Nunn and his staff for the work they have done 
in preparing for these hearings, and I am certain that, under Senator Nunn's lead
ership, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations will continue its longstand
ing interest in these important issues. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator ROTH. 
Senator Glenn is chairing a hearing on the Armed Services Com

mittee on Manpower and Personnel. He will not be able to be here 
very much of the time. He is very interested in the subject, and I 
would ask unanimous consent that a written version of his state
ment be inserted for the record. Also, Senator Mitchell would have 
been here, but he has other hearings this morning, so I would ask 
unanimous consent his statement be inserted in the record on him. 
Without objection, these will be inserted in the record. 

[The statements of Senators Glenn and Mitchell follow:] 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN GLENN 

Unfortunately, today's drug pilot can choose from among many smuggling routes 
into the United States from Latin American and island based drug producing and 
transit countries. Deciding where to cross the U.S. border is based primarily on the 
perceived effectiveness of the various law enforcement operations in place from 
California to Florida. 

Accordingly, the U.S. Government has been and will continue to be at a disadvan
tage unless we ensure that the law enforcement respon:Je is uniformly effective 
along the entire southern border. Moreover, we must ensure that appropriate Gov
ernment agencies are in a position to take full operational advantage of the new 
advanced sensors, aircraft, and other drug interdiction tools soon to be in place. The 
drug invasion must be terminated before the drugs reach the streets of this country. 

To this end, last year Congress appropriated millions of dollars for command, con
trol, communications, and intelligence centers to be established in the Southwest 
and Southeast portions of the United States. Specifically, Congress legislat.ed that 
the Customs Service coordinate the establislunent and location of these cal Centers 
with other interested a!1encies, including the Coast Guard. 

It appears that a major disagreement has developed over the extent to which the 
Customs Service has coordinated its C31 planning efforts, and perhaps more to the 
point, whether the Customs Service or Coast Guard should have the lead role in op
erating the proposed cal Center in Florida. I expect that the witnesses from the 
Coast Guard and Customs Service who will apoear before this subcommittee will ad
dress these and any other matters of disagreement. 
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The most important issue for me, and I believe for the country, is that this cur
rent battle over who should have the lead role in establishing and operating author
ized C3I Centers has put a halt to all forward progress in setting up the C3I Pro
gram and consequently, in making progress in stemming drug trafficking. This is an 
intolerable situation, and I anticipate that the respective agencies will soon resolve 
their differences and get on with the business of integrating and coordinating U.S. 
Government air drug interdiction efforts. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MITCHELL 

In 1986, Congress passed the Omnibus Anti-Drug Abuse Act, which established, a 
comprehensive, national anti-drug policy. The legislation included an authorization 
of $25 million for the Customs Service to develop a comprehensive, command, con
trol, and intelligence ("C3-I") system for Federal drug interdiction efforts. 

The legislation also required that establishment of the C3-1 Centers be coordinat
ed closely with the National Narcotics Border Inderdiction System (NNBIS), the De
partment of Justice, the Coast Guard and other Federal agencies. 

The f1scal year 1987 Defense Authorization Act also requires the President by 
May 1, 1987 to designate lead agencies in key areas of overall drug interdiction 
strategy: domestic and foreign drug law enforcement, domestic and border interdic
tion, and marine and air drug interdiction beyond our borders. 

During Congressional debate on the anti-<lrug legislation, consideration was given 
to the role of the Armed Forces in Federal drug interdiction. Military expertise, ex
perience, and equipment have an obvious application in the war against drugs-and 
should be made available as appropriate to the other federal agencies involved in 
that war. 

Last year's legislation clearly envisioned close cooperation and coordination cut
ting across all agency lines. 

Propoer implementation also requires reexaminiation of the underlying assump
tions in Federal anti-drug efforts which existed before last year, as well as careful 
long-range planning for the futUre. 

Taxpayer dollars-and the war against drugs-are undercut unless such coopera
tion, coordination and planning takes place. 

Like other members of the Committee, I am greatly troubled by reports that the 
C3-1 program is proceeding without consultation from the Department of Defense; 
withour oversight by the President's Drug Policy Board; without proper coordina
tion with the Coast Guard; and without long-range planning. 

Congress will not tolerate Federal agency turf battles or power plays in the war 
against drugs. Efficiency and effectiveness are our paramount concerns, and the 
public interest is our only concern. 

Senator NUNN. Senator Sasser, do you have any opening re
marks this morning? 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SASSER 

Senator SASSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have just a few 
brief comments to make. Number one, I want to commend you for 
calling these hearings here today. I think these hearings can be a 
very important help to us in our overall fight against the problem 
of drugs coming into this country and, indeed, sapping the very vi
tality of a large portion of our population. 

I must say, Mr. Chairman, that I have been somewhat disturbed 
in recent weeks and months by reports I have been receiving of a 
lack of coordination among the various Federal agencies that are 
charged with the responsibility for interdicting drugs coming into 
the United States from abroad. 

I hope that these reports have not been accurate. I think it is 
very much in the national interest; it is elementary that there 
ought to be total rooperation between the various Federal agencies 
in trying to stop the flow of drugs into this country, and if there is 
anyone area where we certainly cannot tolerate battles over bu
reaucratic turf, it is in this partiCUlar arena. 
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So I look forward this morning to the testimony of these wit~ 
nesses just to see what the situation is, and I might say in advance, 
Mr. Chairman, that I am holding some hearings this morning 
which are going to require me to leave at an early hour, something 
you might be interested in, the question of burden sharing on the 
part of our NATO allies. We are holding some hearings on that in 
the Military Construction Subcommittee. So I will have to leave 
here very shortly, but I look forward to hearing as much of the tes
timony as possible. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Sasser. 
We are fIrst going to hear from the Office of Technology Assess

ment this morning. We have Mr. Peter Johnson, who is the Project 
Director of Oceans and Environmental Programs, and Mr. Larry 
Jenney who is a Senior Analyst with the Office of Technology As
sessment. 

We also have in our panel this morning and we will hear from 
them next, Mr. Arnold P. Jones, Senior Associate Director of the 
General Government Division of the General Accounting Office 
and Mr. James H. Burow and Grace Haskins of the General Ac
counting Office. We will be hearing from them next. We are de
lighted to have all of you here. 

To save time, we swear in all the witnesses before our Subcom
mittee, so if you will all stand and hold up your right hand, we will 
swear you in. Do you swear that the testimony you will give before 
the Subcommittee will the truth, the whole truth and nothing but 
the truth, so help you God? 

Mr. JOHNSON. I do. 
Mr. JONES. I do. 
Mr. JENNEY. I do. 
Mr. BUROW. r do. 
Ms. HASKINS. I do. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Johnson, why don't you lead off? We appreci

ate your work and look forward to hearing from you. 
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With your permission, 

I will summarize. 
Senator NUNN. Your entire statement will be part of the record,1 

without objection, and we will put other statements in the record. 
But where you can, please summarize but still capture the essence 
of your remarks if you could, and it will save time. 

TESTIMONY OF PETER A. JOHNSON, PROJECT DIRECTOR, 
OCEANS AND ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM, OFFICE OF TECHNOL
OGY ASSESSMENT, ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY JENNEY, SENIOR 
ANALYST, AIR INTERDICTION INVESTIGATIONS 

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee 
thank for the opportunity to present some of the results of our re
cently completed study. 

I am Peter Johnson. I am the Project Director for that study, and 
with me today is Larry Jenney. He is a senior analyst at OTA who 
was responsible for our air interdiction investigations, principally. 

1 See p. 131. 
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Today, I will summarize the OTA study results pertaining to the 
drug smuggling problem and Federal drug interdiction efforts as a 
whole, as well as specific aspects that relate to the subject of these 
hearings the development of command, control, communications 
and intelligence centers. 

OTA's study focused on the three major illegal drugs: Heroin, co
caine and marijuana, which account for almost all drug smuggling 
into the United States. These drugs are transported from foreign 
countries by a variety of methods which can be categorized as 
either entries through official ports or surreptitious entry by 
means that avoid official ports. 

I would like the call your attention to the first chart that we 
have brought with us today, which illustrates the drug interdiction 
responsibilities of the key agencies by mode of entry as well as 
some estimates of total traffic related to these modes. 

[The chart was marked Exhibit No.2 and follows:] 
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EXHIBIT NO. 2 

Roles Of Drug Interdiction Agencies 

Port. of entry Commercial/Private Traffic 

- - - - - 3 million containers/l'r 

- - - - - 300 million/l'r 

- - -- --gO mUlion vehicles, boats, planes/yr 

- - - - - - 100 million/yr 

Smuggling Traffic Estimate 

- - - - 1.'7°0-3. Sao flights/l'r 

3.000-4.500 trips/yr 

--------? 
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Mr. JOHNSON. As you can see, the agencies with primary respon
sibility for drug interdiction are the Customs Service and the Coast 
Guard. Customs is charged with combatting drug smuggling by pri
vate aircraft, by private vessels in coastal waters and by all modes 
at ports of entry. The Coast Guard shares responsibility with Cus
toms for interdiction of seaborne drug traffic near shore and con
ducts patrols along the entire U.S. coast and the open ocean, and 
they concentrate, at the present time, in the Gulf of Mexico and 
the Caribbean Sea. 

Along the Mexican border between ports of entry, the Border 
Patrol of the Immigration and Naturalization Service exercises 
drug law enforcement efforts as an adjunct tC' their primary mis
sion of preventing illegal immigration. 

We also prepared another chart as a way of describing the inter
diction process and its components. It is entitled "Interdiction func
tions". It shows the broad categories of activities as intelligence, 
command and control, surveillance, pursuit and capture. 

[The chart is a continuation of Exhibit No.2 and follows:] 
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Interdiction Functions 

IntalJlgencil Command and 
control 

• loading points 
• Sort targets 

• Routes 

• Transport mroes 
• Select target(B) 

for Intercept 

• Tactics • Dispatch pursuit 

• Profiles 
unlt(s) 

• lookouts • Query data bases 

• Theft reports • IdenHfy target 

• Ownership • Coordinate 

• Prior involvement 
pursuit 

• Concealment • Arrange 
methods operational 

support 
• Personal Identity 

• Order enforcement 
• Criminal record stop 

Surveillance 

• Detect 
• Locate 
• Determine speed 

and course 
• Provide other 

Information 

Pursuit 
• Establish contact 
• Track target 
• Confirm Identify 
• Monitor target ~ctlvlty 
• Prepare for captvro 

Capture 
• Make enforcement 

stop 
• Search 
• Arrest 
• Seize drugs 
• Collect evidence 

To tegal system 
for prosecution 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Intelligence plays an important role, as you know, 
throughout the interdiction process. It simplifies the separation of 
smugglers from legitimate traffic and provides advance informa
tion on departures, routes, destinations and where drugs may be 
hidden. 

Command and control provides the mechanism to manage and 
integrate all available information about a potential target and to 
select, distribute or display the most significant data for oprational 
decisions. The second chart may be useful later to illustrate some 
other points, but I would like to now summarize the key rmdings of 
our study. 

The first, there is no clear correlation between the level of ex
penditures or effort devoted to interdiction and the long-term avail
ability of illegally imported drugs in the domestic market. Appar~ 
ently, given the profitability of drug smuggling, a worldwide glut of 
drugs, and the view that the United States is a favored market, 
interdiction alone will probably never result in more than a short
term or relatively small reduction in drug availability. 

Second, the data on drug smuggling, the trafficking system and 
interdiction activities are inadequate for effective planning and 
management. Such data are very much needed to make informed 
selection of best strategies, to allocate enforcement resources and 
to guide management of interdiction programs. 

Responsibilities among Federal drug interdiction agencies are 
fragmented and overlapping. The lack of a suitable institutional 
framework is a major impediment to the adoption and effective use 
of technologies, particularly command and control systems. 

Next, the value of intelligence is very high for all aspects of drug 
interdiction. In particular, good tactical intelligence can mean a 
large increase in ability to identify smuggling attempts. 

Another fmding is that no single technology has been identified 
that could solve the nation's overall drug interdiction problem. 
Rather, there are many opportunities for individual technologies to 
make incremental contributions to specific efforts of interdiction, 
although, most technological improvements by themselves may 
have only temporary benefit, because drug traffickers have known 
to take rapid and successful diversionary actions. 

Lastly, there is a serious lack of support for research, develop
ment, test and evaluation of new or transferred technology within 
all drug interdiction agencies. 

Our assessment also suggests a range of options that could be 
employed by the Federal agencies in an effort to improve the effec
tiveness of future operations, increase success within. their oper
ational strategies, and to make more efficient use of the resources 
available. These options are not mutually exclusive but could be 
adopted either individually or together. 

They are as follows: First, principal interdiction agencies under 
some central authority could prepare a coordinated, long·range 
plan for deployment of interdiction resources and technologies to 
apply pressure on major smuggling modes at ports as well as at the 
air, marine and land borders. 

Next, the interdiction agencies could establish a system and 
standards common to all agencies which could be used to evaluate 
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current capabilities and the effectiveness of technologies and tech
niques used for interdiction. 

For the port of entry interdiction problem, Customs Service or 
another agency could establish a more substantial research and de
velopment program, principally to look at effective detection tech
nologies. 

For the surreptitious border entry, air, marine and land, coopera
tive agency groups could design a border surveillance detection net
work that would be more effective for smuggler traffic. 

One aspect of Customs and Coast Guard operations that we also 
examined was the command, control, communications and intelli
gence capabilities. Effective interdiction requires the ability to 
gather and integrate information from a variety of sensors; to 
make prompt and correct tactical decisions; and to direct and co
ordinate the deployment of resources and to communicate rapidly 
and securely with field units. 

The crucial importance of the C31 function is illustrated in this 
operational diagram, which shows the flow of information to and 
from the central command and control block. 

At present, as you know, the Coast Guard and the air and the 
marine programs of Customs Service each have separate command 
and control centers and communications networks. Perhaps the 
most serious problem with some of these networks is not technolog
ical, but organizational. Coast Guard, Customs and DEA have not 
established procedural agreements and protocols that would allow 
tactical operation on a specific and on an ad hoc basis. 

It appeared to us that many aspects of C31 design and operation 
need attention, but three of those stand out as critical: 

First, the quality of the surveillance and intelligence data 
coming into the network is very important; 

Second, the completeness and security of the communications 
network; and 

Third, the protocol for tasking various assets in the field, espe
cially with different agencies and branches of agencies involved in 
single operations. 

It would be prudent in the future to consider the following when 
developing the next generation C31 system: 

The handling and integrating of sensory data is an important 
aspect. A C31 center should be allowed to handle sensors such as 
ground radar, airborne radar, aerostats and other kinds of sensors. 
Also. it should include new sensors that may be deployed in the 
future that would add to the information base. 

Modal coverage is also important. It may not be practicable to 
integrate all air, sea and land surveillance in one network, but 
there are a number of situations where integration is very desira
ble. 

Next, geographic coverage. Wide geographic coverage is impor
tant, and this also leads to wide-reaching command and control 
networks. 

Intelligence capability is another very important aspect, and the 
C31 centers need access 1,0 a variety of intelligence data. 

Again, multi-agency tasking we consider very important. Multi
agency operations are difficult to manage within a C31 center 
unless prior agreements establish a system for coordination, coop-
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eration and support. Since tracking and int0rception of smugglers 
requires so many costly assets, efficiency can only be obtained if 
agencies and their specialized branches work together well. It may 
not be necessary to reorganize governmental agencies to do this, 
but more extensive field operating agreements are certainly 
needed. 

Lastly, flexibility. As interdiction reaches levels of success 
against one mode of transport, it has been our experience that 
smugglers would undoubtedly switch operations to other modes of 
areas of lower risks. It is important, therefore, to build in flexibi1~ 
ity to the center. 

In sum, Mr. Chairman, there are numerous opportunities for 
technological improvements in the border war on drugs. These 
could lead to more effective use of Federal resources. Interdiction 
alone will not solve the Nation's overall drug problem, but it can 
deter and increase the risk for some smugglers, force them to 
switch modes and tactics and contribute to the investigations of 
trafficking organizations. The importance of C3I in any interdiction 
operation, as you have said, is well~stablished, especially within 
the military. 

Drug interdiction assets of both Customs Service and Coest 
Guard would be enhanced by the introduction of more effective and 
comprehensive C31 networks, but is is vital that the network d~ 
signs be based upon clear strategies, coordinated operational con~ 
cepts and comprehensive planning. 

Thank you. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson. Is Mr. 

Jenney going to have any statement, or is he here for support? 
Mr. JOHNSON. No, not this morning, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Johnson, let me go ahead and ask you a few 

questions now before we have our next witness, and then we will 
come back to you after we have the next witness testify. 

In your statement, you say that in spite of more than doubling 
the Federal expenditures on drug interdictions since 1981, only a 
small percentage of drugs is being seized and the amount of im~ 
ports has increased during that time. 

Does this tell us that we are fighting an inevitable tide and that 
we are doing the best we can; or does it tell us that our efforts are 
woefully inadequate and that we can do much better, or is it som~ 
where in between? How would you summarize what this report is 
really telling us? 

Mr. JOHNSON. I think it tells us we are somewhere in between. It 
in not a hopeless task, but the actual effect of interdiction alone is 
one that will probably always be rather shortlived and rather lim~ 
ited. 

On the other hand, interdiction is a long~term problem, and in 
many cases, it has been cited more as a quick war rather than a 
long war. We have noted that we weren't able to make any correla~ 
tion between interdiction efforts and the number of other data 
points that we were able to gather together. 

We also weren't able to use some of the data because it wasn't 
available in the right form or in a way that could give us informa~ 
tion by which to measure the effect of interdiction over the past 
few years. 
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Senator NUNN. We were told back eight or nine or ten years 
ago-I believe it was during the Ford Administration-by Peter 
Bensinger, who was then head of the Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration, that one of the best ways to check whether we were really 
succeeding or making progress in the fight against drugs flowing 
into this country, was to check the street price of drugs. 

First, do you, agree that that is one indicator? And second, if you 
check the street price of drugs, what is happening? 

Mr. JOHNSON. That is probably a good indicator, and that is what 
is disturbing about some of the dFtta that we have looked at. The 
fact is, in the situation of cocaine, especially, the street price has 
gone down substantially over the past five years. At the same 
time--

Senator NUNN. Indicating the supply is going up? 
Mr. JOHNSON. Indicating the supply is going up; indicating that 

there is a large oversupply compared to the demand. 
On the other hand, the agencies that have been involved in drug 

interdiction tend to use seizures more than things like price or 
purity as an indicator of their overall effectiveness. Seizures can 
sometimes be very misleading in terms of evaluating how effective 
you are. It can be, and it has in the past, been that more seizures 
m/:lY just mean that there are just more drugs coming in. 

Senator NUNN. The relationship between supply and demand is 
determined much better by the price on the street than it is by the 
number of seizures, pounds of seizures that take place; wouldn't 
you agree? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, I would agree with that, and I would think 
that a major goal of interdiction efforts is to increase the risk of 
smuggling and thus, probably increasing the pressure on smugglers 
and lower the supply of drugs coming into the country. 

Senator NUNN. Did you take a look at whether we can better uti
lize our military assets? Was that part of your study, or did you 
address that? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, we took a look at the long-term utilization of 
military assets, as well as military assets that are or can be applied 
to the interdiction problem. It was our view that, in particular, in 
the mode of entry around official ports, that is, surreptitious entry 
by private aircraft, private vessel, that military technologies were 
more appropriate, and they could be used or adapted in a very ap
propriate way for the missions of both Customs and Coast Guard. 

Now, Customs and Coast Guard do have some military assets 
now that they are working with; DOD has operated some with both 
agencies, and more are coming in. 

Senator NUNN. We had a bill last year that basically gave a 
mandate to the military to close off our borders to drugs coming in 
within a certain period of time. What do you think of such an ap
proach that basically gives the military the power and the mandate 
to get out there and basically seal the borders against drugs? 

Mr. JOHNSON. The only problem with such an approach is that 
the absolute sealing off of the borders is a very difficult and per
haps very costly operation, and it probably is prudent to evaluate 
what the future costs of doing that, not only in dollars, but also in 
disturbance of legitimate commerce and other legitimate use of 
ports and borders. 
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Senator NUNN. The big problem appears to be that you have got 
such a huge amount of traffic, boats-and planes and so forth, com
pared to the number of them carrying drugs, that sealing it off is 
really a matter of sorting them out and trying to determine which 
is legitimate and which is really the illegitimate, right? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, that is very true, and the borders are very 
permeable in many locations. We have noted in the earlier chart 
that we don't have very much information on land borders, and in 
between ports, that is, and that is not because there may not be a 
problem there, but there hasn't been much effort there to interdict 
smuggling up until this past year. 

Senator NUNN. When did you complete your study? 
Mr. JOHNSON. We completed most of our work at the end of 1986 

and have spent the past few months publishing the report. 
Senator NUNN. So it is up to date, so to speak? 
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, it is up to date. And I would say that there 

haven't been many changes with the exception of the introduction 
of a number of new technologies, but those technologies, such as 
the Navy's E2Cs and the Coast Guard's mobile aerostat platforms 
are just now coming into the field. 

It is too early to say how effective they really are. It is our view, 
though, that in order to be effective; they need to be integrated 
into a more coordinated strategy for their use. 

Senator NUNN. Have you looked in detail at a lot of different 
technologies? For instance, there are number of commercial compa
nies that are now pushing certain technologies. Have you taken a 
look at any of those on an individual basis? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, we have, and we h.ave a fairly detailed catalog 
of technologies, not all of which are in our report that we released 
today, but we have information on the capabilities and on the ad
vantages of each. 

Senator NUNN. We have been contacted by several, and I would 
submit to the record for you, if you could submit back, an answer 
to us on your comments on those particuar oneR. Of course, it 
would help us to have in our record your overall catalog, too. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Certainly. 
Senator NUNN. Senator Sasser, you have others, but I will defer 

to you and come back. 
Senator SASSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I simply have one 

question, and I will probably have additional questions that I 
would like to submit for the record. 

Mr. Johnson, my State, Tennessee, has had a particular problem 
with drug smuggling as Federal efforts around the Gulf of Mexico 
have increased and have been more and more effective. What we 
are seeing are drug smugglers overflying some of the coastal States 
and landing their drugs in inland States such as Tennessee, for ex
ample, landing in the small mountain airports in the eastern part 
of Tennessee that are largely unattended. During the evening, the 
smugglers are landing there and unloading their drugs and then 
taking the drugs, many times, back down south by automobile and 
other ways. 

What technologies are available which would improve coordina
tion with State and local law enforcement agencies to aid in drug 
interdiction in some of the inland States that are now being, where 
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we are seeing drugs coming in as a l'esult of overflying the coastal 
States? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Sasser, I would like to ask my colleague, Larry 
Jenney, to address that question. 

Mr. JENNEY. I think there are two areas in which technologies 
might be brought into play to ease the prvblem you are speaking 
of, namely, the problem of leap-frogging the border and landing the 
drugs in the interior, Tennessee or other interior States. 

One is some ability to take better advantage of the FAA internal 
radar network for covering air traffic. Customs efforts are largely 
concentrated at the border, and quite properly so, to catch smug
glers as they penetrate, but once inside the border, the radar cover
age, particularly at low altitudes where these aircraft operate, is 
somewhat sparse. The ability to integrate radar data into a C31 
center, illustrated in the earlier chart, shows how important it is to 
have a comprehensive radar mosaic of the air situation. 

Second, of course, it is communications; the ability to communi
cate rapidly and securely with local or state or county law enforce
ment agents who could come to the scenG and assist in making the 
arrest or in pursuing the drug smugglers once they have landed 
their cargo on the ground. 

Those two areas need some strengthening and improvement. Of 
the two, C31 is perhaps the most crucial technological need. 

Senator SASSER. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
Mr. JOhnson or Mr. Jenney, whoever would prefer to aJU:lw~r thi!'l 

question, do you have an estimate of the number of aircraft enter
ing the United States today, and do you have an estimate of the 
number of illegal drug-carrying aircraft coming in and a percent
age between the two? 

Mr. JENNEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman. With respect to the first point, 
the precise number is somewhat difficult to determine because 
many of the flights that we are concerned with and that form the 
background against which drug smuggling flights hide are legiti
matet private aircraft operating at rather low la.titudes without 
flight plans in the border area. 

They number on the order of five million operations a year, al~ 
though not necessarily all transborder. Many of them operate 
along the border, but they represent the background in which one 
must try to detect smuggling flights. 

Senator NUNN. About five million such flights per year? 
Mr. JJw.NEY. Per year, which amounts to something like 10,000 to 

perhaps 13,000 per day across the entire southern tier of states 
from Georgia, in the east to California in the west. 

Senator NUNN. That is just the south border. That doesn't count 
the east or the west or the north? 

Mr. JENNEY. That's right. It does not count the border north of 
South Carolina on the east coast or in northern California and 
Oregon and Washington on the west coast. 

Senator NUNN. That many per day that do not have flight plans? 
Mr. JENNEY. Some do; most don't. This is the number of small, 

private aircraft operating in the border region, some of which £,1'8 
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transborder flights. It is a one in 1,000 kind of problem to sort drug 
smugglers from the background traffic. 

Senator NUNN. How many of those do you think just per day are 
smuggling planes? Have you got any way of estimating that? 

Mr. ~TENNEY. We looked very closely at that question, Mr. Chair
man, because it is crucial to measuring the effectiveness of the 
interdiction effort. We examined several studies by Federal agen
cies, either by the I;?gency directly or by contractors serving the 
agencies. The general range of estimates made over the last five 
years are 1,000 to 1,500 flights per year on the low side to 4,000-
4,500 flights per year on the high side. 

We attempted to narrow that range through an independent 
analysis and reached the conclusion that somewhere between 1,300 
and 3,500 flights per year may cross the border carrying drugs, 
which is to say, somewhere between roughly three and a half and 
ten per day. If you set the high estimate, ten per day, against the 
roughly 10,000 flights per day that may be operating in the border 
area, you are dealing 'with a one in 1,000 detection problem. It is a 
very, very difficult detection and sorting task that the agencies 
face. 

Senator NUNN. So if you were really going to try to close it off, 
what you would have to really do, I would have to stop and search 
99and-

Mr. JENNEY. 999 in order to catch the one. 
Senator NUNN [continuing]. In order to catch the one. You would 

almost completely shut down legitimate commerce, would you not? 
Ml". JE...NNEY_ Of all sorts, both across and along the border areas. 

We would have a border very much like that which rings the 
Soviet Union, which would be a grim prospect in many ways. 

Senator NUNN. In light of that, what is the best way to appre
hend drug smugglers, particularly in aircraft? 

Mr. JENNEY. There are two key elements. But first let me say, by 
way of background, that interdicting drug smugglers is a chain of 
events. It starts with detection of suspected traffic and concludes 
with apprehension of the aircraft once it has landed or attempted 
to off-load its drug cargo by air drop. In between, you must inter
cept and you must track suspect aircraft. If anyone of those ele
ments is ineffective or fails to perform its function, the entire oper
ation comes to naught. 

As a result of our examination of interdiction technologies, good 
surveillance-broad area, far-reaching and extensive along the bor
ders-is the necessarv first condition. But it is not sufficient. 

The second condition, which is equally important, is a command, 
control and communication and intelligence network that can ac
complish the sorting task and coordinate pl!rsuit and capture as 
the operation proceeds. 

Senator NUNN. How do you assess our current capabilities of de
terrence and detection and seizure? 

Mr. JENNEY. Surveillance is extremely spotty. It probably is best 
and most concentrated in south Florida, where there is a combina
tion of military surveillance radar and Customs Service aerostat 
radars, coupled with the FAA network. It is the only area that has 
a surveillance network that is anywhere near complete. 
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On the rest of the border, there are large gaps and intermittent 
cover~;e, such that there is little ability to screen the entire border 
and all traffic. 

Senator NUNN. How do you assess and evaluate the overall effec
tiveness of the Customs air interdiction operations? 

Mr. JENNEY. We addressed that question very closely. Using data 
supplied by the Customs Service, we were able to analyze perform
ance, both overall, and in particular regions of the country. Over
all, based upon the information supplied in air operations reports, 
we concluded that Customs is interdicting somewhere between 3 
and 5 percent of the drug smuggling flights that cross the border. 
In some areas, south Florida, particularly the percentage may be 
as high as 10 percent, but nowhere elee did we find a percentage as 
high as that. In some areas, we found that less than 1 percent of 
the flights are intercepted. 

Senator NUNN. So in the best area, we are intercepting perhaps 
10 percent and that is in the south Florida area. So even at best, 90 
percent of the drug smuggling planes are getting through? 

Mr. JENNEY. That's correct, perhaps more than 95 percent. 
Senator NUNN. What about other regions, like the Gulf Coast, 

South Pacific, East Coast, so forth? 
Mr. JENNEY. The interdiction rate on the Gulf Coast is not as 

high; perhaps one and a half to 4 percent. On the Arizona, Texas, 
and New Mexico border perhaps in the range of 3 to 5 percent; on 
the East Coast, north of Georgia or South Carolina, and on the 
West Coast, virtualiy nil. We know of no intercepts that we have 
been conducted by forces stationed anywhere north of Jacksonville. 
There have been pursuits from south Florida to points in the north, 
but no intercepts made by forces located north of Jacksonville on 
the East Coast. There has been only one seizure in the last two 
years on the West Coast. 

Senator NUNN. First of ali, what are we doing wrong? I think 
you already alluded to that. 

Second, if we were to start doing everything right that you rec
ommend, what could we expect? 

Mr. JENNEY. Well, doing things right, as you put it, probably in
volves doing more. That is to say, more extensive radar coverage, 
matching that which exists in south Florida. The recent legislation 
looks to that by providing funds for seven additional aerostat 
rada...-s tv be deployed along the southwest land border. 

In addition to more surveillance; a better C31 system-more so
phisticated, more far-reaching, more comprehensive, and more 
secure. Also, more aircraft to pursue and apprehend. So more is 
part of the answer, a very important part of the answer. 

And, as I have suggested, better is the second part of the answer, 
namely, more effective interagency and intra-agency coordination. 
How much better could it be is a conjectureal matter, but it might 
be that the level of effectiveness achieved in south Florida could be 
duplicated elsewhere along the border. That might be the low end 
of the expectation. 

Senator NUNN. Are you saying we are not going to be able in im
prove much in south Florida itself? 

Mr. JENNEY. Perhaps some, but somewhere in the range of 10 to 
15, perhaps 20 percent would be a reasonable, upper expectation 
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for interdiction of aircraft throughout the country. It is not going 
to be 100 percent, and it is very unlikely to get to as high as 50 
percent. 

Senator NUNN. Also, one of your fmdings was that we just don't 
have enough effective data on drug smuggling. What is the signifi
cance of not having the data? 

[At this point, Senator Sasser withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Mr. JOHNSON. The data that is available have been collected 

principally by individual agencies and are based on seizures. The 
problem is that it is very difficult to collect, and, when it is put 
together, to add it up. In the past, there have been a lot of double 
counting of seizures. It is our understanding that some of that has 
been eliminated as the new procedures for collecting seizure data. 

But the problem is that very little data is collected to make some 
evaluations of either total programs or total systems or individual 
agency activities. So we don't know, for instance, whether the oper
ations of Coast Guard or Customs in the near-shore marine areas 
have been increasing or decreasing in terms of their effectiveness 
on drug smuggling; nor do we even know, very well, which seizures 
can be attributed to each agency. There is some confusion in the 
data between those agencies, especially in the marine area. 

Senator NUNN. Especially in what area? 
Mr. JOHNSON. In the marine area. 
Senator NUNN. By that you mean? 
Mr. JOHNSON. Private vessel smuggling. 
Senator NUNN. Between what agencies? 
Mr. JOHNSON. Between Customs and Coast Guard, who have joint 

responsibility in the near-shore borders. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Jones from the General Accouting Office. 

TESTIMONY OF ARNOLD P. JONES, SENIOR ASSOCIATE DIREC
TOR, GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL DIVISION, GENERAL AC
COUNTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES H. BUROW, 
GROUP DIRECTOR, AND GRACE !l.ASKINS. EVALUATOR 

Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here to participate 
in these hearings. I run accompanied by Jim Burow, on my immedi
ate left, who is in charge of all the work we do in the Customs 
Service, and to his left ie; Grace Haskins, who is the Evaluator-in
Charge of this particular study. 

On January 5, your Subcommittee and the Senate Committee on 
the Budget requested that we review Customs C31 center program. 
To date, we have obtained information on the objectives, current 
status and interagency coordination of Customs' program. This in
formaticn and a discussion of determinations Customs must make 
regarding the program will be the subject of my testimony today. 

Obviously, I have a fairly lengthy statement, and with your per
mission, I would like to submit it for the record and summarize it 
in such a manner to give you as much information as we can, given 
the time constraints.1 

1 See p. 175. 
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Senator NUNN. Without objection, your complete statement villI 
be inserted in the record. 

Mr. JoNES. As we all know, Customs operates an air interdiction 
program, the objective of which is to apprehend illegal drug smug
gling via private airplanes. It also operates a marine interdiction 
program aimed at detecting and apprehending illegal smuggling 
via marine vessels operating within the 12-mile coastal water 
boundary of the United States. 

The C3I center program was initiated by Customs to better sup
port its air interdiction program and subsequently was modified to 
include marine interdiction activities in its eastern sector. 

In very general terms, and my colleague here has certainly done 
a detailed job in talking about C31, but Customs' C31 program 
should enable it to integrate multiple sensor and other data 
sources into centralized facilities to: One, provide detection and 
identification of suspect smugglers; two, control and coordinate 
intercept operations; three, establish intra-systems communica
tions; and four, to enhance anti-drug smuggling intelligence. 

Customs has, of course, initiated a number of studies, which have 
discussed the centralization of drug interdiction, command, control, 
communications and intelligence capability. The Congress also, as 
we all know, supported this concept by providing funds for Customs 
to initiate the development of its C31 centers. 

I want to now talk very briefly about the current status of Cus
toms' C31 program. Customs has certainly taken several steps 
toward establishing these centers. In May of 1986, it awarded a 
contract for about $109,000 for techn~..:al support services. Subse
quently, the contract was increased by about !ji186,OOO to a total of 
$295,000 in October (If 1986. 

On June 20, 1986, Customs issued a request for proposals to ac
quire the services of one or more contractors who would enter into 
the first step of a two-step procurement intended to lead to the ac
quisition of an integrated C31 system. On September 30, 1986, Cus
toms awarded contracts to each of three firms for about a half mil
lion each for performance of the first phase, which is currently un
derway. 

The Director of Customs' Office of Enforcement Support told us 
that as of March the 5th, 1987, a date now past, the systems being 
designed will involve two separate operations centers located in 
March Air Force base in California and Richmond Heights, Flori
da, which is south of l\fiami. 

The Director told us that in addition, a national C31 facility will 
be located in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

In the southeast, the Richmond Heights, Florida center will be a 
joint C31 facility for air and marine interdiction activities. The Di
rector of Enforcement Support told us on March the 4th, 1986 that 
a construction contract for the March Air Force Base facility 
should be awarded and construction begun by the end of this 
month. He said the construction contracts for the other facilities at 
Richmond Heights and Oklahoma City should be awarded in the 
near futUre. 

I am just going to digress a little bit to talk about the agencies 
involved in drug interdiction, because I think that is important to 
the overall issue. As you know, and as you have already stated in 
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your opening remarks, Mr. Chairman, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 
1986 states that coordination of the establishment and location of 
C31 centers shall be conducted by the Commissioner of Customs to
gether with the Commandant of the Coast Guard, the Attorney 
General of the United States and the National Narcotics Border 
Interdiction System. 

Through negotiations, the most recent manifestation of which we 
were made aware of as late as yesterday evening, Customs and 
Coast Guard agreed, or I should say now agree, as of March 6 to co
locate eastern U.S. air and marine C31 activities at Richmond 
Heights, Florida. 

I am going to come back to that issue just a little later. Customs 
officials told us that Customs has kept other agencies informed 
about its plans and has solicited the help of the Department of De
fense. The Air Force agreed to provide the necessary services to de
velop and implement a Customs C31 systems acquisition plan. 

We, GAO, have seen the minutes of several coordinating meet
ings that were held among officials representing Customs, the 
Coast Guard, the DEA-that is the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion-the National Narcotics Border Interdiction System, the Fed
eral Aviation Administration and the Department of Defense. 

In addition, officials of the National Drug Enforcement Policy 
Board told us that they are monitoring the establishment of the 
C31 centers to ensure proper coordination roles and missions. 

In summary, there remain decisions to be made on the C31 pro
gram. Customs is about to begin the construction of the buildings 
to house the C31 centers, but there are still a few matters that 
remain to be decided. 

As you may know, events caught up with my prepared testimo
ny. My prepared statement, says, "What will the command struc
ture be at the Richmond Heights, Florida center considering Cus
toms and Coast Guard will be at the facility?" 

Well, as of yesterday afternoon, we were informed by Assistant 
Commissioner Rosenblatt of the Customs Service that Customs and 
the Coast Guard have agreed that Customs will command that fa
cility until June 30, 1989, and that the Coast Guard will command 
this facility from July 1, 1989 until July 30, 1991 and the command 
will alternate every two years. 

We have seen a copy of, if you will, a memorandum of under
standing, signed by cognizant officials, but I can get to that later if 
you have questions. 

Senator NUNN. We have a copy of that very short memorandum 
dated March 16, 1987. Is that correct, 1987? 

Mr. JONES. That's correct. 
Senator Nmm. First, two questions on that, if I can interrupt 

you. First, do you understand the memore.ndum; and second, does 
it make sense? 

Mr. JONES. Let me answer them in turn. I am not the dumbest 
guy in the world, and it is difficult to understand some of the lan
guage. The assets that are "chopped out," I assume that means as
signed. There is-I use the word-a weasle phrase, and I don't 
mean any disrespect to the persons who crafted it, but I should just 
not pretend to be omniscient. We just saw the agreement this 
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morning. The phrase is "Each agency agrees to devote significant 
air and service assets to be commanded by the C31 center." 

We know that the word significant means a lot or means noth~ 
ing, and since I don't know what it means, my answer is no, I don't 
understand that. If you look at agreement number 2, liThe C3I 
Center will have operational control of all assets chop,ped to the 
center including other Federal, State and local assets. ' If I inter
pret IIchopped" as meaning assigned, it says the C31 center will 
have control over assets assigned by the agencies and the agencies 
will agree to assign significant amounts, and I imagine significant 
is going to be the subject of a great deal of negotiation and give 
and take. 

I think we will have to taste it when it is served up. 1 hope I 
have answered both of your questions, Mr. Chairman. 

1 said 1 had three items in my prepared statement. I already 
talked about one. 

Senator NUNN. Let me ask one other question. Does the rotation 
itself make sense? 

Mr. JONES. I just don't feel competent at this point to answer 
that question. I will feel very competent by the time we issue the 
report to you in June you will get the answer to that question. Off
hand, off the cuff, given that agencies have to cooperate and given 
that in the past we have had some difficulty in assuring coopera
tion and coordination, assuming gvod will, I don't know that it is a 
bad idea. 

People have got to work together, and if you put Customs in 
charge, then you are telling the Coast Guard that it is second rate, 
yet among many missions, the Coast Guard has an interdiction re
sponsibility under statute. The same goes if you were to tell Coast 
Guard that it was in charge. I just think that assuming good will, 
good faith and the continued oversight of the Congress, it can 
work, but we will answer it more definitively in June. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
Mr. JONES. 1 just have a couple of more observations, Mr. Chair

man, and that will end my testimony. The other decision that re
mains is, will there be a national C3I center in Oklahoma City? 
And last but not least, of course, what will be the real cost of the 
program? 

Having wetted your appetite, Mr. Chairman, I am now going to 
say this ends my testimony. I now leave myself open to questions 
that I hope my colleagues and I can answer for you. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Jones. First of all, 
does Customs have a sound justification for the development of the 
C31 center program? 

Mr. JONF.s. Let me answer that this way: We have not been pro
vided, to date, with documentation or any other evidence that is 
convincing, really convincing that the program is needed. That is 
not to say that such documentation doesn't exist; that is not to say 
such documentation will not come into existence. That is, however, 
only to say that to date, we have not been provided any that is con
vincing to us. 

Senator NUNN. On any of these questions, if you have to refer 
them to any of your associates, you feel free. I will leave that up to 
you. 
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Mr. JONES. Thank you. 
Senator NUNN. Has there been a cost-benefit analysis performed? 
Mr. JONES. I can answer that very succintly: No. 
Senator NUNN. If they have not done that, what are the benefits 

that are really being aimed towards here? 
Mr. JONES. I think, given that they have responsibilities to inter

dict drugs, given that they have assets in the amount of roughly 90 
aircraft, it makes sense that there has to be a plan for controlling 
the assets, communicating, and making use of intelligence to do a 
better job in interdicting drugs. They couldn't do a good job if they 
took the! factor out of C3l. 

If you take the I factor out, you have got nothing but random 
patrol, and ! think in the past, we have every indication that 
random patrol is not sufficient to stem the tide. 

So the concept is good. They have to improve their ability to 
communicate, control, command and enhance the use of intelli
gence, particularly with increased resources that the Congress has 
given them with the Anti-Drug Abuse Act. The CSI will be $41 mil
lion. I think they need it. 

Senator NUNN. They have got an operation down in Miami right 
now that is opp,rating, as I understand it, a C3! center with the 
FAA. Does that approach seem to be working? 

Mr. JONES. I will be very smart and deflect that to my colleague, 
Mr. Burow, to answer that, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. BUROW. Customs Service does have a facility in Florida, and 
I think to answer your question, ! should describe that a little bit. 
It is in the basement of the FAA facility. It is primarily aimed at 
air interdiction. There is another facility in Florida which is aimed 
at marine, which they refer to as the BLOC. The BLOC, which is 
the Blue Lightning Operations Center deals primarily with marine 
on the southeastern border. 

Senator NUNN. What about Department of Defense here? The 
Department of Defense has been running C3! centers for a long 
time. Has Customs Service-Mr. Jones or Mr. Burow, Ms. Haskins 
or any of you would like to answer this-have they sought the ex
pertise of the Department of Defense in planning their operations 
and their construction plans? 

Mr. BUROW. As you know, the Department of Defense has been 
heavily involved in C31 activities for its own purposes. The Customs 
Service, with its air force of 90 planes that we referred to before, 
its marine interdiction resources, identified the DOD as a place 
that it can go for help. 

In 1984, they entered into an agreement to seek help from the 
Air Force. Out of that agreement came the MITRE studies referred 
to in our prepared statement. 'rhere were three of them done in 
1985 that laid out a concept for the Customs Service to proceed 
with their C3I activities. Since that time they have had to deal spe
cifically with trying to get more of the DOD resources that would 
be actively involved in the C3I centers themselves. I'm not talking 
to cor"'.epts here. We are talking about resources. We are talking 
about data. We are talking about things that will give them the op
portunity to reach out further and see further into an area that 
doesn't belong to the UvJ.ted States. Customs is seeking such help 
from the military. 

74-017 0 - 87 - 2 
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Senator NUNN. Would you describe the coordination between 
Customs and DOD as being satisfactory, adequate, inadequate, mar
ginal? How would you describe it so far? 

Mr. BUROW. Customs has looked for help. I don't think that the 
military was really willing to jump in there and take over all the 
responsibilities, so I think they have kind of thrown it back at Cus
toms, "What is it that you want?" and the agencies have kind of 
gone back and forth. 

I guess the bottom line is that they have been kind of a reluctant 
bride in this whole area. 

Senator NUNN. Been a what? 
Mr. BUROW. Been a reluctant bride in this whole area. 
Senator NUNN. But you place more of the burden on DOD there 

than Customs? 
Mr. BUROW. Customs is the one that has assumed the responsibil

ity to come up with a C31 concept. They wanted one; they needed 
one for their air interdiction. It is up to them, I believe, to go out 
and fmd the resources that can help them get to where they want 
to be. 

Senater NUNN. But you are saying, would an adequate coordina
tion be too strong between DOD and Customs, then? 

Mr. BUROW. I guess I would say that it has been adequate, yes, 
sir. 

Senator NUNN. What about the coordination between the various 
agencies and these efforts, particularly C3I? Mr. Jones, Mr. Burow, 
who is supposed to coordinate this? We have got a multiplicity of 
agencies here. What mechanism is there in the Federal govern
ment for coordination, and how are they doing? 

Mr. JONES. That is a broader question than just the C31 program. 
Senator NUNN. I agree. 
Mr. JONES. We are talking about the business of coordinating be

tween and among the several agencies involved and the whole, if 
you will, war on drugs. Some of these agencies, as we all know, are 
single mission agencies. The DEA is one. Some of the agencies are 
multiple mission agencies. The FBI comes to mind; the Coast 
Guard is another; Custom Service is one. 

The GAO is on record. We feel that there needs to be a strength
ened centralized control. I hesitate to use that word drug czar, be
cause it conjures up all sorts of non-meanings. We know that the 
current law, the Crime Control Act of 1984, established yet another 
Cabinet committee. This one is called the Drug Enforcement Policy 
Board. Yet again, the Attorney General chairs it; yet again, it re
quires cooperation; yet again, it doesn't have the authority to dic
tate to agencies, particularly those with multi-missions, and how 
they both should mesh within the multiplicity of missions in the 
drug control effort. 

The Coast Guard has to go out and rescue people when a boat 
sinks, and I am not a Coast Guard expert, but what suffers? The 
FBI might decide tomorrow that domestic terrorism is the most im
portant effort this country faces. We know where the agents as
signed to drug abuse control will go. The DEA tends to be the 
single mission agency in the drug investigations area. You have got 
the Customs Service doing that. 
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Who is there, absent the President of the United States, to dic
tate, to demand, to force cooperation when you have competing 
goals between and among these agencies? It is a problem; it has 
been a problem since the mid-sixties, as you pointed out earlier. It 
was a problem when we had many drug police agencies running 
around, from the FBI cops to the FDA cops to t.he Treasury cops 
and everyone else. 

Yes, there needs to be strong control. How it is going to be put 
into effect? I do not know. 

Senator NUNN. Do you have any suggestions? 
Mr. JONES. I will tell you that we have been asked to come up 

with some sugg'estions. We certainly are in the throes now of look
ing at the operation of the Drug Enforcement Policy Board. One of 
your colleagues, Chairman Biden, has asked us to help him in that 
direction, and we are looking at the effectiveness, if you will, of the 
Policy Board in light of some recommendations we made several 
years ago when we said stronger guidance was needed to control 
the war on drugs, and we still think it is a problem. 

Senator NUNN. You say that the need for a national C3I facility 
is still an unresolved issue. Could you elaborate on this? 

Mr. JONES. Well, as we know, the language in the report accom
panying the Senate Appropriation Bill·-and correct me when I 
stray from this-called for a national C31 center to be constructed 
in Oklahoma City. Customs is going ahead and doing it. 

We have been advised by the Assistant to the Chairman of the 
Drug Enforcement Policy Board that a supplemental appropria
tions request, which asks for-and I am confused on the language 
of it. It almost seems to me like a deferral, but it really isn't. But 
the intent of the Administration's request was to delay activity on 
a national center, and I won't say on a national center located at 
any particular place, but on a national center. 

I think the issue of whether or not there should be a national 
center is one that the GAO can't answer; I think the Congress 
spoke; the Committee report stands on its face. I mean, they said 
there will be one. 

Senator NUNN. There is also language here in the law as opposed 
to the committee report. As of the two, the law has the higher au
thority, supposedly, that says, "The coordination of and establish
ment of such C31 centers shall be conducted by the Commissioner 
of Customs together with the Commondant of the Coast Guard, the 
Attorney General of the United States and the National Narcotics 
Border Interdiction System." 

So it sets up a joint mechanism for that, and then also, the law 
says, further-this is an '87 authorization bill, that there be, "-tne 
President shall address the requirement that maximum use be 
made of existing Department of Defense and Coast Guard com
mand and control networks as well as other available military re
sources including equipment, intelligence, and training capabili
ties." 

Now, there is nothing directly in conflict there, but it is apparent 
that there C31 centers were intended to be coordinated at the high
est levels, and the question is whether that has been done or 
whether one agency has really moved out on its own. 
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Mr. JONES. I can address that, and then I think Mr. Burow wants 
to elaborate, but I can certainly say that we were told by the assist
ant to the Chairman, of the Drug Enforcement Policy Board, and 
the Chairman is the Attorney General of course, that they had one 
intention, and it is our understanding that Customs is going to go 
ahead with the development of a national center in Oklahoma City. 

To me, that says that there isn't exactly an agreement, but, you 
know, that depends on the vantage point that you take. 

Jim, do you want to elaborate? 
Mr. BUROW. That is basically what I was going to say. I think 

that it is important to note, as we look back over the history of 
this, that coordination among the agencies involved in this definite
ly increased at the time that the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 was 
passed. I think up until that point, Customs was basically going 
after an air interdiction C3I activity; they felt as if they were basi
cally in charge of air interdiction and were proceeding in that 
manner. 

Senator NUNN. Are they clearly in charge of air interdiction? Is 
that clear, and if so, under what authority? 

Mr. BUROW. I guess I would have to say it was a matter of de
fault. When it comes to air interdiction responsibility, it is the Cus
toms Service which, at this point in time, has built or has had as
sistance from Congress to build what they referred to as an Air 
Force, 90 planes, including P-3A aircrafts. They are about to get 
two E2C aircraft. 

The Coast Guard is now entering into the arena or air interdic
tion with the introduction of two E2C aircrafts. 

Senator NUNN. Senator Goldwater used to complain over and 
over again about the number; I think he said we had five Air 
Forces in the military. Basically, what you are, I think, describing 
is that we are about to see that same thing happen in the law en
forcement area. 

Mr. BUROW. I think that could happen; at least two, not five. 
[Laughter.] 

Senator NUNN. It has a way of being contagious. Some folks out 
there haven't thought of it yet. They will. 

What about the location of the C31 facility at Miami? Has that 
been justified by the Customs Service? Did you ask questions on 
that? 

Mr. BUROW. I think we will let Grace speak to this, because she 
has been involved in this from the beginning, when we started our 
work in early January. I think we would be remiss if we didn't let 
her speak to it. 

Ms. HASKINS. As for as the justification for the Miami facility is 
concerned, we have not seen any documentation that clearly lays 
out what the Miami facility will do and the impact it will have on 
drug interdiction. We haven't seen what would happen if the facili
ty in Miami does work. The drug smugglers might use alternative 
routes. They might come in by land, or they might use container
ized shipments, or they might use commercial airlines or they will 
use the marine or air facilities on the East and West Coasts. 

So the bottom line is as far as justification for the facility in 
Miami, we have not seen a clear, written documentation of that 
nature. 
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Senator NUNN. Has there been any effort to look at whether to 
co-locate with the Air Force base there? I believe it is Tyndall Air 
Force Base. 

Ms. HAsKINS. Early on, I believe Customs did attempt to address 
that issue. I think Jim might be in a better position to answer that. 

Mr. BUROW. When they originally designed this or when Customs 
originally got involved in this, they were interested in going to 
Tyndall Air Force Base. 

In November of 1985, Customs decided that they wanted to in
clude marine in this. That created a kind of a problem for them 
from the standpoint of what were they going to do with their Blue 
Lightning Operations Center in Miami and the strong working re
lationships that they had with state and locals as far as marine 
was concerned. Customs felt that there was a need to locate in 
Miami. 

What Grace was talking about, which I would like to elaborate 
on a little, is the relationship or the decisionmaking process. Cus
toms officials can give you a lot of answers, they can give you a lot 
of reasons why it would be better to go to Miami, but what we keep 
looking for and we don't see is how is that particular facility gong 
to impact on the drug smugglers? 

OTA was mentioning the fact that we interdict 10 percent. If we 
are catching 10 percent of the airplanes that are coming into the 
United States that are carrying drugs, what are we going to in
crease that to with a C31 facility in Miami? 

1 think that is a question that cannot easily be answered. When 
we look at the documentation for the C31 center, whether it be in 
Miami or somewhere else, what is the increase going to be? What 
are we going to get from the money TNf; are going to spend for those 
facilities? 

Senator NUNN. Let's say you are looking at a radar scope, wher
ever it is located. You see an airplane circling over a spot or you 
spot an airplane that looks suspicious. What do you have to do 
then, independent of location, whoever is operating that radar? 

Mr. BUROW. Obviously, that person has to communicate that 
sighting to the air branch. The air branch is located at Homestead 
Air Force Base in south Florida. Homestead Air Force Base branch 
will launch an interceptor that will go out and take a look at it. 

Senator NUNN. But you have got to communicate by telephone 
or radio. 

Mr. BUROW. At this point in time, they do have some radio com
munications, but they also use the telephone. 

Senator NUNN. Is the location then, does the radar and C31 need 
to be located near the air assets? 

Mr. BUROW. Even if they build the facility at Richmond Heights, 
they are still going to have to communicate launch instructions to 
the Homestead Air Force Base, which is even further south in Flor
ida. 

Senator NUNN. Who is in charge at Customs of the C31? Have 
you got one person in charge there? 

Mr. BUROW. There is a project manager for the program. Obvi
ously, there is a chain of command starting with the Commissioner 
and going through the Office of the Assistant Commissioner for En
forcement. When we were looking at this particular project at your 
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request, it became evident that there was not one particular loca
tion where we could get the answers to all of our qUQstions. 

When you started talking about the budgeting. Where is the 
money going to come from? How is it going to be spent? Where is it 
going? We had to deal with the budget office. That would be the 
logical place to deal with that question. 

When we started talking about the contracting. How much would 
they contract for? What were we going to get out of these con
tracts? We were referred to the contracting people. Even within 
the Office of Enforcement, you have those in the enforcement sup
port. Those were the people who were charged with coming up with 
the concept and moving this project forward. The project manager 
worked in this group. 

Also, within the Office of Enforcement, you also have the en
forcement ~ople who actually go out and put the handcuffs on 
people. In this regard, you really. have to deal with two differlnt 
groups of people who have different agendas when you talk about 
that subject. 

Senator NUNN. Could you describe how your investigation pro
ceeded with Customs? What state of affairs did you find there? Did 
you find that it is being operated effectively? Are you-were you 
pleased with the responses? What is the general status? 

Mr. BUROW. That is a hard i.:],uestion for me to answer. The Cus
toms Service has to do a lot. 1 mean, the things that have been put 
on the Customs Service with all of its responsibilities; 400 provi
sions of laws, involving 40 agencies; it has a lot to do. 1 couldn't 
imagine that the Commissioner of Customs would spend a great 
deal of time dealing specifically with the C31. Down the line, they 
have the people dealing with the C31 program. 

Obviously, the big decisions would be moved up. To try to charac
terize the conditions in the Customs Service based on what we have 
seen in the C31 program, would be fairly difficult. 

Senator NUNN. Have you got all the documents you need? Do 
you have the information you need at this time? 

Mr. BUJ.?Ow. I believe I have all the documents that are available. 
1 guess my problem, when we try to deal with this type of evalua
tion-and I am, going to let Grace talk about this too-is that it 
would be nice from an auditor's standpoint to go in and have an 
agency layout a very clean-cut cost analysis saying it considered 
the 031 concept in this way: ,tWe have a national C3l. We have two 
sectoral CSls. Here is where they are going to be. Here is how 
much they are going to cost, and here is what we are going to get 
out of the centers." 

What we see when we look at Customs documentation is briefing 
documents, some decision documents to move from Tyndall Air 
Force Base to Miami, move several places around Miami. First Cus
toms wanted to be just outside Miami; then it thought it should be 
at Brichel Point because of the Coast Guard's involvement. 

I am going to pass this over to Grace, because I think she has 
spent an awful lot of time dealing with this subject, as I mentioned 
before. 

Ms. HASKINS. I think Jim covered most of the question. I would 
say that Customs has been cooperative, but there is a lack of docu
mentation concerning the C31, and this makes it very hard for us 
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to audit, because there is not an audit trail, so there wouldn;t be 
an audit trail for the people within Customs or those outside Cus
toms to follow the development of the C31 program. 

Senator Nu~. Thank you. 
Mr. Rinzel. 
Mr. RINZEL. Mr. Johnson, you were somewhat pessimistic about 

interdiction efforts having any effect on the drug trafficking at all. 
Would you agree that it is not necessary to intercept 100 percent of 
planes coming in in order to have a significant impact on at least 
that kind of drug smuggling? Wouldn't it be necessary only to 
intercept a high enough percentage to make it too costly for smug
glers, particularly pilots, if they are going to be facing lengthy 
prison sentences? 

I ask that question because we have been advised v'Cry recently 
that, in the south Florida area, in the last three to four months, 
there has been a significant drop-off in the number of planes, small 
planes coming in. There has been more than a 50 percent drop off. 
You project a 10 percent seizure rate in Florida. If that seizure rate 
is having that kind of effect, at least on that mode of transporta
tion. can't we be a bit more optimistic about the effect of interdic
tion efforts? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. Yes. I agree with you there. 
I think that our analysis shows that effects are felt in individual 

areas and under certain conditions. There have been some efforts 
to evaluate the effects of short-term blitz operations such as Hat 
Trick I and II, which certainly had an effect upon the traffic at the 
time. 

And as you said, it appears, although these are rather inferential 
kinds of analyses, because we really don't have very much data to 
go on, but it does appear that the south Florida interdiction effort 
has had some effect upon reducing the traffic into there. 

On the other hand, what that usually means or what that has 
meant in the past is that the smuggler switches to other modes, 
and in many cases, those arc the modes of lower risk to the smug
gler, therefore, there isn't much effort at the present time in that 
mode. 

In the cocaine business, in particular, it appears that air traffic, 
private aircraft smuggling, may be going down at the same time 
that smuggling by commercial cargo, or by cargo contaL.ers in 
ports, is increasing. 

So that is the long-term problem that I was addressing rather 
than the fact that yes, by increasing risks on one mode, you do 
seem to have an effect upon the smuggling at that mode and in 
that area. 

Mr. RINZEL. Do you frnd any evidence that law enforcement enti
ties that have responsibilities in this area are really taking a long
term approach? That is, have they beefed up air interdiction with
out anticipating what alternatives the smugglers are going to use? 
Now, I understand in south Florida, the smugglers are doing a lot 
mure ocean drops from airplanes and in high-speed boats, picking 
the drugs up and bring them into the coast. That is much more dif
ficult to stop under the present system. The smugglers may also be 
using more commercial containers, as was mentioned. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. 
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Mr. RINZEL. Is there any evidence that people are really looking 
ahead to those methods, at the effect a particular interdiction 
system would have if we implement the system, such as the air 
interdiction efforts throughout the southeastern United States? 
What effect is it going to have and where we are going to have to 
devote resources next? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Certainly, there is some effort to do that. The so 
called "Operational Alliance" that Customs and DEA have mount
ed on the southwest land border is, in effect, an attempt to look at 
that area as perhaps a growing problem. 

But on the other hand, long-term planning is something that we 
felt was lacking, and due to the fact that you have these agencies 
with their individual responsibilities and no very active leadership 
in long-range planning, that creates some of the problems that we 
are seeing. 'l'he Coast Guard measures their success sometimes by 
the fact that they have reduced private vessel traffic, but the over
all effect may be that that same traffic is going elsewhere. It is 
going over land or by other means. 

Mr. RINZEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. We get back to tha.t old measure of the street 

price of drugs, which is your best indicator, I think; it is the rela
tionship of supply and demand. 

Mr. Jones, you wanted to say something? 
Mr. JONES. I just wanted to embellish some on what I heard. Yow 

see, the issue still gets back to: One you want to increase the risk. 
To what end? If the ultimate effect is to increase risk of smuggling 
drugs, let's say, through Florida and this is not reflected some
where on the street in terms of supply and ultimately in terms of 
price and purity which is one measure or the number of new en
trants into the abuse field, is increased risk a good measure? 

The problem that I think we still have, and the Chairman point
ed it out, I think, very succintly in the introduction, there is a 
finite pool of money, and there are insufficient studies, in my judg
ment to find the best solution to the problem. We have not been 
able to do it, and we have certainly thought about doing it, to assist 
the Congress. 

When it says we have a fixed parcel of money, what is the appro
priate interaction of education funds, enforcement funds, health 
funds, to allow us to make appropriate trade-offs? Is an additional 
$10 millions of dollars shifted from an interdiction program to an 
education program going to achieve some ultimate effect, if we 
could agree on what effectiveness of programs should mean, that is, 
if we, for example, reduce the number of kids who are abusing 
drugs? 

These are some very fundamental questions, I think, that tran
scend, again, the bases of the Coast Guard with its missions, tbe 
C~s£'t)ms Service with its missions, the DEA with its missions, the 
FBI with its missions. Who is in charge? , 

The Chairman of the Drug Enforcement Policy Board is supposed 
to be doing that. That board is supposed to be making the budget 
studies and supporting those budget trade-offs. It is not being done. 
We are not doing it. 

I think these questions have to be answered to allow us to have a 
better sense that the monies that are being spent, and it is a lot, 
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are getting the biggest bang for the buck as well as if we increase 
the risk in south Florida, whether they run around to Georgia or 
come up to Maryland. There are drugs on the streets. 

Senator NUNN. 'l'he other question you have t.o ask, and you 
have to be very careful about how you phrase this, but we have 
done it in Turkey and some other places, is that if you took the 
money you are putting into interdiction and actually went into a 
country where they are growing drugs and worked with the gov
ernments to get those people out of the drug business through 
some kind of crop diversion or some other form, what the trade-off 
would be. 

It is a lot easier to vote up here for drug interdiction money than 
it is for foreign aid. You might have to call it something else, but if 
you can get it at the source, it seems to me there are two sources: 
One is where it is grown; the other is where it is consumed. That 
means going to the countries where it is grown in some form of co
ordinated program with that government. You have got to stop it 
there. 

As soon as it gets out of that country, stopping it is just very, 
very difficult, and you have got to stop it where it is consumed, and 
it seems to me that is education. 

I don't know, but we seem to have failed on both those accounts. 
I want to commend our law enforcement officials for an awful lot 
they do. They have an impossible problem. The expectations of 
both the Congress and the American people compared to what is 
possible, even when they are doing everything right, seems to me is 
a vast gap there. 

There is a vast gap between what we expect and what we are 
going to be able to achieve if we do everything right, and that is 
what Mr. Johnson mentioned. If we properly did everything right 
in the air interdiction arena, we probably might get up to some
where where we are in the south Florida area, or we might get up 
even to 20 percent. But that means the headlines would stilll'ead, 
"80 percent of the aircraft coming in with drugs are getting 
through," and that is not something well received anywhere. 

So it is a very difficult problem. I am reminded of the old saying 
that: "For every complex, complicated problem there is an answer 
that is simple, easy and wrong." [Laughter.] 

Senator NUNN. I think that is where we are in this drug busi
ness. Thank you all for being here. I appreciate it. You were very 
helpful, and we will stay in touch with you and hope you will 
submit further for the record and stay in touch with us as you de
velop the information. 

Mr. JONES. We will, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
Our next witness is Captain Frank Ault, U.S. Navy, Retired. He 

was a former consultant for the TJ.S. Customs Service, among other 
things. Captain Ault, we are delighted to have you here. We know 
you have a lot of background and expertise in this particular area 
we are going into this morning. 

We swear all our witnesses in, Captain Ault, on this Subcommit
tee. 
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Do you swear the testimony you are about to give to this Sub
committee is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, 
so help you God? 

Captain AULT. I do. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you. 

TESTIMONY OF CAPTAIN FRANK W. AULT, USN (RET.), FORMER 
CONSULTANT, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE 

Senator NUNN. I am delighted to have you, and we appreciate 
your cooperation, and we look forward to your statement. 

Captain AULT. Mr. Chairman, I do have a formal statement 
which I ask be placed in the record,l and I will summarize the high 
points of that for you. 

Senator NUNN. Without objection, it will be admitted to the 
record in total. 

Captain AULT. I deeply appreciate the opportunity to come before 
your Committee, Senator. Actually, it has been a Walter Mitty fan
tasy of mine for some time that I would be sitting here talking to 
our elected representatives telling them what I think, for a change. 
[Laughter.] 

Senator NUNN. I better get some support up here. [Laughter.] 
I am not sure I can handle you alone. [Laughter.] 
Captain AULT. I want to focus on those provisions of the Anti

Drug Abuse Act having to do with the tactical interdiction of ille
gal drugs at the nation's borders. I am afraid that when I do so, I 
am going to spread the flak around a bit. 

Senator NU?-rN. We We-'ll to hear from you. I would encourage 
you not to ,3xempt the Congress, and I am sure you won't. [Laugh
ter.] 

Captain AULT. Well, first, a brief recitation of my credentials for 
people who may not know who I am. I am a career naval officer 
and naval aviator. I was in the Navy for 31 years before I decided 
not to make a career out of it. Subsequently, I have served as chief 
executive officer of four public corporations. I had profit-and-Ioss 
responsibilities in all those jobs. The pinnacle of my naval career 
was the command of an aircraft carrier. It is an awesome feeling to 
sit there on a $2% billion chunk for the taxpayers' investment 
knovdng that it is all yours, but it is a very rewarding kind of as
signment. 

Senator NUNN. Don't you also devalop the program known as 
"Top Gun" in the Navy? 

Captain AULT. Yes, sir. I will get to that in a minute. That is one 
of my drums in the back row, Senator. [Laughter.] 

I have had extensive experience with real-world, hands-on com
mand and control, particu1,,;:rly the Navy tactical data system, and 
I know 8 lot about the present NORAn system. About half of my 
career, perhaps a third, was spent in Washington, involved in 
weapons research, development and acquisition, so I understand 
that end of the business. 

It is not immodest to say that I have a national, if not an inter
national, reputation in air interdiction. As you mentioned, in nrid-

1 See p. 198. 
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1968, I was tasked by the Navy to frnd out why our fighter planes 
we:nm't doing better in Vietnam. The result was a study called 
IlThe Ault Report," which is generally credited with raising the 
combat kill ratio from about two and a half to one to over 12 and a 
half to one. 

One of the products of that report was the Navy Fighter Weap
ons School, featured in the popular movie "Top Gun." I think Ad
miral Moorer summarized that mm very well. He said "It was the 
best photography of carrier aviation we have ever had, and there 
were no distractions caused by the plot." [Laughter.] 

I have had a close association with the tactical interdiction pro
grams of the Customs Service for over six years: first, as the Man
ager of Customs Programs Support for, in the vernacular, a "belt
way bandit" involved in technical and engineering support of Cus
toms prorams; then, in 1983, as a member of the blue ribbon panel 
called the "Siler Committee" which was tasked by Customs to do 
an in-depth assessment of their air program; and finally, for two 
years, commencing in September of 1984, as Special Consultant for 
Tactical Air Interdiction to the Commissioner of Customs. 

[The Siler Committee report was marked Exhibit No.3 and may 
be found in the mes of the Subcommittee.] 

Captain AULT. I am mostly conversant with most of the hearings 
that have been held on the Hill on drug interdiction in the last 
four or five years. I have been constantly dismayed, as I have been 
at times this morning, by the "all is well and getting better" aura 
which generally pervades these hearings. In my opinion, what is 
going on in the border is mostly the appearance of effective activity 
fostered by extensive media exaggeration of minor successes. I will 
give you an example. Here, a couple of months ago, we had a mari
juana bust at Leesburg Airport. The product was 600 pounds of 
marijuana, which is not even a ripple in the marijuana mill pond, 
and yet the public, through the media, got a feeling, I think, that 
we were doing better than we actually were. 

On the other hand, there is no gain saying that you need that 
kind of thing in order to maintain a public awareness of what is 
going on. I think the Commissioner of Customs recognizes that 
better than anybody in the room. People who advertize in Aviation 
Week don't advertize the F / A-18 because they are trying to sell it; 
they are trying to get public acceptance of decisions that have al
ready been made. I think publicizing this stuff is a very good idea. 

Unfortunately, our measurements of how good we are or how 
well we are doing can also be used by the guy who is doing the 
smuggling. 

If you look at the drug business, you will find if we miss a kilo of 
cocaine at the border it goes into our socio-economic structure and 
just disappears. Therefore, it is :hard to hold 5cc!'\u~!abl.:3 th~ peoplp. . 
who are doing the job and measure how well they are doing out 
there on a day-to-day basis. We have to find another measure of 
effectiveness besides amounts confiscated. I have a few ideas on 
that. 

It is my opinion that if a kilo of cocaine were, instead, a small 
bomb and we had bomb craters allover this counry, there would be 
a loud public outcry for a better drug program, but it isn't happen
ing that way. It is an insidious tIring. All we can do is count the 
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number of people that show up for rehabilitation, the overdoses 
and the other things. 

I believe that the Congress, in its best efforts to produce a drug 
bill last Fall, either overlooked or was misinformed on the capabili
ties and readiness of the principal claimant to the benefits of that 
legislation-and I mean the Customs Service-to spend, well and 
wisely, the very impressive sums provided for tactical interdiction. 

Quite simply, it appears, as you mentioned earlier, that the Cus
toms tactical interdiction proponents tried to cover the soft spots 
by throwing money at them. Let me state that if I walked into this 
hearing room, or any other hearing room, and suggested to you 
that the budget of any Federal agency be doubled in a single year, 
and if I further suggested that one element of my budget should be 
multiplied by ten, you would, figuratively, ride me out of the con
ference room on rail. Yet, that is what Customs and its Congres
sional supporters were able to achieve last Fall. That's where we 
are. 

I know that the Congress is awaiting the comprehensive drug 
program required from the President, by the Nunn amendment to 
the 1987 Defense Authorization bill. However, unless the Congress 
can somehow send to the Executive Branch, here and now, a clear 
message that the door is open for some clear and enlightened 
thinking, you are going to get more of the same type of parochial 
thinking that has inhibited progress at the border to date and bids 
fair to stultify it in the futUre. 

I refer here to policy positions which have already been reached 
or soon will be reached. I just heard of one of them thi~l morning 
which h&3 to do with the mission responsibilities between the Coast 
Guard and Customs others are the acquisition and allocation of 
surveillance aircraft and the whole broad area of command, con
trol, communications and intelligence. 

I think too little thought has been given to the implications of 
the long-term investments in hardware and personnel which have 
been instigated by the anti-rlrug legislation. Are the lOOth Con
gress, the lOlst, the 102nd and all the Administrations hereafter 
ready to support the level of activity which we have set in motion 
here? Finally, little, if any, thought was given to the national secu
rity enhancements which are potentially realizeable as a fringe 
benefit of the drug interdiction effort. 

The execution of the tactical interdiction program is being seri
ously affected by what columnist Edward Luttwak in the March 8 
Washington Post called the "non-operational administrative men
tality of the Washington bureaucracy." Simply stated, there is no 
full-time, real-time "battle management" of the drug interdiction 
activity at the borders. We do lots of planning, prioritizing, allocat
ing, strategizing, coordinating, collating, collecting, advising and re
questing; but we do very little commanding, controlling, directing, 
ordering and requiring. The analogy I would like to draw is that if 
in World War il, President Roosevelt and his military staff advi
sors had sent George Patton a bunch of tanks and some ammuni
tion and gasoline and sent Oruar Bradley some troops and artillery 
and General Montgomery some lend-lease and said, "Gentlemen, go 
fight World War il"-and hadn't sent General Eisenhower-we 
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would have had a most difficult time winning that war. But that is 
exactly what we are doing in the drug war. 

Senator NUNN. Captain, are you saying nobody is in charge over
all? Is that what you are saying? 

Captain AULT. I am saying nobody is exercising tactical com
mand and fighting the battle out at the front. Yes, somebody is in 
overall charge. We are getting the troops all ready, and we are 
aiming them, but we are not getting out there and conducting that 
battle on a minute-by-minute, day-by-day basis. It has got to be 
fought out there. I am not just a guy who waves his arms. I will 
tell you how to do that later. 

Senator NUNN. We are going to get to the solution, then? 
Captain AULT. Yes, sir. 
Finally, the process by which the tactical interdiction program 

has evolved during the decade of the eighties has resulted in the 
intrusion, by the Legislative Branch, into the requirements and 
program management arenas which are, more properly, the proY
inces of the Executive Branch. 

We have agreed, I think, this morning, that our problems with 
drugs are possibly, even predominantly, those of demand. This was 
corroborated by the President's Commission on Organized Crime in 
their report about this time last year, in which they stated clearly 
that the demand for drugs is the overwhelming problem. Supply is 
certainly also part of the problem and that is where we are work
ing when we talk: about tactical interdiction. 

Clearly, the Congress highlighted tactical interdiction in the leg
islative process of late 1986. This is certainly indicated by the gen
erous amounts which were set aside for this activity. Until that 
time, if you go back and look at the record, you will find that 
Treasury and the OMB had been extremely stating in their support 
of Customs request for the wherewithal for air and marine oper
ations. In fact, tactical interdiction has been sustained throughout 
the decade of the eighties more by Congressional markup of the 
(;ustoms budget than by advocacy by the Executive Branch. 

Little wonder, then, that Commissioner von Raab told me during 
my exit conference last fall, "The trouble with you, Ault, is you are 
A-political. You have been over here trying to improve perform
ance. The name of the game is not performance; it is politics." 

This prompted me to write an article which appeared in the Jan
uary 1987 Armed Forces Journal entitled "Performance for Poli
tics?" I have included it along with my statement for the record. 

[The article referred to was marked Exhibit No.4 and may be 
found on p. 438.] 

[At this point, Senator Chiles entered the hearing room.] 
Ca.ptain AULT. I note that Secretary Baker has become an advo

cate of the tactical interdiction program since, I don't know, some
time dur..ng the past year. I am checking to see whether Secretary 
Baker knew my maternal grandmother who always advised me, 
"Son, while the gravy is dripping, keep your kisser under the 
faucet." [Laughter.] 

Tactical interdiction advocates, even if we believe it needs to be 
done, are riding the wrorg horse. Shortly before I terminated my 
consulting agreement with Customs, I was asked by the Deputy 
Commissioner to give him a summary of my views based on my 
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long association of the program. That summary is included as an 
annex to my statement. I will merely say that in that summary I 
cited eleven problem areas of sustained concern which I had 
worked diligently to correct and which were still not being correct
ed. 

[The summary referred to. was marked Exhibit No.5 and may be 
found o.n p. 440.] 

Captain AULT. Senator, yo.U can o.nly hit a mule between the eyes 
so many times befo.re your arms get tired 0.1' yo.U break your two
by-fo.ur. All tIlls boiled do.wn to. my co.nsidered recommendatio.n 
that Customs should take such initiatives as were necessary to. 
transfer all, or the bulk o.f, the tactical interdictio.n mission to the 
Coast Guard. I elabo.rated o.n this in an article which was in the 
No.vember 1986 Armed Fo.rces Journal which is entitled, ICClo.sing 
the Border to. Drugs: Customs 0.1' ,Coast Guard Missio.n?" I have put 
that in the record, also. 

[The article referred to was marked Exhibit No. 6 and may be 
found on p. 456.] 

Captain AULT. Let me emphasize, Senator. I am not saying that 
Customs people are bad people. I am merely saying they are mis
cast in the role of trying to act like military guys out there on the 
border. The techniques and technology of inte·rdiction have evolved 
from military operations. Customs is trying to adapt these to their 
mission. They have done the best job they can from a poor starting 
point. 

They do an excellent job in areas of traditional expertise, but 
they are just poorly postured for an expanded role in tactical inter
diction from almost every aspect, ranging from infrastructure to 
force structure. They are really still at the starting gates over 
there. 

Customs aviation is now about where we were in Naval Aviation 
at the end of World War II, and I am being 13. little generous. Their 
problems are organizational as well as institutional and attitudi
nal. 

I am not surprised that many membets of the Congress are 
pressing for more military involvement at the border. They know, 
as well as I do, that this stuff has all come out of the military. Cus
toms people are trying to learn how to adopt to military equipment 
and military techniques. It is my contention that the tactical inter
diction mission would be best performed by military people against 
a law enforcement backdro.P, rather than by law enforcement 
people trying to. act like military people. 

However, the indications are that the Department of Defense 
participation in drug interdiction is not go.ing to be substantially 
more than they are now doing. I doubt; that you will ever have a 
soldier, sailor, or marine arresting a private citizen or smuggler. 
The Coast Guard, on the other hand, €mjo.ys a unique status, as a 
uniformed, military organization with a law enforcement mission; 
however, there may have to be some enabling legislation to. permit 
them to perform certain aspects of the 'tactical interdiction job. 

Let me cut through a bunch of chaff here and give you a short, 
terse summation of what I am saying. We need more military in
vo.lvement at the border, and the Coast Guard is the logical organi
zation to provide it. We don't need yet another Air and Marine 
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Force, particularly one ·with peace-time only mISSIOn. We don't 
need yet another NORAD, this one only partially integrated with 
what is out there already. 

We already have a big national air defense system that is con
trolled by the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD), 
operated by the Air Force. What we are looking at is the possibility 
that the Customs C31 organization may, at best, be only partially 
integrated with it and, at worst, might be totally independent of it. 

I find it very interesting that the anti-drug legislation requires 
that Customs must coordinate its C31 program with the NNBIS, 
the Justice Department, and the Coast Guard. Inexplicably, they 
are not required to coordinate their C31 program with the Air 
Force, despite the fact that the Department of Defense owns what 
is out there for national air defense at the present time. 

Senator NUNN. That is not in the section of the law. There is an
other section of the law which I read a little while ago which puts 
the clear burden on the President. This is the law, "-to come up 
with a requirement that maximum use be made to come up with 
existing use of Department of Defense and Coast Guard command 
networks as well as other military resources induding equipment, 
intelligence, and training capability." 

Captain AULT. But you had to add that after the anti-drug legis
lation was on the street, sir. My question is, why couldn't we have 
put it up front? 

Senator NUNN. I think it should have been; it should have been. 
I think your suggestion is correct, but it is law. It was law as of last 
Fall. 

Captain AULT. Now, you know, Senator, that there is also, out 
there now a rapidly evolving concept involving Maritime Defense 
Zones (MARDEZ), which represent an interface between Coast 
Guard and the Navy. Moreover, there are MARDEZ-commanders 
out there, who are Vice Admirals in the Coast Guard, sitting in the 
maritime environment completely around the United States, out 
into Hawaii, clear out to Midway and up into Alaska. 

I said I was going to answer my own question as to how you get 
tactical command at the border. The answer is that it is right 
there: in the Maritime Defense Zones. 

These MARDEZ commanders who have these jobs for other rea
sons at the present time could, in my judgment, function in peace
time as the military commanders, the unified and joint command
ers, of the drug interdiction effort out there at the border. They are 
in place. You are merely exercising a system in peacetime which 
could then flow smoothly into wartime operations. The Comman
dant of Coast Guard may want to elaborate on that. 

Senator NUNN. Who would be in charge of that, and how would 
it correlate with the law enforcement people? 

Captain AULT. I would look at that organization to work as the 
operational arm of'the National Drug Policy Board at the present 
time: in other words, the way the unified and joint command 
system has worked for Secretary Weinberger and the Department 
of Defense. 

We have to noodle around a lot of the details in or.der to do this, 
but the important thing is that you would be putting somebody out 
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there in uniform who knows how to fight wars, whose job is fight
ing battles. 

Senator NUNN . You are saying the network already exists now? 
Captain AULT. Yes, sir. And you are going to spend a lot of 

money for it, anyway. So we might as well exercise it in peacetime 
and make it do this job. 

Senator NUNN. Doesn't it have to be augmented? 
Captain AULT. No, sir, not particularly. You are going to have to 

put the air element in it, because it is now maritime oriented. 
What we would have to do is to give each of the MARDEZ com
manders an air deputy. Those air deputies would operate out of 
command centers which, in my judgment, should, first, be co-locat
ed with the existing NORAD command centers at Tyndall and at 
March Air Force Base and perhaps later up at Griffiths and at the 
other NORAD site in the United States. 

Navy people probably appreciate how to do that better than most 
people. As an example, during the time the North Koreans were 
dragging the Pueblo into Wonsan harbor, I sat in a carrier task 
forces flag ship, the Enterprise, and I had an antisubmarine task 
group attached to my force. I never saw the Admiral in the aircraft 
carrier providing ASW support to his group. He sent his dunkel's 
and his fixed-\ving aircraft for my direct support every day. He and 
I talked. I knew I could order up what I wanted. If I got a subma
rine contact, I got prompt help from him. The key to success was 
being able to pick up the phone and call. 

I have a couple of other things on my agenda, and then we can 
get to your questions, sir. Changing gears here, in my judgment, 
the American taxpayer should not be required to pay the bill for 
putting yet another candidate into the world marketplace for air
borne early warning aircraft. Here I am referring, specifically, to 
the P-3 (Orion) conversion to accept the APS-138 radar, which is 
common to the E2C. 

Here again, it is apparent to me that hardware is driving the re
quirement, not vice versa. I am schooled in the traditional tech
niques of acquisition where we started with the requirement and 
fmally came out the far end with a specification and then the hard
ware. We never put a piece of hardware on the street as the first 
order of business and then fooled with it to see what we could do 
with it. But it appears that this is where we may be now. 

I would point out, also, that the Department of Defense is object
ing to the P-3 conversion on the basis of cost, supportability, war
time utility and maybe even legality. I have seen an interoffice 
memorandum suggesting that the DOD does object. 

Equally bothersome, so far as I am concerned, is the legislative 
provision to give the Coast Guard a couple of APS-138 equipped C-
130s. In the first place, I don't think $45 million is nearly enough 
to do that job. I think the real experts in industry will tell you it is 
not nearly enough. Second, I know that the Coast Guard has looked 
at the technical feasibility and potential operational utility of that 
aircraft. They have never stated a firm requirement for it, nor 
have they ever formally requested it. 

Finally, we have E2C's in the hands of law enforcement people 
now; the Coast Guard and Customs Service. It seems to me that it 
is prudent to wait at least until we find out how well those ma-
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chines which we have out there, which have this radar in them, 
work before we embark on a program to throw a couple more can
didates onto the street. 

Finally, as mentioned by the OTA people this morning, we need 
a better technological development program. It is another thing 
that the National Drug Policy Board should be working on. This 
should be departmentally staffed in order to plan and execute this 
program in an expedited fashion. Here, again, we have often seen 
political expediency override the operational requirements. 

A good example is the over-the-horizon radar, which is sort of 
languishing in the wings. It is coming. We are going to have it out 
there. We had better frnd out, early on, whether it is suitable for a 
drug interdiction role. We should not be deterred in our investiga
tions of 'Chat within the Executive Branch of the government by 
Congressional advocates of the P-3 and C-130 who don't want the 
picture fuzzed up. 

Senator CHILEs. Captain, that line of reasoning is not entirely 
fair. I just have to take a little issue with you. You are sort of 
saying the Congress is going out and randomly doing these things. 
Yes, Congress is doing some of those, and we are now, today, trying 
to frnd out how we can coordinate those. But why? 

If you really ask the reason for this, why we have this hardware 
driving it, it is because the military would not do anything in drug 
interdiction. We have this because the military did not see that as 
their mission. "Don't put this mission on us. We don't see our
selves-we are fighting wars. We don't see druggies as somebody 
that we ought to be fighting," and if you go back and look from the 
early times in which we have tried to lead the military dragging 
and kicking into the fight on drugs. Congress went forward saying, 
if we are not going to get the kind of cooperation out of the mili
tary, let's put the hardware somewhere else. 

We probably have made mistakes in where we are putting it, the 
hardware, but it would not have happened at the time if we had 
some kind of real cooperation from the military, like, "We can co
ordinate this and make these training missions. We can work this 
in. We can share our intelligence. We can share equipment and 
things that we have." 

But from the earliest time when the Senator from Georgia and 
myself and others started leading the fight and amending the stat
ute of posse comitatus, it has been dragging and kicking all the 
way. It appears that now, we are seeing some movement and thank 
goodness, if we are. 

But that was the driving force of a lot of this, and not just some
body up here saying, "Well, we want to start these fourth branches 
and these fifth branches." We were determined to do something, 
we were so frustrated, The druggies are coming in. There is noth
ing being done to interdict them. How do we try to do something? 
And so that was the driving force. 

Captain AULT. I agree with you, Senator. Perhaps I didn't pause 
and say loudly enough, the Congress deserves full credit for sus
tainin~ this program during the decade of the eighties to date, If it 
weren t for the Congress, there wouldn't be any program. 

Senator CHILES. It is just like a vacuum. You are going to find 
some sort of solution, some way to fill that vacuum. There was a 
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vacuum, and we couldn't get any help here. We started doing some 
things like throwing some hardware out here and trying to see 
whether it is Customs or Coast Guard or what should be done. Any
body that would take it up and try to do something with it, we 
were trying to fund. 

Captain AULT. Again, I agree with your analogy about the 
vacuum. Maybe you overfIlled the pressure chamber in a couple of 
places, however. 

Senator CalLES. We may have. 
Captain AULT. That is what I am afraid of. 
Well, clearly, we have to decide what is the proper relative 

weight of tactical interdiction in all of the anti-drugs things we 
must do out there. Senator, as you pointed out, that is an impon
derable; it is a tough one, but we have still have to have a go at it. 

I think we are never going to get an impenetrable barrier around 
the countrj', so we might as well stop talking about it. A possible 
worst case is we will do no better than we have been doing in the 
past. A more probable case is we will do a little better, but not 
much better. So if the Congress wants more military involvement, 
if you want the fringe benefits to national security that can accrue 
from the drug interdiction program and if you want the best sus
tained bang for the taxpayers' buck, I think the Coast Guard, more 
exploitation of Coast Guard's capabilities, gives us all that. 

If we are going to be out there for the long term, and you want 
to be out theTe 24 hours a day, then we might as well pay for 
people that are out there already and have to be there from now 
on. In the casual conduct of its daily business, the Coast Guard is 
going to be out there for air/sea rescues, fIsheries management, 
getting ready for their anti-submarines warfare et cetera, et cetera. 
They are going to be operating 24 hours a day in a great number of 
places that Customs isn't going to be at for years, yet. So let's get 
on with the business of giving this mission to the proper organiza
tion and let them get on with the job. 

Mr. Chairman, 1 think your committee should be keenly interest
ed in how that tax dollar of ours can do double duty. More than 
that, you must insist. that we get our leadership and management 
house, particularly our battle management house, squared away. 
That is the end of my remarks. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Captain. I have a few 
questions, and then I will defer to Senator Chiles. 

What was yoar task when you were a consultant to Customs? 
Captain AULT. My job, in the fIrst place, Senator, emanated from 

the Siler Report which said the Commissioner should have, at his 
right-hand, somebody who, first, kept the snow jobs shoveled out of 
his office so that he had a third party voice, which was telling him 
from an objective standpoint what was going on; that he had some
body that could help him with the planning and programming and 
management functions which were required; and, to the extent 
practicable and politically acceptable, work outside the Customs 
Service to keep everybody together and headed in the same direc
tion that Customs was moving. 

One of my principal worries during the time that I was there 
was trying to get together a credible fIve-year plan. Here, again, I 
often got accused of having a military mind and, believe me, I do. I 
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never understood how you operate if you don't have a plan. I don't 
mean a piece of paper that just lies around, but one which works 
for you. I mean a piece of paper that, in Customs case, had been 
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury; had been cleared with 
the Office of Management and Budget and on up into the White 
House and was something that we were actually going to do. W ('1 

never got there, for various reasons. 
Senator NUNN. Why didn't you continue the Customs work? 

Were you fired, or did you terminate? 
Captain AULT. No, sir, I wasn't fired. About this time last year, it 

became apparent to me that I had done about all I could do to get 
my ideas on the floor. I had offered them. Some were accepted; 
many were not. You win a few and you lose more, and you realize 
you are losing your effectiveness. 

Senator NUNN. In your exit memorandum to the Commissioner 
of Customs, you are highly critical of the interdiction program. 
Had you raised these criticisms prior to leaving? 

Captain AULT. Yes, sir. Before I left, I left a letter which had as 
enclosures all the paperwork I had done during the last ye:lr I was 
there. If you examine that file, you will find that I was entirely 
consistent. Everything I have said here today I probably have said 
three dozen times before. 

Senator NUNN. The Coast Guard is not trained now for air inter
diction and is not equipped for air interdiction. I guess all of us 
would agree with that. So then the question is, then, raised: Why 
do you believe they could do a bett.er job in this program? Why 
would they be more ready to, and be more susceptible to doing it 
quicker and cheaper and more effective than, let's say, the Customs 
Service? 

Captain AULT. First, Senator, you have to accept my basic 
premise that we are all at the starting gate right now as far as this 
mission is concerned. The Customs Service, has been in it but they 
still have a very small air force. It is seriously undermanned at the 
present time. Let's take a long-term look and see where we are 
going to be five years from now. 

I recommend building on the Coast Guard infrastructure now, 
since these people, I say with pride, are trained as aviators by the 
United States Navy. Coast Guard people are easier trained and 
easier readied. 

Now, this doesn't happen instantly; it doesn't happen as soon as I 
walk out of the hearing room with the Coast Guard in possession of 
the mission. It will take time. We have to get started now, howev
er. We need to get started in that direction, and Coast Guard 
people are better ready to train and to build. 

Senator NUNN. Customs has said basically that they currently 
have over 90 aircraft committee to aid interdiction and the Coast 
Guard has only two. That is the E2Cs that are authorized in the 
Drug Bill. Do you agree with that? 

Captain AULT. No, sir. In my judgment, an aircraft for air inter
diction is not so qualified until it is completely sensor-equipped. By 
sensors, I mean radar and forward-looking infrared equipment, 
and, in other cases, night vision equipment. 

I think Customs has about 26 or 28 aircraft at the present time 
which are so qualified. By the same token, Coast Guard has 214 
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aircraft, if you say sensor equipment is not a requirement. But 
IIsensor equipment" are the key words here. I will further state 
that in my judgment, because they are trained Naval aviators, the 
Coast Guard could, in a very short time, take over the whole Cus
toms aircraft inventory, if they had to, and be operating successful
ly. 

Short of that, the way I used to work these problems as a mili
tary/Naval guy, was take another unit's forces, have them assigned 
to me for operational control and keep them until such time as I 
had enough organic forces to fill the vacuum that I would need to 
flll if they left. 

Senator NUNN. What is the main reason that you believe this 
mission ought to be primarily Coast Guard rather than Customs? Is 
it to integrate the military into wartime if we needed it? 

Captain AULT. Yes, sir. It is a long-term appreciation of the prob
lem, which says, we have to be at the borders for drug interdiction 
on a 24-hour basis from now on, and we might as well, while we 
are going to spend dollars to put somebody out there, spend those 
dollars on people who can use those same dollars for wartime read
iness should the situation require. 

Senator NUNN. Both the Customs Service and the Coast Guard 
were given two E2C's by the 1986 Dl'Ug Bill. Do you know what has 
happened to those assets? 

Captain AULT. Well, so far as I know, the Customs program is 
still in a training stage. Coast Guard has gone to work with their 
E2C's down in the Caribbean, and at last count, I think they had 
had a couple of bu.sts with them. 

Senator NUNN. How have they been able to do that quicker, if 
your information is correct? 

Captain AULT. I am back again full circle to those wings of gold, 
Senator. I think the Coast Guard is familiar with the engines in 
this type of aircraft. They are familiar with "NATOPS", as the 
Navy calls their standard operating procedures. It is fairly easy for 
them to assimilate this aircraft into their inventory and into their 
daily operations. 

Senator NUNN. What do you think of what we have been told as 
quoting the words "evolutionary acquisition" technique which Cus
toms is utilizing in procuring the C31 centers and other interdiction 
Actions? How do you define that, and what do you think of that 
strategy? 

Captain AULT. Senator, at the risk of appearing entirely irrever
ent, I would like to say that evolutionary acquisition is what you 
do when you don't know what to do. I grew up in an environment 
where you started with the requirement. You laid the requirement 
down, and then evolved all the way up to performance and pro
curement specifications. 

In this case, the evolutionary acquisition process will be that the 
contractor is going to, first, tell Customs what it is supposed to 
do-and we hope Customs has the technical acumen necessary to 
recognize what they want when they see it-and secondly, industry 
will go ahead and bring that system into bein~. That will require a 
degree of management expertise which I don t think exists in the 
Customs Service at the present time, in all candor, sir. 
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Senator NUNN. Thank you, Captain. We appreciate you being 
here. 

Senator Chiles, I turn it over to you. 
Senator CHILES. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions here. 

I would like to just make a short statement, if I could, and put my 
full statement in the record. We are still in mark-up in the Budget 
Committee. 

Senator NUNN. Go ahead. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHILES 

Senator CHILES. I wanted to compliment you for holding this 
hearing. Your contributions to the Anti-Drug Abuse Act last year 
and in the Department of Defense Authorization Act might well 
end up as one of the most influencing provisions on our nation's 
drug policy. Your wisdom about our defense policies and resources 
supplemented by your knowledge of drug interdiction places you on 
a well-founded platform to guide this investigation. 

I sit here today with sort of a sense of deju Vll and frustration. 
Since 1973, I have been witness to and participated in discussions 
about the need to coordinate our drug resources. In the early sev
enties, it was a debate over whether the Customs Service or the 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs should lead. 

In the President's message to Congress in 1973, he said that drug 
enforcement could benefit significantly from consolidation of our 
anti drug forces under a single unified command. This resulted in 
the creation of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

In 19'74, we recognized and dilJcussed the need to centralize and 
coordinate intelligence on drug smuggling. That created the multi
agency drug center at El Paso. In the late seventies, the need to 
coordinate military resources led us to trying to amend the statute 
of posse comitatus Senator Nunn and I worked on for a number of 
years. 

During the early eighties, I introduced, with Joe Biden and 
others, the first of our bills to create a Cabinet level official to co
ordinate and enforce drug policy. From that came a compromise: 
The Drug Enforcement Policy Board. This board's influence is still 
questioned, and this week, along with a number of other Senators, 
we are reintroducing the "drug czar" legislation. 

The Administration has not e.adorsed that legislation, but they 
did acknowledge the need to coordinate U.S. drug interdiction in 
1983 by formalizing the Vice President's Task Force on Drugs into 
the National Narcotics Border Interdiction Program. 

I dare say that GAO, and I know they have already testified 
today, but they could read from their report of 1983, which clearly 
documented and recommended the need for coordinating drug pro
grams or directives. They are well familiar with that need. 

So this long litany brings us to today where we discuss the devel
opment of command, control, communications and intelligence cen
ters, the C3Is, those centers are founded on the premise that we 
are still in grave need of coordinating all U.S. dollars and resources 
for drug interdiction. 

The longstanding need is even more crucial today. The Anti-Drug 
Act of 1986 doubles the U.S. support by providing $300 million for 
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the Department of Defense to use in supporting hardware and by 
the Congress substantially increasing its support for the Drug En
forcement Administration, Customs Service and Coast Guard. 

Yet amidst all of this, there is this crying out for coordination. I 
fmd myself wondering if we had devoted the energies spent on turf 
battles over the last ten years towards the druggers, we might have 
reversed the course of the battle by now. 

I continue to raise the point, the fact that we haven't been able 
to, and maybe we are just beginning to get the attention of DOD 
and the military to come in and fulfill the kind of role that they 
could serve in this effort. 

I certainly want to continue to support the necessary resources, 
but Mr. Chairma.n, I agree with you. We have got to coordinate it. 
We have got to force an agreement on the C3l; what it can do, 
what it should do. Who should do it, and those are the questions I 
know that you are trying to get at in your hearing today. 

I compliment you on that. I think that we have got to drive those 
decisions to happen. 

[The prepared statement of Senator Chiles follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHILES 

I want to commend Chairman Nunn for having this series of hearings on Federal 
drug interdiction capabilities and coordination. 

Senator Nunn has significantly assisted over the years in the overall drug efforts 
of this country. His contributions to the Anti-Drug Abuse Act last year and the De
partment of Defense Authorization Act might well end-up as one of the more influ
encing provisions on our nation's drug policy. His keen wisdom about our defense 
policies and reoources supplemented by his knowledge of drug interdiction places 
him on a well-founded platform to guide his investigation. 

I sit here today with a grest sense of deju vu-and frustration. 
Since 1973, I have been witness to and participated in discussions about the need 

to coordinate our drug resources. 
In the early 1970s, it was debate over whether the Customs Service or the Bureau 

of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs should lead. In the President's message to Con
gress in 1973 he stated that "drug enforcement could benefit significantly from con
solidation of our anti-drug forces under a single, unified command." This resulted in 
the creation of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

In 1974 we recognized and discussed the need to centralize and coordinate intelli
gence on drug smuggling. From this came the creation of a multi-agency drug intel
ligence center-the EI PMO Intelligence Center, commonly known as EPIC. 

In the late 1970s, the need to coordinate military resources with drug enforcement 
led to the relaxation of posse comitatus law and the creation of the Defense Depart
ment Task Force on Drug Enforcement. 

During the early 1980's Senator Joe Biden and I introduced the first of our bills to 
create a cabinet level official to coordinate and enforce our drug policy. From these 
efforts came a compromise: the Drug Enforcement Policy Board. However, this 
Board's influence is still questioned and this week Senator Biden and I with 30 
other senators will be re-introducing the "drug czar" legislation. 

This Administration has not endorsed the drug czar legislation but did acknowl
edge the need to coordinate U.S. drug interdiction efforts in 1983 by formalizing the 
Vice Presidents Task Force on Drugs into the National Narcotics Border Interdic
tion System. NNBIS's edict is to improve coordination between Federal, state and 
local drug enforcement agencies. 

And, I would dare say that the GAO who is testifying here today could have read 
from their report of 1983 which clearly documented and recommended the need for 
coordinating drug programs and directives. They are well familiar with this need. 

This long litany brings me to today. We are here to discuss the development of 
command, control, commwlications and intelligence centers-C3Is. These centers 
are founded on the premise that we are still in grave need of coordinating all U.S. 
dollars and resources for drug interdiction. 

This long-standing need is even more critical today. 
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The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 doubles U,s. support of drug interdiction by pro
viding for $300 million for the Department of Defense to use in supporting hard
ware for drug interdiction. 

And, by the Congress substantially increasing its support for the drug enforce
ment efforts of the Drug Enforcement Administration, (DEA), the Customs Service 
and the Coast Guard. 

Yet amidst all of this, is the cry for coordination. 
I fmd myself wondering-if we had devoted the energies spent on turf battles over 

the last 10 years toward the druggers, we might have reversed the course of the 
drug battles by now." 

I will continue to support necessary resources to combat the drug smugglers. 
Howeye·r, I am not prepared to throw these resources to the wind-and let chance 

determine their roots. 
Mr. Chairman, I could go on-but I'd rather listen to the witnesses. 
Is there agreement on what a CSOI: can do should do, and, who should do it? 
I'm still not certain and I'm here today to listen. 
If the CSI is this tool-then so be it. But. I want everyone in agreement on this 

point on the public record. 
Lets stopping talking about coordination and do it. 
I want to see parochial traditions set aside for the best operating mechanisms. 
I want to be assured that we're all heading in the rigat direction, on the same 

path. at the same pace. 
The drug problem of this Nation demands no less. 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Senator NUNN, Thank you very much, Senator Chiles. You have 
been one of the real leaders for a long time in this battle. I know 
the state you represent is more aware of the dangers of trafficking 
than probably any other state in the union. So we appreciate your 
change to participate. 

Senator CHILES. Mr. Chairman, I hope to get back. If we recess 
our markup, I will be back to the hearing in a few minutes. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much Captain Ault. We appreci
ate you being here. Thank you. 

Captain AULT. Thank you the opportunity, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. We hope you will stay in touch with us and keep 

us informed of your views as we go along. 
Our next witnesses are Admiral Paul Yost, Commandant of the 

Coast Guard and William von Raab, Commissioner of the U.S. Cus
toms Service. We swear in all the witnesses, if I can get both of you 
to take the oath here. We swear in all our witnesses. 

Do you swear the testimony you are about to give to this Sub
committee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 
truth, so help you God? 

Admiral YOST. I do. 
Rear Admiral ROBBINS. I do. 
Captain WILLIAMS. I do. 
Mr. VON RAAB. I do. 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I do. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. von Raab, I appreciate you being here. I 

know you have another schedule. In deference to that, we will let 
you lead off. 

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM VON RAAB, COMMISSIONER, U.S. CUS
TOMS SERVICE, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM ROSENBLATT, AS
SISTANT COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF EiWORCEMENT, AND 
STUART SEIDEL, CHIEF COUNSEL'S OFFICE 
Mr. VON HAAB. Fine. First, or all, it is a pleasure to be before this 

committee. We had extensive dealings with your committee a few 
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years ago over the Export Administration Af't. I know you are very 
fair and very thorough. I would say that I ;.~\;uld be a little more 
comfortable if Senator Roth were back in the chair, but those 
things happen, and I am sure that you will be equally as fair to us. 

Chairman NUNN. We will be working together; we always have. 
Mr. VON RAAB. In the interests of letting you get to your ques

tions as quickly as possible, I will just submit my statement for the 
record.! It has been carefully worked out, and I would be happy to 
answer any questions on it. It basically covers three points: First, it 
details the role of the Customs Service as the primary interdiction 
agency at the borders running from 1789 through the present. It 
provides considerable and extensive statutory support for that, as 
well as customary practices. 

Second, it emphasizes the importance that the Customs Service 
puts on the need for as many Federal agencies as possible, as well 
as, State and local sheriffs and police departments in the effort of 
drug interdiction and emphasizes Customs' efforts to ensure that 
they are all brought in and, wherever possible, they are coordinat
ed and netted together as a unified force. 

Third, it goes into some detail over the development and the co
ordination of the C3I, which I understand is of great interest to 
this committee. It makes a strong case for the need for the C3I as 
well as the extensive degree to which the C3I design and planning 
has been coordinated among the various groups which are set forth 
in the legislation that provided the money for this. 

Those are the three main points that I make in my statement. I 
believe that they are well supported. I would be happy to answer 
any questions. 

Senator NUNN. We will come back to questions. We will go ahead 
and hear from Admiral Yost at this time, and your complete state
ment will become a part of the record. We will have a chance to 
study it carefully. Admiral Yost. 

TESTIMONY OF ADM. PAUL A. YOST, JR., COMMANDANT, ACCOM
PANIED BY REAR ADM. CLYDE; E. ROBBINS, CHIEF, OFFICE OF 
OPERATIONS, AND CAPT. KENT H. WILLIAMS, CHIEF, PRO
GRAMS DIVISION 

Admiral YOST. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to 
have this opportunity to meet with you and the other distinguished 
members of the Subcommittee and to provide the Coast Guard's 
point of view concerning development of a command, control, com
munications and intelligence system for drug interdiction. Accom
panying me today are my Chief, Office of Operations, Rear Admi
ral Robbins and Captain Williams, the Chief of Programs Division. 

I will also summarize my statement.2 Before I address C3I, I 
would like to give you my perspective on the drug interdiction pro
gram. Most maritime drug traffic destined for the United States 
departs from Central and South America and the Caribbean stag
ing areas; on the Pacific Coast, we also find narcotics being brought 
in from Southeast Asia. 

I See p. 227. 
• See p. 288. 
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Until recently, the Coast Guard concentrated primarily on inter
dicting traffickers on the high seas. 

Federal efforts against drug trafficking cannot succeed without 
pressuring all modes of transportation. I was the Commander of 
the Coast Guard's Atlantic Area during the early special oper
ations of Hat Trick, and it quickly became apparent that when sur
face shipments were reduced to a trickle by those operations, air 
trafficking increased. Cocaine and other narcotics are flown over 
the maritime region, sometimes directly into the United States, 
and other times, air dropped to awaiting boats, on flown into the 
Caribbean Islands and loaded on boats for the fmal dash into the 
United States. 

We are, frankly, losing the air war. Our sustained maritime and 
initial air interdiction operations continue to impress upon me the 
critical importance of integrated command, control, communica
tions and intelligence, for CST. I know from experience as com
mander of a multi-service force in Vietnam, the CSl capability of 
all agencies involved must be interoperable and integrated for us to 
be effective in air interdiction of drugs. 

To a large extent, with better intelligence and significant Depart
ment of Defense contribution, we are achieving this interoperabil
ity on the maritime surface side. 

Each of my area and district commanders has the command and 
control, telecommunicatio!ls and intelligence capability to support 
surface operations throughout his area of responsibility. Our C3T 
systems arer designed for interoperability with the U.S. Navy and 
other DOD forces, particularly those en~,?loyed in the Maritime De
fense Zone, which we abbreviate as MDZ. 

Since last November, we have participated in developing the air 
CSI system through the CSl working group. T believe we have made 
good progress in many areas, such as communications interoper
ability requirements, intelligence analysis functions and interface 
with principal law enforcement data bases at the EI Paso Intelli
gence Center. 

Early this week, we reached an interagency agreement on how 
the joint command concept will be formalized in the southeast. 

The elements of that agreement are: and I think you have those, 
Mr. Chairman, so I don't think that, if you have that agreement, 
maybe we can just put that in the record and I won't have to read 
it. 

Senator Nmm. We will put it in the record. We have that, and it 
will be admitted into the record without objection. 

[The agreement referred to was marked Exhibit No.7 and fol
lows:] 
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EXHIBIT NO. 7 

AGREE11ENT BETNEEN CUSTOHS & U. S. COAST GUARD 

1. customs will. command the Southeast C3:t center until 30 
June 1989 with two year rotation tr.ereafter. Deputy will 
be other Agency between customs and USCG. 

-=2. The C31 Center will have operational control of all 
assets chopped to the center, including other federal, 
state, and local assets. 

3. All C31 center operational staff will be provid.ed em a 
50-50 basis. Senior operational positions are to be 
evenly split b~tween customs and USCG. 

4. Surface operations Command Centers will remain under 
Agency control. Agency surface interdiction operations 
will be coordinated with the C31 Center. For specific 
operations, surface units may be chopped to the C3:t 
Center. 

5. Each agency agrees to devote significant air and surface 
assets to be commanded from the C3:t Center. 

Date: ste~rott Chai=.: coor~. 

TO BE ADDED TO THE NEXT MINUTES. 

1. This agreel1'ent does not preelllpt allY further decisions or 
deliberations of the National Drug Policy Board regarding 
geographic or functional areas of responsibility (AOR) , 
and l~ad agency issues. 
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Admiral YOST. Thank you. I expressed by concern about the divi
sion of authority for drug interdiction and enforcement and about 
unnecessary duplication at C3I facilities. On December 9, 1986 an 
ad hoc subcommittee under the coordinating group of the National 
Drug Policy Board recommended the Coast Guard be given pri
mary detection responsibility for air interdiction in the Southeast. 
We were also given joint responsibility with Customs for intercep
tion and tracking and a secondary role for apprehension. 

Additionally, this group recommended joint command control 
and operations of the Southeast Region's C31 center to be owned 
and administered by Customs. 

The Policy Board subsequently adopted these recommendations 
for our participation in the C31 program. 

Senator NUNN. Is that happening now? Have those recommenda~ 
tions been put in effect? 

Admiral YOST. Those recommendations have been put in effect 
and are-the agreement that I just asked you to put in the record 
is the last piece of putting those agreements in effect in the C3l 
area. It would be administered by Customs but jointly commanded 
by Coast Guard and Customs. 

The division of responsibilities within the air interdiction mission 
have also been agreed and put in effect by the Drug Policy Board. 
Our participation in the C3I program has focused attention on inte
gration and interoperability with other Defense systems. I think we 
are being fairly successful in making that point. 

The C31 center contract design teams have heard our require
ments, and I am hopeful their proposals will reflect capabilities we 
need to do our part of drug interdiction. We are also proceeding as 
quickly as possible to acquire additional radio communications and 
security systems to be more interoperable with DOD, Customs, 
state and local law enforcement agencies. 

In summary, with over 2,000 cutters and boats, 200 aircraft, and 
45,000 people, the Coast Guard is the largest law enforcement 
agency involved in drug interdiction. 

A joint command structure between Customs and Coast Guard in 
the southeast C3I center for air has now been agreed to. This com
promise will assure that air interdiction assets are more effectively 
utilized. 

This concludes my prepared testimony, Mr. Chairman. I will be 
happy to answer any questions from you or members of the Sub
committee. 

Senator NUNN. Commissioner von Raab, do you agree that those 
matters have been agreed to now? 

Mr. VON RAAB. What has been agreed to, Mr. Chairman, is the 
management, control and administration of the C3I in the South
east. That is correct. 

Senator NUNN. What has not been agreed to, then? Is there any
thing in there that the Admiral referred to that you disagree with? 

Mr. VON RUB. There are lots of things that have been agreed to. 
With respect to--

Senator NUNN. You don't take exception to anything he said in 
his statement, then, right? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Well, the issue that the Coast Guard has been 
given responsibility for detection in the Southeast is new to me. 
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Senator NUNN. You didn't know about it? 
Mr. VON RAAB. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Admiral, whe:re did it come from? 
Admiral YOST. That was in the minutes of the December 16th 

Policy Board meeting where the Commissioner's and my people sat 
down together with me and agreed that in the Southeast maritime 
area, that Customs would hav'e the primary responsibility for the 
apprehension, with the Coast Guard having the secondary responsi
bility. Customs and Coast Guard would share equally the responsi
bility for intercepting and tracking, and the Coast Guard would 
have the primary responsibility for the long-range detection in the 
air mission with Customs secoudary. 

That was agreed to, signed, sealed and delivered, and is in the 
minutes of the Policy Board. I don't think that is open for question. 

Senator NUNN. Commissionl~r, you don't agree with that? 
Mr. VON RAAB. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. What is you view of the status of it? 
Mr. VON RAAB. My view of the status of the air--
Senator NUNN. Of those arleas that he just named. He said that 

was in the Policy Board minutes and they agreed to it. 
Mr. VON RAAB. I don't have the Policy Board minutes before me. 
Senator NUNN. Do you keep up with what the Policy Board says? 
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. So if they were in those minutes, do you think 

you would know about it? 
Mr. VON RAAB. I realize I am under oath. I don't know whether 

it was in the minutes or not. I can tell you that I have recently 
gone through four weeks of subcommittee meetings on long-term 
detection, and the concept that somehow, the Coast Guard is re
sponsible for something Southeast in the United States and the 
Customs Service is responsible for detection somewhere else has 
never even been mentioned in those sessions, and those sessions 
are a subcommittee of the policy Board. 

Whether this variance is in the minutes somewhere, or there 
were statements to this effecti, that is possible. I am not aware of it. 
I am not acting on that basis .. 

Senator NUNN. What, then, does the Policy Board do if its deci
sions aren't known to one of the chief players? 

Mr. VON RAAB. There is still a question as to whether this is a 
Policy Board decision. 

Senator NUNN. Admiral, could you furnish that for us, the Policy 
Board decision on that? 

Admiral YOST. Yes, I would be very glad to provide that for the 
record. 

[The decision referred to was marked Exhibit No. 8 and may be 
found on p. 460.] 

Admiral YOST. To refresh the Commissioner's mind, that was a 
some three-hour meeting clver in my office with Mr. Rosenblatt 
representing the Commissioner; OMB was there; the Department of 
Defense was there, the De!partment of Transportation was there 
and the Coast Guard was there. 

The Commissioner may have been out of town during that 
period. 
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Senator NUNN. Let me get my staff to show you a copy of the 
letter that you wrote, Admiral-we have a copy of it here-to the 
Honorable Stephen Trott, who is the Chairman of the National 
Drug Enforcement Policy Board. This letter, you could refresh your 
recollection, tell us about what it says, in general. 

Admiral YOST. Yes, that was a letter reporting the meeting that 
I just discussed, where I reported that there was a unanimous 
agreement between coordinating group principals who were in at
tendance at the meeting, including Chapman Cox, Assistant Secre
tary of Defense; General Olmstead, Department of Defense; Bill Ro
senblatt, Customs; Frank Keating, Assistant Secretary of Treasury; 
Janet Hale, Assistant Secretary of Transportation; Jack Lawn, Ad
ministrator of DEA; Ken Schwartz of OMB; Howard Gehring of 
NNBIS, and Pat Tarr, the recorder. 

At that meeting, the agency roles were agreed on as follows, 
unanimously: Detection, Coast Guard primary, Customs secondary; 
interception, Customs and Coast Guard equal; tracking, Coast 
Guard and Customs equ'1l; apprehension, Customs primary and 
Coast Guard secondary. 

Senator NUNN. Who was there from Customs? 
Admiral YOST. Mr. Rosenblatt, who is at the table, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Is that true? 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I am familiar with those meetings, and I am fa

miliar with what occurred at the meetings. 
My understanding, Mr. Chairman, was that because of the two 

E-2C's that were going to the Coast Guard, that the Coast Guard, 
in their request to have a maritime air surveillance capability, 
those two E-2C's were going to go to the,~, and to the extent that 
those two E-2C's would be deployed by Coast Guard, they would 
have a portion of the air detection responsibility in the Caribbean, 
but not exclusively. 

Senator NUNN. So you don't agree with the Admiral's interpreta-
tion of that Policy Board meeting; is that right? 

Mr. VON RAAB. It doesn't even make sense. 
Senator NUNN. Let him just complete that, because he was there. 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. That is my understanding. 
Senator NUNN. Which is your understanding? 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. What I have just related to you. 
Senator NUNN. Is that another way of saying you don't agree 

with the way the Admiral described it? 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. That's correct, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did you get a copy of this letter of December the 

11th? 
Admiral YOST. To--
Senator NUNN. It is a copy showing to Commissioner von Raab. 

Did either one of you see that December 11th letter? 
Mr. VON RAAB. I am sure we have, if it was addressed to me. 
Senator NUNN. Do you recall the meeting? 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I recall the lett::r. 
Senator NUNN. Did you take exception to it? 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. In my discussions internally, as well as with 

Assistant Secretary Keating, with respect to some of the factors 
that were in there. But overall, if you look at that memorandum or 
that letter, it's stated "a responsibility for detection." I do not be-
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lieve-and I have not seen that memorandum for sometime-it 
talks about the entire surveillance picture. 

Senator NUNN. Let me try to boil this down. Where do you dis
agree with the Admiral, then? What specific area do you disagree? 

Mr. ROSENBLA'IT. Could I see the copy of the letter, please? 
Senator NUNN. Yes. You can see that. Where do you disagree 

with him, either on the letter or what he said here this morning? 
Mr. VON RAAB. May I answer that question, or do you want Mr. 

Rosenblatt to answer it? 
Senator NUNN. You can answer it; then I would like his personal 

view, too. 
Mr. VON RAAB. Where I would disagree with the Admiral is that 

there has been a decision made by the Drug Policy Board that has 
given the exclusive responsibility for long-range detection to the 
Coast Guard in an area southeast of the United States. First of all, 
that is impossible, because the Customs Service runs the aerostat 
that flies over the Bahamas. 

Senator NUNN. Wait a minute. Admiral, did you use the word 
"exclusive" or the word "primary"? 

Admiral Yos'r. I used the word primary, with Customs having a 
secondary role in that. 

Mr. VON RAAB. I will rephrase; primary jurisdiction. 
Senator NUNN. Same statement? You didn't understand that? 
Mr. VON RAAB. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Rosenblatt, do you want to comment? 
Mr. ROSENBLA'IT. There was a great deal of discussion about the 

definition of primary and also exclusive. My understanding of this 
document and the discussion that we had there at that meeting is 
that it was a shared responsibility. When we are talking about de
tection, which appears on first page, A. Detection, we are talking 
about detection as it relates to E-2C capability. I am not aware of 
any other detection capability that the Coast Guard has in their 
fleet. 

So if one would go with the act that they have zero to begin with, 
that I am aware of, and they gained two E-2Cs, then we are talk
ing with respect to those capabilities provided by those two E-2Cs. 

Mr. VON RAAB. It was never a question that it was expected that 
the Coast Guard would fly the two E-2Cs in the Southeast and that 
Customs would fly the two E-2Cs in tl.e Gulf and over the South
west border. That is the point that Mr. Rosenblatt is making, and 
that is, that that was understood. 

But I did not understand nor has anyone ever told me that there 
was any implication that the C'.oast Guard, by virture of this, has 
acquired primary jurisdiction for detection in the southeastern part 
of the United States. As I said, the fact that the Customs Service 
manages the aerostats there is an indication that that just isn't the 
case. 

Senator NUNN. Admiral, do you want to comment? 
Admiral YOST. I don't think so, any further. This was examined 

by a Cabinet level group, put in the minutes, reflected exactly 
these words. I didn't know there was any disagreement. I certainly 
wouldn't want to reflect that there is any disagreement in the Ad
ministration in this. 
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I think that it is perhaps a misunderstanding by the Commis
sioner, but we don't have a disagreement at the Cabinet level in 
this matter. It was--

Senator NUNN. Let's move on. In the long run, according to Ad
miral Ault-Captain, I just promoted you; Admiral, I demoted you. 
[Laughter.] 

The Captain testified, in the long run, that he believes, Mr. Com
missioner, that the Coast Guard should assume the primary mis
sion for air interdiction. Would you like to comment on that? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Sure. First of all, I believe that both agencies 
should be involved in this activity. The air interdiction responsibil
ity is not simply one of detecting an aircraft and somehow bringing 
it down, which would be your typical military mission. The prob
lem of dealing with air penetrations in a law enforcement environ
ment is considerably different. 

I am not suggesting that the detection mission itself doesn't have 
a lot more similarities to a military mission, but as you follow the 
progress of the case and you intercept the aircraft, track it, and ap
prehend it, you are moving further and further away from the 
military environment. 

Our trackers do just that. They just follow the aircraft until it 
gets to the point where it looks like it is going to land, at which 
point we have already called in an apprehension aircraft team, 
who then attempt to make an arrest. 

The purpose is not to destroy the target, but the purpose is to 
arrest the target and then prosecute the individuals in the aircraft. 
A lot of the responsibilities and support for this effort are on the 
standard, typical pure law enforcement side, meaning investiga
tions which would have been conducted either prior to or following 
the interdiction of the aircraft. This means you need a large 
number of individuals on the ground who would be responsible for 
doing the investigations necessary to support this exercise. 

I would not in any way suggest that, as Captain Ault did, that 
the Customs Service is not capable of mounting the effort in the 
actual flying of the aircraft. Our pilots, most of them, are ex-Navy 
pilots, and are apprehension pilots, for the most part. Many of 
them are ex-Marine pilots or Army pilots from Vietnam. 

I just think it is a simple matter to suggest that somehow, this is 
a military operation and we should handle it like an attack on an 
aircraft carrier. Maybe we feel that way. Maybe a lot of the Ameri
can public would be happier, as I might, with occasionally shooting 
a few smugglers out of the sky. Unfortunately, the program doesn't 
work that way. 

I think the Coast Guard will do a good job. But I don't think that 
the mission necessarily has to be placed in just the Coast Guard or 
the Customs Service. The facts of the matter are that the mission 
is being conducted now by the Customs Service, and we have in
vested many years, many taxpayers' dollars, well invested I think, 
in developing a good program which is still growing and which is 
gaining in expertise and professionalism. 

Senator NUNN. What about those two E-2Cs that you have got? 
Have you got those in operation now? 

Mr. VON RAAB. They are operating right now in a training mode, 
in California. 
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Senator NUNN. Captain Ault made the point that the Coast 
Guard has already got theirs out working while yours are in the 
training mode. 

Mr. VON RAAB. Ours are working too, if you want them to, be
cause they are surveilling the border. It just so happens we have 
not cut loose our pilots as having been completely trained for these 
aircraft. 

I don't know what environment the Coast Guard is operating 
under, but we have not fully internally certified our pilots to fly 
these planes outside of Naval supervision. We just think it is wiser, 
since it is a very expem:ive aircraft, to take as much time as possi
ble and ensure that our pilots have as much training as they need. 
But they are operating over the I:;outhwest border right now. 

Senator NUNN. Another question, Commissioner. Captain Ault 
said that there was no need for a national command center and 
this ought to be correlated with the NORAD sites at Match Air 
Force Base and Tyndall Air Force Base. What do you say to that? 

Mr. VON RAAB. I would! like to go back to some of the comments 
that Senator Chiles made. 

There was a debate, quite a lively debate, that took place some 
four years ago over the role of the military in the detection mis
sion, and it was clear that the military had made a choice, and I 
guess they made it some years before, that their concern would be 
only high-flying, fast-flying aircraft, which is basically what the 
NORAD system concerns itself with. 

The Customs Service and smugglers fly planes low and slow, and 
for that reason, unless NORAD would change its requirements in 
terms of what types of targets it would be interested in, it is neces
sary for another system to be established. 

I would never argue that it wouldn't be a good idea for the mili
tary to change its prOfll'9S and pick up some of these low-flying, 
slow-flying aircraft. They don't do it, and they won't do it. There
fore; we have to do it. 

Senator CHILES. But that isn't the question of where you do it; 
right? 

Mr. VON RAAB. I'm sorry. I don't hear the question. 
Senator CHILES. In other words, that could be done at a NORAD 

center as easily as it could be somewhere else. 
Mr. VON RAAB. I believle it could. 
Senator CHILES. Right. So that is a question that if the military 

won't do it, somebody else has to do it. 
Mr. VON RAAB. That's right. 
Senator CHILES. But that doesn't have anything to do with where 

the location should be. 
Mr. VON RAAB. No; in our case, we have selected Miami, because 

of the need to integrate the marine responsibility and the very, 
very serious and important role that the sheriffs' departments and 
the police departments play in our marine facility. 

Senator NUNN, We are told by the Defense Department, at least 
I have been told, infonclally, that they would welcome having your, 
whatever, C31 center located with theirs and having work together. 

Mr. VON RAAB. We are locating ours at March Air Force Base. 
The other question is whether we should put them at Tyndall. 
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We did go around with the military on this to start with, and 
quite honestly, the military wasn't interested in our going into 
Tyndall Air Force Base. 

Senator NUNN. They were not? 
Mr. VON RAAB. No, they were not, not at that time. 
At that time, we also began an intensive effort to build our Blue 

Lightning Operation Center and to work very closely with all of 
the sheriffs, and police chiefs in Florida, which meant that we built 
a very useful center in Miami. Having got that in operation now, 
and having gotten tremendous cooperation from over 24 sheriffs' 
and police departments in Florida, we feel that it is more impor
tant that we place the C31 in the Miami area to continue this coop
eration rather than moving this center to Tyndall, which would 
just not be v~ry accessible to all of the sheriffs' and police depart
ments with whom we work so closely. 

Senator NUNN. When you say 'Iaccessible," does that mean they 
are there on the scene, or within your communicating path? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Yes, sir; that means they actually come physical-
ly to the center at times. 

Senator NUNN. How often does that happen? 
Mr. VON RAAB. It happens, well--
Senator NUNN. Frequently? 
Mr. VON RAAB. Frequently, yes. 
Senator NUNN. Admiral Yost, do you want to comment on that? 
Admiral YOST. I am in the position of having caught this train, 

the C3I, somwhat after it left the station. The Commissioner and I 
have discussed it at long length. We have come to an agreement 
very recently that has been read into the minutes on how we will 
handle the C31 center. 

However, that center is, under the law, under the control and ad
ministration of Customs, where it goes and how it goes in. 

It has only been recently that we have been, under the law, 
brought into it and given our opinion. I am very pleased wit:U what 
we have now in this agreement. I am pleased with the agreement 
that we have with the Commissioner of putting it in at Richmond 
Heights in Miami. 

That is not to say if somebody had asked me before the train left 
the station where I thought the train ought to go. I would have 
probably said and have said, it ought to go to Tyndall. But I didn't 
catch the train in the station. 1 caught it well along the route, and 
I have agreed with the Commissioner to go into Richmond Heights. 

Senator NUNN. At the bottom of that agreement that we have 
been furnished, at least one copy of what we have been furnished, 
there is a quotation \·"hich reads, liTo be added to the next minutes: 
1, this agreement does not pre-empt any further decisions or delib
erations of the National Drug Policy Board regarding geographic or 
functional areas of responsibility and lead agency issues." 

Is that paragraph part of the agreement? 
Admiral YOST. The agreement was made between Customs and 

Coast Guard. The note that is on the end of it is an agreement that 
would have to be made by the Drug Policy Board. I have asked 
Steve Trott, and the Commissioner has agreed, that when he repre
sents that to the Policy Board that that paragraph be written in as 
the sense of the Policy Board that this agreement between Customs 
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and Coast Guard does not pre-empt further discussions and deci
sions on area of responsibility and lead agencies. 

Senator NUNN. Commissioner von Raab, are you satisfied with 
this agreement? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Does the agreement, as I understand it, it speaks 

only to the joint command of the Southest C31 center. 
Does it cover anything like the design issues, such as the ques

tion of whether the C3l should be at Tyndall or Miami? Is that cov
ered? 

Mr. VON RAAB. I believe that is, at least in terms of the exercise 
underway, that is decided. We have already decided with the Coast 
Guard to place the center in Richmond Heights. 

Senator NUNN. Does it-it doesn't cover anything about lead 
agency responsibility; this is not part of it, really? 

Mr. VON RAAB. No. It does not. 
Senator NUNN. Do you agree, Admiral? 
Admiral YOST. The agreement is carefully crafted. The first para

graph talks about the center in southeast United States. It doesn't 
talk about Tyndall or Miami or anyplace else. The agreement has 
to do with the Southeast center. I agreed, as a separate matter and 
a compromise with the Commissioner, to put it in Richmond 
Heights. I don't think the agreement has anything to do with the 
location of it. 

The location was agreed earlier that it would go into Richmond 
Heights as a compromise between the Commis:;ioner and myself be
tween Miami, the Brickell Building, Richmond Heights, and Tyn
dall. 

I don't think the Commissioner got his first choice on where it 
ought to go. He would have had a different first choice, probably, 
than Richmond Heights, and I can tell you, I would have had a dif
ferent first choice. But this was a compromise, something we both 
agreed would work and be effective. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you, Admiral. 
Senator Chiles, I yield to you, now. I have got a number of ques

tions, but we will run back and forth. 
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Admiral Yost, I am trying to under

stand what you all have done here. In your statement, you stress 
the effective C3l must be interoperable and btegrated, and you 
agree with Customs that the joint command-I want to rmd out. Is 
your agreement for joint command conducive to interoperability 
and integration? 

I am concerned that rotation of command isn't really joint com
mand. Can you explain how that cooperation is going to be fos
tered? 

Admiral YOST. I think I can. I think I understand the question. A 
joint command is normally a military term. It has been well under
stood since about 1947. It means that there is one commander in 
charge of an operation, and joint commands are normally rotated 
amongst the members of that command. An Army General would 
have it for one period; a Navy Admiral, maybe, for another. 

In Vietnam, I had command of a joint Navy/Coast Guard oper
ation. After I left, a Navy commander relieved me. So a joint com-
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mand does normally rotate. It is a command with one commander, 
one guy that has the :responsibility for doing the job. 

Ther.e was a second part to that question, Senator Chiles, and I 
have lost it. 

Senator CHILES. Th/it was just how this cooperation was going to 
be fostered. 

Admiral YOST. Oh, interoperability. I think we will assure, be
tween Customs and ourselves, the interoperability of our communi
cations between his forces and mine through that center. We will 
have a little more trouble, perhaps, being sure that we can commu
nicate with DOD, DEA and other forces, but I think that we will 
work on that, as well. 

Senator CHILEs. Does this agreement envision that the joint com
mander will be commanding both the forces of Customs and Coast 
Guard? 

Admiral YOST . Yes. Forces will be chopped or shift their oper
ational control, to that command center. Those forces, both Cus
toms and Coast Guard, will work for that command center, primar
ily air, but also surface for individual and special operations. 

Senator CHILES. Primarily air, but also surface for individual op
erations. Is the joint command center going to command the Coast 
Guard cutters as they relate to drug interdiction? 

Admiral YOST. Coast Guard cutters, on occasion, and a signifi
cant number of them, will be chopped, or shift their operational 
control, to that command center for specific periods of time. 

Senator CHILES. Customs assets will be handled the same way? 
Admiral YOST. Yes, and command for that center for the first 

two years will be Customs. That gentleman will be holding the bag 
to be sure that Customs and Coast Guard units work together to 
make the thing happen. When we rotate the command, there will 
be a Coast Guard officer holding the bag, and if it doesn't work, the 
Commissioner is going to be down the throat of his commander, 
and in my two years, I am going to be down the throat of mine. We 
are trying to get some accountability put into this thing, and I 
think it will work. 

Senator CHILES. This is air and marine interdictions that we are 
talking about. 

Admiral YOST. It is all of air in the drug interdiction, and it is 
marine on an assigned basis, primarily for special operations for 
fmite periods of time. We may have a joint operation going down 
where we are looking for an air drop, and the gentleman that is 
running the center may need a Coast Guard cutter; he may need a 
Customs boat. Whatever he needs, he will go to the Customs guy 
and the Coast Guard guy who owns these and say, "I would like X 
number of boats for so many days or hours," and they will be 
chopped to him, and if they aren't, the Commissioner is going to 
want to know why, and so am I. 

Senator CHILES. Commissioner von Raab, you state in your testi
mony that sophisticated communication capability is a critical part 
of the air interdiction system. Can you all talk to one another yet? 
Can a Navy E-2C talk to a Coast Guard vessel, an Air Force heli
copter or your C31 center in Miami? 
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Mr. ROSENBLATT. Senator, in 1985, we ran an operation, Coast 
Guard, Customs and other Federal agencies, as well as the Baha
mians. It was called Blue Lightning. You might be familiar with it. 

Senator CHILEs. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. When I was assigned in Florida working with 

the former Admiral down there, we came up with one big problem 
relative to that operation, was communications. Since coming to 
Washington, DC, and working with the Commissi.oner, he and I 
have had a number of discussions revolving around communica
tions. 

Thanks to the Administration and the Congress and as well the 
Commissioner, we have poured in enormous resources from fl Cus
toms perspective, not only for our own people along the souihern 
border and throughout the United States with what we call voice 
privacy radio, but also HF single sideband secure radio for our air
craft and vessels. 

In addition, we have provided, along with the entire southern 
border, over 600 voice privacy radios for use by state and local 
agencies that are working closely with Customs. Insofar as the spe
cifically, the E-2C--

Senator CHILES. I guess my question is: Is Customs doing all this 
and is going to have all of their secure systems, and then is Coast 
Guard going to have a system like that in which they are going to 
pour in all their resources, and then is the Air Force going to have 
something? Can you all now talk to each other all the way across 
the board, or are we going through and setting up one major 
system, albeit as good and perfect as you can, and you all c?n't 
even talk to all the other Government assets that are out there? 

Mr. VON RAAB. There are still problems to be worked out be
tween the Coast Guard and the Customs Service in terms of getting 
compatible radios. Right now, we operate on a loan basis which
for special operations. 

Senator CHILES. Tben we are talking about building a C3I center 
before we have a uniform communication systems between all the 
interdicting parties. 

Mr. ROSENBLATT. I assure you, Senator, Customs specifications 
provided by our COMSAT are co.npatible with the R20 communi
cations, specifically with communication for the Coast Guard. They 
are compatible. 

Senator CHILEB. How about Navy, Air Force? 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. The single sideband HF is the ticket. That gives 

interoperability, as we call it. As well, when our voice privacy, 
what we call our DES, there are 32 channels potentially, or fre
quencies, if you will. For the FBI or DEA all we have to do is what 
we call "proming" those radios, and we can place those agencies 
frequencies to one of the 32 channels. 

Senator CHILES. The C3I concept is a major step in drug enforce
ment, what role did the Drug Board have in developing the C3I? 

Mr. VON RAAB. The C3I, its original development predates the 
Board. Since the Board has been in operation, it has been, in effect, 
a supervise>r of the coordination among the four agencies who are 
responsible under the law for working the C3Is out. We report to 
the Board with respect to our coordination, and it would be the 
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Board that would resolve any issues that would arise among us, al
though that has not been necessary yet. 

Senator CHILES. It looks like to me that here we have got what 
we think is the great drug coordinating board and now it looks like 
they got into this operation a few days ago and lept to do some
thing to put together this agreement. But I don't know what the 
heck the coordinating board is doing all the time that this was 
brewing. 

We are still a long way, Mr. Chairman, from having any kind of 
overall coordination and command coming from the top. This is 
something that we just go back to the early seventies; we are going 
right around the mulberry bush again, it sounds like to me. 

Senator NUNN. We feel like we have been here before. We have 
seen it before, over and over and over again. We just never seem to 
be able to get the overall coordination. Weare going to hear from 
the Drug Policy Board people next week. We want to see what they 
have to say. 

Senator CHILES. Thank. you. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Chiles. 
The Office of Technology Assessment study released this morn

ing fmds that despite the doubling of Federal expenditures on 
interdiction in the last five years, the quantity of drugs being 
smuggled into the United States is greater than ever. OTA finds 
that our interdiction effort has succeeded in stopping only a very 
small percentage of illegal drug smuggling. 

Would both of you comment on these fmdings and imply what 
you think can be done in the future? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Generally, let me say that the report that the 
Office of Tf'?hnology put out is out of date and, in many cases, inac
curate. J might just point out--

Senatnr CHILES. It is not inaccurate that cocaine is selling for 
half the price on the streets of Miami than it sold for a year ago, is 
it? 

Mr. VON RAAB. I don't know the answer to that, Senator. 
Sel~,' ~or CHILES. I think you will fmd that is a fact and that is 

about the best indication that you have more supply out there than 
you have got demand, literally. 

Senator NUNN. Unless somebody can dissuade us that that isn't 
a good indicator, which was given to us back in the Ford Adminis
tration by Peter Bensinger, and he was later in the Carter Admin
istration, too, unless someone can tell us that was not a good indi
cator and tell us why. that is what we are going to look to when we 
wipe away all the agencies and all the seizures and all the publici
ty and we welcome that, when appropriate. The question is: What 
is happening? 

Senator CHILES. Seizures are up 1,200 percent. We are seizing a 
lot. 

Mr. VON RAAB. That is not a good indicator of the success of the 
interdiction program. It is certainly a good indicator of the success 
of the entire program running from production--

Senator NUNN. That is what I am talking about. 
Mr. VON RAAB. As an indicator of interdiction, that is not a good 

indicator. 
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Senator NUNN. That is a big part of it. Then you have to sort out 
how much is domestically grown. 

Mr. VON RAAB. If there is ten times production, your interdiction 
had to go up by that to maintain pace with that. 

Senator NUNN. It is a good indication of what the American tax
payers are looking for. That is what the American people are look
ing to. 

Mr. VON RAAB. That is true. I would like to point out, as a good 
example, that the report shows that the Border Patrol is responsi
ble for interdiction on the land locked borders. That is not true. 
Customs is. That is just sort of the level of understanding that OTA 
has of the interdiction program. 

In terms of whether the interdiction program is succeeding or 
not, I usually judge it and I like to judge it by the tactics that the 
smugglers are taking in order to deal with the Coast Guard and 
the Customs Service; the degree to which they are willing to be 
pushed to the tlragged edge"; the degree to which they are willing 
to take risks in order to get the drugs into the country. I think if 
you would look at the tactics that drug smugglers are using, you 
will frnd that they are taking many more risks, pilots are being 
paid much more. They are much more nervous and realize that 
they are much more likely to be caught in the interdiction environ
ment today. 

Unfortunately, because of the increased production, this has low
ered the price on the street, and I am sorry about that. 

Senator NUNN. What should we look to, then? What should be 
our criterion or criterion for success? 

Mr. VON RAAB. I think unfortunately, the criteria for success in 
the interdiction area is found right here, and that is, an extensive 
grilling of the officials over the various details of the interdiction 
program and our telling you where the planes used to be flown into 
the United States. Now, there are fewer of them being flown into 
the United States, as even the GAO people said, and many more 
air drops are being made into the sea. This is an indication of a 
more successful air interdiction program. 

Senator NUNN. Looking at it broader than that, what should be 
our key indicators in terms of determining how much should be 
put in interdiction, overall; air, sea, all of it? And how much of it; 
whether we might be better off spending that money on something 
else, like going to the source through some foreign assistance pro
gram or putting it in through education, trying to stop the demand, 
the relative damand side. How are we to make that judgment? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Mr. Chair;\;an, I do not have a formula that I 
could give you on that. We ure continuing to review the defenses 
that the United States is establishing. There is an extensive exer .. 
cise right now underway to determine the level of long-range and 
short-range detection necessary, and when that is done, I am sure 
the Congress win hear about it. 

It's just, with respect to each one of the steps, it's an extensive 
analysis and some judgments that have to be made by people high 
up in the Congress and the United States as to how much they 
would be wining to pay for that. 

Senator NUNN. But we have got to have some basis to-
Mr. VON RAAB. To apply the Federal cost. 
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Senator NUNN. We have got to have a national goal. We could 
pour another $4 billion in, and we could make more arrests and we 
could have more and more and more of that. If the price goes down 
on the street, it means from somewhere, these drugs are here and 
the supply is really exceeding the demand. And we are encouraging 
our young people to participate in a very harmful activity for them 
and the nation. 

Everybody is looking at one little picture. 
Mr. VON RAAB. I would have thought the best tests are the let

ters and the conversations that you have from your constituents. 
Senator NUNN. If that is the test, we are flunking. 
Admiral YOST. I would say, Mr. Chairman, that the President's 

total policy includes interdiction. Without an effective interdiction 
operation, I think the rest of the policy, the demand side of it, the 
education, the treatment, et cetera, doesn't have credibility unless 
you have an effective interdiction operation. 

I testified to you, that in the last three years, I have seen the 
surface picture grow very much brighter. 

The price of marijuana is up; the supply is down. It comes by sur
face. We have done a very good job with that. Meanwhili3, I testi
fied to you that we are losing the air war. They are overflying us, 
and we are not effective in the air war. We are just beginning to 
put some interdiction assets in the air war, two E-2C's. 

Senator NUNN. So you think we are winning the surface war? 
Admiral YOST. We are doing a good job on the surface war. 
Senator NUNN. You mean land and sea. 
Admiral YOST. I mean the surface of the sea. The land border is 

Customs and looking at containers, the investigation of baggage at 
airports. I don't have any Coast Guardsmen involved in that. On 
the sea, which is my primary responsibility, we have made major, 
major inroads, and I wouldn't be very anxious to pour a lot more 
money into the surface interdiction problem. 

But in air interdiction, when I had a task force out there for two 
years, 12 Coast Guard ships, four destroyerf'!, a.ll of the air I could 
clean off of the east coast, an oiler and all of that, for two years I 
watched them overfly me as I shut down the surface 0p,eration. 
That is why when I became the Commandant, I said, 'We are 
going to shut down the air operation," and we are just getting 
started in air. 

We have got a couple of E-2C's that went to Customs; two that 
went to Coast Guard. We are equipping our Falcon aircraft with 
sensors that will be on line in another 12 to 18 months. We are just 
getting started on air. Effectiveness, we are not effective in the air. 
Cocaine is so abundant, so cheap, we are flooded with it. We have 
got an epidemic of it. It comes by air. I think that we will shut 
down some of the air. It is going to take us a couple of years before 
we get everything on line to do it, and when we shut down the air, 
then it is going to come in someplace else and we are going to have 
to look at that someplace else. 

Containers, everybody talks about containers. I think that is a 
good place to look. We don't look at containers. I'll bet you Cus
toms doesn't look at one container out of 10,000 and we don't, 
either. There needs to be some effort. 
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Senator NUNN. The Commissioner seems to have a comment on 
that. 

Admiral YOST. Good. 
Mr. VON RAAB. We strip approximately 3 percent of containers 

t.hat come in. That means we take the container completely apart. 
We look at 20 percent of the containers in some way or the other. 

Senator NUNN. Admiral? 
Admiral YOST. If he says it, I can't doubt it. That is his responsi

bility; it's not mine. There is an awful lot of containers coming into 
this country, and 1 didn't have any idea that we were looking at 20 
percent or even 3 percent; even 1 in 10,000 is surprising. 

Sem:~tor NUNN. The 1987 Department of Defense Authorization 
Bill requires the President to submit a drug interdiction program 
to Congress by May 13th of this year. The law requires that "maxi
mum use be made of existing Department of Defense and Coast 
Guard command and control networks." 

Will the planned Customs C31 comply with that requirement, 
Commissioner von Raab? 

Mr. VON RAAB. I believe it will. We will be receiving-the March 
Air Force Base, the west C31 is in a military installation, and will re
ceive the data that is available at the spot. 

In terms of the East Coast, although our facility is not located on 
a military installation, it will receive the same kinds of data that 
the one in March would, and we believe that will certainly meet 
the requirements, and we have requested DOD's assistance in the 
planning of this, although up to now, they don't seem to have 
thought it was necessary and actually suggested that we hire a con
tractor. 

Senator NUNN. They are saying they have to hire a contractor? 
Mr. VON RAAB. No, they said we should just go out and hire a 

contractor. 
Senator NUNN. You are nG~ getting cooperation from DOD? 
Mr. VON RAAB. 1 didn't say that. 1 said their response was that 

we should go out and hire a contractor. The three bidders are mili
tary contractors, SO they know the C31 business. 

Senator NUNN. We are going to have them testifying. It sounds 
to me as if you are saying you are not getting full cooperation. 

Mr. VON RAAB. No, I am just saying they don't seem to feel we 
need it. Their advice is, "You don't seem to need any advice.1t If 
they testify differently--

Senator NUNN. You are saying you do need it, right? 
Mr. VON RAAB. I am saying we are happy to take any advice that 

we believe would be helpful, but if your adviser says you don't need 
any advice, then that is advice in itself. [Laughter.] 

Senator NUNN. Well, in a way, that's true. [Laughter.] 
On the other hand, if you tell them that you feel you need advice 

and they tell you that they aren't going to give it, that is a differ
ent matter. 

Mr. VON RAAB. 1 wouldn't say that was the case. 
Senator NUNN. You must have agreed with them that you don't 

need any advice. 
Mr. VON RAAB. We accepted that advice. [Laughter.] 
Senator NUNN. Agreeable, right? 
Mr. VON RAAB. Agreeable, yes. 
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Senator NUNN. Admiral, would you comment on whether that 
provision of the law is being met? 

Admiral YOST. It certainly is at March Air Force Base. They-at 
least there is a separate building there, as I understand, that is 
next door to the SOCC, the operations center on the base. It is, to 
an extent, on the East Coast, where, contrary to-a little bit con
trary to what the Commissioner said, Richmond Heights is on a 
military base, is on military land. It is on Coast Guard land, right 
next to a Coast Guard communications center. 

So to an extent, it meets it from that point of view, that it is co
located, or co-located with a communications center. Whether it 
would be better to have it at Tyndall Air Force Base in the same 
building with the SOCC is something I didn't get into early enough 
because I wasn't in at the start of this train. 

As the Commissioner said, this started long befm:e I was Com
mandant, long before there was a Drug Policy Board. I got in in 
the middle I made a gentleman's agreement and compromise with 
the Commissioner that I will stick by. I am satisfied where it is. 

Whether it meets the law or not, you can extrapolate yourself 
into saying yes, it is on a Coast Guard Base right beside a Coast 
Guard communications center. When you asked me whether it 
should be at Tyndall or not, I told you. that is probably my first 
choice. 

Senator NUNN. Is it too late to put it there now? 
Admiral YOST. Well, Customs has the money and the responsibil

ity of the contractors for putting that thing in. It is their feeling 
that it ought to go to Richmond Heights. The Commissioner would 
have to answer whether it is too late to go to Tyndall. 

Senator NUNN. Admiral, do you beleive a national C31 center is 
needed? 

Admiral YOST. I see absolutely no reason for a national C31 
center. But much of that has to do with how you divide up the 
areas of responsibility, which is something the Drug Policy Board 
is coming to grips with, and that required report by the President 
to Congress, in accordance with your amendment. 

Senator NUNN. Getting to that point, I would like to get the 
views of both of you of what you believe yourself should be done in 
terms of assigning responsibilities to given areas. Admiral, I will 
start with you. 

Admiral YOST. Of course, each of us has submitted a paper to the 
Drug Policy Board, which I understand is physically on the desk of 
the Attorney General, including one from Mr. Jack Lawn and 
maybe one from DOD. He is putting that together now. 

Do you want from me more than telling you I have submitted a 
paper to the Administration and they are studying it? It is an in
ternal paper, sir. 

Senatm." N UNN. I would like to get your personal views. I am not 
necessarily asking you what you submitted, but just your personal 
views on what it ought to be. 

Admiral YOST. Okay. My personal views are relatively well 
known. I haven't been secretive about them at all since I have been 
Commandant. 

I am convinced that in any operation, you need an area of re
sponsibility, an agency assigned to that area. If I needed to have 
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learned that, which I didn't, I would have learned it in Vietnam 
during some 13 or 14 months of combat, when you have friendly
on-friendly, and in tha.t kind of a situation, you lose people. In the 
drug world, all you losle is busts, so it isn't as important, but you do 
need an area that one agency is responsible for. 

I had proposed, on several occasions, that the maritime area, 
that is, over the high seas, and the territorial sea, over, on and 
under, if they start to! bring it in by submarine, would be a Coast 
Guard responsibility. 'rhe Coast Guard would be the lead agency. It 
would have that area of responsibility. It would not have all of the 
assets. Customs has laircraft, very well-trained pilots. They have 
fast boats with well trained coxswains. 

But those people, when they are in the maritime area, should be 
operating in support; of the United States Coast Guard, which 
would be the lead agency. Similarly, over the land and the land 
border, that would lbe a Customs responsibility. In any agency, 
whether it 1..3 DOD or Coast Guard or DEA that operates in the 
area over or on the land, ought to operate in support of Customs. 
That doesn't mean 1. am going to give Customs all my aircraft or 
DEA is going to give them all theirs because we operate in their 
area of responsibility. We operate in support of them, which means 
they are coordianting it; they're holding the bag; they're responsi
ble for making it happen. 

Over the foreign c:ountries such as the Bahamas, that ought to be 
DEA. DEA ought to have that area of responsibility, and whenever 
the Commissioner or my forces operate in that area, we operate in 
support of DEA, so that you don't have to go very far to know who 
is in charge, or whl~re the buck stops and whose area is whose. 

That is my idea which I have pushed right along and will contin
ue to push. Unless the Drug Policy Board makes a decision con
trary to it, if they happen to, then I will support that decision. 

Senator NUNN. What you are saying, and when we use military 
terms, unity of command. 

Admiral YOST. Ji am, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Clear lines of responsibility. 
Admiral YOST. Clear assignment also of responsibility, I !lll1, sir. 
Senator NUNNI. Commissioner, what is your personal view on 

that? 
Mr. VON BAA'S. My personal view on that is that the present 

system is probably where we will end up and should end up with 
some possible rHfinements or clarifications. I believe that it is a big 
mistake in the middle of a war like this to decide to change the 
way you do busliness. I wasn't around in 1973 when the reorganiza
tion took place: creating DEA but I can assure you, it set back the 
war against drugs at least five years. 

Senator NUNN. This is not a reorganization. Nobody has even 
mentioned a );eorganization. We are talking about which agency is 
going to be in charge. This is a totally different thing. I went 
through all that reorganization, and I think any time you have a 
massive reorganization, it does set you back. I agree with that. 

This is simply saying you have to have some accountability and 
somebody hlas to be in charge. That is what the legislation says. I 
don't know what the Policy Board is com.ing up with. How do you 
interpret it'? 
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Mr. VON RAAB. The present situation is quite clear, and that is 
that the lead for border interdiction is Customs Service. That was 
set forth l?tS a result of 1 Reorganization Plan No. 2 in 1973. 

The Drug Policy Board has taken responsibility and will contin
ue to take responsibility for any areas in which there is possible 
overlap. But it is quite clear, the lead for Customs in the marine 
area is three miles out. There is a joint responsibility between 
three miles and 12 miles; that is quite clear. And the Coast Guard 
is responsible for 12 miles and out. 

On the land border, it is the Customs Service that has the lead 
responsibility. The only issue that is being discussed and is the 
topic of these hearings is the lead in the air. At present, the Cus
toms Service is still, by virtue of the laws that we are operating 
under, designated as the lead for air interdiction, and I believe it 
should stay that way. 

Senator NUNN. Admiral, how do you see it? 
Admiral YOST. I guess I'm not familiar wi.th those laws, that 

there is any law that would give to Customs a lead responsibility 
over the maritime area outside the Customs Borders of this coun
try. There is only one agency that I know of that has any law en
forcement responsibility outside of Customs waters, which is 12 
miles, and that is the United States Coast Guard. The Department 
of Defense doesn't; the Navy doesn't; the Customs doesn't; the DEA 
doesn't. It is the United States Coast Guard that has that law ell
forcement responsibility. 

Mr. VON RAAB. I would say the Admiral should read 19 USC 
1644,49 USC 1509, 1474, which gives the Secretary of the Treasury 
the responsibility which he has delegated to Customs to describe 
entry and clearance laws for aircraft and to extend Customs laws 
to aircraft; 19 USC 1590, which is the new aviation smuggling law 
and the continued revival of the air porgram authorized by 1968 in 
each year of our appropriations. 

Admiral YOST. What we are talking about there, Commissioner, 
is the responsibility for aircraft at ports of entry. We are not t.alk
ing about a law enforcement responsibility against aircraft in the 
air over the high seas, regardless of what flag they are. It just 
doesn't make any sense. 

Mr. VON RAAB. 'Illat is actually wrong. 19 USC 1590 describes air 
smuggling out to 250 miles, and that was just passed by the Con
gress. 

Senator NUNN. Does that say clearly that the Customs Service or 
the Treasury Department has the authority to make the arrest and 
so forth? 

Mr. VON RAAB. I would like to have Stuart Seidel, of our Chief 
Counsel's Office, respond to some of these questions. 

Mr. SEIDEL. Mr. Chairman, 19 USC 1590, which was added by the 
Anti-Drug Abuse Act, makes it a criminal offense and a civil viola
tion for aircraft to engage in certain activities. The law contains 
certain presumptions when the act is within 250 miles of the terri
torial sea of the United States. It was placed in Title 19. The legis
lative history makes it clear that these provisions and others to en
hance the Customs interdiction capabilities and to be a comparable 
component to the Anti-Smuggling Act of 1935. The new section 
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1590 is part of the IICustoms Enforcement Act of 1986" (Title III, 
Subtitle B, of Public Law 99-570). 

The Coast Guard, as you know, are Customs officers by law. The 
law says warrant, commissioned and petty officers are customs of
fices. To that extent, they do have the legal authority, along with 
Customs, to enforce the Customs laws, including this new law. 
However, if you look at 14 USC 143, which is one of the Coast 
Guard's authority to act as a Customs officer, it says when they are 
so acting they are subject to the directions of the Secretary of the 
Treasury. 

We would point out that, at least from a legal standpoint, it 
seems that to put an agency in charge of a responsibility where the 
law makes it another agency's primary statute and they have to 
operate under that agency's directions, it just seems from a legal 
standpoint to be putting the cart before the horse. 

Senator NUlIfN. It sounds like to me we have got some serious 
overlap in the law; do you agree with that? 

Mr. SEIDEL. It may very well be that there is an overlap in the 
law enforcement area. 

Senator NUNN. You say it is not clear. 
Mr. SEIDEL, No, I think the statute is clear, it is a Customs law. I 

think there is joint enforcement responsibility, and I think Con
gress intended that. But that doesn't mean that one agency should 
be in charge. 

Sel.ator NUNN. You believe this should be clarified in terms of 
somebody being the lead agency? 

Mr. SEIDEL. I don't think that a lead agency is the proper way of 
running that. 

Senator NUNN. What do you think should be done? 
Mr. SEIDEL. I think you have to continue the coordination that 

the agencies presently have. 
Senator NUNN. You are saying that we have got an overlap be

tween jurisdiction and we don't need to do anything about it? 
Mr. SEIDEL. Mr. Chairman, since you put me on the spot, I have 

been down in Miami for the last three months. I was with Customs 
Headquarters for the last 17 years before that. If you are talking 
about coordination, I think south Florida is a good example. 
IIBLOC" (Blue Lightning Operations Command) Center, Customs, 
Coast Guard, DEA, certain military components and all the local 
state and local agencies in Florida with a marine element are now 
working together. 

Customs transponders are being made available to coal vessels; 
Customs and Coast Guard are sharing our radios provided for by 
the agencies, although it is not fully implemented yet. Whichever 
vessel is closest can respond, and this is the C3I concept. 

I think this is the way that it should be moving. 
Senator NUNN. You are saying the law doesn't need changing, 

then. 
Mr. SEIDEL. I don't think the law needs changing. 
Senator NUNN. Let me ask you this. When was that most recent 

law put in effect? 
Mr. SEIDEL. October 27,1986. 
Senator NUNN. When was the Defense Authorization bill signed? 
Mr. SEIDEL. I can't give you a date on that. 
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Senator NUNN. It was after that. 
Mr. SEIDEL. That is a question of coordinating resources. 
Senator NUNN. It was after that. As a lawyer, wouldn't you 

agree that the President now has the jurisdiction under the clear 
authority of the Defense Authorization bill to designate the lead 
agency in either of these areas, notwithstanding previous laws? 

Mr. SEIDEL. As a lawyer: He has the authority to assign responsi
bilities. I don't think you can, by Executive Order, change statuto
ry responsibilities without changing the statute. 

Senate NUNN. If he has been given a subsequent statute where it 
clearly sets forth his duty to give the lead agency, would not he be 
required and authorized to do that? 

Mr. SEIDEL. He would have to submit any needed legislation to 
implement it, I believe is the-I believe the way the authorization 
bill is worded. 

Senator NUNN. That is in the law. 
Admiral. 
I think it is one of the best examples I have ever seen here this 

morning is that we do need the President of the United States to, 
in his Policy Board, to clearly set forth the line of authority and 
command. It is absolutely clear out there in the field; it is clear 
right here in Washington; it is clear right here in this committee 
room that we have some major coordinating problems that have to 
be clarified. 

Admiral. 
Admiral YOST. I would agree with you, and I am sitting here 

thinking I am sure glad I didn't bring my chief counsel here. You 
are a very good lawyer. Thank you. 

In any event, I think the Policy Board does have an intent, as 
encouraged by the Nunn Amendment, to layout the lead agency 
responsibility and the area of responsibility. I intend, as does the 
Commissioner, to make our views very well known and to push our 
views within the Policy Board structure. I think I have stated 
mine. We do need somebody in charge. We need to have somebody 
who is going to kick end and take names. Until you have a lead 
agency, that is vc-ry hard to d~). 

Senator NUNN. Let me ask both of you, on another line of ques
tioning, about the Drug Policy Board. 

I believe we had a lawyer testify without being under oath, 
didn't we? 

Admiral YOST. We did. 
Senator NUNN. Would that change your testimony? [Laughter.] 
Mr. SEIDEL. No, sir, and if you want me to go on the record, I 

swear that that is true. 
Senator NUNN. Lawyers, of all people, and being one myself, 

need to be put under oath. [Laughter.] 
That was a serious omission. [Laughter.] 
Commissioner, could you tell us, and also Admiral, what you 

think the Drug Policy Board role is? How do you defme their role 
in this overall effort? 

Admiral YCS'i'. Could r B~rt on that? 
Senator NUNN. Yes, sir. 
Admiral YOST. Because I would like to share a little bit of the 

blame with Congress. I don't get an opportunity, to do this very 
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often. I am relatively new in Washington, at least in my present 
position. The drug-l came into the Drug Policy Board just in the 
last seven months. I saw the Drug Policy Board struggling with the 
assignment of resources and the allocation of resources. 

While the Drug Policy Board was attempting to do this, at the 
san1e time, the Congress was passing the Drug Omnibus bill. I 
spent a third of my time with the Policy Board trying to put forth 
the Coast Guard's interest in how I thought it ought to run. I spent 
two-thirds of my 1cime up in Congress pleading with various Con
gressmen, and I visited you, as you remember, Senator, asking the 
Congress to allow the Drug Policy Board to make these allocations. 

I had said to at; least 50 people up here, "Please let the Drug 
Policy Board allocate the E-2Cs. Please let the Drug Policy Board 
allocate the money for the C31." And what happened? We got a 
Drug Omnibus bill that says: Two E-2Cs to Customs and two to 
Coast Guard; probably the worst decision you could make, dividing 
two and two. Almost any other decision would have been better 
than that; purely a political decision; and at the last moment of the 
Congress, in the fading hours, not days, the fading hours, the lan
guage that said that the C3l money would be allocated by the Drug 
Policy Board was changed to "under the exclusive control of Cus
toms." 

It is this kind of law that causes the Commissioner and myself to 
fuss and to argue some in trying to work out these things, where 
we have got the Drug Policy Board that ought to be doing it. So 
Congress deserves some of the blame on one hand, allocating them
selves, and then on the other hand, pleading for a drug czar type of 
thing. I believe that if you had a drug czar, Congress would still 
allocate E-2C's, et cetera, while the czar was writing letters up 
here pleading that you let him do it. 

So, I think that there needs to be some structure here, as well, 
sir. 

Senator NUNN. I would agree with you in part, but disagree in 
part. Because I think the feeling in Congress-and I don't agree 
with that decision. I don't think it should have been allocated with 
that. I think it should have been left up to the Drug Policy Board. 
The feeling, up here, is that the Drug Policy Board is not doing its 
job and not coordinating. We get that because we talk to everybody 
01.lt in the field, and we just feel it is not a coordinated effort. This 
is a perception on Capitol Hill that we have got a vacuum. 

Maybe the Attorney General and others will clarify that, but 
that is the feeling. Congress doesn't leave many vacuums for very 
long. When they see something is not getting done, we tend to get 
into micromanagement. 

I think this should not have been done, but I think we need to 
get to the Drug Policy Board. 

Commissioner, do you want to talk about the Drug Policy Board? 
Mr. VON RAAB. I attend the regular meetings of the Drug Policy 

Board subgroup, a secoe'. team, I guess, called the Coo·rdinating 
Group, and I can assure you that they deal with many iElsues, and 
they provide direction on those issues. 

From my perspective, they provide an enormous amount of co
ordination. I realize that this hearing is tending to examine the 
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lack of coordination, but I am not sure what the signs of lack of 
coordination are in the field that are. 

Senator NUNN. Commissioner, it is when every other agency, 
other than Customs, tells you that Customs isn't checking with 
them on what they are doing with C31. To give it to you straight, if 
you don't know about it. It is the worst kept secret in town, be
cause everybody else believes that they aren't being promptly con
sulted on what you are doing with C3r. They don't believe you are 
coordinating with them. They don't believe you sought their advice. 
They don't believe that you are making rationale decisions. And, 
they don't believe you are making decisions that are in the best in
terest of both peacetime and wartime C3r. 

lVlr. VON RAAB. They are not telling me that. And they are not 
telling the people at the meetings that, and one of the appendices 
to my formal statement is an extensive review of the coordination 
that has taken place, and I have in my hand here a list of the 
meetings and the attendees running from November 5, 1986 
through the 13th of February, which all were coordinating meet
ings and all of which my understanding is the parties were satis
fied with what took place at the meetings. 

So these people are talking out of both sides of their mouths. I 
would certainly be happy to have them address those issues to me 
or to Mr. Rosenblatt rather than scurrying around complaining to 
Congress. 

Senator NUNN. Didn't all of this start after the Drug Act was 
passed last year? Did you have any coordination with these other 
agencies? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Our first act following the passage of the Drug 
Act was to write a letter to those agencies who were to be consult
ed. 

Senator NUNN. That was after the Drug Act. My question is 
before the Drug Act passed; what did you do then? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Before the Drug Act, we primarily worked with 
the Department of Defense, that is correct. 

Senator NUNN. Why didn't you talk to anybody before the Drug 
Act? 

Mr. VON RAAB. Well, we didn't talk t.o them in a formal sense. 
Obviously, there were lots of discussions. 

Senator NUNN. All these other agencies were out there and the 
coordination was not invented or needed. 

Mr. VON RAAB. Who are all the other agnecies? I mean I talked 
to Jack Lawn at least two times a week. 

Senator NUNN. Coast Guard and DEA. 
Mr. VON RAAB. I talked to Paul Yost the same frequency. I deal 

with people from the agency on the same basis and you on the 
same basis. None of them mentioned this to me. 

Senator NUNN. Admiral, do you believe we have had adequate 
coordination? 

Admiral YOST. Maybe I can clarify this. Certainly, in the begin
ning, before the Act and immediately following the Act, there was 
very little coordination. Customs had money in their budget; they 
had the direction from Congressmen who had supported that 
money in the budget to move very quickly and put C31 in effect. 
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I objected, when I came in, to the rapidity with which it was 
moving and to the lack of coordination. I did that at an open Drug 
Policy Board meeting, a Drug Policy Board meeting at the Cabinet 
level with the Cabinet level official responsible for Customs. At 
that point, there was a feeling that, "Customs has the money; Cus
toms has the responsibility, and Customs had the responsibility to 
do it quickly." 

They were not very anxious to do a lot of consultation. Once the 
Act was passed and once we met with your staff-and I would say 
Eleanore Hill was extremely helpful in that-and after a meeting 
or two up here, Customs opened that up and invited us to meet 
with their contractors and have invited us to interface with their 
contractors, and we have been full partners ever since. 

So it depends on when you are talking about. 
Senator NUNN. I know that you have got a plane to catch, I be

lieve, Commissioner von Raah. 
Mr. VON RAAB. Do you have a police escort for me to go to the 

airport? 
SenattJr NUNN. Who are we going to get to coordinate that? 

[Laugh-jer.] 
Which agency? 
[A show of hands.] 
Senator NUNN. The Coast Guard has a boat right outside. 

[Laughter.] 
I wanted to thank both of you for being here this morning. We 

obviously all have the same end result in mind. There is no doubt 
about the fact that we are all on the same team, and I think there 
is also no doubt about the fact that we are going to J.leed to hear 
from the Policy Board and get their views about the various linger
ing problems. 

I want to ask if either one of you have anything else you would 
like to add for the record? I do want to insert for the record a state
ment from Thomas Steeves, who is the former Director of the 
NORAD facility at March Air Force Base 1 and Johnnie Stock, 
former Director of the NORAD facility at Tyndall Air Force Base.2 

Admiral, do you have anything else? 
Admiral YOST. Yes. I would like to say that the assets for the 

drug war are very, very short, in short supply. The Department of 
Defense has a lot of assets, and those assets are being used and 
need to continue to be used in the drug war. 

However, I don't think that we should put the Department of De
fense or any service within the Department of Defense in the posi
tion of having to plan and execute the drug mission. That is the 
responsibility of the United States Coast Guard and civilian law en
forcement agencies. 

To the extent that we need the Department of Defense assets in 
the drug war, I think that the Coast Guard ought to and can pro
vide the interface for that, particularly in the maritime area. 
Whenever the Department of Defense assets are needed, I would 
suggest that in the maritime area, they could be operated through 
the Coast Guard very, very easily. We do it every day, and then 

I See p. 388. 
2 See p. 408. 
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keep our military, Department of Defense military people, out of 
the planning and execution. Their primary mission is defense. My 
primary mission is drug law enforcement over, on and under the 
high seas. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Admiral. 
Any other comments from Customs? 
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Mr. Chairman, 1 would just like to ask you to 

include as an appendix to the Commissioner's formal statement 
this booklet relative to the U.S. Customs Service's C31 program co
ordination with the other agencies. 

[The chronology referred to was marked Exhibit No.9 and may 
be found in the flies of the Sllbcommittee.] 

Senator NUNN. We will do that, and we will have other questions 
for the record. 1 have got a number of detailed questions here, but 1 
wanted to stay on the broader scope this morning. We will ask both 
of you to cooperate with us in getting those questions back. 

Mr. ROSENBLATT. We would be glad to do that. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
Any other statements? 
Admiral YOST. We will examine providing for the record the 

Drug Policy Board record minutes as adopted, the question that we 
took up earlier in the day. 1 am not comfortable with my letter to 
Steve Trott as being definitive in this matter. Wh.<:lt is definitive 
are those minutes, which are verbatim, to my knowledge. 

Senator NUNN. Good. Thank you both for being here, and we will 
continue to work with you in trying to improve every element of 
the drug enforcement effort we possibly can. We will have another 
hearing next Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. in this room. We will be hearing 
then from the Director of the Department of Defense task force, 
Major General Stephen Olmstead and Major General Buford Lary 
of U.S. Air Force. 

We will also have a panel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation; 
the Drug Enforcement Administration and Mr. Stephen Trott, rep
resenting the President's Drug Policy Board. 

The hearing is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 1:01 p.m., the Subcommittee was recessed to re

convene at the call of the Chair.] 
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Members of the Subcommittee present: Senator Sam Nunn, Dem
oel'at, Georgia; Senator Lawton Chiles, Democrat, Florida; Senator 
Jim Sasser, Democrat, Tennessee; Senator David Pryor, Democra.t, 
Arkansas; and Senator Paul S. Trible, Jr., Republican, Virginia. 

Members of the :,'rofessional staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief 
Counsel; Daniel F. Hinzel, Chief Counsel to the Minority; Mary D. 
Robertson, Chief Clerk; Dec1an Cashman, Secretary; Cindy Com
stock, Staff A8sistant; Kathleen Dias, Executive Assi.c;tant to the 
Chief Counsel; David Munson, Congressional Fellow, DEA; Lenny 
Willis, Investigator; Howard Shapiro, Staff Counsel to the Minori
t)j Alan Edelman~ Counsel; and Marilyn Munson, Secretary. 

[Senator present at convening of hearing: Senator Nunn. 
[The letter of authority follows:] 

U.S. SENATE, COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, SENATE PERMA
NENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS, 

Washington, DC. 
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Subcom

mittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, permission is 
hereby granted for the Chairman, or any Member of the Subcommittee as designat
ed by the Chairman, to conduct open and/or executive session hearings without a 
quorum of two members for the administration of oaths and the taking of testimony 
in connection with hearings on the Federal Government's Drug Interdiction Pro
gram, to be held on March 18 and 24, 1987. 

SAM NUNN, Chairman. 
WILLIAM V. ROTH, Jr., 

Ranking Minority Member. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN 

Senator NUNN. The Committ.ee will come to order. Today, we 
open the second day of the Subcommittee's examination of Federal 
drug interdiction efforts, particularly the establishment of a com
mand, control, communications and intelligence network by the 
Customs Service. We continue our focus on coordination a,,'llong 

(75) 
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agencies, or~ as indicated by last week's testimony, sometimes the 
lack thereof. 

During last week's hearings, the Office of Technology Assess
ment released a report criticizing the low success rate of interdic
tion efforts and underscoring overlapping jurisdiction and lack of 
coordination among our interdiction agencies. GAO's testimony 
raised questions about the need for Customs' pla.!med national com
mand center, the extent of interagency coordination in developing 
the program 8..lld the ability of the President's Drug Policy Board to 
effectively settle disputes which arise between our drug interdic
tion agencies. Retired Navy Captain and former Customs consult
~Ult Frank Ault recommended the dual use of our tax dollars, bene
fitting both national security and drug enforcement interest.s by 
the transfer of the drug interdiction mission to the Coast Guard. 

Finally, last week's hearings closed with Admiral Paul Yost, 
Commandant of the Coast Guard, and William Von Raab, the Com
missioner of the Customs Service, expressing strong disagreement 
over the question of lead agency responsibility in the drug interdic
tion efforts. The disagreement over that issue, as well as their ruf
fering interpretations of a recent Drug Enforcement Policy Board 
decision on the issue, sets the stage for the testimony we are to 
hear this morning. 

Today's hearings begin with the testimony from General Olm
stead, Director of the Department of Defense Task Force on Drug 
Enforcement and General Lary, Commander of t i.le First Air Force, 
regarrung Defense Department assistance in the development of 
the C3l system as well as the interface of that system with the ex
isting military command and control networks. I am interested in 
their response to suggestions during last week's hearing that the 
Defense Department assistance has been less than forthcoming on 
the C31 issue. 

We will also hear from Oliver Revell, Executive Assistant Direc
tor for investigations of the Federal Bureau of Investigations and 
Thomas Byrne, Deputy Assistant Administrator for intelligence for 
the Drug Enforcement Administration. Althought neither the FBI 
nor the DEA is vested with drug interruction responsibilities, each 
will be involved in the intelligence function of the planned Cus
toms C31 center. We have asked for their views on the planned C3l 
center as well as Customs' efforts to coordinate the planned system 
with cheir agencies. 

Finally, Associate Attorney General Stephen Trott will testify in 
his capacity as Chairman of the National Drug Enforcement Policy 
Board Coordinating Group. We will seek his views on whether the 
Board, as currently constituted, is really capable or refereeing the 
very serious disputes which often arise between our drug agencies 
and which, if left unattended, can seriously undermine any hopes 
for success in the war on drugs. 

Those types of rusputes were illustrated very well in the course 
of last Wednesday's hearings. We will also want to ask Mr. Trott 
the very basic but critical question that the General Accounting 
Office raised at last week's hearing, and that is: Who is in charge 
in the war on drugs? 

I think this is the most important part of our hearings, because 
this gets right to the heart of the program. We have all sorts of 
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agencies involved, and the real question is whether we have 
anyone in charge of the overall coordination and whether those 
people who supposedly are in charge are able or willing to do that 
job. Also there is the question whether we need to change the law 
in that respect. Whether they need more responsibility; whether it 
is a matter of law or whether it is a matter of' regulation. 

The bottom line is we cannot afford to have war between the 
Federal agencies when really, the people that we ought to be doing 
battle with are those who are pushing narcotics throughout this 
country. 

We are delighted to have our witnesses here this morning. Before 
they testify, I have t.hree entries for the record. We first have a 
statement by Congressman Earl Hutto, who is the Chairman of the 
Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Navigation, and I would ask 
unanimous consent that this be a part of the record. Without objec
tion, it will be admitted. 1 

We also have an article here, a series of articles from the Wash
ington Post. At last week's hearings, Commissioner von Raab testi
fied that the Customs Service currently strips down and completely 
takes apart 3 percent of all containers entering the United States, 
and otherwise inspects 20 percent of the remainder of the contain
ers. 

These articles, however, cite the House Energy and Commerce 
Subcommittee as stating that they recently discovered that less 
than five-tenths of 1 percent of containerized shipments are phys
ically inspected. Of course, this would mean implicity that if you 
were a smuggler, you have a 99.5 percent chance of success by 
sending your drugs via containerized shipment.s. These articles also 
cite a recent GAO report that found that,"-Customs Service has 
the resources to inspect only about 2 percent of the shipments en
tering the country." 

Now, I don't know whether the articles are right or the Commis
sioner's testimony is correct, but we will pursue this matter. We 
will be back in touch with the Commissioner with a series of Wlit
ten questions to ask him to respond to these articles, because there 
is a direct conflict. This will be admitted into the record without 
objection. 

[The articles referred to were marked Exhibit No. 10 and may be 
found in the mes of the Subcommittee.] 

Senator NUNN. Finally, we have an Office of Technology Assess
ment response to Commissioner von Raab's critique of their report, 
which was filed last week, and this response which is dated March 
23rd will be admitted to the record without objection. 1 

[The letter referred to was marked Exhibit No. 11 and may be 
found on p. 463.] 

Senator NUNN. General, we are delighted to have you this morn
ing. I believe that General Olmstead, you are going to lead off this 
morning? 

General OLMSTEAD. Yes, sir. Thank you. 
Senator NUNN. We swear all of the witnesses before our Subcom

mittee. We will ask both of you to stand and please raise your right 

I See p. 385. 
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hand. Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommit
tee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so 
help you God? 

General OLMSTEAD. I do. 
General LARY. I do 
Senator NUNN. Thank you. 

TESTIMONY OF MAJ. GEN. STEPHEN G. OLMSTEAD, U.S. MARINE 
CORPS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
DRUG POLICY AND ENFORCEMENT/DffiECTOR DOD TASK 
FORCE ON DRUG ENFORCEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,) 
AND MAJ. GEN. BUFORD D. LARY, U.S. AIR FORCE, COMMAND
ER, FffiST AIR FORCE 
General OLMSTEAD. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity 

to testifY before your Committee. The Department of Defense is 
proud to be a leader in the Administration's war on drugs, and. we 
shall continue to fight drug abuse and assist in the drug interdic
tion program. 

Our record of supporting law enforcement agencies has been 
superb, and it is going to continue to be. Last year, for example, 
over 95 percent of the requests of the law enforcement agencies for 
support received a positive response from the Department of De
fense. 

We have loaned our colleagues in this war a wide range of equip
ment, ranging from binoculars, rifles, radars and radios up to air
craft. We also are providing spedal training; we are cooperating in 
the intelligence effort; and we are offering, where requested, tech
nical advice in many areas, to include the C31 area. 

While loaning of our equipment is certainly importa.nt, the par
ticipation of our military personnel is equally as important. An 
equivalent training operation are airmen, soldiers, ou.r sailors and 
our Marines are able to integrate their vital readiness training 
with anti-drug activities. Last year, we flew over 15,000 hours of 
airborne surveillance. Our Navy ships with Coast Guard personnel 
embarking are a force to be reckoned with by the nl;lrco traffickers, 
and our soldiers have repeatedly conducted training ex.ercises nec
essary in conjunction with anti-drug operations. 

In short, there is not a military surveillance aircraft flying or a 
ship sailing in the high interest areas that is not on the look-out 
for an airborne or a surface drug smuggler. 

At home, our recruiters are active participants in the "Just Say 
No" program. They serve as role models, as they have access to the 
schools and the neighborhoods of our country. 

The greatest value of the Department of Defense assistance to 
the anti-drug campaign is our continuing support of the legally 
constituted law enforcement agencies. While we are not a giant su
permarket, nor a long-range substitute for the law enforcement 
agencies, if given a reasoned program requirement, we continue to 
be a major factor in supporting the anti-drug program. 

Our enthusiastic participation will be constrained only by the 
primary national security mission and by relevant laws; We are 

1 See p. 312 for General Olmstead's prepared statement. 
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working and will continue to work to do our part to end drug abuse 
in America. 

I have with me today one of the Department of DefensE. leading 
experts on the C3I issue; Major General Lary will be with me 
today. 

Sir, I look forward to your questions. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, General. 
General Lary, why don't we go ahead and get your statement, 

and then we will ask questions of both you? 
General LARY. All right, sir. 
Mr. Chairman, I am here at your request as the CONUSNORAD 

Region Commander and the Commander, First Air Force Tactical 
Air Command. 

The mission of First Air Force is to train and equip forces for the 
strategic defense of the lower 48 states. The CONUSNORAD 
Region provides CINCNORAD with surveillance and control of 
CONUS airspace and, upon NORAD direction, implements the ap
propriate response to air attack. In peacetime, our alert response 
demon.strates resolve to defer any intrusion of sovereign airspace. 

The air defense mission also provides tactical warning and as
sessment to CINCNORAD and limits damage to the U.S. popula
tion and forces, if attacked. This mission is accomplished through 
the use of 47 F AA/joint surveillance radar sites and also 26 fighter 
alert location sites located in the lower 48 states. 

Information from the sites is fed into four sector operation con
trol centers-I may refer to those later as SOCC-and then to the 
CONUSNORAD Region Operation Control Center at Langley Air 
Force Base, Virginia, and NORAD's Cheyenne Mountain Complex 
in Colorado. Da~,. gathered by these radar sites provide medium- to 
high-altitude detection of aircraft flying in the air space bordering 
the nation. 

Communications from numerous air-to-ground sites are also al
ready in place. Fighter forces on alert around-the-clock provide 
eyes-on identification of unknown aircraft detected by the radar 
sites. 

The air defense threat that we combat differs in scope from the 
drug threat. We are postured against the medium- and high-alti
tude aircraft flying faster than 180 knots. The drug air threat can 
be high and fast or low and slow. The drug interdiction effort has 
to be able to track; intercept and apprehend suspected drug run
ners regardless of speed along the flight path to the drop-off point. 

The only First Air Force for radars currently capable of low-alti
tud.e detection are the tethered aerostat radar sites at Cape Canav
eral and Cudjoe Key in. Florida. With a range of approximately 150 
nautical miles, these sites are capable of detecting surface tracks as 
well as airborne objects. Both sites foward their radar pictures to 
the Southeast Sector Control Center at Tyndall AFB in Florida and 
to the Joint Marine Interdiction Control Center in MIami. 

The low altitude coverage received from the Cudjoe Key aerostat 
enhances f)~r ability to counter the threat in the southeastern 
United States, while the Cape Canaveral site primarily supports 
the U.S. Customs Service. 

The Air Force has been actively involved with Customs drug 
interdiction efforts since the mid-seventies. Customs representa-
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tives have co-located at the southern sectors at Tyndall AFB, FL 
and March AFBI CA since January of '84. Their operations man
ning provides 16 hours per day, seven days per week capability 
using our communications, equipment and office space on a non-ul
terference basis. Tracks of interest to Customs are brought to their 
attention by our Air Force operations personnel. 

The support provided by these personnel includes guidance to 
Customs aircraft when Customs representatives are unavailable. 
Additionally, the benefit of the AWACS radar data displayed on or 
commuter screens has been of interest to Customs. Just this 
month, we have had five AWACS sorties with Customs personnel 
on the AWACS aircraft. 

SOCC collection also allows U.S. Customs Service personnel 
access to the information from AWACS aircraft, the FAA radars 
and the balloon radars, and also allows their use of our communi
cations. We stand ready to assist the Customs Service to the maxi
mum extent possible consistent with readiness and our own train
ing. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I am ready to answer your ques
tions. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much. 
General Olmstead, I think you referred to it in your testimony. 

What are you. doing about putting Coast Guard people on Navy 
ships. 

General OLMSTEAD. We have a TACLET program, TACLET team, 
currently. 

Senator NUNN. That stands for Tactical Law Enforcement team? 
General OLMSTEAD. The Tactical Law Enforcement Teams, which 

are authorized to arrest-as you know, sir, our sailors can't-are 
authorized to arrest in harm's way or down in the high traffic 
area, we have Navy ships down there with these TACLET teams on 
them. We believe the figure is about 300. 

Senator NUNN. About 300 total members? 
General OLMSTEAD. Right now, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. So it would be about 300 on ships at anyone 

time, or would that be 300 in the total contingent? 
General OLMSTEAD. I think they have a contingent of 300. I will 

check and provide that. 
Senator NUNN. What size teams go on ships? How many of 

them? 
General OLMSTEAD. I will have to provide that. I will have to ask 

the Coast Guard for that. 
[The information referred to follows:] 
The total TACLET contingent currently is 300 personnel. The number of Coast 

Guard personnel forming a TACLET ranges from 4 to 10. This number depends on 
the size of the ships. 

Senator NUNN. Is there any problem with the program? 
General OLMSTEAD. The Department of Defense is quite pleased 

with it, and we have had some good successes with it in recent 
months in the interdiction and apprehension of people. 

Senator N UNN. Last week, Customs Commissioner von Raab dis
cussed the question of whether Customs had been assisted by the 
defense Department in developing a C31 program. In his testimony, 
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Mr. von Raab stated that, "We, the Customs Service, have request
ed DOD's assistance in the planning of this, although up to now, 
they don't seem to have thought it was necessary and actually sug
gested that we hire a contractor." 

Mr. von Raab further stated that DOD's advice to Customs had 
been, "You don't seem to need any advice." 

Is this an accurate assessment of the contact between Customs 
and DOD? 

General OLMSTEAD. Mr. Chairman, I think that the Commission
er's statement was one of a frustration more than one of convic
tion. There has been considerable dialogue between Customs Serv
ice and the Department of Defense. We meet and are as responsive, 
I think, as we possibly can be. If we are not, the Commissioner cer
tainly has access to develop even more dialogue. 

I have prepared-which 1 don't think you want right now, sir, 
but I could give to the record-a rather long audit of DOD support 
to customs and specifically, with the C31, which I am prepared for 
the record, if the Chairman would like. 

[The information referred to was marked Exhibit No. 12 and may 
be found in the illes of the Subcommittee.] 

Senator NUNN. But you did recommend that they go to a consult
ant? 

General OLMSTEAD. 1 think that is a normal procedure. One of 
our problems is being told what somebody really wants. We get a 
rather broad requirement. In this particular case, we wanted more 
specifically, and we do the same thing. When we at the Depart
ment of Defense, have something that we really don't know exactly 
how to approach, we would ask a contractor, "What is the most 
specific requirement for this?" 

Senator NUNN. Was the Department of Defense-and I will ask 
either one of you to answer these questions as may be appropri
ate-was the Department of Defense invited to participate in the 
interagency coordinating groups that Customs set up after the pas
sage of the Drug Bill in October of 1986? 

General OLMSTEAD. Yes, Mr. Chairman. It was set up. We attend
ed the first meeting, and they have had a total of, if my records are 
right, seven meetings, which the Department of Defense has been 
invited to two of the seven. It was a rather intermittent situation 
based upon the invitation of the Chair. 

Senator NUNN. So you attended the first meeting a!ld how many 
other :meetings? 

General OLMSTEAD. We were invited to a total of two, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Out of how many? 
General OLMSTEAD. Seven. 
Senator Nm..'N. Do you know why you weren't invited to the 

other meetings? Was there a reason for it? 
General OLMSTEAD. I know one of them was canceled at the last 

moment, so that's all 1 have to say on that. 
Senator NUNN. How many did you attend? 
General OLMSTEAD. Members of the Department of Defense at

tended, one, sir. 
Senator NUNN. You attended two of them? 
General OLMSTEAD. We attended one and the other one that we 

were invited to was canceled, sir. 
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Senator NUNN. How many were you invited to? 
General OLMSTEAD. Two, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Two. 
We understand in 1984 the SOCC commander at March Air 

Force Base and the Customs personnel there had agreed on plans 
to create a Customs C31 center by building an annexation to the 
existing SOCC building at March. We now understand that Cus
toms is instead planning on building a much larger separate build
ing at March across the street from the existing SOCC. 

Has the Air Force or DOD been formally apprised of that deci
sion by Customs? 

General LARY. Not formally, sir. On my first visit to March, after 
assuming Command of First Air Force in July of 1985, I was 
briefed by the Customs people there, people on the scene, the oper
atives there, not by the Headquarters Customs people, on their 
plans. 

It looked to me like it would be an adjacent building. When I was 
out there last, which was this past fall, I actually walked out and 
paced the area off. That area is actually across the street, not adja
cent to the building. 

The size of the building, I am told, is in the neighborhood of 
40,000 square feet or so. 1 do have a drawn plan of the building; it 
looks like about half operations and about half of the building is 
devoted to offices and conference centers, kitchens, latrines, elec
tronics, and those sorts of things. So how much of the space is actu
ally on the operational side, would be difficult for me to tell. 

Senator NUNN. But how large of a facility does the Air Force use 
for that type of a C31 center? 

General LARY. We have two of our four sectors built the same 
size, each for a quarter of the United States. That is the one at 
March and the one at Griffiss in New York. Those both are about 
23,000 square feet. 

Senator NUNN. This building is about as big as both of those 
combined? 

General LARY. If it's 40,000 feet, yes, sir, that would be the case. 
Senator NUNN. What is the justification for that? Do you need 

that big a building for C31? 
General LARY. I wouldn't think so. If, as I read, the number of 

tracks per day are less than ten across the entire south, that would 
certainly reduce the numbers of scopes, positions and equipment 
that mi*ht be necessary. 

I don t really know what their assessment was of the threat and 
how many intercepts would be conducted simultaneously. Those 
are the sorts of things that we would look at in sizing. I'm not sure 
how they size it for that purpose, but that is a fairly large facility 
to interdi.ct ten tracks a day, if that's what they do. 

Senator NUNN. Forty-four thousand square feet to conduct ten 
tracks a day? 

General LARY. It would seem to be so. But someone else might 
give you a better assessment of the number of expected customs 
tracks that could be interceptible. 

Senator NUNN. Was there a reason that they didn't build adja
cent to or have some joint connection with the military facility 
there? 
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<leneral LARY. I don't have the track on that one. I always as
sumed if we knock a hole in the wall and put the wire through and 
they build adjacent to it, it would seem to be the easiest way to do 
it. There is space there. There is a street that is about 30 or 40 
yards from the building. They chose to select the space across from 
that street. 

AB you may know, I do not own March Air Force 'Base. It is a 
strategic Air Command base. That issue may have come up in dis
cussions with the host base where the host base said, "We would 
prefer you build across the street." 

Senator NUNN. You really don't know. 
General LARY. I really don't know. 
Senat.or NUNN. We would have to go to the host base to find out 

whether, in fact, they had offered that. 
General LARY. It might be difficult to come up with the audit 

trail on that. Apparently, the discussions there were at a low level. 
They did not come up to my staff for discussions or negotiations 
and certainly not up to General Olmstead's staff. 

Senator NUNN. So you have not seen any justification for the size 
building they have? It hasn't come to your attention? 

General LARY. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Has Customs contacted the Air Force or DOD re

garding the data and other support that the SOCC facility would be 
asked to provide for the planned Customs facility at March? Do you 
know what DOD will be expected to do? 

General LARY. That was covered in a letter of agreement signed 
at both March and Tyndall in that it would apply to the amount of 
space we would provide, administrative space-of which we are 
short. Power requirements are important; and the power has to be 
sized to the configuration Customs specifics requires. So we are not 
sure what the power requirement would be; and the communica
tions requirement would also have to be sized to the size of the fa
cility. 

Senator NUNN. We had testimony from the Office of Technology 
Assessment last week that six to ter. drug-smuggling planes are 
coming into the United States per day. To counter that threat, Cus
toms is planning to build at an initial cost of $41 million, a C3I net
work with four centers including a national command center. 

Given your experience in Defense, do you believe that type of 
system is necessary, given the estimated task? 

General OU,ISTEAD. I think we would have to make some sort of 
a study on that, Mr. Chairman. There were a lot of unknowns, I 
think, in that hypothesis there that we have to look at. 

Senator NUNN. So you really aren't prepared to answer that? 
General LARY. It might be appropriate to see what the aerostat 

balloons pick-up and see what the airtraffic actually is across that 
border. 

Senator NUNN. The key is the balloons out there, and the receiv
ing stations from that information don't really have to be that 
elaborate, do they? 

General LARY. Well, the information would not be displayed at 
the balloon site. The information could be, but there would prob
ably not be operators at the balloon site. But the extent of the 
known air traffic now will change. 
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I was visiting EPIC on Friday, very impressed with the intelli
gence center there, but that traffic is going to change as we put 
balloons up; we will detect volume of traffic that we aren't aware 
of as we put ballons up, but it is going to be a changing thing. 

I would think that this study that General Olmstead refers to 
would want to be a bit. of a study, but also a bit of practical experi
ence, to see what actually turns out. 

Senator NUNN. Could you speak to the question of whether we 
need a national command center, a C3I center? 

General OLMS'l'EAD. Again, I would say that that has to be-we 
have to determine what the threat is, and we have to see how we 
can apply it. 

Senator NUNN. Has anybody done that? 
General OLMSTEAD. We will be doing that when we look at the 

reorganization of the interdiction effort, as the Administration is 
going to provide to Congress later this summer. 

Senator NUNN. "We" being? 
General OLMSTEAD. We, the National Drug Policy Board, and spe

cifically, the Coordinating Group. 
Senator NUNN. You are on that Policy Board? 
General OLMSTEAD. I sit on the Coordinating Group, which is sub

ordinate to that Policy Board. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know, as a member of that Policy Board, 

whether Customs has come in with a plan as to what kind of facili
ties they need and why? Is there justification for this national com
mand center? 

General OLMSTEAD. I am unaware of it, sir. 
Senator NUNN. General Lary, are you aware of those plans? 
General LARy. I am not in those discussions, and I probably 

would not be i..., those discussions. 
Senator NUNN. Do you have, General Olmstead, any idea about 

what you would recommend now in terms of the overall C3I needs 
in this area, or is it just something that you haven't gotten into 
that much? 

General OLMSTEAD. My first assessment is that we have an awful 
lot of capable agencies which ought to stop, take a look to see the 
best way for them to coordinate together to meet a threat. I don't 
think that has been done yet, sir. 

Senator NUNN. Could we conclude, then, that your judgment is 
that what is being done now is premature? 

General OLMSTEAD. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. General Lary? 
General LARY. Yes, sir. 1 would say that. 
Senator NUNN. Commissioner von Raab testified last week that, 

"The military wasn't interested in Customs locating its planned 
C31 center at Tyndall Air Force Base." Do you agree? 

General OLMSTEAD. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. What do you say about that? 
General OLMSTEAD. I think there is a good potential there. I don't 

know. I'm not privy to why the Commissioner would say that. I 
was at Tyndall Friday night, as matter of fact, and I think there is 
a potential for more, and I underline more, because right now, the 
Customs Service is there; they say it is on a non-interference basis, 
but 1 think as General Lary pointed out, the Air Force is helping 
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the Customs people there. I think the potential is for greater par
ticipation at Tyndall. 

Senator NUNN. Have you ever been formally notified or have 
you, General Lary, either one of you, or your organizations been 
notified that Customs will not be locating the C31 facility with the 
SOCC facility at Tyndall? 

General OLMSTEAD. No, sir. 
General LARY. Not formally notified, no, sir. 
Senator NUNN. How about informally? 
General LAIty. When I was down there a couple of weeks ago, I 

was looking at the facilities with the Customs people at the scene, 
and they led me to believe that they would not be remaining there 
permanently; that they would be moving back to Miami. But I 
heard nothing more about that. 

[At this point, Senator Pryor entered the hearing room.] 
Senator NTJNN. Would there be any national security benefit to 

co-locating the C3I center at Tyndall? 
General OLMSTEAD. I think so. The more we all talk to each 

other, the better our defense is, but I would yield to my colleague 
on the specifics of how they tie together. I think so. 

Senator NUNN. Wouldn't that be a real advantage if we tied all 
the C3I together in some kind of comprehensive and coordinating 
planning network? 

General OLMSTEAD. I think so, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. For both drug and national security? 
General OLMSTEAD. I think we can do it for drug vvithout inter

fering with the prime national security mission of the Armed 
Forces. 

Senator NUNN. Who is responsible for possible terrorist use of 
small planes, what part of our government? 

General OLMSTEAD. The Federal Bureau of Investigation has the 
terrorist activities. 

Senator NUNN. What kind of C3I facilitiE~s do they have? 
General OLMS'rEAD. I would have to yield to the FBI. 
Senator NUNN. As far as you know, probably none, right? 
General OLMSTEAD. I don't know, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Wouldn't there be some advanti'\ge to typing 

whatever drug efforts we have into some kind of c'Jmprehensive 
system that everyone would be able to participate in and be 
planned in the long r!ange for that purpose? 

General OLMSTEAD. I think the more of us that talk to each 
other, the better defense we can have against this threat. 

Senator NUNN. Do you think we have had adequate communica
tion about what is being done now? 

General OLMSTEAD. I think we are learning, but I don't think we 
have done the job as good as we can. I trunk we are learning, ilmd 
I'm confident that we will do a better job in the futUre. 

Senator NUNN. General Lary? 
General LARY. I agree with General Olmstead. I think that the 

cooperation is there. There is a basis for it. The people that I see 
working at the joint agencies such as the EPIC, it is working ex
tremely well, the cooperation that I saw there last Friday. I see the 
two units that I have, both at March and Tyndall, working ex~ 
tremely well with customs. We have the capability to provide two 
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or three radar scopes for an extended period of time. I am more 
than willing to do that. 

If I'm to provide information from those radar sites, though, I 
would like to keep that distance as short as possible, because it's 
quite expensive to provide data and to move that data around the 
country. I would not like to see it in my budget to move the data 
around the country unless it was clearly in the national need to 
have that data displayed at other places. 

Senator NUNN. Would you repeat that? 
General LARY. I say, I would not like to move that data around 

the country at my expense, out of the DOD budget, unless it was 
clearly stated by someone that it was in the national interest that I 
move that data to other locations other than the places that I al
ready have it. 

I am more than willing to provide it at March and Tyndall. I am 
willing to provide it any other place that is so stated, but I would 
just like to say, it costs a lot of money to move that information. 
around, and it would require some degree of security of that infor
mation as we move it around. 

Senator NUNN. How would you feel about piping data to Miami 
at the Customs C3I? 

General LARY. We have looked at that. We think it would prob
ably cost at least $50,000 a month to do that. If that would be the 
decision, when these gentlemen look at that in the joint agency, 
the desired outcome, we could certainly do that. I would not like to 
have it under my budget to do that, however; I would rather some
one else pay for that. 

Senator NUNN. Would there be any benefit to the national secu
rity interests in incorporating the C31 system for drug interdiction 
with the Coast Guard, Navy Maritime Defense Zone Command and 
Control Network? 

General OLMSTEAD. Yes, sir, it certainly would. It is rather sensi
tive information on our plan. I think I would like to provide that to 
the Committee, if I would, sir, but the answer is a strong, affirma
tive ttyes." 

Senator NUNN. Has that been done? Has that been looked at as 
far as you know? 

General OLMSTEAD. That has been looked at, and the plans are 
being worked up. 

Senator NUNN. General, given your personal view, now, what 
about the Drug Policy Board, this board you sit on? How active is 
that in really coordinating drug efforts of the multiplicity of agen
cies? 

General OLMSTEAD. I sit in one of the sub-boards, Mr. Chairman, 
the Coordinating Group to the National Drug Policy Board. 

Senator NUNN. You are not on the board yourself? 
General OLMSTEAD. No, sir. The Board itself is a Cabinet-level 

board. In answering your question, how effective are they, I think 
that is a melding of many people who are interested in it, as I'm 
sure the Chairman knows. There are 37 Federal agencies that are 
involved in some way in the drug war. 

Our direction and our emphasis is coming from the National 
Drug Policy Board and how we could get together, how we can co
ordinate to wipe out the problem of drugs, whether it is interdic-
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tion, eradication, education, or whether it is cutting down the 
demand, which we are working on now. 

The National Drug Policy Board is our direction. 
Senator NUNN. Are you satisfied personally with the way that is 

operating now? Do you think there is a lot of room for improve
ment? 

General OLMSTEAD. I think that there was a learning curve, and 
I think they are climbing it very fast. We are moving out very well 
on that. 

Senator NUNN. Senator Pryor? 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRYOR 

Senator PRYOR. Senator Nunn, first I want to thank you, Mr. 
Chairman, for holding these hearings. This is the second of the 
hearings on this important issue. I have a statement, Mr. Chair
man, I would like to put it in the record. It addresses some of my 
concerns with the Federal drug interdiction effort. 

Senator NUNN. We would be delighted to put it in the record. 
Without objection, it will be included in the record. 

[The prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRYOR 

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for your leadership in holding hearings on 
this very important topic. The problem of stemming the flow of illegal drugs into 
this country is certainly one of the leading issues of our time. 

It is obvious that we must do something about the tremendous amount of cocaine, 
marijuana, and other insidious drugs that are sapping the lifeblood from our youth, 
destroying families and causing untold economic harm to our country. I support a 
substantial federal government role in drug interdiction and I believe we should 
hold the executive branch agencies involved in this effort to a very high standard of 
performance. 

For as long as I have been in the U.S. Senate I have heard of a lack of coordina
tion between the various executive agencies involved in stopping the drug traffick
ing. Your hearing last week demonstrated that this lack of coordination continues 
even to thia day. I understand two of the key agencies involved had to engage in a 
late night meeting just two days before the hearing in order to come up with an ad 
hoc agreement proving they were serious about coordinating their efforts with each 
other. Considering the circumstances of that meeting, I have to wonder if it was 
held in order to promote cooperation or to head off any further congressional scruti
ny. 

The President declared a war on drugs early in his Administration. But, for the 
most part, what battles we've seen have been of the turf variety. Neither the Na
tional Narcotics Border Interdiction System, headed by the Vice-President, nor the 
Congressionally mandated National Drug Enforcement Policy Board, headed by the 
Attorney General, have been able to mount a coordinated offense against drug pro
ducers and smugglers. 

The street price of many drugs is at an all-time low. It doesn't take an economist 
to tell you that what we have is a classic example of supply side economics. And, 
now, because drugs are still flowing into our country, and still the executive agen
cies aren't fully coordinating their efforts, the Administration has shifted tactics. 
It's an indication of how disorganized the Administration is on this matter when, 
instead of spending time on coordinating the agencies involved with drug interdic
tion, they are putting more and more emphasis on scare tactics aimed at the victims 
of drugs. 

I don't condone drug use by anyone. And, I recognize drug testing for some types 
of workers is appropriate and reasonable. However, this Administration's new scat
ter-gun approach to drug testing is an admission of its ovm failures to stem the flow 
of drugs into the country in the first place. Moreover, the country's chief law en
forcement officer seems inclined toward firing that gun from the hip-last month at 
federal employees and again last week at probationary teachers. The Attorney Gen
eral has made an already slippery slope even more precarious. I am concerned that 
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his preoccupation with drug testing will cause him to lose sight of our primary mis
sion-to stop the enemy, drugs, before they reach our people. 

We need to fight this war on several front.~. The home front demands stiff penal
ties for trafficking and an effective educational program. The international front re
quires cooperation with countries where most drugs are grown to encourage them to 
undertake efforts to cut off the supply at the source. 

What we are looking at today is the important matter of stopping the drugs 
shipped from other countries from reaching the U.S. market. The Congress and the 
public will not toJ,~rate anything other than a well coordinated drug interdiction 
system that uses the very best we have to offer in the way of technology and logis
tics. This calls for clear direction from the highest levels of government and again I 
commend you, Mr. Chairman for making sure that this clear direction is forthcom
ing. 

Senator PRYOR. I have two or three questions. One, in fiscal year 
1986, DOD increased in·flight hours in support of airborne surveil~ 
lance by some 52 percent over 1985. 

What results, hopefully of a positive nature, can you tell this 
Committee this increased surveillance by 52 percent accomplished? 

General OLMSTEAD. I can provide the Committee the exact statis
tics on credits that our airborne surveillance aircraft have gotten 
for their contracts. 

(The information referred to was marked Exhibit No. 13 and may 
be found on p. 466.] 

General OLMs'rEAD. The increased number which you referred to, 
Mr. Pryor, is probably due in a large part to the increased aWar
ness of our air surveillance community, whether it is the AWACS, 
the E-2C or the OV-10, which is also flying. 

Our military, who are in these type of operations in potential 
areas of conflict with the narco trafficontes are more aware each 
year of their capability. 

We do provide, and of course, we do not get into the apprehen
sion business; we have to hand off to a law enforcement agency. So 
when we have a profile type aircraft or a profile type surface ship 
that we uncover, we will turn that over to Customs, the Coast 
Guard or one of the other law enforcement agencies. 

Some credit. There is some bit of ru.~ audit trail) probably not as 
complete as I would like to see it, because I would like to see the 
Department of Defense get credit for their part in it. We don't get 
100 percent coverage, because some of the very immediate reac
tions, but I would certainly provide the statistics that we have and 
the number of planes. 

Senator PRYOR. General Olmstead, on this point, when your 
people do discover, let's say, a ship or a boat or aircraft and you 
turn that over, is that to Coast Guard or to who? 

General OLMSTEAD. We can turn it over to anyone of the law 
enforcement agencies, sir. 

Senator PRYOR. When you find such an aircraft or a boat or a 
ship and you turn it over and you report it, how fast and how effi
cient, then, do you think that follow-up is made and some inspec
tion of that vessel or aircraft is accomplished? 

General. OLMSTEAD. I think that if we give the profIle of the air
craft or of the ship, say, to the Coast Guard, the Coast Guard will 
make their contact very quickly or the Customs will make their 
contact. I think that hand-off is efficient, to answer your question 
specifically. I think it is an efficient hand-off. 
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Senator PRYOR. A question for both of you: Do you think the 
military is being called upon sufficiently to deal with this problem? 
Would you like more involvement or less involvement in the war 
on drugs? 

General OLMSTEAD. That's a very tough question. I would have to 
tell you, Senator, I don't think anybody is more attuned to the hor
rors of drugs and the effect on young people than General Lary 
and myself. 

Our population averages 23 years old. It's right in the middle of 
the drug vulnerable group, and the services are very attuned to 
that problem. We are very upset about what goes on in the drug 
world. 

But I would also recognize what we get paid for by the people of 
America, and that's for the defense of our country against armed 
aggression. Today, that is an almost instantaneous type of threat. 

The youngsters that are manning the flight line in Texas or get
ting ready to go aboard the ships in Norfolk, they have to be a 
heck of a lot quicker than I was when I first came in. So being 
ready is the primary mission of the national security. 

Recognizing what the law says about the illegality of us arresting 
and apprehending, we think that we are making a tremendous con
tribution as an additional duty, if you would. That contribution has 
increased considerably in recent years. 

Senator PRYOR. But my question is this: Do you want more in
volvement in this war on drugs or less involvement? 

General OLMSTEAD. I would say that the Department of Defense 
has to be reactive to what the law enforcement agencies want. 
They have got to come to us with requests, and we take those re
quests, and we balance them. I can't say that we want more in
volvement, because I don't know what the requests are. 

Senator PRYOR. General Lary? 
General LARY. I think I am in a bit different position in my piece 

of the DOD. In my job, strategic defense, we are really talking 
about the big Russian attack. That is almost mutually exclusive 
from the drug war. I can afford to spend more time in the drug 
business without it interfering with my primary job than the other 
commanders can do. So I can afford to do more. I think we have 
the mechanism to do it now, and we are doing it. 

But I am very comfortable with the things that we do, number 
one, we have the right to do them, the authority to do them; and I 
think that we can provide; or continue with that relationship with 
Customs or the other agencies. 

But we can do that pretty much without having to fall back and 
say it's interfering with readiness and training. To some extent, 
the command and control that I go through to assist Customs or 
the Coast Guard is a command-control where my young captains 
and sergeants can do the same kind of thing against drug targets 
that they might do against a cruise missile. So I am in a little bit 
more focused position to say yes, I am comfortable with what we 
are doing. 

I think we are assisting quite well given the assets that we have 
to deal with. Probably as we get more involved, we can do more. I 
don't think it is going to require any additional legislation to allow 
me to do more. 

74-017 0 - 87 - 4 
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General OLMSTEAD. Mr. Pryor, if I can give you a non-general of
fiCer answer? 

Senator PRYOR. Yes, sir. 
General OLMSTEAD. I asked the same question of a young Navy 

lieutenruit pilot about two weeks ago. He says he enjoys the partici
pation in the war, but they are about maxed out, the time he is 
putting on it. 

Senator PRYOR. He enjoys his participation, but--
General OLMSTEAD. He gets a sense of participation in doing 

something valuable, but he is about maxed out on the time that he 
can dedicate in his flights to that, the drug war. 

General LARY. From the ground radar standpoint, we are going 
to be there anyway; if our own activity is light, we can certainly do 
some assistance as well. A different picture than the active partici
pation we are talking about. 

Senator PRYOR. 'rhank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Pryor. 
I want to pursue that just briefly. General Olmstead, you men

tioned that you are not empowered by law to apprehend and to 
arrest. Do you seek that authority? Do you believe that military 
ought to have that authority? 

General OLMSTEAD. Under no circumstances, no, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Would you tell us why? 
General OLMSTEAD. I believe that this country's, one of its great

est traditions and strengths is that the military is responsive to the 
civilian authority and that we do not allow the Army, the Navy 
and the Marines, the Air Force, to be a police force. History is re
plete with countries that have allowed that to happen. Disaster is 
the result. One of the strengths of Democracy is that our army, 
and I speak of the entire armed forces, now, is responsive to the 
civilian leadership, to include the law enforcement. 

Senator NUNN. Do you believe the Coast Guard is the appropri
ate agency, with its historic Federal law enforcement role, to 
bridge the law enforcement military gap and to be aggressive in 
their own drug efforts? 

General OLMSTEAD. Oh, yes, sir. I think the Coast Guard has a 
superb community. They have a fine history of proceeding with law 
enforcement activities. I think they are a good outfit to work on 
this. 

Senator NUNN. Did you people take a look, General Olmstead, at 
the bill we had a debate on that basically would have given the 
President. 90 days to use military forces to seal off the borders of 
the United States' land and water? 

General OLMSTEAD. Yes, sir, we looked at it very carefuly. 
Senator NUNN. I think we put in our military authorization bill 

a requirement for you all to assess the requirements that that 
would bring about so we would be prepared to debate it this year. 
Is that assessment underway? 

General OLMSTEAD. Yes, the Congress did require in the Anti
Drug Abuse Act of 1986 that we do that. We have provided a 90-
day report to the Congress already, and we are preparing the 180-
day, which is the President's response, which is due in May, May of 
thi.s year, sir. 
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Senator NUNN. Could you summarize the implications for that 
kind of military requirement? 

General OLMSTEAD. If we had to respond to the amendment as it 
was proposed last October, it would have take a tremendous com
mitment of our forces. 

For example, we would have had to commit over 90 infantry bat-
talions. 

Senator NUNN. Ninety infantry? 
General OLMSTEAD. Ninety-six, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Out of how many total? 
General OLMSTEAD. I'm not sure how many there are, sir. It's an 

impressive number. 
Senator NUNN. How many division is 90 battalions? 
General OLMSTEAD. We are looking at our internal numbers; it is 

10 infantry divisions. That is an impressive number. 
Senator NUNN. That is about-
General OLMSTEAD. Everything. 
Senator NUNN [continuing]. Everything. [Laughter.] 
General OLMSTEAD. Sir, almost 110 AWACS aircraft would be re-

quired. 
Senator NUNN. How many AWACS aircraft do we have? 
General OLMSTEAD. Thirty-four, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Well, we would have to produce-we would have 

had to produce what, 56 AWACS in 90 days? 
General OLMSTEAD. Sixty-six AWACS, sir. I think the intent was 

probably well meaning and one of frustration, but as the Senator 
points out, it is not too realistic, sir. 

Senator NUNN. That 90-day report, that is already here? 
General OLMSTEAD. Yes, sir, that is at the Congress now. 
Senator NUNN. What is the difference between that 90-day 

report and the 180-day report? 
General OLMSTEAD. The 90-day report is a report that the Secre

tary of Defense is required to give an accounting to the Authoriza
tion Committees. The Authorization Committees will look at the 
report for 30 days. With their approval, we in the Department of 
Defense will be told which assets that the Authorization Commit
tees think should be made available. Then we will call in the law 
enforcement agencies in conference and try to figure out how we 
can work on it. That process, we have not gotten the go ahead yet 
from the Authorization Committees. 

Senator NUNN. I originally offered that law to waive the posse 
comitatus act for military cooperation but stopped short of giving 
the power of arrest. I guess what you are saying, if I'm not putting 
words in your mouth, we have got about the right balance in law 
now? 

General OLMSTEAD. I think so. 
Senator NUNN. Or do we need changes? 
General OLMSTEAD. Well, Mr. Chairman, I took a rather unscien

tific poll of some of my law enforcement colleagues. I think there is 
an impression that the typical sailor, Marine or airman is already 
a standard law enforcement officer. I know in the Marine Corps, I 
think our basic training is proably the longest, ten weeks. I asked 
my colleagues in the FBI and in Customs and in Border Patrol, 
"How does this line up with your training of basic patrolman?" 
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and I got anywhere from 18 months to two years for somebody who 
is qualified. 

Senator NUNN. To make arrests? 
General OLMSTEAD. To make arrests and to go to court. 
Senator NUNN. It is a different kind of training when your job is 

to kill somebody than when your job is to arrest them, right? 
General OLMSTEAD. I think we train them for the former pretty 

good, now, sir. 
Senator NUNN. But that is a fundamentally different role, sir, 

isn't it? 
General OLMSTEAD. Yes, sir, I agree. 
Senator. NUNN. Senator Pryor, do you have any more questions? 
Senator PRYOR. I missed out, Senator Nunn, on the earlier part 

of the hearing. I am sorry I did. Let me just touch on coordination. 
Senator NUNN. We are going to have some more witnesses on 

that particular point. 
Senator PRYOR. The DEA and FBI? 
Senator NUNN. We are going to have some more witnesses. 
Senator PRYOR. Did these witnesses talk about coordination? 
Senator NUNN. General Olmstead addressed that real briefly, but 

go ahead. 
Senator PRYOR. Or lack of it. My geuestion is very simple. 
Where is the coordination effort breaking down? I sense that it 

has broken down between the agencies, and in fact, if you want to 
do that in writing and give us some suggestions as to how the co
ordination has broken down that would be acceptable. 

Senator NUNN. Senator Pryor, if we could get that in, we could 
get it in General Olmstead in writing. We are going to be hearing 
from Mr. Stephen Trott, and Mr. Trott is going to give us all the 
answers on coordination. [Laughter.] 

He has been put on notice; he knows we are going to ask those 
questions. 

Senator PRYOR. I noticed a sigh of relief on General Olmstead's 
face. [Laughter.] So I will withdraw that, Senator. 

Senator NONN. I believe he said that the learning curve was 
being expanded? 

General OLMSTEAD. It is ascending, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. It hasn't reached its peak yet? 
General OLMSTEAD. No, sir, not yet. It will. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your being 

here. Thank you. 
Our next two witnesses are Mr. Oliver B. Revell, the Executive 

Assistant Director of Investigations for the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation and Mr. Thomas Byrne, the Deputy Assistant Adminis
trator for Intelligence of the Drug Enforcement Administration. 
Gentlemen, if you will hold up your right hand, we swear in all 
witnesses before the Subcommittee. 

Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommittee 
will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so 
help you God? 

Mr. BYRNE. I do. 
Mr. REVELL. I do. 
Senator NUNN. We thank both of you for being here this morn

ing. We know you have probably followed and had some people fol-
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lowing these hearings. We are very interested in getting your views 
on the roles of your agencies and also the overall challenges and 
problems we face in coordinating these efforts. So we would be de
lighted to get your testimony and then we will have questions. 

TESTIMONY OF OLIVER B. REVELL, EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DI-
RECTOR OF INVESTIGATIONS, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTI
GATION! AND THOMAS BYRNE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINIS
TRATOR FOR INTELLIGENCE, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINIS
TRATION2 

Mr. REVELL. Thank you, Senator. I have a fUlL statement, but I 
will submit that for the record and summarize it, if that will be all 
right. 

Senator NUNN. That will be fme. Without objection, your entire 
statement will be made a part of the record. 

Mr. REVELL. Thank you. Your letter of invitation specifically in
vited testimony on the effects of the U.S. Customs Service to co
ordinate their C3l proposal with the FBI and how such a program 
would best be integrated into our current drug enforcement efforts, 
as well as the proposed development of the All Source Intelligence 
Center. 

Let me start off by talking briefly about the interdiction program 
and the impact of the C3l centers. The interdiction program has 
become more aggressive and viable in the last few years, with em
phasis turning to multiagency operations against drug smugglers 
at specific times and in geographical regions where the threat is 
determined to be the greatest. 

However, the interdiction of drugs at our borders only addresses 
a small portion of the drug problem in the United States. Seizing 
the drugs and arresting low-level transporters has a minimal, long
term impact when the producers, distributors and managers of the 
organizations are not identified and prosecuted. The complete 
range of law enforcement and intelligence community assets 
should be fully utilized in the fight against drugs and narcotics. A 
balance should be sought among the interdiction efforts, inteli
gence collection, and the domestic and foreign investigations. 

[At this point, Senator Trible entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. REVELL. The intelligence collected from investigations in the 

United States and overseas can effectively focus interdiction ef
forts, and the intelligence gained from interdiction seizures should 
be used by the investigative agencies. 

In connection with their authorization to establish a tactical 
center in Texas as part of the C31 network, the Customs Service 
contacted the FBI in September of 1986 and requested copies of a 
computer software program that we were developing for EPIC. 
The Customs Service requested this software package to support 
Operation Alliance from the Houston Center. That, of course, is a 
coordinated multiagency effort against drug smuggling along the 
southwest border. 

I See 328 for Mr. Revel's prepared statement. 
• See p. 846 for Mr. Byrne's prepared statement and attachments. 
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We were unable to provide the softwara to them, but we did fur
nish it to EPIC, where it is available to the Customs Service and is 
part of the overall EPIC tactical interdiction coordination effort. 

The FBI and the Customs Service each have an intelligence pro
gram devoted to drug law enforcement, and these programs serve 
each agency's particular tactical, operational and strategic intelli
gence needs in support of interdiction andlor investigative pro
grams. 

If I might, I would like to defme for the Committee the way that 
we view intelligence from the tactical, operational and strategic 
vantage point. 

Strategic intelligence is evaluated information on broad patterns 
and trends to be used by policy-makers and management decision
makers. Tactical intelligence is actionable information on current 
and imminent location and movement of particular drug targets 
and smugglers, and it requires a near-term law enforcement re
sponse to effect arrest and/or seizures; and then third, operational 
intellgence is a term used by the investigative agencies. It refers to 
information gathered to provide analytical support to particular in
vestigative or prosecuting processes as opposed to the specific inci
dent or attack or mission. 

The establishment by the Customs Service of the C3I centers is 
intended to provide t.actical coordLllation for interdiction efforts 
only, as I understand it. Now, EPIC was established in 1974 as a 
multiagency system for the provision of tactical information for the 
entire border interdiction process. 

EPIC has developed into a fully functioning, coordinated intelli
gence system supported by the respective data bases and personnel 
from nine Federal agencies and with access to all 50 states as far 
as their law enforcement organizations are concerned. 

The primary objective of EPIC is to provide a complete and accu
rate intelligence picture of' drug movement by land, sea and air 
throughout the world. 

The FBI views tactical coordination for regional interdiction ef
forts as a potentially important cog in the overall Federal drug 
strategy. The utilization of regional C3 centers can be a useful in
vestigative dimension to the drug enforcement effort. 

The way we would envision it is that when FBI field offices de
velop information concerning drug movements, this information 
would be passed to EPIC. Thereafter, EPIC would communicate 
with the C3 centers in order to obtain a commitment for tasking to 
intercept and, hopefully, seize the drugs. 

In certain situations, it would also be beneficial to allow the 
drugs to enter the United States for further investigative effort, 
and that should be coordinated through the C3 centers. 

We believe that the C3 centers would likely evolve as a principal 
user of intelligence from EPIC itself. Since EPIC possesses no task
ing resources to engage in their interdiction efforts, these C3 cen
ters could provide the Coast Guard and Customs with the means to 
respond to operational tasking from the investigative agencies. 

If I might, I would like at this time to comment briefly on the 
proposal for an All Source Intelligence Center. This concept envi
sions a national center located in Washington, D.C. for the collec
tion, analysis and dissemination of strategic intelligence concerning 
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domestic drug investigations, foreign counter-drug efforts and other 
types of drug-related information. 

The all source center will be such that is would use the full 
range of inte1ligence gathered by the intelligence community, and 
it would be integrated with related law enforcement data and col
lated to provide a comprehensive analysis of world, regional and 
national drug-related intelligence. 

The All Source Intelligence Center would be responsible for de
veloping strategic intelligence which would enable the national de
cision makers and the participating agencies to develop and imple
ment long-range strategic plans for counter-drug efforts. 

In this context, the participating agencies would provide the All 
Source Center with their intelligence requirements, and the All 
Source Center would, in turn, develop data collection requirements 
for participating agencies. 

Upon receipt of intelligence, the All Source Center would per
form required analysis and distribute the finished. intelligence to 
participating agencies on a need-to-know basis as well as to the na
tional decisionmakers. The FBI's proposal for the All Source 
Center has been referred to the Intelligence Subcommittee of the 
National Drug Enforcement Policy Board, which is chaired by Jack 
Lawn, the Administrator of DEA. 

Mr. Chairman, it would not be ill conflict with either the mission 
of EPIC or the C31 centers as proposed by Customs. 

Thank you, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
Mr. Byrne, before you go to your statement, could you comment 

on that proposal by the FBI about the national center of Washing
ton-based center for All Source Intelligence? Has DEA signed off 
on that one? 

Mr. BYRNE. As Mr. Revell indicated, it is in the hands of the Sub
committee on Intelligence on the Policy Board. 

Senator NUNN. What is DEA's position on that? What is your 
personal view? 

Mr. BYRNE. Well, I really don't think I could come up with a per
sonal view now until the study is completed. 

Senator NUNN. What about DEA? Have they offered a view? 
Does DEA have a position? Do they agree with it? 

Mr. BYRNE. In the concept of a strategic intelligence require
ments, yes; yes, sir, we believe it is very necessary to the nation. 

Senator NUNN. Are you in favor of the proposal that Mr. Revell 
just outlined at DEA? 

Mr. BYRNE. I think it's certainly something that should be stud
ied, and it is. 

Senator NUNN. Are you in favor of it? 
Mr. BYRNE. Until the study is completed, sir, I don't see how I 

can answer. 
Senator NUNN. Has DEA not commented on it before the Policy 

Board? DEA doesn't have a position? 
Mr. BYRNE. Mr. Lawn, as the Administrator of the DEA, is the 

chairman. 
Senator NUNN. Are you trying to tell us you aren't authorized to 

tell us anything on that? 
Mr. BYRNE. No, sir. It is under study. 
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Senator NTJNN. Has DEA submitted a position to the Policy 
Board on that proposal? 

Mr. BYRNFJ. No, sir, we haven1t. 
Mr. Rl."VEr.L. No. 
Senator NUNN. You have not? 
Mr. BYRl'1E. No. 
Senator 7NuNN. So it is strictly up to the Policy Board? 
Mr. BYRNE. As I said, it is under study by the committee chaired 

by Mr. Lawn. 
Senator' NUNN. What is the difference between what yoU are pro

posing, hecause I thought DEA already had something like this in 
place? YI.)U don't have anything like this? Is this right? 

Mrs. BYRNE. We do have a strategic intelligence section. 
Senator NWN. What does it do? 
Mr. BYRNE. Generally, tries to make some kind of judgments as 

to what the drug problem is, domestically and foreign. 
Senator NUNN. Well, what would the Revell proposal, the FBI 

propo~lal do that you do not now have? 
Mr. BYRNE. As I understand the proposal, Ws designed or the 

concept would be to bring it all into one place. As it goes now, 
therE.'J are many, many agencies involved in the collection and con
tribution to the national drug picture. 

Semator NUNN. Would this include, Mr. Revell, the EPIC inteUi
gem:e coming in? 

Mr. REVELL. The All Source Center would have access to EPIC, 
tactical and organizational intelligence, but it would also have 
aCf.!ess to the intelligence community and would develop fmished 
intelligence assessments and long-range projections. 

It would not be tactical. So it would be more of a support func
titon for EPIC than vice versa, but we see there being an exchange 
Clf information, because there is always a merging of tactical and 
Istrategic intelligence at the boundaries of these two types of intelli
gence. They certainly are not mutually exclusive. I think it would 
be very supportive. 

The All Source Center would be totally supportive of DEA's role 
as the lead agency for narcotics enforcement. Our proposal does 
not envision changing that responsibility. What it does envision is 
bringing into one location the capabilities of all U.S. government 
agencies in the process, including the CIA, National Security 
Agency, FBI and others to assist in this process. 

[At this point, Senator Sasser entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. REVELL. So it is not a matter of concern over the direction or 

lead in this process; it is a matter of bringing it together. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Byrne, why don't you go ahead with your 

statement? We will come back to questions. 
Mr. BYRNE. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here before the 

Subcommittee this morning, and r have with me Larry Orton, who 
is the Special Agent-in-Charge of the El Paso Intelligence Center. 1 
have a prepared statement which I would like to submit for the 
record and read briefly from it. 

Senator NUNN. Without objection, your entire statement will be 
made part of the record. 

Mr. BYRNE, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to appear 
before you today to discuss the role of the Drug Enforcement Ad~ 
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ministration and specifically, the EI Paso Intelligence Center in the 
development of both tactical intelligence and the process in which 
that intelligence is shared with the law enforcement community. 

I am prepal'ed to discuss the coordination which has taken place 
between DEA and the U.S. Customs Service relative to that agen
cy's development of C3l centers. 

As a result of the reorganization plan number 2 of 1973, DEA 
was created to be the lead agency for drug enforcement and was 
also charged with the responsibility to provide intelligence data to 
interdiction agencies as well as to other Federal, state and local 
law enforcement agencies. 

The interdiction agencies are, primarily, the U.S. Customs Serv
ice and the U.S. Coast Guard. Over the ensuring 14 years, DEA has 
closely coordianted with these agencies regarding their intelligence 
needs and the methods by which we can provide authoritative in
telligence to them in a usable and timely manner. 

This coordination cannot be categorized in terms of the number 
of meetings held between our agencies or in the numbers of memo
randa of understanding. Rather, it is more accurate to describe the 
coordinative process as being a constant and continuing dialogue. 

The development of intelligence, both tactical and strategic, is a 
priority mission of DEA personnel throughout the United States as 
well as around the world. The focus of our tactical intelligence col
lection and sharing efforts is the El Paso Intelligence Center. 

In 1974, DEA established the El Paso Intelligence Center, the 
original purpose being to provide tactical law enforcement intelli
gence to drug enforcement agencies in their battle with Mexican 
and aliens drug trafficking. With the decline of the drug traffic 
from Mexico in the mid··seventies and the upsurf?:e of Colombian 
drugs being imported into the United States, EPIC s strategic tacti
cal mission was standardized to include geographical support the 
investigations and interdiction area. 

After the establishment of EPIC and its proven viable approach 
for supporting both interdiction and investigations, other Federal 
agencies were then invited to participata on-site at the center. 
Today, nine Federal agencies in addition to DEA have personnel 
assigned to the around-the-clock center. 

Those agencies are: The Federal Bureau of Investigation; Immi
gration and Naturalization Service; U.S. Marshals Service; Bureau 

J of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firel:l.Ims; Internal Revenue Service; Feder
al Aviation Administration, U.S. Customs Service; U.S. Secret Serv
ice and U.S. Coast Guard. 

Also, DEA has signed cooperative intelligence exchange agree
ments with the state police in 50 states, Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands. 

Currently, EPIC is a centralized system employing the combined 
resources of law enforcement and the intelligence community to co
ordinate tactical drug interdiction intelligence gathering and anal
ysis, police the quality and consistency of the intelligence reporting 
and to disseminate the intelligence through all appropriate users. 

The Center consists of two primary operational sections, one for 
Watch Operations, which is 24 hours a day, seven days a week; the 
Analysis Section, which operates during normal duty hours. EPIC's 
Watch is manned by the agents and officers of the participating 
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Federal agencies whose purpose is to service field agents' needs for 
around-the-clock intelligence support. 

This support is rendered through three basic mechanisms: Per
forming records checks of the various data bases available at EPIC; 
disseminating time sensitive tactical air interdiction efforts and 
placing look-outs with such agencies as the Coast Guard, FAA, INS 
and Customs Service on behalf of field investigaters of other Feder
al and state agencies. 

The analysis section offers a full range of research, analytical 
and data n~trieval services for the user agencies and is organized 
around tra.nsportation methods. The analysis section provides a va
riety of services to EPIC member agencies, falling primarily into 
two cate~;ories: fmished intelligence products, including publica
tjons, anCl special operations support. 

The EJ?IC facility is presently located in leased commercial space 
within the City of EI Paso. The current location is not suitable to 
allow oper'it'ons to significantly expand, and security at the site is 
not optimum. 

If EPIC is expected to enhance its operations through additional 
personnel and hardware, then a new facility is mandatory. After 
much consideration, it was decided to relocate and construct a new 
All Source Tactical Drug intelligence facility on the Army base at 
Fort Bliss, Texas. 

The Department of Justice Appropriation Act provided $7.5 mil
lion to DEA for this purpose, and construction should begin soon. A 
new structure will contain in excess of 57,000 square feet and is de
signed to allow for future expansion of up to twice that size. In ad
dition, the Fort Bliss site will provide better security, and it will be 
located on a military reservation with access cnntrol to the site. 

At present, EPIC is co-located in a commercial building with non
government offices, and the building is situated on a major thor
IJughfare. EPIC tracks the flow of conveyances carrying drugs, 
weapons and aliens into the United States and develops related in
telligence from this information. EPIC views the intelligence per
taining to the interdiction in drugs, weapons and aliens as interre
lated in order to develop a comprehensive perspective of trafficking 
types. 

It is this coordinated approach which encourages the continued 
participation of the Federal agencies, and during 1986, EPIC logged 
363,000 transactions. EPIC transactions have increased 92 percent 
between fiscal year 1982 and fiscal year 1986. 

With the expected increase in Federal participants and corre
sponding EPIC manpower increases for these agencies, it is antici
pated that transactions and intelligence products will increase at 
the level commensurate with that experienced during the past four 
fiscal years. Dramatic increases anticipated concurrent with in
creased law enforcement emphasis, armed detection and apprehen
sion of traffic is using aircraft. New and enhanced datla systems 
will increase EPIC's speed, allowing a larger number of responses 
to be processed in a shorter period of time. 

Thirteen years of interagency cooperation have produced a un~
fied tactical intelligence center, duplication of which is neither jus
tifiable nor possible. EPIC was a unique concept in 1974 and is a 
unique reality today. We are able to make a further enhancement 

\ 
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of EPIC, and I am prepared to respond to any questions, Mr. Chair
man. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Byrne. 
Let me ask you on that point about EPIC, what, if any, intelli

gence will be available through the Customs Intelligence Center 
that is not now available through EPIC? What are we adding to 
our intelligence capability? 

Mr. BYRNE. To? 
Senator NUNN. The Customs, the Customs C31 centers? What di

mension are they adding to the overall intelligence that EPIC now 
does not cover? 

Mr. BYRNE. The customs Intelligence Center will be drawing 
upon EPIC intelligence information. 

Senator NUNN. Well, they must be adding something. What are 
they adding to the overall intelligence? What dimension is Customs 
intelligence going to cover that EPIC does not cover now? 

Mr. BYRNE. The way I understand it, Senator, the addition would 
be an increased radar tracking. 

Senator NUNN. What does that radar tracking tell you? Is that 
tracking airplanes? 

Mr. BYRNE. Airplanes, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. EPIC doesn't track airplanes now? 
Mr. BYRNE. Not by radar, no, sir. 
Senator NUNN. How do you track them? 
Mr. BYRNE. We have several systems, starting with informants 

and going to tracking off of flight plans. 
Senator NUNN. Has there ever been a proposal for a thought of 

having EPIC, since it is already coordinating, do the radar in addi
tion to what it is doing now? Is that impossible? 

Mr. BYRNE. It was discussed at one time, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Did anybody ever propose it? 
Mr. BYRNE. Yes, DEA proposed that one time. 
Senator NUNN. Where would you do that from? Would you have 

different centers, or would you use the same source and put out 
balloons and convey the data in? How would you do it? 

[At this point, Senator Chiles entered the hearing room.] 
Mr. BYRNE. We didn't really look into it. It was just thought at 

one time that it might be possible, but we didn't look into it. 
Senator NUNN. Did anybody oppose it at that time? 
Mr. BYRNE. The general concept was not taken. 
Senator NUNN. Who opposed it? 
Mr. BYRNE. The entire EPIC advisory board was against it. 
Senator NUNN. The people in DEA were opposed to it then? 
Mr. BYRNE. Some people in DEA were opposed to it, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. I am just trying to grasp here, why are we 

having a new effort? Why haven't you incorporated within EPIC 
the additional dimension of radar? 

Mr. BYRNE. Senator, the problem becomes-
Senator NUNN. There must be some problem. 
Mr. BYRNE. Yes, there is, and it goes into command and control 

of assets, and it is a question of a proper role of an intelligence 
agency or entity as to what the role of an intelligence agency is. 
We should and most feel. and I tend to agree with it, the intelli
gence should remain just that, intelligence, and let the operators or 
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the commanders of the assets, based on that intelligence, deter
mine how to best employ it. 

Senator NUNN. So you are saying you don't think the radar 
should be connected with EPIC? 

Mr. BYRNE. No, sir, 1 don't think so. 
Senator NUNN. Let me ask both of you this. The Customs Service 

has been planning development of C31 since 1984. Have you, Mr. 
Revell, and FBI been involved in that? Have you been coordinated 
with? 

Mr. REVELL. No, sir. As I pointed out, we didn't see the letter, I 
believe it was last October, asking for some support 011 the systems, 
software systems for use in Houston. We have not been consulted 
with on the development of the C31 concept. We have been present 
since it was proposed in legislation and passed in legislation. At the 
Coordinating Committee this has been discussed. 

Senator NUNN. Before that legislation passed last year you 
weren't involved? 

Mr. REVELL. No, no, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Do you have any reason why not? You think you 

should have been in. 
Mr. REVELL. I think it might have been helpful to Customs to get 

our perspective, since we will provide, along with DEA, most of the 
prior intelligence that would help in designing the response capa
bility of the system. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Byrne, how about DEA? When were you con-
tracted by Customs about this plan? 

Mr. BYRNE. We were contacted in November of 1986. 
Senator NUNN. You were notified after the legislation passed. 
Mr. BYRNE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Not before that? 
Mr. BYRNE. It was mentioned at one or two EPIC meetings. 
Senator NUNN. Was there any coordination effort? Was your 

input sought? 
Mr. BYRNE. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Do you know why? 
Mr. BYRNE. No, sir. 
Senator NUNN. Should it have been? 
Mr. BYRL'TE. Well, it was in November. 
Senator NUNN. Well, simple question: Do you think it should 

have been before then? Do you think everything was fine, or do 
you think coordination efforts should take place, or is everything 
just wonderful? 

Mr. BYRNE. Sir, at this point, there really is no concrete plan 
even at this date. So I don't know earlier or later. I think as it's 
being developed now, we are involved. 

Senator NUNN. You are involved. My question is: Should you 
have been involved before 1986, late 1986? Shouldn't DEA have 
been coordinated with in terms of what was being planned? 

Mr. BYRNE. At this point, EPIC is being tasked to provide service, 
and whether we were asked earlier or not, 1 don't think-

Senator NUNN. You just don't want to answer, is that it? Or you 
don't have an opinion? Or DEA is afraid to say anything? What is 
going on here? You either have an opinion or you don't. 
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Should the drug agencies coordinate their efforts to provide C31, 
or do you want to turn it over to Customs? 

Mr. BYRNE. 1 think it would have been more helpful to coordi-
nate it earlier. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
Senator Pryor, do you have some questions? 
Senator PRYOR. Let me, for the moment, yield, Mr. Chairman, be

cause we have two or three of our colleagues who have not had an 
opportunity to ask questions. I might have a couple later on. 

[At this point, Senator Trible withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Senator NUNN. 1 think Senator Sasser came in next. 

OPENING STATEMEN'l' OF SENATOR SASSER 

Mr. SASSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Senator 
Pryor. 

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that my opening state
ment be included in the record. 

Senator NUNN. Without objection. 
[Senator Sasser's statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR SASSER 

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding these hearings on the need for 
more effective coordination in Federal drug interdiction efforts. 

We are simply never going to win the war against drug traffickers unless and 
until the Federal agencies concerned with drug interdiction begin to effectively co
ordinate their efforts. 

In recent testimony before the subcommittee, we already have witnessed conflict
ing statements b~ the head of the Coast Guard and the head of the Customs Agency 
about who has • lead" responsibility for drug interdiction efforts in the southeast. 

Today, we will receive testimony from the Chairman of the National Drug En
forcement Policy Board stating that they are in the best position to allocate Federal 
resources to allocate drug interdiction funds. At the same time the Office of Tech
nology (OTA) report on drug interdiction, speaking of the Drug Enforcement Policy 
Board, states that decisionmaking by the board is only done by consensus, decision
making is very slow in occurring, and very little comprehensive interdiction plan
ning is done by the board and other coordinating agencies.! 

I might note for the record that the National Drug Policy Board has at least 16 
members, 12 of whom are cabinet officers. The Board is serviced by two coordinating 
groups, each of whom have a similar number of senior level officials and just within 
the last 6 months, the drug policy board has created another three separate inter
agency working groups to examine selected issues relating to drug interdiction. 

Indeed, it appears to me that while the criminals are busy trafficking in drugs to 
the tune of $50 billion in sales every year, the Federal response has been to traffic 
in memoranda and interagency understandings as to who should have the responsi
bility for stopping the drug smuggler. 

I do not doubt for one moment the courage and dedication of those in the front 
lines, in the Coast Guard cutters, in the Customs planes, at t.he Drug Enforcement 
Agency's intelligence center and the like. Day in and day out, under trying circum
stances, these personnel do their very best to stop the flow of drugs into this coun
try. 

But let's face it. Leadership has to start from the top. We must have the capabil
ity to put together a swift response to the drug smuggler. 

We have to stop the drug smuggler at our borders and if he makes it past our 
borders, he must be pursued relentlessly. 

That is not always the case today. These hearings, for me at least, are revealing a 
certain degree of l,nteragency bickering over whose re3ponsibility it is to stop the 
drug smuggler. This interagency conflict must end. The administration must come 
forth with a strong lead agency to handle the job in putting together a unified inter
diction program. 

1 Office of Technology Assessment, The Border War on Drugs (Washington, DC, p. 53). 
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Every day we lose in not putting together this interdiction effort, unfortunately 
provides another victory for the drug smuggler. 

Senator SASSER. Let me just give you a couple of questions, Mr. 
Byrne and Mr. Revell. DENs intelligence Center in EI Paso has 
registered 24,000 suspicious aircraft. Is this information shared 
with the Defense Department and with Customs agents at this 
point? 

Mr. BYRNE. Yes, sir. It's available. 
Senator SASSER. Well, is the Department of Defense or Customs 

able to use this information to pinpoint their surveillance report, to 
your knowledge? 

Mr. BYRNE. I don't fully understand you; pinpoint? 
Senator SASSER. Are they able to locate the aircraft using your 

surveillance reports? 
Mr. BYRNE. In some instances, yes. 
Senator SASSER. In some instances no. Is that correct? 
Mr. BYRNE. Well, yes. The 24,000 are suspect aircraft. Where 

their location is is another question. 
Senator SASSER. If we tie the command, control and intelligence 

centers together as the Department of Defense is suggesting, what 
agencies should have the lead responsibility directing these agen
cies in a coordinated interdiction effort, in your judgment? 

Mr. BYRNE. Well, Senator, on that, I would have to just point out, 
again, that the CSI issue is one that is being studied by the Policy 
Board right now. 

Senator SASSER. And DEA just doesn't have any opinion on that? 
Mr. BYRNE. I don't think I could really announce an opinion 

until the study would be completed. 
Senator SASSER. It has been noted that there are 37 agencies in

volved in some way in this, in our war against drugs, and they are 
supervised by a 17-member Policy Board, which has several coordi
nating committees. Now, it appears to me that in our so-called war 
on drugs and trying to interdict these drugs that we are just creat
ing a bureaucratic nightmare here and what would appear to be 
just a blizzard of paper with memoranda. 

Isn't this structure just too unwieldy? 
Mr. BYRNE. Sir, it might be, but the 37 agencies each have indi

vidually legislated mandates, and the cohesion of all these agencies 
does need some type of coordination. 

Senator SASSER. The object of all of this is to try to interdict 
drugs before they get into the United States. That is the goal. The 
goal is not to create a lot of agencies and a lot of interagency co
ordinating task forces, et cetera, et cetera. 

So my question is: How can we possibly have a unified and 
prompt attack against drug trafficking with all of these agencies 
involved in it? Don't we need to change the statute so that we des
ignate lead agencies and get into a lean and mean operation here 
where we can have a well-coordinated effort against these people 
who try to bring drugs into the country? 

Mr. BYRNE. Well, sir, as far as interdiction is concerned, I don't 
believe it's the goal of all 37 Federal agencies to be involved in 
interdiction. I think we look at the broad spectrum of drug abuse, 
and one faction of that is the interdiction role, and there aren't 37 
agencies involved in that. 
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Senator SASSER. One of the problems we have in drug interdic
tion, if I am not misjudging what I have heard here in the hearings 
that we have had heretofore, is a lack of coordination, a competi
tion among agencies, perhaps even a failure to share information; 
isn't that an accurate assessment? 

Mr. BYRNE. Well, as far as an accurate assessment, I can't agree, 
at least from DENs perspective. If we have information in DEA or 
in EPIC that is of value to the interdiction effort, that is put out; 
it's made available. 

Mr. REVELL. Senator, let me comment on that. I have never seen 
a situation where we had information on an-intelligence informa
tion on a drug shipment that wasn't properly responded to on the 
high seas by the Coast Guard or within the territorial waters by 
Customs. I don't think there is a problem in the two interdiction 
agencies responding to the operational intelligence information 
that is developed. 

The coordination of the broad spectrum of responsibilities is a 
problem, but it's being dealt with by the Policy Board now, and 
that is because additional responsibilities, additional resources are, 
in fact, being laid upon the agencies that have these particular re
sponsibilities. But I have never seen a situation where an oper
ational requirement was not filled by one of the two interdiction 
agencies. 

Senator SASSER. Is it your view, Mr. Revell, that we do not have 
a problem with regard to the interdiction agencies and it is func
tioning smoothly? 

Mr. REVELL. I think there is a problem in developing the com
mand, control and communications process so that we can get the 
best utilization of additional resources that are being put into the 
mix. 

I think that this is somewhat inherent in the traditional roles of 
the two interdication agencies and that there is a blending of their 
responsibilities at some point. 

I think that is being worked out, and under our system of gov
ernment, the agencies do have responsibilities that do overlap, both 
operationally and legislatively. That process, in my view, is being 
worked out, and these hearings are, in fact, I think, lending them
selves to that process. 

Senator SASSER. Do you dispee with OTA's assessment that de
cisionmaldng is "usually slow' , quoting from their report; quoting 
again, livery little comprehensive planning is done, for example, 
setting priorities among agencies or developing strategies needed 
for total interdiction system designs"? 

Am I to take it that from your testimony, you disagree with the 
Office of Technology Assessment's assessment in this regard? 

Mr. REVELL. I disagree with much of that report. I do specifically 
disagree that we do not have agencies capable of responding to tac
tical tasking. We do. 

We do have a problem in coming together in a comprehensive 
strategy, and that process is now, I think, well underway. But I am 
certainly not going to sit up here and testify that everything is co
pacetic in the interagency mix, but we do have the cooperation at 
an operational level where information is being properly utilized in 
the interdiction process. 
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It's that cold hit process, the tracking of unknown targets, the 
tasking of what assets will be used against those suspect targets 
and the overall strategic deployment of resources where I think we 
still have some problems, and that's what's being worked on. 

Senator SASSER, How can we go about more effectively putting 
pressure on these suspicious and suspect targets? 

Mr REVELL. I think that the additional resources in the way of 
tracking aircraft, fixed radar, the tethered radar systems and addi
tionall'esponsibilities are being met. 

Now, that doesn't mean that we're going to have a 100 percent 
comprehensive border control process; we are not, The majority of 
interdication, I think, comes from prior intelligence, so we have to 
blend all of these resources together into a process that gives us 
the best return for our available resource and our commitment. 

Senator SASSER. So I am to take it from your testimony today, 
Mr. FLevell, and I assume that of Mr. Byrne, that when the Office 
of Technology Assessment says, and I quote, "Fragmented com
mand, control and jurisdicational responsibilities characterize the 
Fedaral drug interdiction enterprise and are a major impediment 
to the adoption of existing and new technologics for drug interdic
tion," that DEA doesn't agree with that assessment? 

Mr REVELL. I am not going to speak for DEA. I think that there 
is an element of truth in that, but I think that it is also based upon 
a substantial increase in both access to resources, additional re
sOUrces, and a tasking responsibility that is now being undertaken. 

Mr. Trott can address that more in his capacity, but from the op
erating standpoint, I have never had an FBI mission, as far as 
interdiction, that has not been fulfilled by either the Coast Guard 
or Customs. 

Senator SASSER. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Sasser. 
Senator Chiles? 
Senator CHILl1:S. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think you asked a 

number questions that I was interested in about whether they had 
been consulted or not as we set this up. But I would like to ask; one 
of the jurisdictions given to our staff by the Customs Service for 
their creation their entire C3I system, as well as the national 
center in Oklahoma City, was the EPIC failed to provide timely 
tactical intelligence data. 

Could you give us your thoughts on that? I would like to ask both 
of you. 

Mr. BYRNE. Senator, I have heard that statement many, many, 
many times over the past few years, and I have looked into it, and 
I have asked for information from El Paso as to the veracity of it 
or the accurateness of it, and it's just not so. That any complaints 
that have been specific complaints, not generality, but specific com
plaints which have been lodged have been looked into and the 
timeliness was not a negative factor. 

Senator CHILES. Mr. Revell? 
Mr. REVELL, EPIC is limited; it does not have radar tracking; it 

does not have other types of surveillance capabilities; and it also 
has no command and control function. So those elements are not 
within the realm of EPIC's responsibility. That's the area where an 
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additional national command structure is necesseary. But I think 
EPIC is fulfilling its role very well, and in its new expanded capac
ity, will do an even better job. 

Senator CmLEs. I guess we come back to the question, then; 
know, what is the C31 system going to do, and what is your under
standing of the functions and definition of the intelligence portion 
of that system as opposed to what we now have? 

Mr. BYRNE. My understanding, sir, is that the radar tracking will 
be the new portion, and that the C31 will, among several other data 
bases, task EPIC for information to support the C3 system. 

Senator CHILES. What, if any, intelligence will be available 
through the Customs Intelligence Center that is not already avail
able through EPIC? 

Mr. BYRNE. The radars would be it. 
Senator CHILES. The radar? 
Mr. BYRNE. Yes, sir. 
Senator CHILES. That is all the questions I have. 
Senator NUNN. Let me just ask both of you to address this ques

tion. What you are telling us is we need, really, three or perhaps 
four different intelligence networks in the drug business: We need 
EPIC; we need the Customs Intelligence Center with C3I; we need 
the FBI proposed All Source Intelligence; and we need all the mili
tary C3I, and they all need to be funded; is that right? 

Mr. REVELL. Senator, I'm not going to say what configuration. I 
think we need a C3 capability on the interdiction agencies. I think 
that should be a combined and coordinated function. 

Senator NUNN. Is it being combined and coordinated? 
Mr. REVELL. Well, there is an agreement between Customs and 

Coast Guard to do so, but I again, am asked a question that Mr. 
'l'rott needs to answer. What we need from the investigating agen
cies is a capability of tasking the interdiction agencies and to re
ceive from the interdiction agencies intelligence that they obtained 
through their interdiction process. 

I think that is coming on line. As far as the EI Paso Center, it is 
providing tactical intelligence on a broad range of subjects, not just 
interdiction. It is certainly providing information on aliens, smug
gling, on potential terrorist targets, as well as information that is 
not incident specific but is more organizational in context than just 
a particular incident or a particular intercept. 

So it does provide an on-going tactical intelligence capability. As 
far as the All Source Center, it would expand upon what DEA al
ready has as far as a strategic intelligence process and would not 
replicate or duplicate any process that is already on-going. 

I don't see them as being either mutually exclusive or contradic
tory in their particular responsibilities. 

Senator NUNN. Mr. Byrne, do you see any duplication here, now, 
or overlap, unnecessary duplication or overlap with EPIC between 
Customs plans and EPIC? 

Mr. BYRNE. Sir, as it's been explained to us, the C3 will use the 
intelligence provided by EPIC in support of that mission. 

Senator NUNN. Again, that is not my question. 
Mr. BYRNE. I am told that it will not in any way duplicate what 

the EPIC function is. 
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Senator NUNN. You are saying DEA is happy with the Custom's 
plans? 

Mr. BYRNE. At this point, sir, according to what we have been 
told, the EPIC support through C3 is consistent with the EPIC mis
sion. 

Senator NUNN. Have you consistently, has DEA consistently 
been pleased with the Customs Service's plans for C3I? 

Mr. BYRNE. We were not until we got an explanation 813 to exact
ly what they wanted to do. 

Senator NUNN. When did you get that explanation? 
Mr. BYRNE. During the meetings that we had over the past few 

months. 
Senator NUNN. Is it true that you have been satisfied this year? 
Mr. BYRNE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. You were unhappy with it last year? 
Mr. BYRNE. Until we had the meetings to discuss exactly what 

they wanted to do with the information. 
Sellator NUNN. Here is the seventh mooting minutes dated No

vember 5th, 1986, and quoting from those minutes, this was a meet
ing between DEA and the Customs Service, and you are supposedly 
attending that meeting. It says, liThe DEA representatives ex
pressed strong concern. over the possible overlap with and duplica
tion of EPIC's responsibilities. There was considerable discussion 
about this. Customs' position was that there was not intent to en
croach on EPIC's responsibilities but that there was a legitimate 
need for the C3I Centers to develop and use smaller scaled data 
bases. DEA did not agree with this." 

Is that accurate? 
Mr. HYRNE. Yes, sir. We were concerned about what was going to 

be done with the EPIC information and my question was, would it 
be replication or duplication of what the EPIC function was. 

Senator NUNN. So now you are satisfied? 
Mr. BYRNE. As it's been described to us, yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. What has changed your mind? 
Mr. BYRNE. We have assurances from Customs that it was not 

their intent to duplicate or replicate anything that EPIC was pres" 
ently doing but to use the information just as any other interdicu . 

tion operation might. 
Senator NUNN. Are you satisfied with the way the overall coordi

nation is now being handled between the various agencies concern
ing drug enforcement? Is DEA satisfied with that? 

Mr. BYRNE. The overall drug issue? 
Senator NUNN. Yes. 
Mr. BYRNE. Yes, sir. 
Senator NUNN. The FBI isn't? 
Mr. REVELL. I think that the Policy Board has to make some 

tough calls. I think it will make some tough calls. I think one has 
just been made on the Coast Guard/Customs interplay on the .inter
diction process. I think the Attorney General as Chairman is ready 
to make those calls, and I believe that we have a capability to do 
that. There will continue to be problems, because this is a very 
complex issue. Each agency has multiple responsibilities, and nar
cotics does not exist in and of itself; it is interdefmed with many 
other illegal activities. 
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So the process itself requires very complex procedures, but I 
think that there is a focus, now, on a national level decision
makir.\g process. 

Senator NUNN. In terms of the coordination of the Policy Board 
now, Mr. Revell, on a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being poor, 10 being excel
lent, where do you rate this coordinating board now in terms of its 
ability to coordinate? 

Mr. REVELL. It is about 6 and coming up. 
Senator NUNN. Where was it a year ago? 
Mr. REVELL About 3. 
Senator NUNN. Where was it two or three years ago? 
Mr. REVELL. I think I have gone about as far as I should go in 

that regard. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Byrne, where do you rate it now, 1 to 10? 
Mr. BYRNE. Sir, 6. [Laughter.] 
Mr. REVELL. Who said DEA and FBI don't agree? 
Senator NUNN. I knew the FBI was gojng to be dominant when 

they got in this business. [Laughter.] 
Mr. BYRNE. Senator, certainly not a parody, but it is a very COlll

plex issue, and unfol'tunately, many people like to look to the prob
lem for some solution. 

Senator NUNN. But we have been sitting here hearing this for 
the last 14 years. I mea.'1, I sat here in 1974 and 1975 and heard 
this same thing, "very complicated; complex; we have got all these 
problems; coordination is not working, but it's getting better; the 
curve is going up; it is going up; it is going up." 

Wh?t was wrong two years ago? I mean, why didn't we have co
ordination then? 

l'I.k REVELL. We had coordination, but, there was--
Senator NUNN. On a scale of 1 to 10, you said 3. I think that was 

a very frank answer. 
Mr. REVELL. The coordination also has to do with, as I indicated 

earlier, with additional resources, additional responsibilities, and 
each agency vying for a piece of the action. That is sort of the nat
urul bureaucratic process. Then the decision-making mechanism 
has to catch up with tnat process. It doesn't mean that the job is 
not being done. I'm not going to cite statistics, but there are more 
arrests, more convictions, more seizures across the board. 

Senator NUNN. And the price of cocaine on the street is going 
straight down. 

Mr. REVELL. That's right, and you know and all the Senators 
know that law enforcement in and of itself is not going to resolve 
the narcotics problem. 

Senator NUNN. Right. 
Mr. REVELL. But we are doing more, and we are doing more 

every year, and there is a substantial return on the investment. 
Unfortunately, until the American people turn around their atti
tudes, law enforcement is not going to stop the problem. We hope 
to hold it in check, and I think we are doing a better job of that. 

Senator NUNN. You sound like you are endorsing some real edu
cational effort. 

Mr. REVELL. Absolutely. It is at least 50 percent of the problem, 
if not more, but law enforcement still has to do the job and try and 
do a better job and try to deny the drug market of the product. But 
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I don't think we should delude ourselves. No matter how much we 
spend, we are not going to solve it with a law enforcement solution. 

Senator NUNN. Well, I agree with that. I agree with that assess
m.ent. 

Senator Pryor? 
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Chairman, I am very frustrated at this point 

to hear these two gentlemen testify, because I don't know right 
now whether I would vote for another penny to add another layer 
on to a, really, a bureaucratic nightmare; sort of a paper tiger that 
we have created here, and we call it the war on drugs. 

Mr. Revell has just stated that it appears the natural bureaucrat
ic process seems to have sort of dominated this whole wsue. I don't 
want to put words in your mouth, but that is how I interpreted 
what you said. 

This is deeply troubling to me, what I have heard here this 
morning. I am also pretty deeply troubled about what our own At
torney General seems to establish as a priority. Maybe I'm wrong. I 
could be very well wrong. But every time I see Attorney General 
Meese on television or read in the paper, just on the radio, he is 
always talking about going out and testing some new group, like 
the teachers, now. 

I mean, he is talking about going out and testing teachers. 
Maybe I have it all backwards, but I think our approach is wrong 
here, and I think his approach is wrong. It is sort of trying to scare 
the victims rather than trying to scare the actual pushers and the 
smugglers and those who are making millions and perhaps billions 
of dollars in this business. I am real concerned about this paper 
tiger that we have created. 

Mr. REVELL. Senator, I don't consider a drug user a victim, but I 
think that that is onl?: one aspect of what the Attorney General is 
advocating, and I don t want to get into the political issues. I think 
Mr. Trott should do that. [Laughter.] 

Senator PRYOR. Who should do that? 
Mr. REVELL. Steve Trott. I do say that the Attorney General is 

very interested in the enth-e process. He has very staunchly sup
ported the enforcement requirements. He is bringing together the 
agencies and seeing decisions are made. 

I think he has, is providing very strong leadership in this area. I 
can understand the frustration, because we are all frustrated with 
the problem, but we are dealing with a problem that is intertwined 
throughout virtually all aspects of our society, and it doesn't have 
a simple solution. 

The law enforcement agencies don't have the answer; they are 
only one part of the answer, and I think the most vocal thing or 
the most that I have seen, at least at the national level, is the rec
ognition of the need for prevention and education treatment to go 
along with strong enforcement, and that is what I think in the 
future gives us a better opportunity to resolve the problem than we 
simply have through any enhanced interdiction or enhanced en
forcement or any other activity. That is needed, but it's only part 
of the process. 

[At this point, Senator Chiles withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Senator PRYOR. I just don't know if the agencies and all the bur

eaurocracies that deal vlith this have really ever established what 
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the priorities are. Is it interdiction? 1'3 it education? What is it? 
What is the priority? 

Mr. REVELL. We have established, as far as my organization, 
what our priorities are, but Ol1r priorities are only one part of the 
overall national strategy and only one part of the process. 

Our responsibility is to investigate complex organized trafficking 
groups and organized crime groups involved in narcotics. But we 
want to aid and assist in the overall strategy which has mUltiple 
aspects. 

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Chairman, thank you. 
Senator NUNN.Thank you very much, Senator Pryor. 
Thank you both for being here. We appreciate your testimony, 

and we look forward to continuing to hear from you as things de
velop. 

Mr. BYRNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
Mr. Trott, I don't want to call you the shovel brigade here, but 

you have been given a lot of questions. 
Mr. TROTT. I am accompanied by Mr. Blau. I request that he be 

sworn in. 
Senator NUNN. Will you both raise your right hands? 
Do you swear that the testimony you give to the Subcommittee 

will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so 
help you God? 

Mr. TROTT. I do. 
Mr. BLAu. I do. 
Senator NUNN. Not making you the victim here this morning, 

but we do have a lot of questions about the coordinated efforts and 
so forth. Why don't you give us your testimony? I know you have 
been here most of the morning. We appreciate your patience, and 
after you give your testimony, we will ask questions. 

TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN S. TRO'IT, ASSOCIATE A'ITORNEY GEN
ERAL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, CHAIRMAN, COORDINAT
ING GROUP, NATIONAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT POLICY BOARD 1 

Mr. TROTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am chomping at the bit; 
I am ready to go; and I will stay here as long as you wish to ask 
questions of me. As you know, I chair the Policy Board Coordinat
ing Group for the National Drug Enforcement Policy Board and 
what is soon to become the National Drug Policy Board. I have had 
the job of chairing that board since last September 1986. 

Senator NUNN. Who was your predecessor? 
Mr. TROTT. Mr. Lowell Jensen, who is now a Federal Judge in 

San Francisco. He was involved primarily in establishing this 
group with Mr. Blau, who is at my left. He left last summer, and I 
took over the helm. 

As you know, when the creation of the National Drug Policy 
Board was announced by the Attorney General for February 3 of 
1987, this Cabinet level board will be formally established upon is
suance of an appropriate Executive Order by the President. 

1 See p. 369 for Mr. Trott's prepared statement. 
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The new Board will centralize oversight and coordination, and I 
underscore those two words, of all Federal drug control policies 
programs. 

To achieve this centralization, the National Drug Policy Board 
will fully absorb the functions and responsibilities of the National 
Drug Enforcement Policy Board, created by statute in 1984 and re-
sponsible for developing, reviewing and coordinating Federal 
supply side strategies-

Senator NUNN. In other words, this doesn't have jurisdiction over 
the educatio~l or health features? This is strictly law enforcement; 
is that right? 

Mr. TROTI'. I was referring now to the National Drug Enforce
ment Policy Board that was created by statute in 1984 that was the 
supply side. The new National Drug Policy Board, when constitut
ed, will expand to cover both. 

Senator NUNN. You are about to expand to cover both. Is that 
going to be the same panel? 

Mr. TRoTl'. It will be a slightly expanded group, and I can ex
plain it to you in some detail. 

Senator NUNN. The new group is by Executive Order, the form of 
the group that you chair now is by statute; is that right? 

[At this point, Senator Sasser withdrew from the hearing room.] 
Mr. TRoTI'. The National Drug Enforcement Policy Board came 

out of the Omnibus Crime Act of 1984 by statute, yes. The Execu
tive Order will essentially take the National Drug Enforcement 
Policy Board, retain it in its form of responsibilities and authority 
and fold it into a larger operation which brings in, as we call it, the 
demand side as well as the supply side, so that the right hand and 
left hand, being the supply side and the demand side, are linked 
together with a central group that will have two coordinating 
groups, one which I will continue to chair on law enforcement mat
ters, and the other demand side or educational matters, which will 
be handled by other people. 

The Board itself as designed will continue to be chaired by the 
Attorney General and Vice Chaired by Dr. Otis Bowen, Secretary 
of the Department of Health and Human Services. Other members 
of the Board, all of whom are either presently statutory or appoint
ed members of the NDEPB, include the Secretaries of State; De
fense; Health and Human Services; Treasury; Transportation; Edu
cation; Energy; Labor; Housing and Urban Development; Interior 
and Agriculture; the Directors of Central Intelligence and the 
Office of Management and Budget, and representatives from both 
the President's and the Vice President's office and the National Se
curity Council. 

Within the new Policy Board structure, there will be two coordi
nating groups, as I indicated, each comprised of the department as
sistant secretaries, heads of agencies and other senior officials from 
organizations represented on the board. 

A Drug Enforcement Coordinating Group, as I mentioned, cur
rently exists under the Enforcement Policy Board, which I will con
tinue to head. In addition, a Drug Prevention and Health Coordi
nating group will be established shared by Dr. Donald McDonald, 
Director of both the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Ad
ministration and the White House Drug Abuse Policy Office. 
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With that as a background, I would like briefly to explain our 
drug interdiction strategy and the role of command, control, com
munications and intelligence, or C3l centers. Our interdiction strat
egy focuses on detecting, identifying and intercepting shipments of 
illegal drugs as they move from source countries and transship
ment countries to our U.S. borders. 

Resources are concentrated in areas of highest current threat 
and integrate the capabilities of various interdiction agencies to 
maximize their effectiveness. The Policy Board has always consid
ered interdiction an integral part of our drug enforcement strategy 
but must also strive to maintain the proper balance of emphasis 
and spending on all segments of our comprehensive strategy. 

The other main parts of our strategy, of course, are investigation 
and prosecutionsj demand reductions; international efforts and di
version controL The Policy Board will shift the emphasis of our 
strategy from time-to-time according to our best judgment of which 
avenues offer the most promising investment opportunities for our 
efforts at the time. 

Mr. Chairman, and Senator Pryor, I would commend to your at
tention the green document that I'm now holding in my hand enti
tled, liThe National Drug Enforcement Policy Board, National and 
International Drug Law Enforcement Strategy." 

I know it's a rather thick document, so at the direction of Attor
ney General Meese, in order to make. the contents of this more ac
cessible to policy-makers, there is an executive summary at the 
front. It's only a very few pages, and I would request for the record, 
actually, that in view of the Senator's question, that this strategy, 
the executive portion thereof, be included in the recQrd. 

Senator NU:NN. Without objection, it will be. 
[The information referred to was marked Exhibit No. 14 and may 

be found in the files of the Subcommittee.] 
Mr. TROTT. This is a document that was prepared by the Coordi

nating Group and all the participating members of that agency. It 
took a number of months to prepare. 

Some of the time was because we were waiting to see what Con
gress would give us with the ~I\.nti-Drug Abuse Act in the fall. 

But this represents our broad-brush blueprint as to where we 
intend to go in the near future, understanding, of course, that it 
will be flexible. The Coordinating Group itself, two meetings ago, 
held a briefing session on an implementiaton strategy in order to 
make sure that this is not just a document that goes on the shelf 
and that appears in records but it is a document that is used to 
make sure that we go where our best thinking indicates that we 
ought to go. 

As I said, it characterizes what we intend to do in a tasking 
mode in all the areas that I mentioned, from foreign countries 
down to the prosecutions and the coordination of state and local of
ficials. Again, this is an enforcement strategy. 

I would also commend to you the National Drug Enforcement 
Policy Board progress report of 1984-85. This, again, is a document 
that will enable you~ I believe. Senator, to determine that this is 
not just a bureaucratic paper tiger full of memos and paperwork, 
but that, in fact, we have significant things to show for the activi-
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tic. . of the Policy Board, and this, at least, will give you an orienta
tion that might flll out your knowledge as to what this has done. 

[The document referred to was marked Exhibit No. 15 and may 
be found in the files of the Subcommittee.] 

Mr. TROTT. The interdiction mission, of course, is complicated by 
n'merous factors, including the enormous length of the U.S. 
border, which is estimated, I believe, at about 50,000 miles; the pro
hibitive cost of erecting impenetrable surveillance, detection and 
apprehension barriers around the United States. The ingenuity of 
the drug trafflcker guarantees against search and seizure and our 
own Constitutional rights, which we fully support, and the use of 
military force in by our legal system is constrained by posse com
itatus and other matters that were discussed between you, Senator 
Nunn and General Olmstead; plus the corrupting power of drug 
trafflckers and enormous flnancial resources and his willingness to 
resort to terrorist tactics in foreign countries to preserve these ill
gained assets make this a very difflcult problem. 

Given the Congressional decision last fall to SUbstantially in
crease the considerable resources already dedicated to interdiction, 
we are fully prepared to administer these interdiction funds as ef
fectively and as efflciently as possible. However, we believe that 
the ability of the Policy Board to fulflll :its mandate as the central 
body in the Executive Branch on drug policy-and tlris is a very 
important point that we can discuss in your questions-is strength
ened when resource allocation decisions Slre assigned specillcally to 
the Board. 

The agency coordination process is made more complicated by 
mandating resources to agencies, particularly when the Board asks 
Congress to leave the placement of resources to the Board. All of us 
believe that more agency resource coordination is needed but that 
coordination cannot be easily achieved if Congress follows the path 
of dictating the types .of resource and the agency control of that re
source without a request from the Administration. 

I offer this as an observation, not as a clrit.icsm of either the proc
ess or Congress, but simply as one sourCE~ of difflculties in coordi
nating some of our efforts. 

Senator NUNN. I happen to agree with that. I think that is right. 
I think that is what we ought to do, and I think some mistakes 
have been made when that was done. But there has been a 
vacuum, a perceived vacuum, whether it is accurate or not. There 
has not been the perception here on Capitol Hill by virtually 
anyone that we really have a coordinated effort and that the Co
ordinating Board is prepared to make those tough decisions be
tween the agencies. 

I will add one other dimension to that. Somebody is going to 
have to put a degree of restraint on the agencies in their efforts on 
Capitol Hill, because the Administration doesn't have its agencies 
under control in terms of their Own efforts here. 

Mr. TROTT. Mr. Chairman, I agree with that, and considerable 
time has been devoted to that at our Coordinating Group meetings 
since I have been the chairman in the process. I think what you 
are saying, and I would agree with you completely, is that the Con
gress and the Administration must work together in this process. 
It's too big for us to be at odds, either between Congress and the 
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Administration, or individual agencies that you have identified. 
Otherwise, we complicate this mission l and the cost effectiveness of 
it becomes very problematic. 

Neither the Policy Board nor the Coordinating Group have day
to-day operational responsibilities for drug law enforcement. I 
think that ought to be clearly understood. We do have policy re
sponsibility to facilitate the coordination of operations and policy 
under the terms of the National Narcotics Act of 1984. 

We do not micromanage the operations of the enforcement agen
cies that are doing the job in the field. To get this job done re
quired that people come together in the model that we have desig
nated as a consensus model to determine what needs to be done; 
how it ought to be done and by whom and then to send forth those 
agencies with enforcement responsibilities and the appropriate atti
tude to make sure that it happens. 

We welcome your concern. We think that these hearings have 
enabled us to make progress on some of the tough issues that con
front us, and I'm delighted to be able to answer your questions. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, lVIr. Trott. Could you tell 
us generally the composition of the Board as it now exits? I don't 
need the names, but just the positions, how many people are on it, 
and what agencies and so forth. 

Mr. TRoTI'. As I indicated, the Secretaries of State; Defense; 
Health and Human Services; Treasury; Transportation; Education; 
Energy; Labor, Housing and Urban Development; Interior; Agricul
ture; Directors of the CIA; OMB, and it will include tho NSC and, 
of course, the Attorney General and I sit on the Board itself. Jack 
Lawn attends from DEA, and numbers of other people from the 
Policy Board staff. 

Senator NUNN. Do they have the authority to designate a princi
pal assistant to serve on the Board for the Cabinet officials? 

Mr. TRoTI'. Yes. Frequently, when a Secretary is out of town, a 
number two person comes to the Board. For example, with the 
State Department, when Secretary Shultz is not able to come, 
either Deputy Whitehead comes or Ann Wrobleski, who is the As
sistant Secretary in charge of international narcotics matters. 

Senator NUNN. So either usually the number one Or two person 
comes? 

Mr. TRoTI'. Number one person usually comes; number two 
person, or on occasion, the specialist from the agency, Ann Wrob
leski, who has the hands-on responsibility for making the program 
function. Below that, we do not go. 

Senator NUNN. Can the people on the Board speak for their 
agency? 

Mr. TRoTI'. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Can they make decisions on behalf of their agen

cies, or do they have to go back and check everything out? 
Mr. TRoTI'. I have seen decisions made at the Board. I have seen 

situations where people go back and talk. I have seen situations 
where people with specific interests break off into sub-groups in 
order to come to a conclusion on certain problems. 

Senator NUNN. The National Drug Enforcement Policy Board's 
International and National Drug Law Enforcement Strategy states 
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that the Board will oversee the C3I development to ensure proper 
coordinations of roles. 

To what extent has the Board coordinated the development of 
C3I, and I will ask the question regarding both before and after 
passage of the legislation last year? Are you coordinating C3I, and 
have you been, even prior to the legislation, or is that something 
new? 

Mr. TRoT!'. My own information is that this is essentially a proc
ess that began last summer with the National Drug Enforcement 
Policy Board Coordinating Group's Southeast Border Subcommit
tee. 

Beginning in the summer, after we got the Southwest Border 
under control with Operation Alliance j which is another Subcom
mittee of the Coordinating Group, we began to examine very care
fully tht:l southeastern border of the United States, the area in ad
dition to the South Florida Task Force, and the Policy Board staff, 
which involves detailees from all the various agencies, identified 
certaL~ information that needed to be gathered, and we started at 
that time identifying the issues, the options, the opportunities, and 
we sent into the field representatives from the Policy Board staff to 
begin to run a needs assessment on what we had to do down there. 

Then we began to become involved in a series of meetings, all of 
which were designed to talk about areas of responsibility, lead 
agencies, radars, tracking, C3I and all the rest. 

So from my perspective, the process started last summer. It was 
materially assisted, of course, in some respects, entered in others, 
by some of the legislation that came out last fall, talking about 
CSI's advi-Bing Customs that it had to coordinate with certain agen
cies; however, giving command and control of the building process 
to Customs and answering some of the decisions for us. So we 
really started this in earnest last fall. 

I think that the process culminated, in a sense, in the letter that 
was sent to me by Admiral Yost that was referred to in your last 
meeting dated December 11, 1986. On behalf of the Coordinating 
Group, principals in the southeast border got together and began to 
talk about this, and you will see specific references in this docu
ment to the C3T centers and to all the discussion that had gone on 
in that respect. 

This is a letter that I then presented personally to the National 
Drug Policy Board, and the substance of it was read into the N a
tional Drug Policy Board minutes, which I can refer to and actual
ly read for you since I know you are interested in this. 

Senator NUNN. I was going to ask you about that, because Admi
ral Yost, as you know, and Commissioner von Raab did not have a 
common understanding or agreement on what those minutes re
flected, particularly as the assignment of detection was concerned. 
As I rS"...alI, Admiral Yost said in the letter, and said that the min
utes of the meeting so reflected and the Policy Board so instructed, 
that the primary responsibility for detection was a Coast Guard re
sponsibility and the Customs had a secondary responsibility. 

Commissioner von Rasb said that was the first he had ever 
heard of that and that he didn't agree with it, and his assistant, 
who was supposedly involved in a meeting, said he didn't agree 
with it. 
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Mr. TROTT. In every doughnut, there is a hole. No glass is com
pletely full, and you identified for us a failure of communica~ lon, 
although honestly, I can't understand how it happened, because the 
letter itself-and I know you have a copy-shows a c.c. to Commis
sioner von Raab, and Bill Rosenblatt from Customs was present at 
this meeting. 

In addition, Frank Keating, who is the Assistant Secretary for 
Treasury in charge of Enforcement, was at the National Drug 
Policy Board when I I'ead this letter and when it was discussed and 
included in the minutes. 

I think this is nothing more than a failure of communication 
such as we have had in the past and will have in the future. 

Senator NUNN. Who was correct on that point at issue? 
Mr. TROTT. If I can, let me read to you the minutes of the Policy 

Board meeting on December 18, 1986. By the way, the attorney 
General indicated to me he has no objection to making this avail
able to you and your staff for your view. 

Senator NUNN. We appreciate that. We will incorporate that in 
the record when furnished. 

Mr. TROTT. If I may, IlThe Chairman then addressed the South
east Border study-" which is the study that I indicated we started 
last summer, Il-after reiterating matters on which consensus had 
been reached at the 6 November Policy Board meeting," and that 
was when we first began to talk about this in detail, the Policy 
Board. 

The Chairman asked Associate Attorney Gen.eral Trott to report on the recent 
meeting on the point of responsibility, The meeting was attended by Admiral Yost 
on 10 December to resolve the remaining study issue. Mr. Trott presented the re
sults of that meeting from a letter provided by the Admiral. A decision of the issues 
followed with the following resolution: 

1. Regarding agency responsibility in the southeastern region, Coast Guard has 
primary responsibility for detection; Customs has a secondary responsibility. Cus
toms and Coast Guard will share interception and tracking responsibility. Customs 
has primary responsibility for apprehension; Coast Guard has a secondary responsi
bility. 

Then we go on to tJ'llk about the E-2C split; the P-3s with the C-3 
center. "Customs and Coast Guard agreed to the following: Own
ership and administration--" 

Senator NUNN. Let me go back on that one point so we can get 
through to this question. That is exactly what admiral Yost said in 
his letter, is it not? 

Mr. TROTT. The letter speaks for itself; essentially, yes. 
Senator NUNN. The Admiral was correct? 
Mr. TROTT. The Admiral was correct in saying that the letter ex

isted, the meetings took place, and the understanding of the Board 
was we were going to assign agency responsibilities in that respect. 

However, I may indicate that in view of the request of Congress 
not only for the reorganization plan to be submitted in April, but 
for a comprehensive interdiction plan, that the Admiral and the 
Commissioner of Customs and I discussed in my office the other 
night what we call AOR's, areas of responsibility, and although 
this is the current state of the play at that time, I would indicate 
to you that that is closed from further consideration. 
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Senator NUNN. I understand. I understand. We will get into that 
subject in just a minute with you. Has somebody notified Commis
sioner von Raab that he had an erroneous impression? 

Mr. TRoT!'. I haven't had a chance to talk with Willie, but I am 
sure by now the letter has been brought to his attention. It is my 
plan to talk to him-he was out of town-at the earliest possible 
date to discuss what that means and what it doesn't. 

Senator NUNN. I don't want to belabor the point, because the 
issue speaks for itself. It is indicative of the absolutely essential 
role that the ('..oordinating Board has to play. Not only was there a 
dispute; if there had not been a decision here, I suppose it would 
have raged on forever. 

You are saying the Policy Board made a decision and a miscom
munication is the reason the Commissioner didn't know about it? 

Mr. TROTT. That is the way I understand it. Having gone over 
papers and in going over discussions with the people, Commissioner 
von Raab was not at the meeting, and he either never got the 
letter that was c.c.'ed from Admiral Yost-he was not at the Drug 
Policy Board and never comes to that level meeting, and apparent
ly-

Senator NUNN. He is not supposed to come to that level meeting? 
Mr. TRo'IT. No. Mr. Keating usually attends those, and for some 

reason Mr. Keating assumed, I think appropriately so, that Mr. Ro
senblat's participation in the meeting plus the C.c. to Willie von 
Raab had closed that communications loop, and I can't fault that at 
all. I would have made the same assumptions had I been in his 
place. 

Then we discussed at length the C3l centers, and the minutes in
dicate that Customs and Coast Guard agreed to ownership and ad
ministration of the C3l southeast region to Customs, and, of course, 
that pursues from legislation. There will be joint command and 
control of the C3l center, operation by Customs and Coast Guard. 

The statement as to where the Center itself will be located, 
which has since been changed because of some security concerns; 
and then as stated in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, the appro
priateness of full planning partnership rules for Coast Guard, 
NNBIS and the Attorney General together with Customs in the 
design, establishment and location of C3I centers was affirmed. 

That is some very important point. "Further discussion of these 
issues ensued with the following result..s; The Chairman instructed 
the Coordinating Group to monitor the establishment of the C3l 
system to ensure that joint command of the southeast center is 
fully realized. If problems develop, the Coordinating Group is ex
pected to prepare options for the Board. 

"Mr. Keating also announced that the Marine C3l facility at 
Houston would continue to be developed and Coast Guard was in
vited to participate." And finally, "Mr. Keating noted that Treas
ury agreed with OMB not to establish a national C3l center at 
Oklahoma City." 

I read that part simply as a background for the document that 1 
know has been provided to you dated March 16, 1986 signed by Ad
miral Yost, Willie von Raab and myself. In accord with this direc
tion of the National Drug Policy Board, as referenced in these min-
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utes at the Coordinating Group meetings j every time, we inquire 
into the state of play between Customs and Coast Guard. 

When we came to the conclusion, as clearly indicated by Customs 
and Coast Guard, that they had not closed on the meaning of joint 
command, that night we had a meeting in my office. It was attend
ed by Customs and Coast Guard, and we sat down with the Attor
ney General's primary assistant for National Drug Policy Board 
matters and we hammered out this agreement, which accords with 
the military understanding of what joint command ought to be. 

We think that although certainly many issues remain to be ad
dressed, that the agreement itself broke through some of the com
plications in terms of joint command, and I must tell you that not
withstanding some of the roughness that appeared at the last hear
ing, I was very pleased with the attitude of both Commissioner von 
Raab and Admiral Yost at the meeting in my office March 16th. 

They showed a willingness to be a part of the solution of these 
problems, rather than just a part of the problem. I would hope that 
is the type of attitude that we can continue to generate at the co
ordinating group, because as you well know, without the type of at
titude, I don't care who is running the show, it's not going to make 
the type of progress that you and I would both like to see. 

Senator NUNN. I agree. 
Basically, in that latter statement, you covered the Oklahoma 

National C31 Center. 
Mr. TRoTI'. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. You are saying your group, your Policy Board de

cided that was not needed; is that right? 
Mr. TROTI'. Mr. Chairman, this goes back again to the observa

tion I was making earlier: Yes. It was our view at that time that 
we did not see a crying need for a National Center in Oklahoma 
City. As you can see, Mr. Keating so indicated to the National 
Drug Enforcement Policy Board. 

Senator NUNN. Is that because it was in Oklahoma City or be
cause you don't think it was needed at all, which one of those rea
sons? 

Mr. TRoTI'. Mr. Keating is from Oklahoma. It was our view that 
it didn't appear to be needed at that juncture. 

Senator NUNN. Wherever it was located. 
Mr. TRoTI'. Right. 
Senator NUNN. It wasn't a question of location; it was a question 

of need, right? 
Mr. TRoTI'. Not needed, and the last thing we want to do is 

create things where they're not needed. I am very loath to speak 
for the Department of Treasury on this, because it involves their 
operation, but I believe that I have been notified that in a supple
mental that was sent up here to the Hill that Treasury indicated 
that they thought the National Center in Oklahoma was not neces
sary, and I'm told by Mr. Keating, however, that Congress has told 
him that yes, it is; it's not going to come out in the supplemental. 

So this is another example, I believe, of some of the problems 
that are created when Congress attempts to substitute its judgment 
for the Board. Again, I am not offering these as criticisms, simply 
as an observation. Somebody asked me what we can do to help the 
Board. I would say that 1 would hope that the perceived vacuum 
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will no longer be perceived vacuum after we rmish answering your 
questions and that somehow, Congress will be willing, in its assign
ment of resources and responsibilities to say, 

All right, this is going-we are going to give you these resources and paint with 
these broad strokes, but then we are going to expect a National Drug Policy Board 
to come back with its best thinking representing DEA, Customs, Coast Guard and 
whomever, 

And tell us what the C3 centers ought to look like; where they 
ought to go; how they are coordinated with the military; how they 
work into the EPIC with the interdiction program; how the Nation
al Security Decision Directive of last April bringing the military 
people are going to come into this without compromising sources 
and methods and all the rest in the courtroom, and then it's up to 
us, really, to get back to you and say, "Here's the way we think it 
ought to work." 

I think if you give us the opportunity to design our own destiny, 
we will do a better job than we have in the past. 

Senator NUNN. Well, that is very encouraging. I appreciate that 
attitude, and I think that is the way it should work. I hope that as 
a result of these hearings and your testimony and the testimony of 
others we will begin to be able to have that kind of confidence from 
the Congressional point of view in the ability of the Executivt} 
Branch to coordinate. 

I think that that perception, accurate or not, has driven a lot of 
decisions around here in terms of basically allocating resources. 

Backing up on the question of C31, have any of the parties in
volved, Coast Guard, Customs and so forth, asked for assistance re
garding the C31's? Did the Policy Board respond to those requests 
for assistance? Did you volunteer to get in it, or how did your in
volvement come about? 

Mr. TROT!'. The way I try to work a coordinating group is to 
create subcommittees, very specific subcommittees, not just groups 
because we don't have anything better to do, but whenever we spot 
something that has to be accomplished, and that is what we always 
ask. We will put together a subcommittee or a working group and 
task it with coming up with answers to questions about plans or 
programs. 

It is my understanding now that the principals involved in the 
C3 center are working together to hammer out the rme points and 
the details of this. 

In addition, we have asked Jack Lawn to expand his Intelligence 
Subcommittee of the Coordinating Group to include the creation of 
a master plan that will tackle all of the issues that you identified 
in your questions. We will continue to provide to the people in
volved all the support we can. We have a very able staff. I can't 
tell you how impressed I have been with the staff. 

Although each one of them comes to the staff from an agency 
and you might think, therefore, that they would bring agency 
biases, they have all gotten out of their own agency's skin and 
pitched in to resolve these problems, so the staff will be available 
to help the groups that are primarily responsible for this. 

[Minutes from a Dec. 18, 1986 meeting of the National Drug En
forcement Policy Board were marked Exhibit No. 16 and may be 
found on p. 473.] 
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Senator Nmm. How many staff people do you have? 
Mr. TRoTI'. Right now, there are ten detailees. 
Senator. NUNN. Who has the authority to make the decision? Is 

this a majority vote of the board? Is it the Attorney General who is 
head of the board or his designee? Who makes the decision in the 
Board, and what kind of authority do you have? 

Mr. TRoTI'. We use a consensus mode. We try to stay away from 
those types of votes. We don't use the Congressional committee 
method, where you take a number of votes and whatever happens 
happens. That reflects, number one, our cabinet form of govern
ment; and number two, it creates the type of attitude I indicated 
earlier. 

Senator. NUNN. If there if) no concensus, who makes the decision, 
then? 

it. 
Mr. TROTT. We are going to get a con census; that's all there is to 

Senator. NUNN. Who can assure us of that? 
Mr. TROTT. The President of the United States. 
Senator. NUNN. We have been operating with the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff under that system for about 40 years now. We concluded it 
didn't work last year. You have got more players involved, but I'm 
afraid you are going to run into the same thing. Unless somebody 
can make the decision, whether it is a majority vote or the Attor
ney General, unless somE~body can make that decision, we can talk 
all we want to about the President making it. 

Certainly, he has that authority, and occasionally, it may go up 
to him, but the Presidlimt of the United States, whoever he is, 
doe.m't have time to g(~t involved in the question of C3I, for in
st(.Ulce, between Customs and Coast Guard. He just doesn't have 
time. 

I am still really curious about how you are going to make a deci
sion when no consensus exists. The second problem with consensus 
as you have described itt, based on about 40 years of military expe
rience, is that it usually results in the lowest common denomina
tor. 

You have got to compromise everything out, so when you do 
reach consensus, it UElually doesn't make sense. It is sort of milk 
toast. It is just sort of a little bit here, a little bit there; this agency 
gets this, this agency gets that. That is what has happened over an 
over in the military. 

So you are talking to at least one Senator who is not optimistic 
at all that that system will work. 

1Vf...r. TRoTI'. Well, I guess I'm an optimist by nature, and I had 
better be, if I'm going to be the chairman of the Coordinating 
Group. So far, although there are days when I walk out of my 
house and look at my license plate and it says, ItI would rather be 
fishing," and I say that is try, I always get in the car and come to 
work, because the I3trength of this coordinating group is: number 
one, its potential, which I believe is being realized and has been re
alized in this last year, and as General Olmstead said, it is getting 
better. 

The learning curve is on the rise, but it's not also in the poten
tial and the organization itself, but it is in the commitment of indi
viduals, not only to fighting drug trafficking but to the Policy 
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Board and the Coordinating Group. I think for the fIrst time in the 
last six months, we have developed a commitment to the process 
that wasn't there before, the professionalism of the people that are 
involved, the attitude. 

Senator NUNN. Why didn't we have that before, because the 
American people have a right to ask? 1 know President Reagan and 
Mrs. Reagan have been very much involved in trying to do some
thing about drugs. The Congress of the United States, we make our 
errors, but we have been involved for a long time. We have been 
talking for years and years and years and years about this. We 
passed the recent legislation with one individual up there, a unity 
of command. The President vetoed that. 

Why is it that we are just now getting around to coordinating? 
By everyone's admission, it hasn't been happening befOl'e. How can 
we go this long without this happening? 

Mr. TROTT. 1 think old ways die hard. Each agency was used to 
working on its own and dealing with its own budget committees, 
with its own programs and priorities. I think this was just a new 
idea that took some- time to settle in. 

Number one, this idea had to appeal to the agencies, and 1 have 
been told on a number of occasions that other agencies at flrst ap
proached it with suspicion, believing that it may be just some op
portunity for the Justice Department to try to run around and 
grab everybody else's baton. 

That never was the intention of the Policy Board or the Coordi
nating Group, and I think we have taken strong steps started by 
Lowell Jensen, my predecessor, to malt.e sure that the promise is 
met by the reality. 

1 think the first step was in the southwest border, when we made 
it clear that this is a process that people could trust. In the south
west border, we have a serious problem. The Coordinating Group 
created a southwest border subcommittee and the chairperson of 
that was Frank Keating from Treasury. 

I think that was one of the fIrst concrete measures that said to 
everybody, "There is no proprietary interest in this, let's take an 
interest only in the accomplishments." 

An Operation Alliance had been put together with Frank Keat
ing at the chair. The other subcommittees, we have a Bahamas 
Subcommittee. That is Ann Wrobleski from State. We have FAA 
and the Technology Subcommittee; we have Jack Lawn in an Intel
ligence Subcommittee, and we try to go where the problem is and 
assign those responsibilities. 

So I think now people are satisfIed, but I would have to really 
ask them, that this is not something that is going to get into their 
own hair in a negative way. This truly is an agency or an operation 
that is going to provide coordination and hopefully that the whole 
will be equal, or if not greater, than the sum of its parts. 

Senatc~ NUNN. Well, what we have got now, and again, Congress 
plays a role here, because with the combination of Congressional, 
perhaps, micromanagement and the perception of noncoordination, 
we have got two E-2C's that Customs Service now has and two E-
2C's that the Coast Guard now has. 
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I can't fmd anybody that thinks that makes sense. We have that 
one; I know that was Congress, but we also had the agency up here 
fighting. I don't know where the Coordinating Board was then. 

Mr. TRoTI'. Asking them not to come up here and fight. That's 
what I mean by old ways die hard. They saw their own assets on 
the line, and some of them believed that they better get up, the 
way they have been doing for hundreds of years, and speak their 
piece. 

Senator NUNN. Who made the decision about the 3GO-degree 
radar plane? 

Mr. TRoTI'. P-3's? 
Senator NUNN. Doesn't the Customs have one and Coast Guard 

have one? 
Mr. TRoTI'. No. If I may back up for one second, you indicated 

earlier that the consensus model splits the baby. I believe that is 
the same thing that happened on the E-2C's. We had written let
ters up here, and I can produce them for the record, on the E-2C's 
and how this ought to be done. To our dismay, the Congress decid
ed to split the two E-2C's down the middle. 

Senator NUNN. I agree with that. 
Mr. TRoTI'. We tried to tackle the problem in the National Drug 

Policy Board and effectively figure out some way to override what 
we considered to be that questionable basis of the judgment in Con
gress. We ran smack into the law, and everybody said and every
body agreed, and I remember full well your admonitions to me 
sometime ago in the Presser hearings what we ought to do when 
we are confronted with a law, and we decided that the law is the 
law; the E-2C's get split whether it is a good idea or not. 

Senator NUNN. I agree you have to follow the law; there is no 
doubt about that. 

Mr. 'l"ROTI'. That has been our biggest problem. The P-3 alloca
tion was the Treasury Department, and the Treasury Department 
said it was the law. Even though the C31 controls, we didn't go to 
the C3I system because the law said so. That's been the biggest 
hang-up at the Policy Board level. 

Senator NUNN. What would you have done on the C3I system if 
the law hadn't designated that? 

Mr. TRoTI'. What I would have done is exactly what we are doing 
now: creating a committee of people who will be responsible for 
that program and turned to the experts and asked them, IIWhat is 
the best way to do that?" and I include the military in that, be
cause we have considerable experience with C3s. We were told 
that's the way this was going to work, and that's the way we have 
done it. 

Senator NUNN. This proposal we heard Mr. Revell make this 
morning about, I suppose, the Washington all source coordinating 
role for intelligence here, who is going to run that? Is that an FBI 
or DEA operation? 

Mr. TROTI'. If there is a lead agency, I'm just not familiar with 
exactly what that-may I have one second? 

[Discussion held off the record.] 
Mr. TROTI'. Mr. Blau reminds me that as Mr. Revell said, DEA, 

by law, is the lead agency when it comes to drug intelligence, so 
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they would continue to be the lead agency. This, of course would be 
a special opportunity for us to feed in military intelligence. 

Senator NUNN. We wouldn't have two of those, then? 
Mr. TRoIT. No. 
Senator NUNN. We are talking about the same thing. 
Mr. TRoTr. Yes, we are talking about the same thing. Wherever 

you call it, whatever you call it, the general concept is still there. 
Senator NUNN. What about the lead agencies? Is that statute 

being looked a'l; carefully, and is the study being prepared? Are you 
prepared to :1:I.ame lead agencies as called for? 

Mr. TROIT. In areas of interdiction? 
Senator NU1\Tl~i. Yes. 
Mr. TRoTL'. Wr;\· are studying that right now, yes. As you can tell, 

we are not at all hesitant to get in there with both feet when it's 
necessary. 

Senator NUNN. W'hen is that review? When is that decision due, 
the middle of May? 

Mr. TRoIT. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Will you be ready by then? 
Mr. TRoIT. I hope so. 
Senator NUNN. Have you started talking about it at the Policy 

Board? 
Mr. TROT!'. Mostly the Coordinating Group. We have had a 

number of meetings in the Coordinating Group. 
Senator NUNN. Is the Policy Board going to make the decision? 

The President will make the decision, but will you make the rec
ommendation to the President, the Policy Board? 

Mr. TRO'IT. I believe that's the way it will work. We will persent 
options at the Policy Board, and they will decide how to take it 
from there. 

Senator NUNN. "We" being who? 
Mr. TRoIT. The Coordinating Group and the working subcommit-

tee groups that we have established. 
Senator NUNN. So the study is underway there? 
Mr. TRoIT. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Do you want to share anything with us, how you 

prefer to approach it? 
Mr. TRoIT. I would prefer not to. 
Senator NUNN. I am not saying the results, but how you are 

going about it. 
Mr. TRoIT. Well, how are going about it is, again, simply using 

the staff as the central mechanism, the authorization for the reor
ganization plan and working with the agencies as we did in the 
past to decide where the areas of responsibility are going to be allo
cated. I won't kid you and tell you this is going to be easy. 

The good news is that we have tigers out there that want to 
attack the foe. The difficulty is getting all the tigers to work to
gether and not take pieces out of each other in the process. 

Senator NUNN. You mentioned Presser a few minutes ago, which 
doesn't get into the subject matter of this hearing, but we still 
don't have any MOU between Labor and Justice, which we were 
told we would have last fall. 

Mr. TROIT. I apologize. I thought we did. We don't? 
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Mr. RINZEL. Just on the FBI level, the FBI Inspector General's 
office between Justice. 

Mr. TRoTI'. I will try to trace that down. 
Senator NUNN. We would like to have that. 
Mr. TRoTI'. I knew I shouldn't have brought up the Presser hear

ing. [Laughter.] 
Senator NUNN. What are you going to do if this consensus 

method doesn't work, and how long are you going to try? Because 
my prediction is unless you do bring things up to the Presidential 
level frequently, the consensus level is not going to work. You said 
cabinet government. It is not the way cabinet government works. 
They don't vote. When the cabinet sits around and discusses thing, 
there is one person there that makes the decision; that is the Presi
dent. There is no vote. He listens, and then he makes a decision. 

You don't have anything like that here. What you have got is a 
bunch of people with different interests, all of them sincere and 
dedicated and doing what they think is right, advocating their own 
interest. If somebody can't make a decision, I just don't see how it 
can work. 

Mr. TRoTI'. I am very optimistic, because I think, as I said before, 
everybody who sits at both the Coordinating Board and Policy 
Group level is personally dedicated to doing something about drug 
trafficking and drug abuse. So I am hoping that that personal com
mitment as well as the professional commitment will override the 
oridinary problems that you get into with the bureaurocracy. 

Nobody want to be part of the problem. The problem is too big 
for all of us to sit around and recreate. I am hopeful we will be 
able to come to closer on some of these. I know that the Attorney 
General has had a number of personal discussions with the mem
bers of the Cabinet, and they have all expressed their commitment 
to making things happen. 

Senator NUNN. We will follow it with a great deal of interest, 
and, I must say, some skepticism about whether it is going to work. 

Mr. TROTI'. Mr. Chairman, let me indicate that you are faced 
with choices here. We can either have this model, which is one we 
have had for years, work off a consensus, try to convince people 
this is the right thing we ought to do. 

Senator NUNN. Where have we had that for years? Where has 
this consensus existed? 

Mr. TROTI'. Generally in the way the government does things. 
Senator NUNN. It defies the only principle in the military, the 

unity of command. 
Mr. TRoTI'. It does work in the military, but I am talking about 

in the Cabinet, whenever you are dealing with the Secretary of this 
and the Secretary of that. 

Senator NUNN. The President makes the decision. If you tell me 
you are going to kick these things upstairs to hinl, that is one 
thing. 

Mr. TROTI'. No, I'm not telling you that, because hopefully, that 
is something we want to avoid. We want to resolve this at the 
lowest possible level, where responsibility is for making specifics. It 
is my hope to get the FBI and DEA and Coast Guard and Customs 
to agree at the lower level and then present these as good, finished 
packages for Board confirmation. 
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I think every time you kick it up another step, you are creating 
some more problems, not that those problems can't be resolve 
there, but I think we ought to work at the lowest p08sible level. 

Senator NUNN. Tell me a model of this that has worked smoothly 
in government that we can look to. What is our model? 

Mr. TRo'IT. I think this process itself that I am describing, al
though it's had its moments, has worked fairly well, and we have 
hammered out a number of things recently in the National Drug 
Policy Board and closed on quite a few issues. I believe Operation 
Alliance two years from now, when it's fully up, when the aerostat 
balloons are up, when the long-range air surveillance mission 
report comes in, when we have in place the hundreds of new cus
toms agents, the cross-designation is fully in place, that we will 
have created a significant improvement along the southwest 
border, I believe that is a creature of the National Drug Policy 
Board. 

Senator NUNN. Were you here when the military witnesses, the 
generals, testified that if we tied these C3l centers together and 
made them really coordinated with military, we would greatly en
hance national security as well as deal with the drug problem? 

Mr. TRo'IT. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. Have you looked at that feature of it? Have you 

looked at the national security feature? 
Mr. TRo'IT. That's been discussed, but I'm not technically compe

tent to give you any personal observations on that. 
Senator NUNN. Will there be somebody in the policy delibera

tions as these things move along to bring that feature? 
Mr. TRo'IT. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. We had testimony last week from Frank Ault, 

who suggested that we get more mi}i;·;'.6e out of our tax dollars by 
giving the drug interdiction mission to the Coast Guard and thus 
benefitting both national security and law enforcement purposes. 
Do you want to comment on that? 

Mr. TRO'IT. We believe that there's plenty of room for. Coast 
Guard in this operation, and we welcome Coast Guard's participa
tion in the process. As you know, the National Narcotics Border 
Interdiction System, which is really only a few years old, started on 
March 23 of 1983; for the first time, began to bring the Coast 
Guard into this in a very formal way. 

Since that time, Coast Guard has demonstrated its willingness 
and its ability to be a full, mainframe player in interdiction. There 
will continue to be a significant role for Coast Guard in this proc
ess. 

Senator NUNN. We have already covered it, but I want to get it 
on the record. The General Accounting Office last week asked who 
was in charge of the drug efforts, and they noted that, "The Chair
man of the Drug Enforcement Policy Board is supposed to be doing 
that. That Board is supposed to be making budget studies and sup
porting those budget trade-offs. It's not being done. We are not 
doing it." 

Mr. TROTT. I missed the last part. Budget trade-offs? 
Senator NUNN [continuing]. "Supposed to be making the budget 

studies and supporting those budget trade-offs. It is not being done. 
We are not doing it." 
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Mr. TRoTI'. I disagree with that. We have had a number of brief
ings in the National Drug Policy Board presented by OMB on our 
overall budget as it relates to combatting drug trafficking and drug 
abuse, and if you want to get into the micro side of it, just yester
day, the Attorney General and I and the Director of the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons and staff met together for over an hour and a 
half. 

The objective there was to examine one problem in the system. 
We are quickly approaching gridlock when it comes to the war 
against drug trafficking. The Federal Prison System, with a rated 
capacity of less than 30,000 people, now has in excess of 40,000 
people in and rising. 

We project early in the 1990's that we will have over 72,000 
people in the Federal Prison System, which requires an additional 
24,000 beds between now and the early part of the 1990s at a cost, 
at a construction cost of $1.6 billion and an activiation cost maybe 
equal to that. 

The reason why the Attorney General is worried about this, 
number one, because it is a problem in and of itself, but in 1970, we 
had about 14 percent in Federal prisons that came from drug traf
ficking charges. Now we have 37 percent of people in the Federal 
Prison System from drug traffid~jng figures. All projections show it 
may approach 50 percent, with the objectives we have going. 

The Attorney General, with those complications, have been per
sonally involved in that micromanagement side as it relates to 
drug trafficlr..:ing, because everything we are talking abont in terms 
of investigations and apprehensions, interdictions and everything 
else can be overhauled if we get a cap placed on it. 

So the Attorney General has become directly involved on behalf 
of the Board in the budgeting process. The Coordinating Group sur
faced this issue and the jails issue, which is another serious prob
lem, months ago, and we presented this problem with OMB to the 
National Drug Enforcement Policy Board. The Policy Board adopt
ed, as policy, a long-range building program for the Federal Prison 
System so that we can get ourselves out of this. 

These are just a couple of examples of how the Policy Board is 
addressing agency and budget problems. 

Senator N UNN. Have you taken a look at the program that we 
had with 'Turkey at one time relating to, I believe it was heroin 
poppies and so forth and going in and actually assisting them in 
getting the farmers out of that business by assisting them with for
eign aid? 

Mr. TRoTI'. I have heard of that program. I have not specifically 
read any of the documents that relate to it. 

Senator NUNN. It seems to me somebody has got to assess this 
whole area of interdiction and where we are going and how much 
money is going into it compared to other opportunities in terms, 
perhaps, of working at the source of where drugs are. Once the 
drugs leave a particular country and start getting in into interna
tional channels the difficulty of interception just goes up astro
nomically. Once you get into this country, as opposed to interdict
ing at boarders, it goes up even more. 
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Maybe I am wrong, but as close as the drugs get to the street 
level, the more impossible it is to enforce; and the closer you get to 
the source, the more effective you are in terms of expenditure. 

Mr. TROTT. We have been doing exactly that, and especially in 
the context of Bolivia. As you know, we have had Operation Blast 
FUrnace down there, and the Board itself has been briefed literally 
every meeting on that program, because it not only involves get
ting rid of drugs before they even start coming out of the source 
countries, but it involves the addiction to narco dollars that exist in 
some of these places and the leaders of Bolivia have come to use, 
for example, and asked for considerable economic assistance to 
take the people down there who are growing these drugs and get
ting them to get into some other crop that will enable them to sus
tain their lives but not growing drugs. 

Senator NUNN. Are we studying that involvement right now? 
Mr. TROTT. Oh, yes. Ann Wrobleski of the State Department is 

investigating that, and we are making efforts to contact-
Senator NUNN. The Prime Minister of Ecuador told us he needed 

two or three extra helicopters. Even two or three extra helicopters 
can no longer do the job for these countries. 

MI'. TROTT. In 1980, I believe we had one eradication program 
going on around the world with primarily the State Department 
and DEA. Now, we have, I believe, 14 eradication programs, and 
that is a very vigorous program. 

Right now in Mexico, we have a special team down there evalu
ating the benefits of that program. But it is absolutely clear: Eradi
cation in source countries must continue to be one of our highest 
priorities. 

Senator NUNN. I continue on that. I want to push it vigorously. 
I want to ask a couple of questions. These are Senator Chiles'. At 

last Wednesday's hearing, we had a conversation with Coast Guard 
and Customs concerning overlapping jurisdiction and responsibil
ities in overall drug enforcement. Has the Drug Board ever ana
lyzed and categorized the ovel'laps in the jurisdiction? 

Mr. TROTT. Yes, and that is part of the discussion that I indicated 
earlier when we were going through the southeast region, who 
ought to have the primary and who ought to have the secondary 
responsibilities for t.he wission. We also talked about the southwest 
border, also, and generally about who was better able to handle 
what. 

In the C3 agreement that I referred to earlier, also, Admiral Yost 
and Commissioner von Raab and I discussed how this was going to 
work in terms of responsibilities for land, sea and air. 

Senator NUNN. Could you furnish those categories of overlaps to 
us, whatever is relevant to that for our record? 

Mr. TROTT. Sure. 
Senator NUNN. Another question on behalf of Senator Chiles. He 

is presiding at the Budget Committee. Of course, he was here a few 
minutes ago and will try to get back but may not make it. From 
minutes of the meeting of the Drug Board over the last few 
months, it appears many questions on the C31 missions and air 
interdiction missions have been deferred. 

Other than the March 16th agreement on joint command, has 
the Drug Board decided or influenced an other development of C31? 
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Mr. TRo'IT. I don't know. I'll have to check that, if you want a 
specific answer. 

Senator NUNN. Can you furnish it for the record? 
Mr. TRo'IT. Yes. 
Senator NUNN. The next question on behalf of Senator Chiles: Is 

there an Executive Order which created the new National Drug 
Policy Board? 

Mr. TRo'IT. The Executive Order right now is being fmalized. 
There is a process by which it is delivered to OMB and then circu
larized to all the agencies so everybody can take a chop at it. Mr. 
Meese indicated this morning he intends to close on this process 
with the speed of light and get the Executive Order out just as soon 
as possible. 

Senator NUNN. That is encouraging. 
Last week there was a discussion about--another question on 

behalf of Senator Chiles-there was a discussion about whether an 
E.xecutive Order could amend a statute. 

Mr. TRo'IT. I guess technically, the National Drug Enforcement 
Policy Board, as created by the Comprehensive Crime Control Acli 
of 1984, still exists. It now lives within a bigger organization, that 
is all. 

Senator NUNN. You don't believe you changed it, you amended 
it? 

Mr. TRo'IT. We folded it into a larger organization. 
Senator NUNN. In your legal view, that is consistent with the 

statute? 
Mr. TRo'IT. Yes, absolutely. It has each and every characteristic 

of the expectations of the law. 
Senator NUNN. Mr. Trott, are you aware of Captain Ault's exit 

memo dated September 30, 1986 which was given to the Customs 
Service when he was there as a consultant? 

Mr. TRo'IT. I read it for the flrst time last summer. 
Senator NUNN. Last? 
Mr. TRo'IT. Summer. 
Senator NUNN. Last summer. Have you had a chance to look at 

those allegations and the appropriateness of his recomendations? 
Mr. TRo'IT. I didn't read it quite in that light, but I read it to see 

what, if anything, we could learn from it and profit from. I know 
that the recommendations and observations have been circulated to 
the decision-makers in this process and considered by them. 

Senator NUNN. But will you continue to consider that as you 
look at these lead agencies? 

Mr. TRO'IT. Yes. You know, we are not smart enough to have all 
the answers. We don't have an NIH syndrome, which doesn't mean 
the National Institutes of Health; it means "not invented here". 
We are delighted to rer.eilre 0bsp.:rvRt.i~m'" from anybody. 

Senator NUNN. In terms of the law and the C31 centers, first of 
all, if there was no law at all, do you believe it would be wise to 
wait on the development of these centers until after the President 
designates the lead agencies on May 13th? 

Mr. TRo'IT. No, I don't believe so, because I think we can proceed 
on parallel tracks. It's all going to come together in the end. We 
are going to need C3I's, period. 

Senator NUNN. How about the national command center? 
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Mr. TROTT. I think we are stuck with that one. The law is the 
law, and we have been told, "Get that out of the supplemental; you 
are going to build one." 

Senator NUNN. So you believe that can't wait; you believe by law 
you are required to do that? 

Mr. TROTT. I believe we are. That is the analysis of the Depart
ment of Treasury. 

Senator NUNN. Is there a possibility of co-locating it as an exist
ing center, or is it required to be a separate center by law? What is 
your interpretation? 

Mr. TRaIT. We are told it's in Oklahoma City by law. 
Senator NUNN. I don't think that is in the law. r think it is in 

the report language. 
Mr. TROTT. There are some people up here on the Hill who be

lieve it's in the law. 
Senator NUNN. I tell you, the number of times I have seen the 

Executive Branch disregard report language I could not count. I 
think that I am not suggesting that, but I really believe it's a mis
take to go forward with all of this without having some idea of the 
lead agencies. I think you all need to take a look at it, and I think 
there is a difference between report language and the law. 

I am not opposed to it being Oldahoma City. I don't care where it 
is. The question is whether you need to spend that money in that 
direction or whether it ought to be in some other fruitful direction. 

Mr. TRoTI'. Two very good questiong. I agree. 
Senator NUNN. We thank you for being here. We hope you will 

continue to keep us informed. I question whether this Policy Board 
Coordinating Group is going to work by consensus. Maybe it will 
while everybody is focusing on it, but over a period of time, I think 
you need to address it. If not, I think Congress v'Iill have to address 
it by statute. 

Mr. TRoTI'. Mr. Chairman, and I don't want to overstay my wel
come here. 

Senator NUNN. No. 
Mr. TRO'l'T. I learned a long time ago in assessing something, it is 

not only important to look at the problems with it; to also under
stand its strengths and accomplishments. Sitting down last night, I 
listed way over 100 initiatives involving coordinated approaches to 
doing a better job on drug trafficking, which I am not going to read 
to you today in the interest of time. 

It starts with law enforcement coordinating committees; the Or
ganized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces started in 1982; the 
NNBIS system; Colombian Opportunities Working Group; Oper
ution Alliance; any number of extradition treaties; mutual legal as
sistance treaties; working groups with Italy and Mexico; all kinds 
of radar; intelligence and education issues, which I would be de
I1gnted to sit down sometime with either you or your staff to con
vince you that the progress we have made since 1980 has been sub
stantial and that there are tremendous strengths of this program 
that we have described to you in ad&ition to some of the obvious 
loosa ends that you have identified during these hearings, and I 
thank you for this opportunity. 

Senator NUNN. We will put that whole list into the record if you 
will submit it to us. 
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Mr. TRoTI'. We will. 
Senator NUNN. We will have other questions for the record, and 

we will continue to stay in touch with you. We will probably be 
making some further recommendations. 

Senator NUNN. Thank you. 
We will have about 50 documents that we have made part of the 

record that will be numbered and listed in accordance with the 
order they came in, and we will also leave the record open for ten 
days for additional submissions that we have submitted questions 
for. 

Mr. TROTI'. Thank you very much. 
Sentor NUNN. The Subcommittee will now adjourn. 
[The documents referred to were marked Exhibit Nos. 17-59. See 

Contents starting on p. V for title and disposition of the Exhibits.] 
[Whereupon, the Subcommittee adjourned to reconvene at the 

call of the Chair.] 



Hr. Chairman: 

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR T~E RECORD 

TESTIMONY OF PETER A. JOHNSON 
PROJECT DIRECTOR, OCEANS AND ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM 

OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

before 

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 

Drug Interdiction Technologies 

Harch 18, 1987 

Thank you for the opportunity to present some of the results of our 

recently completed study by the Office of Technology Assessment on drug 

interdiction. My name is Peter Johnson and I am the Project Director of that 

study. With me today is Larry Jenney, a senior analyst at OTA who was 

responsible for our air interdiction inveDtigationR. 

Today, I will summarize the OTA study results pertaining to the drug 

smuggling problem and Federal interdiction efforts as a whole, as well as 

specific aspects that relate to the subject of these hearings -- the development 

of Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence (C3I) Centers. 

As you know, the Office of Technology Assessme~t is a nonpartison 

analytical agency of the U.S. Congress. Our function is to assist Cong~ess 

anticipate and plan ~or the effects of technological changes. Ye undertake 

studies at the request of standing committees of Congress. 

OTA is releasing today its study titled The Border War on Drugs. The study 

was undertaken at the request of the Senate Committee on Appropriations. It 

deals with a major component of the Federal drug control strategy: interdiction 

Rnd interdiction t~chnologies. The purpose of the assessment is to assist 

Congress in making decisions about the allocation of Federal resources for 

technologies employed to control illegal drug traffic. The study addresses: 
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o Drug smuggling patterns and importation statistics in different 

smuggling modes (ports of entry, sea, air, land). 

o Technologies and strategies used by interdiction agencies. 

o Effectiveness of interdiction agencies in intercepting drug shipments. 

o ?rospects for improvements in interdiction through the Use of new 

technologies and new approaches to designing and deploying technological 

systems. 

This study was approved by our Technology Assessment Board and initiated In 

September 1985. The analytical work was completed at the end of 1986. We were 

assisted in the conduct of the study by a distinguished advisory panel who are 

listed in the front of our report and who include former Federal agency 

officials, local law enforcement officials, experts from academia, and industry. 

In addition, OTA formed with an interagency advisory group, conducted workshops 

on several technological subjects and consulted with a number of organizations 

involved in drug interdiction or in the development of technologies that may be 

applied to drug interdiction. 

As you know, Federal expenditures to combat drug smuggling and drug abuse 

have increesed substantially in recent years. Expenditures on drug interdiction 

more than doubled from FY 1981 to FY 1986, from $394 to $822 million. The Anti

Drug Abuse Ac'/: of 1986 (P.L. 99-570) authorizes a large increase to these 

expenditures. The Administration estima(:es interdiction expenditures to cocal 

$1,369 million in FY 1987 and $982 million in FY 1988. 

Despite these Federal expenditures, the quantity of drugs smuggled into the 

United States has increased. Only a small percentage of drugs is being seized, 

Imports of cocaine, the illegal drug perhaps posing the most serious national 

problem, have doubled since 1981. The increase in drug trafficking raises 

questions about the effectiveness of current drug control strategies and 

technologies, 
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OTA's study focused on the three major illegal drugs: heroin, cocaine, and 

marijuana, which account for almost all drug smuggling into the United States. 

These drugs are transported from foreign countries by a variety of methods which 

can be categorized as either entry through official ports or surreptitious entry 

by means that avoid pfficial ports. Drug trafficking through official ports of 

entry includes modes such as co'mmercial aircraft or ships; cars, trucks, or 

pedestrians at land border crossings; international air passengers, and letters 

and parcels through the postal system. Surreptitious entry includes drug 

trafficking by private ships and boats, private aircraft, private vehicles, and 

pedest'rians crossing land borders. 

I would like now to call your attention to the first chart, which 

illustrates agency drug interdiction responsibilities by mode of entry as well 

as some estimates of total traffic for these modes. 

The agencies with primary responsibility for drug interdiction are the 

Customs Service and the Coast Guard. The Customs Service is charged with 

combating smuggling by private aircraft, by private vessels in near-shore waters 

(in ~eneral, out to twelve nautical miles from the U.S. coast), and by all modes 

at ports of entry. The Coast Guard shsres responsibility with Customs for 

interdiction of seaborne drug traffic near shore and conducts patrols along the 

entire U.S. coastline and in the open ocean, concentrating in the Gulf of Mexico 

and the Caribbean Sea. Along the Hexican border between ports of entry, the 

Border Patrol of the Immigration and Naturalization Service exercises 

enforcement effort as an adjunct to its primary mission of preventing illegal 

immigration. 

Other Federal agencies involved in or assisting interdiction programs 

inclUde the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation, Federal Aviation Administration, and the Department of Defense. 
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In~eragency groups concerned with interdiction include the National Narcotics 

Border Interdiction System (NNBIS) and the National Drug Enforcement Policy 

Board. 

While illicit drugs are smuggled across practically all of the borders of 

the United States, southeastern and southwestern States experience by far the 

greatest number of smuggling attempts. Prior to the early 1970's, the Mexicsn 

border was the ares of greatest concern. Since then, the majority of smuggling 

attempts have taken place in south Florida snd the Gulf Cosst States. Just 

recently the border with Mexico has seen another upsurge in drug trafficking, 

perhaps in resronse to increased law enforcement efforts in south Florida. 

As a way of describing the interdiction process and its components, we have 

prepared the second chart, which is titled "Interdiction runctions". It shows 

the broad categories of activities as intelligence, command and control, 

surveillance, pursuit snd capture. Intelligence plays an important role 

throughout the interdiction process. Intelligence simplifies the separation of 

smugglers from legitimate traffic and may provide advanced information on 

departures, routes, destinations and where drugs are hidden. Intelligence also 

provides information on the impacts of interdiction activities on smugglers. 

Command and control provides the mechanism to manage and integrate all 

available information about a potential target and to select, distribute or 

display the most significant data for operational decisions. Data links, 

computer systems snd 6ecur~ communications are important components and are key 

to effective command and control systems. Central command structures for 

operations involving more than one agency or branches of an agency are also 

essential to make command and control technologies work effectively. 

This second chart may also be useful to illustrate other points later but I 

would nOW like to summarize for you the key findings of our study. These 

findings are the result of extensive investigations and analyses by OTA over 
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more than a year's time by our staff, by a number of consuitants, and with 

assistance and advise from all of the involved agencies and our advisory panel. 

The report we have published discusses the broad outlines of our analysis and 

da~. Because of the sensitive nature of this subject, details of smuggling 

activities and Federal programs have been omitted from the public report; they 

are, of course, available to the Committee. 

Key OIA Study Findings and Options 

Following are key findings of the OTA study: 

1. There is no clear correlation batween the level of expenditures or 

effort devoted to interdiction and the long-term availability of illegally 

imported drugs in the domestic market. Given the profitability of drug 

smuggling. a worldwide glut of drugs and the view that the United States is the 

favored market for drugs, interdiction alone vill probably nevn~ result in more 

than a short-tarm or relatively small reduction in drug availability. 

Interdiction efforts have resulted in sei?ure of many tons of illegal drugs 

each year. Increasingly successful interdiction of drugs entering Florida 

appears to have forced smugglers to spend more money for better boats and 

aircraft, to travel longer distances (e.g., up the Atlantic coast), and 

generally to take greater risks. In addition, the capture of individual 

smugglers sometimes enables agencies to penetrate and neutralize smuggling 

organizations. 

Despite these successes, there is little indication, on a national basis, 

of any shortage of contraband drugs for sale on the street. Only a smell 

fraction of drugs entering the United States is seized by drug enforcement 

agencies. The main effect of successful interdiction measures has been to drive 

smuggling attempts to other regions of the country or to alternate modes of 

entry. Apart from the difficulties of intercepting smugglers and discovering 

hidden drugs, interdiction agencies face another basic problem: the quantity of 
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drugs groNn or produced each yeer so exceeds demand that interdiction agency 

seizures rarely have ~ore than a short-term and localized effect on drug 

availabil:!. ~. 

rheoretically, ~e street price of illegal drugs might provide indirect 

evidence about the effectiveness of interdiction efforts. If seizures increase 

and supply is thereby diminished, street prices could be expected to rise. 

Experience, however, is somotimes just the contrary. For example, during 1981-

86 at the time of intensive Federal interdiction of cocaine trafficking - and a 

more than tenfold increase in quantities seized - the street price of cocaine 

actually declined by half. 

Aside from preventing drugs from entaring the market, interdiction should 

also discourage would-be traffickers. In general, interdiction should reduce 

the smugglers' options for choosing the time, method, and place for bringing 

illegal drugs into the United States. Interdiction should also increase the 

risks for smugglers but, the success of interdiction as a whole, and the extent 

to which technical improvements can improve interdiction, are very difficult to 

evaluate. ~e simply do not have the data to support conclusions about how 

successful we are now, what impact our efforts have, or what the situation might 

be otherwil3e. 

2. Data on drug smuggling, the trafficking system, and interdiction 

activities are inadequate for effective planning and management. Such data are 

noeded to make informed selection of best strategies, to allocate enforcement 

resourcQs, and to guide the design and management of interdiction programs. 

Measures or effectivenass for interdiction are difficult to define precisely. 

The numbers and quantities of drug seizures are difficult to interpret without 

good knowledge sbout s~ggling attempts. Often, intelligence reports provide 

the best information on the effect of interdiction efforts on smuggling 

activity. 
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Assessing the effectiveness of Federal interdiction efforts is severely 

hampered by the lack of reliable statistics on the amounts of drugs smuggled to 

the United States and the modes by which they are transported. J\lthough 

estimates of smuggling traffic for the various illegal drugs by mode of entry 

have been made periodically by interdiction agencies, these estimates are based 

on indirect measurements, such as seizure patterns, and thoy should not be 

considered accurate. 

Estimates of the number of smuggling attempts made by each mode are even 

more uncertain than estimates of the volume of drugs smuggled. There are no 

reliable statistics on the number of aircraft, vessels, vehicles, or persons 

engaged in smuggling, nor on the percentage th~t are intercepted by interdiction 

agencies. However, during its study, OTA made some rough estimates, for two of 

the modes, which are given below. 

General aviotion. OTA estimates that there are 1,300 to 3,500 private 

aircraft drug smuggling flights per year or about 3.5 to 10 per day. 

Historically, most smugggling flights have carried marijuana. Rowever, the 

proportion of cocaine smuggling flights is steadily increasing. About half of 

general aviation seizures in 1986 have involved cocaine. 

Private vessels. OTA's estimates of private ships and boats engaged in 

smuggling are based on the number of these vessels seized by interdiction 

agencies, estimated interdiction rates for drug volumes, and certain other 

assumptions. A possible 3,000 to 4.500 marine smuggling vessel trips are made 

per year, or about 9-12 per day. The great majority carry marijuana. 

OTA was not 3ble to make any estimates for commercial aviation, commercial 

vessels, or for smugggling attempts through and between ports of entry because 

not even minimal data were available for these modes. 
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3. Responsibilities among the Fedoral drug interdiction agencies are 

fr2gmented and overlapping. The lack of a suitable institutional framework is a 

major impediment to the adoption and effective use o£ technologies, particularly 

command and control systems, that could offer significant b3nefits. Vith the 

exception of special intensive operations, problems with interagency 

coordination and cooperation occur and no central au~hority addresses important 

strategic questions on priorities and resource allocation. 

At the operational level there is a diversity of mechanisms used to 

facilitate cooperation and coordination among drug enforcement agencies. 

Successful cooperation and coordination genarally rests on specific arrangements 

made by the officials in charge of regional enforcement units. Impediments to 

cooperation and coordination at the regional level are several. Each agency has 

its own structure, goals, operating style and communications system. For 

example, the Coast Guard and the Marine Branch of the Customs Service use 

different communications frequencies; operational units cannot communicate 

diroctly with each other. Even in the case of the Blue Lightning Operations 

Center in Miami. conceptually a joint Customs-Coast Guard-Marine command and 

control center, there is not yet a capacity to communicate directly with Coest 

Guard vessels. 

Bec,~use both Coast Guard and Customs share responsibility for marine 

interdiction within the 12 mile zone. very close cooperation is necessary to 

conduct the most efficient operations. With the future introduction of new 

long-range surveillance systems that are capable of locating both air and sea 

potential targets, opportunities exist to centralize the operational command 

that these systems make possible, and the need for much improved coordination 

and cooperation will become even greater. 
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4. The value of, intelligence is very high foX' all aspects of dreg 

inteX'diction. In paX'ticulaX', good tactical intelligence can mean a large 

increase in apility to identify smuggling attempt8. In certain aX'eas, 

intelligence gatheX'ing is l~ited by inadequate resources and an ineffective 

network ~o gather needed information lind deliver it to the users in a timely 

fashion. ConCerns about revealing sourCeS and methods during court proceedings 

inhibit dissemination and utili~ation of Classified intelligence. 

S. No single technology has been identified that would solve the Nation's 

overall dreg inteX'diction problem. But there are many opportunities for 

individual technologies to make incremental contributions to specific Federal 

inteX'diction efforts. These opportunities range from development of new 

technologies to procurement of increased numbers of existing technologies. 

Howev6X', most technological improvements, by themselves, may have only a 

temporary benefit because tha dreg traffickers vill take X'apid and successful 

actions co neutX'alize tho effectiveness of new inteX'diccion techniques. 

Federal interdiction agencies face tremendous obstacles. Smugglers have 

shown great ingenuity in circumventing interdiction measuX'es and use almost 

every conceivable means of transport and concealment. 

A few statistics indicate the magnitude of the problems facing intoX'diction 

agencies. The poX'ders of the United States aX'e extensive: the land border with 

MexicO is over 2,000 miles, the coastline of the contiguous United Ststes 

(excluding Alaska and Hawaii) is almost 5,000 miles, and the shoreline 

(including bays. sounds, etc.) of the contiguous United States is over 50,000 

miles. There are 290 official U.S. poX'tS of entry. Although most smuggling 

activities are concentrated in the SOllth and Southwest, no region is immune from 

smuggling. 

Ceneral problems encountered across all modes of entry include: 
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Difficulty in d~tecting targets. Smuggling vessels, aircreft. and other 

conveyences ere often hard to detect. For example. they may be in transit (and 

therefore at risk of detection) for only short periods. They may operate in 

border regions where surveillance sensor coverage is sparse or lacking 

altogether. Their routes may be through arens that are remote or where 

conditions are unfavorabla to interdiction agencies. 

Inadequate technical and manpow~r resources. The surveillance devices 

available to agencies cannot deeect all smuggling attempts into the United 

States, end long stretches of the border have essentially no surveillance •• For 

example, even in south Florida, where Aerostae radars provide coverage o! low 

altitude aircraft flights along much of the coastline, the coverage is far from 

continuous and smugglers with good information can easily choose the right time 

and place to avoid detection. Even when smuggling attempts are detected and 

positively identified by sensors or intelligence information, agencies do not 

always have sufficient pursuit vehicles or trained manpower to operate them. 

So~ting. One of the most difficult tasks in interdiction is sorting 

smugglers from legitimate traffic. Depending on the time and location, many more 

conveyances may be detected than can be investigated. For example. on weekends 

thOUsands of boat types u..ed by smugglers are present in South Flori~ and in 

such smuggling staging areas as the Bahamas. Unless smugglers behave 

buspiciously or intelligence is available, it can be extremely difficult to 

isolate suspects. 

Difficulty in finding concealed drugs. Smugglers often conceal drugs to 

reduce the chance of detection if their conveyance or person is inspected. 

Concealment is almost always encountered at ports of entry, and the use of 

concealed compartments is increasing in private vessels. Few technical aids are 

available, and finding concealed drugs is often a challenging and time-consuming 

task. 

10 
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Single technologic~ way be very effective in'stopping smuggier's from using 

one mode of transport for a particular drug, but smugglers will likeiy respond 

by shifting to anothe~ transport mode. For example, a nuclear magnecic 

resonance (NMR) device developed by Customs can detect certai,n drugs within 

small packages directly. It may be used to search all letter mail for smuggling 

cocaine and heroin. But there remain many ways to smuggle these drugs that are 

not easily detected with current or emerging technologies. As another e~ample, 

installing an "acoustic fence" at marine choke points could help prevent the Use 

of such routes by marijuana smugglers, but without other measures to place 

pressure on other routes or modes of transport, the availability of imported 

marijuana is not likely to change over the long term. Some individual 

technologies may be u.~eful in sorting potential smuggling targets, but may have 

a high false alarm rate. Use of additional sensors in a multiple screening 

system could potentially help reduce the false alarms to a manageable level. 

6. There is a serious lack of support for research, development, test and 

evaluation of new or transferred technologies within all of the drug 

interdiction agencies. opportunities exist wiehin other Federal agoncies 

(especially the DOE and DOD laboratories) to provide some of the needed 

cspabilities. 

None of the drug interdiction agencies has significant financial, 

organi~ational or personnel resources devoted specifically to developing drug 

interdiction technologies. Without a comprehensive development, test, and 

evaluation progrAm for major technologies, future performance will be 

queseionable and resource& may be wasted. 

Many recently acquired technologies devoted to border interdiction by the 

drug law enforcemont agencies are not yet integrated into an effective 

comprehenSive system designed to counter the formidable threat posed by 

internatitnel narcotics traffickers. These new technologies require 
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considerable operat~onal evaluation, operator training, and an overall system 

design before their pot~ntial can be realized. Many new systems have not had 

sufficient jield testing to make judgements about their effectiveness. Lacking 

a uniform and comprehensive approach for the total Federal effort, each new 

sensor, platform, or other technology will have only limited future impact. 

The field operators of the agencies involved in drug interdiction at ports 

to date have had limited technologies beyond basic vehicles, a few sensors and 

simple inspection tools for carrying out the very labor-intensive tasks 

required. Success in port of entry interdiction in recent years has usually 

resulted from hard work rather than technological advances. 

The OTA assessment of interdiction technologies also suggests a range of 

options that could be employed by the Federal agencies in an effort to improve 

the effectivenoss of future operations, increase success within their 

operational strategies and make more efficient use of resources. These options 

are not mutually exclusive but could be adopted individually or together. They 

are listed below. 

o The principal interdiction agencies, under the direction of the Drug 

Enforcement Policy Board, the National Narcotics Border Interdiction 

System, or another central authority, could prepare a coordinated long

range plan for deployment of interdiction resources and technologies in 

applying pressure on major smuggling modes at ports of entry as well as 

air, marine, and land borders. This would entail matching resources to 

the present threat and developing a system to assure consistent 

monitoring of trafficking is fed into the planning process. The plan 

could include networks for intelligence and survei1la~e data as well as 

designated commands for specific arenas. OTA has noted throughout its 

study deficiencies in information and command networks and has stressed 

centralized planning. 

12 
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o The interdiction agencies could establish a system and standards common 

to all agencies which would be used to evaluate deterrent capabilities 

and the effectiveness of technologies and techniques used for 

interdiction. The system would need to include specified data to be 

collected, standards for measuring detection rates and apprehension 

rates, consistent costing methods, and procedures for using the most 

appropriate data to evaluate systems or operations. 

o For the port of entry interdiction problem, the Customs Service or 

another agency could establish a substantial R&D program to develop more 

effective detection technologies. OTA has found that there is some 

promise of technological advancement in this area but R&D efforts are 

too small to conduct needed wvrk. National laboratories may also 

already be available co provide the techni,cal base for a major R&D 

effort. OTA has made suggestions for specific program elements in ics 

report. 

o For surreptitious border entry interdiction (air, marine, and land) a 

cooperative agency group could design a border surveillance detection 

network for smuggler traffic. OTA has found that sufficient 

technologies (mostly military) are available to address this problem, 

but that an overall syscem design for deployment is lacking. 

Command, Control Comrnunictions and Intelligence (C3I) 

One aspect of Coast Guard and Customs operations examined during the course 

of the OTA study was command, control, communications, and intelligence (C3r) 

capability. Effective interdiction reqUires the ability to gather and integrate 

information from a variety of sensors, to make prompt and correct tactical 

decisions, to direct and coordina,te the deployment of resources, and to 

communicate rapidly and securely with field units. Exercise of these functions 

calls for a c3r facility that is -- in effect -- a combination of an operations 
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control center, a resource management facility, a commu ... j""t{ons complex, and an 

information clearinghouse. The crucial importance of C3I £ .. mction is 

illustrated. in the operational diagram, which shows the flow of information to 

anu from the central command and control block. 

At present, the Coast Cuard and the Air and Marine Programs of the Customs 

Service each have soparate command and control centers and communication 

networks. The Coast Guard has a comprehensive nationwide command system 

structured by district, each exercising control of all Coast Guard activities 

and funtions in their geographic area of jurisdiction. The Customs Air Program 

has four operational control centers. Three of these (Miami, Houston, and 

Albuquerque)sre located in FAA Air Route Traffic Control Centers, and the 

fourth is at the Air Force Regional Operations Control Center in Riverside, 

California. In 1986, the Customs Marine Program established in Miami a new 

command center expressly for interdiction of seaborne drug traffic. A second 

marine center has recently been completed in Houston, and a third is under 

construction in Gulfport, Mississippi. 

These three sets of C31 facilities -- Coast Guard, Customs Air, and Customs 

Marine - - operate more or less independently of each other, even though they may 

be only a few miles apart and carrying out operations in the same area. 

There is little commonality in technology among these three kinds of c3r 

facilities. Each has data processing and communication equipment that differs 

from the others' in terms of capability, sophistication, and operational 

characteri"tics. In some cases, this is of little practical consequence, but in 

some important respects the differences give rise to fundamental incompatability 

that precludes cooperation and coordination. 

One area where the lack of common eqUipment is particularly acute is voice 

radio. Both Coast Guard and Customs have on-going efforts to upgrade their 

communication capability, especially the acquisition of voice-privacy radio 
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equipment that cannot be monitored by drug smugglers. A more serious 

deficiency, however, that has not been addressed is standardization of radio 

equipment between the two agencies and establishment of common operating 

frequencies. As it stands now, field units of one agency cannot communicate 

with units of the other except by circuitous and cumbersome arrangements. In 

some instances, they cannot communicate at all. For instance, the Customs' Blue 

Lightning Operations Center in Miami cannot communicate directly with Coast 

Guard vessels that may be in the same waters as Customs vessels. One of the 

lessons learned in the Hat Trick I and II operations was that lack of 

communication among participating agencies and sometimes even between air and 

marine units of the same agency was a major impediment to coordinated action. 

The current procedures for sharing intelligence are sometimes cumbersome 

and not always effective. The Coast Guard, Customs Service, and DEA each have 

separate intelligence activities. They do not always coordinate intelligence 

collection or distribute vital tactical intelligence in a timely way. In some 

cases, the three agencies do not have secure communication links with each other 

and so cannot relay time-sensitive information even if they are disposed to. 

Perhaps the most serious problem is not technological, but organizational. 

Coast Cuard, Customs, and DEA have not established procedural agreements and 

protocols that ~>uld allow tactical cooperation on a specific and ad hoc basis. 

Operational units of one agency usually cannot be tasked by another to provide 

support or to coordinate activities. Where working agreements may exist, they 

typically require advance notification in terms of days, or perhaps weeks, and 

do not extend to coordination and support of operations in progress. 

These deficiencies, which are essentially shortcomings of the C3I function, 

may become more crippling as new forms of technology are introduced by the Coast 

Guard and Customs in coming years. New long-range sensor systems, for example, 

offer opportunities to expand greatly the scope of operations. To take full 
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advantage of these sensors, however, the span of control must also be increased 

and communication networks must be extended and made more rapid and flexible. 

Interoperability becomes all the more important in a C3I facility that may cover 

an area of thousands of square miles and include a variety of air, marine, and 

land units. 

Many aspects of C3I design and operation need attention but, from OTA 

investigations, the following stand out as critical: 

o The quality of surveillance and intelligence data coming into the 

network. 

o The completeness and security of the communications network. 

o The protocol for tasking various assets in the field especially with 

diffe.ent agencies and branches involved in single operations. 

The design and implementation of C3I technology in these three critical 

areas will determine what can and cannot be expected from the interdiction 

system. If su~eillance or intelligence or communication or tasking-protocol is 

limited, the C31 will be limited, and the most sophisticated data processors and 

displays wil.l not be able to compensate. 

It would be prudent to conside~ the following when developing the next 

generation system: 

Handling and Integrating Sensor Data. A C31 center should be designed to 

handle data from specific sensors such as ground radar, airborne radar, aerostat 

railer, etc. New sensors that may be deployed in the future would add to the 

information base. For example, if the Air Force Over-The-Horizon (OTH) radar 

could provide adequate coverage of the Caribbean in 3-5 years, the C3I system 

should be capable of being absorbing and integrating OTH inputs. Also, if the 

Coast Guard's mobile aerostats can fill gaps in air or marine su~eillance, 

these data should be brought into appropriate C3! centers. 
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Modal Coverage. It may not be practical to integrate all air, sea. and 

land border surveillance in one C3I network but there are a number of situations 

where integration is very desirable. For example, in South Florida smugglers 

often use aircraft and boats together in their transport system. In addition, 

it is often more effective to track or apprehend small, fast boats with 

helicopters than with high speed chase boats. Central command of air and sea 

assets would be essential under these conditions. 

Geographic Coverage. Wide geographic coverage of surveillance systems 

leads to wide-reaching C3I networks. In some cases, however, the complexity of 

traffic, sensors characteristics, and techniques of interception may make small 

area coverage more desireab1~. If appropriate, local control of marine 

interd1ctiorl operations in Caribbean choke points or land ,operations along 

certain Mexican border regions should be possible. 

~lgence Capability. C31 centers need access to a variety of 

intelligence data. Since s~me data may be from classified sources, it is 

important to consider security. The ability to task intelligence agencies for 

specific tactical or operational purposes is another capability that would be 

vital to incorporate. The c3r concept can also provide a unique capability to 

monitor smuggling threats and to improve the capability of making predictive 

threat estimates, providing the available data are collected and analyzed with 

this objective. 

Multi-Agency Tasking. Multi-agency operations are difficult to manage 

Within a C31 cent~r unless prior agreements establish a system for coordination, 

cooperation, and support. Since tracking and interception of smugglers requires 

so many costly assets, efficiency can only be obtained if agencies and their 

specialized branches can work together. The Federal Government may not require 

reorganization to do this but more extensive field operating agreements are 

needed. 

17 
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Flexibility. As interdiction reaches a level of success against one mode 

of transport. smugglers will undoubtedly switch operations to other modes or 

areas of lower risk. It is, therefore, important to build in flexibility to any 

C3I center. 

In sum, there are numerous opportunities for technological improvements in 

the border war on drugs that could lead to more effective use of Federal 

resources. Interdiction alone will not solve the nation's overall drug problem 

but it can deter and increase risk for some smugglers, force them to switch 

modes and tactics and contribute to investigations of trafficking organizations. 

The importance of C31 in any interdiction operation is well established. The 

drug interdiction assets of both the Customs Service and the Coast Guard would 

be enhanced by the introduction of more effective and comprehennive C31 netw'orks 

but it is vital that the network designs be based upon clear strategies. 

coordinated operational concepts and a comprehensive plan. 

18 
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Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations 
Committee on Covernmental Affairs 
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Doar Ms. Hill: 

SENATE PEnI!.ANENT 
SUSCOMM. Or! INVEstiGATIONS 

RECD APR 201gB'! 

MINORITY OFFICE 

Attached are OTA 1 S replies to the questions contained ::tn your letter of 
/larch 30, 1987. 

The responses are provided in two versions: ono intended foX' insertion in 
the published report of the Subcommittee's hearing at which OTA testified, thfl 
other nn annotated vOJ;'sion providing re:foronces to tho classified technical 
nnno" to the OTA report on drug interdiction technologies, A coPY of the 
classified technical annex. has already been furnished to the Subcommittee. Ye 
,ask that tho technical annex and the references to it: in the annotated version 
of our replies not be made part of the public record of the hearing~ 

\le l1ppr:cclatc this opportunity to be of assistance to the Subcommittee and 
"ill ba happy to supply any additional information that you IIlay require. 

Enclosures: 
A .. Respons8s to Subcommittl!e 
S. .. Annot:.ations 
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Additional Questions/OTA 

Q. Do you have any statistics on the effectiveness of the Customs Service 
inspection .of commercial cargo? How tlany pie cos arB examined and hoW' 
extensive are their searches? 

A. Thero al:e feW' data available to assess tho effectiveness of CUstoms 
inspection of commercial cargo. To obtain a general indicator of CUstoms 
effectivenoss in intordicting heroin passing through port. of entry, we 
compared Customs ~stimates for heroin traffic in 198~ with seizures from 
nir, SOAr land. and mail conveyanco.:;.. Only for seizures from BOA 

convaynncea vero we able to distinguish the volume fOW'ld in cargo from that 
brought in by passenger. and other methods. In this limited cas., the 
heroin .eizure rate was about 3 percent (32 kg seized from the 974 kg 
estimated to have been imported in sea cargo in 1985). Similar analysis lias 
not: pOSSible for other drugs because of the lack of threat and seizure 
information for cargo shipment alone. 

According to information provld&d by Customs. most cargo entering the United 
States is not physicnlly examined; clearance involVe. only document reviews <

Between 20 and 25 porcent of the cargo entering the U. S. is identified as 
h~gh risk, for drugs as "011 as for other typ,," of contraband or for revonue 
purposes. High-risk cargo is subjected either to an intensive enforcement 
exulnation or to a brief complianco examination. The intensive oxamination 
involves either the partial or total unloading and examination of the 
shipment. About 3 'Percent of cargo entering. the country is so examined. The 
remaining high-risk cargo receive. a brief compliance examination, which 
involvo9 inspecting ono or more items in the shipment .. 

Adequate records on cargo examlnatlon!J are maintained only far cargo 
containers. Customs inspects container!; that arrivo in the United Seates 
with merchandise and thos. that arrive empty. In 1984, about 10 percent; of 
the 380.000 empty cargo containers that entered the country and 2 percent of 
the 2,900,000 container. with cargo "ero examinod. The following table 
shows 11 regional breakdown of the numbers of full and empty containers that 
were received and examined in 1984. 

NIllIBF;RS OF CONTAL'IERS RECEIVED AND INSFECTED 
BY CUSTOMS REGIONS - FY 1984 

EYll Q2n!a!i.D!.u':3 E!l!I!t2 Qom;;a1nexs: 

J.\.!l.z.1sJn l!.!!!'.l.1w: In3ne~~ed ~ l!.!!!'.l.1w: ID~nGQte!J b.Xs.!ml; 

Northeast 289,861. 4,470 1.5 17,166 1,032 6.0 

Ne" York 632,134 4,541 0.1 40,993 1,382 3.4 

Southeast 401,985 19,176 4.8 168,140 28,258 16.8 

Ilarth Contra1 620,141 12,966 2.1 413 413 100 

Southwest 105,595 1,851 1.8 36,859 1,510 4.1 

South Central 99,405 3,588 3.6 22,684 3,852 17.0 

l'aeific ~ .JW!.Ql. 1...1 ~ -2.J2Ql ...2...l 

TOTAL 2,899,749 54,593 1.9 378,618 38,454 10.2 
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Additional Questions/OTA 2. 

Q. ~at vas the basis of your finding that there are 3.5 to 10 smuggling planes 
entering the U.S. per day? ~at is the significance of these numbers in 
light of our nation's drug policies? 

A. OTA examined six estimates of the air smuggling threat made by various 
Federal agencies in the period 1980-1986. T\,ese studios vere: 

1. Vail. Y.A •• at aI, Thteat Assessment: Metbodolo~ and Analysis, 
Stanford Research Institute for U.S. Customs Service (Contract N00014-
78-C-0826), Mar. 19BO. 

2. NAtional Air Thxeat, 1983. U.S. Customs Service, Offica of 
Enforcement, Office of Intelligence Support, Intelligence Division. 

3. Wor1dwide Nntcotics Throat Assessment, U,S. Drug Enforcement 
Administration, Office of Intelligence, Jun. 1984 (Confidential). 

4. Joint Surveillance Committee, National Narcotics Border Interdiction 
System, Draft Report, 1984. 

5. Narcotics Intelligence Estimate. 1984, National Narcotics Intelligence 
Consumers Committee. 

6. 1986 Drug Smuggling Thront, U.S. Customs Service, Office of 
Intelligence. 

tho first tva contained direct estimates of tho number of flights bringing 
drugs into the Unitod States. The others provided estimat~s only of the 
cotal quantities of marijuana and cocaine smuggled by aircraft for given 
years. tho number of flights could be inferred, however, from statistics 
provided by the El Paso Intelligence Center on the average veight of air 
shipments seized for eaeh data year, i.e., (estimated quantity smuggled by 
air - average seizure weight) + aircraft seized - total smuggling flights. 
the estimates thus obtained from the six studies variedvidely, ranging from 
a lov of 1.150 to a high of 7,600. 

OTA also made an independent analYSis, using 1985 data on drug smuggling 
from the National Narcotics Intolligence Consumers Committee, estimates from 
the Customs Service Intelligence Division, and EPIC reports of air threat 
indicators (drug-related aircraft thefts, crashes, lookouts, and seizures). 
From this analYSiS, va concluded that the best approximation of the current 
air smuggling throat vas 1,300 to 3,500 flights per year nationwide (or 
abOUt 3 1/2 to 10 flights per day). 

It is evident that the magnitude of smuggling by private aircraft is highly 
conjecturel. Not only do estimates made at different times by different 
agencios vary videly, the analysis upon vhich they are based is largely 
inferential. It is extremely difficult to place an exact fi~re on en 
activity chat is clandestine and vhere there is no objective and reliable 
method to verify the oxtent of tha traffic, 
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Additional Questions/OTA 3. 

Still, the evidence -- albeit tenuous -- suggests that the transport of 
drugs (principally cocaine) by private aircraft is a major mode of 
smuggling. Even if the estimates are only approximately correct, the policy 
implications are clear. If the overall effort to interdict drug smuggling 
is to be improved, surveillance of the airspace along the border and on the 
approaches to the United Stntes needs to be strengthened and extended. 
Aside from the direct benefit of enhancing the ability of law enforcement 
agencies to detect and approhend these flights, improved surveillance would 
also provide a more accurate picture of the magnitude and distribution of 
the air smuggling threat and permit interdiction agencies to devise mure 
effective strategies and countermeasures. 

Q. You also made an estimate of 9-12 smuggling ships entering per day. Is that 
nationwide? IIhat is the basis for that finding? 

A. Neither the Coast Guard nor the Customs Set\'ice has published estimates of 
the number of smuggling attempts by ships and small boats. OTA's es~~ate 
of maritime smuggling, derived from estimates of total private vessel 
traffic and seizure data for 1984 and 1985, is that there are approximately 
3,150 to 4,450 sorties into all parts of the U.S. coast by drug-smuggling 
private vessels each year (or 9-12 per day), with 3,900 as n most likely 
averege. These appear to consist of rough~y 400 cocaine sorties and 3,500 
marijuana sorties. This estimate includes all vessels involved. For 
example, n marijuana operation involving one mothership and five contact 
boats to bring the cargo to shore would count as six sorties. 

Q. Are these number increasing or decreasing? 

A. Data from the National Narcotics Intelligence Consumers Committee and DEA 
indicate that the total traffic in marijuana by all modes of smuggling 
remained roughly constant for 1981-1985. During the same period, cocaine 
traffic more than doubled. Customs Service threat estimates show similar 
trends. 

The distribution of traffic by smuggling mode can be roughly estimated from 
sei7.ure data and other indicators. Assuming that the nuu~er and quantity of 
seizures from each smuggling mode are generally representative of the 
traffic as a whole, the percentage of marijuana transported by priVate 
vessels has varied lit'tlo in recent years -- running about 87 percent of all 
traffic in this drug from 1981 to 1985. OVer the same period, mnrijuann 
shipments by private aircraft declined from 8 percent to 4 percent of the 
totnl traffic, with a corresponding increase in shipments by land across the 
Mexican border. The share of cocnine seizure from private aircraft fell 
from 75 percent in 1981 to 56 percent in 1985, while the share seized from 
private vessels rose sharply from nlmost none in 1981-1982 to 28 percent in 
1985. There were also some very larga recent seizures of cocaine in 
commercial cargo at ports. This apparent shift in the mode of cocaine 
smuggling might be partly explained by increased use of airdrops into 
offshore waters or by smugglers employing two-stage de~ivery tactics 
involving flignts to airfields in the Bahamas with final delivery to the 
United States by small, high-speed boat". Although there is considerable 
debate about the magnitude of the shift in cocaine trafficking from private 
aircraft to other modes, most agree that air smuggling is decreasing. 
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Additional Questions/OTA 4. 

Q. How would you assesS the ourrent system of surveillanoe and detection of 
aircraft? 

A. At present, surveillance Of the airspace on the border Bnd seaward 
approaches to the United States is provided by three essentially separate 
systems. The most extensive is the nationwide FAA air traffic control radar 
network made up of air route surveillance radars and terminal area radars. 
This coverage relies heevily on cooperation by airspace users and generally 
does not extend below 10,000 feet except in the vicinity of airports. There 
are many gaps in the coverage of border and coastal areas at the altitudes 
~hero most drug-smuggling flights operate (under 1,000 feet, and often under 
500 feet). Tho basic value of the FAA system is that it provides a general 
map of the airspace and the aircraft operating under FAA control. 

The DOD air def~nse radar system is made Up of ground-based radars (s~me 
operated jointly with FAA, others solely for military purposes), airborne 
early werning and control (AEW&C) aircraft, and aerostat radara. The 
ground-based radars provide mostly high-eltitude coverage and have limited 
utility for spotting aircraft typically used by smugglers. The AEW&C 
aircraft (Navy E-2C and Air Force £-3A) used for patrolling offshore have 
proved effeotive in deteoting smuggling flights, and both services provide 
support to Customs as an adjunct to routine operational and training flights 
and on missions flo~ specifioally at Customs request. The Air Force 
operates two aerostats (at Cudjoe Key and Cape Canaveral) that routinely 
provide low-altitude surveillance of coastal areas. 

The third surveillance system, and the only one for which drug interdiction 
is a primary mission, is made up of ground-based and airborne radars 
operated by Customs. The Cariba1l aerostat in the Bahamas covers a 65,000 
mi2 aroa east and south of Miami. Customs also operates two ground-based 
radars (one on Andros Island in tho Bahamas, the other in Puerto Rico). 
Customs P-3As and Coast Guard and Customs E-2Cs perform surveillance over 
the Gulf of Mexico and along the southwestern land border. Customs 
interceptors nnd trackers equipped With search radar are sometimes used for 
rar.dom patrol in the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico. 

In the .aggregate, the radar cO'ferage provided by these separate systems is 
spotty. There are extensive gaps, especially at low altitudes. The FAA and 
DOD ground-based radaro are continuously manned; 000 AEW&C support and the 
Customs radars operate intermittently. Thus, radar coverage is 
discontinuous in both space and timo. Yith tho exception of those unaer the 
direct operation control of Customs, drug interdiction is not the primary 
mission of any of these systems; and in some cases, searching for drug
smuggling aircraft may interfero with tho primary mission. 

74-017 0 - 87 - 6 
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Additional Questions/OrA 5. 

Q. In your study did you evaluate the overall effectiveness of the Customs air 
interdiction operations? 

A. Using data supplied hy the Customs Service Air Program, OTA examined the 
record of air operadons for IT 1.984 and IT 1985. Customs air units made a 
total of 36 succossful intercepts and seizures of private aircraft carrying 
drugs in IT 1984 and 63 in IT 1985. Comparing these results vith the 
ostimated number of drug-smuggling flights into the United States in those 
years (derived as explained above), it appears that the interdiction rate in 
IT 1984 was 1.0 to 2.8 percent. For IT 1985, the interdiction rate 
improved, reaching 1.11 to 4.8 percent. ("Interdiction ratcft is the number 
of intercepts expressed as a percentage of tho total estimated smuggling 
flights.) 

These figures are nationwide averages, and there is considerable variation 
in the interdiction rate among air units. In south Florida, tor oxample, 
the interdiction rata was 3.2 to 8.6 percent in FY 1985. In the same year 
on the Uest Coast, the rate was 0.3 to 0.7 pe~cent, and on the East Coast 
£ro~ Virginia northward, the rate was O. Generally, thore is a positive 
correlation between the tate of interdiction achieved and the number and 
qual~ty of equipmene resources available to the individual air units. 

Q. Do you have any data for 1986 for Customs? 

A. Data were also obtained from Customs on the results of air operations for 
the first 11 months of IT 1986. Analysis indicates that the interdiction 
rate was essentially the same as in IT 1985, vith respect to both the 
nationwide nverage and individual nir units. 
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Additional Questions/OTA 6. 

Q. How would a C31 system affect these figures? 

A. The Command, Control, Communicetion and Intelligence (C31) facili~J' is the 
nerve center of air interdiction, The C31 serves to gather and integrate 
information from a variety of. sensors, to make tactical decisions, to direot 
and coordinate the deployment of interdiction forces, and to communicate 
with field units and centralized data bases. The C31 is thus a combination 
of an operational control center, a resource management facility, a 
communications complex, and an information clearinghouse. 

To the extent that the present Customs C31 facilities do not perform these 
functions adequately, the overall SUccess of air interdiction suffers to 
some degree, The principal deficiencies of the equipment and facilities now 
in USe at the four Customs air operation control centers are 1) lack of 
integration of sensor data from different sources (FAA, DOD, and Customs) in 
a single comprehensive picture of the airspace, 2) inefficient or 
operationally cumbersome acca~s to intelligence and aviation data bases 
maintained by other agencies, and 3) lack of computer aids for target 
classification and sorting. Another major problem is inadequacy of the 
communication network and equipment. Customs air units cannot now in all 
cases communicate by radio with Customs marine units, the Coast Cuard, DOD 
bases or units, or police and tactical units on the ground. Secure voice 
links (either direct or relay) are also severely lacking. 

Remedying these shortcomings and improving the overall ability to direct and 
control ta.ctical operations are major goals of the C31 procurement program 
now under way at Customs~ 
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Additional Questions/OTA 7. 

Q. Your second finding concerned the lack of effective deta on drug smuggling. 
Whet's the significance of your second finding? 

A. There are several deficiencies in the data on drug smuggling issued by 
Federal law enforcamont and intelligence agencies. OTA found little 
agreement among tho various official estimates of the amount of drugs 
entering the country, on the modes of entl:'J, and even on quantities seized. 

The National Narcotics Intelligence Consumers Committee (NNiCC) issues prior 
year estimates of total quantities imported, derived from production 
estimates, seizuros, and drug consumption indicators. The Customs Service 
prepares annual projeceions of el,s drug smuggling throat for the coming 
year. NNICC and CUstoms estiustes rsrely agree, and no attempt is made by 
either agency to reconcile the differences or to equate their methOdology. 
Yithin Qach agency, there ere unexplained fluctuations and inconsistencies 
in estimates from yeer to year. 

The situaeion with respect to mode of cPtry and regional distributiop of the 
SmUggling threae is siui1ar. There are variations and inconsistencies 
between end within agencies that cannot be resolved and that cloud ths 
cro9ibillty of all published deca. • 

The dota on seizures are perhaps the worst. Each agency collects and 
reports seizures in its own way. Yhere several egencies are involved in a 
sing10 operation, each may report the seizure as its own, but the ~ounts 
and even the place or date of seizure may differ. The DEA El Paso 
Intelligence Center (EPIC) is res;>onslble for co11aclon of seizure data from 
all sources; but because of agency rivalries, EPIC reports do not identify 
agency subtotals. 

The most common problems encountered by OTA in analyzing and interpreting 
drug smuggling data were double counting, 9iffering standards of estimating 
quantity or price, ambiguities about the mode of transport, and 
incons!stencles of reporting among sources within individual ag6n.:ies. Ite 
could find no ,way to resolve these contradictions and ambiguities 
satisfactorily an4 thus could meke no more,than broad-ransa estimates or 
rough approximations of drug traffic and agency effectiveness. 

The drug enforcement agencies do not appear to use systematic and consistenc 
data collection and sampling te~hniques. Nor do they make full use pf the 
data that they do collect as a basis for program evaluation and stracegic 
planning. 

The sIgnIficance of this finding is ,simply that, given the chaotic state of 
reeordkeeping and analysis among the drug lew ~nforcement and intelligence 
agencies, the estimates of traffic and ueens of conveyance are little more 
than conjecture. Further, because there is so little firm knowledge about 
the threat, ~he agencies have nO reliable vay to judge the effectiveness ot 
their efforts, to evaluate technologies and tactics, or to formulste revised 
strategi .. ". 
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Additional Questions/OTA s. 

Q. yo,ad you please submit for the record the detailed catalogue of 
technologies available for the drug interdiction mission that you ~iscussed 
in your hearing testimony. 

A. This information has been supplied to the Subcommittee. Because it includes 
decails about equipment characteristics and performance that arc classified 
for reasons of national ~ecurity. we request that it not be made pare of the 
public record. 

Q. Referring to the first chart you brought here today. you list the drug 
interdiction agencies as well as the estimated traffic they have to deal 
with. Looking at the distribution of responsibility. can you tell us what 
Customs' jtlrisdiction includes? 

A. Tho Customs Service is charged with combatting smuggling by private 
aircraft. by private vessels in near-shore waters, and by all modes at air. 
sea. and land ports of entry'. Customs also has statutory responsibility ior 
preventing smuggling across land borders between ports of entry. but the 
primary patrol and enforcement effort is carried out by oificers of the 
Border Patrol of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. who perform 
drug law enforcement duties as an adjunct to their primary mission of 
preventing illegal immigration. 

Under Operation Alliance. arrangements have been made between INS and 
Customs. B~d between INS and DEA, to give some Border Patrol officers the 
authority ~" s .. "rch "pacifically for drugs and arrest violators, duties 
ordinarily reserved to Customs under Title 19 and DEA under Title 21 of the 
U.S. C<Jd~, It: is o~ understanding that most Border Patrol officers are 
boing croso-designated by Customs and that all Border Patrol officers haye 
bean given DEA cross-dosignation. A team of DEA and Border Patrol officers 
has been established to conduct brief, intensive operations in regions with 
high levels of smuggling activity. 
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Additional Questions/OTA 9. 

Q. Based upon your study a~d in light of the capability of drug smugglers to 
continually changa their mode of operation, are we now seeing, and will we 
continue to see, a greater use of legitimate carriers for smuggling? 

A. There are indications that cocaine smuggling is a growing problem at ports 
of entry. The numbor and quantity of cocaine seizures at ports of entry 
increased between 1981 and 1985. The proportion of cocaine soized at ports 
rolativo to other smuggling modes '<ariod widely during this time period. 
Recent recordbreaking cocaine seizuros and the discovery of major smuggling 
operations at ports might .;ppear to indicate incl:ease in the use of 
commercial carriers. However, this trend is not certain and the 
interdiction agencies should probably continue to monitor the indicators 
carefully. 

The number and quantity of heroin seizures at ports of entry also increased 
between 1981 and 1985. Almost all of the heroin smuggled into the country 
during this time period is thought to have passed through ports of entry. 
The only change that could be anticipated for this drug is an increase in 
land crossings between ports of cntry, as the amount of heroin smuggled from 
Mexico increases. 

Data for marijuana seizures at ports of entry are uncertain and the 
quantities transported by this mode appear to be very small compared to that 
by private vessels and aircraft. 

Q. Based upon your study, is Customs prepared technologically or in manpower 
for this change in the smugglers mode? 

A. OTA found that few technological aids are in use at ports of entry, and very 
little R&D in such technologies is being carried out by the Customs Service. 
There have been few analytical studies to demonstrate a correlation between 
drug seizures and the use of various technological aids or the number of 
personnel assigned to inspection. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that 
more seizures result when inspectors work harder and technological aids are 
used by well-trained personnel. Thus, greater availability and use of 
technologies such as X-ray eqUipment, detector dogs, fiberscopes, and 
automated data bases may well result in more seizures. Inspectors would 
especially like to see greater availability of simple tools (such as 
cordless drills nnd probes) and more equipment such as car washes and 
vehicle scales to aid inspections. Thus, technologies may offer not only 
benefits of improved detection capability but also greater efficiency in 
what is now a very labor intensive process. 

Manpower levels did not chnnge significantly between 1981 and 1985, a period 
of increasing drug seizures at ports of entry. These seizurea may be 
attributed to introduction of specialized Contraband Enforcement Teams, most 
of which aro assigned exclusively to drug interdiction. The increased 
seizures may also be attributed to more widespread use of selectivity 
procedures to identify high-risk traffic for detailed inspection. However, 
Customs has not performed an unalysis to determine the specific results of 
each approach. 
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Additional Questions/OTA 

Q. Based upon your study, which agency is best suited to handle the air 
interdiction/marine interdiction efforts? 

10. 

A. OIA's analysis cannot support a judgment about which agency would be better 
suited to handle specific essignment.. The missions, resources, and 
operating methods of the Customs Service and the Coast Guard are vastly 
different, and both have unique capabilities and limitations. 

OTA did find, however, that fragmentod and overlapping responsibilities have 
seriously hampered interdiction efforts. It would therefore be appropriate 
to consider ways in which the resources of the interdiction agencies could 
be pooled to achieve grea,er effect. This might be accomplished by specific 
interagency agreements on cooperative undertakings or by designation of a 
lead agency for operations in particular areas where jurisdictional 
boundaries are not clear or where present independent actions are not 
achieving satisfactory results. 

Q. How effective are our surveillance efforts? 

A, Using data supplied by the Customs Service Air Program, OIA calculates that 
for the years FY 1985 and FY 1986, as few as 5 percent and not more than 15 
porcent of drug-smuggling flights were detected as they penetrated the 
border. These estimates are for the border as a wholo; and, like other 
measures of effectiveness of Customs air operations, they must be 
interpreted with caution. There is wide variability from sector to sector 
due to the extent and quality of radar coverage of the airspace, 
particularly at altitudes less than 1,000 feet above ground level. Also, 
Customs does not have sufficient personnel and funds to man all radar' 
installaeions and patrol aircraft on an around-the-clock basis. Therefore, 
the detection rate might be somewhat higher if the calculation were based 
only on the hours that surveillance systems are actually operating. 

In south Florida, where thera is a heavy concentration of aerostat radars 
and ~adar-equipped patrol planes operated by the Customs Service or by the 
armed forces in support of Customs, the rate of detection may run 15 percent 
and perhaps as high as 25 percent. Elsewhere, such as along the Texas, New 
Mexico, and Arizona border with Mexico, where radar coverage' is sparse, the 
detection rate is perhaps on the order of 3-5 percent and probably no higher 
than 10 percent. 

A second reason for the variability of these estimates and, hence, 
uncertainty about the rate of detection is lack of reliable information 
about the magnitudo of the air threat. Without more precise knowledge of 
the number of flights seeking to penetrate the border, it is difficult to 
judge whether radar coverage is effective except in general terms. To 
illustrate, recall'the OTA estimate that the nationwide air smuggling threat 
is 1,300 to 3,500 flights per year. If, hypothetically, 200 of these 
flights were detected, surveillance might be judged 15 percent effective if 
the lower number of flights were assumed, but only 6 percent effective if 
the higher estimate were used. 

Q. ~y only effective 20% of the time? 

A. See the preceding response. 
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Additional Questions/OTA 11. 

Q. Can you assess the two methods: patrol cra(t vs. aerostats? 

A. It is OTA's view that aarostats and patrol aircraft are not compet!ng but 
complementary methods, with each o((ering advantages to offset shortcomings 
o( the other. The ideal approach would be a combination o( fixed and mobile 
platforms. Aerostats CQuld ba used to provide the primary fixed 
a~eillance barrior in arOaS of high drug trafficking, with patrol aircraft 
to fill gaps, to scout other possible routos, and to provide mobility for 
special operations>. 

The radar surveillance platforms now used to detect drug-smuggling aircraft 
consist of £-2C aircraft equipped with AN/APS-138 radar (cwo operated by 
Customs, twa by the Coast CUard, and several others by the Navy in general 
support of drug interdiction), E-3A aircraft equipped with AN/APY-l radar 
(operated by the ~ir Force in support of Customs), four P-3A aircraft 
equipped yith AN/APG-G3 (P-IS) fire control radar acquired by Customs from 
the Navy in 1966, and aerostnt-mounted radars (one operated by Customs end 
two by the Air Force). The procurement and operating costs and selected 
performance characteristics of these platforms are summarized in the 
attached table. Rith the exception of the AN/APG-63 in the P-3A. the radars 
installed in these platforms are of approximately eqUivalent capability. 

In torms of acquisition cost and operation and maintenanca cost, aerostat 
radars are more economical than patrol ail:craft. they also have tho 
advantaga of being able to remain aloft for periods as long as 30 days, 
providing continuous coverage of the airspace. Patrol aircraft can remain 
on station no more than a fe~ hours. 

However, the radar scnn volume that can be covered by a typical aerostat is 
roughly half that of the E-2c or E·3A aircraft. Thus, two eerostats would 
be needed to provide the same instantaneous volume of coverage as one E-2C 
or E-3A. Even so, aerostats appear to be the more cost-effective way of 
maintaining a surveillance barrier. l~o aerostats, with a combined 
acquis~tion cost of $30-35 million and annual O&Mcosts of about $8 million, 
could provide the same around-the-clock surveillance as nine E-2Cs (costing 
a total of $315-360 million to acquire and $35-52 million to operate) or SiK 
E-3As (wich $720 million total acquisition cost and $87-131 million annual 
O&!-l). 

The P-3A aircraft, whilo it has very long range and endurance and favorable 
operating costs, is hampGred by the radar that is presently installed. This 
radar (AN/APG.G3) is an airborne fire control radar ortglnally designed for 
the F-1S fighter. It is ill-suited for wide-area surveillance because of 
its limited detection range and scan volume, which is restricted to a cone 
of 1200 about the nose of the aircraft (the other platforms discussed hore 
all have 3600 radar). Instaltation of the AN/APS.ll8 (E-2C) radar and 
radome in the P·3A. which has been proposed by Lockheed, is an attempt to 
overcome the limitation of the F-lS radar and to take full adVantage of the 
performance characteristics of the P-3A as a surveillanca platform. 
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Aerostnts have two operational disadvantages. They are vulnerable to high 
winds and lightning and must be brought down ~hen these adverse weather 
condition~ prevail. Patrol aircraft are much less affected by weather 
conditions, and they can avoid severe storm centers and still maIntain radar 
coverage of suspected smuggling routes. The other disadvantage of aerostats 
is that they are fixed. Their location is readily known to smugglers, who 
can fly around or over the cone of surveillance. Patrol aircraft can easily 
vary their station and search patterns to deceive smugglers. 

CQ1PARISOH OF IWlAR SURVEILLANCE PLATFORMS 

PDtI"O~ Aircraft Aerostl1ts 

e-2C E·3. P·3A tust""'" USAF 
~ ~ Q!:!m Carfboll Seek Skyhook 

Unit .... cqulstfon Cost 35·40 140 13· IS-IS 16·18 
(S IOflllon) 

0&11 Cost per Hour ~·6 10·15 6·8 0.9 0_9 
(S thousond) 

Sfngle--scDI\ Radar 
envolope (1000 ",.2) 

135 150 Z-3 65 

Speed Enrout. 320 420 320 Not Applleablo 
(kn) 

TIme en Station 3_5 
200 "" fron> bas. (hr) 

10.5 12.0 Not Applicable 

NUlber We<ded for 30-day 7-11 6 S 
Single Stat ron Coverage 

AirfrlWM cost only; add S4 Rf II ton. for F·15 radar ard IR equfpnent lind modification costs. If the P .. 3A were 
JOOdlfled by oddltlon of • rodoo>e and tho AlI/APS-13S rodar, the aeq.olsltlon cost h .. been ... I""'ted by tho 
~tllctlJrttr to be' ~ly !.55 mILLIen per atrcraft, not inclUding the ndar and .oth~r sensors. 
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Q. Will inc~eased ae~ostets alone be the answer to drug inte~diction? 

A. Increasing the number of aerostets deployed along the southern border would 
cons~derebly improve the ability to detect smuggling flights, but more would 
have to be done to improve drug interdiction overall. As noted above, the 
most effective U$e of aerostets vould be in conjunction with patrol aircraft 
equipped with long-range 3600 rader that could be used for screening gaps in 
the radar picket line, intermittent search elsewhere, and support of special 
operations designed to shut down certain avenues for short periods. 

Improved and more comprehensive surveillance capability, however important, 
will not by itself lead to moce effective air interdiction. The detection 
of suspected smuggling flights must be backed up with a larger interceptor 
force that is capable of locating and tracking aircraft to their 
destination. The Citation II, with an airborne intercept rada~ and infrared 
cracking system, has proven SUitably equipped for this mission. The Customs 
High Endurance Tracker (CUE!) aircraft now being delivered are similarly 
equipped and have the added advantages of greater range and endurance, which 
are highly desirable for tracking flights that penetrate deep inland to 
deliver their cargo. 

The technOlogical requirement is not for new aircraft or airborne sensor 
systems -- ~hDse presently available are sufficient to the need -- but for a 
greater number. To capitalize on improved surveillance capability and to 
station interceptor teams a~ appropriate intervals and in uniform strength 
along the bordor would entail a fleet at least four times greater than 
Customs will have at its disposal when the eight CHETs now on order are 
added to the present six Citation lIs. 

At some ppint, an ai~ chase becomes a land or sea operation, and enforcement 
officers must reach the landing site or drop zone to take custody of drugs 
and persons. Speed, mobility, all-terrain capability, and the capacity to 
carry an adequate arrest force are essential characteristics of the vehicle 
to be used for this purpose. Since the destination is not usually know~ in 
advance, the vehicle carrying the arrost force may have to be in the air up 
to four hours, dictating that the vehicle must have the range and endurance, 
as well as the speed, to stay with the interceptor-tracker aircraft. The 
UH-60A Black Hawk helicopters now used by Customs have proved highly 
satisfactory. To take full advantage of improved ability to detect and 
track smuggling aircraft, more he1:l.copcer for apprehension would be lleeded, 
perhaps 8 to 12 more than the 8 Customs now has. Equipping these 
holicopters with an infrared tracking system would be a valuable addition 
for night operations and for tracking down smugglers who attempt to flee the 
landing site on foot Dr by car. 
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Q. In your study you state Coast Guard has "the most comprehensive C-3 system." 
How do you support that statement? 

A. The Coast Guard has a military command structure, in which jurisdiction over 
coastal areas, inland waters, and parts of the high seas is divided among 12 
districts. Collectively, the Districts include all of the U.S. coast line 
and waters in the Atlantic, Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico, and Pacific through 
which drug traffic passes into this country. Operational command is 
distributed from District Headquarters down to individual bases, stations, 
or cutters depending on the size of the operation and the degree of control 
or coordination needed. The command center at each District Headquarters 
has communication links to counterparts in other Districts and to the 
Commandant in ~ashington. This command structure is comprehensive in the 
sense that it embraces all areas of the United States and adjacent oceans 
where operations to interdict maritime drug smuggling might occur. 

Q. Could the Coast Guard C-l system form the basis of an air C31 system? 

A. The command structure of the Coast Guard might serve as the basis of an air 
C31 system, but it would probably require substantial modification. To 
conduct air operetions on a scele that may extend over 1,000 miles or more 
offshore and penetrate deep into the interior of the country would require 
some consolidation of command. Along the southwestern land border, where 
the Coast Guard now has scant presence, new bases would have to be 
established. 

Th~ present Coast Guard command and control centers do not have facilities 
for real-time display of surveillance and tactical data, which is needed for 
proper conduct of air operations. This capability would have to be 
acquired, as would additional data and voice communication links with FAA, 

. NORAD, Navy air operations c~ntcrs, and local law enforcement agencies 
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Q. 

A. 

What did OTA conclude concerning future c3r systems? 

OTA's prepared statement ~resents our basic findings ~oncerning the present 
Customs and Coast Guard C I facilities and the reqUirements for future C3I 
system". 

To summarize, the essential features of the next generation of command, 
control, communication, and intelligence facilities for drug interdiction 
are: 

o Integration of Sensor Data. A C31 center should be designed to handle 
data from a variecy of sensors such as ground radar. airborne radar, 
aerostat radar, etc. As new sensors are deployed in the future, the 
C3I system should be capable of being ebsorbing and integrating these 
inputs into the data base. 

o Modal Coverage. It may not be practical to integrate all air, sea, and 
land border surveillance in one c3r network, but there are a number of 
situations where integration is very desirable--for example, in south 
Florida smugglers often use aircraft and boats together in their 
transport system. In addition, it is often more effective to track or 
apprehend small, fast boats with helicopters than with high-speed chase 
boats. Central command of air and sea assets would be essBntial under 
these conditions. 

o Geographic Coverage. Wide geographic coverage of surveillance systems 
leads to wide-reaching C3I networks. In some cases, however, the 
complexicy of traffic, sensor characteristics, and techniques of 
interception may make small area coverage more desirable. If 
appropriate, local control of marine interdiction operations in 
Caribbean choke points or land operations along certain Mexican border 
regions shOUld be possible. 

o ~elligence Capability. C31 centers need access to a variecy of 
intelligence data. Since some data may be from classified sources, it 
is important to consider security. The ability to task intelligence 
agencie~ for specific tactical or operational purposes is another 
capability that would be vital to incorporate. 

o Hult1-Ag90cy Tasking. Multi-agency operations are difficult to manage 
vithin a e31 center unless prior agreements have been made for 
coordination, cooperation, and support. Since tracking and 
interception of smugglers requires so many costly assets, efficiency 
can only be obtained if agencies and their specialized branches can 
work together. 

o Flexibility. As interdiction reaches a level of success against one 
mode of transport, smugglers will undoubtedly switch operations to 
other modes or areas of lower risk. It is, therefore, important to 
build in flexibility to any C31 center. 
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Q. What do you mean by flexibility? 

A. Flexibility, as an attribute of C3I design, refers to the ability to 
redeploy resources, alter operational routines, and adopt new tactics in 
response to changes in routes, modes of conveyance, or evasive measures 
employed by smugglers. In part, this is a matter of the skill and 
resourcefulness of tho personnel operating the C3I. But, it is also a 
feature of equipment and software design. The C3I design must be able to 
accommodate new sensor inputs as now surveillance systems become available 
and to display data in a vaTiety of formats and scales. Computer algorithms 
to aid in sorting and classifying tergets must be readily reprogrammable to 
keep abreast of new smuggling techniques and tactics. It must be possible 
to reconfigure communication links quickly to accommodate new deployments of 
forces and to reppond to changing operational conditions. 

Q. Could you describa in more deteil the significance of a "protocol for 
tasking?" 

A. Tasking is a military term that refers to actions by those exercising 
command and control in deploying and using their resources or in obtaining 
support from organizations and tactical units over which they do not heve 
command authority. For units under the command of a C3I, tasking is 
accomplished by formal mission assignments and by standing and special 
operational ordors.- For units over which the C3I does not have command but 
where there is a prior arrangement for requesting and receiving support, an 
operational protocol is used. The tasking protocol specifies the type of 
support, the conditions under which it can be rendered, and the procedures 
for coordinating the response of the support agency. 

In the case of drug interdiction, it is important that tasking protocols 
covar three basic kinds of support: 1) standing agreements for the use of 
equipment or assignment of personnel, 2) spacial limited-term responses or 
joint undertakings, and 3) ad hoc requests for assistance in particular 
operations or emergencies. It is also essential that tasking protocols 
specify how command and control are to be exercised in each situation and to 
what degree, if any, the support agency surrender.s authority over 
operational units to the recipiont. 

Yhat makes tasking protocols particularly important in cooperative 
undertakings like drug interdiction is that they provide the mechanism for 
coordinating action in circumstances thet cut across established formal 
divisions of responsibility or authority. 
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Q. How could Over-the-Horizon (OTH) radar affect drug interdiction? 

A. Even wi~ the additional aerostate and aircraft authorized by the Anti-Drug 
Act of 1986, interdiction will be hampered by reSourcu limitations. Many 
possible routes of penetration still cannot be covered; and for those that 
are, the resources are teo few to permit around-the-clc4k presence. To 
strengthen the barrier against smugglers, more areas need to be covered as 
continuously as possible. At the same tima, the location of the 
surveillance barrier needs to be extended farther from the U.S. border to 
give interceptor units early warning and longer response time. To implement 
this strategy with present technology, picket lines (long-range patrol craft 
or aerostnt radars with wide-aree surveillance capability) would have to be 
established well offshore to screen the southern approaches to the United 
States. 

This barrier strategy would be a heavy consumer of technological and 
manpower reSQurces since it requires that a large number of surveillance 
installations and platforms be ltept in placs and operated continuously. It 
also depends heaVily on the ability of these picket units to achieve n high 
probability of d~tecting end id~ntifying suspicious penet~ations since the 
barrier would be relatively shallow. False alarms and maintaining coverage 
Qf gaps are significant operational problems that would be costly t~ 
~esolve. 

An alternative to the picket-line strategy is the concept currently employed 
by the armed forces as a strategy of national defense. Instead of setting 
up a single defensive barrier, the military approach is long-range outer
zone surveillance to provide alert of suspected intruders and to guide for 
search aircraft that are vectored into position to obtain more complete and 
accurate target information before committing to a response. The basic 
strategy is to establish concentric zones, each acting as screen for 
SuccosQively detecting, sorting, tracking, and eventually intercepting 
ide".tified threats. 

This strategy has three principal advantages •. First, it is not dependent on 
high probability of detection and positional accuracy at the far limits of 
survoillance. It requi~es only that the probability of detection increase 
as intruders near U.S. territory. Second, it leads to efficient utilization 
of scarce or high-cost resourcen by permitting a staged response that 
progressively narrows the focus of op~rations to fewer and fewer targets 
that are determined to be highly probable threats. Third, it allows 
responso to be plannod and timed in a way that is of groatest advantage to 
defensive forces. 

Tho advent of over-the-horizon radar (the Air Force OTH-R and the Navy ROTH· 
R systems) provides an opportunity for more extensive application of an 1n
depth defense strategy in drug interdiction. Over-the-horizon radar is the 
key technological element since it is a long-tango, wide-area, and centtally 
located surveillance system that can monitor a very large search volume on a 
continu.:n.ts. -real .. tlme basis. 
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The greatest economy of over-the-horizon radar would be elimination of the 
noed for long and operationally expensive barrier patrols, where aircraft or 
ships spend hours on station searching for possible intruders. By providing 
detection and sorting at long range, surveillance by OIR radar would 
economize on patrol craft by using them only for short sorties to carry out 
cued search and tracking to a point where interceptors could be called in 
for further pursuit. 

A second economy could be realized through reduction of the required 
i'<Lterceptor force. For example, because of the rather short lead time 
provided by current su~,eillance systems n~d the range arod endurance limits 
of the aircraft used for intercept, tracking, and apprehension, air basos 
must be siutated at inte~als of about 250 mi to assure that an interce;"or 
will be in position to pick up a smuggling flight as it crosses the border 
and that t"aeker and apprehension aircraft will be available as needed. 

The interdiction force needed to meet the same conditions under an in-depth 
~efense stretegy could be smaller. Since advance warning from OIR radar 
would be longer, the interval between interceptor bases could be greater. 
~ith warning time on the order of two hours or longer and with more precise 
information about target course and speed, interceptors could be shifted 
along the border to take up a blocking position -- landing to refuel, if 
necessary, before carrying out the actual intercept. T~acker and 
apprehension units could be similarly staged and maneuvered. This could 
reduce the number of required bases to about half (assuming an operating 
radius of 500 mi), with some further economy in the size of the aircraft 
complement at each base because of greater centralization. 

The OIR radars now under development for the Air Force and the Navy are not 
specifically intended to track targets with the characteristics of drug
smuggling aircraft, but these aircraft are detectable by OIR radar. The 
OIR radar could be adapted for tracking smugglers by adding a processor with 
software tailored to tho drug interdiction mission. 

The OIR radar concept outlined hore would have to be studied more closely 
and subjected to operational evaluation before adoption. Fortunately, both 
the Navy and Air Force OIR programs'are still in a developmental stage where 
this examination could be carried out at relatively little cost to drug 
interdiction agencies and without affecting the scheduled military , 
deployment of those systems. The suggestion advanced here is that drug 
interdiction agencies take advantage of this opportunity to explore a 
technOlogy that might prove to be of graat long-term value in strengthening 
the border defense against drug smuggling. 
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Q. Is anyon/l now studying orn for drug purposes? 

A. To our 'knowledge, neither the Customs SOrYice nor the Coast Guard is 
actively studying the"potential application of orn radar to drug 
interdiction •. 

19. 

Q. Yhnt doe~ your study toll us sbout the future of interdiction offorts? 

A. Interdiction, though an importAnt olement in the Government strategy to 
combat drug use, will not by itself shut off the flow of illegal drugs into 
this country. Still, it is national policy to maintain pressura on drug 
traffickers by aggressive and persistent interdiction so as to disrupt 
smuggling networks, to deter would-be smugglers, to force some out of 
business, and to 6emonstrate a national resolve to defend ourselves against 
this tr"f£ic. 

OTA idonoified no single technology that could solve the overall 
interdiction problem. There are many technologies that could improve some 
aspect of Federal Government efforts. If all could be brought to bear, 
intardiction would be significantly more effective than it is now. 
Experience has shown that, when faced with more effectivo interdiction, 
smut..glers quickly adapt by changing routes or modes of cntry, by altedng 
thair tactics, or by tnking countermeasures. To keep pace, drug 
interdiction agencies must be equally energetic and inventive. Gains Can be 
made, but it i$ not recsonable to expect that a clear and quick victory can 
be had or that the border war on drugs can be ~on by interdiction alone. 

Q. What are the policy choices because of this? 

A. The technology of interdiction is very coatly and likely to become even Illore 
so as it increases in sophistication to OVercome the advantages that 
smugglers now have. Capital investments in new technology may h~ve short
lived benefits since they can be quickly outmoded by new tactics, new means 
of conveyance, and new methods of concealment. In developing and deploying 
noW ;l.nterdtction systems, Federal drug law enforcement agencies must 
therefore be careful in choosing not just those that offer immediate payoff 
but those that. are also fleXible and consistent "ith long-term needs. It is 
also important not to develop and acquire this new technolOgy piecemeal in 
an effort to find quick solutions to pressing immediate problems. Thought 
should be given to how the parts will blend into the overall system and 
contribute in an evolutionarJ way to a successful strlltegy of interdiction. 

For this technological appro~ch, it is essential that there be a 
comprehensive policy to guide research, development, and acquisit:ion. TIlis 
policy must: not only establish goals and assign responsibilities, it must 
also lay down guidelInes on how goals are to be achieved and how progress is 
to be evaluated. An important corollary of this unified policy is 
establishing a scheme of data collecti~n and analysis that will permit 
rational assessment of cos~s in rela~ion to benefits and effectiveness, 
Yithout the ability to weigh prospective gains and actual accomplishments 
against expendi~uras, it viII not be possible to make jUdicious choices 
among competing technologies and to chart a proper direction for future 
system development. 
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Q. Referring to your chart, where have most of our interdiction assets been 
spent; e.g., ports of entry vs. private vessel and craft? 

A. In the period FY 1981 to FY 1986, between 55 and 65 percont of Federal 
outlays for drug interdiction have been to combat drug smuggling by private 
vessels. Most of these exponditures have been for Coast Guard operations. 
In FY 1986, for example, A total of $661 million Yas spent for drug 
interdiction. Of this, $350 million was allocated to the Coast Guard and 
$33 million to the Customs Service for marine operations. (These figures do 
not include funds for capital expenditures by the Coast: Guard for cutters, 
aircraft, etc., which amounted to an additional $44 million.) 

The second largest category of expenditure in FY 1981 thro~gh FY 1986 Was 
for interdiction at ports of entry. In FY 1981, this amounted to about one
third of Federal outlays; in FY 1985 and FY 1986 about one-quarter. 

In comparison, the funds sllotted to interdicting air smuggling have been 
small. In the past three years, expenditures by the Customs air program 
have run bel~een $61 million and $65 million per year, or slightly over 10 
percent of l:he total interdiction budget. 

The histo~ of outlays by agency and program (including direct expenditures 
for interdIction and for support by other agencies) is summarized in the 
attached table. 

Note that: the figures supplied hero, which come from Treasury, Customs, and 
DEA sources, aro at varianco Y1th a recent report by the DruB' Enfocement 
Policy Board, NAtional flnd Intarnntionnl Drug lAW Enfo;cement Strategy, 
January 1987. A part of the difference is that OTA's figures are budget 
outlays Yhile those of DEPB are budget authority. Also, the DEPB figures 
are agency totals that do not distinguish authorization for separate 
programs (air, marine, ports of entry, and support) within the Customs 
budget. OTA sought to reconcile thesa differences but could not because 
DEPB was unable to supply information on actual outlays and a breakdown by 
program for Customs. We believe the ~nformation in the accompanying table 
constitutos a reasonably accurate picture of the distribution of 
expenditures by agency and by mode of smuggling. 
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Budget OUtlays for Drug Enforcement Program. 
(MUlions of Dollars) 

El:UHll X!H![ 
lJW. 1m l2J!l 1m l.2.!!2 ill§. 

l. Intordiction Agency 

\J • S. Cona t Cunrd 175 195 280 305 £25 350 
Customs-MArine 13 13 12 26 47 33 
CUStoms-Air 27 18 26 65 67 69 
CUStoms-Portz: of Entty 109 116 97 119 153 157 
Customs .. Support ...ll ..ll ...ll ..ll ..!Ii .2. 

total interdiction 337 357 446 554 637 661 

n. Support by other 
agencies 

DOD 5 10 15 40 40 
DE. ... 33 34 41 48 49 57 
Other -2. ....1 ....1 -l -l ....!±. 

Total support 35 42 54 66 92 10:1-

Total interdiction 372 39~ 500 620 729 762 
nnd support 

NOTE: The figures do not include FY 1986 Appropriations of ~35M for tho Air Fo>..:. 
C-130 Gunship. Coast Guard figures do not include major acquisitions (cutters, 
nircra£t, etc.). Interdic.tion support ftguras are very rough estimates. DOD 
figures do not include operating costs for training missions. DEA figures 
nssume that 15\ of :lEA laW' enforcoment expenditures are intordiction support. 

SOURC~S: 1984 National Stratogy for "roventlon of Drug AbU!"e and Drug Trafficking; 
Stat"ment by Richard G. Darman, Deput.:y Secretaty of the TrellSuty, before the 
House Committoe on Coverru.~ent OpQ.rlttions I Subcommittee on Government 
InformatiGt1. ,"ustiee and Agriculture, February 6, 1986; Statement by John c. 
l.a.wn. Administrator, Drug Enforcement Administration, House Appropriations 
Committee. S1.'.bcommittee on Commerco. Justice., State, and Judiciary, 1986, 
Customs Service, "Drug Abuse Summary. JI ~:ay 14, 1986. 
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Q. Do you have any data that the smuggler has changed his method at ports of 
entry? 

A. O~ did not find clear evidence that smugglers have changed their methods at 
ports of entry. The quantities of drugs seized at ports from different 
~eans of conveyance varied during the period 1981-85, but this is not a 
reliable indicacor. I~ might mean that smuggling methods have changed, but 
the differences could also be due to more effective inspection techniques 
used by Customs, to distortions produced by a few major seizures, or to 
simple chance. 

If, how3ver, one assumes that seizures are an indicator of smuggling 
methods, the statistics would suggest that cocaine smuggling through ports 
of entry increased from 1981 to 1985 while marijuana and harDin remained 
fairly constant. 

Q. Yere you able to obtain any data on the effectiveness of Condo radars and 
Blue Lightning Operation Center (BLOC)? 

A. OTA could obtain only sketchy data on the effectiveness of Furuno FCR 1411 
condo radars and the Blue Lightning Operatjon Center. T~ our knowledge, 
Customs has not conducted systematic evaluation of the condo radars, 
alt~ough wo understand that some tests of a 25 kW Furuna X-band and a 65kY 
Raytheon S-band radar are planned at the Houston marine operation center 
1atar this year. The BLOC in Hiami began operation in 1986, and no analysis 
of its effectiveness has yet been' made. 

The only cono radar test that we know of is reported in a review of the 
Customs Service marine program prepared by Syscems Research Corporation for 
tho Department of the Treasury in early 1986, before BLOC became 
operational. The test was conducted using a Customs 35-foot Cigarette boat 
as a target. On an approach course to the radar, the boat was not detected 
until it was about 1.5 miles offshore. After detection, the boat reversed 
course and was £oll~wed on the radar scope to a distance of about 6 miles 
offshoro. Under good viewing conditions, visual observation would produce 
equal or better results. 

OTA also obtained sp£cificntions from the condo radar manufacturer and made 
an independent calculation of maximum detection ranges for targets of 
various sizo. For a target with the radar cross section of a typical "go
fast" boat, the theoretical maximum range is only slightly greater than the 
6 miles obtained in the test ~ited above. From this, we conclude that there 
arfl probably significant gaps in the condo radar coverage along the Forida 
coastline. 
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Q. Do you know of any seizures directly related to the condo radars at the 
BLOC? 

A. The data on marine seizures supplied to OTA by Customs were not sufficiently 
detailed to permit identification of the specific units involved. From 
anecdotAl evidence, we understand that seizures have been made from vessels 
in the near-shore waters off south Florida since the time that BLOC became 
operationAl, but we do not know what role the eencer played in these events. 
Yo also understand that the Customs Service has recently prepared a report 
of operational results at BLOC, but we have not yet had a chance to review 
this documunt. 

Q. Do you know of any tests conducted on the radar before they were installed? 

A. OTA does not know of any systematic testing of the Furuno condo radar or 
other marine surveillance radar that took place before purchase or 
installation as part of the Miami BLOC complex. The only test we know of is 
tho Cigarette boat test described in the Systems Research Corp. report 
mentioned above. 

Q. Is this program being expanded? 

A. Customs has recently completed construction and begun operation of a second 
marine operation control center in Houston. A third center is being 
designed in Gulfport, Mississippi and is expected to be in ope;ation by the 
Swnmer of 1987. 
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Q. Do you know of any example of system evalua~ion and planning before the 
purchase of a system? 

A. Many items of equipment, often quito expensive, havo been acquired and put 
in use by drug interdiction agencies without systematic te~t and evaluation. 
In some cas en , the decision to buy has been made by comparison of vendor
supplied data against performance requirements or technical specifications 
prepared by the agencies. In other cases, the selection has been based on 
laboratory or field demonstrations conducted for the procuring agency by 
prospective suppliers. At times, the choice has been dictated simply by 
consideration of what was available on the open market or from military 
inventories that promised to fill an operational need. Rigorous and 
systematic test and evaluation prior to purchase and further field 
evaluation prior to ordering in quantity appear to have been the exception 
rather than the rule. 

OTA was able to discover some examples where more careful procurement 
practices were followed by interdiction agencies. 

o Before selecting a contractor to supply ship-tethered aerostat radar 
balloons, the Coast Guard conducted a competitive evaluation ("fly
off") between the two prospective vendors. The Coast Guard pla~. 
further operational tests of the system selected before proceeding with 
the purchase of additional aerostats. 

o The Coast Guard acquired one AIREYE integrated mult:isensor system for 
the HU-25A Falcon jet aircraft and subjected this equipment to 
extensive operational trials to determine its suitability for various 
Coast Guard missions. A decision on equipping at least five more HU-
25As with AIREYE was made folloying this test and evaluation. 

o The Customs Service developed detailed performance specifications for 
X-ray equipment to be used at ports of entry and evaluated candidate 
systems against these specifications before selecting a contractor. 

o The Customs Service is currently developing and testing a nuclear 
magnetic resonance device to inspect letter mail for cocaine and 
heroin. Procurement will proceed only after the design has been proved 
in typical field conditions. 

o Both Customs and Coast Guard have performed detailed tests of several 
deVices to detect hidden compartments. In some cases, devices found 
usef"l by one agency have been referred to the other for further tests. 

On the whole, however, the research, development, test, And evaluation 
process leading up to procurement is one of the weaker aspects of the effort 
to improvd drug interdiction. The agencies, severely hampered by lack of 
funds, personnel, and tes~ facilities. have often had to resort to cursory 
or abbreviated examinations of new technology. In some instances, pressure 
from "ithin or outside the agency to acquire ney technology as fast as 
possible to stem the flow of drugs has led to purchase decisions that are 
not supported by adequate test and evaluation. 
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Additional Questions/OTA 25. 

Q. Is there a problem with double or triple counting of same sei~ures? 

A. Multiple counting of seizures is a severe problem in the statistics issued 
by drug interdiction agencies. When more than one agency participates in an 
operation or whon differont branches of the Same agency are it,volved, each 
may claim credit. The problem is compounded by the different methods used 
by each pa'rticipant in reporting the event, estimating quanti,ty or value, 
and specifying the time, place, and circumstances of seizure. As a result, 
it is often difficult to detect from the record whether double counting hes 
occurred. Inconsistencies cannot be resolved by referring to EPIC, which is 
the repository of seizure data from all sources, because by policy EPIC does 
not identify the agency responsible !or individual seizures. 

Two examples will illustrate the magnitude and extent of the problem. In 
1984. the quantity of marijuana reported seized from private vessels by 
Coast Guard and CustOIllS individually amounted to almost twice the total. 
reported by EPIC. MUltiple counting within Customs is of such a degree that 
the agency does not publish statistics for individual operational components 
(inspection and control, patrol. air program. and intelligence) because the 
aggregate would amount to more than the total recorded by the agency as a 
whole. 

To eliminate multiple counting. the drug enforcement agencies adopced a new 
rccordkeeping system at the beginning of FY 1987. Seizures will be assigned 
unique identifying numbers by EPIC. Yhen two or more agencies or components 
of a single agency take part in a seizure. each will enter the same identity 
number in their reports and data systems. Yhen totals are reported for the 
quarter or the year, duplicate counting can be elimin~ted by comparing 
identification numbers. It is too early to tell whether the ne~ system will 
have the desired effect. 
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Mr. chai rman and ~!embe r s of the Subcommittee: 

We are pleased to participate in these hearings on the 

Customs Service's command, control, communication, and 

intelligence (C3I) center program. On January 5, 1987, your 

Subcommittee and the Senate Committee on the Budget requested 

that we review the C3I center program. As requested in your 

letter, we have divided our review into two phases. First, we 

have obtained information on the objectives, current status, and 

interagency coordination of the Customs' C3I center program. 

This information and a discussion of determinations Customs must 

make regarding the program will be the subject of our testimony 

today. Second, we are pres~ntly conducting an in-depth 

evaluation of the rationale for establishing C31 centers and an 

evaluation of how the C31 program fits into the federal 

government's overall drug interdiction strategy. We expect to 

complete this phase of the review and issue a report to you in 

the summer of 19B7 on our findings. 

CUSTOMS" DRUG INTERDICTION RESPONSIBILITIES 

AND ITS C31 CENTER PROGRA~\ 

The Customs Service is responsible for enforcing U.S. trade 

laws and numerous other federal laws applicable to persons and 

cargo entering the United States from foreign countries. Among 

Customs' many law enforcement responSibilities is preventing 

illegal goods of all kinds--including illegal drugs--from being 

smuggled into the United States. 

Customs' efforts to control drug smuggling can be divided 
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into three main areas, two of which are exclusively dedicated to 

drug interdiction. ~irst, Customs operates an air interdiction 

program the objective of which is to detect and apprehend illegal 

drug smuggling via private airplanes. Second, Customs operates a 

marine interdiction program aimed at detecting and apprehending 

illegal drug smuggling via marine vessels operating within the 

12- mile coastal water boundary of the united States. Third, 

Customs' attempts to detect illegal drug smuggling in the course 

of or in cQnjunction with its multi-purpose inspection of persons 

and cargo entering the United States from foreign countries at 

airports l seaports, and land border crossings. 

C3I stands for command, control, communication, and 

intelligence. In general terms, Customs C31 center program will 

enable it to integrate mUltiple sensor and other data sources 

into centralized facilities to (1) provide detection and 

identification of suspect smugglers, (2) control and coordinate 

intercept operations, (3) establish intra-systems communications, 

and (4) enhance anti-drug smuggling intelligence. Customs' plans 

involve establishing two sector centers (one for the east and one 

for the west) and a national command center which will allow it 

to manage all customs' and other enforcement assets in an 

i.ntegrated fashion. The C31 center program was initiated by 

Customs in order to provide better support for its air 

interdiction program but was redesigned to include marine 

interdiction activities in the east sector. A number of studies 

commissioned by Customs, which I will elaborate on shortly, 

2 
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discussed the centralization ~f drug interdiction command, 

control, communication, and intelligence capabilities. Congress 

has also supported the C31 center concept by providing funds for 

Customs to initiate development of C31 centers. 

The Director of Customs' Office of Enforcement Support told 

us that command, control, and communications capabilities along 

the southern border have not kept pace with recent and planned 

increases in detection capabilities. These capabilities, he 

said, do nQt adequately provide for using intelligence to enhance 

drug interdiction efforts. He added that the increased resources 

provided by the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 will further increase 

Customs' need for integrated and centralized command, control, 

communications, and intelligence capabilities. 

Studies prepared by private firms under government contracts 

recommended the establishment of C31 centers and described 

alternative approaches for establishing a C31 center program. In 

1983, a report entitled Report on the u.S. Customs Service Air 

Program Assessment, also known as the Siler study, concluded that 

the interdiction of drug trafficking must be a unified and 

coordinated national effort. It recommended that C31 centers be 

established at the Air Force's Sectoral Operation Control Centers 

(SOCC) at Tyndall Air Force Base and at March Air Force Base. 

These SOCCs are part of our nation's North American Air Defense 

Command System (NORAD) and are the focal point for netting the 

extensive radar information for defensive purposes. The report 

also urged that the help of C31 experts from the military and 

3 
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aerospace industry be sought for the design of the two state-of

the-art C3I centers. 

A January 1985 ~IITRE Corporation report outlined the 

operational concepts and performance requirements of a C3I system 

needed as part of Customs' overall air interdiction efforts. 

This report did not discuss possible locations for the centers. 

A Hay 1985 HITRE Corporation report identified design 

alternatives for C3I centers to be used in Customs' air 

interdict~on program. This HITRE study described three basic 

configurations for a C3I center program. One configuration would 

consolidate radar feeds from surveillance aircraft, Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) radar, and the North American Air 

Defense Command System at two Air Force Sectoral Operational 

Control Centers at Tyndall Air Force Base in Florida and Harch 

Air Force Base in California. The second configuration locates 

the C3I centers at FAA facilities in Jacksonville, Florida, and 

Albuquerque, New Hexico, to take advantage of FAA radars and 

flight plan information. The third configuration calls for a 

single C3I center located in San Antonio, Texas, because it is 

centrally located and a Customs' air support branch is located 

there. The study esti~ated a range of costs for the alternatives 

depending on their equipment, staffing, and overall capabilities 

of between $52.3 million and $94.1 million. 

According to an October 1985 MITRE Corporation report, the 

Commissioner of Customs made a decision, dated July 3, 1985, on 

the alternative to be pursued. The alternative selected involved 

4 
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the acquisition of two C31 centers. The location for the wet;t 

center was to be March Air Force Base near the southwest socc. 

Accordin~ to the report, the eastern site determination had 110t 

been made but the site "may be at Tyndall Air Force Base." The 

purpose of the study was to provide a detailed description of the 

selected alternative. 

On June 24, 1~86, Customs held a C31 systems worKshop which 

was attended by Customs officials from around the country. Those 

present identified a need for a national command center to fill 

~everal gaps in the planned two C31 center program. These gaps 

included (1) how the two centers could control and assign 

Customs' national assets, (2) how classified intelligence would 

be accepted, sanitized, and distributed in a timely manner, and 

(3) how national special operations would be planned, directed, 

and monitored. 

Congress has supported implementation of the C31 concept, 

appropriating $6 million for Customs to initiate development of 

the C31 program in 1986. (This amount, however, was later 

reduceu to $3.5 million as a result of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings 

reductions.) The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 authorized $25 

million for Customs "to establish command, control, 

communications, and intelligence centers, in locations within the 

United States." In the 1987 Continuing Resolution covering 

Customs activities, dated October 15, 1986, Congress appropriated 

$41 million for the establishment of C31 centers. Senate Report 

Number 99-406 supporting the legislation states that the 

5 
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Committee on Appropriations directs the Commissioner of customs 

to "establish three sector command and control centers to be 

located at Miami, PL, Houston, TX, and March AiL'" Force Base, CA." 

In addition, the Committee directed that "a national command and 

control center be established in Oklahoma City, OR." The report 

specified that this command and control system will be 

responsible for the direction of all air drug interdiction 

efforts by the u.s. federal government. 

CURRENT STATUS OF C31 PROGRAM 

Customs has taken several steps toward estublishing C31 

Centers. In Hay 1986, Customs awarded a rontract for about 

$109,000 to the Institute for Systems Analysis for technical 

support services for the C31 project. The contract was increased 

by about $186,000 to $295,000 in October 1986. This contract 

requires the Institute to (1) assist Customs in all design 

reviews, technical meetings, and demonstrations conducted by 

contractors and (2) assist in the evaluation of systems designs, 

master plans, program plans, and costs. 

On June 20, 1986, Customs issued a request for proposals to 

acquire the services of one or more contractors who would enter 

into the f.irst step of a two-step procurement intended to lead to 

the acquisition of an integrated C31 system. According to the 

Director of Customs' Office of Enforcement Support, 23 firms 

responded. On September 30, 1986, Customs awarded contracts tc 

each of three of the firms for about $500,000 for performance of 

t~e first phase, which is currently underway. Work under the 

6 
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contracts involves the design of and specification for the 

system1s initial operating capabilities and requires preparation 

of a detailed plan for developing these capabilities into a 

complete C31 system. According to the request for proposals 

these contracts were necessary because customs recognized that it 

would be impractical for it to attempt to fully specify the 

systems that will ultim~tely be required in the c31 centers. 

~he Director of Customs' Office of Enforcement Support told 

us that, a~ of March 5, 1987, the systems being designed will 

involve two sector operations centers located at March Air Force 

Base, California, and Richmond Heights, Florida, which is south 

of Miami. The Director told us that, in addition, a national C31 

facility will be located in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. At the 

present time there are no plans to include a C31 facility In 

Houston, Texas, for alr drug interdlction activities. 

In the Southeast, the Richmond Heights, Florida, center will 

be a joint C~I facility for air and marine interdiction 

activities. Customs' m~rine C31 activities will be limited to 

those activities which are part of the Blue Lighting Operations 

Center presently located in Miami, Florida, with the aodition of 

some detection capabilities provided in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act 

of 1986. 

Customs has contracted for the services of an Architectural . 
Engineer/Construction Manager to design and oversee the 

construction of the buildings that will house the C31 facilities 

at March Air Force Base, Richmond Heights, and Oklahoma city. As 

7 
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of March 11, 1987, $392,000 has been obligated for the 

Architecture/Engineering portion of the contract at March Air 

Force Base. In addition, Customs is preparing to exercise the 

construction management POrtion of the contract at March Air 

Force Base for $287,610. The Director of Enforcement Support 

told us on March 4, 1986, that a construction contract fpr the 

March Air Force Base facility should be awarded and construction 

begun by the end of March 1987. He said that construction 

contracts for the other facilities at Richmond Heights and 

Oklahoma City should be awarded in the near future. 

COORDINATION OF THE C31 SYSTEM AMONG 

AGENCIES INVOLVED IN DRUG INTERDICTION 

Pursuant to your request, we examined the coordination of 

Customs' development of the C3I centers with other federal 

agencies involved in drug interdiction. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act 

of 1986, dated October 27, 1986, states that coordination of the 

establishment and location of C31 centers shall be conducted by 

the Commissioner of Customs; together with the Commandant of the 

toast Guard; the Attorney General of the United States; and the 

National Narcotics Border Interdiction System. 

Even before passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act, the Coast 

Guard became i.Nolved in the design and location of C31 centers. 

The Coast Guard conducted a study of the Cllntributions it could 

make to the air interdiction program and provided the results to 

the National Drug Enforcement Policy Board in July 1986. Among 

other things, the Coast Guard study concluded that C3I centers 

8 
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should be co-located with the Air Force at the SOCC's at March 

ana Tyndall Air Force bases in order to facilitate information 

sharing between the military and the C31 centers, as well as to 

make efficient use of facilities and eq~ipment located at the 

SOCCs. The Coast Guard study concluded that the command centers 

should be responsible for gathering intelligence and det~:tion 

information from all available sources, sorting radar contacts, 

scrambling interceptors, vectoring intercept and tracker 

resources',and coordinating apprehension. Finally, it 

recommended that the centers shOUld be manned by Coast Guard, 

Customs Service, al1d possibly Air Force personnel. 

Through a negotiation process, Customs and Coast Guard have 

agreed, as of March 6, 1987, to co-locate eastern U.S. air and 

marine C31 activities at Richmond Heights, Florida. As I will 

discuss shortly, the negotiation process is continuing with 

respect to such matters as the command structure at the center. 

Customs officials told us that Customs has kept other 

agencies informed about its plans and has solicited the help of 

the Department of Defense. An interagency agreement between 

CUstoms and the Secretary of the Air Force was signed on July 13, 

1984. The Air Force agreed to provide the necessary services to 

develop and implement a Customs C31 systems acquisition plan. 

The MITRE studies that I referred to earlier were performed in 

support of this commitment. In addition, in November 1986, 

Customs asked for input from the Department of Defense on the 

contractors' design proposals, briefings on C3I operational 

9 
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concepts, and possibly training for personnel to be assigned to 

C31 centers. 

We have seen minutes of several coordinating meetings that 

were held among officials representing Customs, the Coast Guard, 

the Drug Enforcement Administration, the National Narcotics 

Border Interdiction System, the Federal Aviation Administration, 

and the Department of Defense. In addition, officials of the 

National Drug Enforcement Policy Board told us that they are 

monitoring the establishment of the C3I centers to ensure proper 

coordination of roles and missions. 

DECISIONS TO BE MADE 

ON THE C3I PROGRAM 

Customs is about to begin construction of the buildings to 

house the C3I centers, but several matters need to be decided: 

(1) What will the command structure be at the Richmond Heights, 

Florida, C3I center considering that both Customs and Coast Guard 

will be at the facility? (2) will there be a national C3I center 

in Oklahoma City? and (3) What will be the cost of the program? 

The first matter to be decided by Customs relates to the 

command structure of the Southeast center. The facility, as 

originally conceived, was to be limited to Customs air 

interdiction program operations and earlier studies indicated 

that the SOCC at Tyndall Air Force Base would be a suitable site. 

Customs decided in November 1985 that the C3I center should 

include both air and marine interdiction activities. It decided 

in the summer of 1986 that the center should be located in or 

10 
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near Miami, Florida. While there was no formal stUdy which 

considered these decisions in view of other alternatives, the 

Director of Customs' Office of Enforcement Support told us that 

by locating near Miami, Customs could take advantage of the 

strong working relationships Customs had developed with state and 

local law enforcement agencies involved in marine drug 

interdiction. 

During the development of the plans for the center, the 

Coast Guard initiated efforts to become directly involved in air 

interdiction activities in the southeast and sought direct 

involvement in the southeast C3I. In addition, because both air 

and marine activities would be involved, the question arose as to 

whether Coast Guard's marine interdiction activities should be 

part of the C3I center. As I stated earlier, Customs and Coast 

Guard agreed to co-locate at a center to be constructed at 

Richmond Heights. The matter of the appropriate command role for 

each agency, however, has not been decided. 

The second matter to be decided relates to the need for the 

national center in Oklahoma City. While there appears to be no 

formal study either justifying the need for a national center or 

its location in Oklahoma City, Customs is continuing with its 

plans to establish the center primarily because of the language 

contained in Senate Report Number 99-406. 

Earlier, I mentioned the Siler study and several MITRE 

Corporation studies which discussed the need for the C3I center 

program. None of these studies, however, mentioned the need for 

11 
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a national command center. 

The National Narcotics Border Interdiction System staff has 

questioned the need for the Oklahoma City fac.ility. According to 

the NNBIS Staff Director, no resources exist in Oklahoma City 

which would justify locating a center there. The NNBIS Staff 

Director told us that it would take a sUbstantial amount of money 

to establish a C31 center in Oklahoma City because each component 

of the C31 center (command, control, communications, and 

intelligence) would have to be built from the ground up. 

The National Drug Enforcement Policy Board has considered 

the need for and location of the national C31 center. According 

to the Assistant to the Chairman of the Board, the Policy Board 

agreed on December 18, 1986, that the national C31 center not be 

established. The Assistant to the Director stated that this 

decision was transmitted to Congress in supplemental 

appropriations language. No action has been taken on this 

request. 

Because the need for and location of a national center is 

still being discussed, it is unclear whether three contractors 

should, and realistically can, be designing a C31 system that 

includes a national command center at the present time. 

According to the Director of Customs' Office of Enforcement 

Support, the designs now being prepared could be modified to 

include the functions of a national C31 center in the two sector 

centers. 

The third matter to be decided relates to the cost of the 

12 
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C31 program. The Director of Customs' Office of Enforcement 

Support told us that the program is expected to cost about $41 

million, whic~ includes the establishment of a core system at the 

three locations and the construction of the buildings. This 

estimate is not based on any formal cost studies, but rather on 

the amount appropriated by Congress for commanding and 

controlling all air interdiction efforts. Because of the lack of 

formal cost studies, it is not clear whether the $41 million 

Congress has appropriated is too little or too much for the C31 

center program. 

This concludes my prepared statement. lie will be happy to 

answer any questions you may have. 
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senate Permanent Subcommittee 
on Investigations 

Committee on Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510-6250 

Dear Ms. Hill: 

Y' SH.m PERMANENT 
SUBCOMM. ON INVESTIGATIONS 

REeo APR 20 19B7 

• MItIORITY OFFlCE 

Pursuant: to your Harch 30, 19B7, request I am providing the 
Subcommittee with written responses to questions concerning the 
U.S. Customs Service's C31 program. I agree to have tbese 
responses included in the final record as a supplement to my 
testimony before the Subcommittee. 

If we can be of further assistant, please contact James Burow 
or Grace lIallkins at 566-8537. 

Director 

Enclosure 
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Additional Questions/GAO 

U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE'S C3I PROGRAM 

Need/Justification for C3I 

1. Regarding the planned Customs C31 system. has there been a 
cost/benefit analysis performed? If so, what are the benefits to 
be derived from the money spent? 

No, CUstoms has not performed a cost/benefit study. customs 
has determined, however, that after spending $41 million it 
will have two sector C31 centers and a national C31 center 
to command, control, and communicate with its drug 
interdiction resource3. It will also have an enhanced 
intelligence function. What Customs doesn't know is what 
impact the C3I center program will have on preventing 
illegal drugs from being smuggled into the country. 

2. Currently Customs has a C3I center at Miami FAA which receives 
radar inputs from their aerostats and FAA approach radar, This 
operation seems to be quite cheap to operate and relatively 
successful; based upon your review do you see any reason why 
Customs shoUldn't try to duplicate this smaller operation in the 
West until their air assets grow? 

This certainly would be one option which would be far less 
expensive and more in tune with current customs air 
resources. 

3. After Customs spends this $41 million and builds 3 new 
buildings, staffs them with approximately 150 new employees, lays 
electronic cables and erects microwave towers all up and down our 
Southwest and Southeast borders, do we know whether it will make 
a significant impact on incoming drug traffic? 

No, customs has no documentation to support the impact the 
C3I will have on drug interdiction activities. It could 
result in the traffickers using alternative means of 
smuggling such as, increasing the use of commercial air 
flights and containerized shipments, or flying around 
existing detection resources. 

4. If that is so, would you recommend the continued expenditure 
of such funds or could you recommend a smaller expenditure and 
further study? 

It is up to customs to provide a convincing analysis to the 
Congress. Customs should perform a cost-benefit 
analysis/study before obligating money made available by the 
Congress. 

1 
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Additional Questions/GAO 2. 

Expertise/Coordinntion 

1. Do you know if Customs ever Gought approval from NNBIS or the 
Drug policy Board (NDPS) before issuing the contracts? 

No, Customs did not seek approval, but approval is not 
reguj reel. 

2. From your initial review can you describe the Drug Policy 
Board's involvement in light of their charter to " facilitate 
coordination of Uniteel State! operations and policy on illegal 
drug law enforcement" and to "review, evaluate, and develop 
Uniteo States Government policy, Rtrategy. and resOUrces with 
respe~t to illegal drug enforcement, including budgetary 
Drioritie~i facilitate coordination of all Uniteel States 
Government efforts; coordinate the collection and evaluation of 
information necessary to implement United states policy on 
illegal drug law enforcement." 

The National Drug Enforcement policy Board has looked at one 
aspect of the C31 prograrr.--the need for a patienal command 
center in Oklahoma City. According to the Assi&tal't to the 
Chairman of the Policy Board, the Board agreed on December 
18, 1986, that the national C31 center not be established. 
Congress, however, ha! eli rectec1 that such a facility be 
established. We are currently reviewing the Drug Policy 
Board for the Senate Judiciary Committee and we expect to 
have more definite information on the Boards involvement 
later. 

3. Row would you describe the coordination of the C3I system 
among affected agerocdeE<, t-oth before and after passage of the 
drug bill? 

Limited coordination took place prior t.o lhe l'.Oti-Drug Abuse 
Act of 1986. After the legislation, Customs started monthly 
meetings with the principal players (UNBIS, Coast GIJ<lrc:, 
DEA, FAA and DOD) to discuss the establishment of the C3If.. 

The N~gd for a National C31 Facility in Oklahoma City 

1. YoU say that the need for a national C31 facility is an 
unresolved issue. Could you elaborate more on this? 

When we asked Customs officials for the justificat.ion for 
the C31 center program, they directed us to three studies-
the siler stuoy and two by the MITRE corporation. None of 
these stUdies mentioned the need for a na.tional C31 facility 
to oversee the operations of the sector center5. Congresr. 
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Additional Questions/GAO 3. 

enacted legislation to have a national center in Oklahoma 
Ci ty. Custom5 hi'ls told us that they feel bound by law to 
construct a national C3I center. FUrthermore, NNBIS has not 
seen any justification for the national center, and thE' 
Policy Board decided in December that such a facility was 
not needed. 

2. what is the intent of the national C3I center? 

According to the Customs, the national center will provide: 

--forward surveillance for target queing, 
--tactical intelligence a"alysis, sanitization, and 
dissemination, 
--resource alloc3tlol1 (move resources to "hot" spots), 
--liaison with other agencies, and 
--planning for ~pecjal operations. 

3. ID it y~~r understanding that locating a national C3I facility 
in Oklahoma City will require all new data links with the ROCC's 
and other C3I facilitie~ just so customs can oversee the 
operations of the other C3Is? 

customs and NNBIS have told us that data links will be 
required and that little exists at the proposed location. 
We should add that Customs has t:old us that a big part of 
t1'e national C3I will be the intelligence activities. We do 
not fully understand their intention~ in this regard, 
primarily because customs is ~tjll in the process of 
developing this part of the C31 center program. 

4. Wouldn't it be easier to locate a national center (if one is 
needed) at one of the two C3Iu where all data will be available? 
Or at EPIC where intelligence information i. currently Rtored? 

On the sllrface, this seems reasonable, but lie I~ollld like to 
DBe a cost/benefit analysis for sllch an option compared to 
the same type analysis for the national center in Oklahoma 
City. Neither analysis exists. 

Locatio~ of Richmond He~ghts C31 

1. The main rE'Cls-:>n given by Cu&ton'E, felr locating the C31 in ~iami 
instead of co-locating at the air force facility at Tyndall Alt 
Force Base is the need to co-locate with the Miami Marine BLOC. 
Did Customs justify this decision to your satisfaction? 

No, we were not provi ded wi th docLJmenb; I:ha t showed the pros 
and cons of the different options. We were told, however, 
that because smugglers often times use air drops to vessel~; 
that co-locating the faciljties made sense. This decision 
lead to moving the location of the C31 from Tyndall Air 

3 
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Additional Questions/GAO 4. 

Force Base to the Miami area to take advantage of the good 
working relationships Customs had developed with state and 
local law enforcement agencies. 

2. Do you feel those reasons justify the location in Miami? 
Couldn I t you just as easily leave the Marine BLOC where it is or 
move it to the Brickel Avenue Building where NNBIS and Coast 
Guard C-3 centers are located? 

We believe that it is up to customs to justify its actions. 
We have not been provided documents that justify this 
decision. With regard to the second question relating to 
the ease of taking action on the option selected, we believe 
that it is easier to keep the BLOC close by. This is not 
the point, however. Decisions should be made, where 
possible, based on cost/benefit analyses that consider all 
options. 

customs Service/GAO Investigation 

1, Ate you overwhelmingly convinced on the work that you have 
done that Customs is ~ware of what they are going to build and 
can justify it as cost effective? 

No 

~ustification for the C31 center in Richmond Heights with both 
air and marine activities involved and the jOint command by 
customs and Coast Guard 

1. Is it correct that customs originally intended the C3I center 
program to be only for air interdiction? 

Yes, but this changed in November 1985, when customs decided 
to include marine activities in the eastern C3I center. 

2. Once the C3I plan included marine interdiction, shOUld Customs 
have begun coordination with Coast Guard? 

Yes 

3. If so, did they? 

No, as far as we know, there was no coordination with Coast 
Guard until late Fall 1986. 

4. Did the studies commissioned by Customs (Siler, MITRE) 
consider marine interdiction activities to be part of the C31 
center program? 

NO, the stUdies only considered command, control, 

4 
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communications, and intelligence for air interdiction 
activities. 

5. 

5. Can you describe some of the problems caused by the decision 
to include marine interdiction activities in the eastern C31 
center? 

Conceptually, it is a good idea to combine C31 activities 
for air and marine, but it cauSes problems that must be 
resolved. First, there is an organizational problem in 
Customs when air and marine activities are combined. The 
chain of command for air activities has only a few links, 
and Customs headquarters provides a great deal of direction. 
The marine activities on the other hand are accountable to 
Customs regional offices, and the direction from 
headquarters is minimal. A second problem is that Customs' 
personnel involved in the Customs marine program in the 
southeast have developed good working relationships with 
state and local law enforcement agencies. Customs is 
interested in maintaining these relationships and this has 
dictated the location of the east C31 center in the Miami 
area which may not be the best location for the air program. 
A third problem relates to the fact that the Coast Guard 
with its own command structure is heavily involved in marine 
interdiction and developing a C31 center with their 
participation is important to the federal effort to 
interdict drugs. 

6. Is there any documented advantage in co-locating the Miami 
BLOC with the Richmond Heights C3I? 

We haven't seen any documented justification for this. 

7. When Customs decided to include marine interdiction activities 
in the e3I, did they do any extensive study of the new design to 
ensure its effeotiveness? 

We were unable to find any documentation desc~ibing the pros 
and cons of various alternatives. We were told that the 
decision was made after discussion with potential users, but 
those discus~ions were among Customs personnel and not Coast 
Guard. 

8. What is the justification for the C31 facility currently 
planned for construction in Richmond Heights? 

such a facility may be justified. However, Customs was 
unable to provide us with documentation which we could 
study, and reach the conclusion that it is justified. 
During the second phase of our work for you, we will be 
revisiting this issue. 

5 
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9. You and customs have used the term "evol utionary acquisition" 
when describing the process Customs is using to develop the C3I. 
Could YOll describe evolutionary acquisition as it applies to the 
C3I? 

In simple terms, this seems to mean that Customs is taking 
one acquisition step at a time with the overall interest of 
having an effective C3I center program when it is finished. 
Customs does not know, or cannot define, its specific 
requirements; and it is attempting to overcome problems as 
the problems arise. For example, at one time, Coast Guard 
was not going to be part of the C3I program; now, it is. 
This requires several decisions, such as ~ho is going to be 
in command; will there be enough space; dnd will the designs 
being developed be usable. 

10. Doesn't evolutionary acquisition also make the Customs 
Service more dependent upon the contractors in developing the 
system? Do you think this is sound in light of Customs own 
admission in the Request for Proposal (R.F.P.) that they lack 
sUfficient expertise to even describe the system'and their needs? 

That would appear to be true. In response, Customs has 
hired another consultant at $294,000, to review what the 
contractors say is needed. 

The cost of the C3I center program 

1. You say that the Congress has appropriated $41 million for the 
C3I center program, then you raise the issue that Customs has no 
formal cost studies on how much the fully implemented system will 
cost. Could you elaborate on the situation further? 

We have been told by CUstoms that they expect to have a 
system in plnce after spending $41 million that will enable 
it to provide the command, control, and communication 
capabilities for existing and one upgraded increment of 
resources; but as new techniques and technologies became 
available, they feel that they will need to add to the core 
system being developed. The $41 million should also provide 
for intelligence gathering and analysis. It appears that 
Customs is moving toward a C3I center program that costs $41 
million rather than determining the C3I systems needed 
considering the drug-smuggling threat and the resources 
available to fight the "war on drugs". 

2. What happens to the cost when marine C3I activities are added? 

Customs does not have cost analysis for the different 
scenarios that could arise out of its evolutionary 
acquisition. It should be noted, also that Customs told 

6 
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uS that the cost for the marine part of the C31 program is 
not part of the $41 million. They told us that the $41 
million is for the development and acquisition of an air C31 
program. 

3. Does this mean that customs is not looking at alternatives to 
determining the most cost-effective means of achieving its 
objectives? 

I would assume that through its evolutionary acquisition 
process costs would be considered, but we could not 
determine how much it is expected to cost under different 
scenarios. For example, there is no information on how much 
would be saved by co-locating the national command center 
with the east or west center or how much could be saved if 
the national center were not built at all. 

4. How much of the $41 million could be. saved if no national C3I 
center was developed? There should be a design savings as well 
as an operational savings, shouldn't there? 

customS does not have those types of cost figures. It 
believes that it can construct the buildings it needs for 
about $5 million each (that is, $15 million total), but the 
cost of the system is being developed as part of proposals 
by the three contractors. I do not believe that the cost of 
the national center can be singled out at this time. 

5. Please describe in detail the cost so far involved in Customs 
C3I? 

--$294,000 to the Institute for Systems Analysis, for 
technical support services 

--$1.5 million to 3 contractors for system design 

--$392,000 for an architectural engineering contract 
at ~!arch A.F.B. 

--$2B7,000 for construction management contract at March 
A.F.B. 

Other issues and questions 

1. You state that the construction contract for the 1·larch Air 
Force Base C3I has not been awarded, but construction will begin 
by the end of March. That's pretty fast work isn't it? Are 
there going to be competitive bids? 

Customs told us that it was going to advertise for bids. I 
would say that is pretty fast work. 

7 
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2. What is the "I" in the C31 center program? Elaborate on 
Customs intent in this function. 

The "I" part of the C31 center program is illusive. Even 
Frank Ault, a special consultant to Customs for air 
interdiction, stated "no clear definition has been made of 
the 'I' function in the C31 centers." If you look at the 
individual components of the C3I--command, control, 
communications, and intelligence--there is nothing in the 
C's which relates to information received (radar feeds, 
visual sightings, investigation results, sensor being 
activated). Using this information to sort our potential 
targets could be considered intelligence. Also, analyzing 
the information can be considered as developing "intel
ligence." 

3. Is there any intelligence that Customs says they need and 
which they currently do not get that will be available through 
the C3I? 

Over the years Customs has stated that it needs more and 
better interdiction oriented intelligence to fulfill its 
responsibilities more efficiently. The type of intelligence 
it is looking for pinpoints where, when, and how smugglers 
are going to attempt to smuggle drugs into the U.S. We have 
not seen any indications that the C3Is will increase that 
type of intelligence to a significant degree. As far as we 
know, with the exception of the radar data from the new 
aerostats, they will not get any new intelligence. 

4. Have you seen the Customs R.F.P. (Request for Proposal), and 
your comments on its? 

The proposal is rather broad, it appears that it could have 
been more specific in light of the work Customs had already 
done in the MITRE and Siler studies. 

8 
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STATEHENT OF 

CAPT. FRANK AULT. USN-Ret. 

Before The 

U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

Hearings On 

FEDERAL DRUG IlITERDICTION: 

COMMAND. CONTROL. COMMUNICATIONS, AND INTELLIGENCE NETWORK 

I am grateful for the opportunity to appear before this 

Committee to eX,ress my views on certain aspects of the Anti-Drug 

Abuse Act of 1986. I refer. most particularly. to those 

provisions of that legislation related to the tactical 

interdiction of drugs at the nation's borders. 

Let me say. at the outset. that I believe toe Congress. in 

the haste and fervor of its efforts to produce a drug bill during 

the waning hours of the 99th Congress. either ignored. or was 

misinformed. on the capabilities and readiness of the principal 

beneficiary of that legislation to spend. well and wisely. the 

monies allocated for dl"ug interdiction. Horeover, insufficient 

consideration was given to the long term implications of the , 
sUbstantial investments in hardware and personnel instigated by 

the Anti-Drug Abuse Act. 

I believe that your careful examination of the other 

witnesses who will appear during these hearings will substantiate 
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my views. Accordingly. I consider the most important objective 

of these hearings should be to send a clear message to the 

Executive Branch that the Congress now stands ready to set 

matters right. The President. in his "180-days-after" report 

required by the Nunn amendment to the 1987 Department of Defense 

Authorization Bill. should not only be encouraged. but urged. to 

include substantial changes in leadership. organization. 

management .. roles and missions. and resource allocations. This 

is required. not only to improve the pro tern performance of drug 

interdiction at the nation's borders but to provide. in the 

longer term. the national security enhancements potentially 

realizable as a fringe benefit of the drug interdiction effort. 

However. the Congress must make it known now that it has an 

interest in certain policy decisions already reached -- or being 

reached -- within the National Drug Policy Board (chaired by 

Attorney General Meese). Otherwise. the comprehensive program 

for drug interdiction and enforcement which the Congress expects 

from the Executive Branch will reflect the same kind of 

unenlightened and parochial thinking which has inhibited 

performance at the nation's borders to date -- and bids fair to 

stultify it; in the future. I cite specifically the division of 

mission responsibilities between the Customs Service and the 

Coast Guard. the acquisition and allocation of surveillance 

aircraft for Customs and the Coast Gual'd, and Command. Control. 

Communications and Intelligence for drug interdiction. 
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Before proceeding further. let me explain. briefly. my 

credentials vis a vis the subject of tactical interdiction: 

I am a retired. career Naval officer and Naval aViator. 

During my naval career I commanded a carrier squadron. 

a carrier airgroup. an amphibious assault transport and the 

aircraft carrier. USS Coral Sea -- the last two during the Viet 

Nam unpleasantness. 

r have commanded both amphibious and carrier task 

groups and have been Chief of Staff for the Commander of a 

Carrier Battle Group with his flag in a nuclear aircraft 

carrier. I have had specific. extensive experience with the 

technology and techniques of command and control. 

About half of my naval career was spent in weapons and 

space systems research. development and acquisition in the 

Washington arena. I have held key positions in the Navy 

Techn.l.cal Bureaus. Navy Systems Commands. Office of the Chief of 

Naval Operations and in the Defense Research and Engineering 

Directorate in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 

I believe it is not immodest to say that I have a 

professional 

interdiction. 

reputation as an expel'l; in air and maril,e 

Toward the end of the Viet Nam war I was tasked. 

by the Navy. to find out why our fighter aircraft were not doing 
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better in aerial combat. The result was an analytical effort. 

subsequently called "The Ault Report." which is generally 

credited for raising the Navy's air combat kill ratio in Viet Ham 

from about 2.5 to to over 12.5 to 1. One of the products of 

the "Ault Report" was the Navy's FiBhter Weapons School featured 

in the popular movie. 1QQ Qyn. 

Since retiring from the Navy I have served as the Chief 

Executive Officer. with profit and loss responsibility, of lj 

public corporations and have maintained close working 

relationships with the areospace indUstry and community. 

I have been 

interdiction programs 

closely associated with 

of the Customs Service for 

the tactical 

the past 6 

years. This experience was. first. as the Director of Customs 

Programs Support for a Washington based public company performing 

as a Customs technical support contractor. then as a member of 

the Blue Ribbon Panel called the "Siler Commi ttee." tasked. in 

1983, by Customs to perform an in-depth analysis of its Air 

Program. and. finally. during the 2 year period from September 

1984 to October 1986 as Special Consultant for Tactical 

Interdiction to the Commissioner of Cu~toms. 

By views on tactical interdictS-on are. therefore. based on 

close personal observation of. and involvement with. not only the 

process. but the people. Accordingly. I feel qualified to speaj( 

candidly. as an inforr.ed. concerned private citizen. 
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I want to state. unequivocally. that I consider what is 

going on at the border to be little more than the ~opearanc~ of 

drug interdiction. He are a long way from provably effective 

operations which are measurably inhibiting the flow of drugs onto 

our streets and into our society. I have been constantly 

dismayed at the lial1 is well" aura which generally pervades 

hearings such as these. They are usually punctuated \::y 

recitations of tons. kilograms. pounds. or grams. of drugs seized 

(the smaller the unit. the more impressive the number;. Even the 

Congress' own Office of Technology Assessment (.OTA). in a draft 

report now circulating. disparages quantities seized as a measure 

of performance. The fact is that the illicit drug price-purity 

index (meaning: how much good product is there and hON mUch does 

it cost?) has been steadily declining and continues to do so. 

There are several reasons for this and I will touch briefly 

on some of the most important of them: 

OUI' 

fundamentally. 

national 

one of 

drug problem 

This Has 

is. basically 

emphasized by 

and 

the 

President's Commission on Organized C,'lme in its report 

"America's Habi t: Drug Abuse, Drug Trafficki ns, and Organized 

Crime" of March 1986 which stated " .•. the overwhelming and 

continuing demand for drugs among Americans is the primary cause 

of their limited success." Tactical interdiction addresses only 

the ~lliH?U end of the problem. Efforts there must be 
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thoughtfully balanced with all the other. requisite assaults on 

drug trafficking and abuse. 

Clearly, the Congress highlighted tactical interdiction 

in the legislative process of' late 1986. This is indicated by 

the generous amounts set aside for this activity. Until that 

time. the Treasury Department ann the OHB had been extremely 

stinting in their support of Customs budget requests for air and 

marine activities. In fact. tao tical interdiction has been 

sustained. throughout the decade of the 1980' s. more by 

Congressional mark-up of the Customs budget than by advocacy by 

the Executive Brancn. ~ittle wonder. then. that the CommisSioner 

of Customs told me during my exit conference with him last Fall. 

"The name of the tactical interdiction game. Ault. is politics. 

not performanoe." This prompted me to write an article which 

appeared in the January 1987 Armed Forces Journal. entitled 

"Performance Or Politics?" I have provided copies so that you may 

include it in the Record if you wish. 

While it is apparent that tactical interdiction is now 

generally recognized as one of the necessary arrows in our 

anti-drug quiver. we still lack a proper string on our bow. That 

bowstring is labelled "~eadership." There is still no 

day-to-day. hour-to-hour. minute-by-ninute 'battle management' of 

the drug war at the nation's bOI'ders. lJeither is there anyone 

knocking parochial heads within the government's 'Anti-Drug Boat' 

so that the 37 agency oarsmen Qn board always pull I:n~"t_h"!" 
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Some of the problems derive from the NNBIS organization with its 

charter to collect. coordinate, consolidate. inform, and request 

but without the executive authority to order and direct. Now 

we also have the National Drug Policy Board with mandates for 

policy coordination, strategy development and review, t,he 

development of budget priorities. and balanc;ing the supply and 

demand side approaches to drug trafficking and abuse. Still 

mi ssing are key terms such as: "command."" control." "order," 

"require." "direct," etc. Host of all. the management syst()m 

lacks a key ingredient called "accountability." 

The leadership issue was eloquently addressed by Senator 

Biden during his introduction of a Narcotics Leadership Act in 

early January. 1987. This is not the first time that the subject 

of a "Drug Czar" has been raised in the Congress. Such an 

expression of concern is completely understandable and well 

justified. Personally. I think the nation already has a Drug 

Czar. His name is the Honorable Edwin Meese. Attorney General of 

the United States. If he does not now have the statutory 

authority to exercise the complete range of leadership functions 

required. then the Congress should consider enacting the 

necessary enabling legislation. 

Tactical interdiction advocates are riding the wl'ong 

horse. Shortly before I terminated my consul ting contr'act with 

Customs in September 1986. I was requested, by the Deputy 

Commissioner of Customs. to set ctcMi1 my sUmmary Tie;;:; of 
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performance and progress. based on my long. direct involvement 

wi th the process. It is i ncl uded as an annex to this sta tement 

in the event that you may wish to include it in the record. In 

tha t memorandum I ci ted el even areas of sus tained concern. In 

sum, they supported my forthwith expressed recommendation that 

the Customs Service should take such initiatives as might be 

necessary to transfer the tactical interdiction mission to the 

Coast Guard. I elaborated on this view in an article entitled 

"Closing the Border to Drugs: Customs or Coast Guard Mission?" 

It appeared in the "Armed Forces Journal," NoveCloer 1986 issue. 

I believe this Committee will find it to be timely and 

informative and suggest that it be included in the record as an 

annex to this statement, 

l.et rae enlphasize. here and now, that I am n.Qt saying the 

Customs people are bad people. On the contrary. they are 

generally of the highest caliber with exemplary q~alifications in 

~ !2f.. traditional expertise. Ilowever. tbey are poorly 

postured for an expanded role in tactical interdiction: from 

almost every aspect. ranging from infrastructure to force 

structure. In aviation savvy I would opine that they are about 

where naval aviation was at the end of World \{;ar II. Customs 

record at the border speaks for itself. The problems are 

organizational as well as institutional and attitudinal. 

It is not surprising that several members of Congress are 

pressing for more military involvement at the border. They know 
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that the techniques and technology of tactical interdiction have 

evolved largely from military operations. 

contend that drug interdiction at the 

I know that. too. and 

borders can best be 

performed by military people against a law enforcement backdrop. 

not by civil law enforcement personnel trying to perform a 

mission at which the military has traditionally excelled. 

However. indications are that Department of Defense participation 

in drug interdiction will remain less than 'all out': because of 

!'eadiness, legal. poli tical -- and other -- considerations. The 

Coast Guard on the other hand. enjoys unique status as a military 

organization with QQ1h a law enforcement mission and a national 

securi ty role. 

Evidently. the framers of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act felt that 

the soft spots in the case for Customs could be solved mostly by 

throwing money at the problem. If I were to walk into a 

Congr"essional hearing and suggest that the budget of .anY. 

government agency be dOUbled in a single year I would have a most 

difficul t time. If, in addition, an element of ray argument was 

that shoUld I apply a multiplier of 10 to a single line item of 

my budget I would. figuratively, be ridden out of the hearing 

room on a rail. Yet. that is what Customs and its Congressional 

supporters were able to accomplish during last October's 

legislative process. 

Consider that what is provided by the 1986 legislation 

is the buildup of yet another significant national air and 
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maritime force -- this one with a peacetime -- only mission. 

Worse. the starting point for this is only the barest baseline 

structure of equipment. personnel. infrastructure and know-how. 

Consider that the Customs -- contemplated C3I structure 

for tactical interdiction will. A& ~. be only partially 

integrated with the existing national defense C3I organization of 

the nation. M ~ it might be totally independent of. and/or 

in addition to it. This flies directly in the face of the advice 

received from several groups and individuals deeply eXperienced 

in command and control. starting with the Siler Committee in 

1983. It is my considered opinion that the Customs command alld 

control sites should be located as recommended by a preponderance 

of the experts. Specifically. that is as close as possible, 

physically, to the exist! ng tlORAD SOCC I S and fully integra ted, 

electronically, with them. Customs will tell you that they are 

essaying a technique called "Evolutionary Acquisition" for the 

procurement of their C3I network. Essentially. they are 

depending on industry to tell them what they need and will then 

rely on industry to put in place what it recommends. This Hill 

require a scope and depth of manaGerial expertise wl:ich, in my 

opinion, Customs doe$ not. possess. The sl.arting 1'J ace for a 

command and control system is a thorough appreciation of What you 

intend to do with it. This is the genesis of a formal 

requirements process which eventually resul ls in a procul'ement. 

specification. The Department of Defense could have assist.cd 

Customs with all this but. beyond a I)tudy by the Nitre 
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Corporation 1n 1985. Customs has not taken much advantage of the 

lJD'i proven expertise in command and control. Inexplicably. the 

Anti-Drug Abuse Aot requires Customs to coordinate its C3I 

program with the NNBIS. the Coast Guard, anU the Justice 

Department -- 1ll!.I 1l.QI lill!i ~ DEPARTMENT QE PEfENSE III Any 

ooordination with the DOD. therefore. will be entirely voluntary 

or gratuitous. C3I is a specific area where there are important 

national defense benefits to be derived by carefully integrating 

the existing NORAD air defense system with upcoming provisions 

for the tactical interdiction of drugs. An example is any 

augmentation of existing air surveillance radar syateMs to 

provide better detecL!on below qOOO feet. This would benefit the 

DOD. Concomitantly. CustODiS Hould benefit by direct access to 

information passed. via secure data link. by DOD AWAC's and E2C 

aircraft. 

Consider that there already exists a rapidly evolving 

C3I program wherein the Navy and the Coast Guard are establishing 

and exercising the organizatio.lal. opera tional and command 

str\)ctures within a complex of Haritime Defense Zone (MDZ's) 

around the nation's borde-!"s. The MDZ concept could readily be 

adapted for peaceth,e drug interdiction with unintel'rupted flow 

into wartime operations. Moreover, the MDZ Commanders might well 

serV2 in a pcacetiM~ role. as the unified and joint commanders of 

the na\;ion's border dru!> int.enljction activities. Here. again. 

drug interdiction could be a peacetime function with an important 

wartime national defense fringe benefit. I have already alluded 
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to tleficiencies in leadership. Most particularly these are in 

the area of real time, full time tactical command of tactical 

interdiction operations. I am fully conversant with what 

columnist Edward Luttwak. in the 8 Harch "Washington Post." 

dubbed the "non-oper~tional administrative mentality" which 

pervades the Washington bureaucracy. The SlIer Committee 

attempted to surmount this by suggesting a tactical chain of 

command from Customs field commanders through the Headquarters 

organization. This was not accepted. I believe that one of the 

principal reasons it was <not was that it injected the element of 

"accountabilityn still largely missing in the Custom lexicon. 

Consider that if certain Con~l'essional sponsors have 

their way. the American taxpayer will foot the bill for the 

introduction. into the worln m~rketplace. of a new Airborne Early 

Uarning (AE~I) aircraf7,. The nt'gument is that this aircraft is 

required for drug interdiction and that neither the Air Force's 

E3A AWACS or the Navy's E2C Hawkeye fits the bill. This program 

continues to receive 

Department objections on 

wartime utility -- and 

Congressional 

the basis of 

even legality. 

push despite Defense 

costs, supportability 

In this instance the 

Legislative Branch appears to be cast in a reqUirements role 

which is more properly the province of the Exec~tive Branch. The 

P-3 originated in the Congress. It has been pushed by the 

Congress -- by fair me~ns and foul even in the face of a brief 

Treasury attempt in late 1984. to tUrn to the E2C which a 

Treasury-funded study then recommended. Another. equally 
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bothersome example is the conversion of two Coast Guard C-130 

Hercules aircraft to accommodate the APS-138 radar common to the 

E2C. 

This. too. is provided by the omnibus drug bill. albeit at a 

funding level substantially beloH what will be required. While 

the Coast Guard has examined the technical feasibility and 

operational utility of such a C-I30 variant. it has never 

formally requested funding for such a program. I think that both 

the P-3 and C-130 conversion programs should be held in abeyance 

until Customs and the Coast Guard ore able to perform a full 

assessment of the utility of the E2C's they are now operating. I 

personally question the existing time and cost estimates for both 

programs as well as the ul tima te operati onal uti! i ty of the 

finished products. Here. again. the hardware programs are 

already on the st.reet sans formal definition of t.he operational 

requirements. 

While it is understandable that role reversal might be 

considered a natural consequence of the process by which tactical 

interdiction has been funded to date. it is time to revert to 

normal procedures. Nowhere is this more necessary than in the 

area of technological developments for drug interdiction. I 

commend to your attention those elements of the recent OTA report 

dealing with new technology. 
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During my time in Customs I personally witnessed at least 

two instances where sub rosa intervention by Congressional 

staffers effectively stymied any attempts to consider the 

application of new technologies to drug interdiction. I refer. 

first. to the Treasury Department's onetime er.lerging interest in 

the potential utility of Over-the-Horizon radar for the detection 

of drug smugglers. The other was a proposal by the Navy's Costal 

Systems Command to inventory and assess thosp. elements of 

existing underwater sound technology possibly useful for maritime 

drug interdiction. In both cases political expediency evidently 

overruled operational necessity. This shoUld not happen again: 

either in the case of the two technology areas cited. or for such 

things as the utility of the Global Positioning System. data 

management developr.lents relevant to the sorting function. and the 

evolution of a family of sensors for concealed contraband 

detection -- to cite a few. We require a coordinated program for 

technology development related to drug interdiction. possibly 

under the aegis of a properly constituted and directed National 

Drug Policy Board. 

Einally, let me emphasize that it is not too late to set 

matters straight. Howev~r. it ~ be too late if we delay. even 

to the end of this year. in redirecting certain things set in 

motion by October's Anti-Drug Abuse Act. Tactical interdiction 

is only ~ of Our anti-drug tools. With last Fall's media hype 

and political hurly-burly now behind us. it is time to reflect on 

the problem with a long-term perspective. \0/111 the 100th 
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Congress. and the 101st. and those succeeding. support and 

sustain those things set in motion by the 99th'? &.An we support 

the force structures and activ i ty 1 evel s impl ied: through 1990 

and beyond? •••••• for a function largely peacetime-only 

oriented? Shouldn't we make our tax dollars do double duty. if 

we can? 

What .:ill.Q1ljJi be the relat.ive weight of tactical interdiction 

in the total spectrum of anti-drug activities i~1 the long term? 

At the (llcr) ~ we might evolve a barrier. totally 

impenetrable by contraband carriers. entirely around our national 

borders. \'Ie know that will never happen. A possible .I:!.!l.I:.li.t £.9...:>.!t 

is that we will continue to do no better at the borders than we 

have in the past. The m9~t l-~ ~ is something in between. 

but shaded toward the worst case. 

Therefore. if the Congress wants: 

more military involvement in drug interdiction; 

the fringe benefits to national securi ty which .ruu!l.l1 

accrue from our drug interdiction efforts; and 

the best sustained bang for the taxpayer's buck. 

it i~ time to expand materially. the role of the Coast Guard 

in the tactical interdiction of drugs and to integrate national 

defense and drug interdiction functions wherever we can. 
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At the same time. we should reemphasize and reinforce those 

elements of Customs activity where there is no question of its 

experience and expertise. 

other important purposes 

For drug interdiction and for 

Customs needs to upgrade its 

performance in the inspection and investigative arenas. There is 

more than enough mission for all the agencies potentially useful 

in a border interdiction role. Each should be tasked to do what 

it does best. A kilo of cocaine is a kilo of cocaine whether 

picked out of a shipment of cut flowers on a commercial airliner 

or removed f-rom a smuggler's aircraft cn an abandoned airstrip. 

Mr. Chai rman: you and your Commi ttee should be keenly 

interested in exploring how the drug interdiction tax dollar can 

do double duty for national security •.•• but that is only part of 

the problem. Concomitantly. you should insist that the nation's 

drug war leadership. command and management houses be put in 

ordel'. 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS SUBHITTED 
FOR THE HEARING RECORD 

FRANK W. AULT 

1. In your exit memorandum to the Commissioner of Customs, you 
were highly critical of the interdiction program. Had you 
raised these criticisms with Customs officials prior to your 
decision to leave Customs? Were your criticisms generated 
by the circumstances surrounding your departure from 
Customs? 

[There was nothing in my exit memorandum which had 
not been aired extensively by me, within the 
Customs organization, for a matter of several 
months. My - and Customs - files are replete with 
formal letters, sta tus reports, memorandums etc. 
which constitute documentary eVidence of this 
assertion.] 

2. The HDZs (Maritime Defense Zone) which you mention in your 
statement, are oriented toward maritime operations. \'[hile 
it might be possible for them to assume a maritime drug 
interdiction role, how would you add the air interdiction 
fUnction'? 

[Simply by provlCllng for each HDZ Commander a 
Deputy Commander (Air). I would recommend that 
the Air Deputies be located in Coast Guard C31 
Centers located immediately adjacent to the 
NORAD/USAF SOCC's at March and Tyndall Air Force 
Bases and be fully interfaced, electronically, 
with them. Similar arrangements could 
subsequently be made at the Northeast and 
Northwest SOCC's, if necessary. The Coast Guard 
C31 I S for air ~/Ould be integrated, to the extent 
necessary for effective command, control, and 
communica tions, wi th the rest of the HDZ C31 
network. ] 

3. What about the lack of MDZ detection capability'? 

[Such HDZ detection capability as now ex.ists is 
directed, primarily, to the support of marine 
operations. The supplementation required for air 
interdiction operations would emanate, first, from 
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the Coast Guard's interface with the sacc's. In 
order to perform the drug interdiction mission, 
however, the existing detection capabilities of 
the sacc's must be augmented, particularly in the 
low altitude regime belOW 4000 feet. This can be 
done by adding aerostat radars, other types of gap 
filler radars) other types of gap filler radars, 
and increased coverage by Airborne Early Warning 
(AEW) aircraft. Eventually, over-the-horizon 
radar capabilities will be added. In the interim, 
any augmentation of radar coverage for drug 
interdiction will provide, concurrently, important 
benefits for national defense, provided the 
associated C3I networks are properly interfaced.] 

4. The Coast Guard is not noW trainer.! for air interdiction. 
Neither is it equipped for it. Given those facts, why do 
you believe the interdiction mission should be transferred 
to Coast Guard and how would you accomplish it? 

[Both Customs and the Coast Guard are, 
essentially, a t the 'starting ga te' of an a1 r 
interdiction capability. Customs has only 20 
aircraft (including two E2C' s) suitably equipped 
for air interdiction. Coast Guard has only two 
E2C'sj however, it plans to outfit its HU-25 
(Falcon) fleet with air intercept radars. If t.he 
Coast Guard were assigned sale responsibility for 
air interdiction the simplest initial steps would 
be to asslgn them the C3I facilities development 
task and transfer all "air interdiction capable" 
Customs aircraft to the operational control of the 
Coast Guard. The Customs aircraft could remain in 
this status indefinitely or the Coast Guard could 
eventually replace Customs air crews with Coast 
Guard crews while assuming the custoay of Customs 
aircraft. These steps would be facilitated by the 
quality of Navy-trained Coast Guard pilots and the 
scope and depth of the Coast Guard's eXisting 
aviation infrastructure. By the time the 
requisite air C3I facilities were built and 
operational the Coast Guard would have had ample 
opportunity to train and ready an effective air 
interdiction force--one Inth a peacetime drug 
mission and with concurrent responsibilities for 
national defense in both peace and war.] 

5. Hhat are the most significant existing deficiencies in our 
ta~tical interdiction program? 
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[Not necessarily in any weighted order, they are: 
Trained manpower 

Sufficient, properly equipped aircraft 

Radar surveillance, particularly at low 
altitudes 

Tactical Intelligence 

Know-how 

Leadership and management] 

6. Will tac tical interd ic tion ever be effec ti ve for stopping 
the flow of illegal drugs? 

[No. Most of the tactical and' strategic 
initiatives will remain with the smuggler. Since 
we will never have an impenetrable barrier 
completely around the nation, the best we can hope 
fo. is some 'floating crap game' strategy which 
will inc rease the costs and complexity of 
smuggling, result in some improvements in 
apprehensions, and force the smugglers into 
alternative delivery modes where we might have a 
better chance of catching them.] 

7. In your opinion, is Customs emphasizing its interface with 
the FAA or with the DOD in its C-3I plans? Do you agree 
with their approach? Why? 

[Customs does appear to be 
importance of its interfaces 
opposed to better interfaces 
believe this id due to: 

emphasizing 
with the FAA 
wi th the DoD. 

the 
as 

I 

Customs oast experience which has stressed 
the FAA interface, specifically the Customs 
C3 facility in the FAA's Miami ARTCC and 
Customs presence in the Houston and 
Albuquerque ARTCC's. 

Customs misperception of the requirement 
for, value of, and technical and cost 
implications of netting FAA approach 
control radar data into Customs C3I 
Centers. 
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The 'law enforcement mentality' which 
pervades Customs and inhibits their 
association with the military professionals 
in the DoD C3I community. 

In my opinion, Customs should stress the 000 
interface since the 000 and Coast Guard own and 
operate the principal, eXisting air and maritime 
C31 systems and full cognizance has been taken of 
interoperabili ty considerations. The nation does 
not need another NORAD nor another MDZ network.) 

8. Do you agree with OTA' s finding that we need to begin 
developing new technologies for use in interdiction? Is 
this being done? 

[Emphatically. This is a long neglected area. 
Such progress as has been made is sporadic and 
fragmentary. This is not to say that there should 
immediately be large amounts set aside for R&D in 
this area. A first order of business should be a 
survey of existing requirements. Next, there 
needs to be an extensive inquiry into what already 
exists, and is being done, in each requirements 
area. Finally, there should be formulated a well 
coordinated program in which needs, 
responsibilities, and ways and means are clearly 
delineated.) 

9. Why are you opposed to the programs to install the APS-138 
in the P-3 and the C-130 for drug interdiction? 

[The nation already has two extremely capable AEW 
aircraft: the U3AF AWACS and the Navy E2C. While 
a case might be made that the P3/APS-138 and/or 
C130/APS-138 have rightful niches in the world AEW 
aircraft marketplace, I see no reason why the 
American taxpayer should foot the bill for putting 
them there. I believe that the costs, development 
times, and complexities of both the P3 and C130 
conversions have been seriously understated. 
Moreover, I believe.it will be a number of years -
if ever - before the performance of the APS-138 
radar in either the P3 or the C130 approaches its 
performance in the E2C. In my 30 September exit 
memorandum to Customs, included as an annex to my 
statement, I included a list of questions on the 
P3/APS-138. They are still relevant. The 000 has 
opposed the P3/APS-138 on the r,asis of cost, 
supportability J military utillty and even 

74-017 0 - 87 - 8 
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legality. The Coas t Guard did not request the 
C-130/APS-138. It is time to ask why certain 
members of Congress continue to press for the P3 
cno conve\'sions in the face of such determined 
opposition and contrary to the best technical and 
fiscal advice the nation has to offer. As a 
minimum, it would seem prudent to delay the 
commencement of these two hybrid AEW aircraft 
programs until the operational utility of the 
E2C 1 s now being operated by Customs and the Coast 
Guard can be fully evaluated.) 

10. What is your opinion of over-the-horizon radar as a 
potential tool in drug interdiction? 

(The Air Force' 5 small aircraft test program to 
date has indicated that OTH radar has genuine 
potential as a drug interdic tion tool. However J 

unless the law enforcement community asserts its 
requirements early in the program the system may 
not include all the refinements required to 
maximlze its utility for drug interdiction. 
Attempts to explore the potential utility of 
over-the-horizon radar for drug interdiction have 
been seriously inhi-bi ted to date by the sub rosa 
intervention of Congressional staffers whose near 
term political objectives are in apparent conflict 
wi th the long term opera tional needs of the law 
enforcement community. OTH radar constitutes 
another reason for a sound interface of the 000 
and law enforcement C3J systems.] 

11. Did you ever recommend this technology to the Customs 
Service? Please describe in detail what occurred with this 
f·ecommendation. 

(Yes. In early 1985 I \~as given the specific 
assignment, by Assistant Secretary John Walker of 
the Treasury Department, to explore the utility of 
OTH radar for drug interdiction. This was 
instigated primarily because the Australian 
government was offering its version of OTH radar 
for drug interdiction as an element of the F/A-1a 
offset program. I conducted an extensive inquiry, 
focused on the Air Force and Stanford Research 
Institute International (SRI) J a preeminent 000 
support contractor for the U.S. OTH radar 
programs. SRI strongly recommended active Customs 
pal·ticipation in the USAF /01li radar small aircraft 
program in order to verifY OTH radar performance 
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against typical smuggling aircraft. During the 
course of my investigation a Senate staffer 
specifically ordered me (sub rosa) to cease and 
desist because my inquires might prejudice 
"Congressional interests" in getting aerostat 
radars on the Southwest border. I informed Mr. 
Halker of those "Congref,sional objections" by a 
formal, classified memorbndum. Evidently, similar 
admonitions were issued to Customs' Assistant 
Commissioner for Enforcement who repeatedly 
refused to forward, to the Commissioner, my 
written recommendations to proceed to develop the 
OTH radar capabilities story. This situation 
prevailed throughout my tenure until my departure 
from Customs on 30 September 1986. I am unable to 
assess whether Congressional staff interference 
with the OTH radar investigation is ~s 
straightforward as iterated above, or if thel'e 
were/are other reasons.] 

12. What about the potential use of underwater sound technology? 

13. 

[Certain elements of under'water sound technology 
(in particular, 'brown water' underwater sound 
technology) may be useful for drug interdiction. 
Certainly many of the 'blue water' t~chniques for 
the detection and tracking of high performance 
nuclear submarines may be too sophisticated to be 
usel'u. On the other hand, an underwa ter 
detr.·· ion system, overloaded at 3 PH at a harbor 
('nLd·,ae, may be of great value at 3 AM. The 
problem is to survey what equipment and techniques 
are out there and to determine what might be 
useful. Sole reliance on radar, visual, and 
near-visual techniques for marine smuggler 
detection seriously inhibits potential progress 
with marine interdiction, in my opinion.] 

Did you 
Service? 

ever recommend this technology to the 
Please describe in detail what occurred. 

Customs 

[In early 1985 the Navy's Coastal Systems Command, 
at my instigation, prepared a proposal to survey 
the underwater sound technology area and recommend 
suitable or promising alternatives vis a vis 
Customs Harine interdiction requirements. This 
was presented, by the Navy, to the Commissioner 
and key members of the Customs headquarters 
staff. Influenced, in part, by Congressional 
staff urging to concentrate on other, closer, ~ 
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ilu:.m objectives, Customs interest in the Navy's 
proposal never materialized. Financing was part 
of the problem but probably was no more inhibiting 
than the negative political influences.] 

1Q. Can you elaborate further on your thesis that a dollar spent 
for drug interdiction can do double duty for national 
security? 

(Quite simply, the Customs Service is a civilian 
organization with a peacetime-only drug 
interdiction mission. The Coast Guard is a 
m.il.iar..Y organization with a peacetime law 
enforcement mission as well as a wartime national 
defense mission. Assets used for drug 
interdiction in peacetime by the Coast Guard can 
readily be applied to wartime requirements. This 
is not so for the Customs Service. In fact, any 
drawdown on 000 assets to equip Customs in 
peacetime automatically results in the loss of 
some of the DoD's ultimate war making capability.) 

15. Customs is planning on locating their 3-CI in Miami, partly 
on the basis of the success of the Blue Lightning operation 
there. Would you comment on the Blue Lightning operation? 

(The prinCipal featUres of the Blue Lightning 
operation were the concentration of forces from 
several agencies and then the tactics of stopping 
virtually every watercraft that approached the 
coastline or could legally be boarded elsewhere. 
Ilaturally, this resulted in a significant, short 
term increase in the amount of contraband seized. 
Unfortunately, it is not pO'JSible to sustain the 
Blue Lightning level of participation or level of 
operations over a long period.] 

16. Is there good reason to combine the air and marine effort in 
a C-31 in Miami? 

(A cogent case--but not a conclusive one--can be 
made for collocation. An example is an analogy 
based on a scenario involving contraband air drop 
followed by waterc raft pickup. However, my 
experience with e31 in a Navy carrier battle group 
has demonstrated that effec ti ve C31 is not 
dependent on collocation. Functional entities can 
be effectively controlled, even if separated. The 
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key to success H; effec ti ve communications. The 
situation in Miami is somewhat special in that 
fast boat deliveries from the nearby Bahamas are 
generally unique to this specific region. T~e 
situation at Houston and New Orleans is much 
different because of differences in characteristic 
contraband deli very modes. At the time of the 
establishment of the JM1CC/BLOC in Miami it was 
Customs announced intention to conduct a detajled 
operational evaluation of the JMICC/BLOC as well 
as a formal assessment of the air-marine 
colloca tion requirement. This has not happened. 
In my opinion, Custcms arguments for building up 
its C3I capabilities in Miami derive from many 
considerations, not necessarily all operational. 
NQ C3I system will be effective without good 
detec tion capability, good tac tical intelligence, 
and reliable, secure communications. These 
reqUirements are far from fulfilled in the current 
JM1CC/BLOC facility or at the Miami air C3 
facili ty. Colloca tion, per se, addr'esses nQllil. of 
these. 

17. While you were a consultant to Customs and a member of the 
Siler Commi ttee did the Comm! ttee make any recommendations 
concerning C-31's? What were they? 

[Yes. The recommendations of the Siler Committee 
were: 

Appoint two Assistant Deputy Commissioners 
for Air Operations: one each for' east and 
wet. 

Establish ~nd activate C31 centers at 
Tyndall Air Force Base and March Air Force 
Base, respectively. 

Equip and man the C31 centers and the air 
support branches to operate 2~ hours a day, 
7 days a week.) 

18. Did Customs follow those suggestions? 

[Only in part. Customs did nationalize its air 
force and place it under the direction of aViation 
commanders east and west. However, the C31 
systems needed to direct the forces assigned the 
commanders were never developed. Customs never 
adopted the recommendation to collocate with the 
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SOCC's. In fact, Customs never built up its 
personnel mann ing levels in the SOCC I s 
sufficiently to realize their full potential. 
Moreover, the chain of command, authority, and 
accountability from the field through the 
headquarters, Customs, was left in limbo. Manning 
for a 24 hour, 7 day ~peration is still in 
process.] 

19. Is Customs following the Siler Committees suggestion to 
collocate their C-3I centers at the two SOCC centers? 

[No. The western facility will be located on 
Harch AFB but will not be fully integrated with 
the SOCC. The eastern facility will be located in 
Miami, far removed from the SOCC at Tyndall AFB. 
Yet another C3I Center, with characteristics and 
mission still to be defined, is programmed for 
Oklahoma City. There is every evidencc the the 
'law enforcement mentality' and political 
expediency pervade the Customs C31 arena to the 
exclusion of all other dominant influences.] 

20. Would the benefit of collocation of the air and mal"ine 
effort out weigh the benefits of collocating at the SOCC 
facility at Tyndall AFB? 

[No. Nei ther would it best serve, concurrently, 
both drug interdiction and national security 
needs.) 

21. Did the Siler study consider the need for low-altitUde 
radar? 

[Yes, The Siler Committee was fully aware of low 
al tHude detec tion deficienc ies. I t recommended 
the forma tion, by the tlNBIS, of a Joint 
Surveillance Committee, staffed by all the parties 
interested in surveillance, in order to definitize 
the needs of each representative and the ways and 
means of requirements fulfillment. In meeting 
Customs needs the Siler Committee specifically 
recommended that "Customs position should be that 
it wants to be a ~~ of surveillance information 
but does not desire an acquisition or management 
role in the surveillance world." The Siler 
Committee noted that the Customl> Service did not 
possess the eXperience and expertise required to 
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acquire and operate complex surveillance systems. 
Customs' (and its congressional supporters') drive 
for an organic surveillance capability probably 
derives from a perception that 000 (and other) 
surveillance activities will never satisfy Customs 
specific needs. Customs has not exerted much 
effort to develop alternatives for obtaining 
surveillance information for Customs use other 
than acquiring organic surveillance systems under 
its immediate 0p&l·ational control. While this may 
be understandable it is not entirely justifiable.] 

22. Colonel Steeves, who was the former director of the SOCC at 
March Air Force Base has provided the Subcommittee a 
statement in which he says that the SOCC's are the best 
location for Custom's C-31 centers. Do you agree? Why or 
why not? 

[1 emphatically agree for the reasons cited in my 
answers to other questions. There is no reason 
why both national defense and drug interdiction 
should not mutually benefit from improvements in 
present systems made for either purpose. Examples 
are better low altitude coverage for national air 
defense provided by surveillance improvements to 
locate low altitude smugglers alld conversely, the 
broad area surveillance capabilities of the DoD's 
OTH radar which will provide for better drug 
interdiction .•... but there must be a workable C31 
interface. ] 

23. Colonel Steeves also states that "there is not one shred of 
operational logic to support a C-31 center in Oklahoma 
City." Do you agree? Do you know what operational 
justification Customs has for a national command center, 
whether at Oklahoma City or elsewhere? 

(1 agree with Colonel Steeves. So far as 1 know, 
there has never been a thoughtful, .!:.Q..r:Jnli 
iteration of the Customs C31 ~vi~~~~. 
Ostensibly, these are still being developed by 
industry. Oklahoma City appears to have evolved 
more from an institutional--than from an 
operational--stand point. 1 believe Customs has 
some misconceptions of the nature and extent of 
FAA facilities and information available in 
Oklahoma City. 1 am informed that the National 
Drug Policy Board does not endorse the Oklahoma 

.. Ci:>y (!tac{-i.il~ to.::' :t. :.;.::.;~;; forced to accept it 
because of the language of the Anti-Drug 
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legislation and/or Congressional interpretations 
thereof. I note that a highly visible and 
articulate spokesman for an air interdiction role 
for Customs is a member of the House of 
Representatives from Oklahoma.] 

24. Colonel steeves also discusses, at page 8, the importance of 
"cost reduction aspects from the mutual sharing of 
communication, crypto security, and physical security" at a 
collocated operation. In simple language could you explain 
in detail what are these cost savings from collocating at 
the two SOCC sites? 

[The principal savings will probably be those in 
the communications area since those must be 
nationwide as they are for continental air defense 
by the DoD. Further, there may be sav ings in 
being able to use track data if located near the 
SOCC r s rather than routing raw radar data around 
the na tion for further processing. Spec ial 
security provisions (for example, if data link is 
involved) in Customs facilities may be costly 
unless located within already existing security 
perimeters at military installations. Additional 
savings in utility and housekeeping costs might be 
realized by collocation with military facilities. 
Moreover, the cost savings realizeable by not 
having to duplicate or parallel all the Coast 
Guard C3I pt'ovisions in its HDZ r s might be very 
impressive.] 

25. Customs has said tha t they are already rece1 v 1ng SOCC da ta 
from Tyndall AFB through the FAA center in Hiami. Do you 
agree? 

[No. They are receiving the same aerosta t da ta 
Tyndall receives, but directly from the aerostats 
and not though Tyndall. So far as I know, there 
is no direct, on-line, real time exchange of data 
between Tyndall and Miami. Tyndall does, of 
course, inform the Customs C3I a t Miami of any 
suspected smugglers which it detects in its air 
defense system.] 

26. At March Air Force Base, Customs is locating its C-31 at a 
s~parate facility, in a new building, across the street from 
the SOCC center. Will this satisfy the need for collocation 
of facilities? 
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[I am not personally familiar with the siting 
situation at March AFB. However, if the Customs 
building is across the street from the SOCC it is, 
obviously, not immediately adjacent (1. e. but ted 
up) to the recommendation of the Siler Committee, 
concurred in by the Air Force, was immediately 
adjacent.) Therefore, there will be no close 
physical contact between SOCC and Customs C3I 
personnel, nor none of the synergism expected 
therefrom. Moreover, added distance will add to 
the technical difficulties of electronically 
interfacing the two facilities and could result in 
some degradation of data received in the Customs 
C3I's from the SOCC's.] 

When you terminated your 
Customs, did you make any 
drug interdiction effort? 

consulting relationship with 
recommendations concerning the 

[Just one, other than those implicit in the text 
of my exit memorandum: That Customs initiate such 
action as appropriate to transfer the tactical 
interdiction mission, in its entirety, to the 
Coast Guard. Over five years of close contact 
with the Customs efforts to perform the tactical 
interdiction mission convinced me that Customs 
would be better advised to concentratp. on areas of 
tradi tional expertise and to leave tactical 
interdiction to the military professionals.] 

28. In light of that recommendation, what would be the impact on 
the whole C-3I program? 

[The C3I program would immediately benefit by 
adaptation of the Coast Guard C3I systeDl and the 
MDZ concept to drug interdiction. The Coast Guard 
would assume the responsibili ty for the further 
development of the air C3I system. Under Coast 
Guard stewardship the air C3I facilities would be 
collocated with the NORAD SOCC's and would be 
fully integrated with them, physically and 
electronically. This would be of great benefit to 
the drug interdiction effort in that it would 
fully capitalize on what is already in place in 
the 000 and Coast Guard. Conversely, there would 
be substantial benefits to national security, 
particularly by improving defense capabilities in 
the low altitude regimes below ijOOO feet. All of 
this would be cheaper, earlier achieved, and much 
more efficient when completed. Finally, the job 
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would be done by military orofessioru!.l§., 21l houl"s 
a day, 7 days a week.] 

29. What were some of the considerations that caused you to 
recommend to Commissioner von Raab that the interdiction 
mission be transferred to the Coast Guard? 

[The principal items are cited in my exit 
memorandum of 30 September 1986 which was included 
as an annex to my statement. They are: 

Inability and/or unwillingness to plan. 

Failure to definitize 
program objectives. 

and prioritize 

Inadequate force 
and personnel) 
excessive time 
effective levels. 

structure (both equipment 
and high costs--and 

required--to raise to 

Lack of appreciation and 
requisite (fundamental) 
leadership and management. 

application 
principles 

of 
of 

Inexperience and absence of know how in the 
techniques and technology of command and 
control. 

Lack of full time 'battle management' of 
drug interdiction operations at the border. 

Shortcomings in tactical intelligence. 

Absence of a technology development and 
applications program. 

Lack of professionalism throughout the 
tactical interdiction organization. 

Inadequate security throughout the program. 

The predominance of political expediftncy 
over operational necessity as a governing 
factor adversely influencing the selection 
of a suitable airborne surveillance 
aircraft for drug interdiction.] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM VON RAAB 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, THANK YOU FOR THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS THE COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIO~S AND 

INTELLIGENCE (C3I) CENTERS. THE C31 CONCEPT IS A CRITICAL PART OF 

THE CUSTOMS SERVICE DRUG INTERDICTION STRATEGY. 

SINCE 1981, WHEN I BECAME COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS, I HAVE 

D~IOTED MUCH OF MY PERSONAL ENERGY AND THE AGENCY'S RESOURCES TO 

DRUG INTERDICTION. I BELIEVE DRUGS ARE THE MOST SERIOUS ENEMY 

FACING OUR NATION. DRUG ABUSE AFFECTS THE VERY FOUNDATION 

OF OUR DEMOCRACY, THE HEALTH AND WELL-BEING OF OUR CHILDREN, AND 

THE VALUES 1' .. ND MORALS 0:;' THIS AND FUTURE GENERATIONS. I AM 

PLEASED TO HAVE A MAJOR ROLE IN COMBATTING THIS PROBLEM AND AM 

DEDICATED TO THE EFFORT. 

THE ROLE OF THE CUSTOMS SERVICE IN DRUG INTERDICTION 

THE U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE IS THE LEAD FEDERAL AGENCY FOR DRUG 

INTERDICTION AT THE BORDERS. THIS ROLE CAN BE TRACED BACK TO THE 

VERY BEGINNING OF OUR COUNTRY. THE CUSTOMS SERVICE WAS CREATED BY 

THE SECOND ACT OF CONGRESS IN 1789 AND WAS GIVEN RESPONSIBILITY 

FOR THE INTERDICTION OF ALL MERCHANDISE (INCLUDING CONTRABAND) 

BEING IMPORTED OR EXPORTED CONTRARY TO LAW. THERE ARE NUMEROUS 

CUSTOMS STATUTES, SOME OF WHICH CAN BE TRACED TO THE SECOND ACT OF 

CONGRESS, WHICH MANDATE OUR LEAD INTERDICTION ROLE. FOR EXAMPLE: 

19 U.S.C. 482: BORDER SEARCH AND SEIZURE AU'J;'HORITY FOR 

VESSELS, VEHICLES, PERSONS AND MERCHANDISE. 

19 U.S.C. 1467: RE::NSPEC7:;:CN G'l:' V'~.3Sl!.'2;S. l-ER6'ON",;llliv'" '*" tl/\ ( ...... ~ .. 

MERCHANDISE AT SUCCESSIVE PORTS. 

_. 
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19 U.S.C. 1490: EXAMINATION AND CLEARANCE AUTHORITY FOR ALL 

IMPORTED MERCHANDISE. 

19 U.S.C. 1581: AUTHORITY FOR BOARDING VESSELS AND VEHICLES, 

BORDER SEARCHING CONVEYANCES, MERCHANDISE, AND PERSONS, ETC. 

19 U.S.C. 1582: DETENTION FOR CUSTOMS PROCESSING OF PERSONS 

ENTERING THE U.S. 

THE ANTI-SMUGGLING ACT OF 1935. VARIOUS BROAD AUTHORITIES 

(IN TITLE 19) CONCERNING CUSTOMS AUTHORITY TO BOARD AND 

EXAMINE VESSELS. 

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO.2 OF 1973, B7 STAT. 1091, 1973 U.S. 

CODE, CONGRESSIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE NEWS 3554. ALTHOUGH 

THIS REORGANIZATION PLAN CONSOLIDATED PRIMARY. FEDERAL DRUG 

ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITY IN THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT, IT 

SPECIFICALLY LEFT THE BORDER DRUG INTERDICTION FUNCTION WITH 

CUSTOMS. "THE SECRETARY (I.E. CUSTOMS) SHALL RETAIN AND 

CONTINUE TO PERFORM, (INTELLIGENCE, INVESTIGATIVE. AND LAW 

ENFORCEMENT) FUNCTIONS, TO· THE EXTENT THAT THEY RELATE TO 

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES OF ILLICIT NARCOTICS, DANGEROUS DRUGS, 

OR MARIJUANA OR TO THE APPREHENSION OR DETENTION OF PERSONS 

IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AT REGULAR INSPECTION LOCATIONS AT 

PORTS OF ENTRY OR ANYWHERE ALONG THE LAND OR WATER BORDER OF 

THE UNITED STATES." (SEE SECTION 1 OF REORGANIZATION PLAN 

NO. 2 OF 1973) 

THE CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1986 PASSED AS PART OF THE 

ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986/ P.L. 99-570 (OCTOBER 21, 1986). 
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THIS COMPREHENSIVE REVISION OF CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT ~UTHOR

ITIES CONTAINS NEW STATUTES ON OUR INTERDICTION ROL~. 

FOR EX~PLE, 19 U.S.C. 1590 WAS ENACTED AS A MAJOR NEW 

AVIATION SMUGGLING PROHIBITION. 

49 U.S.c. 1509 and 19 U.S.C. 1644: MANDATES CUSTOMS TO 

ASSURE THAT CIVIL AIRCRAFT ARRIVING INTO THE U.S. 

COMPLY WITH ALL CUSTOMS REQUIREMENTS AND LAWS CONCERNING 

CONCERNING IMPORTS. 

THUS, THE CUSTOMS SERVICE HAS EXTENSIVE AUTHORITIES AND A 

HISTORICAL TRADITION IN CmlBATTING THIS SERIOUS PROBLEM. 

MANY FUNCTIONS OF OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES WERE PERFORMED 

BY THE CUSTOMS SERVICE AT ONE TIME INCLUDING CERTAIN FUNCTIONS 

OF THE COAST GUARD, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, VETERANS 

ADMINISTRATIQN, BUREAU OF CENSUS, NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, 

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION 

SERVICE, AND THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION. EVEN 

THROUGH THE'REVENUE CUTTER SERVICE (THE COAST GUARD'S 

PREDECESOR) WAS A SEPARATE AGENCY OF THE TREASURY DEPART~IENT, 

ITS OFFICERS 'AND MEN REPORTED TO CUSTOMS COLLECTORS AND 

PERFORMED DUTIES ASSIGNED TO THEM BY THE COLLECTORS. 

FOR THIS REASON, WARRANT, COMMISSIONED, AND PETTY OFFICERS 

OF THE REVENUE CUTTER SERVICE (AND LATER THE COAST GUARD) 

WE~E DESIGNA~ED AS CUSTOMS OFFICERS BY STATUTE. EVEN TODAY, 

COAST GUARD OFFICERS DERIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY TO MAKE 

ARRESTS ON LAND, TO PERFORM BORDER SEARCHES, AND TO ENFORCE 
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LAWS RESPECTING AIRCRAFT OR VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL LAW INVOLVING 

AIRCRAFT FROM THE CUSTOMS SERVICE. (19 U.S.C. 1401 (i) AN9 14 

U.S.C. 143). MANY AGENCIES, WHOSE ORIGINS BEGAN WITH THE 

CUSTOMS SERVICE, SUCH AS THE COAST GUARD, THE IMMIGRATION AND 

NATURALIZATION SERVICE, AND THE DRUG ENFORCEll'r~NT ADMINISTRl'.TION 

CONTINUE TODAY TO USE CUSTOMS SERVICE AUTHORITIES FOR THEIR 

DRUG INTERDICTION EFFORTS. 

WE, AT THE CUSTOMS SERVICE, ARE PLEASED TO HAVE THE 

ASSISTANCE OF THE COAST GUARD IN THE AIR INTERDICTION PROGRAM AND 

COMMEND ADMIRAL YOST FOR TAKING SUCH A STRONG STAND AGAINST DRUGS. 

DRUG INTERDICTION STRATEGY 

THE FISCAL YEAR 1987 BUDGET APPROVED BY CONGRESS ALLOWS FOR 

APPROXIMATELY $1.4 BILLION FOR FEDERAL DRUG INTERDICTION EFFORTS. 

THESE RESOURCES WERE ALLOCATED TO THE COAST GUARD, THE DEPARTMENT 

OF DEFENSE, THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE, AND THE 

CUSTOMS SERVICE. THIS IS TO COMBAT AN ESTIMATED $100 BILLION 

BUSINESS FROM THE DRUG SMUGGLERS. WE BELIEVE THE ONLY WAY TO BE 

SUCCESSFUL AGAINST THIS THREAT IS TO ENSURE THAT THE FEDERAL 

AGENCIES ARE WORKING CLOSELY TOGETHER, AND TO ENLIST'THE AID OF 

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS, PRIVATE 

ORGANIZATIONS AND CITIZENS, AND ANYONE ELSE WHO WILL HELP. 
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EACH ORGANIZATION HAS ITS OWN CONTRIBUTION TO MAKE., FOR 

EXAMPLE, THE CUSTOMS SERVICE IS THE ONLY ORGANIZATION THAT HAS A 

SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF PHYSICAL ASSETS WHICH ARE DEDICATED SOLEY 

TO DRUG INTERDICTION INCLUDING 90 AIRCRAFT, 247 VESSELS, AND 

OVER 1300 VOICE PRIVACY RADIOS. STATE AND.LOCAL LAW 

ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES KNOW THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND HAVE SOURCES 

AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION THAT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO DUPLICATE. 

PRIVATE CITIZENS ARE ALSO HELPING WITH SUCH PROGRAMS AS THE "YOU 

CAN HELP" HOTLI~E AND THE EXPLORER P"ROGRAM. THE COMMUNICATION 

NETWORK FOR ACCESSING AND COORDINATING THE DRUG INTERDICTION 

RESOURCES IS CRITICAL TO ENSURING THAT THESE ORGANIZATIONS ARE THE 

MOST EFFECTIVE POSSIBLE. 

I BELIEVE THE FEDERAL AGENCIES ARE WORKING MORE CLOSELY 

TOGETHER THAN EVER BEFORE. IN ADDITION, I HAVE PERSONALLY MET 

WITH MORE THAN A HUNDRED STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS 

FROM FLORIDA TO CALIFORNIA TO ENLIST THEIR SUPPORT. WE ARE 

ACTIVELY GAINING ALLIES TH~OUGHOUT THE NATION AND WE ARE PROVIDING 

THE STATE AND LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH VOICE PRIVACY RADIOS AND 

TRANSPONDERS FOR THEIR BOATS TO FACILITATE COMMUNICATIONS. 

THE BLUE LIGHTNING OPERATIONS COMMAND CENTER (BLOCC) WAS 

ESTABLISHED IN MIAMI, FLORIDA, ABOUT A YEAR AGO. CUSTOMS ASSETS 

CURRENTLY BEING COORDINATED BY THE BLOCC INCLUDED ABOUT 85 

VESSELS, AND 340 CUSTOMS OFFICERS, 10 SHORE BASED MARINE RADAR 

SITES, AND 3 AERO STAT BALLOONS. OVER 25 LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT 

AGENCIES HAVE ALREADY JOINED CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES OF 260 
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OFFICERS AND ABOUT 90 VESSELS EACH EQUIPPED WITH A CUSTOMS 

TRANSPONDER AND A VOICE PRIVACY RADIO. THE NATIONAL PA~ SERVICE, 

THE U.S. BORDER PATROL AND THE COAST ~UARD HAVE ALSO JOINED. 

EFFORTS ARE NOW UNDERWAY TO INCLUDE WESTERN AND NORTHERN FLORIDA 

walCH WILL MORE THAN DOUBLE THE ASSETS. AS YOU CAN SEE, THE STATE 

AND LOCAL ASSETS ARE MAKING A BIG DIFFERENCE. 

BLoce IS CRITICAL TO THE DRUG INTERDICTION EFFORT BECAUSE 

WITHOUT THE COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY, IDENTIFYING AND TRACKING 

SUSPECT TARGETS WOULD BE MORE DIFFICULT AND LESS EFFICIENT. 

DEPLOYING THE CLOSEST RESOURCE (REGARDLESS OF WHETHER IT IS 

CUSTOMS. ANOTHER FEDERAL AGENCY, ORA STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT), 

TO THE SUSPECT, FREQUENTLY IS THE DIFFERENCE, FROM A TIMELINESS 

PERSPECTIVE, OF APPREHENDING THE SUSPECT OR NOT. WE ARE 

ACTIVELY WORKING TO EXTEND THESE SUCCESSFUL CONCEPTS TO THE 

SOUTHWEST AND GULF COAST. 

AIR INTERDICTION STRATEGIES ARE SIMILAR TO THE MARINE 

STRATEGY. THE DETECTING, TRACKING, INTERCEPTING, AND APPREHENSION 

OF SUSPECT AIRCRAFT IS COMpLEX, REQUIRING DIFFERENT TYPES OF 

AIRCRAFT ON A SINGLE PURSUIT. COMMUNICATION NEEDS ARE EXTENSIVE 

NOT ONLY WITH THE AIR INTERDICTION COMPONENTS BUT ALSO WITH GROUND 

SUPPORT IN THE EVENT THE AIRCRAFT IS FORCED TO LAND. THE AIR 

INTERDICTION ASSETS ARE USED NOT ONLY IN APPREHENDING AIRBORNE 

TARGETS BUT ALSO IN IDENTIFYING MARINE, AND AT TIMES, LAND 

TARGETS. A SOPHlSTICATED COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY IS A CRITICAL 

PART OF THE AIR INTERDICTION STRATEGY. 
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ANOTHER INTEGRAL PART OF THE DRUG INTERDICTION STRATEGY IS 

INVESTIGATION AND INTELLIGENCE GATHERING. BY IDENTIFYING' 

AIRCRAFT OR VESSELS WITH SPECIAL COMPARTMENTS OR UNUSUAL FEATURES 

AND DEVELOPING INFORMANTS AND OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION, THE 

IDENTIFICATION OF SUSPECT TARGETS CAN BE GREATLY FACILIT~TED. 

THE BASIC DRUG INTERDICTION STRATEGY IS TO ENLIST AS MANY 

AVAILABLE ASSETS TO THE DRUG. INTERDICTION EFFORT AS POSSIBLE, 

IMPLEMENT A MECHANISM TO EFFECTIVELX COORDINATE THOSE ASSETS, AND 

PROVIDE INFORMATION FROM INVESTIGATION AND AS MANY OTHER SOURCES 

AS POSSIBLE TO FACILITATE THE EFFORT. 

COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND INTELLIGENCE CENTERS 

THE C31 IS A COMMAND CENTER WHERE REAL-TIME INTERDICTION 

DECISONS ARE MADE BASED ON REAL-TIME INFORMATION FROM NUMEROUS 

SOURCES. SOURCES OF INFORMATION INCLUDE: FAA, CUSTOMS, AND DOD 

RADARS; NORAD; EPIC; FULLY DEDICATED DRUG INTERDICTION RADAR 

SYSTEM IN THE AIR, SEA, AND ON LAND; THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY; 

THE TREASURY ENFORCEMENT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM (TECS), FEDERAL, 

STATE, AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES; TRANSPONDERS INSTALLED 

ON AIRCRAFT AND VESSELS; DRUG INTERDICTION INVESTIGATIONS; PRIVATE 

CITIZEN HOTLINES; ETC. PARTICIPATION IN THE C3I INCLUDES ALL 

FEDERAL AGENCIES INVOLVED IN DRUG INTERDICTION AND STATE AND 

LOCAT~ LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES WHOSE RESOURCES WILL BE COORDINATED 

BY THE C3I WHEN THEIR MISSION CONTRIBUTES TO DRUG INTERDICTION. 
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CONGRESS FIRST DIRECTED THAT CUSTOMS SERVICE BEGIN EFFORTS 

ON DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING THE C31 CONCEPT IN 1984. THE CONCEPT 

SHOWED GREAT PROMISE ~ND CONGRESS ApPROPRIATED ABOUT $2 MILLION IN 

FISCAL YEAR 1985 AND $4 MILLION IN FISCAL YEAR 1986. THE MAJORITY 

OF THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT WORK IS NEARING COMPLETION AND WHAT 

REMAINS IS THE ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPPING OF FACILITIES. 

THE FY 1987 CONTINUING RESOLUTION (PL 99-500, PL 99-591) 

DIRECTS THE " •.• ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS 

AND INTELLIGENCE (C3I) CENTERS UNDER THE EXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF THE 

U. S. CUSTOMS SERVICE." THUS, THE CONTINUING RESOLUTION 

ESTABLISHED THE CUSTOMS SERVICE AS THE LEAD AGENCY IN THE C3I 

EFFORT AND WE ARE WELL QUALIFIED FOR THAT FUNCTION BECAUSE OF OUR 

VAST EXPERIENCE IN THE COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS AREA AS 

IT RELATES TO AIRBORNE SMUGGLING INTERDICTION. CUSTOMS WILL 

CONTINUE TO COORDINATE THESE EFFORTS WITH THE COMMANDANT OF THE 

COAST GUARD, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, AND THE NATIONAL NARCOTICS 

BORDER INTERDICTION SYSTEM AS REQUIRED BY THE DRUG AUTHORIZATION 

BILL. THE CUSTOMS SERVICE RECOGNIZED THE NEED FOR A C31 SYSTEM IN 

THE EARLY 1970's WHEN WE ESTABLISHED A BASIC C3 FUNCTION AT THE 

ALBUQUERQUE FAA AIR ROUTE TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER AND AT THE NORAD 

SAGE FACILITY IN PHOENIX, ARIZONA. EVEN THOUGH THESE EARLY 

EFFORTS WERE RATHER RUDIMENTARY, THEY WERE SUCCESSFUL IN TERMS OF 

INCREASED EFFECTIVENESS. THROUGH THE ENSUING YEARS, WE HAVE 

INCREASED OUR CAPABILITY, ADDED STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT AND 

REFINED OUR OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES INTO A HIGHLY COMPLEX COMMAND 

AND COl'lTROL OPERATIONS. IN ADDITON TO 'rHIS BACKGROUND IN , . 
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IN OPERATING A C3I FUNCTION, THE CUS~OMS SERVICE HAS A CADRE OF 

PILOTS EXPERIENCED IN CONDUCTING DAY, NIGHT, ALL WEATHER 

'WTERCEPTS }\ND A F'LEET OF 90 AIRCRAFT, INCLUDING 36 AIRCRAFT 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED ~O ACCOMP!JISH THE AIRBORNE ENFORCEMENT MISSION 

AND 247 VESSELS Y,'OR MARINE INTERDICTION. 

AS PART OF I~S ONGOING COOPERATIVE EFFOR~S WITH THE COAST 

GUARD, THE CUSTOMS SERVICE AND THE COAST GUARD HAVE FORMALIZED AN 

AGREEMENT THIS WEEK TO ROTATE COMMAND AND CON~ROL OF THE MIAMI 

C3I. THE cus'rOMS SERVICE AND THE COAST GUARD WILL SHARE COMMAND 

OF THE MIAMI cn ON A TWO YEAR ROTATION BASIS WITH TilE CUSTOMS 

SERVICE'S TWO YEARS BEGINNING WHEN TilE MIAMI C3I BECOMES 

OPERATIONAL AND CONTINUING THROUGH JUNE OF 1989. THE COAST 

GUARD'S TWO YEAR COMMAND WILL BEGIN IN JULY OF 1989. THIS TWO 

YEAR PERIOD WILL PROVIDE THE STABILITY NECESSARY TO MANAGE SUCH A 

COMPLEX FUNCTION. IN ADDITION, THE COAST GUARD HAS AGREED TO 

ENSURE THAT A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF ITS VESSELS INVOLVED IN DRUG 

INTERDICTION ARE AVAILABLE FOR C31 MISSIONS. 

I BELIEVE THAT THE AGREEMENT REI\CHED WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE: 

THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR DRUG INTERDICTION PURPOSES BUT WILL 

ALSO ENIIANCE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE C31 CONCEPT. 
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COOPERATION WITH DOD AND COAST GUARD, AND OTHER AGENCIES 

THE DRUG AUTHORIZATION BILL {PL 99-570) DIRECTS T~AT " ••• 

THE COORDINATION OF THE ESTABLISHMENT AND LOCATION·OF SUCH C3I 

CENTERS SHALL BE CONDUCTED BY THE CO~~ISSIONER OF CUSTOMS: 

TOGETHER WITH THE COMMANDANT OF THE COAST GUARD: THE ATTORNEY 

GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, AND THE NATIONAL NARCOTICS BORDER 

INTERDICTION SYSTEM." I HAVE COMPLIED WITH THESE D1RECTIVES 

AND THE CUSTOMS SERVICE, AS THE LEAD "AGENCY, IS MOVING FOR~lARD 

WITH DEFINITION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE C31 CENTERS. 

CUSTOMS HAS A LONG HISTORY OF COOPERATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT 

OF DEFENSE {DOD), THE COAST GUARD. AND THE FEDERAL AVIATION 

ADMINISTRATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE C31 PROGRAM. SINCE 

CUSTOHS HAD.ORIGINALLY IDENTIFIED THE AIR FORCE'S REGION 

.OPERATI~NS CONTROL CENTERS (RaCC) AS DESIRABLE LOCATIONS, THE AIR 

FORCE BECAME THE LEAD DOD AGENCY FOR INTERFACING WITH CUSTOMS. IN 

OCTOBER OF 1985 THP. AIR FORCE APPOINTED A POINT OF CONTACT FOR THE 

AIR J:'ORCE/CUSTO[':.!J COOPERATIVE C31 EFFORT. STARTlNG IN NOVEMBER OF 

1985, SEVERAL MEETINGS WERE HELD WITH THE APPROPRIATE AIR FORCE 

PERSONNEL AND ORGANIZATIONS TO ASSURE A FULLY COORDINATED C3I 

PROGRAH. THE AIR FORCE HAS BEEN MOST SUPPORTIVE OF THE CUSTOMS 

C3I EFFORT: IN FACT, THE OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN STRONGLY REFLECTS 

THEIR ADVICE AND SUGGESTIONS, AND THE STRATEGY E~PLOYED FOR THE 

SYSTEM'S AaQUISITION CAME DIRECTLY FROM DOD. 
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THE CONTINUING RESOLUTION WHICH APPROPRIATED FUNDS FOR THE 

C31 AND THE DRUG AUTHORIZATION BILL, WERE PASSED IN LATE OCTOBER 

1986. BY NOVEMBER 5, 1986, CUSTOMS HAD ESTABLISHED THE C31 

INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP. MEMBERS OF THE GROUP INCLUDE 

DOD, COAST GUARD, NATIONAL NARCOTICS BORDER INTERDICTION SYSTEM, 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, FEDERAL 

AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, AND CUSTOMS. SINCE THAT DATE, MONTHLY 

PRINCIPALS MEETINGS HAVE BEEN HELD TO ENSURE FULL COOPERATION. 

TECHNICAL WORKING GROUPS WERE CREATED AND HAVE HELD MEETINGS ON 

ALMOST A WEEKLY BASIS TO SURFACE AND RESOLVE 90NCERNS IN THE AREAS 

OF COMMUNICATIONS, TECHNICAL DESIGNS, FACILITY DESIGNS, AND 

INTELLIGENCE. 

THE COAST GUARD HAS BEEN,ACTIVE IN THESE ENDEAVORS, 

HAVING PERSONALLY PRESENTED THEIR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS TO THE THREE 

C3I DESIGN TEAMS AND HAVING DEDICATED FOUR COAST GUARD TECHNICAL 

EXPERTS TO THE MOST RECENT DESIGN REVIEWS, WHICH WERE HELD DURING . 
THE FIRST TWO WEEKS OF FEBRUARY. ADDITIONALLY, THE COAST GUARD IS 

EXPECTED TO DEDICATE THE SAME NUMBER OF EXPERTS TO'~HE FINAL C3I 

SYSTEM ACQUISITION EVALUATION IN APRIL AND WILL BE REPRESENTED ON 

THE SOURCE EVALUATION BOARD. THE SOUPGE EVALUATION BOARD MAKES 

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SOURCE SELECTION OFFICIAL ON THE 

THREE DESIGN TEAMS IN THE C31 COMPETITION. 

COORDINATION WITH THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION HAS 

ALSO BEEN AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE C31 

CONCEPT. THE FAA HAS BEEN AN INTEGRAL PART OF OUR AIR 
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INTERDICTION EFFORTS FROM INCEPTION THROUGHOUT THE PAST 'DECADE. 

IN FACT, THE ORIGINAL PLAN WAS TO LOCATE THE C3I AT THE FAA 

FACILITY IN MIAMI. HOWEVER, THE PLANS WERE CHANGED AFTER WE BOTH 

REALIZED THAT THE FAA FACILITIES WERE SIMPLY NOT ADEQUATE TO 

SATISFY BOTH REQUIREMENTS. THE C3I WILL CONTINUE TO BE CLOSELY 

LINKED TO FAA VIA COMPUTER TO ACCESS DATA. 

CUSTOMS BELIEVES THAT IT HAS COORDINATED ITS C3I PROGRAM WITH 

DOD, COAST GUARD, DEA, JUSTICE, AND. FAA, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT 

POSSIBLE. A COMPLETE ACCOUNTING OF AGENCY COORDINATION EFFORTS IS 

INCLUDED AS APPENDIX I TO MY STATEMENT. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

CUSTOMS HAS EXTENSIVELY COORDINATED WITH ALL RELEVANT 

AGENCIES TO ENSURE THERE IS NO DUPLICATION. DOD, COAST GUARD, AND 

THE FAA HAVE BEEN ESPECIALLY HELPFUL TO US AS WE DESIGNED AND 

DEVELOPED THE C3I. AIR AND MARINE RELATED INFORMATION THAT BOTH 

AGENCIES COLLECT WILL BE ROUTINELY TRANSMITTED TO THE c3I SITES. 

TACTICAL DRUG INTERDICTION NEEDS FOR INFORMATION ARE QUITE 

DIFFERENT THAN EITHER FAA OR NORAD. FIRST OF ALL, THE SMUGGLERS' 

AIRCRAFT FLY SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER AND SLOWER THAN AIRCRAFT TRACKED 

BY EITHER FAA OR NORAD. SECOND, THE TRACKING AND ENFORCEMENT 

MISSION REQUIRES REAL TIME INTELLIGENCE DATA THAT IS NOT NECESSARY 

FOR EITHER AGENCY. ALTHOUGH PHYSICAL PROXIMITY WITH THE OTHER 

AGENCIES MIGHT HAVE, AT ONE TIME, BEEN HELPFUL, IT IS NOT 

NECESSARY WITH TODAY'S COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY. 
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THE DRUG INTERDICTION EFFORTS ARE FINALLY SUCCEEDING. 

OPERATION FLORIDA AND NOW BLUE LIGHTNING ARE SUCCESSFUL. FEDERAL 

AGENCIES, STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT ORGANIZATIONS AND EVEN 

PRIVATE CITIZENS ARE WORKING TOGETHER. DRUG SMUGGLERS HAVE MOVED 

MUCH OF THEIR OPERATIONS TO THE SOUTHWEST BORDER, BUT WE ARE 

STARTING TO IMPACT 'rHEM THERE AS WELL. 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS DEVOTING SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCES TO 

THIS ENDEAVOR. THE DRUG BILL ADDED"OVER $20~ MILLION TO THAT 

EFFORT JUST THIS YEAR. IN ADDITION, CONGRESS APPROPRIATED 

SUBSTANTIAL ADDITIONAL RESOURCES TO THE CUSTOMS SERVICE ."'OR FY 

1987, INCLUDING RESOURCES FOR; 

THREE C3I'S, 

INCREASES IN MANPOWER BY 1054 FOR DRUG INTERDICTION; 

TWO E-2C AIRCRAFT, 

P-3 AIRCRAFT WITH SUBSTANTIALLY ~NHANCED DETECTION 

CAPABILITY, 

INCREASE IN BLACKHAWK HELICOPTERS FROM EIGHT TO TWELVE, 

DELIVERY OF FOUR ADDITIONAL INTERCEPTOR/TRACKER AIRCRAFT 

BRINGING THE TOTAL TO EIGHTEEN, 

SIX ADDITIONAL AEROSTATS BRINGING THE TOTAL TO NINE, 
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SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN AIR PROGRAM STAFFING, AND 

INCREASES IN EQUIP~IENT TOTALING $21 MILLION FOR: VOICE 

PRIVACY RADIOS, RADAR FOR THE GULF COAST, MARINE EQUIPMENT, 

ETC. 

I BELIEVE WE ARE FINALLY ~IAKING MAJOR PROGRESS IN OUR DRUG 

INTERDI~TION EFFORTS. (ATTACHMENT II CONTAINS A LISTING OF 

SEIZURES FROM BOTH THE CUSTOMS AND COAST GUARD). I BELIEVE THAT 

CUSTOMS AND THE COAST GUARD HAVE TOGETHER WORKED OUT THE BEST 

SOLUTION FOR THE C31 IN THAT THE JOINT COMMAND WILL ENSURE THAT 

ALL DRUG INTERDICTION RESOURCES WILL BE PART OF THE C3I. 

WHAT REMAINS IMPORTANT IS THAT ~L AGENCIES WORK 

COOPERATIVELY TOGETHER. IN ADDITION, THE CUSTOMS SERVICE, AS THE 

LEAD BORDER DRUG INTERDICTION AGENCY, WILL CONTINUE TO ENLIST MORE 

ALLIES TO ASSIST IN ALL FACETS OF THE WAR AGAINST ILLEGAL DRUGS 

THAT ARE SO NEGATIVELY AFFECTING OUR NATION. 

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS OUR DRUG 

INTERDICTION EFFORTS AND THE C31 PROGRAM. I WOULD BE PLEASED TO 

ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS. 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS/ANSWERS FOR HEARING RECORD 

Honorable William von Raab, Commissioner 
U. S. Customs Service 

Question: The OTA study released at the hearing finds 
that despite a dounling of federal expenditures on 
interdiction in the last five years, the quantity of 
drugs being smuggled into the Voited States is greater 
than ever. OTA finds that our interdiction effort is 
succeeding in stopping only a very small percentage of 
illegal drug smuggling. Would you comment on those 
findings and what they imply about the future of 
interdiction efforts? 

~: The purpose of the OTA study was to examine the 
technologies available to the drug interdiction effort, 
the federal organizations that use these technologies, 
and their strategies. Further, the study was to 
investigate the range of choices among technologies and 
the alternative "sys of using these technologies. The 
OTA data collection and documentation effort therefore 
concentrated on the availability and useS of technology 
for drug interdiction. Their principal study report, 
over 200 pages long, deals extensively and in detail 
with the subject of technology. However, becsuse all of 
the agencies participating in this study felt that the 
infarmation on the capabilities and limitations of 
technology va's too sensitive for public disclosure, this 
technical report was classified nnd thus not available 
for public dissemination. In order to meet their 
obligation to produce a public report, OTA elected 
to concentrate on the organizational and operational 
'issues associated with drug interdiction. As a result, 
it is our opinion that this public report emphasizes 
areas that were beyond the primary focus of the study 
and were less adequately researched. 

From an overall point of vie", we find fault with the 
Deape of the report and its characterization of the 
interdiction problem, its emphasis on negative findings, 
shallo" Bnd oversimplified solutions, statements that 
are inaccurate or outdated, and a failure to ~rcs~nt neW 
information not already common knowledge. On the 
pOSitive side, the Report does make several points 
regarding the relative strengths and limitations of 
Various agencies, and sbout intelligence, commsnd and 
control requirements, and other technological issues 
"ith which we agree. 
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Additional Questions/Customs 

.Q!!estion: A=rtiin:J to your statement, CUst:ans began developing 
the C-31 =ncept in 1984. When did CUstans begin efforts to 
coordinate the development of 0-31 with Coast Guard? 

~ : CUstoms began its C31 dialogue with the Coast Guard in 
Nay of 1985 during the planning stages of the Joint Marine 
Interdiction o:mnand Center (JMICC) in ~1iami, Florida. ~ 
facUity was =nstructed in Februal:y of 1986 aIXl is now referred 
to as the Blue Lightninq Operations Cormnarrl Center (BlOCC). ~e 
JMICC was fielded as a C31 test: bed aIXl is the prjJnaJ:y source of 
marine - associated C31 System design data that are being used in 
the design of our current C31 System. 

Question: A=rtiin:J to GAO tesl:im:my aIXl documents provided by 
GAO, CUstoms decided in NO\TelN:ler 1985 that the C-31 program 
should include both air aIXl marine interdiction activities. In 
light of that fact, shouldn't CUstoms have begun coordination 
with Coast GuaXtl on developnent: plans at this point? 

~ : CUstoms actually began its C31 coordination with the 
Coast GuaXtl in May of 1985 during the development of the Joint 
}larine Interdiction CO!mnan:i Center (JMICC). ~ coordination 
seu:ved to develop the interface required for the inshore (out to 
twelve lniles) operating envixornnent. CUst:ans has never had an 
interest in "Blue Water" drug interdiction since that area is 
Coast GuaXtl's operational responsibility. Cormnarrl aIXl =ntrol of 
Blue Water drug interdiction was not =ntenplated in CUstarns C31 
program; h~er, coordination in the form of infonration sharin;J 
was =nsidered. ~erefore appropriate coordination actually 
occurred before CUstoms reached a decision to integrate air and 
marine ccmmarxl. and =ntrol in its C31 Centers. 

2 • 

Ques~: What role has the Drug Policy Board played in the development of 
the C31 program before and after the passage of the 1986 Drug Act? 

~ The original development of the C31 predates the Board. The Boord 
acts as an overseer aonong the four agencies which are responsible 
under the law coordination. So it is to the Board that we report 
with respect to our coordination, and it would be the Board which 
would resolve any issues that would arise aonong us, although this 
has not to date been necessary. 
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Question: Under the Drug Policy Board's charter they 
are required to "x-eviev, evaluate, and develop United 
States Government policy, strategy, and resourceG "ith 
respect to illegal drug enforcement" development of C3I, 
with or "ithout a specific congressional directive to do 
801 

Answer: As I stated in my answer to the previous 
~on, the Fiscal Year 1987 legislation required that 
Customs cooperate "ith the Coast Guard and other 
interested federal agencies in the design, location, and 
employment of its Command, Control, Communications, and 
Intelligence (C3I) System. Starting on November 1986, 
Customs chaired meetings with the principals of the 
agencies "ith which cooperstion Was required: Coast 
Guard, Drug Enforcement Administration, National 
Narcotics Border Interdiction System, Department of 
Justice, Federal AViation Administration, and the 
Department of Defense. Since that date, monthly 
Principals' Meetings have been held to ensure full 
cooperation and consideration of these agencies 
requirements in the Customs C3I System. Additionally, 
smaller "orking groups have held meetings on almost a 
"eekly basis to surface and rectify concerns in the 
areas of communications, technical designs, facility 
designs, intelligence, and C31 Center command 
structure. 

All of the above agencies ~e~e invited to participate in 
C31 System design reviews. The Coast Guard has been the 
",ost active of these, baving personally presented their 
system requirements to the three 4esign teams and having 
dedicated four Cosst Guard technical experts to the most 
recent design reviews, which were held the first two 
weeks of February. Additionally, the Coast Cuard is 
expected to dedicate the same or similar experts to the 
final C3I System acquisition evaluation in April and 
will be represented on the Source Evaluation Board. The 
Source Evaluation Board makes final recommendations to 
the Source Selection Official on the three design teams 
in the competition. 

Customs believes that it has abided by legislated 
cooperation requirements. We have sufficiently 
coordinated with affected agencies the development of 
the C3I, and will continue to do so· 

3. 
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Question: Ol'A's testimony identified what it called 
"E'.hortcomin;Js" of the current 0-3I centers f= Olst:oms an:i Coast 
Guard as follows: 

three separate 0-3I facilities - Q:last Guard, Olst:oms Air, 
an:i Olstcms Marine - operating in:lependent of each other; 
little conuronality in technology !lI1lCmJ these three Jd.rds of 
ClI facilities - giving rise to "f\m:laJrental. incompatibility 
that precludes ooope.ration and coordination"; 
lack of common equipment which is particularly acute in the 
voice radio area; 
lack of standal:t1ization of radio equipnent an:i the 
establ.ish:nYant: of CCJ!11IIX)n operating frequencies - i.e., the 
Olst:oms Blue Lightning center in Miami cannot communicate 
diJ:ectly with Q:last Gual:d vessels in the sarre area; an:i 
the lack of established po>cedural agreements and protocols 
anx:>ng Coast Gual:d, customs, and DEA that would allCM tactical 
cooperation on a specific an:i ad hoc basis. 

wil.l these probleIl'S be addressed and solved by the proposed 0-3I 
system? 

~: Yes. 

4. 
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Question: 'the F¥87 DOD nuthLH~ation bill also requires the 
President, by May 13, to designate lead agencies for (1) Qarine and 
air drug interdiction beyond the U.S. borders; (2) domestic and 
border drug interdiction efforts; and (3) domestic and foreign drug 
la~ enforcement. In your opinion, ~ho should the lead agencies be 
and why? 

Ans~er: Coast Guard is the lead agency for marine interdiction 
beyond the Gustoms waters of the United Stntes and Customs 
complements that effort in some areas. 'the Coast Guard possesses 
the primary assets (i.e., large vessels) for marine interdiction 
beyond the twelve mile limit. Although Customs clearly has 
statutory authority (~, 19 U.S.C. 1581) to take marine 
interdiction actions beyond the Customs waters, we feel that 
Customs should play a complementary role to the pri~ary Coast Cuard 
function. Customs is the lead agency for marine interdiction in 
the Customs waters, inland waters and designated enforcement areas. 
Customs has historically been the lead U.S. agency for marine 
interdiction in the Customs and inland waters. Customs has border 
search authority to facilitate actions in Customs waters and has 
no secondary mission (such a& search and rescue which the Coast 
Guard does have) that may interfere with the marine interdiction 
mission. 

'the Customs Service is clearly the lead agency in all areas for air 
interdiction efforts (i,e" surveillance/detection, interception, 
and apprehension). Other federal agencies, especially the Coast 
Guard, complement Customs in this mission. This is particularly 
true in the surveillance/detection of possible air targets. 
Customs enjoys the broad statutory authority of border search that 
allows suspicionless stops and searches of aircraft crossing the 
borders. Customs also has a national presence that allows its air 
units to direct land enforcement components to apprehend landing 
air targets and off-load conspirators. Customs does not have a 
secondary mi$sion that may interfere with the air interdiction 
mission. And, in Congressional testimony on this subject, the 
Staff Director ~f the Joint Surveillance Committee of NNBlS, (which 
specifically studied the role of federal agencies in air 
interdiction), testified that Customs has and should retain pdmary 
air. interdiction responsibility_ n.R. 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 
Hearings at 536 (1984); testimony of Staff Director Schowengerdt. 

Customs· is the lead agency at and between the land portspf entry 
in the United States. Customs has the unique la~ enforce~ent 
authority of bordet search and thus there is no other practical 
choice Dr a lead agency. Customs is mandated by law (19 U.S.C. 
1499) to examine all i"'ported merchandise (including prohibited 
items such as controlled substances) arriving in the United States. 

5. 
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The Immigration and Natu~alization Service complements Customs in 
the interdiction function between the ports. 

The Drug Enforcement Administration is the lead federal agency in 
domestic drug interdiction" efforts and domestic drug la" 
enforcement efforts. Reorganization plan No.2 of 1973, "hich 
created DEA, clearly indicates this. Each foreign government must 
take the lead in its 0\10 law enforcement efforts. Both DEA and the 
State Department should encourage foreign governments to address 
this problem. 

6, 

Question: Do you '"dieve it is wise to proceed with plans for the development 
and construction of these C31 Centers prior to the }wy decision on 
designation of lead agencies? Shouldn-t a commitment to that type 
of program await thr President-s interdiction plan? 

No, the 1986 Drug Bill directs that we proceed with the 
implementation of the C31 program and Customs is complying with 
Congressional intent in the matter. Regardless of which agency is 
designated lead, the e31 coucept, location and \;~me frame have been 
agreed upon by the Coast Guard and recognized by the Policy Board. 
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ouestion: Both the Siler :Report arrl the Mitre Report refer to the 
collocation of C-31 sites at cw:rent NORAD sites, specifically the 
soa::s at March Air Force Base arrl Tyndall Air Force Base. Mr. 
AU1t has expressed that view as well as Colonel 'l11omas steeves, 
former Cc:l!1llt'aIXler of the March AFB SOCC arrl Colonel John Stocks, 
former Cc:l!1llt'aIXler of '1YOOall AFB SOCC, in statements submitted to 
the Subcommittee. 'llle eoast Guard also app3rel1tly shares that 
view, as does the Department of Defense. Why, despite those 
recommen::lations, is Qlstorns (1) building a new facility at Harm 
rather than an annex to the SOCC site as originally planned arrl 
(2) building the Florida site in Mlami, as opposed to 'IYOOall? 

~ : 'llle Siler Report makes no reccmnendations regarding C31 
facilities, rather it rec:amnends locating C31 centers at the NORAD 
sites for ease tlf coordination. since neither Colonel Steeves nor 
Colonel. st:.ocks actually testified at the hearing, arrl C\Istorns has 
not been given copies of the testimony they submitted, comments on 
their testim:my is not possible. :Furthennore, Qlst:/:lrnS has never 
seen an official eoast Guard document that addresses a preference 
for '1YOOall AFB over a Hiami C31 center site. 

In response to the first question, CUstans is unaware of any 
qualified reccmnendation for an annex to a SOCC rather than a new 
facility. CUstans has always planned for a new facility of 
appraxi.nately 20,000 square feet, as recanmcnded by the }litre 
:Report, and verified by our own architect's pro;p:anuning effort. 

In response to the secon:i question, C\Istorns originally planned to 
site the eastern C31 center at iYndall Am. However, after 
m;amining all of the requireJTents associated with the eastern C31 
center - for exanple, the requireJTent for a new facility, the 
requirement for data from the F1IA Air Traffic Control system, the 
requirement for an integrated Air arrl ~larine Command center that 
was responsive to the needs of south Florida state arrl local law 
enforcement agencies - C\Istorns realized that a Hiami site was much 
1I'Ore responsive to our overall drug interdiction needs. 

7. 
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Additional Qucstion~/Customs 

Question: You stated that beginnirt;J in November of 1985, CUStoms 
lOOt with "appropriate Air Force personnel to assure a fully 
coordinated o-JI program". Air Force officials at the March 1\FB 
SOCC have told the SUbcommittee that they worked with CustOJIIS 
personnel in rscornrnending and planning an annex to the current 
SOCC site and were surprised to later learn that customs was 
instead building a new facility at Marc, which they believe will 
be "duplication" of the SOCC. Who were the Air Force pel.'SOnnel 
customs met with on 0-31? 

~ : customs met with two separate groups of Air Force 
management personnel. on November 12, 1985, the customs cn 
Project Manager met with the Tactical Air CoImrarXi (J\IJrAC) managers 
at langley 1IFB who were responsible for the (then) Region 
Operations COnt:rol. Centers. At that meeting a separate facility, 
up- to 40,000 square feet, was awroved in concept for March AFB. 
on November 23, 1985, the Project Manager met with the o::mnanding 
General of the 26th Air Division and his staff, and with the 
commander of the ROCC, to further diSOlSS the planned C3I Center. 
It was during this meeting at March AFB that the decision to move 
the proposed C3I Center from a location adjacent to the ROCC to a 
location 500 feet away was made. 'Ihe decision to move was based 
on the size of the new center: the location was set so customs 
could have easy access to the radar and other electronic 
infomation available at the ROCC. 

8. 
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Question: Why has Customs decided ngainst Defense recommendations to 
collocnte both at Tyndall and at Ho~cll? 

The S~ctor Opel'ations Control CcntCl):s (SOeO) at Harch AF8 and 
Tyndall AFB do not have sufficient space available for the Customs 
Service to collocate with the Air Force. If We established the 
031'8 at these locations, we will be required to construct our own 
facilities, Since a facil1ty will have to be constructed 
regardless of where We locate, it seemed to make good sense to 
cORsidel' the operational aspects along with all othe( Dspects of 
the 031 question. 

Those advocates of the SOCO (formerly ROCO) sites have lead people 
to believe that everything the Customs Service needs to establish 
the C3! is aVllilable at these facilities. This position is false 
and has been responsible for the m1~taken impression that Customs 
is duplicating the soec, the FAA • EPIO and nUmerous other 
facilities With the C31. 

'Ihe fact of the matter are that we need certPin !nfo.mntion 
available from each of these facilities to be able to develop 
truly tactical (real time) operations eenter. 

On the we~t coast, the only data clements to consider are the soce 
and the FAA since on other sources of information are readily 
available, Since land is available at Ha.ch AFB, we have decIded 
to locate there and transfer the necessary data from the FAA to 
this facility. 

The east coast is an entirely different matter. We must consider 
not only the soeo data and the FAA data but we must consider the 
BLOC data and the aerostat data available in the Hiami al'ea also. 
From the operational aspect, we considered the fact that drug 
smuggling 1n.to the cast coast is 1I jOint/marine venture. Based on 
this fact it is sound reasoning to collocate the air and marine 
C31 function into a common facility. It is also sound reasoning 
to locate the C31 in close prox1mH:y to interdiction activity. 
Since the Vllst majority of smuggling takes place in the Bahamas 
either by air d~ops to boats or landing and transferring to boats, 
Hiami seems to be a logical place to locate the C3I facility. 

Fr{J' an ope(Dt1onnl standpoint it 1s a sound decision to locate 
the eastern C3t in tUami. 

74-017 0 - 87 - 9 
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Question: Please provide to the Subcommittee any case-benefit analysis you 
performed to reDch that decision. 

~~ A formal cost-benefic analysis haG not been performed. 

QhLestion: !!he Defense Deparbnent has told tn.. Subo:mnittee staff 
that the transfer of SOCC data from !IYndall to Miami is 
"mpractical, if llOt .impossible". 1I=rd.ing to Defense Deparbnent 
the FAA radar available in Miami is not as extensive as SOCC radar 
and cannot view incoming aiJ:craft as far South as the facilities 
at Tyn;lall can. Have you discussed the need to transfer NORI\D 
data from Tyndall to the proposed C-31 center in Miami with the 
D>..fense Deparbnent? Have you also discussed the transfer of AWACS 
or Link II Data from the ROCC to Miami? Please provid9 to the 
SUbccrrnmittee the annual cost of obtaining such data at the Miami 
site. 

~ : virtually all of the lalti based rddars used by the 
Tyrrlall SOCC are Joint sm:veUlanoa System (JSS) radars that are 
sharecl. with the Federal Aviation J\dmi.nistration. sinoa customs 
l!lI.lSt access l;adar and other information from the FAA Centers in 
the southeast, a detennination has yet to be made if it nakes 
financial sense to acquire the same radar data from the SOCC. In 
early May, when our C'lI System amtraetor is aboal:d, we will make 
this detennination and take the appropriate action. Should the 
decision be made to link Niami with the Tyndall rocc, we will 
provide the SUbo:mnittee with cost data. Part of the system 
design for the Miami CEmter will be a receive only Link II grourrl 
station; this system will be =rrpatible with AWACS and E-2C data 

. links. 

Question: How many Customs aircraft are currently fully equipped for 
interdiciton operations? 

The Customs Service currently has 90 aircraft fully equipped for 
interdiction operations. Thirty-sev",n of these are capable of d,QY 
or night operations. Twenty five (25) of these are fully sensora~ 
with either acquisition radar and/or Flir. The remaining twelve 
(12) are Black Hawks. The only mission requirement for Black Hawks 
is that they be equipped with a "Night Sun" searchlight to be 
considered fully sensored. The remaining 53 aircraft are capable 
of day and some (depending on mission) night operations. 
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question: 

~: 

Please provide a list of any aircraft inteJ:dicted by the 0Jst0ms 
SerVice far the last five years. In doin;r SO, please provide the 
am::AlllI: of drugs seized, as well as the location of the seizure. In 
addition, plensa in:ticate the so.n:ce of infonnation leadin;r to the 
sel.zure, rc1dar detection, cold hit, prior intelligence, law 
enf~ transpounder. 

1IIR J:NrERDICl'ICiN RESUtll'S & SOORCE OF JlE'l'D::l'IONS 

~ ~ 

rY-82 

Enfcn:cement stops - 162 :rnA 26 
Total Seizures: 60 Citation 6 
Narcotics Seizures: 1WI.CS 4 

~ 4,156 ills. 0lsI:an Fixed 5 
2llills. NORAO 7 

other Seizures: cust:cms Mobile 2 
Ail:c:l:aft:s 59 visual 5 

vehicJ.es 29 Other :I 
Arrests 96 Beeper 1 

Lesbass 1 

FY-83 

Enforcement stops - 163 :rnA 18 
Total Seizurm,: 63 Citation 2 
Nattotics Seizure: NORAD 4 

~ 47,278 lbs. Visual 8 
2,447 ills. Other 16 

other Seizures: Beeper 
Aircraft 60 lIWACS 4 
VehicJ.es 48 T.ransp::lrxler 1 
Arrests 140 . 

rY-84 

Enfo:ccement stops - 49 FAA 16 
Total Seizures: 49 cust:cms Fixed 8 
Narcotics Seizures: NORAO 2 

~ 15,209 ills. Other 2 
2,563 ills. AWACS 4 

other Seizures: c:ustars 6 
Ai=aft 44 E2C 1 
Vehicles 32 Aerostat-Bahamas 1 
Arrests . 66 ~er 1 

8 
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- 2 -

m:sums ~ 

FY-85 

EnfOl:Cel!'ellt stops - 151 FM. 13 
'Iot:al Seizures: 51 Olst:ans Fixed 10 
Na=tics Seizures: OORAD 2 

Mari~uana 21,964 lbs. C\IStans :r-labiie 1 
Cl:X:a.ine 11,154 lbs. Aerostat-BahaIras 1 

ot:her Seizures: Aerostat-<lxlj oe 'KE!y 3 
Aircraft 46 custans 6 
Vehicles 34 AWACS 2 
Al:rests 95 E-2C 3 

other 3 

~ 1 
6 

FY-86 

Enforcnent stops - 83 FAA 5 
Total Seizures: 38 cust:ans Fixed 8 
Na=tics seizures: OORAD 1 

~ 1.1,483 lbs. ot:her 4 
8,430 lbs. Aerostat-BahaInas 3 

ot:her seizures: Aerostat-aJdjoe Key 2 
Aircrafts 27 JIlw::9 3 
Vehicles 18 C\IStans 9 
Al:rests 61 visual 3 
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9uestion: 

~: 

What is an sir interdiction module? 
does Customs currently have? 

How many operating modules 

An Interdiction Response Unit is comprised of: 

dedicated interceptors 

crackers 

apprehension vehicles 

dedicated pilots and aircrew 

and maintenance and support facilities 

Presently, there is one module to design .pecificatio~s. There are 
seven other partials rapidly approaching, with new equipment 
deployment, design level. 

Question: During the five-year time frame discussed above, please provide any 
data on the number of suspected crafts that eluded Customs aircraft 
due to unavailability of resources (crews or planes). inclement 
weather, or inability to find or track the suspect craft. 

~ Number of Aircraft that eluded Customs Aircraft 

F'l-82 
FY-83 
FY-84 
F'l-85 
F'l-86 

102 
78 
87 
98 
87 
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Additional Questions/Customs 

Question: We've been told that a National Command center is needed to 
sanitize intelligence received from other intelligence sources 
such as the Department of Defense. Aren't those same data now 
being supplied to the COast: Guard and customs after being 
sanitized by the National Narcotics Border Interdiction System 
(NNBIS)? Isn't NNBIS also represented at EPrC? 

14. 

Answer The C3I system is to be a two-tier system consisting of a 
CUstoms National AViation center (CNAC) and tl>\:) c3Is. Each 
C3I has tactical intelligence support responsibilities which are 
differentiated geographically. The responsibilities of the c3r 
East, in ~tiami, Florida will focus on the geographic area of the 
eastern United states. This area includes the area east of a line 
drawn north from BrownslTille, Texas. The C3I West, in 
Riverside, california will be responsible for all territory west 
of BrownslTille, Texas including the Mexican border and Pacific 
coastal areas. The CNAC will have responsibility for all tactical 
intelligence support south of 20 degrees latitude. 

The c3r system is to be a consumer of Tactical Air 
Intelligence. In accordance with existing agreements, we want to 
avoid duplication. It is necessary that intelligence required to 
support the interdiction role of the c3r system be received, 
sanitized if necessary, and processed on as near to real-time 
basis as possible. Planned intelligence staffing at the C3I 
level will preclude elaborate processing of intelligence. 
Further, it is not efficient to duplicate the intelligence 
processing function at all c3I locations. Because the c3I 
intelligence staff will be familiar with their own requirements, 
and because of the importance of time in the C3I enVironment, it 
is viewed that this function is best performed at a single 
location, the CNAC. 

The role of NNBIS is to coordinate federal, state, and local 
resources for drug interdiction. Also, although NNBIS has no 
command and control responsibilities, it does serve as a conduit 
for passing actionable information to appropriate enforcement 
agencies. If the information is classified, NNBIS is supposed to 
coordinate its sanitization with the originating agency. This has 
not been adeguately done in the past. Further, interjecting 
another organization into the process would delay sanitization. 

Since NNBIS is not a law enforcement agency, NNBIS is not 
represented On the EPIC adlTisory board. IbWever, NNBIS does 
maintain a special intelligence group at EPIC in support of 
ongoing special operations in addition to regular liaison between 
NNBIS at El Paso, Texas and EPIC. 
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Question: 

Question: 

Admiral Yost, Frank Ault, and GAO have all stated that they see no 
reB son for a National Gommand Center, as proposed in the G31 
program. Would you respond? 

As a result of many years of experience of attempting to provide 
day-to-day operational guidance to the Customs field elements from 
HQ Washington, Customs has concluded that a subordinate HQ was 
necessary to maximize the efficiency and effective operational, 
administrative and logiatical matters. The functions of the 
National Command Center are: 

Commar,d and coordination all USCS aviation operations 

Coo=dinates all joint activities 

Directs and deploys all Customs National Surveillance Resources. 

Redeploys Customs air resources in response to changing threats, on 
special air operations. 

According to an article appearing in the Baltimore Sun, October 6, 
1986, entitled "Drug I/ar in Air Gets Low Hark," "The first full 
year of operation for the U.S. Customs Service's four new radar 
planes netted only 7 drug-smuggling cases while costing nearly $6 
million, according to figures supplies by the service." Would you 
comment? 

The abili'ty of this aircraft to acquire initial detections of 
suspect targets is limited by its primary sensor. This sensor, an 
attack radar for an F-15, is designed to acquire known targets as 
an interceptor. Although exceptional for this purpose, this system 
hos had little success in generating the necessary volume of 
suspect targets to provide Customs acceptable odds of successful 
case conlusions. 

To correct this problem the Customs Service has received 
Congressional direction to modify a P-3 aircraft with a 360' APS-
138 radar system. This radar integrated with the P-J airframe will 
give Customs the suspect detectior. ability and mission endurance to 
do the job. 
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Question: With the creation of the Customs C3I. we will have at least four 
national intelligence centers for use in the drug war: EPIC. 
which is being expanded; Customs C3I; NNBIS; and the proposed 

16. 

All SOUrce Intelligence Center (ASIC). Why do we need all four of 
these? 

Answer The C3I centers are not intelligence centers in that they do not 
handle intelligence or produce intelligence products for outside 
users. Their intelligence role is to support the operational 
elements in the centers. The intelligence requirements of the 
C3I centers ar~ unique and cannot be met by existing 
intelligence capabilities. The C3I environment requires the 
fusion of sensor data including radars. with intelligence 
information to provide a decision aid to the C3I commander who 
will use this fused information to allocate. deploy. and launch 
interdiction assests. The intelligence necessary to qualify 
sensor data and command interdiction assests cannot be provided on 
a real-time basis or in a usable form by remote intelligence 
centers. The capabilities of EPIC and other intelligence sources 
which can be used to support the c3I commanders will not be 
duplicated but will De incorporated intact into the system. In 
fact. the u.s. Customs Service. the U.S. Coast Guard. the Drug 
Enforcement Administration and the EPIC staff have agreed in 
principle that EPIC will support the C3I system thro~h an 
automated interface which will be devel~ped for the C I s~stem. 
The interface will allow query of EPIC data bases by th C I 
centers. 

The role of NNBIS is to coordinate federal. state. and local 
reso<~ces for drug interdiction. Also. although NNBIS has no 
command and control responsibilities, it does serve as a conduit 
for passing actionable information to appropriate enforcement 
agencies. If the infornlation is classified. NNBIS is suppose to 
coordinate its sanitization with the originating agency (although 
this has not heen adequately done in the past). As currently 
proposed. ASIC will focus on trends and patterns in drug supply, 
trafficking, smuggling, distribution, and use. The El Paso 
Intelligence Center (EPIC) will continue to serve as the 
all-source tactical intelligence center for support of drug 
interdiction. 
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Question: What intelligence will Customs C3I have that's not already 
available through the others? 

Answer The C3I system will not duplicate existing data base$ but will 
to the extent possible simplY access them. 1he ~~ly data bases 
which will be created will include information unique to the 
geographical and situational responsibilities of the c3r 

Question: 

Answer 

Question: 

Answer 

Centers. Examples of these unique intelligence data bases include 
radar track data, ~ec9raphic crcss-refencing of existing 
intelligence reports and products, and pattern analysis of normal 
and suspect activity in a sensor environment. 

The primary Customs Service data base used by the C3IS will be 
in the TECS II system due to be implemented Customs-wide on 
a::tober 1, 19B7. The TECS II system will be an unclassified 
system and \~ill contain the vast majority of intelligence on air 
and marine smuggling available to the u.s. Customs Service. This 
system will provide the base and primary vehicle for the C3I 
intelligence data base. The system created will be compatible 
with the TECS II system to provide for the fusion of Classified 
and unclassified information. 

If there are delays or problems in the other intelligence centers, 
why not merely fix these problems rather than start over again 
with a new center? 

The NIIC and the C3Is arc not seen by customs as "intelligence 
centers", but as customers for other intelligence centers, 
appropriate data bases, and reports from toe intelligence 
community. It is necessary to have the information available in 
order to process it against radar information. This processing is 
an absolute necessity for the C3Is to fulfill their operational 
role. 

As you understand it, what will be the fUnction of the new All 
SOurce Intellig~nce Center (ASIC)? Is it needed for drug 
interdiction purposes? 

The function of the ASIC, as currently proposed, will be a fusion 
of strategic drug intelligence from all antidrug agencies. 
Analysis will be done on drug production and availability, 
trafficking patterns, and the attitudes and capabilities of 
foreign governments on narcotics issues for use by decision makers 
for resource deployrrent and !?Olley planning. ASIC will focus on 
trends and patterns in drug supply, trafficking, smuggling, 
distribution, and use. The El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) 
will continue to serve as the all-source tactical intelligence 
center for support of drug interdiction. 
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Question: '!he J.remE Report dated Oct:ober 1985 reports that the Commissioner 
of Olstoms had selected the C3I system incllldirq two Centers, one 
at March AFB ard the other "Eastern location may be at Tyndall Air 
Force !lase." '!he:report makes no mention of collocatirq with the 
maJ:;ine interdiction C3 facilitate at Miami. '!here is also no 
mention of a third air interdiction C3I site not a National Command 
Center. since this appears to be the final study of C3I, where is 
the justification for the National Comm:u'd center documented? 

'!he Ml'mE study looked at a number of C3I location options: 
certainly there had been no decision on which option or what 
locations would be decided upon at the time of the Mitre study. 

'!he =ill.nation of the air ard mar.!ne command ard control efforts 
is a reflection of the :increased threat the smuggler poses to 
interdiction efforts in the southeast. since the Mitre stud'{ the 
smuggler has diverted to extensive air drop operations to waiting 
boats. It is the opinion of Olstoms that a closely coonlinated 
effort between air ard marine f= is necessal:Y to counteract 
this 5l!1\lggler method of delivexy. We are confident that a joint 
airjmarme C3I facilitates that coordination as well as ilrproves 
state ard local participation. 

Question: Was there"ever a study to consider the need for a National Command 
Center? 

~: Effective management of the growing. but limited, assets in the 
Customs drug interdiction inventory requires an internal 
centralized command structure to do this. To quote former Customs 
consultant Frank Ault, "possibly the most serious deficiency in the 
tactical interdiction operation is the lack of hour-to-hour, 
minutc-by-minute management at the border." 'rhe C3I system, 
including the National Command Center, addresses this need much the 
same as the North American Aerospace Defense (NORAD) Command 
Center. 
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Question: The Department of Defense has provided the Subcommittee with 
documentation that USAF personnel at the March soee referred 96 
"tracks of interest" to Customs between lIovember 2, 1986, and 
February 18, 1987. What did Customs air wing do with these 96 
"track .. of interest"; gil,'e complete details for each one. Please 
provide the SubcollUJlittee with the number of "tracks of interest" 
that the Customs Service personnel developed on their own during 
the same period of time. Ihis number should not include any tracks 
provided by the Air Force. How many tracks led to launches of 
Customs air planes? How many were intercepted? 

See attachment 
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Q. What did tho Customs Air Wing do with these 96 "tracb of interest;" give 
complete details for each one. 

A. 

TRACK 
/I 1 2 Nov 86 

3 Nov 86 
5 Nov 86 
5 Nov Hb 
5 Nov 86 
6 NoV 86 
6 Nov 86 
6 Nov 86 

- ZULU· Rental A/c . logal • no suspect on board. 
2 
3 
4 
.5 
6 
7 
8 
!I 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

27 
'''Z!I 
29 
30 
:ll 
32 
33 
34 
3S 
36 

*J7 
"38 
*39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
liS 

• 11 Nov 86 
• 12 Nov 86 
• 13 Nov 86 

• ZOLU • (£3) Rental A/C • legal • no suspect on board. 
• ZULU· Rental A/C • legal· no 9uspect on board. 
- ZULU - (E3) Rental Ale· 10gal - no SUSPDct on board. 
• ZULU - (E3) Rontal A/C • legal • no suspect on board. 
• ZULU • Rental Ale - legal • no suspect on board. 
• ZULU • Rontal A/e . logal • no suspect on board. 
• ZULU • Rental A/C - 108al • no sU9pact on board. 
- ZULU· Rontal A/C - legal' no suspect on board. 
• ZULU· Hental Alc • laRal • no suspect on board. 
• There were a total of 12 tracks passDd.this day. Theae 

tracks wore coordinated between thg uses VSS on board tho 
&3 and the Customs DSS on tho ground at tha Harch SOCC. 
All flights vera confirmed on legal flights (i.e. on flight· 
plan) to 9 port of entry or fadod prior to reaching/crossing 
tho U.S •• Hc)<ican border. 

- 17 Nov 86 - ZULU • Presidio TX to Odessa TX 
• 17 Nov 86 • ZULU - Odessa 'l'X to Presidio TX 
- 1B Nov 86 - ZULU· Rental Ale· local· no suspect on board. 
• 18 Nov 86 - (£3) Search only· track faded priur to crossing border. 

. faded ovor Nogales. Mexico. probably landed. 
• 19 Nov 86 • ZULU - (El) in8dverton~ dial through by private A/C. 
• 21 Nov 86 - ZULU . Lus Angeles aroa to Las Vegas 
- 21 Nov Bb • ZULU - Rontal Ale - legal • no SU~p8ct 
- 22 Nov 86 - ZULU • Mental Ale - legal . no suspect 
- 23 Nov 86 • ZULU • Rental Ale - legal • no suspect 
- 23 Nov 86 - ZULU • Rantal A/C • logal . no suspect 
- 24 Nov 86 - ZULU • Rental Alc - Ibgsl - no suspect 
- 24 Nov 86 - ZULU • Hental AIC • legal - no suspect 
- 26 Nov 86 • ZULU - Rental Ale - legal • no suspect 
- 26 Nov 86 • ZULU • .Presidio l'X to Odeua TX 
• 26 Nov 86 • ZULU • Odessa TX to Presidio TX 

on board. 
on board. 
on board. 
on board. 
on board. 
on board. 
on board. 

• 27 Nov B6 - ZULU . Rent"l A/C - legal • no suspect on 
- 29 Nov B6 • ZULU • RQntal Ale . legal • no suspect on 
• 30 Nov 86 • ZULU - llental Ale - legal • no suspect on 

board. 
board. 
board. 
board. 
board. 

1 Vee 86 • ZULU • Rental Ale . logal • no suspect on 
2 Dec 86 • ZULU • Rental A/C • legal • no suspect cn 
" Dec 86 • ZULU • Ha intenance Check . Alamagordo Nli 
5 Dec 86 - tULU • Hental Ale· legal - no suspect on board. 
S Dec 86 - ZULU • Alamagordo to El Paso 
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-2-

TRACK 
46 - 6 Dec 86 - ZULU - Rental A/C - legal - no suspoct on board. 
47 - 6 Doc 86 - ZULU - Rental A/C - 10gs1 - no suspect on board. 
48 - 7 Dec 80 - ZULU - Rontal Alc - logal - no 9U$pact on board. 
49 - 8 Dac 86 - ZULU - l'honnix to Alamagordo • 
50 - 10 Dec 86 - ZULU - Rontal A/C " legal - no suspect on board. 
sf -' 9 Dec 8b - ZULU • (E3) Rental A/C • logal - nQ suspect on board. 
52 - 12 Doc 86 - ZULU - Presidio TX to Odessa TX 
53 8 Dec 86 - ZULU - Rontal A/c - 10gal - no suspect on board. 
54 - 12 Dec 86 - ZULU • Odessa TX to PreSidio TX 
55 - 14 Dec 86 - ZULU - Rental A/C - leg81 - no .uspect on board. 
56 - 15 Doc 86 • ZULU - Illy tho CA to I.ong Beach CA 

21. 

57 • 16 Dec 86 ~ ZULU - (E3) Rental Ale • logal - no suspect on bo~~d. 
58 - 17 Dac 86 • ZULU - Mexico to Tucumcarri NH. uses already tracking requestad 

AWAC's assistanco in tracking north; 600 Ibs ~ar!Juana, 
2 suspects, 1 plan". 

• S9 - 18 Dec 86 - ZULU - Blytho to Burbank , 
60 - 19 pee 86 - ZULU - Rontal A/c - legal - no suspect on board. 
~61 - 19 Dec 96 - ZULU - Brown Field CA to Long Beach CA 
~62 - 2U Dac 86 - ZULU - East texas to Odessa 

63 - 20 Pee 86 - ZULU - Odessa to Presidio 
64 - 22 Doc 86 - ZULU - CONUS ZULU 7 
05 - 27 Dac 86 - ZULU • Rontal A/C • legal - no suspect on bOA~d. 
66 - 28 Pee 86 - ZULU - Northern U.S. to Houston TX. 
67 - 29 Doc 86 - ZULU - Houston TX to Eaglo CO 
68 - 30 Dec 86 - ZULU - Las Vogas NY to £1 Paso TX 
69 - 30 Dec 86 - ZULU • John Wayne Airport CA to Las Vogas NV 

·70 - 1 ~an 87 - ZULU - Long Beach CA to Twin Falls,Idaho 
71 - 2 Jan 87 - ZULU - Las Vogas NV to John W~ynQ Airport CA 
72 - 2 Jan 87 - ZULU - Aspen CO to Burbank CA 
73 - 2 Jan 87 - ZULU - loca! flight El Paso TX area 
74 - 5 Jan 87 - ZULU - Lalle Tahoe to LOllg Beach CA 
75 - 6 Jan 87 - ZULU - John Wayne Airport CA to the P.E. (Las Vosas?) 
76 - 6 Jan 87 • ZULU - t'rom N. E. (L3S Vogas'l) to Long Boach CA 
77 - ~1 Jan 81 - ZULU - From N.E. (Las Vcgas1) to LonR BQach CA 
78 - 23 Jdn 87 - ZULU - Deming NH to Tucson AZ 
79 - 24 Jan 87 - ZULU - 1ucson AZ to Douglas AZ 
80 - ~6 Jan 87 - ZULU - Long Beach CA to 8rown Field CA 
81 • 28 Jan 87 - (E3) MBxican Ale on legsl flight plan to Tucson AZ 
82 - 28 Jan 87 - (E3) Ale landing at NOB~les HX. Never crossed border. 
B3 - 28 Jan ,87 - (H3) Suspect Ale - L54 intercepted - Ale logal pn fliBht plan 

to 'l'ucson AZ 
84 - 29 Jan 87 - ZULU - Mexico to Douglas to Deming - 1eBal 
85 - 30 Jan 87 - ZULU - Mojavu to Long Beach CA 
86 - 1 teb 81 - ZULU - Deming NH to El Paso TX 
87 - 1 Fab 87 - ZULU - ~l ~aso TX to Chihuahua HX 
88 - 5 Fob 87 - ZULU - Phoenix AZ to Prescott AZ 
89 - 5 ?eb 87 - ZULU -'Prescott AZ to Las Vegas NV 
90 • ? Yab 81 • ZULU - Las VeBas ~~ to Phoenix AZ 
91 - 9 Fob 87 - (~3) Sear~h only trac~ $outh of Nogales heading north. 

Track lesal on flight plan to Tucson AZ 
92 - 4 Fab 87 - ZULU - Tucson A2 to Pho~ni~ AZ 
93 - 14 Fab 87 - Chihuahua ~X to Douglas to Deming ~~ - leBal 
94 - 15 Feb 87 - Austin TX t.o E1 Paso TX 
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TRACK 
95 0 17 Fob 87'0 (~3) Possible ZULU no direction of flight heading. alt spd, etc. 

ZULU fade - suspected dial through, Info passed to L1750 
96 - 18 Feb 87 0 (R3) Search only track south of Tucson 

Track legal - on flight plan to Tucson AZ 

Except tor the SOVRn asterisks. all of these tracks were already baing monitored 
and processed by the uses DSS on duty at the Harch SOCC. All tracks woro identi
fied and the appropriate agencios notified. All were 1esal tracks-one USCS action~ 
roquired. 

Q • Provide the subcommittee wit.h the number of ""r .. cks of interest" that the 
Customs Service personnal developed on th~ir own during the same period of tima, 

Targets meeting USCS sorting crIteria: Logal 
Illegal 

ZULU transponders 

Q. How many tracks led to launchos of uses 4ir"raft~ 

Ground 10 
Airborno 5 

Loga! 7 

Q • How Inan), were intercepted', Illegal - 3 
Eluuud ~apture- 5 

3,513 
8 

106 
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-·Addi tional Quos tioDS/Customs 23. 

Q. HOIl many "-tracks of ~nterest" have led to a .. uccossful interdictio'll 

A • 26, of which 7 'tracks wora illegal. 

GXVE COMPLET~ DETAILS: 

:1. 6 FEB 84 .. - Target intoTcoptod crouing border into R~103A. Targot 
was identified,as a high altitudo bAlloon. 

,15 ~Alt 84 ZULU tOTgQt follolJed from border crossing to Chandler 
airport. Two (2) males on board. Aircraft he1d for navigAtion violation. 

~ 6 MAR 84 Yuma border crossing - Omaha 67 int''''cllpted and foUolJed 
aircraft to InjOkern airstrip. Aircraft logal - no contraband - pilot 
says ho departed from Luguna AAF. 

20 MAR 84 
to Ilobbs NM. 
Legal. 

High speed search only t3rget crossing border. FollolJed 
Aircraft In as airliner (Air Mid~,st) with an lnop transponder. 

2~ ~ 84 Del Rio TX border crossins - OH40 int~rcopted aircraft. 
Aircraft logal - no contraband. 

__ ~4~~l)~E=7C~~8~!>~ Tuscan Ai~ n~anch ~oports a C206 crashed naar Gila 
Bend AZ 1 SOn/DOA and undetermined amount of marijuana. 

26 JAN 86 Imperial CA border crossing - OH82/89 interceptud. 
ta~get lsnded ThQrmal CA. Aircraft logal - No contraband. 

27 FEB 86 Imp~rial CA bordar crosoing - 01170/38 interceptDd air
craft and followed him to Riverside. then south back to Mexico. Aircraft 
then returned and landed at Desert Air Sky, Salton Soa CA. One (1) SOB 
Aircraft seized for navigation violation. 

6 .:rUN 86 El Paso border crOSsing - Roport of shooting from air
craft. LSI intercepted aircraft. Aircraft 10 as of fish & Game Dept 
airplane shootill8 coyotos. Legal. 

7 .:rUN 86 01154/71 from Tucson intorcepteJ aircraft. 1000 Ibs of 
coc31ne, 4 vBhiclos. 4 arrestee", 1- Piper Aztec • 

9 

:1.9 

3 

.:rUN 86 Imperial CA bordor crossing - L17 intgrcopted tarSRt.. 
Target landad Colexico, Aircraft had strayed sooth. Logal - no contra
bllnd on board. 

AUG 86 Sells AZ borda .. crossing - L54 intQrcopted target 
landing Tucson interMr.iolllll. flight was on fliaht plan but not squa"king. 
Logal, nu contrllb"nd. 

NOV 86 ColumbUS /I'M border crossing - L29/S4/47/82/99 intQrcoptod 
targot - followed tarRot to Orange County CA. Aircraft cot across Moxico 
from 51 Paso. Legal - no collt.raband. 
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). 0 DEC 86 'fuma. border ~rossins • Follolled target to Proscott 
AZ. Aircraft: pilot Ila/I lost· loga! • no contrab .. "d. 

J. ~ DEC 86, Imporia! CA border crossing· L82/85/91/iOj71/SL inter-
cepted aircraft. Throft (3) suspects arrested, 2 vehiclos, 1 aircraft, 
luad ur ~arijuana. 

17 DEC 8 «5 - Big Bend Araa, TX border crossing· 600 lb. of m.dJuarlll, 
TIlo (2) arrusts - 1 aircraft, 

19 JAN 87 Civil Air Patrol report of Aircraft oporating from 
II dry lake bed. L63 1ntercepts aircraft landing at Flabob CA. Flight 
legal l~ and Student - No contraband. 

2. 6 JAN 87 !Jaming NM border crossing • Aircraft ;followed to B1 
Paso. Aircra!t was carrying doves. ~ilot says he Was blown off course. 
wgB1. 

2.8 JAN 87 Ytll11a AZ border crossing - LHZ laWlch"d, USMC identified 
tarBet prior to L82 renching area, a3 a UH-IN re5CUQ holicoptor. 

15 .!.<'EB S 7 Lukoville AZ bardar '!:!rossing - L54/L9l/61/99 inturceptod 
tArget landgd eas~ of Gila Bend. Five (5) arrasts, 3 vehicles, 1 aircraft. 
Spp lhs of lOarijuliIl". 

21 FEB 8 7 Yuma ZA border crossi!'8 - L65/L31/L71 intercepts pUot 
landing Tucson AZ. Pilot said he was disoriented. Lega! - no contraband. 

5 MAR. a 7 columbus AZ border cro""ing - target heading 340· 90 
K1~, L50 intercepted target. Targot IO as a passenger car on .. rondo 

8 MAR 87 Tijuana HX border cr09sing - LJl intet'c.upted targr..t. 
Targnt "itcraft "ss an IP and student pilot "ho mistook the Laguna Salad .. 
for th~ Salton Sea. Legal' no contraband. 

1 ~l?R 87 Columbus NM bordsr cros5ing - UM14 intercepted track. 
Track then tUl'ned back south into /1exl<:o. 

12 Al?R a 7 Yuma AZ border crossing - 1.82 intercepted a1rcr8.1't 
landing Gillespie .Held GA. Pilat said hI! WAS from Lak .. Martinez. Legal 
- no contraband. 

2.0 APR. 87 Yurua A'I. border croslJing - LJ8/LH:l intQrcopted target 
landing Las Vegas NV. pilot didn't Taali~g hI> had strayed south when 
departing Calaxico CA. LaRal - no contraband. 

Elffective AURust 1986, the March SOCG was manned by USCS personnel 7 days a 
\l1.~k, 16 hours a dilY •. In tho near future, the operation will. bl> 9xtended to 
:(04 hours a day. This. along with increased radar coverage. \lil1 greatly incrDIlSO 
o'"r productivity. 
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~ ~dditional Questions/Customs 
25. 

guestion; Since the Customs Service personnel have been present at the 
Tyndall SOCC, how may "tracks of interest" have led to a successful 
interdiction? Please give complete details of each, including 
dates, timen persons seized, amounts seized, place of seizure. 
names Df defendants, and names of Customs crews involved in the 
seizure9~ if any_ 

There are too many "tracks of interest" to compile. 
that are compiled by Customs are "Violator" tracks. 
these violator tracks and the particulars of the 36 
effected are attached for the Tyndall SOCC. 

The tracks 
The details of 

seizures 
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SEP 84: Customs liaison officer ~ssigned to S.E.ROCC 
15 NOV 84: Unknown detected south of Panama City, Fl. Aircraft 

tracked to Destin Fl and abandoned. AIC seized. 
Pilot found dead in Motel n~xt morning Narc overdose. 
DEA arrest and Prosecuted 

2g JAN 85: Dnknown "ZULU" detected and tracked to Lakeland,FI 
where N 31WL and 988 lbs Coke Seized. 1 arrest. 

14 FEB 85: N 52709 detected. Fugative arrested. 

10 MAY 85: Unknown "ZULU" detected S.W of Key West, Intercepted, 
tracked to Charleston. S.C. Load lost. Aircraft 
N 6391Y Seized. Associates later arrested and prosicuted 

4 OCT 85: Tracked Primary target to Bay Minette, AI. Aircraft 
and 1700 lbs Coke Seized. DEA, GBI and Customs Case 
resulted in subsequent arrest and prosecutions. 

26 NOV 85: Aircraft N 3410A detected, Intercepted and observed 
airdropping north of Homestead. Aircraft and contraband 
seized and arrest made. 

23 DEC 85: AWACS detected, ROee directed intercept, aircraft 
tracked to Lehi Acres, off loaded on road and escaped 
11 Bales of Marajuana Seized. ROCe ASSIST 

1 JAN 86: Unknown detected South of N. Orleans, Customs 
Intercepted and tracked to San Marcus, Tx. Aircraft 
and 500 lbs Marajuana Seized. I Arrest 

21 JAN 86: AWACS detected. ROCC Coordinated. Customs Intercepted 
and lost target after identifying as N 3799Y. Found 
next day abandomed in pasture. No load. Aircraft Seized 

29 JAN 86: Unknown detected in GULF, Intercepted and tracked to 
Sarasota. Aircraft N 411BQ Seiqed for USC 1703. 
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02 FEB 86: Cuban overflight unknown detected, Intercepted by 
Customs, tracked to road near Melborne Fl. Pilot 
arrested. Aircraft N 5812Y. 150 lbs Marajuana and 
10 lbw hash oil seized. 

05 FEB 86: AWACS detected, Customs Intercepted and tracked into 
neavy weather. Suspect crashed. Unknown results. 

04 MAR 86: Unknown detected S.W. of Key West. Customs Intercepted 
identified and tracked N 86351 which airdropped 15 
bales and ditched in the intercoastal of Palm Beach. 
3 Arrests and 600 lbs Marajuana and 1 van Seized. 

SEP 86: One U.S. Customs Detection Systems Specialist assigned 

OB.SEP 86: Unknown detected S.E. Key West. Customs Intercepted 
identified target as N 9558G and observed 25 packages 
being jettisoned from aircraft. No arrest or seizures 

09 OCT 86: Unknown detected S.E. Key West. Customs Intercepted 
identified target as N 4660P and observed air drop 
to 2 vessels. Aircraft landed Bimini. 2 arrested and 
aircraft seized. 

12 OCT C6: Unknown detected S.E. Key West. Air Force Intercepted 
and observed airdrop. Customs intercepted and tracked 
t~ Tamiami. Aircraft Seized and 2 arrests. 

25 OCT 86: Unknown detected West of Cedar Key. Customs Intercepted 
and tracked to Crystal River. Aircraft clean; however, 
discovered to be stolen after 2 individuals departed 
the area. Aircraft secured. Warrants issued of the 
two individuals. 

07.NOV 86: Unknown detected S.E. Key West. Customs-Intercepted 
and tracked to Marathon, Fl. where unfif aircraft 
crashed offshore. CG identified aircraft as N 2107C 

08 NOV 86: Unknown detected S.E. Key West. No Custo.s Response 
available. Tracked to Winterhaven Fl. where N 84959 
was seized with debris a~d 3 arrested. 
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21 NOV 86: Unknown detected West of Key West. Customs Intercepted 
identified as N 7226B and observed 6 bales being dropped 
after seeing interceptor. Aircraft proceeded to Bimini 
where 2 individuals were detained overnight but released 

~ when no contraband was recovered. 

07 DEC 86: C-3 requested ROCC assistance. C-210 tracked and 
coordinated with FAA facilities, resulting in the 
seizure of a van, aircraft and 1600lbs Marajuana 
2 arresta in leesburg, Va. . 

16 DEC B6: Unknown detected S.E. of Key West circleing in the 
Orange Cay area. Aircraft N 61428 proceeded to Nassau 
Customs aircraft responded to Orange Cay where two 
"go fast" vessels were observed recovering bales and 
canasters from the water. Contraband was later thrown 
overboard and vessel abandomed. 

17 DEC B6: Unknown detected West of Key West. Proceeded to and 
circled in the Cay Sal area. Customs Intercepted and 
tracked the aircraft to Bimini where upon attempting 
to land crashed off the end of the runway. One injured 
one escaped. 

18 DEC 86: Unknown detected S.E. Key West orbiting in the Cay Sal 
area. Air Force intercepted and identified as N 9290Y, 
which proceeded to Nassau. BAT notified. CG Falcon 
dispatched to Cay Sal reported vessel recovering 
Bales from the water. CG later seized 1 vessel, 1 Ton 
of Marajuana and arrested 2 persons. 

31 JAN 87: Unknown detected S.E. of Key West in the area of Dog 
Rocks orbiting. Customs Intercepted and identified 
the aircraft as N 200SV which proceeded to Nassau. 
Customs Blackhawk retrieved one bail. Aircraft Seized 
2 individuals detained. 

01 FEB 87: "ZULU" detected in southern Gulf. Customs intercepted 
and identified N 222BR which airdropped in the 
Crystal River area. Fla Marine Patrol recovered 240 lbs 
next day. It is suspected that the pilot bailed out 
and the aircraft crashed in the Gulf. 
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10 fEB 87: 'Unknown detected II.W. of Sarasota and tracked to 
Avon Park. Fl. Customs arrived 10 min after pilot 
and crew departed area. Charts aboard indicated an 
airdrop prior to detection. Aircraft seized for 
configuration. 

14 FEB 87: 

25 fEB 87: 

\ 

G3 MAR 87: 

04 MAR 87: 

12 !'1M 87; 

02 APR 87: 

06 APR 87: 

13 APR 87; 

20 APR 87: 

tlnknown detected in are~ of Williams Is. orbiting. 
Customs aircraft spotted heavy laden 40ft sports
fisherman"THUMPER" which was seized with another 
vessel and 2000lbs of Marajuana.by the CG. 3 arrests 

"ZULU" N 3466Q detected over Gainsvil1e. Aircraft wired 
to track fugative. Aircraft tracked with assistance 
of Tallahassee fAA approach to Chattachoosee. Fl. 
Next day surveillance resulted in the arrest of three 
,ersons. 2 of which were fugatives. Weapons also seized 

Unknown primary detected orbftfng in the C~y Sal 
area. Radar tracked to Marathon. then N.E. to 
Key Largo where it faded from radar. Queen Air 
N 822Q discovered next day in the water near Card 
Sound bridge. No Contraband or Crew aboard. Tne 
Coast Guard Seized 2 vessels In the Cay Sal area 
Strang possibility of connection with N 822Q. 

Unknown primary detected S.t. of Homestead. PA-31 
HP 1098 landed at Mar~thon. Aircraft Seized for 
configuration. 

Unknown primary detected S.E. of Miami. Customs 
intercepted and tracked to Bimini where N5039J 
was Seized for debris. 

Controlled llelivery "ZULU" detected S.W. of Key 
West. customs lnterceptea N-1XH and tracked to 
Bartow. Fla. Contraband (Coke) Seized. 

Unknown primary detected S.E.of Key West. Marine 
OV-IO intercepted and observed airdrop in progress. 
Navy recovered 500 lbs Cake, Salzed 1 vessel and
arrested 5 Individuals. customs Marine units ~ 
seized 1 vessel. weapon and brrested 3 individualS. 
An additional 409 lbs Cake recovered from water 
by BAT, 

Unknown primary detected S.W. of Key West. Not on 
Flight Plan. Violated by Customs and FAA. 

Unknown primarY detected S.t. of Key West. Customs 
Intercepted and observed AZTEC N SBX a1r drop lS-
20 bales. Aircraft tracked to Freeport whete it 
landed on the beach. Coast Gu~rd recovered one bale. 
Customs Marine unit seized 1 vessel, weapon. night 
scope and arrested two 1ndividuals. 
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gueatiou 

~ 

Question 

Plense provide the same information for the Miami FAA/Customs C-31 
site. 

Thel:e are too mnny fltracks of interest" to coml'ile. The seizure 
statistics for the Hiami FAA/C) are listed below: 

FY 1982 F't 1985 

Seizures 8 Seizures 56 
Marijuana 100 Harijunna 27,481 
Cocaine 0 Cocaine 9,351 
Aircraft 6 Aircraft 36 
Arrests 11 Vehicles 21 

Vessels 2 
Arrests 85 

FY 1983 FY 1986 

Seitures 6 Seizures 24 
Marijuana 2,060 Marijuana 11,698 
Cocaine 600 Cocaine 9,085 
Aircraft 6 Aircraf!: 10 
Arrests 11 Vehicles 9 

Vessels 1 
Arrests 65 

FY 1984 F'l 1987 

Seizures 20 Seizures 13 
Marijuana 1,932 Marijuana 2,944 
Cocaine 3,305 Cocaine 5,341 
Aircraft 14 aircraft 8 
Vehicles 2 Vehicles 6 
Vessels 2. Vessels 0 
Arrests 131 Arrests 33 

Please provide the same information for the March SaCC/Customs C-31 
sitc. 

Sce attached. 
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Q. ROil many ",tracks of :Interest" have l(\d to a successful ~nterdiction. 

A. 26, of whicb 7 'tracks were illeglll. 

GIVE COMPLE'J.'.l!: DETAILS: 

1. 6 FE:6 84' - Tllrget lntercepted croSlling border into R5103A. TarSQt 
wes identified. liS II high altitudQ balloon. 

15 MAk 84. ZULU target followed from border crossing to Chandler 
airport. Two (2) males on board. Aircraft held ror navigation violation. 

~ 6 MAR 84 Yuma border crossing - Omaha 67 intorcepted snd (allowed 
aircratt to Injokern airstrip. Aircraft legal - no contraband - pilot 
says he departed from Luguna MF. 

20 MAR 84 
1:0 Hobbs NM. 
Legal. 

High speed search only t3rget crossing border, Follo\led 
Aircraft ID as airliner (Air Nid .. est) \lith 41\ inop transponde'l'. 

25 MAN. 84 Del Rio TX border crossing· OH40 intt.rcopted aircraft. 
Aircraft legal - no contraband. 

__ ~L>~~I)~~~C:~~l3~!>= Tuscon Air Btanch reports a C206 crashed near Gila 
Bend AZ 1 SOn/DOA and undetermined amount of marijuana. 

26 JAN 86 Impe:dal CA border croBsing - O/>lg2/89 intorceptad. 
Tarset landed Thermal CA. Aircraft legal - No contraband, 

27 FEB 86 Imp'lrial CA border crossing - 0/>170/38 intercepted air-
craft and followed him to Riverside. then south back to Mexico, Aircraft 
thon returnsd and landed at llesert Air Sky. Salton Soa CA. One (1) SOH 
Aircraft seized for navigation violation. 

6 JON 86 El Paso barder crossins - Rep<:>rt of shooting from air-
craft. L81 intercepted aircraft, Aircraft ID as of Fish & Game Dept 
airplane s:!lootlna ~oyotus, tesal. 

7 JUN 86 01154/71 from Tucson intarcapt!!d aircrAft. 1000 lbs of 
cocaine, I, vehicles. 4 arrestees, l~ Piper Aztec. 

9 JUN 86 Imperial CA bordor crossins - L17 int"rcepted target. 
Target landad CalexiCO, Aircraft had strayed south, Legal - no contra
band on board. 

19 AUG l3 6 Salls AZ bordar erossinB - LS4 intorcopted target 
landing Tucson Inte/.'nat:lonal. Flight \las on fliltht plan but not s'luawkinB. 
Legal. no c~ntrab~nd. 

:3 NOV l36 Columbu!< NM border crossing - 1..29/51./47{82/99 !nt"rcepted 
target - follo\led target to Orange County CA. Aircraft cut across Mexico 
from El Paso. Legal - no contraband. 
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10 DEC 86 'tuma. border crossing - Follo"ed target to Prescott 
AZ. Aircraft: pilot \las lost - legal - no eontrabund. 

~ ~ DEC 86. Imperial CA border crossing - L82185/91/70/71/SL inter
cepted aircraft. Three (3) suspects arrested, 2 vehicles, 1 aircraft. 
luud of marijuana. 

17 DEC 86 - Big Band area, TX border crossing - 600 Ibs of marijuana. 
11<0 (2) arrests - 1 aircraft. 

19 JAN 87 Civil Air Patrol report of aircraft oporating from 

26 

a dry lake bed. L63 intercepts aircraft landing at Flabob CA. Flight 
logal lP and Student - No contraband. 

JAN 
1'aso. 
Legal. 

87 Deming NM border crossing - Aircraft follo"ed to El 
Aircraft vas carrying doves. Pilot says be was blown off course. 

28 JAN 87 Yuma AZ border crossing - LH2 launchad. USMC identified 
target prior to L82 reaching area, as a UH-IN -rescue helicopter. 

15 .l,<·KB S 7 Lukeville AZ border crOSSing - L5/./L91/61/99 intercepted 
tnrget landed east of Gila Bend. Five (5) arrests, 3 vehicles, 1 aircraft, 
500 lbs of ,.arijualla. 

FEB 87 Yuma zt.. border crossing - L65/L31/L71 intercepts pilot 
landing Tucson AZ. Pilot said he was disoriented. Legal - no contraband. 

5 MAR 87 Columbus AZ bord~r crossing - target heading 340· 90 
I('1'S. LSD intercepted target. Target ID as a passenger car on a road. 

8 MAR 87 Tijuana MX border crossing - L3l intercepted target. 
Target aircraft "as an IP and student pilot vho mistook the Laguna Salada 
for ~he Salton Saa. Legal· no contraband. 

1 APR 87 Columbus NM border crossing - 01114 intercepted track. 
Track then turned back soutl. into Mexico. 

1 2 APR 87 Yuma AZ border crossing - L82 intercepted aiTcraft 
landing Gillespie Held CA, 1'11ot said he was from Lake Hartinez. Lasal 
- 110 contrabu",l. 

20 APR 8 7 Yuma A"I. border cros9ing - L38!LBZ intercapted target 
landing Las Vecas NY. Pilot didn't ro,,1:I"1> he had strayed south when 
departing Calexico CA. Legal - no contraband. 

Effective August 1986, the Harch SOCC was manned by USCS personnel 7 days a 
"90k, 16 hours a day •. In the near future, the operation will. be extended to 
24 hours a dRY. This, along with increased radar coverage, will greatly increase 
Qur productivity_ 
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Question: 

~: 

Question: 

~: 

Question: 

Regarding the recent agreement on joint Customs/Coast Gunrd command 
of the Southeast C31 Center, it is true that this same rotational 
proposal ~aa suggested by the Coast Guard in December 1986, but 
declined by Customs? If so, ~hat has caused Customs to change its 
view on this? 

The command structure of the Scutheast C31 was discussed verbally 
between Admiral Robbins of the Coast Guard and Assistant 
Commissioner Rosenblatt of Customs. Customs approved a two year 
rotating joint command starting with Customs, not as originally 
suggested by Coast Guard for one year. 

Old the timing of this Hearing have anything to do with the 
decision to agree on a joint command? 

Meetings have been frequently held to di.cuss this, and other 
policy and operational issues. Whether or not a particular hearing 
served to enhance the aaliency of n particular issue would only be 
n matter of conjecture on my part. 

The agreement spenks. as I read it, only to joint command of the 
Southeast C31 Center. Does it cover any of th.e following issues: 

Design issues, such as the question of whether C31 should be at 
Tyndall or Miami 

Questiona on the location of the C31 site at March AFB 

The need for the National Command Center 

The question of lead agency responsibility 

If not, is there still disagreecent on these issues? 

As to where the Southeast C31 Center is located, that is decided. 
We have agreed with the Const Guard to locate it at Richmond 
Heights. 

- No, it doe" not address the site at March Al'I'I. 

- No, it does not address the NCC. 

- No, it does not address lead agency responsibility 

The hearing transcript speaks for itself. 
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Question: Are you satisfied with this agreement? What are its strenghts and 
weaknesses, in your opinion? 

Yes, il: is a workable agreement in which the Coast Guard and 
Customs cnn work together effectively to interdict drug traffic. 

Q,lestion: l'hat role has the National Narcotics Border Interdictionion 5:{stem 
(NNBIS) played in the development of the system? l'hat is theur 
functiori in the drug interdiCtion effort? 

NNBIS has been involved in the C3I Interagency Coordi.nation 
Committee since it's inception and first meet.in;J on Noveniber 5, 
1986. ?:hey have been involved in virtually all aspects and 
meetings since that time. 

NNBIS was created in March 1983, by Presidential directive and 
placed under the vice President, thrcAlgh association with NNBIS and 
the South Florida Task Force, the viCe President and the nation 
drug law enforcement effort are inextricably linked. It is 
in<::unIDent upon the NNBIS staff to insure positive strides are made 
in our national anti-drug program. 

'lhe mission of NNBIS is defined by the vice President is to 
coordinate the lIlUlti-agency joint efforts of the drug law 
enforcement agencies, and to call on any and all appropriate 
federal resources, as well as state and local, able to participate 
in NNBIS programs which will increase the effectiveness and 
efficiency of this oounb:y's drug interdiction efforts. 

'lhe objectives of NNBIS are; 

, To enhance interagency coordination and cooperation in drug 
interdiction efforts. 

, To increase the oontr:il:lutions of the Department of Defense and 
military services in the effort against drugs, without adversely 
affectin:J national security. 
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C,Uost.ion: DOth (!fA and 1-:r. l'>ult toont:;l.oned at the hearing that 
there is a need tor in=ased :!r.spE)Ctior. (if )r>r,fltimate 
cannercial cargo for drugs, e"ying that tl;:J pe.rcentilge 
now inspected is currently vr::ry =111. Do you I!gree? 
\'/hat is Olstans currently doing to increase our 
capabilit:r ill that respect? 

1Ins\~ It iE. not feasible to examine all ~ed cargo 100 
J:fo'Icent. Therefore, w.= rr.ust ensure the accurate 
targeting of high :risk caz:go for eY.z.mination. ;rr. 100 
percent of .thE> cases entry docurrentittion is reviewed 
to deteDnine if the shiprent presents a r~. 1'.1eI\ty 
percent of the llnpori.ed ('.argo is physically examined 
based on targeting infom .. tion contained in the 
£electivity ncdule of CAlr l\utcrrated ccmnercial 
System (I\CS). This system has been developed to 
provide sl1ffic;ient informaticn for Custans to select. 
those shlprents ... hich pose a potentiill r~, ,mile 
assuring CCIllpl:iilnce with CAlr agency :regUlations. 

Cargo ,miclJ. is determined to be lCM-rislc is also examined 
randanly to ensure that our ta:r:gets a:r:e accurate. ;r 
bolieve the continued expansion of the 1ICS selectivity 
ncdule and the randan ~:.","inaticn of designatec-d lO\~ risk 
c:t.rgo will increase our capability to interdict drugs. 

~QD' OrA and Mr. Ault also toontioned the need for increased. 
R&D and the dE!l1elopnent of new tecbnology in that area. Do you 
agree, and what is Olstoms doing in that respect? 

~ : Olstans rccogni.zed the. need for technolCSies 
appropriate to the inspection of CaJ:9o containe.ts several years 
ago. lndeed, several highly rec:ararerrled techno1CSies (gas 
chrt:>tratography, ion mobility spectrometry, for example) were tried 
and failed to perfonn adequately. We. ore continuing to 
investigate methods of solving this ext:rerne1y conplex problem. 
There are a f~ teci1nolCSies that hold promise, hut require some • 
extended dE!l1eloprrental effort. In the near t:enn we are suworting 
a high energy X-ray demonstration in Miami, Florida, th;;It will be 
privately .funded and managed b>j the Dade county Aitp:lrt l\uthcirity. 
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~: Both Mr. Ault and GAO were critical of your use of 
"evolutionru:y acquisition." Would you respond? 

~: When 0Jstans was preparing to acquire its C3I system we 
investigated the acquisition strategies available. '!here were 
only bIo: the traditional method and evolutionru:y acquisition, or 
EA. A IXlD sponsored st:udy sb:oD;Jly recomnended that EA be -used 
for the procurement of command and control SYstems - prbrarily due 
to the nature of the SYstems, advances in technology, changes in 
threat, and the requi:rement for sb:oD;J user interaction durin;r the 
design process. 0Jstans Wcleheart:edly agreed with this logic and 
decided to use EA for the acquisition of its C3I system. 

In a :recent article in Signal magazine (March 1987, pages 63-70), 
a senior official in the Defense Conununications lIgercy explains 
hCM evolutionru:y acquisition is used in the developnent: of a major 
command and control system, and heM key this strategy will be t:o 
the project's success. '!here are several other articles and 
exanples of EA' s acx:ept:ance by true command and control 
acquisition professionals. CUstoms is guit:e satisfied with this 
strategy and would l:eo::mnend it to others contenplating the 
acquisition of a system s:ilnilar to ours. We would suggest that 
both Mr. Ault and the GAO investigat:e the use of EA within the 
command and control c:cmnunity and the enpmsis given to EA with 
the Department: of Defense. We feel that one of the major 
contributions made to the CUstoms C3I effort by the IXlD was their 
recommendation that we use evolutiorm:y acquisition to procure 0l.1r 
C3I System. 

Question: Row do you see the Defense Department's role in the drug war? 
do you See as your relationship with the Defense Department? 

36. 

What 

The Department of Defense (DOD) can best be used in the drug war in 
a support role. The various military services h~ve provided 
equipment, equipment operators and various types of intelligence 
for severnl years now and this assistance has proven invaluable to 
the drug interdiction mission. Continued support of this type, on 
a non interference basis, will allow the Customs Service to be more 
productive without hampering the National Security role of DOD. 

The Customs Service relationship with the military services at the 
working level and DOD at the fentagon has been excellent. DOD has 
been extremely cooperative and have responded to our requests in a 
timely manner. 
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Question. 

Question: 

~: 

Question: 

The 99th Cong~e8s provided considerable resources for drug 
interdiction. 110'1 eEfective was thnt l~gislation, and "ere the 
funds allocated in an optimum manner? 

The resources authorized by the drug bill and funded in the 
Continuing Resolution will enable the Custolns Service to respond 

• more effectively C(I the drug smuggling threat. With these 
teso~rces, ~e cnn cover mo~e utea) cover that atea more thoroughly 
thsn before snd we w111 be able to cover it for a lonzer period of 
time. 

The funding provided for the reSources authorized in the bill was 
appropriate for thB effort to he accomplished in FY-&1. 

The Coast Guard ond Customs each received 2 E-ZC aircraft for drug 
interdiction pursuant to the 1986 drug bill. How have thoGe planes 
been used to date? 

The Customs Service did not heve personnel onboard fully trained to 
operate the E-2Cs when they were received by the agency. Customs 
must require its personnel to be trained before certifying them to 
operate the E-ZCs. Customs personnel have b~en in an accelerated 
progr~m since the aircroft wera accepted February 7. !987. They 
are now in on operational training mode in the southwest. The 
first aircrafe is scheduled to be flown by a total Customs crew on 
.Iay 8, 1987. 

If aerostat radar were netted into the SOCC at Tyndall, could 
Tyndall suff!ce as the C31 for Southeast U.S.? 

Tyndoll WQuld be on excellenc Air ~Jt location for Customs in the 
southeast. However, when t.he )IIaeille issue enters the equation it 
1s suhstantially less attractive as the CJI location. All 
information of interest to Customs located at the SOCC will be 
""ai1able at the cn Center in Richmond Heights 810ng with the 
stote and local participation so importunt to 8 marine interdiction 
effort in that aren. 
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gueGtion: lIhat are sQme of the other assets a"ail~ble to the interdiction 
mission at Tyndall? 

COlUlQunieation!! 
_ Down Link from £-20 and E-3 (AWACS)? 

onl RIldat (in future)? 
Link Eleven? 
In plnce security? 

CQlllIOunieationo: Hf secure, UHf, Vllf and STU 11 Radar Automatic 
Digital Informalton Link (RADIL) OTn .adar: 

Down link from: EZ, No; E), Yes, in future. 

Link Eleven: W~ll be available 

In place security: Air Force security Dnd additional security for 
high security deSignation of the facility. 

guestion: Which of theBe are curre~tly available in Miami/RichBmond Heights? 

Communications: UF secure, UHF, VHF and sru II 

Dovo link E2 and El: Not currently. 
ora, unknown for future 

Link Eleven: Unknown 

Sccu.ity: Cosst Guard Security 

gueation, 16 it necessary to have air and marin~ interdiction C3 at the same 
Centers? 

~~: The n~ed foc CQllocation varies geographically, and upon the modus 
operandi· of smugglers. In the southeast, it was determined that 
collocation waS essential because of the rapidity with which 
aircraft dtop their contraband to yaiting boats requ~rlng extremely 
close coordination due to close proximity to centers of population. 
In the Culf area this is not critical and we believe our needs are 
best served with loeal marine Centers in Culf l'ort /lnd Houston. 
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Question: 

Question: 

Do Customs IUld USCG currently participste jointly in air 
interdiction? Please describe. 

The Customs Service and the Coast Guard have a history of 
cooperation in both the marine and air interdiction environments. 

Most recently, the Coast Guard has acquired two Navy E-2C radar 
aircraft for assisting Customs in the detection of airborne targets 
suspected of smuggling contraband. The Coast Guard has also been 
instrumental in the recovery of contraband evidence from the sea 
following air drops of air narcotics to vessels, as well as the 
searching and seizing of vessels that have recovered drugs 
following an airdrop. This includes the arresting of individuals 
found to be aboard vessels involved in the above. 

The Coast Guard has also participated in the daylight tracking of 
primary targetS detected by various Customs platforms. Upon 
installation of a sensor package on Coast Guard aircraft, their 
capability will extend to other than daylight hours and include the 
ability to both intercept and track suspect aircraft. 

What is the authorized range of Customs air interdiction? 

As recently as April 1987, the U.S. Customs Office of the Chief 
Counsel prepared D legal opinion on this subject. Cited were both 
the laws and some precedent setting cascs which establish the fact 
that "the courts have never questioned Customs legal authority to 
conduct aviation enfOl:cement operation outside of the Customs 
waters." For example U.S. v. lvey, 546F. 2d 139, 140-41, (5th Ci •• 
1977)" is a case in which ~ Customs aircraft flying a surveillance 
mission approximately 500 miles from the nearest United States 
Border, South r~icos Island, detected a target which eventually 
entered the United States. Two additional cases are also added in 
the document. a copy of Wllich Is attached. 

Historically, Customs has'been the !ederal agency with 
responsibility for enforcin~ the Customs and related laws 
respecting aircraft. By victue of 49 U.S,C, 1509 and 19 u.s.C 
1644, Customs is charged with assuring that all civil aircraft' 
arriving into the United States comply with all Customs 
requiremetlts. This authority is implemahted by 19 CFR Part 6, 
the Customs Air Commerce Re9ulat~ons. Of particular importance 
is 19 CFR 6.10, which applies to civil a':'):,cra ft, the Customs lal~s 
relating to vessels. By virtue of section 6.10, many of the 
Customs enforcement provisions discussed i~ section 2, above also 
apply to civil aircraft. 

Customs authority to operate aircra=t outside of U.S. 
territory '9r the Customs waters has not been'questioned. 
Presidents and the Conaress have continuously approved Customs 
acquisition of aircraft for the specific purpose of enforcing the 
Customs and related laws. The type of aircraft acqUired and the 
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reasons for acguisition have often been for conducting aviation 
operations well beyond the Customs waters. 

Certainly the courts have never questioned Customs legal 
authority to conduct aviation enforcement operations outside of 
the Customs waters. The federal reporters contain numerous cases 
where Customs aircraft have engaged in such activities. For 
example, United States v. Ivey, 546 F.2d 139, 140-41, (5th Cir. 
1977) (Customs aircraft flying surveillance/detection mission 
over South Caicos Island, about 500 miles outside the U.S.); 
United States v. Bachner, 706 F.2d 1121, 1125 (11th Cir. 1983) 
(Customs aircraft flying surveillance/detection mission over 

Bimini); United States v. Potter, 552 F.2d 901, 906 (9th Cir. 
19771 (Customs aircraft flying surveillance mission 150 miles 
into Mexican airspace). 

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, P.L. 99-570, contains clear 
mandates for Customs to increase its aviation enforcement 
operations outside o~the Customs waters. For example, a new 
Customs statute on aviation smuggling, 19 U.S.C. 1590, was 
passed. This new section is intended to control aviation 
smuggling by adopting many of the provisions contained in 19 
U.S.C. 1586 and the Anti-Smuggling Act of 1935 (19 U.S.C. 1700, 
et ~.) which apply to vessels. The legislative history of this 
sect10n specifically states that it is intended to address a 
relatively new phenomenon, air drops of contraband to vessels in 
international waters. Of particular interest is subsection (b) 
that makes it unlawful to transfer any merchandise between an 
aircraft and a vessel on the high seas or within Customs waters 
if the plane or boat is of United States nationality or the 
circumstances indicate the purpose is to introduce the 
merchandise contrary t.o law unless the transfer has been 
authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury. 

Section 1590 provides civil and criminal penalties and civil 
forfeiture for violations. In addition, subsection (g) contains 
certain rebuttable presumptions of an intent to unlawfully 
transship merchandise which are applicable for the imposition of 
civil penalties or forfeiture. Again, of extreme significance is 
the fact that this subsection permits the presumptions if 
specified acts are "performed within 250 miles of the territorial 
sea of the United States." (Emphasis added) It is clear that 
Congress intends Customs to take enforcement actions, including 
aviation operations, beyond the Customs waters. For example, 
Customs must conduct operations beyond the Customs waters to 
detect whether the acts enumerated in 19 U.S.C. 1590 are being 
performed within 250 miles of the territorial sea. 
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Question: Do Customs and USCG currently participate jointly in 
marine interdiction? Please describe. 

Answer: Customs and Coast Guard have continually worked joint 
operations over the years, both special operations and on a day to 
day basis. For example, Customs provides target information from 
the BahamAS and relays this information back to Coast Guard and 
Police interceptor vessels. 

In the Florida Keys, Customs and Coast Guard personnel work 
together on 3 regular basis and information is passed to the Coast 
Guard concerning targets of interest to all law enforcement 
departments. All offices work with the Coast Guard on a day to day 
basis. Each office conducts operations on a regular basis with 
good participation with local Coast Guard units. 

In the Caribbean, the Coast Guard was asked to participate in 
Operation SEAMASTER in September/October of 1986. They were unable 
to assist. A second operation is being planned and the Coast Guard 
has again been asked to participate. Limited joint efforts are the 
case in the Car.ibhean in that the Coast Guard declines 
participation 75% of the time when marine assistance is requested 
Ior joint efforts. 

All other areas the Customs stations work with the Coast Guard and 
loea) agencies on a regular basis. Whenever a case develops, all 
agel1,~ies work together and provide whatever posuihle. Intelligence 
is passed from Customs to appropriate Coast Guard personnel for 
action. 

Customs participates on a daily basis units the USCG, through 
NNBIS, BLOCC and the Regional Intelligence Branches. 

In the Pacific Region, Operation TIBURON in which the USCG and Navy 
participated. The Commander of the Eleventh Coast Guard District 
and the Customs Assistant Regional Commissioner (Enforcement) have 
begun discussions on establishing a joint marine center in the Los 
Angeles/San Diego area. 

In New York and the Northeast Region, through the National 
Narcotics Border Interdiction System, USCG, U.S. Customs, and the 
DEA have set up n Controlled Delivery (CODE) Operation. CODE sets 
out the intra-office procedures, and overall coordination among the 
participants. ~his Standard Operating Procedure clearly outlines 
the duties, roles, and responsibilities of each participant agency 
and is used in maritime seizures and the suhsequent attempted 
controlled delivery of contraband. 

74-017 0 - 87 - 10 

41. 
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Question: I understand that customs wants to locate the C31 center 
at Miami to include the marine interdiction Cl center. Who made 
that decision? Whose recommendation was the decision based on? 

Answer: lhe Commissioner of Customs made the decision to collocate 
theIiLoc and Air C3 in the C3I center. Senio): management officers 
within Customs recommended the merger. 

QuesUon: 

~: 

Question: 

~: 

Question: 

~: 

In his exit memorandum, Frank Ault sugg~sted chat nQ decision be 
made to collocate the marine and air interdiction C31 without first 
conducting all "objective evaluation of the Mi"mi JHICC/Bloc." lias 
a for~"l stu~y done before that decision was made to collocate the 
two functions at Hiami? If so, please describe the results, and 
provide a copy to the Subcommittee. 

It is ehe position of Customs that the benefits of command And 
control elements in an operational management situation are very 
clear. The C31 allows limited ~eBourc~s D greater opportunity to 
be at the right place, at the right time to increase the 
probability of an interdiction. Hany such decisions are made 
without s formal, time consuming, snd often costly study. 

IIhat is the justification for selecting Oklahoma City as the site 
for the NCC? 

The mo~t important point is that an NCC function be established. 
The location can be in many locations without impacting on results. 
Tinker AFB, Oklahoma City. was selected because it offers the NCC 
detection specialist an opportunity to work boch at the Centers as 
well as be available to fly an E-3 AWACS flights of interest to 
Customs. Oklahoma City is also the location of the FAA training 
Center which Customs will take advantage of to continue to 
standardize all e31 system detection specialises. 

Doesn't Customs already have aCcess to the FAA records, held in 
Oklnhoma City through E~lC? 

Yes, but info.matian from EPIC is approximately one (1) month 
behind information available from FAA in Oklahoma City. 
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guestion: Customs has placed radar sensors atop condomlniums 
along the east coast of Florida and also in Fort Myers for the 
purpose of tracking smuggling vcssels. These sensors ht,ve become 
the backbone for the Blue Lightning Operation Center or (BLOC) in 
Iliami. The statistics furnished by Customs reflect tha.t during 
the same 6-month period, the BLOC tracked 4,214 vessels. Of condo 
radar sites in 9 locations, only two were credited with any 
seizures from 12 velsscl.o Or 6/10 of 1%. In the case of 30% of the 
tracks, there were no assets with which to respond. Ibe condo 
radar at West Palm. Beach was the second busiest with 1,030 
trackings resultitlg in One seizure or 4/10 of 1%. At Wes t Palm, 
there vas no respl)nse to 48% of the sighcings due to a lack of 
assets. Of the total 4,214 radar sightings, seizures occurred 
from less than 11'3 of 1%. Were any studiea conducte,d prior to the 
installation of Ithese, condo radars to determine if they would work 
or if they would be ~ost effective? 

~: No formal Istudies were done prior to the installation of 
the condo rada/: sites. Radar detection in a funct;ion of the laws 
of physics, principally line of sight from the radar alld in this 
case a detection c:apability of approximately 12 to 17 miles. 
Ostensibly thtl con,do radars were the next logical step, working as 
an adjunct to' mad,ne radar platforms which have limited 
capabilities, providing not only initial detection of suspect 
marine targelts but more importantly were requirtld to provide 
command and control of not only Customs marine assets, but those 
of state and local law enforcement as well. 

The BLOC concept is continuously developing and being refined. 
From marine modules (radar platforms), condo radars, and shortly 
mnrine detection support aircraft (NOMAD and LTA); these 
incremental enhancements are aimed at maximizing the effectiveness 
of the whole evolutionary concept. While not creating an 
impenetrable detection curtain with the condo radars, we have 
provided a credible risk for the smuggler to encollnter while at 
the same time allowing us to control our marine assets' on the 
water. As we incorporate BLOC into our C31 this overall command 
Ilnd control capability, we believe, is well worth the funds 
expended. 

43. 
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Question: Construction ,,111 soon begin to build a similar BLOC 
center for CUlfport, HS to house 5 condo radars at approximately 
$70,000 each plus towers for some. Whac viII be the approximate 
cost of the CUlfpon buUding? Pleaoe provide the subcommittee 
"ith co~tractual material concerning this location. 

Answer: The cost of Phase One, of the temporary building, viII be 
approximately $200,000. Phase Two of the CUlfport BLOC viII 
require additional radars and approximately $300,000 to expand and 
convert the BLOC building from temporary to permanent. Tbese 
costs only reflect the bUilding and radar. 

Contractually, we have an agreement "ith the City of CUlfport, 
Mississippi for land used and have issued a solicitation for bids 
for the temporary facility. GSA has been asked for their input 
into the most expeditious approach to a permanent cencer. 

Question: You recently dedicated a ne" center at Houston. Time 
magazine quoted you as saying that the center vould "anchor a radar 
picket line along the 2,OOO-mile border vith Mexico." This appears 
to be a refereuce to aerostat radars "hich I understood vere to be 
do,," linked to March AFB. Were you misquoted, or am I incorrect in 
my understanding? 

~: We have no plans to dow-link the planned tethered 
nertostat radars to the Tactical Operations Center in Houston. 
They "ill be linked through our C31 syatem. The laud-base sea 
search radars are linked to the Tactical Operations Center. 

Question: What "as the cost of the Houston building, and what 
"ill be the cost of the condo radars? 

Answer: The Houaton Tactical Operations Center is located on the 
6th floor of the U.S. Customs Regional Headquarters building in 
Houston, Texas. The cost to date of modifications to the building 
is $1,000,360 which includes a projected Sensitive Compartmental 
Information Facility. 

We estimate 7 radara will be needed in this area, for a total 
maximum cost of approximately $1,260,000. 

44. 
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Question: Customs commenced to let contracts for air interdiction 
ells following studies by the Silex committee and Mitre COl'P. Was 
there a similar study conducted to determine if the Miami BLOC 
should be built? 

Answer: There lI'aa not a formal study commisaioned on the 
'~uction of the BLOC because of the immediate need to 
centralize communication, command and operational control of the 
Blue Lightning Strike Force resources. Customs felt there was 
clearly a need for the BLOC and the value of an operations center 
has been proven its first year of operation. 

Question: Was there a study supporting the Houston or CulIport 
projects? 

Answer: The Culfport BLOC is the direct result of an analysis of 
past cases, marine threat analyses, and a determined effort to 
OVercome geographical interdiction problems with an effective 
tactical marine program. 

The success observed at the Miami BLOC, attributable to the 
centralization of marine command and control of diversified ONsets, 
lent itself readily to the tactical concepts forwarded to Customs 
Service Ueadquarters by regional management. 

Prior to the selection of the CUlfport site, a number of potential 
locations, including military facilities, were informally surveyed. 
The advise of participating agencies ""s also sought. 

A review of the marine threat posed by tile vast expanse of water 
encompassing the Southwest Region was conducted by the Intelligence 
Branches and indicate,l the threat level justified the placement of 
marine radar points along the coast line of the Southwest !tegional 
area of renponsib.il1ty IUld the establishment of a central command 
point Ior coordination purposes. 

Due to the establishment of Operation AlHance which :is comprised 
of law enforcement agencies of otate, local and federal levels 
throughout tbe four state at:ea of the Southwest Rl'sion it ~af\ 
decided that the Tactical Operation3 Center would serve as the 
focal point of not only the marine discipline but for all 
enforcement activities within the Region. 

The marine, air, and border smuggling programs of the Southwest 
Region will be a functional part of the centers and administered 
from that point, as well as a central communications point fo~ all 
the participating agencies and a coordination point fot: all 
steering committee functions. 

45. 
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Additional Questions/Customs 46. 

Question: 

Question: 

~: 

Question: 

1I0w is the P3 aircraft currently being used by Customs? 

As a long range dotection platform. 

Has the F-15 radar proved to be sufficient for your surveillance 
and/or detection needs? 

It is petter ~han that prevIously available, however does not meet 
our preferred detection needs. 

Do you consider the E-2C with the APS 138 radar to be a better 
aircraft than the P3 aircraft with F-15 radar? 

Yes. 

Question: 'llle SUb::x:mnitt:ee has been told that 0Ist:cms needs PJ aircraft with 
360' radar because that aircraft has 10-12 hours' c."Xlurance as 
0A;l0SEld to the 5-hoor errluranc:e of the E-2C. A recent GAO stUdy 
reiX:u:ts that the Colb-t:ans Servioo is flying the PJA on an average of 
5 hours per flight. Why then will the E-2C, at no cost to 0Istr0s, 
not suffice far the cJ.et:ection tnission? 

1\nswer: 

.9.!:!!Ation: 

'lhe Olst:ans lIIission requiren'ent has always been far 10-12 hour 
cn:lurance. unfortunately, sufficient personnel neoess<u:y to neat 
the tnission requ.irenymt were not available until the Druq 
Aut:harizat.ion 1II.."t of 19M. Olst:ans has increased it's air pl:Ogral!\ 
authar:ization level fl:ou 285 personnel to 765. 

Are you satisfied with the cooperation you have received in your 
interdiction efforts from: 

- ilEA ? 
- FBI? 
- Department of Defense? 

The Customs Service has had good cooperation and support at the 
field level from the DEA, FBI and the DOD in drug interdiction 
activity. When requested, these organi%Gtions have provided 
information, equipment and manpower on a routine basis. 
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Additional Questions/Customs 47. 

Question: The \'lashington Post, on August 24-26, 1986, ran a 
series of articles by Haynes Johnson on the Customs 
Service. These articles cite a spokesman for the 
House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee as saying that 
they discovered that the Customs Service inslpects less 
than .5 percent of containerized shipments. Those 
articles also cite a recent GAO report "lhich found 
that the Customs Service has the resources to inspect 
only two percent of shipments entering the U.S. How 
do you reconcile these figures in light of your 
testimony at the recent hearings that three percellt of 
all containerized shipments are totally stripped dewn, 
and that 20 percent of the remainder of the containers 
are otherwiQo inspected. 

Answer The U.S. Customs Service processed approlcimately 7.8 
million containers entering the United States in F.Y. 
1986; 3,377,098 vessel contaillers, 4,422,838 land 
border trucks. Of this, 163,428 containers (?.lO 
percent) ,,,ere completely devanned by Customs for 
enforcement purposes. Out of the 2,512,125 containers 
processed at the vessel port of arrival, 74,272 (2.96 
percent) were totally devanned at the port of arrival. 

Cargo entering the United States is processed through 
Customs using entr~ documentation. In 100 percent of 
the cases the documentation is scrutinized to 
determine if the shipment presents a risk. utilizing 
provell screening techniques, as part of the Automated 
Commercial System (ACS) Cargo Selectivity I'.odule, 80 
percent of entered cargo is detel~ined to be low risk, 
and is released. The remaining 20 percent of imported 
cargo is physically examined by Customs. 

().lestion: Please prtllTide for the SUbccmnittee a C011?lete 
breakdown of all ~tions of all cargo entering the 
united States for the last five years. 

The U.S. CtlstUI1S enforces over 400 laws for 40 various 
agencies. CUstans exmninations are per£Oll'C.ed for a 
variety of reasons, to a wu:iety of different w.t:ents. 
It would 110t be feasible to provide a breakdown of all 
;inspections for the past five ye~:(S, since we record 
our efforts by workload :indicator) I such as munber of 
vesse:l arrivals; number of contaJners, trucks, and 
cars processed; llUIllbel: of foxmal and infoxmal 
entries processed; ancl revenue collected. These 
records are not maintained h1' the type or extent of 
insJ:eCl:ions • 
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DEPARIMENr OF TR.4NSPORl'ATION 
U. S. COAST GUARD 

STATEMENl' OF AI:MIRAL PAUL A. YOST, JR. 
ON 'lliE DRUG INIERDICTION C3I SYSTEM 

SENAlE PER!d.ANEm' SUBCCJI.l.MITl'EE ON INVESl'IGATIONS OF 'l'HE 
cct.IMrr:IEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS 

18 ~lARCH 1987 

GOOD HORNING, MR. CHAIRl-IAN. I AM PLEASED TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO MEEll' 

hTlH YOU AND 'lEE OTHER DISTINGUISHED 1<1EMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMI'lTEE TO PROVIDE 

'lliE COAST GUARD'S POINr OF VIElO[ CONCERNING DEVEWPMENl' OF A CCMMAND, CONTROL, 

CCNMUNICATIONS AND INl'ELLIGENCE (C3I) SYSTEM FUR DRUG INrERDICTION. 

ACWIPANYING ME TODAY ARE MY CHIEF OF THE OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, REAR 

AIl<1IRAL CLYDE E. ROBBINS, AND CAPrAIN KEN!' H. W1LL11\NS, CHIEF OF 'lliE PRCGRAMS 

DIVISION. 

1NrERDICTING DRUGS - BOl'H A SURFACE AND AIR PROBLEM 

BEFDRE I ADDRESS C3I, I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE YOU MY PERSPECTIVE ON THE DRUG 
" 

1NI'ERDICTION PROBLEM. MOST MARITIME DRUG TRAFFIC DESTINED FUR 'lliE OOmD 

STA'lES DEPARl'S FROM CENTRAL AND SOUl'H AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STAGING AREAS. 

ON THE PACIFIC COAST, \'IE ALSO.FIND NARCOTICS BEING BROUGHT IN FRCH SQU'l'HEAST 

ASIA. UNl'IL RECENrLY, THE COAST GUARD CONCENTRATED PRIMARILY ON INrERDICTING 

TRAFFICKERS ON 'lliE HIGH SEAS. OUR ANALYSIS SHOI'iF.D THE INTERDICTION OF 

1I~'a.rHERSHIPS", \'iHICH DELIVER CONI'RABAND TO SloIALLER, FASI'ER CONTACT BOATS WELL 

OF!" OUR COAST, HAD'lliE GREATEST P<YlBlfIAL FUR DISRUPTING 'lliE MARITIME FI.OW OF 

DRUGS. 

1 
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STARl'INGIN THE FALL OF 191\4 WITH OPERATION l'iAGONWHEEL, THE COAST GUARD'S 

PORl'ION OF HAT TRICK, INlERDICTION ACTIVITIFS WERE TAKEN RIGHI' 'TO THE 

lXXlRSTEP OF THE PImIARY SOURCE COUNI'RIES OF SOUTH AMERICA. OPERATION HAT 

TRICK WAS THE FIRST OF SEVERAL MULTI-AGENCY, INI'ERNATIONAL OPERATIONS 

fl.!PLOYING MAXIMUr-1 RESOURCES AND FLEXIBILITY 'TO COHPW1ENT THE ANTI-mUG 

OPERATIONS BEING CARRIED om BY FOREIGN FORCES IN-COUNrRY ASHORE AND AFLOAT. 

THESE OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN AN EXTREMELY EF:FECTIVE ADJUNCT 'TO OUR INl'ERDICTION 

PROGlWl ClOSER 'TO OUR SHORES. 

AS \olE INCREASED MARITIME LAi'i ENFORCEMENT PRESSURE, \olE OBSERVED A SHIFT IN 

MODES AND MEl'HODS OF TRANSPORl'ING DRUGS. INCREASES IN AIRDROP ACTIVITY 'TO 

BOATS OFF OUR COAsrs, THE USE OF HIDIEN COMPAlIDlENI'S (CCMPAR'IMENTS 

INCORPORA'IED IN'TO THE DESIGN OF A SHIP FOR THE EXPRESS PURPOSE OF HIDING 

CONl'RABAND), SEVERAL ATJE.IPl'S 'TO USE TUGS 'T01'iING BARGES "IITH MASSIVE LOADS OF 

MARIJUANA, AND ATffiMPTS BY SMUGGLERS 'TO CIRCUNNAVIGA'l't; OUR IN'lERDICTION 

RESOURCES THROUGH COUNJ.'ER-INTELLIGENCE AND THE USE OF THEIR O\'IN SURVEILLANCE 

AIRCRAFT HAVE ALL OCCURRED IN RECENT YEARS. 

\olE BELIEVE OUR EFFORl'S ARE FORCING TRAFFICKERS 'IO FIND MORE DIFFICULT AND 

EXPENSIVE AL'IERNATIVES 'IO COm'INUE THEIR ILLICIT TRADE. IN ADDITION'IO 

~lARIJUANA, \olE ARE No.1 SEIZING LARGE QUANTITIES OF COCAINE AND SOJE 0l'HER mUGS 

INDICATING A DISTINCT SHIFT IN 'lRAFFICKING TRENDS. PREVIOUSLY, I'IE RARELY 

SEIZED THESE HIGHER VALUE, LOW VOLUHE mUGS BECAUSE THE SMALL QUAwrITIES COULD 

BE EASILY DISPOSED "OVER THE SIDE" PRIOR 'TO OUR BOARDING. IN 1986, I'IE SEIZED 

OVER 10,300 POUNDS OF COCAINE, UP FROM 6,500 POUNDS SEIZED IN 19B5 AND 1,961 

IN 19811, AND 1'iELL ABOVE THE HIGH OF 46 POUNDS IN PREVIOUS YEARS. 

2 
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FEDERAL EFFORTS AGAINST DRUG TRAFFICKING CANNar SUCCEED WITHOur 

PRFSSURlNG ALL MODES OF'IRANSPOfU'ATION. I WAS C(XIlMANDER OF THE COAST GUARD'S 

A'l'LANl'IC AREA DURING THE EARLY SPECIAL OPERATIONS, SUCH AS HAT TRICK, AND IT 

QUICKLY BECAME APPAREm THAT WHEN SURFACE SHIPMENTS WERE 1iEDUCED TO A '!RICKLE 

BY THOSE OPERATIONS, AIR TRAFFICKING INCREASED. COCAINE AND OTHER NARCOTICS , 
ARE FLOWN OVER THE MARITIME REGION, SOMEl'UIES DIRECTLY INl'O THE UNITED 

STATES, AND AT OTHER TIMES AIRDROPPED TO WAITING BOATS, OR FW\'IN TO THE 

CARIBBEAN ISLANDS AND LOADED ON BOATS FOR THE FINAL DASH INl'O THE UNI'IED 

STATES HAS GROI'IN INl'O A 14AJOR PROBLEM. vlE WERE LOSING THE AIR WAR! 

ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986 

THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986 PROVIDED FUNDS 'IO THE COAST GUARD FOR A 

MOrnsI' Sl.'ART IN AIR INl'ERDICTION. ALSO, THE NDEPB ASSIGNED AN AIR 

INl'ERDICTION RESPONSmILITY 'IO THE COAST GUARD IN THE SOUTHEAST. WE 

CDMr-lENCED OPERATING OUR 'I\'iO E-2C AIRBORNE EARLY IvARNING PLANES LAST MONI'H. 

OUR HU-25 AIRCRAFT ARE NOW FLYING DAY, VISUAL FLIGHT RillE (VFR) IN'IERCEPl'S. 

WE PLAN TO CONVERT EIGHT OF THESE JEJ! AIRCRAFT 'IO DAY!NIGHT INl'ERCEPl'OFB WITH 

AIR-TO-AIR RADAR AND NIGHT VISION SENSORS. IN OUR FIRST REAL AIR 

INl'ERDICTION EFFORl', WE ASSISTED IN SEIZING 528 POUNDS OF COCAINE, ONE 

AIRCRAFT, AND ARRESTING 6 SHUGGLERS. 

IHPORl'ANCE OF INl'EGRA'IED C31 

OUR SUSl.'AINED HARITINE AND INITIAL AIR IN'IERDICTION OPERATIONS CONTINUE 

'IO IJ.IPRESS UPON NE THE CRITICAL n.lPORTANCE OF INl'EGRA'IED C(XIlMAND, CONTROL, 

C<»lMUNICATIONS AND Il'Il'ELLIGENCE OR C3I. I KNOW FRO!>! EXPERIENCE AS C(XIIl'!ANDF..R 

OF A ~IULTI-sERVICE FORCE IN VIEl'NAr-l, THE C31 CAPABILITY OF ALL AGENCIES 

INVOLVED HUSl.' BE IN'IEROPERABLE AND INl'EGRA'IED FOR US TO BE EFFECTIVE IN AIR 

INl'ERDICTION OF DRUGS. TO A LARGE EXTENT, WITH BETl'ER IN'IELLIGENCE AND 

SIGNIFICANT DEPARIMENT OF DEFENSE CONTRIBUTION, vIE ARE ACHIEVING THIS 

IN'IEROPERABILITY ON THE HARITIME SURFACE SIDE. 
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cOAsr'oUARD'ANb'bRUo'tNTERbiCTtON'C3i 

THE COAfJr GUARD'S C3I SYSTEM HAS PROVEN CAPABILITY IN SURFACE MARI'l'DIE 

moo INI'ERDICTION AND MILITARY PREPAREDNESS. WE ALSO RELY ON THIS SYSTEM TO 

SUPPOffi' COAsr GUARD MISSIONS SUCH AS SURFACE AND AIR SEARCH AND RESCUE AND 

ENVIRONl-IENl'AL PROTECTION AS WELL AS arHER FEDERAL AGENCY PROGRAMS IN THE 
.' 

~lA.RITIME ENVlRONMENl'. IT HAS BEEN DESIGNED WITH CAPACITY AND FLEXIBILITY TO 

SERVE COMr4ANDERS AT ALL LEVELS WITHIN THE COAm! GUARD. EACH OF MY AREA AND 

DISI'RICT COMMANI:ERS HAS THE CCWWID .~ CONffiOL, TELECOMrWICATIONS, AND 

INl'ELLIGENCE CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT OPERATIONS THROUGHOl1l' HIS AREA OF 

RESPONS:rnILITY. OUR C3I SYSID1S ARE DESIGNED FOR INl'EROPERABILITY WITH THE 

U.S. NAVY AND 0l'HER roD FORCES, PARI'ICULARLY THOSE EMPLOYED IN THE MARI'l'D!E 

DEFENSE ZONE (MDZ). 

4 
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c3! . cENtER . bEVELOPMENi' 

SlliCE LAST NCJVe1BER, WE HAVE PARl'ICIPA'lED IN DEVELOPING THE Am C31 

SYSIDI THROUGH THE C31 WORKING GROUP. I BELIEVE I'IE HAVE MADE GOOD PROGRESS 

IN MANY AREAS, SUCH AS COMMUNICATIONS INI'EROPERABILITY REQUIREMENI'S, 

INl'ELLIGENCE ANALYSIS FUNCTIONS, AND INI'ERFACE ID PRINCIPAL LAW ENFORCENENl' 

DATA BASES AT THE EL PASO INl'ELLIGENCE CENTER (EPIC). EARLY THIS ~lEEK WE 

REACHED AN INIER-AGENCY AGREEIDIl' ON HOW THE JOINT CDI'1MAND CONCEPI' WILL BE 

FORMALIZED IN THE SOt11'HEAST. THE ELEMENl'S OF THAT AGREE-lENT ARE: 

A. CUS'IDlS WILL CDI'1MAND THE SOt11'HEAST C31 CENTER UNTIL 30 JUNE 1989 WITH 

'!WO YEAR ROl'ATION THEREAFTER. DEPl1I'Y WILL BE OTHER AGENCY BEl\o/EEN 

CUSIOMS AND USCG. 

B. THE C31 CENTER \oIILL HAVE OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF ALL ASSEl'S CHOPPED ID 

THE CENI'ER, INCLUDING OTHER FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL ASSEl'S. 

C. ALL C31 CENTER OPERATIONAL STAFF WILL BE PROVIDED ON A 50-50 BASIS. 

SENIOR OPERATIONAL POSITIONS ARE ID BE EVENLY SPLIT BEn'/EEN CUSTOMS 

AND COAST GUARD. 

D. SURFACE OPERATIONS CONllAND CENTERS VlILL JID.lAIN UNDER AGENCY CONTROL. 

AGENCY SURFACE INl'ERDICTION OPERATIONS I'lILL BE COORDINATED WITH THE 

C31 CENTER. FOR SPECIFIC OPERATIONS, SURFACE UNITS HAY BE CHOPPED ID 

THE C31 CENTER. 

E. EACH AGENCY AGREES ID DEVOTE SIGNIFICANT Am AND SURFACE ASSEl'S ID BE 

C01<'MANDE!) FRON THE C31 CENTER. 

5 
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Jo:rnr -COMMANn; -C6mR6t; -CbMl1UN1cATI6NS' AND' :i:Ni'EtttGENCE 

I HAVE EXPRFSSED MY CONCERN AB01Jl' DIVISION OF AUlllORITY FOR mUG 

INl'ERD1CTION AND ENFORCE1<!ENl' AND AB01Jl' UNNECESSARY DUPLICATION OF C31 

FACILITIES. ON DECEMBER 9, 19R6, AN AD HOC SUe-CO-1MI'J.'l'E:Fj UNDER THE 

COORDINATING GROUP OF THE,NOPB RECG1MENDED THE COAST GUARD BE GIVEN PRIl4ARY 

DE'IEGl'10N RESPONSIBILITY FOR Am 1Nl'ERD1CTION IN THE SOUI'HEAST. WE WERE AISO 

GIVEN JOIN!' RESPONSIBILITY wrrn: CUS'ICMS FOR INl'ERCEPl'ION AND TRACKING AND A 

SECONDARY ROLE FOR APPREHENSION. ADDITIONALLY, THIS GROUP RECOMMENDED JOINI' 

COMMAND, CONl'ROL, AND OPEAATION OF THE SOUI'HEAST REGION C3I CEN.rER m BE 

OWNED AND AJ:MINISTERED BY CUS'IOMS. THE POLICY BOARD SUBSEQUENl'LY ADOFrED 

'lllESE RECC»lMENDATIONS. 

MARIT:W£ DEFENSE ZONE C31 

MR. CHAIRMAN, YOUR LErI'ER OF FEBRUARY 6 ASKED Ho.~ THE CUsmlS C3I . PROGRAM 

WOULD BEST BE lNI'EGRATED rm:o OUR EXISTING OR PLANNED C3I CAPABILITY UNDER 

THE HARITIME DEFENSE ZONES. AS CURREm'LY PLANNED, THE MDZ C3I ARCHITECTt.1RE 

WILL UPGRADE SELECTED COAST GUARD AND NAVY C()fIlIWIDS vl!TH MORE RELIABLE SECURE 

CO!41>ruNICATIONS AND CC»lPUl'ER SUPPORr, B1Jl' NO!' WITH THE REAL-TIME SENSOR 

INFORMATION TO CONDUCT TACTICAL Am INl'ERDICTION. SINCE MDZ COMMANDERS IX) 

HAVE A NEED TO COORDINATE Am ACTIONS IN THE COASTAL ZONE FOR FORCE 

PROl'ECTION AND DEFENSE OF PORrS.AND OFF-sHORE STRUCl'URES, THE JOINI' C3I 

CENl'ERS WILL BE OF SIGNIFICANT BENEFIT m OUR MARITIME DEFENSE ZONE 

RESPONSIBILITIES • 

6 
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OUR PARTICIPATION IN.THE C3I PROORAM HAS FOCUSED ATI'ENl'ION ON INrFnRATION 

AND ImEROPERABILITY WITH OI'HER DEFENSE SYSTJ!}IS AND I 'mINK WE ARE BEING 

FAIRLY SUCCESSFUL IN MAKING THAT POINT. THE C3:t CEm'ER COm'RACT DESIGN TEAMS 

HAVE HEARD OUR REQUIID\Ej'1l'S AND I All HOPEFUL THEIR PROPOSALS WILL REFLECT 

CAPABILITIES ''IE NEED '1'0 IXJ OUR PAm' OF DRUG Im'ERDICTION. HI:' ARE ALSO 

PROCEEDING AS QUICKLY AS POssmIE '1'0 ACQUIF.E ADDITIONAL RADIO COMr.nJNICATIONS 

AND SECURITY SYS'Il!J.1S '1'0 BE MORE INl'EROPERABLE HITH IXJD, CUSmlS, AND STATE 

AND LOCAL LAH ENroRCEMENl' AGENCIES. 

SlJ1.1MARCf 

IN SlJ1.1MARY, WITH OVER 2,000 CUl'l'ERS AND BOATS, 200 AIRCRAFl', AND 45,000 

PEOPLE, THE COAS!' GUARD IS THE LARGESl' LAlv ENFORCEMENT AGENCY INVOLVED IN 

DRUG LAI,/ ENFORCD1ENI'. A JOINT CCNJ>lAND STRUCTURE BEn'/EEN CUS'ICMS AND COAST 

GUARD IN THE SOUTHEAST C3I CENTER FDR AIR HAS NOH BEEN AGREED '1'0. THIS 

CCMPROOSE. I'/ILL THAT AIR UIl'ERDIG'I'ION ASSETS A.'lE HORE EFFECTIVELY UTILIZED. 

THIS CONCLUDES HY PREPARED TESTINONY, MR CHAIRMAN. I WILL BE HAPPY '1'0 

ANSI'/ER ANY QUESl'IONS YOU OR THE 14ENBERS OF THE CQMloIITTEE f>1.AY HAVE. 

7 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS/AIISWERS FOR HEARING IiECORD 

Admiral Paul A. Yost, Jr., Commandant 
U. S. Coast Guard 

QUES~ION. THE OTA STUDY RELEASED AT THE HEARING FIt'lDS THAT 
DESPITE A DOUBLING OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES OH INTERDICTION IN THE 
LAST FrVE YEAHS, THE QUANTITY OF PRUGS BEING SHUGGLED INTO TilE 
UNITED S~ATES IS GREATER THAN EVER. OTA FINDS THAT OUR 
INTERDICTION EFFORT IS SUCCEEDING IN STOPPING ONLY A VERY S~~LL 
PERCENT1\GE OF THE ILLEGAL DRUG SHUGGLING. WOULD YOU COHt4ENT ON 
THOSE FINDINGS AND WHAT THEY. IMPLY ABOUT FU'!'URE INTERDICTION 
EFFORTS? 

Ansvler.. There is a wide range in the estimates ot the 
quant,ity of drugs that are being smuggled into the United States. 
The tigures that were used in the OTA study showed the Coast 
Guard interdicting 10 to 15 percent, yet Department of State 
(Interna'tional Narcotic Matters) figures indicate the Coast Guard 
is interdicting as much as 40 percent of the mari,juana being 
smuggled into the United States by sea. 

In regard to more drugs being brought into the U.S. despite 
increased expenditures for interdiction, that is certai.nly true 
for cocaine. The study failed to recognize however that cocaine. 
being easier to smuggle by air. lIas not had the attention given 
to it that we in the Coast Guard have given to marijuana. In the 
FY 86 budget funding was provided for improved air interdiction. 
These assets are now beginning to come online. In addition. the 
Coast Guard plans to dedicate 8 Falcon aircraft to interception 
of drug traffickers and 6 helicopters to aFprehension of 
traffickers in t11e Baham~s. These facilities will not be fully 
equipped or available for about 2 years. 

QUESTION. ACCORDING TO COHMISSIONER VON MAB' S STATEHENT, 
CUSTOHS BEGAN DEVELOPING THE C-3I CONCEPT IN 1984. ,mEN DID 
CUSTONS BEGIN EFFORTS TO COORDINATE THE DEVELOPHENT OF C-31 WITH 
TilE COAST GUARD? 

Answer. On November 3, 1986, Commissioner Von Raab invited us 
to name a representative to coordinate the establishment of'C31 
centers. We were given a C3I program briefing by Customs on 
Noyember 5th. A C3I working group was established with 
representatives from the CoaNt Guard, Customs Service, Justice, 
Defense and NNBIS. The group first met on November 10th. 
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Additional Questions/Coast Guard 

QUESTION. ACCORDING TO GAO TESTIMONY AND DOCtJ:olENTS PROVIDED 
BY GAO, CUSTOMS DECIDED IN NOVEMBER 1985 THAT THE C3I PROGRAM 
SHOULD INCLUDE BOTII AIR AND MARINE INTERDICTION ACTIVITIES. IN 
LIGHT OF THAT FACT, SHOULDN'T CUSTOMS HAVE BEGUN COORDINATION 
WITH COAST GUARD ON DEVELOPMENT PLANS AT THAT POINT? 

z. 

Answer. lihUe it might have been helpful for the Coast' Guard 
to have been included e'arlier, we are now fully involved in ~he 
program. 

QUESTION. DOES CUS'rOMS USUALl.Y CONSULT 'HTH THE COAST GUARD 
PRIOR TO INITIATING OPERATIONS IN THE MARITIHE AREA? SHOULD 
THEY? 

Answer. Customs and Coust Guard coordinate major drug 
enforcement efforts at all levels of our respective 
organizations. Coordinating of daily patrol schedules has not 
been done as well as it could have been in the past. We a~e 
committed to stronger consultation. 

QUESTION. '~HAT ROLE HAS TilE DRUG POLICY BOAR.D PLAYED IN TilE 
DEVELOPMENT OF :I.'IIE C31 PROGRAH BEFORE AND AFTER PASSAGE OF THE 
DRUG ACT? 

Ans,~er. Before passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, 
the Policy Board had directed preparation of "An Air Interdiction 
Plan for the Southeastern United States". However, this study 
was overtaken by enactment of the statute. After enactment, the 
Policy Board, ,upon review of the study's recommendations, asked 
the Customs Service and the Coast Guard tc collocate the C3I 
Center in the Southeast and tas~ed the Drug Enforcement 
Coordinating Group to monitor establishment of the C31 Centers. 
The Customs Service and Coast Guard have agreed to collocate the 
center at Richmond Heights, Florida, and have also agreed upon 
the joint command relationship, staffing and responsibilities of 
the Center. An interagency working group has also met regularly 
and reported their deliberations to the Coordinating Group. 

QUESTION. UNDER THE DRUG POLICY BOARD'S CHARTER THEY ARE 
REQUIRED TO "REVIEH, EVALUATE, AND DEVELOP UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT POLICY, STRATEGY, AND RESOURCES HITII RESPECT TO 
ILLEGAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT." GIVEN THAT CHARTER, SHOULDN'T THEY 
HAVE DEEN INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOP/fENT OF C31 'HTH OR HITHOUT A 
SPECIFIC CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTIVE TO DO SO? 

Answer. The NDEPB was involved in formulating national policy 
through its preparation of air interdiction plans for the 
Southeastern and Southwestern Dorder. It has exercised its broad 
policy responsibility by continuing to monitor the coordinated 
establishment of the C31 Center. 
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Additional Questions/Coast Guard 3. 

QUESTION. OTA I S TESTIMONY IDEllTIFIED ImAT IT CALLED 
"SHORTCONINGS" OF THE CURRENT C-31 CENTERS FOR CUSTONS A1'10 COAST 
GUARD AS FOLLOllS: 

- THREE SEPARATE C-3I FACILITIES - COAST GUARD, CUSTOHS AIR, 
AND CUSTOMS MARINE - OPERATING INDEPENDENT OF EACH OTHER; 

- LITTLE COMMONALITY :iN TECHNOLOGY /l}IONG THESE THREE KINDS OF 
C~3I FACILITIES - GIVING RISE TO "FUNDAl1ENTAL . 
INCONPATIBIl.ITY THAT PRECLUDES COOPERATroN Ju'lD 
COORDINATIONIl; 

- LACK OF CO}mON EQUIPMENT WHICH IS PARTICULA~LY ACUTE IN THE 
VOICE RADIO AREA; 

- LACK OF STANDARDIZATION OF RADIO EQUIPNENT AND THE 
. ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMON OPERATING FREQUENCIES-- I.E., THE 

ctlSTOHS llLUE LlGHTNING CENTER IN HIlIN! CANNOT COMMUNICATE 
DIRECTLY WITH COAST GUARD VESSELS IN THE SAl·IF. AREA; AND 

- THE LACK OF ESTABLISHED PROCEDURAL AGREEMENTS AND PROTOCOLS 
AMONG COAST GUARD, CUSTOMS AND DEA THAT WOULD ALLOW TACTICAL 
COOPERATION ON A SPECUIC AND AD 1I0C BASIS. 

WILL THESE PROBLEMS BE ADDRESSED AND SOLVED BY THE PROPOSED C-3I 
S'.{STEH1 

AnslieX'. Interoperability Idth Customs, Coast Guard, DEA, DOD 
and other agencie'l is being designed into the C3I system. The C3I 
working group is now addrossing procedural agreements and 
protocols to allow tactical cooperation. The Southeast NNBIS 
working group has. also identified areas where mutual agreements 
and procedures should be developed to foster tactical 
cooperation. 

QUESTION. THE FY87 DOD AUTHORIZATION BILL REQUIRES THE 
PRESIDENT BY MAY 13 TO DESIGNATE LEAD AGENCIES FOR (1) HARINE AND 
AIR DRUG INTERDICTION BEYOND U.S. BORDERS; (2) DOHESTIC AND 
BORDER DRUG INTERDICTION EFFORTS; AND (3) DOMESTIC AND FOR~IGN 
DRUG LA\i ENFORCEHENT. IN YOUR OPINION, ~mo SHOULD THE. LEAD 
AGENCIES BE AND \-IllY? 

Anslier. The Coast Guard endorses an "Area of Responsibility" 
(AOR) concept and uses it successfully within our own 
organization in other miSSion areas. In the recent agreement 
with USCS rorwarded jOintly to the NDPD, I believe we found a 
solid basis ror future drug enforcement cooperation. That 
agreement specifies USCS the lead agency on land, at and between 
ports or entry; it specifies USCG as the lead agency ror the 
mar1time area from shore11ne seSl~ard and !IClmoHlellges that a1r 
~nterdlction is a unique function properly tasked by both the 
land and maritime lead agenc1es and coordinated Jo1ntly by 
USCG/USCS. I understand the overseaS activ1ty is to be 
coordinated by DOS. 
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QUESTION. DO YOU BELIEVE IT IS WISE TO PROCEED ~lITH PLANS FOR 
'l'HE DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF THESE C-3I CENTERS PRIOR TO 
THE HAY DECISION ON DESIGNATION OF LEAD AGENCIES? SHOULDN'T A 
COHMIT14ENT TO THAT TYPE OF PROGRAH AWAIT THE PRESIDENT'S . 
INTERDICTION PLAN? . 

Answer. Yes, a C31 system is needed nOH to support air 
interdiction in the maritime, overseas (Bahamas), and land areas. 
The runctions and design or the centers will be the same 
irrespective of which agency(ies) have delegated "lead agency" 
responsibility. Commissioner von Raab and Admiral Yost signed n 
l1emorandum of Understanding on May 11, 1987 to promote a 
cooperative effort to interdict drugs and to resolve differences 
related to the designatlon of lead agencies in various facets of 
interdiction. Customs and Coast Guard will share joint 
responsibility since all' interdiction is an element of both 
marine and land interdiction. There wl1l be plenty of time to 
fine tune the system before it is complete. 

QUESTION. liE' VE BEEN TOLD THAT A N,l\TIONAf. CO:1HAND CENTeR IS 
NEEDED TO SANITIZE INTELLIGENCE RECEIVED FRO'" OTHER INTELLIGENCE 
SOURCES SUCH AS THE DEPART/lENT OF DEFENSE. ~REN'T THOSE! SAl.IE . 
DATA NON BEING SUPPLIED TO THE COI\ST GUARD AND CUSTO:.!S AFTER 
BEING SANITIZED BY TilE NATIONAL NARCOTiCS BORDER INl'ERDICTlPN 
SYSTEH (NNBISl? ISN'T NNBIS ALSO REPRESENTED AT EPIC? 

Answ:r. The Coa~t Guard receives intelligence directly from 
the Na~~onal ~ntell~g:nce C~mmunity (NIC), as does NN6IS. The 
~ntel1~gence 15 5anit1Zed e1ther by the NIC or by the Coast Guard 
1n accord~nce with established procedures. 

There 1S now a NNBIS Sp!~cial Intelligence Unit at: EPIC to 
~~rpt;rt. Operation Alliance, the current Soutl1\lest Border 

t1at1ve, but NNBIS Is not a formal member agency of EPIC and 
does not nonnillly havo personnel ilssigned there. 
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QUESTION. AS I UNDERSTAND IT, l'1ITlI THE CREATION OF THE 
CUSTOMS C3I, we HILL !lAVE AT LEAST FOUR NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
CENTERS FOR USE III TilE DRUG WAR: E?IC, ImICII IS BElIlG EXPANDED; 
CUSTOMS C3I; NNSISl AND THe PROPOSEP ALL SOURCE INTELLIGENCE 
CENTER (ASIC). WHY DO HE NEED ALL FOUR OF THESE? 

Answer. The C3I Centers are not intended nor will they be 
staffed to produce any significant intelligence products of an 
analytical nature. Their purpose is to take finished 
intelligence products from other resources such as the National 
Intelligence Community and the law enforcement agencies (EPIC & 
NNBI5) and apply that intelligence to the fast moving tactical 
air interdiction situation, as it develops. Intelligence will 
in fact be a limited part of the info~~~ion available to the 
watch personnel in the C3I centers as.:·,~y exercise command and 
control over operational assets, deplo~ng them for interdiction 
purposes against targets smuggling narcotics. 

QUESTION. WIIAT INTELLIGENCE NIt.L CUSTCmS e3I HAVE THAT IS NOT 
ALREADY IWAILABLE THROUGII THE OTHERS? 

Answer. The C3I Centers are not really intelliqence centers 
for analytical work, but instead operational centers receiving 
radar information and having the capability to present a 
comprehensive picture for air interdiction. This is not 
available at the other facilities. The ell centers will receive 
finished intelligence products from others (Coast Guard, customs, 
EPIC and NNBIS) and will tactically apply those products to the 
air interdiction problem as indicated by t.he current situation 
and direct appropriate response using available resourdes. 

QUESTION. IF THERE ARE DELAYS OR PROl'lLEHS IN THE OTlIER 
INTELLIGENCE CENTERS, WHY NOT MERELY FIX TIIOSE PROBLEHS RATHER 
THAN START OVER AGAIN WITH A NE\~ CENTER1 

Answer. The C31 centers are end users of intelligence. As 
such, intelligence personnel at C31 Centers apply data and 
develop operational and tactical intelligence from real-time 
radar sensors and observations of local conditions and prac~ices. 
C31 Centers would use intelligence from and feed appropriate 
intelligence to EPIC. . 
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QUESTION. AS YOU UNDERSTAND IT, WHAT ~IILL BE TilE FUNCTION OF 
'rilE NEW ALL SOURCE INTELLIGE:NCE CENTER (ASIC)? IS IT NEEDED FOR 
DRUG INTERDICTlON PURPOSES? 

Answer. The concept of an All Source Intelligence Center 
(ASIC) was raised py DOD about fifteen months ago as they became 
more involved in narcotics interdiction. POD saw a need for 
intelligence to support their forceS in this new arena. lis 
first envisioned, the ASIC was to be an intelliqenco center 
geared to tactical interdiction. EPIC is currently making minor 
enhancements to its capabilities to better serve this function. 

The FBI has proposed that the lISlC actually be located in the 
Nashington PC area and concentrate its efforts in the analytical 
area for assistance to investigations and the production of 
strategic intelligence. This matter is still a lively toptc of 
discussion before the National Drug Policy Board. The Coast 
Guard will, of course, be an active partic~pant in these deliber
ations and continue in our policy of freely sharing all the 
intelligence information available to us. 

qUESTION. REGARDING T"~ REC~NT ACRE~MENT uP JotNT 
CUSTONS/COAST GUARU camlANO OF "1'11£ SOU rJlEAST C-31 CElfrI::R, 1S 1 T 
TRUI TIIAT 1"H18 SMI~ RUT.\TlONAI. PIWI'USA1. WAS SUGt:);:rrEIl BY Tde 
COA!;T GUARD IN peCl::lIUeR 1911b, nUT IlI::Cl.l:1£U IIY CUSTUHS1 ll' SO, 
II II AT liAS CAuseD CUSTOllS TO CIIANCtl ITS Vlell 0:-; TillS? 

Answer. Yes, We first proposed this approach in Decemb~r 
19~b. As ve explo1od rolated questions concernin. such topic~ as 
location, organization, staffing and concept of operations for 
the South~ust C~l Center, Customs, in cooperation with the Coast 
Cuard agreed to the rotation proposal as an equitable way to 
share joint responsibility for air interdiction over land and 
.. aritime areas. 
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QUESTION. THE AGREEMENT SPEAKS, AS I READ IT, ONLY TO JOINT 
CONMA1'ID OF THE SOUTHEASr C31 CENTER. DOES IT COVER ANY OF THE 
FOLLOWING ISSUES: 

7. 

- DESIGN ISSUES, SUcH AS TilE QUESTION OF imETHER C31 SHOULD BE 
AT TWDALL OR MIAMI • 

- QUESTIONS ON THE LOCATION OF THP- C3I SITE AT MARCH AFB 
- THE NEED FOR TiiE NATIONAL CmlMANP CENTER 
- THE QUESTION OF J.EAD AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY 

IF NOT, IS THERE STILL DISAGREENENT ON THESE ISSUES? 

Answer. The'March 16th agreement does not address any of the 
four items in question. by clarification, the Coast Guard and 
Customs have in this agreement and by a prior exchange of letters 
agreed to two major issues. 

(1) to build the Southeast Center on Coast Guard property at 
Richmond Heights, FL., and 

(2) the joint command organization, staffing and 
responsibilities of the SE Center. 

Since the Customs Service had already planned on operating 
their SW Center at the Air Force SOCC, the March AFB site has not 
been nn issue. 

QUESTION. ARE YOU SATISFIED ~IITH THIS AGREENENT? WHAT ARE 
ITS STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES, IN YOUR OPINIO:n 

Answer. lie are satisfied. The ctrengths are: 
- the C31 center will exercise command authority; 
- a single head promotes unity of command; 
- the 50int framework combines the unique 
capabilities/perspectives of ~ach agency; 
- it helps avoid duplication of effort; 
- each agency has a vested interest to ensure that. the C31 
center succeeds; 
- and other agencies may commit air and marine assets to the 
C31 center. , 

If there is a weakness. it is that the center's performance 
~elies on interagency cooperation rather than a single lead 
agency's overall responsibility and accountability for a 
geographic area. That could be a strength, however. Close 
association of two agencies could lead to a smoother field 
operation especially since the Center will serve the land, 
maritime and overseas {Bahamas} regions. 
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QUESTION. IfHAT ROLE HAS THE NATIONAL NARCOTICS BORDER 
INTERDICTIQN SYSTEH (NNBIS) PLAYED IN THE DEVELOPHElrr OF 'J:HE 
SYSTEH? IfHAT IS THEIR FUNCTION IN THE DRUG INTERDICTION EFFORT'l 

Answer. lmllIS attended the c:n worldng group meetings and 
encouraged interagency cooperation and coordination. NNBIS ~s a 
mech&nism for coordinating efforts to interdict the flow of drugs 
to the U.S. using all appropriate federal, stnte and local 
resources. Under the leadership of the Vice President, the NNBIS 
mandate is to: 

-Enhance interagency coordination and cooperat:ton in drug 
interdiction. 

-Increase the participation of the military services in 
supporting drug interdiction. 

-Expand the involvement of the intelligence community in 
support of drug interdiction. 

-Promote international anti~drug efforts which complement U.S. 
interdiction activities. 

QUESTION. WHAT UNO OF EXPERIENCE DOES THE COAST GUARD HAVE 
IN C317 COULD YOU EXPLAIN HOlT YOUR CURRENT C3I SYSTEN SUPPORTS 
NtffiITINE DRUG INTERDICTION? 

Answer. The Coast Guard maintains continuous C3I capability 
for search and rescue, military readiness, maritime law 
enforcement, maritime environmental protectiOn and disaster' 
assistance through 24-hour a day operations centers. For 
maritime law enforcement, intnlligence data is gathered by unit 
and district staffs who provide the information to EPIC and other 
operacional commanders. We have facilities for storing and 
itt.ulyzing sensitive intelligence information that: are approved 
for handling this information.. Our in-placn communications 
system provides extensive coastal and off-shore coverage for 
ships, aircraft and shore stations. We maintain interoperability 
with the Navy and other DOD forces. 'the Navy has also planned 
additional command and control capability for our Haritime 
Defense Zone responsibilitie~. 

Current surface maritime drug interdiction operations are 
organized under a military operations plan (OPLAN) with the 
assets controlled by the region's operations center. An example 
o.E this is large scale, on~going operations in the Caribbean that 
is directnd by the Seventh Const Guard District and supported by 
DOD and other federal agencies. 
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QUF:snm!. 1101/ I1ILL Tm: CCl,\l''l' clf,'.nn 1It-!: '::'I!I: l'i:(JI'I)~En C3t 
CENTERS !"OR ITS mUle; Il!TI':JWIC"IO~l r..!:"FOll'rS'! 

9. 

Ans\~er. The Coast Guard ~IOlllrl usc the centcr,; to integrnte 
information fro~ a variety of sources. The operational picture 
would be overlnycd with intlllllf,e'llce infot'",ation to l'nable real
ciCle situDtion assessments to coordinate, conl:1;'01 and direct; the 
forces of pnrticipating ll,Scneies. The clmters woult'! analyze drur, 
smuggling patterns and tactics and have llutornated nccess to local 
nnd reClote datu bases. The center would be the central/control 
point to coordinate nir drug interdiction efforts with other 
surface mnriti~e operations. 

For example, a Navy surveillance a5.rcra£t north of the Yucatan 
Peninsula reports to the C31 center that a suspect aircraft is 
moving n01;'th. The Const Guard watch officer lounches an llU-25 
jet interceptor to identify llnd track the suspect nircraft. The 
lIU-25A inte;rc:epts the tarGet, collects noel then p3SSCS 
idl'otifyinr- information to the en vatch o[ficQr. The lflltch 
officer chocks appropriate dntnbnscs for intelligence 
informl1tion. If, after such inforr.lIltion is analyzed, the 
aircraft is consicl~l:ed suspect, the' lIu~25 foIl mls it across the 
Gulf of Jil."x.i.co to the U.S. canst. The Coast C;u.:!rd watch officer 
then alerts the CustOr.lS lflltch ofCicllr anel hlll1els-af£ the tarAct: to 
Customs. The I/U-25 continues to trAck the suspect until relieved 
by the Customs tracker DireI'llft. l'hr! Gustons c:n Clll1tcr 
eontrolle1;' eoorc1in.ntes ovcrlnnr.l trackinr, vith the PAA nnd 
apprehcnsion Hil:l\ state nnd 10e:11 lou cn!orct!c'i:nt ngencics. The! 
suspect aircraft lands, the crcll nnd Ground personnel arc 
npprchencl!c nnt! the plnne nnd carr.a arc S<!b~l:t1. 

QUESTION. HOW DO YOU SEE TUE DEFENSE DEPARTHENTS ROLE I); TilE 
DRUG WAR1 WIlAT DO YOU SEE AS YOUR RELATlOllSIIIP InTlI -':IIE DEFENSE 
DEPARnlENT? 

Answer. The Defense Department, through NHBIS coordination 
procedures, provides ~nvaluable assistonce in naritime drug 
interdiction. The Deportment of the Navy has been particularly 
aggressive ~n mnritime drug interdiction and since OC~ 8& has 
aSsisted the Const Guard in making 15 Vessel seizures including 
182,891 pounds of .marijuann, 539 pounds of cocnln e • and 87 
arrests. 

The Coast Guard hn$ on excellent relationship witb DOD. As an 
armed service, even though ve do not fall under DOD except in 
time of wor, We vork closely with them 1n ollr defense operations 
mission particularly in the Mnritime Dufeuse Zone (MOZ) and 
vessel readiness training. 1 believe the Coast Cuard should be 
the agency responsible for planning and execution in the maritime 
region with DOD in a $upport role of providing assets as needed. 
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QUESTION. THE 99TH CONGRESS PROVIDF.D CONSIDERABLE RESOURCES 
FOR DRUG INTERDICTION. HOH EFFECTIVE HAS THAT LEGISLATION~ AND 
rlERE THE FUNDS ALLOCATED IN AN OPTHlUr.t NAUNER? ~ 

Answer. The legislation had many good reatures. It focused 
national attention on drugs, provided more assets to fight drugs, 
integrated government assets, and provided ror better cooperation 
and. coordination among agencies. It also amended the J.lans.field 
Amendment which has allowed the Coast Guard to respond to requests 
.from the Bahamas, Panama, and Dominican Republic ror assistance in 
ef.forts to suppress illicit drug trafficking ~Iithin their 
territorial waters. However, the allocation of funds and 
equipment should have been left to the NDPB so that these limited 
funds could have been expended in a more optimum manner. 

QUESTION. THE COAST GUARD AND CUSTOHS EACH RECEIVED 2 E-2C 
AIRCRAFr FOR DRUG INTERDICTION PURSUANT TO THE 1986 DRUC BILL. 
HO\~ HAVE THOSE PLANES BEEN USED TO DATE? 

Answer. Coast Guard Air Facility Norfolk was established on 
January 22, 1987 for operation and support of the 2 E-2Cs \~e 
received. The first Coast Guard operationa1 mission commenced on 
February 9th and resulted in the seizure of one aircraft. 
Results of a second deployment, which commenced on February 23rd, 
included the seizure of 528 pounds of cocaine and fOllr arrests. 
Operational deployments of the aircraft continue as directed by 
the operational commander to aupport on-going interdiction 
operations. We are not aware of the status of the Custo~s E-2Cs. 
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QUESTION. IF YOU WERE SELECTED TO FORHULATE AN AIR 
INTERDICTION PROGRAM, WHAT AGENCY ~IOULD YOU PLACE IN CHARGE? 

WHAT AIRCRAFT ~IOULD BE NEEDED? 
wHtcn OF THOSE DOES THE COAST GUARD HAVE? 
HOW LONG WOULD IT TAKE FOR THE USCG TO GET THOSE 

AIRCRAFT AND TRAIN FLIGHT CRE\~S? 

11. 

Answer. On 11 Hay 1987, the Coast Guard and the Customs 
Service signed a ~lemorandum of Understanding (MOU) titled "Drug 
Interdi.ction Lead Agency Role." This Memorandum has been 
submitted to the National Drug Policy Board (NDPB) for inclusion 
in its Comprehensive Interdiction Plan as required by the DOD 
Authorization Aet of 1987. 

The }IOU assigns joint responsibility for air interdiction to 
the Coast Guard and Customs. Interdiction in the air space over 
the sea and the land requires the expertise of both agencies and 
the close coordination of their activities. These reqUirements 
in addition to the dynamicB of the air interdiction problem, 
demand the establishment of centralized command, control, 
communications, and intelligence (C3I) centers in Southwest and 
Southeast United States (SWUS and SEUS). 

Due to the land border with Mexico, Custom~ is the lead agency 
for all aspects of air interdiction in sIms. For SEUS, the Coast 
Guard is lead agency for detection, and Customs is lead agency 
for tracking and apprehension. 

The Long-Range Surveillance Subcommittee of the Enforcement 
Coordinating Group of the NDPB is currently tasked to define the 
resources required by law enforcement agencies for air 
interdiction. Acquisition and training requirements will be 
pace1 by the type and mix of resources in the report. 

E)Cisting Coast Guard assets include t~IO E-2Cs from the Navy, 
our fleet of HC-130s and HU-25s. of which eight HU-25s are 
planned for sensor modifications to night capable interceptors, 
and three hellcopters for operations in the Bahamas. Plans are 
under review to obtain CH-3E aircraft from the U.S. Alr Force for 
the Bahamas operations. 

QlIESTION. HO\'( HANY AIR CREWS DOES THE COAS~ GUARD HAVE? 

Answer. The Coast Guard has approximately 888 pilots and 
2,330 aViation enlisted p~rsonnel, for a total of 3,218 assigned. 
Some of these personnel, however, fill non-avi~tion billets. The 
number of aviation personnel assiBned as aircre~1 varies from as 
~ew as three on the RH-52A or HH-G5A helicopter to as many as 
seven on the liC-130 aircraft. 
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QUESTION. WHAT IS USCG STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO ENFORCE 
SHUGGLING LA\~S1 

12. 

Answer. The Coast Guard is empowered by Section 89 of 
Ti tIe 14 USC to enforce all U.S. law on the high seas and waters 
subject to U.S. jurisdiction. (U.S. terdtorial sea, contiguous 
zonR. customs waters, high seas) This includes all Title 19 and 
Title 21 laws intended to provide authority for drug 
interdiction. . 

Coast Guard commissioned, warrant, and petty officers are 
also designated Officers of the Customs by 14 USC 143 and 19 USc 
140] • 

The Coast Guard shares law enforcement responsibility w:l.th 
the Customs Service i.n customs waters. These watRrs, defined in 
19' USC 1401, include maritime areas out to 12 miles from the 
coast of the United States. Addit1.onally, forei.gn flag vessels 
are in customs waters when U.S. law enforcement is permitted by 
special arrangement between the U.S. and the vessel's flag 
state. Pursuant to 19 USC ]589a, the status of Coast: Guard 
officers as Customs officers also allows the Coast Guard to 
enforce U.S. law :In non-mariti.me arE'as. 

The Coast Guard is the only agency empowered by statutory 
and case law to enforce U.S. law beyond customs waters. 

Under current U.S. law, no agency has ~uthority to enforce 
U.S. law against an aircraft beyond 12 mile·; from the 
coastline. Once an inbound aircraft crosses this border, both 
the Coast Guard and Customs have law enforcement authority. 

The avi,ation smuggling provisions of the .Anti-Drug Abuse 
Act do not enhance law enforcement authori ty. As the 
legislative history makes clear (H.R. Rep. No. 79[1, 99th Cong., 
2d Sess. 13 (1986), the act addresses proh5M.tions rather than 
enforcement. The act provides for civil and criminal penalties. 
for violations, and contains certain presumpti.ons intended to 
address problems encountered by law enforcement officers, 
including Coast Guard and other offi cers as well as Custor.ls. 

QUESTION. lIAS CUSTOMS AIR INTERDICTION HISSION EVER BEEN 
TRANSFERRED TO TilE USCG IN THE PAST? IF SO, WIIEN1 

Answer. The Customs air interdiction mission has not been 
transferred. However, in 1934, Henry Morgenthau, Secretary of 
the Treasury, transferred the entire Customs Service aviation 
detachment to the Coast Guard. 
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Addjtional Questjons/Coast Guard 

QUES'tlON. IF AEROSTAT RADAR '~c:RE NETTED INTO TilE SOCC AT 
TYNDALL, COULD TYNDALL SUFFICE AS TilE C-3I FOR SOUTHEAST U.S.? 

13. 

Answer. Yes. Three land-based aerostats are already linked 
to Tyndall and integrated into the SOCC computer system. There 
are also three other sites that receive aerostat data. They are 
the CUstoms console at the Miami Air Route Traffic Control Center 
(ARTCC), the Nadne Operations Center in Hiami and the Joint Air 
Reconnaissance Control Center in Key West. While Tyndall offers 
excellent potential for the Southeast Center, it is limited to 
Air Force operations by the number of scope positions and 
computer capability. Additional space, equipment and people 
would be required for drug air interdiction operations. 

QUESTION. "'HAt ARE SOHE OF THE OTilER ASSEtS AVAILABLE TO mE 
I~TERDICTION HISSION AT TYNDALL? 

Answer. Tyndall AFB has the following additional assets which 
we believe are very useful for conducting air interdiction. 

Radars: . 
~ISAF/FAA air traffic control radars forming continuous 

Southeastern United States coverage for high altitude 
(above 10,000 feet) targets 

o Three aerostat radars (Cape Canaveral, Cudjoe Key, and 
Grand Bahama Island) , 

Communications: 
o Non-secure ultra-high frequency (UHF) air-to-ground radio 

communications link remote sites throughout the Southeast 
United States 

o Non-secure hiah frequency (HF) long range voice radio 
communications also exists 

a Secure military satellite communications 
a DOD's AUTOVON telephone network 
o DOD's AUTODIN secure message communications network 

Tactical Data Link: LINK 11 communications equipcent and 
interface to its computer and display system. 

Over-The-Horizon (OTII) Radar: The Air Force will add OTR 
infuL'wuC:L.on tu the Tyndall sotc ,,,hen CuVi;:l-iigC or $ouLhern 
approaches to the United States becomes availllble in the 1990s. 

Security: Tyndall AFB is a controlled access base. 
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QUESTION. WHICH OF THESE (TYNDALL AFR ASSETS) ARE CURRENTLY 
AVAILABLE IN NIAHI/RICHMOND HEIGHTS? 

Ansller. 

Communications: 
o Secure and non-secure ship-to-shore and air-to-ground ?igh 

frequency radio 
o Secure telephone (STU-II) 
o AUTODIN secure message communications netl'lork 

Tactical Data Link: None 

Over-The-Horizon Radar: None 

Security: The existing perimeter security fence and gate are 
not adequate for a C3I center and must be imptoved. The C31 
center also requires a security force. 

QUESTION. IS IT NECESSARY TO HAVE AIR AND HARINE INTERDICTION 
C3 AT TilE SAHl'; CENTER? 

Answer. There are major differences between air and marine 
interdiction. Air interdiction covers a vast geographic area 
while marine interdiction tends to be more regionalized. Air 
interdiction reacts to a faster evolving environment requiring 
greater control for flight safety, hand-offs and coordination 
with apprehension personnel which musS. be dispersed to the 
landing sites. 'While air interdiction relies primarily on 
detection sensors, maritime interdiction relies more upon 
intelligence and patrols. Maritime sm"gglers can also be stopped 
and boarded after they are intercepted. Therefore, several 
different types of units are not required to detect. intercept, 
track to smugglers' destination and then apprehend. 

The collocation of air and marine centers is only one of many 
factors to consider. Separate sites can be tailored to meet the 
needs of air and surface interdiction commanders. Although 
coordinated air and marine smuggling does occur, coordination 
betlleen C3I centers can be accomplished by voice and data 
communications. I believe a C3I for air should have a regional 
responsibility while local C3I centers for surface are needed. 
These local centers (District Operations Center for USCG and Blue 
Lighting Operational Centers for Customs) should be collocated 
whenever possible and have real time secure communications with 
the air C31 Center. 
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Additional Questions/Coast Guard H. 

QUJ>STlOH. DO CUSTOHS AND USCG CURRENTLY' PARTl:CIPATE JOINTLY 
IN AIR INTERDICTION? 

Ans\~el:. Yes. Coast Gual:d and Customs Service intel:ceptor 
ail:cl:aft stand stl:ip alert together. Detected targets. whether 
from land based radal:s, shipboard radars, aerostats or E-2Cs, are 
passed to both the Customs Service C3 and Coast GUlll:d Operations 
Center. Coast Guard HC-130s and Customs P-3 aircraft 
occasionally fly ail;'borne alert for detection assets. During 
each subsequent ope~ation, the coordination between agencies has 
been improving. 

QUESTION. \ntAT IS THE RANGE OF USCG INTERDICTION FLIGHTS1 

Answer. The Coast Guard's statutory range, as for surface law 
enforcement, extends throughout our a.ea of l;'esponsibility 
(maritime region) which includes U.S. waters, the high seas, and 
foreign waters with permission of foreign governments. 

Oul: C-130 and HU-25A fleet regularly operate throughout.the 
Atlantic, Caribbean and Pacific. Both ail:craft are routinely 
deployed to fon~ard bases, such as Guantanamo, to support law 
enforcement operations. The C-l30 can reach any point in the 
wOl:ld and has a radius of operation of 1500 nautical miles. The 
RU-25A has a radius of operation of 750 nautical miles. 

QUESTION. DO CUSTONS lIND COAST GUARD CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE 
JOINTLY IN MARINE INTERDICTION? 

AnS\4er. Yes. Coast Guard and Customs conduct many short and 
long term cooperative drug interdiction efforts in the maritime 
region. Short term operations consist of jointly run harbor 
blockades of major port areas and joint inspection teams 
searching large cargo vessels. Long term cooperative projects 
include the Slue Lightning Operations Center (BLOC) in south 
Florida which Customs and Coast Guard jointly staff under Customs 
direction and the Bahamas Drug Task Force and Operation Bahamas 
and 'l'urks Caicol'! (OPBAT) where both agencies cooperate in marine 
and air interdiction. 
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Additional Questions/Coast Guard 

QUESTION. lmAT ARE SOME OF THE STATISTICS FOR USCG MARINE 
SEIZURES? 

16. 

Answer. Coast Guard seizures for the years FY82 to FY86 'follow, 

'USCG DRUG SEIZURES 

FY82 yY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 

Vsls Seized 185 145 223 184 147 
NJ On Vsls 3,530,mm 2,240,000 2,800,000 1,860,000 1,750,000 
NJ Adrift 61,000 61,000 
Cocaine (1bs) 

62,000 94,000 92,000 
4O 55 

Hashish (lbs) 
1,932 5,890 7,495 

35,000 1 30,06I!J 0 2,000' 
Hash oil (gals) 0 0 (l 0 10 
Arrests 1,048 709 1,056 724 646 

The above statistics represent Coast Guard s~izures only. In 
addition, in FY 86 the Coast Guard assisted in the seizure of 12 
vessels, 233,601 pounds of marijuana, and 1,031 pounds of 
cocaine and in the arrest of 74 individuals. 

QUESTION. IF THE E2CS CONTINUE TO BE SUCCESSFUL, WILL THERE 
BE A NEED TO RETROFIT C130 AIRCRAFT \UTH 360-DEGREE RADAR? HILL 
THE ADDITIONAL NEED JUSTIFY THE FUTURE COST OF RETROFITTING? 

Answ~r. The National Drug Policy Board is now reviewing this 
issue in the Long-Range Surveillance Subcommittee. The report 
when approved by the NDPB, will derine the resources required by 
law enrorcement agencies ror air interdiction. Acquisition and 
trnining reqUirements will be paced oy the type and mix of 
resources in the report. Until the report is finished, it is 
inappropriate to comment on additional detection capability. 

QUESTION. HAS THE USCG PARTICIPATED IN AWl SEIZURES RESULTING 
FRON TARGETS IDENTIFIED BY TilE P3 AIRCRAFT HITII F 15 RADAR 
OPERATED BY CUSTOHS? 

Answer. No. The F-15 radar used in the Customs Servlce P-3s 
is an air intercept radar and therefore has very limited 
applications during wide aren detectlon. 

Coast Guard resources worked with the Customs Service and 
their P-3 during the joint air interdiction operation from 
January 20th to February 15th. However, no seizures resulted. 
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Additional Questions/Coast Gual'd 17 >. 

QUESTION. IF USCG PARTICIPATED m A PURSUIT lIlTO THE U.S. 
INTERtOR, WOULD FAA INTERIOR APPROACH RADAR BE lIECESSARY AT USCG 
C3 CENTER? 

Answer. It would be benefIcIal to extend the C31 center's 
radar aoverage inland and at the same time add coverage along the 
border where there are no aarostats to fIll in loW altitude, gaps 
in FAA and Air Force radar surveillance. This would be done by 
adding FAA high altitUde air traffic control center radars from 
interior sections of the United States and loW altitude approach 
control radars from many airports near the border and in interior 
areas to the C3I center's radar processing system. Since initial 
detection, interception, and identification of suspect aircraft 
at the border are the more challenging phases of air 
interdIction, addition of strategically locatcd airport approach 
control radars is probably the more important. However, expanded 
inland coverage would alloW the C31 oenter eo exercise positive 
surveillance over suspect aircraft, direction and traffic safety 
separation for traclcer and apprehension uni ts, and timely 
coordination with state and local enforcement personnel on the 
ground. 

QUESTION. ABSENT USCG AVAII..ABII..!TY TO APPROACH RADAR, WOULD 
FAA PROVIDE SEPARATION AND ACHIEVE A DEGREE OF SAFETY? 

Answer. FAA could provide safety of fliGht traffic 
separation, if the tracker aircraft were Ilith!n radar coverase of 
one of its centers. The suspect and lor tracker would need to fly 
at a high enough altitude for the FAA's radar to detect the. 
airplane or its beacon. Control procedures would have to be 
outlined in an interagency agreement. We will explore this with 
FAA. 

QUESTtON. HHAT UAS TUE COAST GUARD'S EXP EIUENC'E BEEN IUTU TUE 
"CONPO RADARS 1" 

Answer. Coast Guard hns worked with condominium roof top 
radars through our joipt participation in the Blue Lightning 
Operations Center (BLOC). Unfortunately, sorting of targets 
remains a problem. limiting effectiveness. They arc better ~han 
nothing vhieh is vhnt we had prior to BLOC. 

QUESTION. ARE YOU SATISFIED VIT» THE COOPERATION yoU HAVE 
RECEIVED IN YOUR INTERDICTION EFFORTS FROH; 

DEA 

fill 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

An~ucr. Yes. Our working relationship with these 
organi~ations is very good. 
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Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a pleasu);'e to appear before you today 

to discuss the role of the Department of Defense in the President's 

war on dru~s. This is a deadly war which affec~s every segment of 

our society. 

I appear before you today in my dual roles as the Deputy Assis

tant Secretary or Defense for Drug Policy and Enfor<.:ement and the 

Director of the DoD Task Force on Drug Enforcement. As such, I 

am responsible for coordinating all Defense Department activities 

to implement thG President's six goals to eradicate drug abuse 

and for DoD's support of civilian drug law enforcement activities. 

The Department of Defense has shown a dramatic 67 percent 

reduction in reported drug ~De. In 1980, 27 percent of all 

uniformed military personnel reported that they, had used some 

illegal drug in the preceding 30 days. ay 1982, this figure 

had dropped to,19 percent. By 19S5, less than nine percent of 

our military men and women reported using illegal drugs in 

the preceding 30 days. 

This is the good news. The bad news is that drugs are still 

entering our country at an unacceptable rate. Too many of our 

children are becoming victims of .cheap and highly addictive drugs 

peddled by dealers who are often their peers. Our streets are 

not safe; our schools are not safe; our homes are not safe from 

this insidious monster. 

I believe that in working together, the Congress and the 

Executive Branch'have begun the arduous task of ridding American 

society of drugs. We are in the infant stage of this battle and, 

at this time, there is no clear cut winner. He in Defense recognize 

the important role we play in the war on drugs. 

74-017 0 - 87 - 11 
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To be sure, the defense of this country is and should be the 

military's number one priority. We must continue to maintain the 

delicate balance between providing drug interdiction assistance 

and assuring our national military readiness and national security 

mission imperatives. The proper role for our military forces in 

the drug war is to provide support so that civilian law enforcement 

agencies can make the necessary searches, sei2;ures, and arrests. 

This will not compromise the traditional separation of the military 

from civilian activities. We in Defense will continue to do every

thing we can do legally to support the law enforcement experts as 

long as it does not have a negative impact on our primary mission. 

Hr. Chairman, we are proud of the assistance we have provided 

thus far. This assistance is primarily in three areas: airborne 

surveillance, equipment loans, and general support. 

Airborne surveillance is the largest area of DoD support to 

drug enforcement agencies. In FY1986, over 3,149 sorties were 

flown amass~n9 15,827 flight hOUrs, an increase of 52.5% over 

FY1985. This support is provided by many different airborne plat

forms. 

o Navy E-2's provided 1,638 hours of aerial surveillance for 

the CUstoms Service in the Caribbean, along the Hexican border, 

the Gulf of Hexico and the offshore waters of California and 

Florida. F'requently U.S. Harine Corps OV-IO's collocated with 

the E-2Cs have performed complementary operational support mis

sions. 

o Navy P-3's flew 6,863 hours of long-range surface surveil

lance coverage throughout the Caribbean and the Gulf of ~Iexico. 

S-3's flying from San Diego, California provided surveillance 

2 
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coverage off the coast of California and Mexico. 

o The Harine Corps, in addition to 845 hours of OV-10 surveil

lance support, provided mobile ground radar surveillance and 

anti-personnel intrusion detection. 

o Air Force increased its AWACS support by 83% over FY1985, 

flying 2,989 hours of ~adar surveillance missions many with 

Customs personnel onboard. 

o The Air Force operates two llerostat radars located in 

Florida at Cudjoe Key and Patrick AFB. These radars provide effec

tive look-down capability against low-flying aircraft. eoth aero

stats digitally linked to the Customs Service Miami C3 facility and 

the Tyndall Sector Operations Control Center (SOCC), were operational 

over 8,400 hours in 1986. 

o While on State Active Duty and/or incidental to scheduled 

training, the National Guard flew 1,703 hours (primarily aerial 

observation) in support of civilian drug law enforcement authorities 

in 21 states. National Guard support resulted in the destruction 

of 1,467,898 marijuana plants and 598 coca plants. 

A second area of DoD support is equipment loans to civilian 

law enforcement agencies. Th~ough FY1986 we have loaned over 

$138.65H of equipment to drug law enforcement agencies. The 

Army aircraft loaned to Federal civilian drug enforcflment 

agencites include Blackhawk, Cobra and OH-6 helicopters and 

Mohawk ~ixed-wing aircraft. Additionally, during FY1986 the 

Army loaned six C-12 Ki~~ Ai~ aircraft to Customs. In addition, 

during the current fiscal year, the Army loaned four UR-60s 

to Customs and the Navy loaned two E-2Cs to Coast Guard and two 

to Customs, as specified in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. 

3 
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o The Air Force also loaned 95 Communication Encryption 

Devices to the Customs Service and DEA. 

DoD also provided general support in several additional key 

areas. 

o In Hat Trick II, the largest interagency anti-narcotics 

operation to date, 000 aided operational planning, developed 

interagency voice privacy radio networks using 000 equipment and 

facilities, and provided expanded intelligence support. These 

significant contributions aided in disrupting maritime and 

airborne drug trafficking. 

o The Navy additionally prov:ded 1287 ship days (including 

PHM hydrofoils) with USCG tactical law enforcement teams (TACLETS) 

embarked; and the towing of drug vessels by Navy vessels permitted 

USCG cutters to remain on station. 

o The Army, Navy, AIr Force, and Marine Corps provide expert 

personnel assistance to seven National Narcotics Boraer Interdiction 

System (NNBIS) Regional or District Centers and the NNBIS head

quarters in Nashington D.C. 

o Since 1983, by a joint declaration of emergency signed by 

the Secretary of State, Attorney General, and Secretary of Defense, 

the Air Force has continued its support to Operation Bahamas and 

Turks (OPBAT) with personnel operating and maintaining two UH-1N 

helicopters stationed in the Bahamas. The Air Force flew 886 hours 

in FY1986. These helicopters provided quick insertion of Bahamian 

law enforcement teams on drug apprehension missions. During Hat 

TriCk II, a large multi-agency drug interdiction operation, the 

Army augmented the Air Force cadre with two additional Blackhawk 

helicopters and aircrews with over 428 hours of flying support • 

..... :,. . , 
4 
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We are also taking steps to assist other countries in dealing 

with the drug production problem at its source. Such operations 

are accomplished in full accord with the host countries, Department 

of State, and Department of Justice. 

"Operation BLAST FURNACE" is a prime example. The Government 

of Bolivia asked the Department of State for support in eliminating 

cocaine processing/drug storage sites. In view of the s~rious 

threat to the U.S. from the scope of drug trafficking in Bolivia, 

the Attorney General and the Deputy Secretary of Defense (in 

accQrdance with 10 U.S.C. 374) jointly declared the existence of 

an emergency situation. This authority is the same as that 

pertaining to OPBAT. as mentioned earlier. Our specific support 

included aircrew and logistics support personnel for U.S. Army 

Blackhawk helicopters which provided quick insertion of Bolivian 

National Police and DEA agents into cocaine production/cache 

sites. These Army helicopters flew 1,200 hours in support of 

107 operational missions. The U.S. Air Force provided 537 

hours of airlift for Army units to and from Bolivia as well as 

supporting in-country logistics. 

We are actively supporting expansion of the program to embark 

TACLETS aboard U.S. Navy ships. The Navy offers all available 

ships and the Coast Guard chooses those best suited to optimize 

use of tactical law enforcement teams. During operation Hat 

Trick II, TACLETS on Navy ships contribute'd to the seizure of 

151,000 pounds of marijuana on the high seas. 

I mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman, that we are proud of the 

substantial assistance we've provided. We are acutely aware, 

however, that there is more to be done. In that regard, the 

President signed a National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 

5 
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on Narcotics and National Security. This document assessed the 

threat from the international narcotics trade and directed 

specific actions to increase the effectiveness of U.S. counter

narcotics efforts. The Department of De.fense, along with other 

departments and agencies having roles in drug enforcement, has 

been directed by the President to support more actively counter

narcotics efforts in many areas. In accordance with the NSDD, 

expanded DoD support including surveillance, intelligence, 

communications, planning, training, equipment loans and other 

support will improve the capabilities of drug law enforcement 

authorities to interdict and apprehend drug smugglers and provide 

a proper focus for the armed forces without compromising the tradi

tional separation of the military from civilian law enforcement 

activities. In that regard, we are working closely with the law 

enforcement community to increase this type of indirect assistance. 

Mr. Chairman, the Defense Department shares the nationwide 

concern regarding the threat that drugs and drug trafficking pose 

to our society and is proud to support this nation's campaign 

against illicit drug abuse. 

Drug interdiction alone, however, will not win the war on 

drugs. Victory requires the eradication of the source; punitive 

action against traffickers and habitual users; appropriate treat

ment centers for the addicted. and a "tough love" education' program 

at home, in our schools and in the workplace. The drug lords will 

be put out of business only if we and our children decide we will 

not be their customers and that we will not pay for our own 

destruction. 

6 
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Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your Committee. 

Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to answer any questions at this 

time. 

7 
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Additional Questions for Hearing Record 

Major General Stephen G. Olmstead, USMC 

1. How long and how extensively has DoD been in the C-3I 
business? 

[On 20 February 1940 ~ the War Department created 
the Air Defense CD.mand CADC) to atudy air defense 
pr·oblems. In March of that same year, the First 
Air Warning Company was activated at Fort 
Monmouth, NJ and assigned to ADC. The next month 
the first early warning radar was installed, thus 
beginning. the era of radar detec tion and early 
warning. In 1948 Continental Air Command was 
formed, In 1953. the modern era of C-3I was 
initiated with the decision to automate the manual 
radar system. The new system, called the 
Semi-Automated Ground Environment (SAGE) System, 
forwarded radar data from sites to central 
locations called Direction Centers where Air force 
personnel performed the func tions of detection, 
tracking, identifica tion and interception. 
Today's air defense system, the Joint Surveillance 
System (JSS), is a modern. state-of-the-art 
upgrade to SAGE which performs the same 
functions. The Department of Defense has been 
with automated C-3I since its conception and C-3I 
forms the backbone of our air defense structure.] 

2. Is there a SOCC at Oklahoma City? In your opinion, is there 
any prac tical reason for a C-3I national command center, 
located at Oklahoma City or elsewhere? 

[The Military already has 
Command Center; I know of 
another.] 

a National Military 
no requirement for 

3. Assuming there exist tactical intelligence centers and 
assuming less than 10 encroachments per day in the United 
States, given your experience, how would you r~commend 
designing a C-3I system? 

[Just considering the drug threat 
something less should suffice.] 

I feel 
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ij. Last week Commissioner von Ra~b spoke of the need for 
low-altitude radar in drug interdiction and the fact that 
sacc facilities do not include such radar, implying that it 
was not necessary to co-locate C-3I centers at the sacco Does 
Customs cUrrently have personnel located in sacc facilities 
in order to give them access to DoD radar? Is that radar data 
currently helpful to drug interdiction efforts? 

[Yes - Customs has requested and has been given 
use of sacc radar data. sacc data has been used 
successfully in drug interdiction efforts.) 

5. Could DoD accommodate Customs to the extent that new Customs 
facilities are not required? 

(DoD can assist and is assisting Customs on a 
limited noninterference basis. Customs 
representatives have shared our Tyndall and March 
ArB equipment on a full-time basis since early 
1980s. DoD cannot, unfortunately, accommodate all 
of Customs C-31 needs over the long term. We have 
offered access to our radars and communication in 
their own facilities.) 

6. Will DoD participate in the newly proposed All-Source 
Intelligence Center? 

[To my knowledge, we have not been requested to do 
so. Should we be asked, we will study the 
requirement to determine if such support would be 
compatible with out primary mission requirements.) 
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Additional Questions for Hearing Record 

Major General Buford D. Lary, USAF 

1. How large is DoD's soce network? In terms of expected threat, 
why is it set up this way? 

[The soce network is designed to respond to the 
danger of simultaneous and multiple 
encroachments.] 

2. Customs desires to remote USAF UHF from the Tyndall soce to 
Hiami C-3I? Is that agreeable with USAF? What Security 
problems exist? 

[A limited 
capability 
funding.] 

capability currently eXists; This 
can be expanded with additional 

Can the processed radar 
Miami? What would it 
implications? 

data from Tyndall be remoted to 
cost? What would be security 

[Under the present system, the FYQ-93 processed 
data cannot be remoted from the 23 AD socc to the 
Miami Control Center. With hardware and software 
modifications, it may be possible to send data via 
forward tell to the Miami Control Center. To 
accomplish that ~ould require a hardware 
mod:i.fication (cables, circuit cards -- two year 
lead time) in the AN/FYQ-93 at Tyndall, a software 
change in the JSS ROCC program, teleco lines 
between the sacc and Miami Control Center and a 
processor at the Miami Control Center. This would 
have to be a secure link. Based on the following 
hypothetical scenerio, the following cost figures 
are provided. 

a. Obtaining data via separate data lines from 
each of the radar sites to the Miami C-3I. 

(1) Radar data from 23AD sites: Oceana, Ft 
Fisher, Jedberg, Whitehouse, Cross City, Tyndall, 
Grand Bay, Slidell, Lake Charles, Ellington and 
Oilton (assuming Miami already receives data from 
Key West, Cudjoe Key, Richmond, Patrick, Ft 
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Lonesome and Cape Canavveral) eleven sites x 
$1500/line/month = $16,500/month. 

(2) Modems - need two per line (one at each end) x 
2 = 22 x $10/month = $220/month. 

(3) Telco lines - assuming at least two per site 
121 x 2 = 22 x $1500/month = $33,000/month. 

-' 

(4) Computer and associated hardware interface if 
existing computer at Miami can handle additional 
inputs then little or no cost. If another 
computer is needed, then approximately $8.8H 
(based on our experience with the SOCC Hughes 
Computer and twelve air surveillance display 
consoles). Integration $4.0M. 

(5) Software Support - Assuming Miami already has 
support and Customs can utilize it, then no cost. 
If additional software support personnel, etc are 
required, then cannot estimate cost. 

(6) RADIL To duplicate E-3/E-2C data 
presentation for Customs use, Customs must 
purchase a RADIL in this scenerio. Cost $1.0M -
which includes one RADIL console, one data 
terminal set, one government furnished KG 40, one 
HF radio (data), one HF radio (voice), one modem 
for each HF radio and one antenna for each HF 
radio. THIS WILL ONLY PROVIDE STAND-ALONE 
CAPABILITY. THIS WILL NOT INTERFACE WITH THEIR 
COMPUTER. DOES NOT INCLUDE SOFT-WARE SUPPORT. 

(7) Facility - not sure of si7:e and requirements 
needed. Total Option A (Estimate) = $14M (not 
including facility). = $49,720/Month (does not 
include computer or RADIL hardware) 

b. Obtaining all data received at Tyndall via a 
lateral tell line from Tyndall to Miami. 

(1) Radar data from 23 AD s1 tes (may not include 
360 degree coverage of each site) lateral tell 
port $4000/mo. 

(2) Multiplexers (2) - $1000 ea = $2000. 

(3) Process (computer) + 12 consoles (8,8M). 
Integration $4.0M. 

(4) Hardware/software 
Tyndall and at Miami 
unknown. 

modifications' required at 
- cost substantial, but 
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(5) Crypta equipment in each line (KG84 and CAM) = 
unknown. 

(6) Modems - 2 x $10/mo = 20/mo. 

(7) Telco lines - assuming at least two per site 
11 x 2 = 22 X $1500/month - $33,000 month. 

(8) Software support - unknown. 

(9) Facility - not sure of size and requirements. 

TOTAL fur option B (estimate + $13M (not including 
facility) 

= $33K/month recurring costs.] 

4. Would C-31 Center at Miami duplicate Tyndall? 

[Certain aspects would be duplicative - receipt of 
all non-FAA radar data and E-3/E-2C data from the 
RADIL. The nonduplicative items include any 
maritime information received.] 

5. Could Customs dispatch interceptors at Miami from Tyndall? 

[Yes. ] 

6. Is aerostat data from Cudjoe Key and Bahamas available at 
Tyndall? 

(Yes.] 

7. Is communications and power supply sufficient? 

(Under the existing arrangement which has been in 
effect since 1984, the Customs representatives at 
Tyndall share the military computer, display and 
communications equipment on a mutually-agreed 
time-share baSis. There are on-gOing programs for 
hardware and computer memory growth scheduled to 
be completed during 1988. Should law enforcement 
agencies desire to collocate, sufficient 
communinations will be available when the 
construction is completed.] 
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8. Is there room on Tyndall for Customs construction? 

[Yes.] 

9. Is the SOCC at Tyndall similar to March AFB? 

[Yes. ] 

10. Sama accommodations for Customs at both? 

[Yes. ) 

,,. Can the SOCC' s receive down link from E-3s and E-2Cs and 
surface equipped vessels? 

[Yes. ] 

12. Will aerostat data benefit military? 

[Presently there is no operational requirement 
(except Cudjoe Key) to obtain the low-altitude 
coverage that aerostats provide. Any addi tional 
radar data form TARS would enhance USAF low-level 
training.] 

13. Can aerostats be netted to March AFB? 

[It is technically possible to net the Southwest 
aerostats to the 26 AD. At present, only 20 sites 
can be netted at one time. Presently, the 26 AD 
has 12-14 full-time sites. In two years, the SOCC 
will be able to net 25 radar sites.] 

14. What data is available at March? 

[Ground-based and FAA radars provide digital data 
inputs via telephone lines to the central March 
AFB SOCC computer. Radar track and discrete 
surveillance information from AWACS, E-2, and 
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link-capable surface vessels, is received on 
secure data-links via RADIL.] 

15. Are there any intelligence facilities at Tyndall? 

[Yes, the Sensitive Compartmented Information 
Facility (SCIF) handles above "top secret" 
information.] 

16. Will DoD participate in the newly proposed All-Source 
Intelligence Center? 

[To my knowledge, we have not been requested to do 
so. Should we be asked, we will study the 
requirement to determine if such support would be 
compatible with out primary mission r&quirements.] 

17. How will DoD participate in the Customs/Coast Guard C-31 
center at March Field? 

[DoD will offer access to all the radar data 
available at the March Sector Operations Control 
Center. Customs will also have access to our 
ground-to-air remoted radiQ receivers and 
transmitters along the U.S. coastline from 
Brownsville, Texas to San Francisco, California. 
Air Force personnel at the center will assist 
Customs with sorting as time permits.] 

18. Does DoD work with NNBIS? How? 

[We have a very cordial and professional 
relationship with NNBIS. With so many agencies 
and activities asking for DoD resources, NNBIS 
serves as a valuable forum to coordinate requests, 
eliminate redundancies or "overkill," and then 
forward the scrubbed list to us.] 

19. Is remoting of approach radar necessary for safety of pursuit 
aircraft? How does USAF handle pursuit safety? Does FAA 
ARTCC assist? 

[Approach radar is not 
operations. Further, the 
focus is seaward.] 

needed for military 
military air defense 
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20. Is the FAA planning to replace the ARTCC radar? 

[The FAA and the Air Force have jointly agreed to 
replace existing military and FAA radars, which 
are becoming logistically difficult to maintain 
and are manpower intensive, with modern solid 
state 3-D radars, under the FAA Air Force Radar 
Replacement (FARR) program. These Air Route 
Surveillance (ARSR-4) are long-range (over 200 NM) 
radars and should not be confused with short-range 
approach control or terminal radars. There is no 
impact to the radar displays at the Sector 
Operational Control Centers (SOCCs). The change 
of the radar will be transparent to the user since 
it is a one time replacement. There should also 
be no impact to the C-3I at Miami vis a vis todays 
mission.] 

21. Can approach radar form Miami, Atlanta, Memphis be remoted to 
Tyndall and March? How costly? 

[Presently, the approach radars from Miami, 
Atlanta and Memphis cannot be remoted into the 23 
AD SOCC without selectively dropping off required 
sites. Should this be a law enforcement 
requirement, hardware and software changes would 
take an estimated two years. Cost figures are not 
available.) 

22. Personnel of the March SOCC advised Subcommittee staffers 
that USAF personnel at the SOCC referred 96 "Track of 
Interest" to Customs between November 2, 1986 and February 
18, 1987. Do you know how many of these tracks were 
intercepted by Customs? 

[Information has been provided tot he Deputy Chief 
Counsel of the Select Subcommittee on 
Investigations.) 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF OLIVER B. REVELL 

Mr. Chairman, 

I am pleased to appear before your Subcommittee that 

has commenced hearings on the effectiveness of Federal drug 

interdiction efforts. Your letter of invitation specifically 

requested testimc:my on the efforts the United States CUstoms 

Service has made to coordinate their C3I proposal with the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and how such a program 

would best be intecp:-ated into our current dt;ug enforcement 

efforts, as well as the proposed development of an All Source 

Intelligence center. 

Successful interdiction deters pqtential traffickers 

from entering the drug trade, disrupts the flow of drugs into the 

United States, and forces traffickers to develop more expensive 

methods to avoid detection and use longer, more difficult 

smuggling routes. 

The national interdiction strategy, as outlined in the 

National and International Drug Law Enforcement strategy of the 

National Drug Enforcement Policy Board1 , integrates the 

capabilities of the various interdiction agencies to maximize the 

possibilities of detecting, identifying, and intercepting drug 

traffickers frOllt departure points in source countries, along 

their smuggling routes, to entry or delivery points along the 

united States border. The interdiction program has become more 

aggressive and visible in the last few years, with the emphasis 

turning to multi agency operations against drug smugglers at 

specific times and in geographical regions where the tlireat is 

determined to be greatest. However, the interdiction of drugs at 

1National and International DrUg Law Enforcement, National Drug 
Enforcement Policy Board, pp. 81-100. 
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our borders only addresses a small portion of the drug problem in 

the United states. Experience has shown total coverage of the 

United states bord.er against intrusion by drug smugglers is not 

practically possible. The commitment of millions of dollars in 

hardware may disrupt trafficking patterns, but will only create a 

temporary obstacle to traffiCking organizations. seizing the 

drugs and arresting low-level transporters has a minimal, long

term impact when the producers, distributors and managers of the 

organizations are not identified and prosecuted. The complete 

range of law enforcement and intelligence community assets should 

be f~lly utilized. A balance should be sought among interdiction 

efforts, intelligence collection, and domestic and foreign 

investigations. The intelligence collected from investigations 

in the united states and overseas can effectively focus inter

diction efforts, and the intelligence gained from interdiction 

seizures should be pursued by investigative agencies. 

As the lead agencY for the interdiction of drugs and 

apprehending drug S1IIUg'glers at and between United states ports of 

entry, the United states CUStoms Service has d~veloped land, air, 

and maritime interdiction programs based on drug-specific and 

. geographic assessments. In connection with their authorization 

to establish a Tactical operations center in Houston, Texas, as 

part of a C3I network, the United states customs service 

contacted the FBI by letter in late september 1986 and requested 

copies of a computer software package. united states customs 

Service requested this software to be used in their Tactical 

Operations center, Houston, Texas, to support Operation Alliance, 
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a coordinated, multi agency effort aqainst drug smuggling along 

the southwest border of the united states. We were unable to 

honor united states customs Service's re~~est in view of the fact 

that the software was still in a developmental phase and limited 

FBI resources precluded us from maintaining evolving software at 

multiple sites. We did furnish this software and state of art 

hardware to EPIC where it is available to the customs service. 

~'he FBI and the United states customs service each have 

an intelligence program devoted to drug law enforcement, and 

these programs serve each agency's particular tactical, 

operational, and strategical intelligence needs in support of 

interdiction and/or investigative programs. The definitions of 

tactical, operational, and strategic intelligence as outlined in 

the National and International Drug Law Enforcement strategy of 

the National Drug Enforcement Policy Board are as follows: (1) 

strategic intelligence is evaluated information on broad patterns 

and trends to be used by policy planners and management decision 

makers; (2) tactical intelligence is actionable information on 

the current or imminent location and movement of particular 

smuggling targets, and requires a near-term law enforcement 

response to effect arrest and seizure; and (3) operational 

intelligence, a term used by drug investigative agencies, refers 

to information gathered to provide analytical support to the 

investigation and prosecution process. 

Responding to the complex and changing problems of 

international drug trafficking requires improved coordination, 

both within the intelligence structure and between the intelli-
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gence organizations and their law enforcement coWlterparts. In 

this regard, the establishment of the United states CUstoms 

Service regional command, control and commWlications (C3I) and 

intelligence centers is intended to provide tactical coordination 

for interdiction efforts. These centers will have some tactical 

intelligence collection capabilities through links to various 

fixed and mobile sensors, but they will also continue to be 

principal users of .intelligence from EPIC. 

The El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) was established 

in 1974 to support drug interdiction operations along the 

southwestern border of the United States with tactical 

intelligence. since 1974, EPIC has developed into a fully 

fWlctioning, coordinated intelligence system supported by the 

respective data bases and personnel from nine Federal agencies. 

state and local law enforcement agencies from all fifty states 

have access to EPIC. The primary objective of EPIC is to provide 

a complete and accurate intelligence picture of drug movement by 

land, sea, and air throughout the world. 

The FBI currently has a supervisory Special Agent 

Program Coordinator, two Intelligence Research Specialists 

assigned to the 1>.nalysis section, and two CommWlications 

Operatorll working in the Communications Center. Further, the FBI 

has two computer systems which EPIC utilizes. The National crime 

Information Center (NCIC) terminal, located at EPIC, is u.tilized 

by Watch Operations perGonnel. The NCIC which is managed and 

maintained by the FBI providas criminal history information on 

subjects as well as the confirmation of wants/warrants on 
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subjects and current data on stolerr·property, automobiles, 

aircraft, and weapons. The Organized Crime Information System 

(eelS) is available to EPIC through the FBI Field Division in 

El Paso. The FBI Program Coordinator ensures that eelS checks 

are processed through the OCIS analyst at the FBI Field Office. 

The FBI views tactical coordination for regional 

interdiction efforts as a potentially important cog in the 

overall Fedraral drug trafficking strategy. specifically the 

utilization of regional C31 centers can add a useful investi

gative dimension to FBI drug investigations throughout the 

United States in two ways. Fi~st, when FBI field offices develop 

information concerning drug movements, this information can be 

passed to EPIC and thereafter to C31 centers in order for the 

conveyauces to be intercepted and drugs seized. Conversely, in 

certain situations it may be beneficial to allow the conveyance 

to enter the United states in order to identify previously 

unknown co-conspirators. Close coordination with C31 centers 

through EPIC will assist FBI field managers in effectively and 

economically deploying resouroas in furtherance of a particular 

investigation of a drug orga~lization. 

Additionally, these C31 regional centers will likely 

evolve as principal users of intelligence from EPIC, serving to 

coordinate tl1e detection, interception, tracking and apprehension 

of drug smugglers. Since the FBI is a participant in EPIC, we 

will receive the benefit of the United States customs service's 

information when they conduct inquiries of EPIC's data base and 

discover our investigative interest in a drug organization. 
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Since EPIC possesses no taskin~ ca~~ilities to command resources 

to engage in interdiction efforts, these C3I centers can provide 

the United states customs service and the United states coast 

Guard with visual display data and correlation of intelligence 

and real-tilne radar tracldng of smuggler targets operating in an 

area where the FBI has an investigative interest. Using this 

data, the United states CUStoms service and the United states 

Coast Guard can coordinate case strategy with the FBI field 

office and provide vectoring instructions and command decisions 

to their operating land, Gea and air resources for the 

interdiction action desired. It is also the FBI's view that the 

C3I centers will, upon learning of an ongoing investigative 

interest from law enforcement agencies t enhance:mul tiagency 

coordination of interdiction efforts in the pursuit of drug 

traffickers and their organizations. 

I would like to cite one recent case as an example of 

the benefit of :multiagency cooperation with the United states 

customs service and the United states Coast Guard which resulted 

in a ve-~ successful interdiction: 

SANDSHARIS 

Sandshark was the code name of a major organized cri:me 

Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) investigation in Tampa t 

Florida, that concerned a drug smuggling organization which 

regularly ilnported :multiJdlogram quantities of cocaine and 

marijuana into the United states from Central and South America. 

During early September 1985, this investigation uncovered plans 

fQr a scheduled delivery of 165,000 pounds of marijuana. A 
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lookout containing all known descriptive information on the 

vesaels involved and projected arrival times was furnished to 

EPIC. On October 4, 1985, the united states Coast Guard located 

and interdicted these vessels off cap.e Hatteras, North Carolina. 

Approximately 165,000 pounds of marijuana was seized. 

The efforts of the United states Coast Guard were fully 

coordinated and enhanced the ongoing OCDEI'F invel$tigation. To 

date, 42 individuals have been indicted in Tampa, and a total of 

32 have been convicted. More than 50 other indictments have 

occurred throughout ether parts of the United states regarding 

this case. Further indictments, arrests, and seizures are 

anticipated. 

Before discussing how the united states CUstoms Service 

C3I program would best be integrated into the proposed 

development of an All Source Intelligence center, I would like to 

inform the Subcommittee of the FBI I S proposal for an All Source 

Intelligence Center. The concept envisions a national center 

located in the washington, D.C., area for the collection, 

analysis, and dissemination of strategic intelligence concerning 

domestic drug investigations and foreign counter-drug efforts. 

The architecture of the All Source Intelligence Center will be 

such that full use of intelligence gathered by the Intelligence 

community will be integrated with related law enforcement data 

and collated to provide a comprehensive analysis of world, 

regional and national drug related intelligence. The All Source 

Intelligence Center will be responsible for developing strategic 

intelligence which will enable the national decision makers 
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andparticipating agencies to d~velO~ and implement long-range 

strategic plans for counter-drug efforts. In this context, the 

participating agencies will provide the All Source Intelligence 

center with their intelligence requirements. The All Source 

Intelligence center will, in turn, develop data collection 

requirements for participating agencies. Upon receipt of 

intelligence, the All Source Intelligence Center will perform the 

required analysis and distribute the finished intelligence to 

participating agencies on a validated need-to-know basis that 

will assist them in the formation of drug policy and to allocate 

resources to effectuate that policy. 

Accordingly, the United States customs Service C3I 

regional centers would become a contributor of data and user of 

finished strategic intelligence from the All Source Intelligence 

Center and thus, the missions and operations of EPIC and ASIC 

will not be duplicative. This information will assist the United 

states customs service and other agencies in the deployment of 

their resources in response to changing drug trafficking 

patterns, This will place the United states customs Service in a 

poaition to provide priority tactical coordination for 

interdiction consistent with overall goals of the National and 

International DrUg Law Enforcement Strategy. The FBI I S proposal 

for the All Source Intelligence Center has been referred to the 

Intelligence Subcommittee of the National DrUg Enforcement Policy 

Board for further study and integration into an overall 

intelligence plan. 
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Mr. Chairman, I want to tl'iank-you for allowing me to - . 
address this Subcommittee on such an important issue as the 

coordination of our drug enforcement efforts with the United 

States customs Service as it relates to their C3I proposal and 

the development of the All Source Intelligence Center. The key 

to an effective national interdiction effort is the dynamic 

coordination and blend of intelligence, interdiction, and 

investigative activity as facets of the fight against drug 

trafficking. Through international and multi agency interdiction 

operations, the United states will continue to foster cooperation 

with key foreign governments in combating international drug 

trafficking. 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS/ANSWERS FOR HEARING RECORD 

Honorable Oliver B. Revell 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Is ~~e OeIS procedure of entering into NADDIS being done 
in a routine and timely matter? 

ANSWER 

'!he FBI's Organized Crme Info:rmation System (OCIS) is 
an "in-house" computerized system which collects, collates, 
analyzes, and disseminates investigative information relative to 
or;ranized crime mat.ters. OCIS complements the FBI's Ol."ganized 
CrJ.lUe and Drug PrograIl\S in its overall investigative efforts by 
playing an integral role to determine the interrelationships 
among drUg cartels and organized crime groups. conversely, DEA' s 
Narcotic and Dangerous Drugs Information system (NADDlS) is their 
~ri~ computerized system for indexing suspects and 
xnvestl.gative leads appearing in hard copy and electronic 
reports. NADDIS provides every user with a single, complete, and 
accurate index and further provides the user with the info:rmation 
it needs to request copies of documentation or to establish . 
telephonic contact with another DEA office or agency relative to 
an individual 6f lIlutual interest. 

Information is entered into oelS by anyone of 40 
selected FBI field offices. Information entered is obtained from 
FBI investigative files after receiving supervisory review and 
approval. . 

Since 1982, the FBI has promoted the full, timely 
exchange of drUg information with other law enforcement agencies. 
special Agents were assigned liaison responsibilities to DEA in 
each field office. To fUrther enhance drug information exchange, 
joint guidelines were issued by FBIHQ and DEAHQ in late August 
~986. At that time, FBI field offices began to submit re):lorts 
within fiVe days of the initiation of a drug investigation to the 
corresponding DEA field office. These reports are then submitted 
to DEAHQ for NADDIS indexing. 

'!he DEA enters information into NAODIS at DEA Head
quarters. Data entered into NADDIS is from DEA investigative 
files and includes information submitted from international and 
national sources. 

PEA does not directly enter data into the FBI's OCIS. 
Information obtained from PEA that is recorded in FBI files, may, 
upon supervisory review and approval, be selected for entry into 
OCIS. 

The FBI's OeIS and the DEA's NADDIS are each 
computerized systems that serve each agencies' ):larticular needs 
concerning drug trafficking and organized crime; however, there 
is no electronic or computer interface between these systems. 
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Additional Questions/FBI 

QUESTION 

Why does the FBI not have a better system for EPIC to 
chec~ GlIIuggling suspects aga.iru;t FBI's pending or closed drug 
investigative files? ., 

When EPIC i", tasked to check its records for an 
inquiring agency, four data bases are queried. . Computer checks 
are :made of NADDIS, 'I'l:easu:ry Enforcement Communications system 
Pathfinder and the in-house Intelligence Terminal. The ' 
identities of all drug subjects in FBI investigations is 
fw:nished to DEA for entry into NADDIS. Therefore, there is no 
need for a separate "system" for EPIC to check GIIluggling suspects 
against our investigative files. In the routine situation EPIC 
advises inquiring agencies of our investigative interests through 
a check of the NADDIS. EPIC advises the inquiring agency to 
contact the appropriate FBI field office for further details. If 
EPIC routinely conducted a separate additional check 'of FBI 
Headquarters and all FBI field offices 1 investigative files 
against drug GlIIugglers, it \lould be duplicative, inefficient, and 
costly. 

QUESTION 

Does the FBI plan to routinely provide OCIS data on drug 
investigations to the planned-CUstoms C-3I network? 

No. The prbnary purpose of the customs C-3I network is 
to provide tactical eoor.dination to enhance mUltiagency 
interdiction efforts in the pursuit of drug traffickers and their 
organizations. The FBI's OCIS is an "in-house" computerized 
system \lhich collects, collates, analyzes and disseiirl.na,tes 
investigative infol:'l:lation relative to organbed crilue matters. 
OCIS complements the FBI's Organized crime and Drug Programs in 
its overall investigative efforts by playing an integral role to 
determine the interrelationships among narcotics cartels and 
orgal'lized crime groups. 

The FBI \lould provide the necessary data gathered from 
investigations to C-JI centers in two \lays. First, \lhen FBI 
field offices develop information concerning drug movements, this 
information can be passed to C-3I centers in order for the 
conveyances to be intercepted and seized. Conversely, in certain 
situations it may be beneficial to alla.t the conveyance to enter 
the United states in order to identify previously-unkna.tn 
co-conspirators. ., 

z. 
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Additional Questions/FBI 

QQESTIQN 

MJ:at percentage of the total drug investigationn 
currently being worked by the FBI and the OEA are credited to the 
FBI?' " 

As of March 1, 1987, there were 659 joint drug 
investigations being conducted by the FBI and DEA. Decisions to 
conduct joint investigations are lIU\de on a case-by-case basis by 
each agency', and statistics are not maintained that represent 
which agency' originated each joint investigation. 

SltJES'1'ION 

Could you provide to thf't ~wx:ollll1littee the percentage of 
subjects from drug investi~ations worked solely by the FBI that 
are included as of today, ~n the NADDIS computer and thus 
available to EPIC users? 

Since 1982, the FBI has submitted descriptive 
information concernin~ all subjects of FBI drug investigations to 
OEA Headquarters. Th~s procedure was recently modified to allow 
greater coordination on a field office to field office level. 
Beginning in late August 1986, FBI field offices began to submit 
correspondence within five working days after the initiation of 
all dru~ investigations to the corresl?onding OEA field office for 
NADOIS ~ndexing. The correspondlmce ~ncludes descriptive 
infomatiol1 of each .subject; type of drugs involved: brief 
synopsis of the case; and contact FBI supervisor. During the 
course of pending investigations, field offices keep the 
corresponding OEA field office apprised of the identities of 
additional subjects developed and significant progress in the 
investigation. FBI field supervisors determine during regularly 
scheduled file reviews that all pertinent information has been 
exchanged and that the exchange is documented. 

Through NADOIS, this information on drug investigations 
worked solely by the FBI is available to EPIC users consistent 
with existing operational procedures. 

3. 
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Additional Questions/FBI 

In your view, which flgency would be best suited to 
achninister the All-Source Intelligence Center that the FBI is 

,proposing? 

~ 

!rhe All Source Intelligence center (ASIC) option which 
has been presented to the Attorney General calls for the FBI to 
take the lead in planning, developing, and establishing an ASIC 
structured as a national center in the Washington, D.C., area for 
the collection, analysis, and dissemination of strategic and 
operational intelligence concerning domestic drug enforcement and 
foreign counternarcotics efforts. Although not formalized, the 
:management anr;l operation of the FBI-proposed ASIC win be shared 
by participat:Lng a~encies. It is antiCipated that DEA' s 
experience in running the E1 Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) will 
be invaluable to the success of the proposed ASIC. No agency has 
been selected to adlninister the ASIC. As the ASIC is developed . 
the authority for ·the expenditure of fUnds will be required and' 
authority to administer the ASIC will be obtained by Attorney 
General designation. :It is the view of the FBI that the 
designation of DEA as administrator of the ASIC would be 
appropriate. .' -

My understanding is _th~t the bulk of strategic 
intelligence is now already collected through DBA which has drug 
agents stationed in the drug. ,producing countries. Do you agree? 

~ If that is true, why do we need the prop6sed ASIc? 

~ 

The strategic intelligence that is needed by policy 
planners and ~agement decision-makers to make resource 
decisions and legislative re=endations is evaluated 
information relating' to broad patterns and trends. The 
information which comprises the evaluated product known as 
strategic intelligence is provided by the collective efforts of 
the drug law enforcement agencies, the intelligence community, 
and agencies lulving national drug program responsibilities. The 
proposed ASIC vill consolidate interagency efforts in order to 
provide a national center which will produce an enhanced 
intelligence product. The fusion of information developed by DEA 
in foreign counter-drUg efforts, with the information developed 
by FBI resources and expertise focused on domestic 
investigations, vith the information produced by DBA and the 
intelligence conmnmity on foreign drug production_and 
trafficking, with the contributions of the Department of State in 
its rssponsibilities for international drug control, will produce 
a strategic intelligence product which is superior to a singular 
individual offort. 

4. 
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Additional Questions/FBI 

I understand that NNBIS currently acts as an 
intelligence center in coliecting and sanitizing information from 
defense and. intelligence agencies. will the NNBIS function be 
duplicated hy either the planned CUstoms C-JI Center or the 
proposed JIll Source Intelligence Center? 

!rhe National Narcotics Border Interdiction System 
(NNBIS) is a management system designed to coordinate the multi
agency efforts of the drug law enforcement agencies to calIon 
those Federal, state, and local resources that will ilnprove the 
effectiveness and efficiency of drug interdiction efforts. 
NNBIS' primary ob:}ectives are to CIlhance interagency coordination 
and cooperation; ~n=ease the contributions of the Department of 
Defense and. the military services in the effort against drugs; 
in=ease national intelligence community support; and coordinate 
international. interdiction efforts with United States agE'.ncy 
efforts. 'l'he ASIC recommendation proposes a national center in 
the Was~on, D.C., area for the collection, analysis, and 
dissemination of strategic and operational. intelligence con
cerning domestic drug enforcement and foreign c~ternarcotics. 
ASIC is a centralized system which would employ the combined 
resources of the law enforcement and intelligence communities to 
determine national drug intelligence priorities; prepare 
intelligence plans; coordinate intelli~ence '1i!thering tasks; 
police the quality and consistency of mtelll.gence reporting; and 
disseminate intelligence to all appropriate users. 

The CUstoms C3I centers are regional in nature and 
coordinate tactical interdiction of smuggler targets operating in 
the immediate vicinity of the United states border. The ClI 
centers provide customs and the united states Cc.ast Guard with 
visual display and correlation of intelligence ~1d real-tilne 
radar tracking. Using this data they provide vectoring 
instructions and command decisions to their operating land, sea, 
and air assets for interdiction action. 

Under the ASIC concept proposed by the FBI, NNBIS inter
diction intelligence collection would be subsumed into EPIC. As 
presently structured, there is some overlap in the customs O3r 
centers and NNBIS. However the C3! centers are regional in 
nature focusing on a one dilnensional mission of collecting, 
analyzing, and disseminating tactical intelligence for drug 
interdiction purposes only. 
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Additionul Questions/FBI 

customs has told our staff that they plan to have 44 
intelligence positio~ in their- C-31, do you know what customs 
plans. to use these people ~or:? 

'~ 

!lhe FBI is not aware of t.lJ.e plans customs service has 
for: the people in the 44 j,ntelligence positions in their: C-3I 
centers. 

QUESTION 

How is the tacticaJ,. ~ntelligence developed durinc;t FBI 
investigations distributed to CUsto~~? . 

~ 

Tactical intelligence developed during FBI investi
gations is distributed to customs in two ways. First, when FBI 
field offices develop info~ation concerning drug movements, the 
intelligence is telephonically or ~ersonally transmitted on a 
case-by-case basis to a correspond~ng CUstoms field office. 

Secondly, tactical intelligence is telephoned and/or 
teletyped to EPIC to be entered into the TJ:easury Enforcement 
Communication System at EPIC. In situations which require 
immediate response, FBI field offices telephonically contact FBI 
EPIC personnel who coordinate through the Special Operations 
watch to promptly notify the appropriate CUstoms interdiction 
personnel. 

8. 
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Additional Questions/FBI 

QUESTION' 

Do you know of any reason why CUstons wou1~ need the 
abi1i~y to process classified information? 

ANSWER 

Processing, as defined by the. Intelligence COl!llllunity, is 
a step in the intelligence cycle concerned with the conversion cif 
the vast amount of information coming into the system to a form 
more suitable for the production of finished intelligence, such 
as language translations and decryption. Processing also refers 
to data reduction and/or interpretation of information stored on 
file and tape. ' 

The united states customs service (uses) is resRonsible 
for examining persons, carriers, cargo, currency, and mal.l that 
pass in and out of the United States. As the primary defense 
along our borders for detecting and intercepting dru~s being 
smuggled into the country, the USCS conducts inspectl.on and air 
and marine interdiction programs. uses also investigates money 
laundering activities, and has primary jurisdiction for the 
enforcement of laws concerning the illegal transportation of 
currency or monetary instruments in excess of $10,000 into or out 
ot the country. uses also works closely with DEA in joint drug 
investigations made possible by granting Title 21 authority to 
selected USCS personnel. 

As the lea~ agency tor the interdiction of drugs and 
apprehending drug smugglers at and between united states ports of 
entry, the uses has develope~ land, air, and maritime 
interdiction programs based on drug-specific and geographic 
assessments. To the extent that It is relevant to successfully 
fulfilling its mission, the uses would need the ability to 
process classified information. uses can utilize specific 
classified tactical intelligence fro~ the Intelligence community 
(;rC) for real time response and interception of conveyances. FOl: 
example, intelligence supplied by an IC agency concerning the 
movement o~ aircraft transportin~ cocaine from South America 
would enable uses to prepare thel.r interdiction resources to 
effect the seizure of the aircraft. By processing the classified 
tactical information supplied by the IC agency, uses could narrow 
the vast amount of information concerning the drug movements from 
South America into a finished tactical intelligence product that 
would increase the efficiency and effectiveness of their attempts 
to seize the conveyance. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS G. BYRNE 

I am pleased to appear before yQU today to discuss the role of the Drug 

Enforcement Administration and specifically the EI Paso Intelligence 

Center in the development of tactical intelligence aud the process in 

~hich that intelligence is shared with the law enforcement community. I 

am prepared to discuss the coordination which has taken place between 

DEA and the U.S. Customs Service relative to that agency's development 

of C~T centers. 

As a result of Reorganization Plan 02 of 1973, DEA was created to be the 

lead U.S. agency for drug law enforcement. DEA was also charged with 

the responsibility to provide intelligence data to interdiction agencies 

as well as to other Federal and state and local enforcement agencies. 

The interdiction agencies are primarily the U.S. Customs Service and the 

U.S. Coast Guard. Over the ensuing fourteen years, DEA has closely 

coordinated with these agencies regarding their intelligence needs and 

the methods by which we can provide authoritative intelligence to them 

in a usable and timely manner. This coordination cannot be categorized 

in terms of the number of meetings held between our agencies or in 

numbers of memoranda of understanding. Rather it is more accurate to 

describe the coordinative process as being a constant and continuing 

dialog. The development of intelligence, both tactical and strategic, 

is a priority mission of DEA personnel throughout the U.S. as well as 

around the world. The focus of our tactical intelligence collection and 

sharing efforts is the El Paso Intelligence Center. 
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The 1':1 Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) was established in El Paso Texas, 

ill 1974 by the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and the Immigration 

and Naturalization Service (INS). The original purpose was to provide 

enforcement and interdiction agencies with intelligence to assist in 

halting th.e flow of illegal drugs and aliens from Medco. From this 

rather limited focus. the mission of the Center has been expanded over 

the ensuing 13 years to encompass a vast range of tactical intelligence 

capabilities, all designed to provide the most current information to 

law enforcement personnel. This paper will trace this development of 

the Center and outline its present capabilities and future plans. 

The original southwest border focus of the Center reflected the mid

seventies' concern with the growing problem of heroin and marijuana 

production in Mexico. As the initial success of the first Mexican 

poppy/marijuana eradication campaign began to be felt, marijuana produc

tion shifted to Colombia while bumper crops of southwest and southeast 

Asian heroin replaced the dominant Mexican brown. At the same time, in 

the mid to late seventies, a number of other Federal agencies with a law 

enforcement mission joined EPIC. Full participation i" flO';! dhared by 

the following agencies: 

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 

Immigration & Naturalization Service (INS) 

United States Customs Service (USCS) 

United States Coast Guard (USCG) 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
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united States Marshals Service (USMS) 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) 

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 

Federal Bureau 9f Investigation (FBI) 

Secret-Service (S5) 

In addition, several other Federal agencies maintain a limited presence, 

allowing access to data for their participation requirements. At the 

same time, DEA/EPIC signed a series of bi-Iateral intelligence exchange 

agreements with all fifty states, the District of Colombia, Guam, Puerto 

Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. These agreements permit designated 

individuals in each state's drug investigative agency, gennrally the 

state police, to make inquiries to EPIC. In addition, these states have 

agreed to provide to EPIC data on investigations of Federal level 

viola~ors in their jurisdictions. EPIC has access to all of these 

agencies in the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System 

(NLETS) as well as by telephone in tactical situations. This link 

provides a primary ~venue for the storing and coordination of drug 

intelligence between the Federal and state agencies. This function is 

of increasing importance as even relatively modest drug trafficking 

groups cross jurisdictional lines to acquire and distribute narcotics 

contraband. 

As the various Federal agencies joined EPIC, their affiliation provided 

direct access to the major law enforcement lookout systems. These 

systems are operated to alert investigation and interdiction personnel 
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of the suspect or wanted status of a particular target. The systems 

target persons (USCS and INS), aircraft (FAA and USCS) , ships (USCG and 

USCS) and vehicles (USCS and I&NS) which are suspected of moving 

contraband. The lookout systems are particularly effective in targeting 

international movement. This resulted in a broadening of EPIC's focus 

beyond the localized Mexico/U.S. border to all international trafficking 

destined for the U.S. 

This expansion of capability has resulted in a very substantial enlarge

ment of EPIC's data bases and inquiry levels. EPIC transactions, which 

include requests for investigative intelligence, lookouts, and research 

assistance, increased 92% from Fiscal 1982 (189,692) to Fiscal 1986 

(363,580). At the same time, the data bases to support this growth grew 

significantly. By the way of example, there are now in excess of 24,000 

aircraft identified in the Suspect Aircraft file and 20,000 vessels in 

the Suspect Vessel file. These are, in turn, only two of a growing 

number of automated files which permit v~ry rapid collection, analysis, 

and retrieval of current drug intelligence reporting. 

The Center consists of two primary sections: Watch Operations, which is 

a 24-hour per day, 7 days a week activity; and, the Analysis Section, 

which operates during normal duty hours. Monday through Friday. EPIC's 

Watch is manned by agents and officers of the participating Federal 

agencies. The primary purpose of the Watch is to service field agents' 

needs for round-the-clock intelligence support. This support is ren

dered through three basic mechanisms: Performing records checks of the 
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various data bases available at EPIC; disseminating time sensitive, 

tactical intelligence; and, placing lookouts. At the same time EPIC 

provides such agencies as the Coast Guard and Customs with literally 

thousands of pieces of intelligence collected through DEA's oversaas and 

domestic investigative and intelligence initiatives, and through spe-

cialized air and maritime collection programs within the Center itself. 

Continuing enhancements and expansions of the various EPIC programs, 

such as the photographic intelligence program presently being implement

ed. portend even greater benefit for the tactical drug intelligence 

users. 

The EPIC Analysis Sectio,n offers a full range of research, analytical. 

and data retrieval services for user agencies. EPIC's Charter provides 

for monitoring the movement of drugs. aliens and firearms. In fact, the 

emphasis has been on the international movement of these commodities. 

This emphasis is reflected in the various lookout programs established 

through EPIC and operated by the Watch Section. The focus of the 

Analysis Section closely follows this international orientation and, in 

this sense, is ideally suited to tactical support of law enforcement 

interdiction missions. 

The Section is organized around transportation methods; and presently 

comprises and Air Intelligence Unit (AlU) , Maritime Intelligence Unit 

(MIU), and a General Intelligence Unit (GIU). The AIU is concerned 

primarily with general aviation aircraft and their utilization to 

smuggle drugs. The MIU is concerned with the movement of bulk 
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quantities of drugs by ocean vessels. both commercial and private. The 

GIU is responsible for all programs targeted on individuals/couriers. 

These include a commercial air program targeted on international drug 

movement by couriers aboard scheduled airlines. and the overland 

movement of drugs and other contraband from Mexico and Canada into the 

United States. A fourth, Tactical Support Unit (TSU) performs 

specialized intelligence analysis of mUltiple agency ~ata collected 

through highly sensitive methods. 

The Analysis Section provides a variety of services to EPIC member 

agencies. These fall primarily into two categories: finished intelli"' 

gence products. including publications: and special operations support. 

EPIC's publications include the Brief. which is a bi-weekly compilation 

of recent case developments which include either major seizures or 

useful intelligence. This product is distributed to over 1200 Federal 

and state addresses. 

EPIC's Special Reports are also developed in the Analysis Section. 

These publications in turn fall into two categories. The first includes 

organization profiles which provide in-depth research material on 

violator organizations and networks. These publications are intended 

for use at the working level and. in fact. have been used successfully 

by Assistant U.S. Attorneys in grand jury presentations while seeking 

indictments. The remaining Special Reports examine developing law 

enforcement problems. 

-6-
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Examples of these would include the role of general aviation aircraft 

thefts in drug smuggling or the threat posed to law enforcement activ

ities by electronic cowmunications intercepts. The Analysis Section 

also prepares a variety of educational and background type publications 

intended to assist investigators in aircraft and vessel identification. 

In the area of special operations support, the Analysis Section provides 

pre-operational interdiction planning and targeting based on the most 

recent intelligence, assistance in the preparation of the operational 

plan, direct intelligence support on a real-time basis during the 

operation, and finally, a post-operational summation and evaluation. 

This capability has been employed successfully in a number of air and 

maritime interdiction operations and is, in fact. currently being 

utilized in a major drug interdiction program in the Caribbean and 

intensified enforcement program along the Mexican border. 

The Operations Section is responsible for the overall management of 

EPIC's continuous. 24 hour-a-day tactical and special operations intel

ligence support as it relates to the domestic and international movement 

of drugs, aliens, and weapons. Operations directs all phases of the day 

to day functions of the Watch. Special Operations, Immigration and 

Naturalization Services Integrated Combined system Unit and the Commu

nications Center. 

The front line of Operations is the EPIC Watch. The primary mission of 

the Watch is to ensure that appropriate assistance is prOVided on a 
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real-time basis to all participating Federal and member state law 

enforcement agencies. The Watch supports anti-air, land and sea 

smuggling programs and investigative activities on a world-wide basis. 

All available resources are utilized by the Watch to identify drug, 

alien and weapon related information by subject, aircraft, vessel or 

vehicle. All reported or obtained intelligence is then distributed on a 

real-time basis to participating agencies, as appropriate, or to the 

investigative elements requesting the information. The Watch prepares 

initial documentation containing pertinent information for data base 

input based on information received through inq'!iries or requests for 

lookout placement. Incoming raw intelligence from field enforcement 

elements is continually reViewed and properly documented by Watch 

personnel in order to insure the information is correct. 

Comprehensive record systems of other agency referrals are also main

tained by the Watch. Within the strict confines of the intelligence 

process the Watch is able to provide information to support "probable 

cause" for search and seizure requests to the vast network of partic

ipating and member agencies. It actively supports the U.S. Marshals 

Service fugitive lookout system and the fugitive coordination program of 

the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

Since its inception in 1976 the Watch has effectively supported, and 

will continue to serve, the intelligence requirements of those 

interdictory agencies targeted on the apprehension of drugs, alien and 

weapon traffickers both foreign and domestic. 
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The INS Integrated Combined Systems Unit has access to six Immigration 

Data Base Information Systems, Operational Activities Special Informa

tion System (OASIS), Central Index System (CIS), Non-Immigrant Informa

tion System (NILS), Student/School System (ST/SC), The National 

Automated Immigration Lookout System (NAILS), and Fraudulent Document 

Index System (FDIS). This unit is staffed by well trained personnel of 

the Immigration Service and is available during regular working hours to 

process Documents, Central Index Information System, Non-Immigrant 

Information System and the Student School System. Information requests 

received after normal working hours are handled by Watch personnel. 

The Communications Center is capable of providing instantaneous elec

tronic communications with all levels of domestic and overseas law 

enforcement activities. It continually operates a secure system of 

teletypewriter and facsimile communications among foreign and domestic 

DEA offices and other interagency locations. The Communications Center 

also maintains appropriate liaison with other government agencies to 

assure optimum utilization and security of telecommunications systems. 

It additionally insures that established procedures a,e followed to 

assure adherence to National Security Agency communications require

ments. 

The communications equipment at EPIC includes teletype machines capable 

of transmitting and receiving data on the Texas Law Enforcement Teletype 

System (TLETS); the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS); 

the U.S. Department of Justice Telecommunications System (JUST); the 
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Drug Enforcement Administration's Secure Teletypewriter System; the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation's Secure Telecommunications System 

(SAMNET); the Federal Aviation Administration's Data Communications 

(Service B); and a direct teletypewriter link to the U.S. Coast Guard 

Communications Center located in Long Beach, California. 

In order to improve management and control of the large volumes of data, 

EPIC embarked on a major initiative to automate the daily message 

traffic. To this end the Text Analysis System (TEXAS) has been devel

oped and is nearing completion. Ultimately the system will provide 

automated message handling and full text retrieval. 

From this brief outline and description of the tactical intelligence 

center in El Paso, you can see that the unique blend of intelligence 

professionals and law enforcement agents from the several agencies, 

supported by a steady flow of current criminal intelligence, makes EPIC 

a valuable tool for user agencies, particularly those engaged in inter

diction matters. 

Thirteen years of interagency cooperation have produced a unified 

tactical intelligence center, the duplication of which is neither 

justifiable or possible. EPIC was a unique concept in 1974 and is a 

unique reality today. 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS SUBMITTED 
FOR THE HEARING RECORD 

THOMAS BYRNE - DEA 

Q. If customs or Coast Guard enoounter a suspeot at an off 
load site and oontaot EPIC, how does EPIC determine if 
that suspeot is or has been subjeot of a DEA investigation? 

Through a query of DEA's oomputerized Narootios and 
Dangerous Drugs Information System (NADDIS). All of DEA's 
investigative reports are indexed in this system, and such 
things as names of suspeots, vessels, autos and airoraft 
are retrievable. 

Q. How long will the response take? 

Depending on the urgenoy of the request, a response oan 
be provided within seconds. Routinely, however, suoh 
requests are responded to within three to five minutes. 

Q. The FBI is also a primary agenoy involved in Federal drug 
investigations. Would EPIC be able to advise the Customs 
or Coast Guard requester if the suspeot has been or is 
ourrently subject of an FBI drug investigation? 

Yes, assuming that such an investigation has been the 
subject of EPIC-FBI exchange, or that it is indexed in one 
of the systems to which EPIC has access. 

Q. Does EPIC have computer terminal access to member agenoy 
files? 

Yes, EPIC has access to oomputer files maintained by 
member agencies on guns, drugs and alien smuggling. 

Q. Does EPIC have access to the FBI OCIS computer system? 

Yes, but not within the Center itself. There is an OCIS 
terminal located within the FBI's El Paso Field Division 
which is available for use in servioing EPIC inquiries. 
The FBI Program Coo~dinator hand-oarries all suoh 
inquiries to the FBI orfioe, and responses are then 
hand-carried back to EPIC for transmission to the EPIC 
oustomer. 
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Q. Hc~, long does a I'outine check of OeIS through the El Paso 
FBI office take? 

Normally such a check takes about a day. In cal'tain 
instances an OCIS inquiry may take longer to process if 
the FBI's Program Coordinatol' is not on duty at the 
Center. 

Q. Are current inquiries, such as those by Coast Guard or 
Customs from an off load site being queried against the 
FBI OCIS drug suspect files? If no, then why not? 

No, they are not. The FBI originated infol'mation 
necessary to answer suoh an inquiry is indexed in DEA's 
NADDIS, and readily retri~vable for oustomers suoh as 
Coast Guard or Customs. OCIS contains investigative 
information relating to a multitude of criminal 
activities, not just drugs. To protect sensitive 
investigations of non-drug matters, DEA and the FBI have 
proceduralized the input of FBI drug information into 
NADDIS on a timely basis. 

Q. Is the OCIS prooedure of entering into NADDIS being done 
in a routine and timely manner? 

The procedure for ensuring that FBI investigations are 
indexed into DEA's NADDIS is designed to permit timely 
exchanges. Basically the procedure requires that all 
information necessary for input to NADDIS be submitted to 
DEA within five working days • f the initiation of an 
inves~igation, and that DEA ~~ provided with updates on 
the investigation. 

Q. What is percentage of the total drug investigatLons 
currently being worked by the FBI and the DEA credited to 
the FBI? 

As of the end of Febl'ual'Y, 1987, there was a total of 659 
DEA-FBI cooperative cases. No reoords al'e kept in 
relation to which of the agencies originated each of the 
cases. 
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Q. In your view, which agency would be best suited to 
administer the All-Source Intelligence Center that t~~ FBI 
is proposing? 

If there is to be an All-Source Intelligence Center for 
~trategic drug intelligence, DEA will be the agency most 
suited to administer it. DEA's drug intelligence focus 
and deployment of manpower is worldwide, placing DEA in a 
unique position to perform drug intelligence collection 
and strategic analysis for both the domestic and overseas 
arenas. 

Q. My understanding i~ that the bulk of strategic intelli
gence is now already collected through DEA which has drug 
agents stationed in the drug producing countries. Do you 
agree? If that is true, why do we need the proposed ASIC? 

I agree that the bulk Qf strategic drug intelligence which 
is now collected is, in fact, collected by DEA's agent 
force, ~oth domestically and foreign. However, the FBI's 
proposed ASIC would expand the collection activities of 
the Intelligence Community and enhance the existing 
Strategic Intelligence function of the law enforcement 
agencies. 

Q. Could you describe DEA's current strategic intelligence 
operation? How large is that operation? 

DEA's current strategic intelligence operation is a 
Section-level function within the Office of Intelligence, 
and is made up of around 45 employees. The Section is 
engaged in a variety of tasks pertaining to the production 
of intelligence products for executive and policy level 
decision makers. 

Q. What will the proposed All-Source Intelligence Center do 
that is not already being done by our other intelligence 
centers? 

The proposed Center will represent an enhancement of DEA's 
current Strategic Intelligence Section. This enhancement 
will primarily result from more direct involvement by 
representatives of the Intelligence Community agencies and 
by relocating employees of other law enforcement agencies' 
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strategic drug intelligence functions to the All-Source 
Center. 

Q. I understand that NNBIS currently acts as an intelligence 
center in collecting and sanitizing information from 
defense and i ,·,telligence agencies. 14111 the NNBIS 
funotion be dlplioated by either the planned Customs C-3I 
oenter or the proposed All-Source Intelligenoe Center? 

There would not be a duplioation of NNBIS functions in the 
proposed ASIC; however, if Customs performs such functions 
in C3I, t.heremay in fact be some duplioation on inter
diotion matters. 

Q. Customs alleges delays in EPIC's handling of information, 
did you oommission a poll of EPIC users and do you have 
the results of that poll? 

Yes. The Special-Agent-in-Charge tasked his two deputies, 
one Coast Guard and one Customs, to perform such a study. 
Copies of the study responses are attached. 

Q. Among those responses, did Customs complain about 
timeliness? 

On the oontrary, the study revealed no history of 
complaints by EPIC's Customs users regarding either 
timeliness or quality of service. 

Q. How many intelligence positions does EPIC have? 

EPIC has a oomplement of 170 total positions engaged in 
various aotivities such as the Watch and Analysis. There 
is a total of 45 persons assigned to Analysis, the 
majority of whom are professional Intelligence Research 
Specialists and the remainder Intelligence Aides. It is 
a multi-agenoy activity, as follows: one is from Coast 
Guard~ two are FBI; seven are Customs; three are 
Immigration and Naturalization Service; one is Internal 
Revenue Service; one is U.S. Marshals; one is Bureau of 
Aloohol, Tobacco and Firearms; and the remainder from DBA. 
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Q. Customs has told our staff that they plan to have 44 
intelligence positions in their 0-31, do you know what 
Customs plans to use these people for? 

Customs has informed DEA that they plan utilize the 
intelligenoe positions to provide 7-day, 24-hour support 
to the C3 fUnction of the three C3I oenters. 

Q. Does the DEA distribute investigative reports to EPIC when 
those reports contain tactioal intelligence? 

Yes, both electrical and hard-copy. 

Q. Are these reports analyzed by EPIC staff? Does that staff 
include Customs analysts? 

Yes. several Customs analysts are assigned to the 
integrated Intelligence Analysis Section at EPIC, and 
the Air Intelligence Unlt is supervised by a Customs 
supervisor. 

Q. Do the EPIC and Customs analysts place that information in 
Customs 'rEGS computer system? 

Yes, if investigative sensitivities do not preclude its 
dissemination. The vast majority of the TECS entries are 
made by professional law enforcement officers of the EPIC 
Watch, which operates around the clock. 

Q. Are reports which al'e not forwarded to EPIC, examined for 
tactical intelligence? 

Yes. A Customs employee reviews all reports received at 
DEA Headquarters, and extracts appropriate tactical items 
for release to Customs. 

Q. The Customs Service has advised our staff that there is a 
need to locate a National C-3I center at Oklahoma City, 
because the Airman Certificate and Air Craft Registration 
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Record Repository is there. Does EPIC currently have 
access to those files from El Paso. 

Yes, EPIC receives a monthly tape of all such data and 
loads it into their in-house computer. Final tests are 
presently underway to activate a terminal on the FAA's 
own computer system, and this will provide EPIC with a 
capability identical to the computer capability of FAA 
personnel in Oklahoma City, 

Q. Does Customs also have that same capability? 

Customs "loads" such data into their TECS system every 30 
days, similar to the current EPIC procedure. Once loaded 
in TECS, the data are available to the various TECS system 
subscribers. 

Q. Does EPIC have aooess to investigative information 
oontained in the oomputerized filing system of the DEA? 

Yes, EPIC is equipped with several terminals of DEA's 
oomputerized NADDIS. 

Q. Does EPIC have secure faciliti~s for the receipt and 
processing of classified information? 

Yes, EPIC is equipped to, and does, handle Sensitive 
Compartmented Informa.tion (SCI) within their Secure 
Compartmented Information Facility (scrF), and handles 
less sensitive classified data in their operating areas. 

Q. Does NNBIS have that ability? 

Yes, some NNBIS centers have capabilities roughly 
equivalent to those of EPIC. 

Q. Do you know of any reason why Customs would need the 
ability to prooess olassified information? 
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Yes, Customs has several missions, including drug inter
diction, in which they will need to handle and utilize 
classified information. In fact, some of the intelligence 
which will be provided by EPIC to the C3I centers will be 
classified. 



November 12, :986 
Horace W. Cavitt, ASAC 
El Paso Intelligence Center 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

memorandum 

Complaints of Lack of Timely Response by EPIC 

Larry L. Orton, SAC, EPIC 

I am at a loss to explain or answer to the complaint of not 
responding to EPIC user agencies on a real time basis. We 
currently process hundreds of transactions daily, 24-hours 
a day, 7-days a week with very few complaints on our lack of 
timely response. 

I am not aware of being tasked by ANY agency for a product 
from our Analysis Section that was not responded to in a 
timely manner. At any time when we are told by a requesting 
agency that an immediate response is necessary from that 
section, we set aside our routine projects and assign whatever 
personnel are necessary to complete the task in the required 
timl~ frame. 

U.S. Customs Assistant Commissioner for Enforcement, William 
Rosenblatt, and the Director of Intelligence, William McGlenn, 
have both been invited to visit EPIC at their first opportunity. 
Both have indicated that they would do so when their schedules 
permit. This visit is necessary so they can be briefed on the 
EPiC operation, EPIC capabilities, what we do, and how we do it. 
I believe that after these visits, most, if not all, of their 
questions about our response capability will be answered. 

In answer to your question about the instance where we have 
failed to respond to any tasking for better program support, 
r am not aware of a single instance where we haVe failed to 
respond. 

As you are aware, U.S. Customs has a sizeable commitment at 
EPIC, with 21 Customs employees currently assigned here. The 
thought that we would not do everything in our power to support 
our ?arent agency, in fact all agencies we serve, is abhorrent. 

Attached is an excellent memo prepared by the Chief of Operations 
that sets out in detail instances where we have received com
plaints, and the reasons for them. I totally concur with his 

rec_endation, and cono1u.io ... L U 6i?.:cL-=-

Enclosure 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

DAn 12 November 1986 memorandum 
.. :~~~ CGLO 

.u~<~ Timely response to queries 

TO SAC 

1. In response to your memo dated 5 Nov. 86 the following 
information is provided: 

a. Coast Guard queries first 11 months FY86 
18,193. Approximately 56 calls/day. 

b. Lookouts placed same period 610. 
c. Other than routine requests for pUblications 

only ona request for information has been 
recieved since my arrival. 

d. By my observation the average time 'for the watch 
to process a query is 5-12 minutes. 

e. Not counting the ASAC who will not be replaced 
when he retires CG manning includes 5 people. 
1 CGLO, 1 Analyst, 3 watch officers. 

f. Only rarely is a problem refered to me and 
during the last 16 months 1 have handled only 
about B problems. Two of these resulted from 
a lack of field kr._,lledge of EPIC capabilities 
and the rest from CG communications. 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savi~gs Plan 
*us c ......... '" pu.nl", OUon,t'''-J4t.l,tfH'' 

O~ION"L rORM NO. 10 
(f'IICV F'" 
G~""M"( .. eYRI101_'I.' 
$Olo.,U 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

11 Novemver 1986 Inemorarlcium 
CGLO EPIC 

Mr. Orton's memo dated 5 tliov 66 

Captain O'GRADY 

1. All Coast Guard problems with the rapid reciept of 
EPIC data can be traced to communications problems. I 
have been aware of Coast Guard problems with thier comm
unications since my arrival at EPIC in July 1985 and 
have made recommendations to Coast Guard headquarters 
concerning the problem. I have recommended such things as 
satelite comms and direct HF radio comms. I am a strong 
advocate of direct CG unit/EPIC watch comms via covered 
HF voice as the best sO:Lution to the comms problem. The 
present system of third party RATT patch/phone checks does 
not work to anyones satisfaction. 

2. During my tenure as, CGLO I have responded to several 
field complaints of lac:k of timely or inaccurate EPIC 
response to queries. l; was able to trace each complaint 
to poor or ineffective Coast Guard communications. On 
two occasions the complaint was due to a poor understanding 
by the unit of EPIC capability. 

3. While I have heard many comments from (G-OIS) concerning 
the Coast Guard not getting needed information from EPIC 
or not getting its moneys worth from EPIC I have had no 
documentation of real lack of EPIC response. As far as I 
know EPIC has respond'ed fully to all requests for information. 

4. We the Coast Guard seem to be the second largest user 
of EPIC services yet we provide an inadequate level of 
manpower to provide optimal service to either EPIC or 
Coast Guard interests. 

5. Enclosed are copies of some of the correspondence 
documenting my views, on manning and comms, There has been 
a great deal of infclrmal traffic on the sUbject. 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan OI"TIONAL FOR"" NO 10 
IRt;V.'1·;'II 
GSA ,...MA.on eFRuo1." , 
$010.111 
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PREPARED STATE~mNT OF STEPHEN S. TROTT 

MR. CHAIRMAN, I ~! PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO 

DISCUSS FEDERAL DRUG INTERDICTION EFFORTS AND IN PARTICULAR THE 

ESTABLISHHENT OF COHHAND, CONTROL, COHHUNICATIONS, AND INTELLI

GENCE (C'I) CENTERS. WHILE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IS THE CHAIR}~~ 

OF THE NEW NATIONAL DRUG POLICY BOARD ITSEI,P, I CHAIR THE POLICY 

BOARD'S COORDINATING GROUP FOR LAW ENFORCEHENT. 

AS YOU KNOW, CREATION OF THE NATIONAL DRUG POLICY BOARD I~AS 

ANNOUNCED BY ATTORNEY GENERAL MEESE ON FEBRUARY 3, 1987. THIS 

CABINET-LEVEL BOARD WILL BE FORMALLY ESTABLISHED UPON ISSUANCE OF 

AN APPROPRIATE EXECUTIVE ORDER BY THE PRESIDENT. THE !-iEN BOARD 

WILL CENTRALIZE OVERSIGHT AND COORDINATION OF ALL FEDERAL DRUG 

CONTROL POLICIES AND PROG~!S. 

TO ACHIEVE THIS CENTRALIZATION, THE NATIONAL DRUG peLICY 

BOARD HILL FULLY ABSORB THE FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE 

NATIONAL DRUG ENFORCEMENT POLICY BOARD (NDEPB), CREATED BY 

STATUTE IN 1984 AND RESPONSIBLE FOR DEVELOPING, REVIEWING AND 

COORDINATING FEDERAL "SUPPLY-SIDE" STRATEGIES TO COHBAT DRUG 

TRAFFICKING. IN ADDITION TO RETAINING THESE LAW ENFORCEMENT 

RESPONSIBILITIES, THE NEW BOARD WILL ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

POLICY COORDINATION OF DRUG PREVENTION, EDUCATION, TREATMENT AND 

REHABILITATION PROGRAMS. 

THE BOARD WILL BE CHAIRED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND 

VICE-CHAIRED BY DR. OTIS BOWEN, SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

HEALTH AND HUHAN SERVICES. OTHER MEMBERS OF THE NE\~ BOARD (ALL 
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OF WHOM ARE PRESENTLY EITHER STATUTORY OR APPOINTED MEMBERS OF 

THE NDEPB) INCLUDE: THE SECRETARIES OF STATE, DEFENSE, HEALTH 

AND HUMAN SERVICES, TREASURY, TRANSPORTATION, EDUCATION, ENERGY, 

u\BOR, HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, INTERIOR AND AGRICULTURE, 

THE DIRECTORS OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AND THE OFFICE OF MANAGE

HENT AND BUDGET, AND REPRESENTATIVES FROH BOTH THE PRESIDENT'S 

~lD VICE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE. 

IUTHIN THE NEW POLICY BOARD STRUCTURE, THERE WILL BE TNO 

COORDINATING GROUPS, EACH COHPRISED OF DEPARTHENT ASSISTANT 

SECRETARIES, HEADS OF AGENCIES, AND OTHER SENIOR OFFICIALS FRQ!.! 

ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTED ON THE BOARD. A DRUG ENFORCEMENT 

COORDINATING GROUP, AS I MENTIONED, CURRENTLY EXISTS UNDER THE 

NDEPB AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE CHAIRED BY MYSELF AS ASSOCIATE 

ATTORNEY GENERAL. IN ADDITION, A DRUG PREVENTION AND HEALTH 

COORDINATING GROUP WILL BE ESTABLISHED, CHAIRED BY DR. DONALD I. 

HACDONALD, DIRECTOR OF BOTII THE ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE AND HEN TAL 

HEALTH AimINISTRATION AND THE WHITE HOUSE DRUG ABUSE POLICY 

OFFICE. 

WITH THAT AS A BACKGROUND, I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY EXPLAIN 

OUR DRUG INTERDICTION STRATEGY AND THE ROLE OF CO~~D, CONTROL, 

CO~~UNlCATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE, OR C31 CENTERS. OUR INTERDlC

TION STRATEGY FOCUSES ON DETECTING, ID"'~~TIFYING AND INTERCEPTING 

SHIPHENTS OF ILLEGAL DRUGS AS THEY MOVE FROM SOURCE COUNTRIES AND 

TRANSSHIPMENT COUNTRIES TO OUR U.S. BORDERS. RESOURCES ARE 

CONCENTRATED IN AREAS OF HIGHEST CURRENT THREAT AND INTEGRATE THE 

- 2 -
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CAPABILITIES OF VARIOUS INTERDICTION AGENCIES TO MAXIMIZE THEIR 

EFFECTIVENESS. 

THE POLICY BOARD HAS ALI~AYS CONSIDERED INTERDIC~:ON r.N 

INTEGRAL PART OF OUR DRUG ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY BUT ALSO HUST 

STRIVE TO MAINTAIN THE PROPER BALANCE OF El1l"HASIS AND SPENDING ON 

ALL SEGHENTS OF OUR STRATEGY. THE OTHER ~IAIN PARTS OF OUR 

STRATEGY ARE: INVESTIGATIONS AND PROSECUTIONS, DE~~ND REDUCTION, 

IllTERNATIONAL EFFORTS, AND DIVERSION CONTRor.. THE POLICY BOARD 

lULL SHIFT THE EI1PHASIS OF OUR STRATEGY FROH TINE TO T::·!E, 

ACCORDING TO OUR BEST JUDGMENT OF \'IHICH AVENUES OFFER THE HOST 

PROMISING INVESTHENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR EFFORTS AT THE TUlE. 

THE INTERDICTION NISSION IS COMPLICATED BY NUMEROUS FACTORS 

INCLUDING: TIiE ENORNUUS LENGTH OF THE U.S. BORDER; THE PROHIBI

TIVE COST OF ERECTING AN IMPENETRABLE SURVEILLANCE, DETECTION, 

AND APPREHENSION BARRIER AROUND THE UNITED STATES; THE INGENUITY 

OF THE DRUG ,):'RAFFICKER, THE GUARANTEES AGAINST SEARCH AND SEIZURE 

AND USE OF HILITARY FORCE OFFERED BY OUR LEGAL SYSTEM, AND THE 

CORRUPTING POWER OF THE DRUG TRAFFICKER'S ENORMOUS FINANCIAL 

RESOURCES I AND HIS IULLINGNESS TO RESORT TO TERROR IN ORDER TO 

PRESERVE THESE ILL-GAINED ASSETS. 

GIVEN THE CONGRESSIONAL DECISION LAST FALL TO SUBSTANTIALLY 

INCREASE THE CONSIDERABLE RESOURCES ALREADY DEDICATED TO INTER

DICTION, WE ARE FULLY PREPARED TO ADMINISTER 'l'MESE INTERDICTION 

FUNDS AS EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY AS POSSIBLE. ijO\~EVER, WE 

- 3 -
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BELIEVE THAT THE ABILI'l'Y OF TilE POLICY BOARD TO FULFILL ITS 

MANDATE AS THE CENTRAL BODY IN TilE EXECUTIVE BRANCII ON DRUG 

POLICY IS STRENGTHENED WHEN RESOURCE ALLOCATION DECISIONS ARE 

LEFT TO THE BOARD. TilE AGENCY COORDINATION PROCESS IS MADE MORE 

COMPLICATED BY MANDATING RESOURCES TO AGENCIES, PARTICULARLY WHEN 

TIlE BOARP ASKED CONGRESS TO LEAVE THE PLACEMENT OF RESOURCES TO 

TilE BOARD. ALL OF US BELIEVE THAT MORE AGENCY RESOURCE COORDINA

TION IS NEEDED, BUT THAT COORDINATION CANNOT BE EASILY hCIIIEVED 

IF CONGRESS FOLLOWS THE PATH OF DICTATING THE TYPES OF RESOURCE 

AND THE AGENCY CONTROL OF THAT RESOURCE WITHOUT A REQUEST FROM 

THE ADHINISTRATION. CONGRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION t·1UST 110RK 

TOGETHER ON THIS PROCESS. TO DO OTHERWISE, COMPLICATES OUR 

MISSION TO PROVIDE THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND COST-EFFICIENT DRUG LA1~ 

ENFORCE~lENT SYSTEM WE CAN. 

TURNING TO THE C'I ISSUE ITSELF, THE MORE RESOURCES \~E 

DEDICATE TO INTERDICTION, THE MORE IMPORTANT AND COMPLEX THE C'I 

ISSUE AND, IN TURN, THE MORE DIFFICULT THE DECISIONS CONCERNING 

COMMAND, CONTROL AND CO~lliUNICATION FLOWING FROM IT. 

FOR EXAMPLE, THE DRUG SMUGGLER AND HIS CONVEYANCE MUST BE 

DETECTED, INTERCEPTED, TRACKED AND APPREHENDED. ESPECIALLY WITH 

AIR INTERDICTION, THESE ACTIVITIES CAN BE THOUGHT OF AS 4 INTER

RELATED MISSIONS, INVOLVING DIFFERENT EQUIPMENT AND MANPOWER 

RESOURCES, CAPABILITIES, AND LEGAL AUTHORITIES. 

- 4 -
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EVEN WITHIN EACH OF THESE MISSIONS, OVERLAPPING SYSTEMS ARE 

CALLED UPON TO DO THE JOB. WITH RESPECT TO THE AIR DETECTION 

MISSION, FOR EXAMPLE, NO SINGLE RADAR IS ADEQUATE. AN EFFECTIVE 

COMBINATION OF GROUND, AIR AND SEA-BASED SYSTENS, COUPLED IUTH 

TETHERED AEROSTAT BALLOON RADAR, SOME BASED ON FOREIGN TERRITORY, 

IS ImAT WE BELIEVE WILL PROVIDE GOOD COVERAGE. THESE MISSIONS 

AND SYSTEHS NEED TO BE CONTROLLED AND COORDINATED. DIFFERENT 

AGENCIES ARE INVOLVED WITH EACH OF THESE HISSIONS. THE CUSTONS 

SERVICE, THE COAST GUARD, DEA, DOD, STATE AND OTHERS ALL HAVE ~~ 

IMPORTANT ROLE TO PLAY. COMHAND, CONTROL AND COHNUNICATION 

INTER-OPERABILITY ANONG THESE NUNEROUS AGENciES HUST BE PERFECT£D 

TO THE GREATEST EXTENT POSSIBLE. 

IUTH ALL OF THESE DIFFICULTIES, THE POLICY BOARD HAS SEEN 

GRAPPLING IUTH THE C31 ISSUE, SINCE ITS INCEPTION. IN 1985, THE 

BOARD RECEIVED A DRAFT JOINT SURVEILLANCE CONNITTEE STUDY FROM 

THE NATIONAL NARCOTICS BORDER INTERDICTION SYSTEN (NNBIS), WHICH 

EXAHINED THE VERY INTERDICTION ISSUES ~IHICH CONTINUE TO DEHAND 

OUR ATTENTION TODAY. THIS STUDY RECOGNIZED THAT ONE OF THE HeST 

DIFFICULT QUESTIONS REGARDING OUR AIR INTERDICTION EFFORT IS HOW 

TO COMBINE ALL OF THE COMPLEX SURVEILLANCE, INTERCEPTION, TRACKING 

AND APPREHENSION SYSTEHS AND ASSETS INTO SELECTED COM!1AND AND 

CONTROL CENTERS AND DETERHINE I~HO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR 

OPERATION. 

AS TillS STUDY INDICATED, WE HAVE FROM THE OUTSET BEEN AI~ARE 

OF THE NEED TO ANALYZE DRUG INTERDICTION FROM TilE STARTING POINT 

- 5 -
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OF THREAT ANALYSIS, PROCEEDING ON TO RESOURCE AVAILABILITY, 

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT AND THEN SYSTEMATICALLY ALLOCATING AVAILABLE 

RESOURCES TOWARD THA~ STRATEGY, INCLUI_NG APpROPRIATE COMMAND, 

CONTROL AND COMMUNlCATION AUTHORITIES AND FACILITIES. 

IN ~ OF 1986, THE POLICY BOARD'S COORDINATING GROUP, IN 

AN EFFORT TO ADDRESS SO}lE OF THESE INTERDICTION QUESTIONS, 

DIRECTED THE POLICY BOARD STAFF TO EXN1INE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 

AIR AND RELATED MARINE INTERDICTION ALONG THE SOUTHEAST BORDER. 

CONCERNING THE C'I ISSUE, THE POLICY BOARD STAFF RECO~~lENDED 

IN OCTOBER 1986, CREATION OF "ONE OR MORE C3 CENTERS, IN 'l'HE 

SOUTHEAST." THE STAFF RECOGNIZED THAT WHAT WE DON'T NEED rs ;.. 
PROLIFERATION OF SYSTEHS AND FACILITIES DESIGNED TO SOLVE S!HI!.AR 

PROBLEMS IN THE SAME GEOGRAPHIC AREA. WHAT I~E DO NEED IS HORE 

CONSOLIDATION OF INTER-AGENCY EFFORTS. 

THIS S'1UDY AND ITS RECOHHENDATIONS WERE OVERTAKEN, HOWEVER, 

BY THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986, WHICH PROVIDED FOR, ~10NG 

HANY OTHER THINGS, A SIGNIFICANT EXPANSION OF DRUG INTERDICTION 

RESOURCES, INCLUDING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEVERAL CUSTOMS e 31 

FACILITIES. IN THE INTEREST OF CLARIFICATION, I WILL BRIEFLY 

SU~RIZE THESE RELEVANT LEGISLATIVE STATUTES AND REPORTS WHlCH 

ADDRESS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF C'I CENTERS: 

o IN OCTOBER THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986 (P.L. 99-750) 

AUTHORIZED $2~ MILLION TO THE U.&. CUSTOMS SERVICE FOR 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF C31 CENTERS. ACCORDING TO THE ACT, 

- 6 -
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THE COORDINATION OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THESE CENTERS 

SHALL BE CONDUCTED BY THE COMNISSIONER OF CUSTOHS. 

TOGETHER IUTH THE COHHANDANT OF THE COAST GUARD. THE 

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE U.S., AND THE NATIONAL NARCOT1CS 

BORDER INTERDICTION SYSTEH (NNBIS). 

o THE FY 1987 CONTINUING RESOLUTION (H.J. RES 738), IN 

TURN, ~~DE $25 HILLION AVAILABLE FOR THE ESTABLISHME~T CF 

THESE C'I CENTERS UNDER THE EXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF THE C.S. 

CUSTOHS SERVICE. 

o ALSO THE SENATE REPORT (NO. 99-406) WHICH ACCONPANIED or"E 

PROPOSED 1987 TREASURY APPROPRIATIONS BILL DIRECTED TEE 

COHl>!ISSIONER OF CUSTOMS TO ESTABLISH THREE SECTOR COlo''}l..;,m 

AND CONTROL CENTERS TO BE LOCATED IN HIANI, FLORIDA, 

HOUSTON, TEXAS, AND AT ~~RCH AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA. 

IN ADDITION, THE COHHITTEE DIRECTED THAT A NATIONAL 

CO~~ND AND CONTROL CENTER BE ESTABLISHED IN OKLAHO}L~ 

CITY, OKLAHOHA. 

o IN NOVEMBER, THE FY 19B7 NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION 

ACT (H.R. 99-1001) WAS PASSED, REQUIRING THAT THE PRESI

DENT SUBMIT TO THE CONGRESS A COV.PREHENSIVE PROGRA}1 

DESIGNED TO INTERDICT AIRCRAFT, VESSELS AND VEHICLES 

CARRYING ILLEGAL DRUGS INTO THE UNITED STATES. ACCORDING 

TO THE ACT, THIS PROGkA}1 SHALL INCLUDE A REQUIREMENT THAT 

- 7 -
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MAXIHUH USE BE HADE OF EXISTING DEPARTHENT OF DEFENSE ;"~D 

COAST GUARD COHHAND AND CONTROL NETWORKS. 

DURING A NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER REVIEH OF THE POLICY BOARD 

STAFF'S STUDY RECO~~ENDATIONS AND THE RECENTLY ENACTED LEGISLA

TION, THE POLICY BOARD ASKED CUSTOMS AND COAST GUARD TO I'/ORK 

TOGETHER TO CO-LOCATE THEIR C'I RESOURCES IN THE SOUTHEAST, A~~ 

INSTRUCTED THE COORDINATING GROUP i'lHICH I CHAIR TO HONITOR TH::: 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE C'I CENTER, AND ENSURE THAT JOINT CO}~~~~ :5 

FULLY REALIZED. CUSTOHS AND COAST GUARD HAVE AGREED TO CO-LeC.;:'E 

AT RICHHOND HEIGHTS, FLORIDA. 

IN ADDITION, AN INTER-AGENCY WORKING GROUP WAS ESTABLIS~;;:~ 

IN OCTOBER OF 1986/ UNDER THE CHAI~~SHIP OF CUSTOMS, AS CA:~;;:~ 

FOR BY THE 19B6 LEGISLATION, TO ACHIEVE GREATER INTER-AGENCY 

COOPERATION AND COORDINATION. THIS WORKING GROUP IS COMPOSED C? 

CUSTm1S, COAST GUARD, DEA, FAA, NNBIS AND DOD REPRESENTATIVES ."SD 

MEETS ON A REGULAR BASIS TO ENSURE BET'l'ER COORDINATION OF INTEL

LIGENCE, CO~!UNICATIONS, DESIGN LOCATION AND COMMAND RELATION

SHIPS. THE WORKING GROUP HAS REPORTED REGULARLY TO THE POLICY 

BOARD'S COORDINATING GROUP. THE LAST SUCH PROGRESS REPORT fu~D 

DISCUSSION TOOK PLACE AT THE ~mRCH 16, 19B7 COORDINATING GROUP 

MEETING. 

THE POI/ICY BOARD HAS ALSO ESTABLISHED THREE SEPARATE INTER

AGENCY HORKING GROUPS WITHIN THE PAST 6 MONTHS TO EXAMINE AND 

- B -
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RESOLVE ANCILLARY ISSUES INVOLVING THE CO~~~D, CONTROL AND 

COORDINATION OF OOR INTERDICTION EFFORTS: 

o THE TEC}!NICAL EXPERTS PANEL CHAIRED BY ADMIRAL DONALD 

ENGEN, DIRECTOR OF FAA IS EXAMINING OPTIONS REGARDlNG A 

RADAR NETI'IORK IN THE CARIBBEAN FLONING FROf.! THE POLICY 

BOARD'S SOUTHEAST BORDER STAFF STUDY. 

o THE SUBCONHIT'l'EE ON THE BAHAMAS, CHAIRED BY ANN 

WROBLESKI, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE, OVER~EES THE 

INTERl?ICTION ACTIVITlES OF THE U.S.-BAHAHIAN TASK FORCE 

AND CONSIDERS THE ISSUES SURROUNDING THE ES'l'ABLISHMENT OF 

A COlo'.MUNICATION DATA LINK ],'ROH THE BAHAMAS TO THE C'I 

SITE IN FLORIDA. 

o THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE SHARING CHAIRED BY JOHN 

C. LANN, ADHINISTRATOR OF DEA, IS EXAHINING OUR TACTICAL 

AND STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE NEEDS AND ASSETS, AND THE 

LEGAL PROBLEHS ASSOCIATED THERENITH. 

AS A RESULT OF ALL THIS INTERAGENCY CONSULTATION, PROGRESS 

HAS BEEN HADE. TNO SITES, ONE AT MARCH AIR FORCE BASE IN 

CALIFORNIA, AND ONE AT RICHHOND HEIGHTS IN FLORIDA, HAVE BEEN 

AGREED UPON BY CUSTOMS AND COAST GUARD, THE ~~O MAIN ACTORS ON 

THIS ISSUE. AN AGREEHENT 1'1AS REACHED ON HARcn IN MY OFFICE 

BETNEEN CUSTOMS AND COAST GUARD ON COMMAND AND CONTROL OF THE 

SOUTHEAST C'I FACILITY. 

74-017 0 - 87 - 13 
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I CAN REPORT THAT BOTH CUSTOMS AND COAST GUARD HAVE MADE 

GOOD FAITH EFFORTS TO SEEK A RESOLUTIONS OF THESE ISSUE. WE 

BEJ,IEVE SUCH ISSUES ARE OF AN INTRA-FAMILY NATURE AND CAN BEST BE 

HANDLED BY THE POLICY BOARD. EVERY HEHBER OF THE POLICY BOARD :S 

COMHITTED TO MINIMIZING INTER-AGENCY RIVALRIES AND WE Cl'.N AND 

WILL NORK OUT OUR INTERNAL DIfFERENCES. 

CONCERNING INTELLIGENCE, DEA'S EL PASO INTELLIGENCE CENTER 

(EPIC) HAS AN EARLY RECOGNITION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF THE HISSIC!> 

OF COORDINATING INTERDICTION INTELLIGENCE. TO IMPROVE OUR 

PERFO~~NCE OF THIS HISSION, $7.5 HILLION HAS BEEN RECENTLY 

RELEASED TO DEA TO UP GRAbE EPIC'S CAPABILITIES AND TO HOVE !T ~O 

FORT BLISS WHERE IT HILL SERVE AS THE Nl'TIONAL TACTICAL INTERD:':::

TION INTELLIGENCE CENTER. 

THE POLICY BOARD DOES NOT HAVE DAY-TO-qAY OPERATIONAL 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT. \~E DO HAVE POLICY 

RESPONSIBILITY TO FACILITATE THE COORDINATION OF OPERATIONS AND 

POLICY UNDER THE TERMS OF THE NATIONAL NARCOTICS ACT OF 1984. ;,E 

DO NOT HICRO-~~NAGE THE OPERATIONS OF ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES. 

THOSE DOING THE JOB IN THE FIELD ARE NORMALLY GIVEN THE FLEXI

BILITY, WITHIN LEGAL CONSTRAINTS, TO GET THE JOB DONE IN CONCER:;:' 

WITH OUR OVERALL NATIONAL STRATEGY. WHEN AN INTER-AGENCY COOR

DINATION OR COOPERATION PROBLEH SURFACES, WE DEAL WITH IT AT THE 

POLICY BOARD. HE WELCOME YOUR CONCERN AND INTEREST IN THIS 

PROCESS. 

- 10 -
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HOWAP~ GEHRING 

Mister Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Howard 

Gehring, Director of the National Narcotics Border Interdiction 

System (NNBIS). I assumed my position on the Vice President's 

staff in July 1985. I welcome the opportunity to provide this 

btiefing paper to the Subcommittee on NNBIS in general and 

specifically on the involvement of NNBIS with regard to the 
, 

establishment of the C-3I network by' the U.S. Customs Service. 

The National Narcotics Border Interdiction System has its 

origins in the South Florida Task Force (SFTF) created by the 

President on January 28, 1982 to respond to the emergent 

situation which existed in South Florida with respect to drug 

smuggling and other criminal conduct. Vice President Bush was 

asked by the President to head the SFTF charged with, among other 

things, organizing a comprehensive attack against drug 

traffickers and their organizations. ~s a result, more 

prosecuting attorneys and hundreds of additional law enforcement 

personnel were assigned to South Florida and substantial 

assistance was SOlicited and received from the Department of 

Defense. Diplomatic initiatives were also intensified with 

neighboring countries to enhance the effectiveness of the 

cooperative law enforcement effort. The SFTF significantly 
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strengthened the ability of law enforcement to interdict the flow 

of illegal drugs to this country and to investigate and prosecute 

drug trafficking organizations. 

Thereafter, to replicate the successes of the SFTF and in 

response to the evolving norcotics threat, additional drug 

enforcement initiatives were directed by the President. On 

October 14, 1992, the President announced the establishment of 

thirteen Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces, under the 

leadership of the the Attorney General, to attack the 

organizations which finance and control drug trafficking and 

distribution networks. These task forces were modeled in part 

on the approach of the SFTF with respect to the investigation and 

prosecution of drug traffickers. 

The National Narcotics Border Interdiction System, modeled 

after the interdiction methodology of the SFTF, was created by 

President Reagan on March 23, 1993 as a management tool for 

coordinating efforts to combat drug smuggling at and approaching 

the borders of the Uniked States. NNBIS commenced its 

coordination efforts in June 1963, with regional offices in New 

York, Chlcago, Long Beach, El Paso, NeW Orleans, and Miami. The 

external geographical boundaries of the six regions were selected 
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primarily to align with the extension of relevant Customs or 

Coast Guard regions. Since the primary focus of a NNBrs region 

is the border, there are no internal U.S. boundaries. In 

accordance with a Congressional mandate, a sub-region or NNBIS 

District was created in Honolulu with responsibility for the 

Western t'acific. 

The mission of NNBIS is to coordi~ate efforts to interdict 

th~ flow of narcotics into the U.S. using all appropriate 

existing federal, state and local resources. Specifically, NNB1S 

seeks to improve national drug interdiction by innovatively 

concentrating on four tasks: 

Enhancing interagency coordination and cooperation in drug 

interdiction. 

Increasing the participation of the military services in 

support of drug interdiction. 

Expanding the involvement of the intelligence community in 

support of drug interdiction. 

Promoting international anti-drug efforts which complement 

U.S. interdiction activities. 
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Each region must, therefore, collate information, assess the 

threat to the region, prioritize smuggling targets, identify 

resources available to interdict targets, and recommend actions 

to participating agencios. NNB1S is not an action agency, but a 

coordinating body composed of participating agencies. NNBIS does 

not direct the participating agencies, but rather, utilizing its 

unique multi-agency perspective, identifies the appropriate 

resOUrces necessary to engage in successful interdiction 

operations. 

At the request of agencies, each region coordinates mUlti

agency special operations within its geographical area of 

responsibility. Once a target is seized and turned over to the 

appropriate agency, the regional office selectively conducts 

follow-up interdiction analYSis on the seizure to determine 

regional trends. 

Oversight of NNBIS was initially directed by an Executive 

Board chaired by the Vice President and composed of the 

Secretaries of State, Treasury, Defense and Transportation, the 

Attorney General, Counselor to the President, Director of Central 

Intelligence, and the Director of the Drug Abuse Policy Office. 

However, since representation on the National Drug Enforcement 

Board created by the National Narcotics Act of 1984 was 

essentially the same, the NNBIS Executive Board was folded into 

the NDEPB in 1985. 
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As a coordinating mechanism, NNBIS does not directly involve 

itself in resource or policy issues of its participating 

agencies, rather it coordinates eXisting agency resources and 

concurrently acts as a clearing house for Department of Defense 

assets. 

Prior to the Natlonal Narcotics Act of 1984, NNBIS brought 

together key agencies to address existing interdiction resource 

capabilities. Section l3D4 of the National Narcotics Act placed 

resource responsibility with the National Drug Enforcement Policy 

Board (NDEPB). Consistent with this congressional mandate, NNBIS 

worked with the Policy Board on outstanding resource and policy 

issues. We have and will continue to assist the efforts of any 

entity attempting to make better use of existing resources. In 

this regard NNBIS and the NDEPB have been very complementary. 

Similarly, we continue to provide advance and follow-up 

briefings, often classified, to interested congressional members 

and their staffs on planned, ongoing, and completed special 

interdiction operations. 

NNBIS is a member of the NDEPB and has worked closely with 

the Policy Board since its inception. DUring the drafting stages 

of PL 99-57D, NNBIS forwarded a letter to the Congress requesting 

that disposition of any new interdiction assets contained in the 
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legislation be determined by the NDEPB consistent with the 

National Narcotics Act of 1984. In accordance with s~btitle F, 

Section 3)51 of PL 99-570, NNBIS has worked with the Customs 

Service, the Coast Guard and the Attorney General on the 

establishment of the C-31 centers. 

I would be pleased to contin~e working with you and your 

staff by responding to any questions the subcommittee might have 

on NNBIS and its related activities. 
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STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE EARL HUTTO (D-FL) BEFORE TH~ 
SENATE PE&~NENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

MARCH 24, 1987 

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for scheduling hearings at 
this time on the status of federal drug interdiction efforts, and appre
ciate this opportunity to express my views on this important subject. 

Mr. Chairman, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 was a milestone 
in our continuing war against drug trafficking and abuse. The Act was 
heralded by many as a comprehensive answer to the drug problem beca~se 
it addressed a number of different areas -- law enforcement, interdic
tion, education, treatment and rehabilitation. As you know, however, 
just appropriating money is not enough. It is imperative that Congress 
review the plans for implementation of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act in order 
to ensure that the original intent of the legislation is accomplished in 
the most beneficial and cost-effective manner. 

When we passed the Anti-Drug Abuse Act last year, it was the 
intent of Congress that maximum use should be made of the resources 
already existing in the armed forces. The Defense Authorization Act for 
FY1987 reinforced this intention by stating that the drug interdiction 
program should include "a requirement that maximum use be made of exist
ing Department of Defense and Coast Guard command and control networks as 
well as ocher available military resources, including equipment, intelli
gence and training capabilities." RegrE1ttably, I am not convinced this 
directive is being followed. 

As you know, Mr. Chairman, I serve as a member of the Seapower, 
Readiness, and Military Installations and Facilities Subcommittees of the 
House Committee on Armed Se,vices, and I am privileged this year to chair 
the Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Navigation of the House Merchant 
Marine and Fisheries Committee. 

Because of these closely related committee assignments, I am 
particularly pleased that your hearings are focusing on two critical 
areas of concern -- the comprehensive Command, Control, Communications 
and Intelligence (C3r) system that was authorized in the Anti-Drug Abuse 
Act, and the desigration of lead areas of rE1sponsibility for federal 
agencies in order that missions are assigned in a manner that best uti
lizes the capabilities of each agency. 

c3r Center Locations 

In last year's Anti-~rug Abuse Act, Congress authorized $25 
million for development of a C 1 system for the federal drug interdiction 
program. Instead of permitting the National Drug Enforcement Policy 
Board to decide which agency could best develop such a system, Congress 
gave the motley for the program to the U. l . Customs Service, and directed 
that establiShment and location of the C I center be coordinated with the 
Coast Guard, the Department of Justice and the National Narcotics Border 
Interdiction System. Unfortunately, reports indicate there has been 
little coordination in this important project. 

The selection of locations for the new C3I centers is a golden 
opportunity for the federal government to reassure the nation's taxpayers 
that we truly are spending their money wisely. However, it appears to me 
that we may be squandering that opportunity, along with several million 
dollars of taxpayer money. 

Numerous studiE1s prepared by various private firms and individ
ual consultants under governmenL contr.act have recommended the establish
ment of two C3I centers. The consensus of the recommendations of these 
studies has been that these two centers should be collocated at March Air 
Force Base in Riverside, California and Tyndall Air Force Base in Panama 
City, Florida to allow for proximity to the Joint Surveillance System 
Sector Cperations Control Center" (SOCCs) at those locations. These 
facilities, Which are components of the Air Force NORAD jystem, already 
rE1ceive much of the long-ranqe radar data required for C I activity. 

~hile other site~ that have been recommended may have certain 
merit, colocation of the C r centers at March and Tyndall provides unique 
strategic advantages that far exceed other locations by making maximum 
use of multi-mission ca~abilities available only at these Air F05ce 
facilities. The Customs Service has agreed that the Southwest C I center 
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should be collocated at March Air Force Base. However, Customs has 
chosen not to collocate the Southeast center at Tyndall Air Force Base. 
There are-several reasons whY this decision is not the wisest one that 
could be made. Two of the most important are: 

Shared radar survei~lance between the Air Force and the 
drug interdiction C I center would benefit both the drug 
interdiction program and our early warning d~fense capa
abilities, especially for lo~-flying aircraft and cruise 
missiles. 

Tyndall AFB would provide cons~derable expertise and 
technical support to the new C I facility, including 
complete physical security at a fraction of the cost 
required for an autonomous operation elsewhere. 

On a matter of less strategic importan~e, but nevertheless one 
that should be considered, location of the new C I facility at Panama 
City offers many outstanding quality of life features for the personnp.l 
assigned there, including a lower cost of living. On this point, I can 
speak with a great deal of authority since Panama City is my home! 

Seriously though, Mr. Chairman, colocation of the Southeast c3r 
center at Tyndall APB lo~ically parallels the decision of the Customs 
Service to co:locate a C I center at March AFB. The same arguments used 
to support the selection of March should be

3
equally applied to the selec

tion of Tyndall. The Air Force wants the C I centers to be collocated at 
March and Tyndall and will coopera~fully in their establish~ent. Coor
dination of the ~adar capabilities of the drug interdiction C I system 
with NORAD would enhance both our national security and our drug inter
diction effort in the near term and, as we hopefully are successful in 
reducing the influx of drugs into our country, will provide for continued 
use of this important -- and expensive -- facility for national security 
purposes. In these days of tight budgets, that should be an important 
consideration. 

I should point out, also, that Tyndall is the first choice of 
the Coast Guard for location of the drug interdiction C3I facility. 
Since Coast Guard and Customs are to share command of this important 
facility, I would think that Coast Guard's views on its location should 
be given careful consideration. However, Customs had already decided on 
another location before Coast Guard was consulted. This, Mr. Chairman, 
is a perfect example of the lack of coordination between the agencies 
that has become apparent recently. Fortunately, no construction con
tracts have been let, and it is not too late for possible mistakes to 
be corrected. 

Areas of Responsibility 

The other concern that I wish to discuss today is the critical 
need for designation of areas of responsibility in the drug interdiction 
effort. The current assignment of responsibilities of federal agencies 
involved in drug interdiction does not provide for proper utilization of 
each agency's capabilities and expertise. This lack of a suitable frame
work is a major impediment to effective adoption of available technolo
gies, and serious problems with interagency coordination and cooperation 
have resulted in a lack of central authority to address important stra
tegic and tactical questions. What is needed is a clear definition of 
agency and department roles, corresponding authority to perform those 
roles, and accountability for accomplishment. 

The expertise in the federal government that is necessary to 
combat drug trafficking resides in a diverse collection of departments 
and agencies. Each of these brings to the drug interdiction effort a 
unique combination of skills, capabilities and experience. However, for 
most of these agencies, drug enforcement is only one of many programs, 
and the resources and support structure used in drug interdiction must 
serve many other missions as well. 

Recognizing this problem, Mr. Chairman, you wisely directed, in 
an amendment to the Defense Authorization Act for FYl987, the designation 
by the President of lead agencies in specified areas of drug interdiction 
and law enforcement. I hope that this designation, Which is due by Hay 
13th, will adopt the concept of areas of responsibility for drug inter
diction based upon geographical constraints and expertise. 
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In 1985, the Secretary of the Navy, the Secretary of Transpor
tation, the Chief of Naval Operations, and the Commandant of the Coast 
Guard agreed upon the establishment of the Maritime Defense Zone CMDZ) 
concept, which was defined as the defense of ports, harbors, waterways, 
and U,S. coastal waters up to 200 miles offshore. Because of its MDZ 
responsibilities, the Coast Guard has a clear vision of its mission upon 
mobilization in time of national emergency, and this reponsibility places 
the Coast Guard in the best cost/benefit position to utilize those COn
cepts as the lead agency for peacetime drug interdiction over, on and 
below the seas. 

I believe the National Drug Enforcement Policy Board would do 
well to designate the Coast Guard as the lead agency in air and marine 
drug interdiction in order to take optimum advantage of this unique capa
bility, while also ensuring that customs Service and the Drug Enforcement 
Administration are used to best advantage in their areas of expertise. 
Although relatively new to a major drug interdiction program, the Coast 
Guard is willing to assume a primary role in this effort and, because 
they are operational on a 24-hour basis -- not just a 9-to-5 operation -
we should take advantage of this willingness and ability. 

I also feel very strongly that, until lead areas of responSi
bility are defined by the Policy Board -- and better cooperation and 
coordination betwee~ agencies 1s achieved -- further development of plans 
for the Southeast C I center shOUld be held in abeyance. We are only 
talking about a couple of months before the designations must be made, 
and it is imperative that the right decision be made before plans advance 
to the point they cannot be reversed. 

Again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for providing this forum for 
discussion of these important problems in the drug interdiction effort. 
r welcome an opportunity to work with you and your committee toward 
ensuring that we provide the most successful program in the most cost
effective manner. 

# # , 
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STATEMENT OF 
TIIOMAS W. STEEVES. COLONEL. USAF (RETIRED) 

GRAFTON. VIRGINIA 

BEFORE TIlE 

U. S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

MARCH 18. 1987 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

r am pl eased to make a statemrnt before thi s Committee on the subject of 

the drug interdiction program. I am specifically concerned about the issue of 

command, control, communications and intelligence (C3r) centers; their pro-

posed locations, jOint interdiction operations, coordinated activity with 

Department of Defense agencies, and Ultimate authority or agency responsible 

for the tactical drug interdiction mission. 

Air Force Background 

r retired from the Air Force on 1 July 1985 after almost 30 years active 

duty; the entire career being spent in the C3 arena. My experience in C3 

inclUdes special qUalifications related to air defense and tactical radar unit 

operations; particularly air surveillance, identification, intercept and 

tact"lcal control. DUring 18 of the last 30 years, I was involved with operat

ing automated data systems, computer display systems and automated communica

tion systems. r had considerable military experience in C3 system planning, 

and operator training fer various U.S., NATO, and other Allied command and 

control systems. 
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My last duty assignment was with 26th Air Division, March AFB, Califor

nia, December 1982 - July 1985, where I held the position of Director, South

west Region Operations Control Center (SW ROCC). In this capacity, my respon

sibility focused on operational training of 150 personnel and conducting air 

sovereignty activities in the Southwest one-fourth of the United States. This 

area extended from approximately the Oregon-California border south through 

California, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico to Central Texas. I directed opera

tions of the 24-hour computer display center from which strategic air defense 

activities were conducted. 

Military Relationship with U.S. Customs Service (USCS) 

During 1983, the S\~ ROCe equil1ment was being installed, personnel were in 

training and the new Joint Surveillance System (JSS) was being tested. It was 

during this period that I was approached about sponsoring a collocated uses 

operation within the ROCC for drug interdiction purposes. In researching the 

question, I found that USAF, FAA and USCS had an agreement, signed a few years 

before, which authorized USCS agents access to FAA/JSS radar sites in the South

west and that there had been for some time an agent working within the old 

26th Air Division SAGE Air Defense Direction Center at Luke AFB near Phoenix, 

Arizona. I was told that in the past the air defense crews had assisted this 

agent with radar surveillance and interception of several aircraft smuggling 

illegal drugs. In discussions with my Air Division Commander, the Air Defense 

staff at Tactical Air Command, and with Air Staff members at the Pentagon, we 

saw no reason not to continue with our efforts to assist uses, u.S. Coast 

Guard, or any other agency with the drug interdiction mission from the new 

ROCC. Our first briefing and visitors' tour on the subject of collocated opera

tions with uses was given in late 1983 ~o the Chief of DOD Support to Drug 

2 
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Enforcement and the Director of the National Narcotics Border Interdiction 

System (NNBIS). They were promptly followed by more briefings to and visits 

by USCS Regional Commissioners along with the U.S. Coast Guard District 

Commander. My position early on has remained the same: collocated operation 

of an Air Defense C3I Center (ROCC) with that of the agency responsible for 

the tactical drug interdiction program makes good sense. In fact, I was very 

enthusiastic about the added responsibilities as well as the potential for 

improved resources for border surveillance and peacetime air defense training. 

It was no secret that the U.S.-Mexican border lacked a sophisticated and com~ 

prehensive radar surveillance capability. JSS was originally to be a peace

time air sovereignty system and there was little potenti~l for hostile air

craft penetration across our Southwest border. My personal view was, and is, 

that this situation had changed dramatically. Although no immediate hostile 

military threat existed at that time to concern NORAD or the national military 

command authority, a new hostile threat to the American way of life existed in 

the form of drug smuggl i ng by air across these same bordel's. 

As you know, the USCS collocated operation commenced early in 1984 at 

both the SW ROCC at March AFB and the SE ROCC at Tyndall AFB, Florida. Both 

ROCC Directors fully supported the effort. We went out of our way to ensure 

the USCS personnel were properly trained in the use of the display consoles, 

military communications. and intercept procedures using our air defense equip

ment. At the SW ROCC we provided USCS with their own "Customs Corner." adminis

trative space and the full 24-hour use of an operational display console on a 

"non-interference basis" with NORAD operations. During this period. in practi

cal terms at the SW ROCC, that meant almost full time use of the console. At 

the SE ROCC. where daily operational and training activities were more exten

sive, there were occasions when USCS had to be denied use of the console. The 

3 
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. SE ROCC Director and I coordinated our activities and support to USCS with 

appropriate military authority, and in my view, we were fully supportive of 

this mission. The USCS Director of Air Operations - West moved his staff to 

Harch AFB and we met almost daily to discuss operational matters. 

During my tour at SW ROCe, we participated in several drug interdiction 

operations, set-up under the NNBIS umbrella, with combined forces of DOD, USCG 

and USCS. Extensive use was made of Army, Marine, Navy and Air Force aircraft 

and vehicles. Radar surveillance assets included AWACS and Navy E-2C, as well 

as uses personnel and interceptor or tracking aircraft. All of these activi

ties were highly successful coordinated operations, but totally unsuccessful 

at the task of drug smuggler interception or apprehension. We stopped the 

flow of drugs across the Southwest border during the time period of the opera

tion, but it was obvious that the infiltrators just stopped flying while we 

made all of our noise. My estimation of the reason for failure in those days 

was a total lack of operational or communication security on the part of uses, 

coupled with the probable use of paid informers. Provision of secure or cipher

ed voice systems and the discipline to use them by all government agencies is 

absolutely essential if tactical drug interdiction is to succeed against a 

very well financed group of determined people who can afford to field more 

sophisticated equipment than that available to uses. For example, we were 

told by uses agents that an aircraft was confiscated which contained radio 

monitoring equipment and voice tapes of USCS/OOD radio/telephone activities. 

It is no wonder that many of the drug interdiction operations were compro

mised. 

At the SW ROCC, we always knew that aircraft were underflying radar cover

age on the Southwest border because people reported hearing them flying over 

4 
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at night and the area was littered with aircraft wreckage. During unusual 

late night weather conditions, our radar would occasionally pick up low flying 

aircraft in certain border segments. Usually, USCS did not have an aircraft 

on alert or available to intercept those we did see. There were also many 

reports of abandoned or partially burned aircraft which had been used for 

smuggling and discarded. We knew there was a problem, but not the magnitude. 

The combined operations usually netted nothing; and we suspected operational 

security problems. In this atmosphere, one of the USCS Air Branch Chiefs per

suaded a Navy E-2C squadron to fly one late night sortie along the border from 

Southern California to Texas and return without placing the activity on the 

normal posted flight schedule. During this flight they watched the airborne 

radar surveillance picture passively and counted one dozen illegal border pene

trations. From this one demonstration I became convinced of the need to 

improve our surveillance and interdiction capabilities. I was an immediate 

proponent for a netted radar system consisting of a combination of aerostats, 

mobile radars, JSS radars, and FAA enroute and terminal radars. 

Contractual Relationship with U.S. Customs Service 

Nearing my retirement date, I circulated my resume in the normal fashion. 

was offered by USCS Commissioner Von Raab the position of Director of Air 

Operations - West. Unfortunately, I had to decline his offer for personal 

reasons, although it was a job w~,jch I would have thoroughly enjoyed. Upon 

retirement, I accepted a position with a defense contractor to provide Field 

Operations Consultant service to HQ Tactical Air Command (TAC) at Langley AFB, 

and I relocated to Virginia. DUring the period 1 July to 30 September 19B5, 

continued a dialogue with USCS regarding an improved C31 system for drug 

interdiction' and participated in a one-month contractual effort to prepare a 

5 
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document for USCS as consultant to a small business firm. This firm's 

contract with uses required delivery of a draft Request for Proposal (RFP) 

which uses could use to ask industry to compete for the opportunity to provide 

a e3r system. Further, we delivered a proposed master plan and timeline chart 

which contained references to the step-by-step activities that had to take 

p1ace for system design, acquisition, test, activation, manning, training, 

interceptor resource acquisition and system operation. Our draft RFP included 

a concept of operations for joint maritime and air interdiction centers 

collocated at the SE and SW ROCCs. During our consultant work, we reviewed in 

detail the MITRE study on uses e3I system. One of the major problems we noted 

was the requirement for a large r,ommunication network to support the e3r 

system, with its attendant costs. The recurring communications costs alone 

provide one of the soundest arguments for collocation with existing DOD e3r 

centers which already have extensive communications Which can be shared. 

Within uses there exists factions which, for reasons of their own, desired the 

new C3} centers to be collocated with FAA facilities. To close out the 

consulting contract, Mr. Robert O. Holliday, uses Director of Researcll and 

Development, asked us to prepare a paper detailing the rationale for 

collocation of uses c3r with the ROCCs as opposed to FAA. As r had prepared 

such a study while on active duty, it was easily updated and submitted as 

requested. Recently, I have had the opportunity to review the details of this 

document and find happily that it is still accurate and apparently still 

subscribed to by Air Force personnel. I have attached this document to my 

statement as I believe the Committee will find it of interest in light of the 

current uses concept for siting the new c3r centers. 

6 
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USCS c3r System RFP and Phase I Contract Effort 

On 1 October 1985, I began my employment as a Field Operations Consultant 

for HQ TAC and continued to maintain an interest in the USCS C31 system con

tractual process from a distance. Upon issue of the formal RFP, 1 was asked 

to participate in my corporation's proposal writing team. Our technical 

approach was judged excellent by USCS as was our corporation's experience 

base. Our proposal was submitted along with those of some twenty other firms. 

Three contractors were selected for the C31 System Phase 1 design effort; our 

proposal placed fourth. We were told by USCS that all four proposals used the 

same "systems" design approach to the problem. Hy reaction to the USCS RFP 

was one of surprise and rejection. Although there were familiar elements, it 

was not the same RFP approach recommending collocation with the ROCCs that we 

had originally proposed. 1 was appalled that their RFP did not specify 

sharing and integration of DOD resources. Subsequent guidance to their 

contractors appears to confirm their lack of interest in working closely with 

000. 

The most noticeable change was in the concept of operations. USCS 

dictated that designs must include provision for a national C31 center and two 

regional C31 centers with other sub-centers as yet undefined. The national 

center was to be located in Oklahoma City, the SW center in Southern Califor

nia, and the SE center in South Florida. 1 knew immediately that the proposed 

C31 system had been politicized. There is not one shred of operational logic 

to support a C31 center in Oklahoma City and my operational experience and 

instincts told me these centers needed to be physically collocated with the 

ROCCs for all the reasons detailed in the attached paper. 

7 
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(Note: The CONUS ROCCs have been renamed by the Air Force as Sector Operations 

Control Centers - SOCCs.) 

In recent discussions with Air Force personnel, I find that uses is pro

ceeding with acquisition of a building for the new c3r center on March AFB, 

but across the street from the SW SOCC. This makes no sense at all! They are 

apparently taking advantage only of the free government property. Without 

being physically attached to the soce bui1ding, within the same compound fence 

line. uses loses all the advantages of collocation cited In the attached 

paper. The cost reduction aspects of mutual sharing of communications, crypto 

security. and physical security. to name a few, and the loss of the jOint 

operations nature of this activity is too much for me to comprehend. Further, 

the present downlink of radar surveillance information from airborne Air Force 

AWACS and Navy E-2C aircraft is all secured by DOD crypto systems. Under 

current rules, It would not be possible to share this radar surveillance 

picture unless uses was collocated with the SOCC. There is more than an ade

quate amount of property available physically adjacent to the both the SE and 

SW soces which would provide space for a truly collocated operation. The 

building could even be multi-story if uses wished more than the 10-12,000 

square feet originally proposed. 

Another strong case can be made for collocation due to the access to 

future DOD sensor improvements. The Air Force Over-the-Horizon Backscatter 

(OTH-B) radar will provide extensive early warning data on aircraft approach

ing the borders. The new C31 system could surely share inputs from this 

sensor. Another future improvement is the Caribbean Basin Radar Network 

(eBRN). This activity would be a natural for providing shared radar surveil

lance for th~ tactical drug interdiction program. 

8 
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It appears as though uses has either resisted or neglected to fully 

coordinate their e31 center concept or plans with DOD and Air Force agencies. 

The Air Force has indicated a complete willingness and desire to cooperate 

with USCS for several years, but apparently the uses does not wish to accept 

the Air Force professional advice based on actual experience with e31 systems. 

u.S. Customs Service as Operator of a e31 System 

My association with uses over the past four years has been one of 

increasing frustration. The uses is primarily a law enforcement agency. 

have met many dedicated and highly professional uses agents. All of them 

carry a badge and most are licensed to carry firearms. They clearly under

stand their mission and want to protect our national borders fl'om smugglers. 

With regard to drug intfrdiction, they are simply overwhelmed by the enormity 

of the task. With the exception of three or four individuals, almost no one 

in uses understands application of command and control principles or operation 

of a sophisticated e31 system. Virtually no one at HQ USCS understands or 

appreciates the value of air interdiction, or the urgent need to acquire and 

employ a vast increase of interceptor assets. 

My perception nf the uses as the eventual operator of a C3I system for 

drug interdiction has changed. no longer think that this agency is capable 

of performing the task. The USCS is a highly political, Washington-based 

bureaucracy, more concerned with turf battles than effectiveness in field 

operations, They do not possess the manpower or resources to apply to the e31 

mission, even after working the issues for three years. have not observed 

the discipline required to operate a 24-hour command and control system, nor 

do I believe the Civil Service rules will allow an effective operation, even 

9 
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if they could hire and train the manpower. In the colloquial, we have not 

kept our eye on the squirrel and are barking up the wrong tree, 

It has been my privilege to be associated with Mr. Frank Ault for the 

past three years. r am in complete agreement with him that USCS is the wrong 

agency to operate the c3r system for drug interdiction. I shal'e the view that 

the U,S. Coast Guard should be the primary C31 sy~tem operator with coopera~ 

tive efforts by the USCS and other Federal agencies using their existing 

assets. The Coast Guard has the discipline, they have an in-place Z4-hour 

command and control structure, and, what's more, they know how to use it! The 

Coast Guard should be provided the C31 centers, increased sensor systems, and 

interceptor assets for maritime and air interdiction. The USCS should then be 

allowed to continue doing what it has done well for the last century. 

There are obvious advantages to providing resources to the Coast Guard in 

peacetime which can also be used to guard our borders and coastlines in time 

of conflict, and it makes good fiscal sense. The recently augmented role of 

the Coast Guard requires close coordination with DOD and the Air Force for 

border surveillance. There is a natural tie between air defense units and the 

Coast Guard Maritime Oefense Zones in wartime, and thus it is logical to 

conduct joint operations for training and border surveillance in peacetime. 

Coast Guard will be required to coordinate closely with the Air Force due to 

the preponderance of existing air surveillance assets. 

The Coast Guard has a long background in law enforcement. They are the 

logical agency to join the law enforcement mission with the border protection 

role, 

l{l 
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Conclusion 

Mr. Chairman. r am pleased that you are holding hearings on this subject 

and hope that my comments will be of some value in your deliberations. A c3r 
system for tactical drug interdiction is an essential element in the national 

drug enforce~ent program. It must be pursued along with education and 

eradication efforts. At my last count. there were over 20 agencies involved 

in the drug enforcement and interdiction effort. The actions of all these 

agencies need to be better coordinated and Congress should se~ to it that the 

leadership for tactical drug interdiction is placed with the agency most 

capable of performing the mission. 

11 
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MTA Corporation 
28 Hansom Ol"ive 

Poquoson. Virginia 
23552 

Mr Robert O. Holliday 
U.S.Customs Service (Rm 6117) 
1301 nonstitution AVe NW 
Washington, D.C. 20229 

Subject: ROCC Rationalization 

Dear Mr. Holliday: 

9 October 1985 

The attached documents present some of our thoughts on why the 
ROCC would be the best choice to start the new uses C3! Centers. 
The ~ost important thing to me is the «other" surveillance 
information that can he made availahle from the airborne 000 
platforms when operating with the ROCC and the gnd to air com~. 
I noted in my last letter that the whol~ interdiction program 
will most likelY grow beyond the two C3! centers currently 
envisioned. This being the case you most certantly would not 
want to tie to the FAA facilities. The emphasis for tactical 
operations will create a need for «mini« Ceaters close to the 
action, particularly with the marine activities. The emphasis 
from the top Centers would be feeding information and air 
support to the shorter range and slower moving activities at the 
flm;'ni" center's. 

Hope these papers help, at any rate give me a call if you need 
SOme other specifics. 

Attachments: 

~ #crs--
Thomas H. Thompson 

Pres iden t . 

Racc Advantages 
'r :Steeves Paper 
~~G.u.i.d,,- £.,./4 
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ADVANTAGES OF CO-LOCATING USCS C3I CENTERS ADJACENT TO EXISTING 
USAF SE Race AT TYNDALL AFB, FL AND SW ROCC AT MARCR AFB, CA 

1. COMMUNICATIONS: 

a. Telecommunications 

(1) rrlgl£21_~~i!£h. The existing JSS/ROCC 
Stromberg-Carlson 1200 line capacity DBX can fulfill all needs of 
the USCS C31 center at March AFB by adding line cards, cable, 
modems, tellabs equipment, etc. necessary to provide external 
connections. These additions a~e ~=ll withln equipment 
capability and sizing of existing TELCO equipment and ~ould not 
have an impact on current USAF/ROCC operations at March AFB. 

A temporary communication system is presently installed at 
Tyndall AFB, to support the SE ROCC. All digital communications 
service for USCS, in all likelyhood, could not be met at Tyndall 
AFB until installation of the "JSS/ROCC Full Communications 
Service" to be installed during FY86. With this newer service, 
each ROCC will have upgraded service to a 5000 line DBX plus 
added capabilities which will be more than adequate to care for 
future C3I Center needs. USCS would have to pay installation 
charges and monthly recurring charges for all comm services such 
as modems, phones, added lines, etc through GTE of California for 
SW ROCC and Port "St Jo" TELCO for S8 ROCC. (Purchase/lease of 

. expensive digital switch equipment is avoided.) 

(2) ~2~~_!~1~EhgB~~_ The existi~g Air Force Base 
telephone systems are also undergoing upgrade to modern digital 
switching equipment (AF Program "Scope Dial"). This program 
installs a Northern Telecom DMS 100 modern digital switch at 
March AFB in FY8S and Tyndall AFB in FY87. These new base 
communications services "ould also provide more than adequate 
base and local commercial access for Customs operations. 

b. Ground to Air 

gH£_E~gig~. From the ROCCs, each uses operator could have 
access to military UHF radios located at JSS sites on the 
peripheral of the U.s. in the host air Division's area of 
responsibility. (23rd Air Division/SE nocc.) 26th Air 
Division/SW ROCC.) Radios are pre-set to military tactical 
frequencies for air defense purposes (aprox 20 channels) which 
may be shared with USCS operators providing no conflicting higher 
priority military mission is in progress. No ~ilitary VHF radios 
are accessable from the ROCCa. (NOTE: priority arrangements 
could insure USCS priority in all but emergency conditions.) It 
is doubtful that FAA-ARTCC, UHF radios or frequencies could be 
dedicated to USCS tactical missions on any given day. Military 
UHF radios are ~ut accessable from ARTCC and FAA radios are not 
accessable from the ROCC. 
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HF Radios. Each ROCC has at least three HF Radios used for 
clear-~~-~ypbered text voice communications with AWACS or other 
airborne platforms, and one HF radio for cypbered DATA-LINK with 
other Link ll/TAOIL A equipped airborne, shipborne, and ground 
surveillance stations. One of the HF voice radios could be 
shared with USCS operators in the ROCC when high priority 
military missions are not in progress. The DATA-LINK Hf radio is 
connected to the ROCC-AWACS-DATA-information-LlNK (RADlL) console 
and can be used with any TADlt-A/LlNK-Il equipped airborne or 
surface surveillance platforms within HF range. (NOTE: These HF 
radios could provide back-up and additional coverage to the 
existing and planned USCS aF privacy net.) 

c. Communications Security 

COMSEC equipment and material may be shared. Use of the 
current and planned crypto security systems to cypher 
surveillance system data and voice transmissions in and out of 
the ROCC. (NOTE: This would be a no-cost security advantage.) 

2. Surveillance Inputs. 

(a) Ground based JSS, FAA radars, and AEROSTATS 
provide digital data inputs via telephone lines to the central 
ROCC computer which builds a mosaic portrayal of the radar data 
and projects this composite picture on ROCC operator display 
consoles. These digitized radar inputs could easily be shared 
with co-located USCS C3I centers, to avoid cost of separate land 
lines modems, digitizers, etc., in tw~ ways: 

(1) Procure additional ROCC operator display 
consoles ond install them in the C3l center which would then 
receive inputs from the ROCC computer, or, purchase other style 
consoles which could be driven by the ROCC HUGHES St18M computer 
system. NOTE: The ROCC computer ~t March AFB has growth 
capability to add additional consoles, but the ROCC computer at 
Tyndall AFB has a~ready reacbed the maximum number of connected 
consoles. Future modifications may be posssible. 

(2) USCS C3l Centers tap incoming data lines at the 
modems in the Racc TELCO room and feed the radar data into a 
separate, dedicated USCS computer which would then process and 
display data on c31 Center unique display consoles. (NOTE: In 
this example, USCS would avoid cost of duplicating landltnes to 
an additional C31 facility location.) 

(b) Radar track and discrete surveillance information 
received on secure data-links (Link 11/TADlL A) from airborne 
platforms can be shared with USCS by transferring RAOtL track 
data to an ROCC operator display console. The Customs operators 
could share ROCC operator console(s) on a non-interferrence basAs 
until their own C31 Center display system is operating and 
available to receive inputs from the Air Force RADIL or a USCS 
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"RAOIL-LIKE" device. (NOTE: Automatic surveillance inputs (radar 
& discrete] from airborne or seaborne surveillance platforms 
will not be available in ARTCCs.) 

(cl The SE ROCC receives automatic radar inputs from 19 
radar sites, including aerostats, plus airborne sources when 
available. The SW ROCC is currently recieves from 11 radar sites 
plus airborne sources. Both ROCCs have capacity to receive 
automatic inputs from 20 sites growing to 25 during 1986. ROCC 
surveillance displays in the future will have integrated 
over-the-horizon back scatter radar (OTR-B) extending early 
warning a considerable distance which may be of interest to USCS. 
(NOTE: OTH-B will not be available at ARTCCs.) 

3. FAA Communications Access. 

Each ROCC has connection with FAA agencies in several methods: 
Voice Page Hot Lines, direct dial, and teletype flight plan data. 

(a) Y2!£~_f~g~_g2!_1!B~~' From each ROCC, any operator 
console can call certain ARTCC high and low sectors by means of a 
voice page. These circuits are used for critical ATC 
communication or safety of flight. The lines terminate at a 
speaker and headset at both ends. USCS could share this system 
during actual air interdiction operations. From SW ROCC, contact 
is possible with Seattle, Palmdale (LAX), Oakland, Albequerque, 
and Houston. From the SE ROCC, contact is possible with Houston, 
Miami, Jacksonville, Washington, and New Y9rk. 

(b) IAA_~QQ_§y!!~~. Each ROCC operator console has the 
direct dial capability to access any FAA position within the 
ARTCCs mentioned above. USCS operators may share this capbility 
from their consoles. However, from the ROCC, it is not possible 
to dial !h£y the ARTCC 300 System to FAA agencies ~~!~£B~! to the 
ARTCC, such as Fli ght Service Stations, airpo~ts, tower, etc. 
Those locations must presently be access by FTS. (USCS may share 
ROCC FTS circuits.) 

(c) I11gh!_fl~n_£2~~~n!£~!12n~. Each ROCC receives lIE 
flight plan "Air Movements Dat~n (AMO) from the Air Movements 
Information Service (AMIS) at each ARTCC by means of teletype 
inputs directly into the ROCC computer. This system processes 
only a limited number of fligbt plans and would need extensive 
software upgrade Bnd NORAO approval to acaQmodate YIE flight 
plans. NOTE: Two forthcoming changes have a direct impact in 
thse areas and should be taken into consideration: 

(1) FAA is replacing the 300 System and modernizing 
their digital comm system with their ~Voice Comm Switching 
System" (VCSS) which will have much greater capability, and, 

(2) FAA is automating the Flieht Service Station 
(FSS), as we know it today, and consolidating FSS activity within 
each ARTCC. The numbers of FSS will reduce down to only a small 
number of facilities in each state. (For example: five FSS in 
California, one in Nevada, one in Arizona, one in New Mexico, and 
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three in Texas.) Automated inputs of VFR or IFR flight plans/AMD 
to C3t centers will need considerable work by USCS and FAA due to 
FAA's present and projected FSS manpower. 

Cd) MBfL~fff_E!giQ~. ROCCs do not have access to ARtCC 
UHF or VHF radios nor is it currently planned to access FAA 
radios. ROCCs have access only to military UHF radios at JSS 
sites. In the future ARTCCs it is not likelY, that any ARTce 
could dedicate UHF or VHF radios or frequencies for customs use 
during tactical operations. ROCC military UHF would generally be 
available for this Use (particularly with NNBIS priorities). 

4. Weather Information. 

Co-location with the Raccs allow uses access to the DoD 
"comeds" computer terminal and printer at each Race with direct 
digital access to USAF Global Weather Center in Texas. 

5. Electrical Power Production. 

a. gQ~~~~£i~l_EQ~~~. The SW ROCC has a sao kw transformer 
which has only a 250 kw load factor at present. Large growth is 
available at no cost to USCS. AT the SR ROCC, their two-story 
building draws a 525 kw load factor at present and additional 
transformer capability appears ~o be necessary for USCS addition. 

b. g~~rg~B£Y_~!£k=YE_Qi~~gl_Eg~~r. The SW ROCC has two sao 
kw diesel generators and the same 250 maximum load at present; 
growth available for uses at no cost. The SE Race has the same 
two SOO kw generators but with approximately 325 kw load factor; 
growth with uses on emergency power is available, as the second 
floor of the building is not on emergency power. 

c. Qg!g!~rrY2l!21~_~2~~r_~g2Elr_£YE§1. Each Race has two 
EXlDR UPS along with battery backup to carry the computers and 
operations room dUring transition from commercial to diesel 
power. The SW Roec has a 180 kw UPS system with only a 25-30 kw 
load; this supports uses additions at no cost. The SE Race has 
the same 180 kw capacity (225 kva) with only a draw of 100-140 
kva or about 50~ of capacity; growth is available to suppo~t 
USCS. 

6. Fire Protection. 

Each Racc has both Halon extinguisher protection inside the 
building for ~omputer equipment areas and water sprinklers for 
administrative areas and is within a short distance of a 24 hour 
manned structural fire department. The uses C3l Centers would 
need additional Halon systems installed in the Dew building 
additions to protect customs owned comp~ters, equipment and 
display rooms, but at both RaCCs the existing water sprinkle~ 
fire protection systems could be extended to the building 
administrative addition at little cost. 
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7. Other Utilities. 

(8). ~~!~rL~~~~rL!~!~Ehgn~. As with all Air Force Bases, 
tie-in to lecal base water, sewer, and local base telephone 
systems is relatively simple and reI atively low cost. 

(b). ~~~!!ngLg22l!ng. The present ROCC structures are at 
maximum capacity on their heating and air conditioning systems. 
Separate R.A.C. must be provided for USCS C31 Centers. 

8. Security 

(a). Y!~!!2r_£gn!r2l. Presently provided by an Air Force 
Security Policeman on a 24 hour guard post at the entrance to 
each ROCC. The ROCCs are Category B Restricted Areas (AFR 
207-1), as such. visitors must have a "need-to-know" and be 
signed in and escorted. All assigned staff members need a 
security clearance and a'permanent USAF restricted area badge 
issued for this facility. (NOTE: This is a no-cost security 
advantage.) 

(b). f~ri~~!~r_r~ns~. Each ROCC has a chain-link security 
fence 30 feet from the building providing physical security. The 
fences are lighted at night and have only one entrance. Each 
fence would require relocation to accommodate USCS C31 Center 
building additions to the ROCCs. 

(d). gl~~~!fi~g_M~~~~g~~. USCS classified messages may be 
sent and received at the Air Force Communications center on each 
base. This may provide some no-cost security advantag~ for 
planned drug interdiction operations. 
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Comments Regarding Co-Location of USCS C31 Centers with Existing 
and Planned FAA Air Route Traffic Control Centers 

from Thomas W. Steeves, Colonel, USAF, Ret. 

1. ~E~£~_Al!2£~~i2n: It is doubtful that adequate floor space 
or console allocation could be made available for a combined 
JMICC and air interdiction center within existing or planned 
ARTCCs-as the USCS c3I center operations concept is known today. 

2. £2n£~E1_Qi_QE~r~~iQn~: uscs has recently decided to 
centralize command and control of air assets with the Director of 
Air Operation (East and West). Each OAO is to have his own C3! 
center from which to plan, marshall, control, direct, and make 
best use of all assigned and "made available" assets for air 
interdiction. Going back to the ARTCCs would only fractionalize 
the control and supervision and would be a step backward. 

3. M~nEQ~~r: This action to colocate with ARTC's would require 
Uscs to maintain 24 hour air interdiction operators at the 
following centers: Seattle, Oakland, Los Angeles, Albequerque, 
Houston, Miami, Jakcsonville, Washington, and New York. That is 
a total of nine centers versus two c3I cencer locations. uses is 
having difficulty manning only two centers for 24 hours and does 
not have enough manpower to provide pilots for all airframes for 
even 16 bours per day. (The marine module has similiar manning 
difficulties.) 

4. E~g~r_InE~~2: Each ROCe has the hardware/software capacity 
for inputs from 20 radars in its area of responsibility. This 
number increases to 25 during 1987 (the SE ROCC is tied to 17 
radars, the SW to only 11 radars at present). The ROCCs receive 
inputs from only "peripheral" radars along the u.S. borders, and 
are not presently tied to "interiorh FAA radars for enroute 
traffic control or any terminal radars at airports. The 
capability exists to tie into these radars if they are provided 
with a "di,itizer" and comm link (within the capacity of the 
present computer system). 

The ROCe computer at SW ROCC can add radar inputs from 9 
more radars now and a total of 14 later in 1987. These add-ons 
could be of any type so long as the radar data was digitized 
(aerostat, mobile, ASR, etc). Both the ROCC computers and FAA 
ARTCC computers present the radar inputs in a radar mosaic form 
on one or a series of consoles. FAA has f.uture plans lo digitize 
all airport terminal radars and combine that service into their 
new area control centers under the national airspace plan. FAA 
does not, however, plan to mosaic the airport radars with enroute 
radars on the same consoles. Therefore, a customs operator in 
ARTCC, under the new FAA center operation, would have to hop from 
console to console or keep selecting various radars to display 
individually (ShOUld consoles be available). 

The plan to centralize uses C31 center operations and radar 
inputs in two locations is a prudent aad practical solution and 
does not imply that customs must use the present ROCC equipment 
nor be restricted by present ROCC equipment limitations. Cost 
avoidance is the basic factor. By not having to duplicate data 
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lines and equipment for the existing radar sites which are tied 
to the two ROCCs, USCS avoids enormous sums. These present radar 
inputs can be transferred to new adjacent C3! center computer 
equipment which can provide radar displays for as many sites 
simultaneously as USCS can afford. The SW ROCC is providing USCS 
with a "Customs Corner" to begin the 24 hour C3 operation in the 
West. With added radar inputs from mobile assets, airborne 
surveillance platforms and tracking aircraft, the SW ROCC 
provides a far superior radar picture in one location than having 
USCS operators spread out in the following present locations: San 
Diego Approach Control, LAX, La Posta, Superstition Mountain, 
Albequerque, Tucson, EI Paso, and Houston. One central location 
for command and control, that is the answer! A similiar line-up 
could be provided for the SE ROCC, but unfortunately, the 
operations room does not afford the same space as is available at 
SW ROCC and Tyndall has a greater operational mission on a 24 
hour per day basis than March, which makes use of a SE ROCC 
operator console considerably less likelY on a "non-interferring 
basis". (Added Note: ARTCCs will not be able to recieve radar 
inputs from military airborne or seaborne radars - the ROCCs 
currently have this capability and can share these radar inputs 
with a C3! center.) 

5. l21n!_QE~r~flgn§. Dod Task Force on Drug Enforcement and the 
National Narcotics Border Interdiction System (NNB!S) from the 
Vice President's Staff has been supporting more and more 
joint/combined 000 customs operations for drug interdiction. 
This activity is projected to increase. Having the uses C31 
centers co-located/adjacent to the ROCCs provides an enormous 
support base not shared or possible at any present or planned FAA 
location. Shared 000 communications, radios and crypto systems 
alone can be a tremendous asset to drug interdiction. But, the 
most important factor is the intangible yet essential onei the 
close working relationship between USCS and Air Force operators 
within the Roec. Also, direct and prompt access to 000 assets 
through military command channels when required to support uses 
operations should not be overlooked. This type and style 
attention to detail would not be available from counterparts and 
watchstanders at FAA centers who had civilian air traffic control 
responsibilities. 

6. £gmm~n!s~flgn~. Undoubtably, some communications would be 
able to be shared at the present FAA centers by uses operators. 
With landlines, the FAA 300 system is often spoken of as a good 
reason to be in the ARTCCs. Unfortunately, the 300 system is a 
very old "hard-wired" system, but it does give each ARTCC access 
to the FACC facilities within its area such as airports, radars, 
towers, etc. The ROCCs presently have access to this 300 system 
but only to the FAA controllers on console, within the ARTCC and 
not fh!Y_lh~_~x~!~m to remoted locations as above. From ~he 
ROCC, one must dial on FTS or commercial to access any FAA 
facility outside the ARTCC building. However, all this will be 
changing with the advent of the new FAA "Voice Communications 
Switching System" (VCSS) to be installed at each ARTCC. This 
will be new digital switching to which the ROCCs will have 
access. The RaCes can also speak directly to any high or low 
sector controller on a voice page hot line or direct dial line 
within each of the ARTCCs on the border area. On balance, 
communications from the ROCCs are now better and will be much 
better in the future. 
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7. ~Y!!~!ng~_~n~_Y~!!!1i~~. uses bas decided to embark on the 
road to centralized Command, Cont.ol, Communications, and 
Intelligence (C3!) in order to improve drug interdiction 
operations. This effort will be highly successful if the 
operators have a centralized facility from which C3! can 
function. Two such facilities are built and operating for air 
defense purposes at the present. It does not make good fiscal or 
operational sense to overlook the capability of these two assets 
as the basis for new USCS C3l centers. In addition to the 
sharing of communications and radar inputs, one must not overlook 
cost avoidance in providing such things as normal and emergency 
or uninterruptable power supply, fire protection systems, water, 
sewer and security (physical and communications). 

8. IYmm~r!. The paragraphs above summarize my personal views 
about co-location of uses with the ROCCs. While on active duty 
with the Air Force, I served as Director, SW ROCC from December 
1982 through July 1985. During this period, my unit supported 
the USCS mission wherever possible and saw its C31 capabilities 
grow in awareness and operational ability. Now retired from the 
Air Force, but still a taxpayer, I would still like the fledgling 
C31 system to g'et the most for the dollar. In my view, 
co-locating' in a building addition to the Raccs is far superior 
to any other option. 

~~ 
Thomas W. Steeves 
Colonel, USAF, Retired 
109 Chestnut Court 
Grafton. VA 23692 
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STATENENT OF 
JOHNNIE C. STOCKS. JR •• COLONEL. USAF. RETIRED 

Before the 
U.S. SENATE PERNANENT SUBCONMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

Hearings on 
FEDERAL DRUG INTERDICTIOn: 

COMMAND. CONTRO!.:. COHMUllICATIONS. AND INTELLIGENCE IIETHORK 

Mr. Chairman. I have been asked by Hr. John Sopko. Deputy 
Chief Counsel for the Permanent SUbcommi t tee on lnv es tiga tiona. 
chaired by Senator Nunn. to make a statement as to the 
feasibility of co-locating a U.S. Customs Service C-3I center 
with the SE SOCC at Tyndall AFB. Florida. instead of locating it 
at or near the Miami. Florida area. 

I was the first Director of the SE ROCC (now called SOCCI. 
having been assigned to Tyndall AFB in July 1982. to bring the 
new air defense system on line. I retired from the Air Force. 
leaving the position February 1. 1985. For a short time in the 
summer of 1986. I worked as a consultant for the Science 
Applications International Corp. (SAIC) to help prepare a 
proposal for that corporation in response to the RFP CS-36-053. 
Core System for Command, Control. Communication. and Intelligence 

.-(C-3I) center for U.S. Customs Service. I have attached two 
biographies listing my command and control background. 
Hopefully. this will assist your evaluation of my credentials. 

First. let me say that I do not agree with the U.S. Customs 
Service on the need for a National Command Center (NCC) at 
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma. or any other location at this time. I 
feel that the two envisioned subcenters. one in the Southeast. 
and one tn the So~thwest. will be initially sufficient to get the 
ball rolling in the Customs C-31 arena and. if manned and 
organized properly. there will be no need for an NCC. If the 
first subcenters are successful and other are needed later. then 
an NCC could be added. If it is determined that an NCC is needed 
in the initial phase of development. then it could be located 
with one or the other subcenters saving considerl)ble amount of 
construction costs and possibly manpower costs. The sUbcenters. 
if designed and manned properly is where the action will be and 
will give us more "bang for the buck" in our war against drugs. 

Based upon my 32 years of experience and theoretical 
background in command. management. dcvelopment. design, 
implementation. and operation of C-31 systems. I offer these 
reasons for locating the Customs C-31 center adjacent to the SE 
SOCC at Tyndall AFB. Florida: 

a. Same radar data needed by Customs readily 
available and can be easily accessed by Customs 
computers. 
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b. Same communications capability needed by U.S. 
Customs available on a share basis. 

c. All communications at SF: SOCC scheduled to be 
upgraded to latest state of the art. I believe 
that Customs Service could easily "piggy back" 
into that system. 

d. There are numerous retired military personnel in 
the area who have command and control background 
and could be recruited to work in and operate the 
subcenter. This would help overcome tne 
tremendous training problem facing Customs with 
the new center. The Panama City area is a lower 
cost of living area than Miami. and personnel 
probably would be more willing to re-locate to man 
the center. 

e. Being adjacent to the SE SOCC would make required 
coordination with the air defense system easier. 
Face-to-face solutions to problem areas could 
occur. 

f. Tyndall AFB could provide considerable support to 
the new facility. Security. real estate 
maintenance. and many other support requirements 
could be furnished at a fraction of the costs 
required at an autonomous operation in the Miami 
area. 

g. There are many other reasons for co-locating with 
the SE SOCC. These are listed in a letter 
prepared by Colonel Steeves. USAF retired. and I 
totally subscril:,e to all the comments and 
recommendations made by him. 

In closing. let me say that a much more detailed concept of 
operations ~ust be outlined than that stated in the U.S. Customs 
RFP dated 20 June 1986. If not. considerable amounts of money 
will be wasted. using trial-and-errol' methods in making the new 
centers work properly toward meeting the goal of reducing the 
flow of illicit drugs into this country. 

Hr. Chairman. 
above statements. 
investigation. 

74-017 0 - 87 - 14 

thank you for the opportuni ty to make the 
Hopefully. they Hill be of value to your 
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Biography 

~rrHiit®d SbCQj~ Air ~ 
" 

23rd North AI!l~ricnn Acroopace Der~nsc COlll111and Regi.on/Air Divi.sion 
Publi.< A(faiTs ocrhe, 'I'Yl'ldnll A1'll FI. :32403, Phone: (904) 283~2965 

. COLONEL JOHNN1E c. STOCKS, JR. 

Col. Johnnie C. Stocks, Jr, is the director, Region Operations Control 
Center, 23rd Tactical Air Command Air Division, Tyndall Air Force Base, Fra. 

Colonel Stocks lias born in Tallulah, La., on Oct. 5. 1932. He graduated 
from Shreiner Institute, Kerrville, Texas in 1949 and obtuined his bachelol' 
of science degree in generul busines$ from Louisianu Technical University in 
1953. Colonel Stocks was commissioned through the Air Force Reserve Officer 
Training Corps program in 1953. He completed the weapons controller course 
at Tyndall Air Fane Base in 1954. Colonel Stocks received his masters degree 
from Troy State University, Ala. in 197~. 

On graduation from weapons controller school in 1954, Colonel Stocks was 
assigned as a controner to the 606th Aircraft Control and Warnin9 Squadron, 
Kangnung, Korea until June 1955. He was assigned from there to the ,J27th Aircraft 
Contl'ol and \1urning Squadron, Nyrtle Oeach, S.C., as a controller/senior director. 
In January 1956, Colonel Stocks exercised his option to return to civilian 
1 ife. 

In January 1962, he was I'ecalled to active duty as a ~lCapons controller 
with thE' Detroit Air Defense Sector, Battle Creek, mch. He remained there 
until July 1963 lihen he was reassigned to Okina~la at Hiyako Jima and Okino 
Air stations as operations officer until July 1964_ 

On his return he lias assigned to the Nontgomcry Air Defense Sector at Gunter 
Air Force Base, Ala., lihere he served in the eXl'rcise branch as sage system 
training mission officer. In February 1967, he was selected to be an exchange 
officer with the Canadian Air Defense Command Headquarters at Canadian Forces 
Base North Bay. Ontario, Canada, Where he served for two years as a ground 
environment officer. 

In February 1969, he served as an op~rations staff officer 11ith the Tactical 
Air Control Center, North Sector at !1onkey Hountain, South Vietnam. On his 
return in February 1970, he performed as a surveillance and status officer, 
assistant command dil-ector and operations staff offi,er at the North American 
Aerospace Defense COII,l1and Region Combat Operations Centel', Cheyenne Nountain, 
Colo. 

from August 1973 until July 1974, he was a t'esidenl; student at the Air 
Command and Staff College, Haxwell Air Force Base, Ala. On graduation he remained 
there until June 1977 as a faculty instructor. 

{Current as of March 1983) OVER 
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In July 1977. he reported to the 26th Air Division. luke Air Force Base. 
Ariz •• and served as senior director. chief of standardization evaluation and 
executive to the division commander. 

In february 1980 Colonel Stocks was assigned to the 552nd Airborne Warning 
and Control Wing. Tinker Air Force Base. Okla. While there he was deputy commander 
for the 963rd Airborne Warning and Control Squadron and also served as a mission 
crew commander on the £-3A. In June 1982. Colonel Stocks assumed his present 
position. • 

Colonel Stocks' military decorations include the Bronze Star. the Defense 
Meritorious Service Heda1. the Meritorious Service Medal with two oak leaf 
clusters. and the Air Force Commendation Hedal ~Iith one oak leaf cluster. 

He was promoted to the grade of colonel on Aug. 1. 1981 with date of rank 
June 15.1981. 

Colonel Stocks is married to the for~er Shirley Ann Patton of Houston. Texas. 
They have two daughters and one son. Nelissa, Cynthia and Benjamin. 

-30-
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• JOHNNIE C. SlOCKS, JR. 

EOUCATION 

Troy state University, M.S., Personnel Counselling, 19'74 

Louisiana Tech university, B.S •• General Business, 19S3 

PRorESSIOHAL SUMMARY 

Hr. Stocks has over 32 years of diversified practical experience 

and theoretical background in command, management, development. 

design, implementatlon and operation of C31 systems. 

,--.,. 
eXPERIENCE 

MI'. Stocks is prescptly serving as a consultant to develop 

detailed scenarios describing the operations of a command center 

s 1 01 i 1 art a the Air· r 0 r cell e g 1 0 n 0 per a t ion s Con t r ole e n t e r s. He 
\.t-

wIll be consulted In the development o~ methods or concepts of 

operations to improve U.S. customs and other drug enforcement 

operations; display, 'workstatIon, communications and data base 

requirements will be included. 

Prior to Joining SAIC as a consultant, MI'. Stocks was Director of 

the Southeast Region Operations Control Center. He supervised 

ISO officers and airmen In providing radar surveillance and 

aircraft control for performing the North AmerIcan Aerospace 
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Defense Command Air Sovereignty Mission over 12 states that 

comprise the southe~st portion of the United States. 

Pre 1/ lou sly. Hr. S t 0 c.k sse r v e d as de put y com man d e r 0 fan A I1"A C 

squadron of the Tactical Air Command. In that capacity he 

direcled and monitored all flight and mission operations. unit 

training, communication. and tactical planning. 

Hr. Slocks' prior assignments with the U.S. Air Force allowed him 

to se~ve in varying aspects of air defense in the continental 

IJ.S. as well as ·Jverseas. 
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PREPARED STATE}ffiNT OF JOHN TOMASELLI 

My name is John Tomaselli. I am an admiralty lawyer 

with the firm of Hill, Betts and Nash in New York, and a 

Lieutenant Commander in the U.S. Naval Reserve. Over the 

past year, two other Naval Reserve officers, Rear Admiral 

Richard E. Young, who is an attorney in Denver, Colorado in 

his civilian occupation, and Lieutenant commander Michael 

Griffes, employed by Grumman Corporation in his civilian 

capacity; and I have spent considerable time studying the 

federal government's efforts to stop the flow of illegal 

nrugs into the country. 

As we delved into the subject, it became increasingly 

clear that, while the interdiction problem was not 

insurmountable, the current effort was in large part 

ineffective because of the lack Qf an efficient command and 

contrQl structure and, in no small part, because of politics. 

As former active duty naval officers with backgrounds in 

aviation, surface warfare and command and control, we can 

appreciate the coordination problem posed by drug interdiction. 

With our civilian backgrounds in law and defense matters, we 

felt a responsibility to air what in our opinion is the only 

solution with the potential to succeed in stopping the flow 

of drugs. To that end, and speaking only as private citizens, 

we prepared an article for submission to the United states 
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Naval Institute Proceedings, a professional journal of the 

naval services. We have since submitted the artjcle to 

Proceedings, and now offer the results of our efforts to the 

Subcommittee for whatever assistance it may provide in your 

deliberations. 

MARITIME DRUG INTERDICTION - TIME TO TRY A 

NOT SO NEW APPROACH 

THE GROWING NATIONAL THREAT 

Our country is awash with drugs. Increases in 

cocaine use, the relatively recent introduction of a potent 

new form of cocaine known as "crack", and a marked increase 

in cocaine related deaths clearly indicate the serious threat 

drug use poses to the United States. It is estimated that 

over 100 metric tons of cocaine may be smuggled into this 

country each year. 1 Marijuana, although less dramatic in its 

impact than cocaine, is the most widely used illicit drug in 

the United States with an estimated 18.2 million users. Over 

11,000 metric tons of marijuana are smuggled into the country 

annually. 6piates and other dangerous illicit substances are 

also crossing our borders in ever increasing quantities. 

1 National Drug Enforcement Policy Board, National and 
International prug Law Enforcement strategy - Report 
to Congress, January 20, 1987 (hereinafter "NDEPB 
Report). (statistics reflect data evaluated as of 1985). 

-2-
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rn March ~9B6 the President's Commission on organized 

Crime described this $110 billion a year industry as a threat 

to national security: 

Beyond threats to friendly democracies, 
international drug traffickers should be 
considered a threat to our national 
security because they comprise a direct 
attack on the physical a~d social 
well-being of our country •••• The Joint 
Chiefs should be instructed by the highest 
levels of government, through a National 
Security Directive or by other appropriate 
means, that 'hostile or destructive action 
from within or without, overt or covert, 
as used in this definition shall include 
the airborne, amphibious, and overland 
invasions of this country by drug 
smugglers' .2 

In April 1986 President Reagan signed a National Security 

Decision Directive designating international drug trafficking 

as a "national security threat to the united States".3 

A national consensus exists on the seriousness of 

the drug threat. Congress and the President committed in 

excess of a billion dollars to the war on drugs in 19B6 while 

strengthening federal enforcement statutes to combat both the 

supply and demand. 4 This article examines a primary element 

of the war on drugs -- interdiction of 'the drug supply, and 

specifically maritime sea and air interdiction. 

2 Report of the President's commission on Organized 
~, March 1986. 

3 NDEPB Report at 21. 

4. Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, pub. L. No. 99-570. 
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INTERDICTION: The Key to prpg Law Enforcement 

Perhaps the most important component of the law 

enforcement effort in the war on drugs is that of interdiction 

- stopping the drugs before they cross our national borders. 

To date the nation's interdiction efforts have had only limited 

success. S Vast resources have been expended, including the 

lives of many dedicated professionals, but the invasion 

continues. How then can interdiction capability be improved? 

Are more resources the an$wer? Or are there other problems 

with the national drug interdiction strategy that are limiting 

optimum employment of current resources? 

Interdiction operations cross many 

jurisdictional and geographic boundaries. Because no single 

authority has been in charge, and because agencies involved 

have displayed dismaying parochialism, the coordination of 

available federal interdiction resources has been largely 

ineffective and inefficient. The acquisition of additional 

resources may be less important now than more effective 

coordination of current resources. However, the current lack 

of effective coordination, though a complex issue, is a problem 

that can be solved by the Administration under existing law. 

S Informal government estimates reflect less than 10% 
of all illicit drugs destined for the united states 
are actually interdicted. Reliable data cannot, of 
course, be compiled. Observers believe the 
government's 10% figure to be overly optimistic. 
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SURFACE AND AIR INTERDICTION: Efforts to date 

The need for improved coordination of the available 

drug interdiction resources was recognized as early as 1981, 

when President Reagan announced the establishment of the 

National Narcotics Border Interdiction System (NNBIS) in the 

Office of the Vice President. Although NNBIS has no statutory 

authority, it has succeeded nonetheless in bringing the 

prestige of the Office of the vice President to bear on the 

problem of coordinating numerous interagency enforcement 

efforts. The Department of Defense (000) has been responsive 

to NNBIS and has played a much larger role since congress 

opened the way, in the 1981 Defense Authorization Act,6 for 

expanded use of 000 assets and personnel in support of civilian 

law enforcement. 000 is now able to fly dedicated drug 

interdiction support missions, and to provide material, 

training and logistical support to many non-DoD agencies for 

the purpose of supporting law enforcement. For example, the 

Navy currently supports Coast Guard Tactical Law Enforcement 

Detachments, regularly embarked on board Navy ships in areas 

where drug smugglers are expected to be encountered. 

There is a growing feeling in the congress that the 

interdiction effort demands even greater involvement by 000. 

In September 1986, the House of Representatives overwhelmingly 

approved the Hunter Amendment to the Anti-Drug Abuse Bill, 

6 Pub. L. 97-86, 95 stat. 1099 (1981). 
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then under consideration. 7 This amendment would have granted 

seizure and arrest authority to 000 and directed the President 

to deploy sUfficient military force, within 30 days of the 

law's effective date, "to halt the unlawful penetration of 

United states borders by aircraft and vessels carrying 

narcotics. "8 

The President's April 1986 National security Decision 

Directive and continued efforts by Congress to legislate 

increased 000 involvement in drug interdiction are illustrative 

of a growing consensus that the military may be best suited to 

provide the coordination and operational capability necessary 

to have a real impact on the drug smuggling problem. The 

need for an interdiction strategy which includes the 

establishment of an effective military command and control 

organization, capable of efficiently directing scarce federal 

manpower and equipment assets, has yet to be adequately 

addressed by those charged with directing federal drug 

7 The vote . ~s 237 to 177 for passage. 

8 The amendment was later dropped in favor of a Senate 
amendment which imposes a requirement on the 
Secretary of Defense to provide, within 90 days, a 
detailed plan of all forms of assistance to be made 
available to drug enforcement agencies within 90 
days. The act was signed on october 27, 1986. 
Within another 30 days, the armed services committees 
must approve or disapprove the plan. 
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enforcement resources and policy, the National Drug Enforcement 

Policy Board (NDEPB}.9 

A NOT SO NEW APPROACH: The united states Coast Guarg 

Many proponents of increased involvement by the 

armed forces lO view maritime surface and air drug interdiction 

as demanding a command, control, communications and 

intelligence (C3I) system under the authority of a sin~le 

military agency. Ideally, such a military agency should 

have broad maritime operational and law enforcement experience, 

and jurisdictional authority to coordinate and focus all 

federal drug interdiction assets, both military and civilian. 

The infrastructure for such a C3I system, the broad maritime 

experience and the requisite jurisdictional authority exists 

9 The National Drug Enforcement Policy Board was 
established pursuant to the National Narcotics Act 
of 1984, 21 U.S.C. §2101 et~. The NDEPS is a 
cabinet level board which includes the Secretaries 
of Treasury, Defense, Transportation, Health & Human 
Services, State and the Attorney General, as well 
as representatives of the CIA, the Office of the 
Vice President and the Director of the Office of 
Management and Budget. It is charged with overall 
coordination of strategy and resources for all 
federal drug enforcement. 

10 There are five federal military services. The 
Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marine corp are within 
the Department of Defense. The Coast Guard is in 
the Department of Transportation except upon 
declaration of war, or as may be directed by the 
president, whereupon it becomes part of the Navy. 
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today within a single federal law enforcement agency: the 

United states coast Guard. 

The Coast Guard was born over 196 years ago, as the 

Revenue cutter service, for the specific purpose of combatting 

smuggling. Today the service has many additional 

responsibilities. The Coast Guard has statutory authority to: 

••• enforce or assist in the enforcement 
of all applicable Federal laws on and 
under the high seas and waters subject 
to the jurisdiction of the United States: 
shall administer laws and promulgate and 
enforce regulations for the promotion of 
safety ••• : shall develop, establish, 
maintain and operate, with due regard to 
t.ne requirements of national defense, aids 
tt: maritime navigation, icebreaking 
facilities, and rescue facilities ••• : and 
shall maintain a state of readiness to 
function as a specialized service in the 
Navy in time of war. 11 

This broad charter has evolved over many years and for very 

practical reasons. The significance of this broad charter, 

for purposes of the war on drug smuggling is that the task of 

coordinating all maritime surface and air interdiction for 

the Federal Government clearly falls within the Coast Guard's 

purview. 

COAST GUARp IN COMMANP: The Power of coast Guard Boarding and 

Inspection Authority 

Because of the Coast Guard's unique responsibilities, 

the federal courts have consistently upheld a relaxed 

11 14 U.S.C. §2. 
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application of the Constitution's 4th Amendment search and 

seizure rule as applied to the Coast Guard. This judicially 

approved authority is extremely relevant in the establishment 

of command and control relationships among law enforcement 

agencies concerned with drug smuggling. Of all federal 

agencies involved, only the Coast Guard has the statutory 

authority, for purposes of documents and safety inspections, 

to conduct boardings and inspections of U.S. flag vessels in 

any waters, and boardings and inspections of any foreign 

vessel in United states territorial waters, without any 

suspicion of criminal activity.12 All other law enforcement 

personnel are subject to the more stringent probable cause 

standard under the 4th Amendment. For example, while all 

Coast Guard officers by statute are "officers of the Customs" 

in addition to their unique boarding and inspection authority 

derived from being Coast Guardsmen, the opposite is not true. 

U.s. customs service officers, therefore, operate with much 

more limited jurisdictional authority than do Coast Guard 

officers. 

Moreover, Coast Guard personnel can, without 

abrogating their special boarding and inspection authority, 

use information from whatever source so long as they are not 

12 United states v. Postal, 589 F.2d 862 (5th eir. 
1979). 
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acting merely as the agent of another U.S. government agency.13 

In contrast, courts have ruled that boardings and searches 

directed fY all other federal agencies (e.g. Customs, Drug 

Enforcement Administration, etc.) and even Coast Guard searches 

if conducted solely at the behest of anothe~ agency, are 

subject t~ more stringent constitutional scrutiny.14 

In united states v, Guillen-Linares, for example, a 

shrimp boat was boarded and searched by the Coast Guard while 

anchored in Tampa Bay. For some period prior to the boarding, 

Customs had observed the vessel, and concluded that the vessel 

was involved in drug smuggling. Customs then requested Coast 

Guard maintain surveillance and advise of any unusual 

observations. After an uneventful period of observation by 

Coast Guard, CUstoms requested Coast Guard board the vessel. 

The boarding resulted in the discovery of marijuana, and led 

to the conviction of the crew. During trial, it became clear 

that CUstoms had never informed Coast Guard of any of the 

facts underlying its suspicions and that Coast Guard 

surveillance itself had revealed nothing inherently suspicious. 

The court found, therefore, that although Coast Guard had 

boarded the v~ssel, "the individuals in the boarding party 

13 United states y. Iglesias-uranga, 721 F.2d 1512 (11th 
Cir. 1984) ~ ~ 104 S.ct. 1915 (1984). 

14 United states v. Guillen-Linares, 643 F.2d 1054 
(5th Cir. 1981). 
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acted under the direction of the customs Service and, in the 

circumstances of the case, were acting in the capacity of 

CUstoms agents rather than coast Guardsman."~5 Because the 

boarding party had not observed any activity giving rise to 

an articulable suspicion of criminal activity the board and 

search was held to be "unreasonable" under the 4th Amendment. 

As this case illustrates, the question of who is in 

charge of boardings and inspections can be crucial to a 

successful prosecution. To preclude situations in which the 

coast Guard might compromise its broad boarding and inspection 

authority, the Coast Guard must be in control of all maritime 

surface drug interdiction operations. 

Maritime air interdiction command and control 

requirements are frequently considered as a separate concern 

from those needed for the interdiction of surface vessels. 

While illegal penetration of U.S. airspaoe is in itself an 

extremely difficult and distinct tactical problem16 , the 

commonly used tactic of airdropping contraband to surface 

vessels calls for closely coordinated combined air-surface 

interdiction operations directed by one commander. The E-2C 

15 643 f.2D at 1056. 

16 The problem of general aviation aircraft being able 
to illegally penetrating U.S. airspace is of concern 
to other than law enforcement agencies. The Air 
Force appreciates the threat implications for 
national defense and has embarked on an effort to 
extend low altitude radar detection and .surVeillance 
capability over the Caribbean. The Atmospheric 
Defense Initiative (ADI) is also addressing 
surveillance concerns in this area. 
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Hawkeye radar platform, now in the inventory of both customs 

and Coast Guard and designed for simultaneous surface and air 

target tracking at ranges in excess of 200 nautical miles, is 

fully capable of supporting and coordinating both surface and 

air command and control requirements. Pragmatic command and 

control considerations would therefore argue that the Coast 

Guard should be in charge of all maritime law enforcement 

surveillance operations, especially when the principal 

surveillance platform is the surface and air search capable 

E-2C. 

COAST GUARD IN COMMAND: The Statutory Case 

Another major reason ~or the coast Guard coordinating 

maritime surface and air drug interdiction operations is its 

statutory authority to use and direct, with proper agreement, 

the personnel and assets of other agencies in furtherance of 

its mission. 17 Under this "made to order" authority, the 

President can direct the agencies concerned to implement 

appropriate supporting interagency memoranda of understanding 

(MOU's) with the coast Guard designated as the primary 

nationwide coordinator. These MOUs, to be effective, must 

define very specific operational responsibilities and protocols 

for interagency cooperation in rapidly evolving tactical 

situations. 

17 14 U.S.C. §l4l. 
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~OAST GUARD IN COMMAND: Two centuries of Experience 

Over the years/ the Coast Guard has gained significant 

aviation anti-smuggling experience germane to today'S drug 

interdiction problem. In 1934, in recognition of the 

requirement to stop the smuggling of alcohol over u.s. borders, 

the seeretary of the Treasu~y consolidated departmental air 

operations by transferring all of the Customs Service aircraft 

t6 the Coast Guard, and made the Coast Guard responsible for 

airborne u.s. border surveillance. Similarly, because of its 

aviation expertise and,mature logistics capability, coast 

Guard has been charged for years with providing aircraft 

support to Coastal and Geodetic Survey operations. 

It is equally likely that a consolidation of customs 

watercraft (approximately 165) under the Coast Guard would be 

in the national interest. A recent Treasury stUdy of the 

Customs marine program found that these forces were not being 

\lsed to their potential and had important manning and morale 

problems affecting their capability for sustained operations. 1S 

As discussed above, customs Service officers operate their 

watercraft with much more limited jurisdictional authority 

than do Coast GUard officers, and thus no inherent advantage 

exists to support the maintenance of a separate surfnce 

maritime law enforcement capability in customs. 

1S Frank Ault, Closing the Borders to Druqs: Customs 
or coast Guard Mission?, Armed Forces Journal 
International, November 1986, at 50 (hereinafter 
"Ault") • 
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MORE BANG FOR THE BUCK: Improving Maritime Prug Interdiction 

Means an Improved National pefense 

There are two additional arguments for emphasizing 

,Coast Guard as the logical coordinator of the maritime air 

and sur£ace drug interdiction effort. The first concerns the 

statutory transformation of Coast Guard into a component .of 

the NnVY in time of war and as directed by the President. The 

seccnd concerns the coast Guard's capacity to train and utilize 

part-time reserve personnel whenever needed, and at virtually 

no additional cost to the government. 

To fully understand the significance of Coast Guard"s 

relationship to DoD, it is necessary to briefly review the 

history o£ the nation's coastal defense efforts, DoD's current 

defense efforts, and lastly, how this effort offers a 

pragmatic, cost-effective solution to drug interdiction's 

most vexing problem: the establishment and manning of a 

natiomdde C31 system. 

Coastal defense in the united states has evolved 

through many phases, responding to the nature of the threat, 

the types of weapons available, the funds available to provide 

the defense, the level of concern of the populace and the 

level of concern of the nation's military and civilian leaders . 

. As concern shifted from sea invasion or bombardment (the last 

coastal defense guns disappeared for the most part prior to 

\World War II) to air attack and then to missile attack, our 
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defenses also shifted to r~dar warning networks and fighter 

intercept aircraft. Coastal defense systems installed during 

World War II were slowly dismantled or neglected during the 

1950s. The Navy's Sea Frontiers coastal defense apparatus, 

established in 1942, was formally dissolved in 1975, and their 

responsibilities shifted to the Atlantic and Pacific Fleet 

commanders. Coastal defense slowly atrophied as the Navy 

placed increasing e~phasis on forward defense and power 

projection. 19 

In the early 1980s, the recognition of the weaknesses 

in our littoral defenses led to a eecision to involve the 

coast Guard directly in coastal defense. In 1984, after 

several years of joint planning, the Maritime Defense Zone 

(MDZ) concept was born. The Atlantic and Pacific MDZs are 

commanded by the coast Guard Atlantic and Pacific Area 

Commanders respectively, and manned by both coast Guard and 

Navy personnel. In war, each MDZ commander reports to the 

appropriate Navy Fleet Commander in Chief (CINC). In peacetime 

the MDZ commanders report to the Commandant of the Coast 

Guard and, for planning and exercise purposes, to the Fleet 

CINCs. The MDZ commanders' mission is to plan for and, when 

directed: 

••• conduct, coordinate and control 
operations in the area designated as the 

19 Edward A. Moritz, LCDR, USCGR, coastal Defense, 
U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 111/6/988 
(June, 1985), at 44-48. 
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Maritime Defense Zone, as required, in 
order to ensure the integrated defense of 
the area, to protect coastal sea lines of 
communication, and to establish and 
maintain necessary control of the vital 
coastal sea areas, including ports, 
harbors, navigable waters, and offshore 
assets of the united states, exercising 
both statutory and naval command 
capability. 20 

Although Coast Guard Area commanders are currently 

discharging their MDZ planning and exercise responsibilities 

utilizing existing command, control and communications assets, 

upgrades of these assets are required to integrate the MDZ 

C3I systems into the more sophisticated Navy Commander Center 

System. As planned, and if adequately funded, the MDZ command 

centers will have: 

on line access to military operational and 

intelligence information; 

capacity to control/coordinate air/surface 

operations involving multiple assets assigned 

from military commands and civilian law 

enforcement agencies; and, 

capability to coordinate air/surface drug 

interdiction efforts with the appropriate 

federal and local civilian law enforcement 

agencies. 

20 Letter of Instruction for MDZ Atlantic, dated 25 
June 1984, Serial 03A/008508, from CINCLANTFLT to 
Commander U.S. Maritime Defense zone, Atlantic. 
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The upgraded C3I capabilities of MDZ command centers21 would 

be ideally suited to support the peacetime nationwide real-time 

coordination requirements of surface and air drug interdiction 

efforts. Operating under DOD security procedures, the MDZ 

Command Center system will have instant access to national 

intelligence resources, thereby providing the full spectrum 

of appropriate drug interdiction intelligence support to all 

law enforcement agencies represented at the MDZ command 

centers. 

21 

Coordinated operations could be enhanced by 

The fully implemented MDZ organization is expected 
to have command centers at the following cities 
(Great Lakes and Western Rivers Command Centers are 
omitted): 

Atlantic MDZ 

New York, NY (HQ) 
Baltimore, MD 
Boston, MA 
Charleston, SC 
Corpus Christi, TX 
Galveston, TX 
Houston, TX 
Jacksonville, FLA 
Key West, FL 
Miami, FL 
Mobile, AL 

Pacific MDZ 

Alameda, CA (HQ) 
Adak, AK 
Anchorage, AK 
Honolulu, HI 
Juneau, AK 
Kaneohe (MCAS) HI 
Ketchikan, AK 

-17-

New London, CT 
New Orleans, LA 
Norfolk, VA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Port Arthur, TX 
Portland, ME 
providence, RI 
savannah, GA 
Tampa, FL 
Wilmington, NC 

Kodiak, AK 
Long Beach, CA 
Midway Island 
Pearl Harbor, HI 
Port Angeles, WA 
portland, OR 
san Diego, CA 
seattle, WA 
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co-location of representatives of appropriate law enforcement 

agencies, in a liaison role, at each MDZ command center. 22 

The combination of MDZ Command Center facilities with 

the Coast Guard's statutory authority to implement interagency 

MOUs provides strong pragmatic support for designating the 

Coast Guard as the primary, nationwide, military and civil 

coordinator for maritime air and surface drug interdiction. 

Such a designation would permit the federal government to 

concentrate drug interdiction C3I funding efforts on MDZ 

command centers and supporting facilities. The resulting 

mUlti-mission capable MDZ command centers would be immediately 

available for the national defense in time of war or crisis. 

RESERVE PERSONNEL: A Force Multiplier 

Another major reason the Coast Guard should be 

named as the primary nationwide coordinator for sea and air 

drug interdiction is its capability, unlike any civilian 

agency, to expand its trained forces as needed, without 

significant cost increase over budgeted expenditures, through 

utilization of reserve augment units. with drug interdiction 

operations being to some degree seasonal in nature, the 

22 The benefits of co-location at the MDZ command 
centers would be realized, of course, only if command 
relationships and operational protocols between 
agencies are carefully articulated. The importance 
of clear, previously agreed command relationships 
cannot be over emphasized. To be effective these 
relationships and protocols must be spelled out in 
supporting MOUs. 
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availability of trained reserve forces enables the coast Guard 

cost effectively to carry out major, time sensitive, 

concentrated operations, while at the same time maintaining 

concerted sustained pressure in other areas over longer periods 

of time. 

Moreover, by virtue of the coast Guard's military 

character and mission requirements, personnel can be and are 

frequently required to work in excess of the "9 to 5" work 

days characteristic of civilian government agencies. For 

example, customs service aviation is still, essentially, a 40 

hour-per-week activity. Although Customs' aviation force 

manning level was scheduled to approach 400 full-time employees 

by the end of 1986, civil service manning requirements would 

mandate a force level of 1,500-1,600 personnel in order to 

maintain an around-the-clock operation, seven days a week. 23 

The Coast Guard Reserve, now only some 12,500 strong, 

as much or more than any other armed force reserve component, 

carries on effective training for mobilization while filling 

current peacetime needs of the regular coast Guard. This 

utilization program stems from a 1969 report of the 

Appropriations Committee of the House of Representatives, 

which stated: 

23 This calculation is based on civil service manning 
factors which require six people for every position 
to be filled on a 24-hour, seven day basis. Ault at 
47-54. 
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This committee strongly believes a 
peacetime mission must be found for the 
Coast Guard Reserve •••• 
Since the Coast Guard's numbers are equally 
applicable in peace and war, Reserve 
training should be directed to support 
the Coast Guard programs [namely search 
and rescue, merchant marine and boating 
safety, aids to navigation, icebreaking, 
port safety, and law enforcement] and 
thus supplement the regular Coast Guard 
during national emergencies or national 
disasters. 24 

The training value of interdiction operations to 

the reserves is obvious - an effective interdiction capability 

is vital to coastal and port security in time of crisis - and 

the ability to use trained reservists, which Coast Guard 

shares with its sister armed services, is totally foreign to 

any civilian government agency. The Coast Guard reserve will 

need to be increased in size, but the cost is relatively small 

compared to the other alternatives. 

HOW NOT TO IMPLEMENT A UNIIlED APPROACH 

The inherent logic of designating the Coast Guard 

as the lead agency for coordinating maritime drug interdiction 

is difficult to refute. Nonetheless, political considerations 

not infrequently override logic. A case in point concerns 

the recently passed Anti-Drug Abuse Act. Extraordinary efforts 

were made, during final deliberations on the bill, to fence 

24 Alan D. Breed, RADM, USCG, Sea and Space Missions 
Multiply, The Officer, Vol. LXIII, No. 2 (February 
1987) at 98. 
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funding for air interdiction C3I functions for the exclusive 

use of CUstoms, anticipated NDEPB recommendations to the 

contrary notwithstanding. This effort was successful, and 

resulted in $118.5 million allocated to the CUstoms Service to 

establish C3I centers (a minimum of $25 million is available 

for air interdiction C3I centers) and to procure aircraft and 

communications enhancements. customs service Air Interdiction 

Command centers are currently being planned for Miami, Florida 

and Riverside, California. At least five additional air 

interdiction command centers are reportedly contemplated. 

The Miami and Los Angeles metropolitan areas already possess 

MDZ facilities that could well use a portion of that $118.5 

million to upgrade interdiction support capabilities. One 

site being considered for the custom Service's National Command 

Center is Oklahoma city, Oklahoma, a site whose only 

distinction is that it is in the home district of one of 

custom's principal congressional advocates. 

The ultimate cost of completing the customs Service's 

air interdiction command and control center plan is estimated 

to be at least $75,000,000.00. 25 The planned system's 

25 As previously discussed, customs was provided 
$118,500,000 for C3I, aircraft, and communications 
enhancements in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986. 
Three prime contractors (PRC, Hughes, Eaton) are 
currently funded at approximately $500,000 each to 
complete Custom's air interdiction C3I command 
center and system architecture plans. Industry 
estimates, based on a 1984 Mitre Corporation study 
commissioned by the Air Force in support of customs, 
and various sources, ranged from $20-25 million to 
even $50 million per site. These figures could 
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capabilities will duplicate many of those available in the 

upgraded MDZ Command Centers. But, as designed Custom's 

command centers will function in isolation, supporting only 

the air drug interdiction mission, and incapable of being 

merged with or used by the military MDZ Command center system 

during peace or war. 

Like C3I, the interdiction assets have also been 

subject to the vagaries of politics. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act 

of 1986 provided nearly $371 million to the Customs service 

for drug interdiction enhancements and only $5 million to 

coast Guard for similar purposes (overall the bill provided 

$1.1 billion to Customs and $113 million to Coast Guard).26 

h~ile civilian agencies clearly have responsibilities and 

expertise in particular areas of drug enforcement, experience 

indicates the best utilization of interdiction aircraft and 

sea going patrol craft will be achieved when those assets are 

operated, maintained and controlled by one agency, and not 

operated as so many independent forces. Just as these assets 

should be assigned to support the larger national interest as 

vary greatly, up or down, depending on operational 
and data processing requirements issues that are 
not yet resolved. It is expected that construction 
costs alone will average $4,000,000 per site. $75 
million is a conservative estimate given seven 
reported sites. 

26 Frank Ault, CAPT, USN-Ret., #Drug Interdiction -
Performance or Politics?", Armed Forces Journal 
International, January 1987, 42. 
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the situation warrants (national defense, search and rescue, 

etc.), they also should be assigned to the agency which can 

operate them wherever the drug threat axis may be located in 

the future (southeast or southwest border, over land or water). 

The Coast Guard's broad authority to operate aircraft in 

cooperation and support of other agencies should be carefully 

considered by the NDEPB as a serious alternative to the 

creation of very expensive specialty law enforcement forces 

(e.g. CUstoms) which are dedicated to a single purpose and 

otherwise unavailable to serve the larger national interest. 27 

SOLUTION 

To strengthen the country's drug interdiction 

strategy, the Coast Guard should be delegated the primary 

responsibility for maritime air and surface drug interdiction. 

such an assignment of responsibility makes sound statutory, 

fiscal and national defense sense. The Coast Guard's 

multifaceted anti- smuggling expertise, advantageous statutory 

base, mature and workable marine and aviation support 

infrastructure and Maritime Defense Zone Command Center 

capability, clearly support such a policy decision. 

27 CUstoms aircraft include: (4) P-3As, (6) citation 
IIs, (5) King Airs, (8) Blackhawk helicopters, (3) 
Cobra helicopters, (8) Cheyenne IIIs, and 
(approximately 50) confiscated aircraft of all 
types, with an annual operating and maintenance 
budget which has averaged $53 million per year. 
Ault, at 50. 
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More importantly, such a decision can quickly be 

implementeo under existing law and without major organizational 

restructuring. The President has the authority now to (1) 

designate the Coast Guard as the primary nationwide coordinator 

for maritime sea and air drug interdiction operations; (2) 

direct Coast Guard to support the airborne overland 

surveillance requirements of the agencies as appropriate; 

(3) direct the other agencies concerned to implement 

appropriate supporting interagency memoranda of understanding; 

and (4) concentrate the resources and funds needed for the 

Coast Guard to carry out its responsibilities. This is 

precisely what the President must do if the nation is to 

develop an effective drug interdiction capability. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, that 

concludes our presentation. I would like to thank the 

Subcommittee, on behalf of Richard Young, Michael Griffes and 

myself, for the opportunity to present our views. If we may 

be of any further assistance, please don't hesitate to call 

upon us. Thank you. 
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EXHIBIT NO.4 

Drug Interdiction
Performance or Politics? 

----by Copt. fronk Ault, USN·Ret.----

O mniM drug legblatlan. elUC1l:d 
. by the 99th Cong"'$! ,hartly 

b.fo~ It .dJourned in mid. 
OcIobet, ""l.i,", 11>. I'rdid.nl 10 submil • 

dic~~=I~~~~~~fcl:= 
lJIegal dlllg> Into the US. It m.y well be 
time to ask: """hats goins on here'" After 
Demly 10 )""" with the drug ,m'gglillg 
problem 1ri full view, the Con~s, i:1 3-
media-hyped. huny-up JegisJ,ativ.e: cxen:Uc 
Onlhot"'or the 1986 fall deedons. pMS«! 

~~~~~~~~~r:;~dstlj~~mi~~ :~ 
lh. Coast (juan!. Nwly S371·million of 
the CUSIOm$ monies and 55-mlll/on of the 
CNSt Guard·, were 'peclfically =arked 
for drug InlenJichQR. In addition. the bill 
provided S322·million to the Depllltmen. of 
Deferue.topun:hastequlpmenltobetumed 
O\'ef' to fedtra1 Jaw enforcement agencies 
rOt drug interdi~tion. The Navy was 
uirt<l<d to \Urn ovet "" athlitlan.ISIS·mil· 
lion of its Fiscal Year 1981 Ope"'tion ""d 
Maintemmce funds to the Dep:utmenc of 
Trnrupart.1tion to provide rot Coast Guard 
law (nforcement te4ms en Navy .ships. 
Customs, as the current custodian of the air 
interdiction mission. will lit: the benefici:uy 
of5208·miUion oflhe DoD funds While .he 
Coast Guard will tee.i"" S 129·",illion. 
This rcnd~n the biU's summary allocation 
ot the FY87 funds specifically e.rmarked 
for dillS Interdiction as Cu,toms S579·",;\· 
lion and Coast Guard S 134·mllllon. Thu •• 
in FYS7 ~ Custams will receh-e. ror air intcr-
diction alone. a sum roughly equi ... 'Ulcnt to 
h$ S6O()..mdiion aVC:J1lge aqnual budgct for 
the past IIm:e )""'-

It is clear th3t Congress gal'e little 
thoughllO the Cozt Guard's ability to con.· 
tribute lmportanl'y todruginlttdic\ionorto 
the Customs Service's ability to use, well 
and wi$(I),. the significant increases in its 
onnu.1 budget Therefore the bill probably 
created at least as. mnny probllans as it 
$OIYCd by railing to provide adequately (or 
the unIfied paI1id~tjon in melxlical intet-

diction of drugs by both Customs IlI\d the 
Coast Guard and by providing the lure of 
money.as the incentive rora spirited ",mpe
tition forlhc 1ead tole in air interdiction.. 

On Novcmber 6, the National DillS 
Enfon:ement Policy Board (NDEPB). 
chai",d by Attorney Geneml Ed,,~rd 
M ..... rev.",cd the results of an NDEPB 
stolT study which offered thm: tI •• ""ti,-" 
for the assignment of air interdiction 
responsibilities:-
• Cus\()ms n:~a.'n primM)' fCsponstbUity 
(or the Soulhc:ut .and SOUlhwc:st seclors. 
.. sis"'" by the Coasl Guan!, which ""uld 
detecl and _I: amme smuBgtc" In the 
rruuitime environment In Ihe Southeast and 
then. at the c:oaslline, tum them 0\'1:( 10 
Customs (or further tracking and ultim3ttly 
apprehension and arrest. (The South\\e5t 
sectoc is <o .. ldered to be the Mexl= 

"The omnibus drug bill 
probably created at least as 

many problems as It 
solved." 

border from the Gulf of Medeo to S,. 
Diego and up the Pacific toas.t~ the Sou\h~ 
eMt seelor consIsts of the coastal linoral 
d:tendlng erutWiU'd from BrownsYille. TX, 
lbrough lb. Gulf of Mo.lco and along lb. 
Atbntlc coast) 
• Customs ".,In '01. respan,ibilll}' ,n .he 
Sculhea.st and SoulhweSl sectors. 
• Coast Quard assume primary re$pon~ 
• Ibilll}' (oc the Southeast n.d Customs 
retain sofc It:sponsibility in the Southwru, 

All altc:malives1ncludcd the assumption 
th>t the DoD would ""ntinlle tn provide. os 
it cum:ntly docs, radar sur\'~illam:e nnd 
other support of Ihe air interdlclion cff\'lrt. 

With respect (0 the nrst t!llCrnath~ hO\l.
t\'Cf, experts in the Icc:hnlcat and o~r;a .. 
tionat aspects or air interdiction sencral~y 
agm: lh:lt the h3ndofr of air smuggler .3U'. 

er.m In mid.missl.n. from Coast Guard to 
Cw.torns operatives, ranges in degree or 
diffietJhy from imp".:Il .. l 10 impossible. 
The diffic:ull)' D<CUl3,ln large part, betau .. 
the rc:quircd detection; trac:king: nnd c;orn-o 
muni~tion'. command. and conuol (el ) 
interfaces simply do nOl exisc between 
CWUlmJ and Coast Guard facilitIes, nor 
could d,"Y easily be .. qul",d. A 1984 
Custdms·sponso~ study of command and 
canllOl requlr<ments by the MIIJ'eC<>ljlOra· 
tion produffii a per-futilhy Qut estimntc 
upwi".rds orSSl).million. E\"Cn with good CJ 
fncilides in ploct; hO'NCVCr, their dfec
th'tncss willbecritlc:a11y dependent on sub .. 
stantial Improvements In existing ajr 
sUl"'eillancc capabilities, effective air inter· 
ccP' equipment, and good communica
tions. None (lr these is Simplified 1ly exist
tng Customs·Cooll Guan! interoperabitll)! 
probloms. 

llandoff difficultles suggest thaI a higher 
likelihood of SUetes> would rcsu\1 If .. cn 
air interdiction mission were '0 be. pe"" 
fanned. end.to-end. by a sJnglc otganlla~ 
tion-clthef Customs or Co.:lst Guard. This 
is nol 10 suggest th;ll then: should nol be 
eoordin."'" and cooperative effo~. but It 
should be an effort which minimizes the 
mid'mission handoff or suspects between 
the No'O agencies. 

It's pos.sibJc. for Tnstnnce,. to assign dis
crete (unllaferal) nea rcsponsiblllllc~$ 
(Soulh"tstorSouth ... t)totlthtrtheCo.1S1 
Guard or the Customs, Ihus assuring" 
higher probabilil)' of individual mission 
succesS. The bortom line Js thai 'here Js 
mo."C *'mission" lhan can be. performed unt .. 
laterally by either organiutlon. rr th • 
Nalian is reall)' serious 3boul drug jtuerdic. 
lion. Ifld nat just theappear.mceoraell\'it)j 
without mt:'Ml.u"Cllbte TtS\lhs,. then 1be com .. 
bined 3SSClS of aU the poleoli"r p:U1icipnnls 
mUs! be broughllo bur on Ihe. problem, 

OSltnsibly. the President~s program 
n:quir<d by the omnibus dlllg bill could 
include recommended changes in Ihe lenis. 
lIIlien 10 ptnnft some redirection o( mission 



~sJ.'OMiblllhC'S OJm! n::SOUfCes. Unlcn there 
an: changl:'s, hO"olie\~r. Custonts will n:t:un 
Its primary rotc fornir intC'rdi~lion, with the 
CUolSt GUJrd sC'rving tither in 3 minor sUp'" 
porting role or else ftsull;tcd. :IS .it is now. 
solely to mmn: (ntentH.lion outshJe the J 2. 
mil¢llmll 

Alilllg with the maui\l: mCusjlllls of clUh 
D.nd new pet$onnel (or ('usfoms't the 
o:nnibus drug legnbricn pnwid:!s r"r the 
modifii:tl.uon of Customs· (our p.) Orion 
.irtr.1fl and IwO Co",1 GulUrl C.J30 }ler· 
eU!:$ transports ta b:o:pvcJle lJ60-dl!'gree 
aicborne $ur.'ci1l3n,c radar. (The most 
commonty mer.uo:\!d cOlndld3te is General 
Electri,', APS·13S radM. sLlnrlw In the 
N",y's E·2C.) Semury of the N'v)' John 
Lehm~n bJ.S co:uis.t:nlly opposed the reo 
eOllfig1lr.1tlon cf the Cllstoms' P-3s, nppar. 
cOlly because, .lrn("ng other rrasans. it 
VI'Ould d;Jph~ L~= 5Unl:lUiltICC cllpJbdity 
r.ow provided by the Navy's E·2C }I,v.kC)", 
a.r.d bc;.1t1Se the ccn\'eT'Sion wtluJd report
edly in'l'h-e S3OQ.. to S!iX)...m.iUion in non .. 
m;oJrring c:ngincair.,g: costs, costs ",t-..I~!I 
the N:svy fcars i: ",ould ultim3rely be 

~~~~~:i~~r;!~fi;~~~~~ 
for the drug interdu::noD eff.Jrt. Congress. in 
.11 Solomon-like deQsi~D., athxllted t\\o 
E·2C. to the Co,,",t Gu.rd .nd t"O to 

~
CUlt":n') The C.130i~60-

~ 
dCGte-e r:tdllr re'''il~ 

~ fiGuration wU mH 
'.. . requ::~tc:d by-th: C~ll~t I~j '"~ -~, ,,,' \'(J~t. l1:e Cill~l O:.t..l:"J 

~. Commandant. In)$, 
priv.lely Ihat he 

,,~ ." J;. - .... vutd frt'fer to dl\'en "Irf:..l ; .. : the monies clmllIkcJ 

yOst ~O::l~~~ g·~~~r~~~~ 
I prat'fic.ll progr.lms. sU.;:h 35 outfinms the 

CO:1$1 GulUrl HU·25 lill,on aircr.lft \\ uh M 
rur intcr.:ept raJJJ' or rhe acquisitton of 
Oll1LltherE·ZC.llllscou!dnotbedone. how
e~r. -without ch:ll1ges to th: omnibus drug 
bill 

Inf.1rml"U s(.mr.7C~ drum thnt the C(lng~s.. 
\11.111:11 intereu in rec{Jnfi~:unne the t~'l) air
hames to ~,omnll>d.\!e the APS·138 radlt 

I s)-s.tern is: priu13nly du: to the ptrmtent 
OJI"'O<Y of Rep. (iknn English (0 01» 
and S~n Oennis Dt'(~oaclhl (O·AZ) 

,I [.n~h\h ~d [)eCO)icmt h:l.\'l:! consist"ntl), 

I 
o:en th~ ("onere\-s' '"o!.t \'Isible and \\)cal 
"J\~il.1C:S of a m!lj~t ~Ir mtNdl.tion role (or 
the tU~1oms Servl':c MJ r.lr IO!.t31hng the 
APS-tJ8r..J.1rinlhe p.) Onoo (AugAF/) 

I 
Oonns Ihe dChbc."tlOn, of Iho NotrB 

Oil Nrn1:'mhtr 6. accordmg: tl) 11 source \IohrJ 
f ~Ucnlkd the m~(,lm£!. It ""as clcnr that 
, t'lISt"'"l~ n. upe-Jltmg aU progrOlms conI t.\lOed It1 the cmmb\.lS legislation In an 
! err,," 10 tof\sohd.lte Its posItion berore any 

I .;h.1nges could p:!~slbl)' be 1Rtroduted b) 
the Prcsu.tc:nt's program. due in April 
L~'S ~'nUy ot-llgaled sa· million fur 
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CO~tJNTJEL1NT (tommuOle.1l1nnslc:ec
tronic in!dligence) equipment in t""oofits 
P-3~ lhiJ would support cI.inu of their 
o:put~l utility nnd value in the e't'ttlt of an 
OIfi~c: or lo.bnagement and Budget move to' 
return them to the Navy when 'he c-2es an: 
on hnnd. 

1lv!: source nOIed. rurther, th:1t D vigorous 
Customs rttruilmcnt effort is currently 
tlntlt't \\Oly. aimed :1( doubhng the prcSCflt 
oIvi3lion progrnm pcrwnnel complement by 
the end of ]987. Desplt~ the absonce of 
rannll plani for trainmg Zlnd mOliVlting 
tlus rnJjOt influx or new personnel (or th; 
difficull and potenli311y d3118erous air inter· 
wc:tiOt:l mission, Customs offiCials assert 
th:!titsairlUTllwUlbein.16,hours-por·d:1y. 
SC"o"en-days·per'\I!'Ce1: oper:uonal.sbtus by 
Dc<:embcr 31. 1987. Even after ",.ching 
:!us majC!t mjleMl)n~ however. under cur .. 
::-at chit krvil;C m:mning criteria the avia. 
tli:'n personnel complement must doubJe 
agilin sometime after December 1981. if 
Cus:onu is to ~hie\'C the nC1;csmry 2~ 
hcur R\'en-day·,,"e~k operational It'adine!.S 
poItUn", 

Additionally. Customs tlppenrs to be 
cnMed on a f'rogr~J11 to I;ftbte an «ten .. 
sn~ indepcnJ:nl C' network whlcr. will 
cssentillly Amount 10 a ~cond North Amer· 
II:11D Aerospnce Defense Command. 
Customs; pllns ror the s),stem tQ be based in 
Its ell t'(nters located in Riverside. CA. 
~U:urj. fL; and Oklahoma City. OK. '!he 
Drruubu5 bIll specifies that the cocrdm:nion 
or d-.z, cstlbli~hment nnd location c!fits e'f 
t':ntets shlll be conducted by the Commis~ 
sinner of Cus.toms tClgelher with the Com· 
tr,:",danl of the eo"'t Guard, the Anomey 
General or the United Stales, and (he 
Nl1tl,,031 Nan:Qtics Bordet Interdiction 
S).tl:m (NNOIS~ In~,plicnbly r.o coordi
natton lS requittd with DaD. n full p:u1.ner 
In drug Intenh.:tlon and thecustodlM oflhe 
C'nl)' existing n!1tionat nir der~e network 
It is ltttle wander. then. that attendees at 
Customs (,31 coordination meetings to dale 
ha\-e reported that the teons "jnterfacc" and 
"interopcrnbiliry" ~ at this reading, stiU 

largely missing in the 
Customs e31 lexicon. 

At the: November 
meeting of the 
NOEPB, SCCltury of 
Transponacion ElIz· 
abeth Oole ,Irongly 
argued that Ih. C,,"'t 
Guard IhoutrJ assume 
the prim;uy rut jntt::l'> 

Dole ~~~~~~i~.~;~:n J~: 
fitted equ:1l1y strong advrn:ucy of Customs' 
(hum to n'spooslblhty far the entire bortler 
by Sl!i:rcr:uy of the- Treastu), bait'S Bak.t:t. 
The c.1binet·lcvtl deadlock rt'")uht'tJ in a 
deferr.1 of NOLPB ""lion pending lunher 
attempts to resolve the dlrccrc~ct.s outside 
the fO!llm of the Bow. Ostensibly tho final 
deciSion as to mission respcmslbility will be 
reflcttcd in the PRsidenfs program 

In the meantime. 
Comminioner of 
Customs William Von 
Raab h3S directl:d hi. 
5Wfto get on INith the 
bus'1=:ss of planning 
nnd aecuting the pro.
grams mand.1ted by 
the omnibus legist3" 

, tion. Von R33b makes 

.... ""'-""-..... B~.k~."r ~icc~~1:{ ~~$I~O:; 
has suffi.;ientpohtical cJoutin lite Congress 
to o\'cmde JmY actions by the F..xcculhe 
l-ranch to dimlniih the Customs rote in air 
interdICtiOn. 

One of the in .. 
fefenees which C3n 
cert3inly be drawn is 
that then: is a de1iber~ 
Bte intent. by the Con
gress. to minimize 
Md inhibit the role or 
the Co"",, Guard in 
civil law enfon:ement. 
At the same time. the 

~~hi!O~ba:'h~~~~; ........... "',,"'·ouo ... R ....... b : .. 
S,rvice:. of ",selS which might be used 
mom dflOXth'ely in it$ ins!'Ution and in\'C$~ 
tigative xUvities. will probJbly result in 
less·than·altain3btt productivity at the 
Nahon's lxJrders. 

A kilo o( cocaine ii n kilD of cocaine
'Whether removed from a smullg1er's "'i.ng 
Air Olt an :lbandonr-q airstrip or confiscated 
from n wuri5t'S 5ui~case_ ~h go\'emm:nt 
agency should be asked to do what It does 
best to c~mbat drug importation. Does the 
Congres, want effecti\-'C drug inlcroiclion 
or merely the appearance or drug iolcroic· 
lioll? If the former. the Nation requirts a 
unified mterdictioll erfort. (eaturing lh~ 
proven e~perti$c of all u.e pmicip.:mts. To 
ignore the question of pe.rionnance in [avor 
of polihC$ is to ig.no~ the netd to atbtk the 
drug problem With th: beSt .. 'Capons thilt 
CM be brouEht to heM. Consioiering the 
hurly-burly. hw'C'VCt. perhaps it is time. 10 
aJ\llse our electro rcprescntati\ICs: "As a 
IJSt resort. lilt common sense-bul enl)' 
mlcr h3"mg exhaustl;d t'I't'ry other aller. 
rl3h\'t:." II 1't II 
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EXHIBIT NO. 5. 

UNITED ST,\TES GOVEIL»:ME~T 

Memorandum 

30 S~?tember 1986 

TO Deputy Commissioner 

FROII Frank N. !lult, Special Consultant 

SUBJECT: Exit Views on the Custom~ Tactical Interdiction Pr.ogram 

submitted berewith are my exit (summary) vie~s of the Customs 
tactical interdiction effort. They are based on direct involvement 
with this activity since mid-198l: most particularly, the Tactical 
J\erostat Radar system (TARS) Program, t.he Siler Committe,e, and 
the last two years' intensive activity as a speci2l consultant. 
Comments are limited to what arc considered t.he ~cst import~nt 
aspects of the subject. 

Although there have been some (modest) increases in assets 
during tho:: past three years, I vielol the proS,ress made Idth Qp-!!_ra;
tional readiness and performance as negligible. I believe this is 
substantiated by the tactical int~rdiction recore. Perhaps 'the 
most cogent rea30~3 for this ~r!! Enforce3~nt'D views oE goals 
and objectives which, from my vantage point, have never stressed 
readiness and performance as essential end products. For example, 
to the best of my knowledge, neither you no! the Commissioner 
receIve pe~iodic (weekly/monthly) briefings on summary results in 
terms of 'opportunities' (e.g., detections) versus classifications 
as probable smugglers versUs interceptions versus apprehensions--
with accompanying analyses of satisfactory or unsatisfactory results 
and recommendations for corrective actions and/or improvements. 

" US!! 9f the AOR as a management tool remains well below its potential. 
Reports of results in terms of kilograms, pounds, and tons con[is-

c'd are meaningless as measures of ~acticill force readiness and 

: : .. -(ormance. 
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In the "interests of brevity--but at the risk of incomplete 
development of arguable points--the following constitutes a limited 
summary of (still) existing problem areas: 

1. Planning 

customs continues to live on a hand-to-mouth, year-by-year 

definition ~f force structure and financial support. The~~~O

Treasury/OMs-approved long-range (longer than two y~arsl program. 
Principal Customs staff dependence is on ~ ~ guidance and dlr~c
tion regularly provided informally by Congressional staffers. You may 
readily verify this by requesting the Enforcement organization to pro~ 
vide--without prior warning or opportunity to temporize--its planned 
year-end force levels {eqUipment and personnel} from now"through 1991. 

2. Prioritization 

Throughout my association with Customs I have contended 
that the only sensible backdrop against Which good budget decisions 
can be made is one which presents program elements in some order 
of priority, recognizing that dollar limits will generally 
(always?) govern and that respo~sible manage~ent will always 
want to understand--readily and clearly--the impact of its budget 
decisions. !n the prevailing political environnent, I believe 
such an approach would be of further value during the iterative 
process by which the Legislative and Executive Branches of the 
Government finalize appropriations legislation. A bonus ~ffect 
of the prioritization process is that it forces the planning and 
programming functions. 

I cite the FY 1986 Budget for the Aviation Program as 

typical of what can be expected whe~ the deciSion-making process 
gets beyond Customs' control. Loss of cont,ol is to be expected, 
but never loss of influence. prioritization could provide that. 

- 2 -
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On "6 March 19S6, I provided a suggested Aviation Pcogram 
Budget in prio,itized form. Since the priorities appreciation 
~as my o~n, I expected changes to be made by CUstoms management. 
Nevertheless, t a~ personal tv. dismnVpd that hioher pri~ritv has 
not been n~~l~ed to optimi~ing the performance capabilities of 
a~rcraft already on board. For example, Cus~oms has still not 
implemented the 1983 recommendation of the Siler Report that voice 
privacy RF/SSB radios be installed in all frontline tactical inter~ 
diction aircraft. Another example is the still pending installation 
of infrared detection equipment and full night vision capability 
in the Black Ha~ks. Finally, my assessment of priorities would 
probably not have resulted in.a secoild Customs aerostat acquisi tiof 
in the austere budget environment of FY 19S6--much less one in the .
specific site prescribed for it on the Southwest Border. 

Since I have not been a party to the process by Which 
tactical interdiction program priorities are being deter~ined, 
I must assume that the annual budget is being presented to you 
in a format which provides some perspective o~ the alternatives 
as well as some a?preciation of the impact of possible budget 
deCisions. Never~heless, I believe the outcome supports my con
viction that the. process of prioritization bas not reached its 
a~hievable limits. 

3. Force Structure 

It is physically impossible to cover the border expanse 
involved with four P-3's, six Citations, eight CHET's (not yet avail
able), eight Black Hawks, and an assortment of nonsensor-equipped 
miscellaneous aircraft types. The public is being led to believe 
that such augmentation as increased pOD surveillance activity will 
pay important dividends. Fifteen Customs intercepts per 24-hour 
pe'iod is probably the maximu~ sustainable level: therefore, Custom~' 

Lty to perform the app(ehension fU~lctio:\ is a sedously limiting 
. \'~~ ~hich no amount of 000 augm;ntation ~ill offset. 

- 3 -
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Civil Service manning factors, which will require siK 
personnel per 7 days/24 hours operating position for tactical inter-
diction, mandate 
operation alone. 

,people. Even if 

a force upwards of 1,500 PTE's for the aviation 
A 7/16 operation might be possible with 700-800 

authorized and funded, Enforcement's ability to 
aChieve such major personnel build-ups--in a timely, ~, and 

effective manner--is questionable. 

My best estimate is that a minimum fiscal'outlay of 
l;200 million per. year for three yeaJ:s would be requited to bring 

the Customs tactical interdiction force even to a 'one-layer-deep' 
level. rt remains to be seen how much of the large cash infusions 
proposed in the pending omnibus legislation will survive the political 
process. Much more ~Io!r isome, however. is how Enforcemei-tt would be 

able to handle such SUbstantial increases. 

4. Leadership and Management 

The 1811 reclassification activity has had a serious 
impact on field morale and performance, at least in the near te~m. 
The 'like it or lump it' management ~ ooerandi for 'selling' 
this program has not helped. It appears to many that the central 
purpose of this move is to subordinate tactical interdiction to 
the investigative function. rf so--or even if not so--the issue 
should be clarified throughout the Customs .organization. 

To the best of my knowledge, there has not be~n a 
Headquarters-sponsored meeting of the Aviation Branch Chiefs since 
June 19~;. I am not aware of a single meeting of all field marine 
supervisory personnel since I have been associated with Customs. 
My long experience with the type o~?eople and tactical,operation 
here involved is that management by osmosis and remote control 
simply does not work very well. ~he reorganization of the Customs 
Headquarters organization. which inclUded the abolition of the Marine 
Operations Division, weakened Headquarters' contJ:ol of limited 

- 4 -
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ansets and relegated marine interdiction to a~ uncoordinated, 
'limited/localized warfare' status at the Re;ional lev~l. There 
loo~ similar portents for the Aviation Prog:~m where the original 
justification for an East-liest consolidation was the requirement 
for the close coordination'of limited assets without regard to 
Regional boundari~s. 

X believe that leaderShip and motiv~tion of the Aviation 
Branches would be improved by requiring the Branch Chiefs be qualified, 
active aviators. Leadership by exampl~ is a powerful motivator and 
regular, first-hand exposure to the operatin; environment is an 
important complement to decisive leadership, sensible management 
and esorit de corps. 

Hand-in-hand with the relative impo:tance of tactical . 
interdiction as a CUstoms mission is that the means and manner of _ 
its execution are life-threatening. This requires standards of 
discipline and accountability singularlY unique to this activity. 
Discipline is required to ensure that the mission will be properly 
executed when it ·is required and accountabi~ity is necessary in 
order to affix responsibility and to take co:rec~ive action when 

it is not. The accepted military mechanism for this is a clearly 
delineated chain of command extending from the headquarters through 
the field organization. Since most would agr~e that the tactical 
interdiction mission is, at least, paramili.tary in nature, the 
element of command--fundamental in the militar.y lexicon--is similarly 
paramount here. 

5. Command and Control 

This program is currently ~n a pa~~ which will result in 
what will amoumt to a second NORAD. Collocating ~ Customs c3x 
Cp.nter with the NORAD/USAF Roce at Harch ArB and then building 
o ~ber!; a t Houston, Miami, and Oklahom'a' Ci ty wi 11 be 'technically 

',!3X, operationally awkward, and economically unsound. Since 

- 5 -
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the 000 is Customs' most likely and active interdiction pa~tne~-
and since the DOD bas demonstrated that it is able to control the 
~ CONUS air defense operation from four c l Ce~ters (ROCC's)-
the most sensible CUstoms program would be one wh!ch provided 
'Customs annexes' to existing 000 C) Centers. For the Southern 
Border these would be at March AfB in Califo:~ia and Tyndall AFB 
in Florida. There is absolutely no technical or operational reason 
~hy two C3 Centers could not serve all the Customs Regions on the 
Southern Border. 

Before embarking on a large underta~ing to incorporate 
the Mar ine Cl element into the structure, Customs should conduct 
(or have conducted) an objective evaluation of th~ Miami JMICC/BLOC 
'test bed' as originally contemplated. It may be that local control 
of marine operations--especially in the unique smuggling environment 
of Southern Florida--might be desirable, put this has yet to be 
conclusively demonstrated. Certainly an im?~rtan: facet of the 
tactical interdiction operation must be close coordination and good 
communications with state and local law enforceme~t agencies and 
with the Coast Guard. ,such arguments have been vigorously adVanced 
during Customs' advocacy of a C31 operation in Miami (instead Ot 
Panama City) but evidently bear lesser weight in Oklahoma city or 
~lon9 the Gulf Coast or Southwest Border. 

As much as anything else, the 'e"~lutiona:ry acquisition' 
being essayed for the Customs C31 Centers places the onus for systems 
definition and technical specifications on industry and not on Customs. 
This should ~ork provided Customs has enough technical acumen to 
recognize what it wants when it sees it. In the long run, however, 
!t will probably render the program managc"-ent job a much more 

difficult one than for a 'bid to specifications' procurement. 

It is worth noting that Customs still has not heeded the 
recommendation of the Siler Committee .that selected Headquarters 

- £, -
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acquisition" managers attend the Defense Management School at Fort 
Belvoir in order to enhance their mastery of (very essential) project 
management skills. The C31 Program will re;uire the very best. 

~. Battle Managemen~ 

possibly the most seriQus deficiency in the tactical inter
diction operation is the lack of hour-to-hour, minute-by-minute 

'battle management' at the border. The various tactical entities 
are left pretty much to their own devic~s, strategies and tactic5. 
The result is localized guerrilla warfare instead of a fully 
orchestrated, continuous, coordinated border war under central 

command authority. This is primarily due to the lack of effective 
C3 facilities; however, the correction of that deficiency will re
quire the concurrent establishment of a clearly del.ineated, fully 
accountable c3 organization with carefully defined indiyidual 

authority and responsibilities at all levels: Washington to the 
fieln. 

The "flex force strategy·, approved in principle by the 

Commissioner in September 1985, is an impo!tant element of future 
battle management, particularly 1n a limited resources environ
me~t. Planning (and, hence, progress) in this area has been slow 
in developing. Although dependent on good c 3 , Much of what must 

be done needs not wait on final solution of the C31 problem. 

7. Intelligence 

T~ limited assets for tactical interdiction intensify 
the need for intelligence of all kinds, particularly good tactical 
intelligence. Despite considerable effort and activity, there 
has been little discernible improve~ent in the quality and quantity 
of tactical intelligence since the Siler Report. Even if such 
lntelligence were available, the means for passing it to the 
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op~rating forces in a timely, effective, and secure manner do no~ 
exi~t. At this time, no clear definition has been made of the 
"1" function in the C31 Centers, nor is it clea~ whether Customs 
will do this or leave it to industry. 

8. Technology 

Tactical interdict~on is an area of activity rife with 
potential for improvements through technological advancements. 

During the p~st two years I have pressed for CUstoms' examinati~n 
of the potential. of Over-The-Horizon Radar, Underwater Sound 
Technology, and The Global !'ositioning System. Despite the reac~
ness of the DOD to assist with Customs' investigations of any 

of these, there have been no Customs' initiatives. This is due 
partly to pressure by Congressional staffers against the first t~~ 

and lack of interest by Enforcement Support in the other. It is -
unrealistic to expect that Customs could or should sponsor extena::~ 

R&D programs. It should, however, budget for enough money to e~?:'t~ 
the adaptability of what is going on elsewhere in government and 
industry. Moreover, it should have someone specifically charged 
with doing this, full timp.. The three items cited are only the 
tip of the iceberg. The perfor~ance of fUnctions, such as the 
abs.:..lut.ely indis'pensablE' one of sorting, is cri tically dependent 
on the application of the fast-growing technologies oi date. prClc,:..;.;
ing and telecommunications. 

9. Professionalism 

Professionalism is the cotnerstone of competence, confid' :e 

and • can do'. It is the ~ ~ .!2£!1. of readiness !lnd per forma'v:-" 
The prevailing attitude in Customs ,is typified by tbe often-hear::! 
statement: "This isn't the DOD". This is, ostensibly, meant to b~ 

interpreted in terms of comparative sizes, resourc~s, experience, 

etc. None of those has anything to db with attitude and aptitud~ 
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which are ~ strictly the provinces of the 000. The point is that 
the techniques and technology of tactical i~terdiction are mostly 000-
derived and mUCh of the Customs equipment comes from the 000. There
fore, Customs has little choice except to e~ulate the professional 
approach to operational employment essayed ~y its 000 contemporaries. 

A key consideration is trainin9. Any day during which 
there is not completed at least one carefully controlled and 
observed, full-scale intercept training flight at each Aviation 
Branch, or at least one JMICC/BLOC-cc~trolled training marine 
intercept, is a day wasted. While lack of r.onies for training is 
an obvious problem, the lack of appreciation of the importance 
of training is reflected in the budgeting process. The lack 
of command/management pressure on training programs, schedules, 
evaluations, and follow-up is equally--if not more--debilitating. 
This has serious safety implications, not to mention its inevita~e 
reflection in operational readiness and pe:form.nce. 

Training is only one of several a:eas where the develop
ment of professionalism in the tactical interdiction force can be 
attacked directly within Customs, ,sans wistful looks at the 000. 
Others include (but are not limtted to) standardization, doctri~e, 
and discipline. ' If .ore 000 knowledge and experience are required 
in Customs (~nd I believe they are), then increased emphasis should 
be placed on hiring suitably ~ualified ex-DoD personnel or by peti
tioning the 000 to establiSh a few key military billets within the 

Customs Service. 

Professionalism is not a vested asset: it must be acquired. 
The strong tendencles--which I have observed--to go it alone, resist 

change, and treat most recommendations for improvements as attaCKS 
on personnel and positions (not problems) have essentially stymied 
t~e development of professionalism. Tactical interdiction cannot 
reasonably be expected to succeed witfout it. 
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10. security 

security remains, as reported by the Siler Committee in 
1983, "largely notable by its absence". The aviation units have 
since been outfitted with.the USAF-provided K~-5B and voice privacy 
HF/SSB radios arc bcing procurcd for some of the marine units. 
HOWever, internal radio and telephone com",~nications in the clear 
remain the mainstay of today's limited C3. Communications inter
faces with other agencies (e.g., state and local police and Coast 
Guard) are open conduits for information to the outside. Even rudi
mentary steps, such as E!2 tern letter-number SUbstitutions or the 
use of time-sensitive code words and phrases, would help. In addl- • 
tion, straightforward, major improvements could be made in sensitive 
document classification, accountability, handling and storage. Head
quarters (and field) word processing netwo:ks inVite open dissemina
tion to people who do not 'need to know'. So long as marine and ~ir 
operations are conducted only part of each week, duty cycles are 
easily discernible by any casual observer. I nave yet to observe 
a security patrol, or even the most elementary security protection, 
at any field aviation flight line or marine boat mooring. It is clear 
that law enforcement efforts, ranging from the highly publicized (in 
advance) U.S. anti-drug foray in Bolivia to routine daily operations, 
are being compromised and inhibited by security lapses and breaches. 
S~curity i~ a prim~ example of an area wh~re the "this isn'~ the 
DoD" explanation simply doesn't hold water. Customs 1s capable of 
correcting, unassisted, ALL that is wron9 'with security. 

11. P3/APS-138 vs. the E2C 

The record clearly shows my strong advooacy of the E2C 
over thc P3/APS-138. It appears that political considerations are 
completely overshadowing sound te~hnical judgment. Customs top 
management should satisfy itself that it has the right answers to 

the following questions: 
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1: why are the Lockheed cost and time estimates so out 
of line ",i th Navy estima'tes? 

2. Can the conversion job really be done without a systems 
integration laboratory? How much of the ?3/APG-63 integration ex
perience is relevant, considering the several orders of magnitude 
increases in complexity of the APS-l3B over the APG-63? what is 
Lockheed's track record with this specific ~ of complex integra
tion? 

3. what will be the comparative technical performance 
characteristics of the P3/APS-l3B and the E2C/APS-l3B? There is 
a presumption that they are identical--or, at least, not signifi
cantly different. Some measurement of similarity might be made 
by asking if a Navy-trained E2C Naval Flight Officer (NFO) will be 
able to assume duties as a P3/APS-138 NFO without indoctrination 
or further training. 

4. Why must Customs have the APS-138 now instead of the 
APS-l25, considering that most of the differences between the two 
are not relevant to the Customs mission? (The APS-l25 is, in fact, 
a longer range radar than the APS-l38. The APS-125 could always 
be upgraded to the APS-l3D later, if required.) 

5. What is the basis for the eight-hour-plus Customs 
surveillance mission requirement being advertised by Lockheed? 
P-3 mission times to date have averaged less than six hours. Is 
Customs planning to provide, regularly, overtime pay for p-3 crews 

on eight~hour-plus missions? 

6. The E2C requires special support equipment (SSE)-
particularly for engine starting and for the checkout and maintenance 
of its avionics suite. Of these, the seE for avionics support is 
the most complex and expensive. How,does Lockheed propose to support 
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its hybrid 'avionics suite? 110101 mUch will it COSt? Who wIll maintain 
and operate the SSE? Traditionally, aerosp~ce co~panies have been 
able to recoup at least part of What is lost throu~h low bids up 
front by building up the SSE bills later or., 

7. What Navy commitments can be r.~90tiated to provide 
intermediate and depot level maintenance support for a hybrid air
craft which is neither a P3C nor an E2C? S~ncp. Sp.cretary Lehman 
has :xpressed formal opposition to the P3/h?S-13B program. wh~~ 
cooperation is it reasonable to expect? 

8. What are the long-term Navy supportability fo~ecasts 
for the P3A overall, considering that components, such as the Dash 
Ten engine, are no longer i,n a front-line support category? 

9. Is Customs capable of assimi1~ting ~ the P3/APS~138 
or E2C, considering its total lack of prior experience with, such 
complex machines? 

10. What wou~d be the wartime utility of the'P3/APS-13B 
as compared with the E2C? What ~s Customs national defense role in 
the event of hos~ilities? 110101 difficult would it be f.or the 000 
or Coast 3uard to a.suwe wartime custody of t~e P3/APS-138? 

11. ~hy is the American taxpayer-being asked to bear the 
costs of putting Lockheed into the world AEW aircraft marketplace 
when the United States already has two proven, viable candidates 
(viz. the Boeing AWACS and the Grumman E2C)? 

12. What is the Customs internal management scheme for 

the P)/APS-138 program? 

13. What real protections ar~ there in a firm fixed price 
contract if it is finally discovered that the finished product 
won't do the job without further s~bstantial investment? 
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summary 

Since conclusions and recommendations are i~plicit in much 
of the foregoing discussion, I will confine my remarks hereinafter 
to the central issue: ·Whut should be done with tactical inter
diction as a CUstoms mission?· 

The bottom line is that performance and readiness gains in 
aviation operations have not been proportionate to the growth in 
force structure during the past three years since the Siler Report, 
That growth has included: three P-3's, four Citations, seven Black 
Hawks, one aerostat, and 100+ people--with eight CHET's to go. Ev~n' 

with that growth, there remains far too mUch job and far too few 
assets. You may accept my reasons for the lack of more progress, 
or you may accept your staff's, but you cannot be satisfied with 
the operational reSUlts which are the same for both explanations,. 
The plain and simple fact is that Enforcement has neither the will 
nor the ability to solve some of its most critical problems with 
air interdiction. Money alone will not cure what is wrong--and may, 
in fact, only create additional, more difficult problems. 

customs marine interdiccion activity is still focused mainly 
in the Southeast sector and expansion p::'ar.s have been slow in 
developin']. Tile JMICC/BLOC is extremely limited, both in functional 
capabilities and range of C3 influence. Definition of its signifi
cance as a 'test bed' for future marine C3 development is still 
pendin']. It appears that Enforcement still considers marine inter
diction to be a Regional problem, not requiring nationalized command 
and control. While this may be the rational (and correct) apprecia
tion of marine interdiction, care must be taken not to revert to 
the same treatment for the aviation .• prograll. .~imited assets can 
be divided only a limited number of ways and concepts of operations 
which transcend Regional boundaries are necessary in order to 
~aKimize utility and effectiveness. 
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Massive infusions of cash and skilled personnel will be 
required to bring the tactical interdiction force structure up to 
only a 'one-layer deep' organization, nationwide, operating 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week. The build-up must include a capable 24/7 

C3I system, scoped on a national--not a Regional--basis and fully 
interfaced with all the other agencies involved with tactical in
terdiction. The definition of the program is still dependent on 
the precarious balance between operational necessity and political 
expediency. 

While it may haVe been the correct strategy for the early, 
difficult years of this decade, it is time for Customs 1:0 a"sk how 
Ilmch longer it should rely primarily on outside (the Executive 
Branch) political influences in order to garner tactical interdiction 
assets. The political climate is changing rapidly and the inf~uence 
of the National Drug Enforcement policy Board bids fair to dominate ••• 
provided it survives the assault on its existence proposed by se~ate 
Bill s. 2798. In any event, customs' interests for the long haul 
would probably best be served by cementing its relationships within 
the Executive (not the Legislative) Branch of the Government. 

with major legisLative changes in the offing, Customs should 
doff its parochial hat and ask bo~ iL can ~ contribute to the 
unified national assault on drug trafficking. The track record 
shows that the time. money and effort. de'/ot~d to tact:ic,al intE!r
diction by Customs forces has produced only marginal returns. That 
same record also should be examined for what it says about Customs'. 
ability and readiness to manage, responsibly and effectively, the 

massive infusions of cash anticipated for aviation and marine force 
build-ups. Moreover. it is fair to ask that even if authorized and 
funded, is Customs capable of recruiting, training, and absorbing the 
hundreds of skilled personnel required, at an acceptable rate? 

.' 
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Finaliy, it is front page news that other elements of Customs-
outside the tactical interdiction operation--are seriously over
committed and that there is worse to come. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to a$k, also, if it makes sense to continue to persist 
with an activity which, on the basis of past track record and fore
seeable problems, bids fair to f.all short of national drug war goals 
and objectives when the redirection of the assets (especially person
nel) into areas of established excellence and expertise might reap 
much greater national benefits--including a net increase in the 
quantity of narcotics intercepted by customs at the national border~. 

In the final analysis, the ultimate responsibility for the 
overall performance of the Customs service lies, solely and e~clu
sh'ely, wi th its Commissioner. W~en the current media hype dies 
down, and when the Congress later asks what resulted from its , 
legislative package on drugs, it is the Commissioner who will be ~eld 
accountable for the record. That record will not paFticularly dis
tinguish between a kilogram of cocaine discovered dUling an incoming 
cargo inspection or one removed from a Queen Air on an abandoned 
airstrip. What the commissioner m~st be ready to show is that he 
has made the best allocations of, and has managed well and wisely, 
the public assets placed'at his'disposal. 

(In 2 September, I submitted to YOll a Whitp. paper dealing with 
the relative merits of tactical interdiction as now being con
ducted versus the assumption, by the Coast Guard, of total mission 
responsibility. Since, among other ~~ings, there is no clearly 
defined role for the Customs aviatl01t .nd marine forces in the event 
of hostilities, the central lSSUP.S, for the long term, are national 
security and the best sustained bang for the taxpayers' buck. 

" 
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Recommendation 

By principal recommendation--and one which completely over
shadows all others--~s that Customs take such initiatives as may 
be appropriate to transfer' its tactical interdiction mission, in 
its entirety, to the Coast Guard ••• ~ before the massive infusions 
of money and people (apparently in the offing) achieve less than 
they could in an enlightened environment where national interests 
transcend ~ others. 

Frank W. Ault 
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EXHIBIT NO. 6 

Closing the Border to Drugs: 

The ~ GWlnI Culter ViIOI"OUS escorts lM motor-VCSS(l Htlty Inlo c.pe "'1Iy, NJ. Nm'tmbtr J, 1983, antra 
boardlne party d~...-.d 11 f ... or bulIlsh.n board. (Offidal Coasl Guard Ph" •• l 

Custcms or Coast Guard 
Mission? 

r'------------ by Capt. Frank Aul!, USN·ReI. --------.----1.; 

Y·. he potend.1 availability of N.vy Co.lst GuanI Commandant Admiral P:.ul A. 
.. E·2C Hawkeye su""iII,nce air· Yost has made a strong bid for the E-2C 

cnfl foruelUliYO use in drug Inl«· aircrafl about to be assigned, and that bid 
diction has spar!:ed. controversy over who mUll be considered indicalive of the Co.lsf 
ahould OWn the planes, the Co.lsI Guard or Guanfl intent 10 claim its marcofthe 8ft>"'
tilt US CUlfOms S«vicc. BUI the contra- ing ISS<ts forthe IlICIical drug intcrdie~on 
""'y gOCl beyond ownership oflhe E·2Cs minion. 
to the more impol1ant question of who The Navy has taken a strong position in 
should be n:sponlible fo,theairand marine f.lOr of .... igning .ny E·2Cs available for 
inl«dicfionofdrugtr>flicke:sinfhef:occor drug Inlerdiclion 10 the Co ... 1 Guard. Its 
• m.1.SSiyc natl US comlllilmcnc to fight the principal arguments. cxpn:sscd in II n:ccnt 
drug traffic problem. hlgh.level memorandum, arc thaI: 

In a n:a:nl loner fo lhe Nalional Drug 0 The Coast Guard is the logical choice 
cnrorccmcnt Board's Policy Group. bea.use it is D military organization wilh a 
Assistant Treasury Secrcwy Francis Ke:at.. civilian law enforcement' mission. 
lng suggested that the subst.nlial commil. 0 The E·2Cs would be available for DoD 
ment o[ new drug interdiction resources usc at mobilit.llion because the Coast 
now conlemplaled by the Adminislnnion Guard would go under Navy direclion af 
and Congress "ahould go 10 tbe agency thaI thai time. 
pionocrcd through the years and developed •. BccaU$C tIic Navy would be, in erroc~ 
the opcnise and ,yStl!ms in lhe arena." paying fat the aircraft, it is reasonable (or 
/(caling. of course, "' .. refctring to his can· DoD 10 ""pcct some usc from Ihcm,lf only 

. did,1t, the Custom> S«Vicc, In arm of lhe for pos$ible future mobilizalion. 
•• , Di:p3l1tna11 of the Trc"!u/)( • Both NllY)land Coasl Gu.ttI.oOidals arc 
"\ "l . Whether the Department of Transporta. mindfulofibeactivc.upportofsomcMem· 

don IW ildY:U>C«l'imi/>r arguments for its bert of Congross, paIlicularly Sen. Dennis 
:'~~~,~ CoasI.C?u.ard. i. unclear. But 'i~.!"'!! t~AZ)an.<'.R;p...Glcnn Englilh 

(D.OK), ror • further buildup of Ihe 
Customs aviation and mari..'lC forces. These 
legislators have strongly advocated an 
expensive proglllnt to convert P-3 Orions, 
now being Hown by CUstoms. to DC'COmmG
date the Aps·138 radar which is slan~,m! in 
Navy E-2s. 

CUltoms would then conlinue 10 employ 
the con\~ f'.3. in lieu of E·2Cs. Assign' 
metlt of the E·2Cs 10 the Coast Guard and 
Ihcir commitment mostly to orr·shore 
marine surveillance. In din:ct support of 
Co.ut Guanl operations, could C'Jen bolster 
the Congress·Cusloms case for Ihe P·31 
APS·138 ~,usc il might be argued Ih'l 
the C=t Guard E·2Cs were not properly, 
or fully, supporting Customs surveillance 
needs lit or near the Nation's borders, p.:1r· 
~cularly on fhe landlocked soulhweslern 
border. 

The E·2C a.ulgnmenf problem is under 
Delive consid""'lion by the National Drug 
Enrorccment Policy B9ard, chaired by 
Attorney General Edwin Meese. Some 
board members vi .... ·theE·2C ownership 
Issue as .ymptomallc of In1Jodcr questions 
Of -!!,issl~n~responsiblH~!es IUld cap.bill· 
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pruccclling wilh furthcr In;ljor but!gct 
incrca..-.cs and p.:(Sunncl buildup for tactical 
drug intcnJiClion. 

O«~ite'h<=q='ion<stiltt.,beC<lnsid. 
cml by lhe Administralion and Congress, 
the", app<M 10 be compelling rusons for 
Ihc CUllSI Guud's as.sumption IIIlW of the 
tolal responsibility for air ond marine drug 
Interdiclio •• Lou of the mission by 
CU"OIlU would .101 adversely .ffecl any 
angning C'u,IOl1U 1Itlivby .nd would. in 
f",~ permil Cusloms 10 augment its efforts 
in uther an:a.s of mon: traditional expertise. 
Cuslcms does nnl now IIlve the Infraslruc· 

lure equipment or comm2nd oind contrOl 
orgVtiution tt:quin:d for l3cticaJ dnag w.u~ 
f:m: at the Nahon's borders. They muse still 
t.:: ~qui",d ir it is 10 p>Jtleipa'" in th.1 
miSSIOn. 

Wonc::., nussi\'e infusions or money and 
m3nJXl'lo'CT would be required for an air and 
m:u'\n¢ Customs. forte which todl), has a 
pc>CCtlme-only role:. The techniques ""d 
technology ~f lacticnl interdiction ha\lc 
""'Ive~ m.inl), from mililary operalion~ 
The miuio. can be'l beperformcd by mili· 
t;;ny f":Mnncl ag~nsl a low eo(orcc:menl 
back"n'l\ nOI bycivillawenforccmenl per
sonnel trying to perform 'he type ofm ... ion 

Since <crty 1981, 
Fronl 11'. It.11 has 
been a colt/ill/anI t(J 

Ihe US Crulams Ser
viet in iu drug Intel'*' 
Jiclion prolrc:mr. 
mOil m:ent1t as Spe· 
tlal Consullan, for 
Tactical Inttrdfctlon 10 tht Commls
slOller. A US Naval Academy graduare, 
AU(I's ... val ",rrtr spanned 31 rears, 
",e/udin, commDad "'Ihe aircraft ",r· 

• tiet USS Coni Sea. 
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excellc~. 

A Thlll.t to NBtionol Security 

There an:: numerous indications that the 
public isstcadily incrca.~ing il$8" .. an::nesso( 
how urioui the drug probll!m is, and there 
is • growing national consensus that some
thing must be done .boUI it. The Presidenl 
and Mrs. Reagan haYC. made a television 
.ppc>t 10 the American ~ubiic. The Can· 
gress also is working on omnibus legisla .. 
lion to provide no across-the-board assault 
on drug lrafficking .nd use. 

E·2C 

The Prcsidcnl t
$ Commission on 

Organized Crime, in its M:m:h 1986 "'PO", 
"Americ.·s H.bil: Drug Abuse. Drug Traf· 
ficking and Org.nized Crime," Slaled: 

Beyond Ihre!lts 10 friendly demOCf>Cies. 
inlernational drug trartickers should be 
consid~n:d a threat (0 national security 
beCatlSl!tltcycomprisc it direct attack on 
Ihephysieal.ndsoci.1 well· being of our 
eounlty. .•. The Joinl Chiefs should be 
inslrucled by thc highesllcvc:ls or gov
ernment through a Naliooal Security 
Direc:tive. Of by olher ilppropriatc 
means. thaI "hostile or destructiVe" 
"lction from within 'Of wUh\}Ut, \wcrt or 
CO\'C((. AS used in thiS definition sh:lll 
indude the. airborne. :amphibious and 
QVCrland in"",ion oflhe counlry by ~rug 
smugglcr$." 
In e.rly Apnl. Ihe Pre"dcnl issued a 

clusified National Security Diteetive,. 
ostensibly motiY.llcd, in lalrge p~rt~ by the; 
Commission·s views of the nalional sccur· 
ity implications of drug t .. Woking. The 
Directive intensified the focu!\ (1n {l:trtictrn." 
lion in drug interdiction by the Defense 
lkp.l1menL 

DoD involvement h .. been growing 
s ... dily since. 19M I Cangress,nnal modi· 
fic.tion of II><. I'll .. ", Comitatus ACI or 1878 
clarified lhe conditions under which the 

IIltlll~1"'.UI JoUI'VV1l ,,_wu ,~w l;UIU'I.t;/lH!1U 
upcrOltinn1. I\hht,u~h lk,O ti.lrces s.t\t1 can .. 
nOI make .m:sls, Ihey may leg.lly perfonn 
many o(the runcdons involved in the direct 
interdiction of drug smuggh:I'1, including 
iote1ligcncc nclivities. radar survdll:tnce, 
interception. :and t",eking_ For calendar 
year 1985, DoD n:paned Ih.t it had dc:YOled 
.bout 10.000 flight hOOD to drug inlerdie· 
tion-and andcipatc:.s an equal or greater 
deg",. ofinrolvcmenl for 1986. 

The: COOlSt Guard is unique amonc. Its 
uniformed contemporAries because it has II 
statutory responsibiliry forl:lw enforcement 
and is empowered to m:lke :ureslS as wcllllS 
perrorm Olher runctinns or civil law 
eMoreemenl. The Coasl Guard hllS • long 
history, amountint: to national primacy, in 
.. ti,muggUng o\><ra\ions. " is eu""ntly 
,"spenslbl. for US drug inlerdiclion ope .. • 
tions on Ihe high seas (pasllhe N.lion'$ 12· 
mile !emlori.1 sea~ In add ilion. Ihe Coasl 
Guard provides special teatns on Navy 
ships to perfonn the civil law enforcement 
functions when smugglers arc intercepted 
by N.vy ship" 

The Customs Sc(\'iee is the government 
agency with the principal ~ponsibility for 
interdicting waterborne drug. smugg.lers 
inside the 12·mill: limll.nd ror inlerdicting 
airborne drug smugglers allhe national bor~ 
de ... 

Customs Airborne 
Assets Limned 

Although the Customs Service can point 
to contraband interdiction operations, 
using confiscated aircrart, as C!.arly as the 
19305. modem taclic!1 interdiction opera· 
tions more properly commenced in 1973 
when Customs was lo.ned four Navy S·2F 
Trac ..... nd four Anny QV.]C hloh.w" 
by DoD. However. these .ireraftlacked the 
flight pcrfonnancc c:Jpabilitic.s and the: on .. 
board target detecti.on and tracktng equip. 
ment n:qufred (or effective: air interdiction. 
Cusloms (l1.arine interdiction operations 
have followed Ihe s.me general p.:>lIer1l as 
air intenliction, with primary (Csort 10 the 
usc of undercquippcd, poorly perfanning, 
confiscaled Wollereran. Bcginning In 1985. 
hov.'Cvcr, Cusloms beg:m ~ 'onc-range pm
gram for the acquisition of new watcrcrJft. 
better qualified ror m:uinc inlcrdic(ion 
lasts. 

Today the Customs o1vi:uion inventory is 
comprised of: 
• Four P·3As on lo.n frum Ihe N~.y. 
equipped wilh Ihc APG·63 air intereepl 
radar. also used in the Air Rm:e f.lS, lnd 
the AAS·36 FLIR; 
• Slx CH3tion n IJircrafi (two own~d 3.nd 
fourle3SCd) oUlfiued with APG..66'3ir inlc:r~ 
ccp'1 radi1r~ also used in the: Air nlrte P .. 16. 
and Ih. AAS·J6 FLiR. 
• flYe King Airs (conr.,calc~ aircraft) 
equipped wjlh Ihe AAS·36 FLlR: 
• Eight Blackhawk hclicoplc", on loan 
from the Anny. nol sensor-equipped; 
• "Ibree Cobra helicoptcl'1 on JODn rrtlm 
~IC Ann)~ nOl scnsoi-cquipped: 

Atmod Fort:es JOURNAL Inlel(\ahonllln~~ 1956 
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(\.3 Orion ~ulpped with. prototype radar rot?<,ome. 

• SO (approxlmotely) conlbcated olr
enO. of all types. not oulfitted (or tactical 
interdiction operations: and 
o Elgbt Cbeyenne III aircraft called 
CIIETs (Customs High Endurance Track
... ) to be deJiverod priorlo!he end of calen· 
dar 1986 under • CusIOms conlraCl iS5ued 
In 1984, These ain:raft will be equipped 
wi!h !he APG-66 ndar and Ibe AAQ-16 
FUR. 

or the current Customs a.ircraft in\'Cn .. 
tory, only the (our P~3s and si~ Citations arc 
equipped with the requisitcsensorsuites for 
the tactical interdiction mission. The Black .. 
hawlu. ahhough clwified by Customs as 
"CI"Qnllinen interdiction aircraft, arc not 
sensor-equippcd, norlllC !hey outlined wi!h 
modem night vision systems (or around .. 
thc:-clock operations. None oC the other air· 
cr.U'l in the Customs inventory may be con~ 
sidcred fronlline because of the lack of 
sensor suitel, inadequate perfonnance, or 
olher reasons. Even more startling. of the 
Customs aircraft in\'Ctltory IJC frontl:ne air· 
CTilft. only two an: owned The remainder 
arc either leased or on loan. 

MexIcan Navy 
Strengthens 
AntIdrug Force 

T he Mwcan NAVY has doubled 
Its force of Getman lighl hell
""i'!= to 12 for its ""rI; (in 

association wllb neighboring forces, 
including !he US Co:ut GUUtl/against 
drug .mugglm. 

Messerschmilt-BOlkow-Blohm has 
just dcliverod six BO-IOS helicopters 
costing SIC-million. They will be ship
borne on Mexico's Hllcon-clasi cor
"'tics for use In .potting Md muidng 
suspicious ....... ts. 

MBB Is also delh'Crlng one of Its 
w&er BK-In heUcoptcn to !he Puerto 
RicM lUpid """" Action Group neXt 
month,'abo fot usc In !he. war against 
drug!. .. ; .... ~. .., ~::.~ ... ~ I!I 

Moreover, even with the addition of the 
CHETs. Customs will have a lolal of only 
26 fronlline aircrafllo em .. r!he vasI3.000-
mile exp:tse of the United States' southern 
border where air inlerdiction operations are 
now focused. Cwtoms has no aircraft suita .. 
bly equipped and dedieal<d 10 !he support 
of marine operations. 

Unrortunalely. Ibese facts have failed 10 
surface in the recent publicity centering on 
expansion of DoO's role in drug Inlerdic
don. The bottom line is that cnd·lo--end 
performance of the air interdiction mission. 
with an aJTC,:!.t as the ultimate product. is 
~~Iy limited by Customs' limited ability 
10 respond to smuggler dele~tions which 

The Coast Guard Is unique 
among its uniformed 

contemporaries because it 
has a statutory 

responsibility for law 
enforcement and is 

empowered to make arrests 
as well as perform other 

functions of cMllaw 
enforcement_ 

000 surveillance activity Can generate. No 
amount of further Don involvement, or 
additions to the. Customs inventory of lUr-
't'Cillance systems (aircran andlor acro· 
stal~). can change that without a substantial 
buildup of the aviation (orces available for 
lho~ air interdiction functions which must 
be performed solely by CUSIOms. II is this 
shortfall which prompted one exasperated 
C\l;uoms field 3vi:atrri'n manager In remark 
recently: "How in hell can we know 
whether air interdiction works? We h.avcn', 
done .ny ),,1." 

Customs Personnel Shortf.n 

Customs lircr~n availability Is no less an 
obstacle (0 errective mission perfonnancc 

UNUI UIi: ilv.u,.auUlll UI fA:.I~UIllIC'i. l-U)IUIIIII 

aviation is .still, essentially. a 40·hour.pcr
week fortI!. Although the aviation force 
"""ning level is scheduled 10 approach 400 
full·lime employees by Ibe end of 1986. 
Civil Service manning facto" mandale a 
fottc Ic:vcI of 750-800 personnel for. 16-
hour operation. seven days a week, and I 

force level of I.S()().I.600 personnel for .n 
IlI'OUnd·the-clock opeQtion. seven days a 
week. This is based on Civil Service man
ning factors which require si~ people (or 
evr.ry "",ilion to be filled on a 24-hour. 
sevtn-day basis. 

Moreover, Civil Service regulations_ 
union contracts, and budgetary lirnltations 
impose sIgnificant constraints on the usc of 
personnel Finally. !he !cehniques and lceh· 
nology of lacoeal inlcnlie!ion have been 
developed primarily by !he milituy. sug. 
gesting !hal !he job can best be done by 
miliwy people using mllituy equipmenL 
These fJCtors raise basic questions about 
!he practicability of performing !he (aclieal 
interdiction mission with Civil Service per
sonnel . 

Marine In!erdlctlon 

For the marine interdiction mission, 
Customs cum:ntly ,",,",approximalely 165 
wnlercroJ\ofall kind~ Aboul35 of!hese ate 
radar platforms which. along with cwo 
high.specd chase boalS, comprise a 
"marine module." Approximalely 430 per. 
sonnel arc currently assigned to the 
Customs marine interdiction (orce. As with 
the Aviation (orce, a substanthLl personnel 
buildup would be required in order 10 pro
gress 10 a 24w hour. seven..<fay readiness sla
tu~ 

Customs marine operations arc conten
trated in the southeastern Uniled Stalcs1 

particularl), in Aorida. 
E .. 'Cn there. hO'tlra'Cft a recent Treasury

sponsored study of the Customs marine 
program concluded that (orces available 
'IoYCre not being used to their potential. that 
!he lack of dedteal<d air suppor1 was a 
serious deficiency, and that there were 
importanl manning and morale problems 
.erecting !he copability for sustained ope .... 
tion~ 

CUSIOms point!. with juslifi.ble pride, 
however. 10 Ibe spring 1985 Blue Lighlning 
marine interdiction operation in the SOUlh· 
east inYOlving Customs, Slate and local law 
enforcement agencies. DoD, the Coast 
Guard, and the Bahamian government. 
Drug seizures during the lhrcc-and-onc
half·week period of the Blue Lighlning 
operation were unprecedented. A basic 
problem, however, is thll it is impauiblc to 
sustain, (or mon: thAn I few weeks. the level 
of Blue Lightning octivity in Ihe face or 
prevailing constraints on resources (people. 
equipmenl. and money~ s"muggl .... even if 
caught by surprise. arc able to defer or 
redircct!heir drug shipments unlil !he spe
cial opcn.tion runs its t'OUrse. Some mea
sure of the effect or sustained performance 
may be infcm:d from reports of drug sel-
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lUI't), IhruuJ!h IIUnrtc mh:nJII.:hUIt I~'.<r.l· 
.lIIn1 •. whkh lflihCi!:Ii!" Ih.:s( .lrpnlximJIc1y 
cmc·lhlCd ufwh.st IS being n:JX1rtcd ha., been 
round :sdrift. w.l.\hc..'d up Ihmugh the !turt or 
.ba!\du\lcl 

A Iyptcal ~ingle s~p of .m Air fiJrce 
AWACS ur Navy E~2C ;aircr.afl radaruurin,l! 
dayhghl huurs :lny d;iY 10 the Miami a.ea 
CJI'J produce 1.000 10 1.500 R!IUms. denot· 
Ing 1113nnctjfl!l:t" The single Imlst dlmeull 
pnlhrcm III (II.tonr: IOh::NI,Uon 1'1. idcnllrY. 
lng tht ~nl\lv~tcr$ In thiS I.uge wlume of 
IrilOic. Good Intelligence" th~ ;tulun1Jlcd 
Mrtmg of .a lar~c body of historic,,1 d<jla; 
goc.xJ cOnlnl.lnLl ;nd conlrnl. :Inti n:habk. 
$Ccun: communications are prime rcqUl
SlitS- None of Ihls IS SImplified by a ch01nge 
In law enfortcmcnt Jurisdiclion at Ihe 12 .. 
mllclimll 

In Fcbru.lty 1986. CustOn1ii oJ1'!ncd its 
Jomt M:mnc Intl!rdi(:lion Command Center 
(lMICC). .llCm,,,,,,ly dubbed 'ho Bluo 
LIghtning Operations Center (DLOC), In 
"1I3ml to perform the C' (uncllon (ur 
CU~IOm$ m:mnc opc:rallons in <outhcrn 
Honda_ Coa..'[ Guard partIcIpatIOn In the 
enterprise. while not specifically pro· 
hlblted. was nOI p3rticulJrly solicited :fnd 
h3. .. not m:nuR!d to :lilY great c~tcnl The: 
)MICC·BLOC .. tho only r.eilu)' ufilS k,"~ 
In the CU!Olurns: SerVice, Pbns for the 
c.~pans\ot\ .o[ Customs. mannc C' bcyund 
the: MI3nu O1f(':1 h;1VC nor yet been 
lk"V!:lopcd. The CU'lnms e'l progrJm jllM 
began cmctsmg with a compcllll\'C pro
"un::mcnt dunn!! the summer of 1986 :0 
\CICCI three l:tlntrilCl()n (PRe .. Hughes. 
Eaton), one uf ",'hldl- will cn:ntually he 
tho~n to m(:Th"CC the dC~1~n ilf\d bulldU1g 
or the CUSU1n\\ C 'I system The prul!rJm IS 

bcmg stron,gly bla.\Cd by political prtllSUrcS 
from ("Plt"[ HIll whICh reportedly Will 
result In Cu .. toms ell cenU:!), to RI\'Cr\IIJe. 
CA; !lou>!"n. Tl(; M .. "". FL; .nd 
Okb.homa Cltv OK. L.mk$ wilh the c.-.ist· 
mg AI( rorcc·NORAD C' $trucrurc for 
connnenl;)1 our dcfcn!'C. or wllh the Coast 
Guard S" opt:f.illion. or with n~y other 
a~tnC::t m\\)l~d Ul -dn.lg mlerdicuun haYC 
nOf )1:1 been dcrmcd 

From a ctlmp:u.Jllvc s(3ndpolRl. the 
C03.1i1 Guartl ha.~ a mudl molt: malun:t.I C' 
C01Pllbllll), nJllunwldc. dctlvcd (rum thi 
rt:"(Xln'lhlhl'l!~ rllr ~C .. ·:Jlf rescue. h\hcnc!i 
I;ln- cnfllr«lItenl. hatn1nj! dc;rcn,C' • .anti· 
\lllu,l!pllOl! >!nll tUher functi"I1' inler
IIpcrahllll)" nnt partu.:ularly ~In:s\i.'d by 
CUlotn",li, I\. "n 1I11"l:!,,1I clt.:mt:ol ur ella." 
GU.l!dC' 

Customs at a 
Critical Crossroads 

In ronslllcnn~ u-hclher thcrc ~11I1Uld be :!. 

l.h;m~c in t>K:tic;&llIItcrtilclion hursc~ In this 
~1;I~'C uh~ l!.mlC. nCllhcr \~ ("1\;\.\.\ Guard 
nnr CU~Iums j", O!t-!,l!res.si\\:ly \ccklll,l! nny 
Incrca..~!I. In the Sl.'upc 'If prcscill missiun .... 
in n."«nl spa.'C:lk'~ <lnt.! inh:rvic..'W.s AdnlirJI 
Yo:tt h"\Clled hiS nl+lny pruhk"1I\.. ... m nt;tlch· 
Int;! rnissiun with pc,'plc nnt.l m~mc..'y. The 
CU'itUIlL\ Scn,'ll-c >Inti 11'\ CUllulli~SIUlll:r. 
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Wilham YOIl Roaab. wen: reaturctllll a Nl"Cnt 
\\iullillxtcm l'osl ~Crit5 which mdic:1tcd 
that Customs is at a critic:sl crussroads. 
Within the nexllivc ycars, Customs will be 
facing a sisnificanl inen:a~ in wmklo:ld 
caused by a growing volume of rormal 
entries. air passengers. cargo. and lufal per
wns. Customs also envis"ges Ihat (he con
liRuing nalional demand for narcotics will 
incn:lUc or, at least, contlnUC at its pn:sent 
level :lnd thilt allcmpfs to smuggle n:uclulcS 
m\() the United Statts. will CORllnUe to. ri.se. 

Despite such flH"t'<1S1S, nnd until n:ccn' 
sl£!n~ of Icgl$lalivc concern be!:an 10 
emerge. CUsloms hi.lS been commilled lU 
meeting its responsibilities with nn 
increases in budget. inspections, or 
enrorcemcnt programs. At the same lime. 
Customs has estimated Ihat implementing 
its ell program alone would require 
up",,'il.Tds of S60'million of new money and 
the commllment or marc (h.m 100 uddl' 
tion.1 highly qc.lificd personnel To thi' 
mu~t be added massi-..e infusions of cash ror 
new equipment and Ihe hundreds of people 
n:quircd to bring the Customs t:Jclicallnter. 
diction torees up to a 24·hour, sevcn,day 
fC:adiness level. 

The time for decision is 
now-before any further 
major investment in the 
buildup of forces for the 

tactical interdiction of 
drugs. 

The Cusloms O&M budget for Its 3. ... la~ 
hon program has avcraged about S~3'"1I1~ 
lion a )'C3r for the !;1st three fiscal years. 
While the costs or the: marine program ure 
notsegrcgatcd In the Cusloms finanei,,1 sys
tem, it is estimated 1hat the: cmnua.I fiscal 
outlay for marine -acquisilions and opera .. 
hons is about one-third 10 onc-half of that 
for the. aviation program, Neithc.( or these 
Includes personncl·relO1ted costs. Cu!>toms 
estimates art: thet :tn annual budget of at 
lea>! S200·milhon pcr year, ror coch of 
three succc.uivc )'Cars I would be f'Cquired to 
brlns the Customs 'aetical Interdictiun 
forcc to only a "one.13ycr-dccp"lcvcl CUIII

plc\C\y acros..'i. 'he sQu{hcm b9rdcr ur tlw. 
United Slalc~ This would appro,\un:Hcly 
dou ble lhe sit.e of (he pn:.,ent aviauon f\lrtc. 
provide modest upgrJdes and umdcmil.a· 
tion of the ",anne (orce. fHI somc (If the 
C<4.lliung gaps In s~rveill:mcc Co"'Cf"Jgc oflhc 
border. and pnlYldc a ba.~ll(1c cUlluu;tnd 
and control sYSlem. 

Coast Guard 
10 Ihe Roscuo1 

Wilh this typcQr capitnl invcstment in the 
oOirlCo not 10 mention Ihe r\."CLirring cn..'its 
rur flpc:nlions nnd m:sinlenllm .. "C. it is, rer· 
hup~,limc: IOllSk ifthc Natiun docs. indeed. 
nectl ~I nnulhcr air i:md mnritimc ur,;ani1a. 

IItIO-smtu;uIJrly une fur which there is IIU 
comha\ nlh: in the event 'Or ho!;tihtles. 11\l;~. 
Cua.'it Guard"s CAtcnsion or its marine inter· 
die(ion rc~ron:tibilitics to the United 5(:lleS 
shoreline wuuld be it natur.tl and logical 
one. The C<u"'il Guard's assumption of the 
air inlcrdictinn job. on the other hand, 
would pose more scrious problems because 
of Its relative lnelperic:nce with air imerdic
lion. shonotgcs ortrained pcr.;onnel. and the 
ab~ncc ur an 3.dcquate Invc.nlory or prop· 
cd}' equlppctl1)U'craft~ evcn Ir suilable cle" 
mertts of thc existing Customs air force 
"'Crt absutbct.l. Orrseulng Ihis. howcver. 
would be Ihe Coast Gu:ud's mature. in· 
place a ... ialJon and marine infrastruc.ture 
and 3 good baseline Cl orga-nitalion with 
cst3bh~hcd interfaces with DoD. Pcrtiaps 
\he most (ompcUing. 3rgument of al1 ,S the 
Coast Guard's ability to perform (he tactical 
intc:dicliol1 mission around the clock. with 
manpower levels subsr:mhally below those 
mandated by Civil Service regulations :lnd 
union cont(3ct'i.. 

The Customs C:t.$C is materi311y weak
ened by manpower considetltions alone. 
Even if authorization and (unding were 
oblalned (or the substantial personnel 
buildup requlre.d. CUstoms' abiltl)' (0 
~ruit. train, and ~bsorb such a large body 
of skilled personnel at a rate greater than 
100 per year IS questionable. Also question. 
"ble IS whether the Nation can afford either 
the lime or money for a Customs buildup, 
On the olher hand, Cusloms' relier from the 
13Cllcat mtcNlction mission 3.1. thiS t1mc 
could free up at lea.1I.1 600 personnel who 
could be trJnsrem:d to olher critical ~o:as. 
such a..'\ lnspcction and Invcstigation, where 
Customs has lrodition.lly e.colled. By bet· 
lef concentration in IIrcas of established 
expertise. Customs might even incn:ase its 
drug seizures ovcnll. (It would not la'ke 
much of an increase in other activity areas 
10 malch the Ylcld from the Customs tac .. 
t1c~l m\ctdicUcn program to date.) 

In (acl. the Ia.::tical inlcroiction record 
continues to mise qucstionsofthe necessity 
fur this function in the composite zrray of 
nlllional assauhs on drug tl'3fficking. Trea
suO' and OMB ad\'OCxy of ,ac_ical inter
diction have traditionally been wc01k. as 
eYldenced by the. Adminis1ration's budget 
n:quests tl~ date- On the other h.ilnd. there is 
eVldcntlycmerging flnn support for tactical 
\f\lcrtHctiQC\ withln the National Drug 
Enrurct:ment ",hc), Doartl_ Moreover, the 
omnibus let:I~lallon now berore the Con· 
grc."'s includl!s numcmus pmvisions :mg
mcnling thiS acti ... ity As evidenced by thaI 
legislation, h~)\\"I.."VC(; fhe national cap<;!.bility 
til' the t;telical inlerdiction of drugs Will 

requht:. ~u\.stOlntia' inVCSlmen\ in gmwth 
and tfc.....:lurment Therefore, the lfucstion 
or tlllncatiun or Ihc:~ nlOW n::sourccs iJ; a 
hmelyone. 

llic time li.,rtJecision is nllw...-h.!foreany 
fUr1hcr ",iljur investment in thc buildup uf 
fnrees for the I.u:tical inlertlictioo of drogs. 
111e cenlrJl jssul!.~ arc n3tional security and 
the best sustained b~ng for the. IWlpa)Crs' 
hut;k~ • ~ • 

Armed FoIt:t'!i. JOUnNA\.lnlomahonillr'NOYOmbet' 1986 
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EXHIBIT NO, 8 

us.D~ent. ofTroosPortalion ' .", • 
United States 
COQ$JGucrd 

llonorable Stephen S. Trott 
Associate Attorney General 
Chairman, National Drug Enforcement 

?olicy Board CoordinatingGrou~ 
Umted States Department of Justlce 
10th & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Room 4119 - Main 
tvashington, IX! 20530 

Dear Mr. Trott: 

Commandanl 
United Stat .. C-..a,t Guard 

Washinglon, DC 20593 
Slall Symbot (G-C) 
Phon.: (202) 267-2386 

December 1~. 1986 

This letter sets forth agreements reached 'on three issues central to the 
Southeast Border operations currently under review by the National Drug 
Enforcement Policy Board. I reguest that you, as chairman of the Coordinating 
Group, present these to the POllCY Board for ratification on Friday, December 
12, 1986. I would be pleased to assist in this presentation if you desire. 

As agreed at the December 9 lOOeting of the Coordinating Group's ad hoc 
Steering Committee, I hosted a meeting of Coordinating Group princi~s to 
resolve three issues that remained outstanding fran the November 6 Polier 
Board meeting. Coordinating Group principals in attendance at Wednesday s 
Southeast Border Subccxrmittee meeting were: Cha~n Cox (DoD), General 
Olmstead (DoD), Bill Rosenblatt (Custcxns), Frank Keating (Treasu~), Janet 
Hale (DOT), John LaYn (DEA), Ken Schwa.rtz (OMB), Howard Gehring (NNBIS), and 
Patrick Tarr (Recorder). VAll"! Ed Hartin (USN) attended fran Navy Air for his 
expertise in aviation hardware. I hosted the meeting and acted as moderator 
rather than chairman allowing 100 to advocate Coast Guard and DOT posltlons. 
The following agreements on the issues were reached: 

Detection 
Interception 
Tracking 
Apprehension 

in the Southeast Re ion - we agreed 

Coast Guard (primary)/Custcxns 
Custcxns/Coast Guard 
Custcxns/Coast Guard 
Custcxns {primary)/Coast Guard 

A suggestion by ~m to assign primary responsibility for interdiction 
according to geography (i.e. Custans has land borders; Coast Guard has 
maritime environment, surface and air; DEA has foreign environment such as the 
Bahamas) was not accepted and should perhaps be pursued in relation to the 
requirements of the Drug Interdiction Sectlon of the FY87 DoD Authorization 
Act. 
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B. Joint Operation of the Southeast Region C31 Center - we agreed 
unanlmousI~s follows: 

(I) OWnership and administration of the Southeast Region C3I center 
belongs to Customs 

(2) There w!ll be joint command and control of C31 Center operations by 
Customs and the Coast Guard in the Southeast. 

(3) Customs has agreed to locate the Southeast C31 Center at the Brickel 
Building (in Hiami) provided that the center can be accc:moodated on 
one floor. 

v 

(4) As stated in tl)e Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, the appropriateness of ' 
full planning partner roles for the Coast Guard,· tfflBIS, and the 
Attopney General together with Customs in the design, establishment, 
and location of C3r centers was affirmed. 

Considerable debate ensued over definition of "joint comnand and control." We 
further agreed to our best "good faith effort" in working out: an effective 
operational structure. It should be emplmsized that location in the Brickel 
building is essential, and GSA may hold the key. The full weight oE the 
Policy Board may be needed to secure the appropriate space and assure the 
joint comrend and control of the Center. 

C. Associated Aircraft Assets -- we reached a consensus as follows: 

(1) Customs and Coast Guard both'have a mission requirement for a lon~ 
range surveillance aircraft.> (<A~ objectsi DoD abstains). 

(2) The E-2C is the only available surveillance aircraft with 3600 
radar. 

(3) Until CustQDS and Coast Guard mission requirements are met Navy 
will loan (subject to other National Security Restrictions) two E-
2C' s to customs and two E-2C' s to the Coast Guard. 

It is especially important that this agreement on E-ic' s be ratified .by the 
Policy Board. Since the E-2C issue was reflected as "deferred" in the Board's 
November 6 minutes, the Navy has ceased execution of the reprogr2!iIlling until 
the Board affirms that 2-2 split. ,. 

r would note that the Subcomnittee !rembers were unanim:>us in ~referring that 
all E-2C's be operated by one agency. However, detennining wllch agency is 
inextricably tied tq the P-3 and C-130 issues that are yet to be resolved. 
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I am delighted ~ith the consensus that came frem the three and one-half hour 
meeting. If the Board ratifies these a~reements I and H we are successful in 
getting appropriate C3I space in the Brickel building, all parties can move 
forward in making ,substantial improvement to the federal goverrment's air 
interdiction capabilities. Your continued strong leadership as Chairman of 
the Coordinating Group is essential. _. 

Enclosure 

cc: Francis Keating 
William von Raab 
Charman Cox 
General Olmstead 
John Lawn 
Janet lIale 
1I0'.tard Gehring 
Carol Crawford 

Sincerely, 

-== ::PcW-QG ~~ Admiral Paul A. st, Ur. ' 
Carmandant, U. SCoot Gua d 
MOderator, Coord pat' g Group 
Subccmnittee on SOO east Border 

Issues 
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EXHIBIT NO. 11 

~onllTrgg 01 tbz 1!Initrb "talrs 
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

WAStiINOTON. DC ,205 to.-8026 

March 23. 1987 

i'ermnnont Subcommittee on Investigations 
of the Committee on Governmental Affairs 

United States Senate 
l1ashillgton, D.C. 20510-1001 

Dea.r Mr. Chaiuan: 

JOHN H. 01l'00H5 .. "". 

!luring the hearings you held on Federal drug interdiction on M.l:ch 18, 
1987 J some questions wore raised by Commissionor Von Rasb, U.S. CustollIs Service. 
regarding the study jusc completed by the Office of Technology Asseas"'ent. Th. 
OTA Report .. Thp Border lInr on Drugs I was also reloased on March 18. 
Commissionor Von Raab stated that 116 ehought the Report WllS out-of·date and 
inaCc.ut:'6tn. In pn'tt.iculal:, he said that our cbart on page 3 of the Report 
(showing the Border Patrol as having the interdiction role at land borders 
between ports) was incorrect~ Ye strongly disagt'ee. and, as. you have. 'Ceque.sted. 
we are sub",itting the followl.ng inf011l10t1011 for tho record, in reply to those 
statenients. 

first. 'We believe that the OTA Report, TIle Border liar on Drugs. is up-to .. 
dat6~ ResB817ch f01: the OTA study of dreg interdiction was conducted over II 
period of 15 ",onths, ending in December 1986. The data on which thee OTA report 
is based generally cover the years 1980-1985. lIhuo".r possible during th" 
final editing, we added data for 1966 as official statistics bec..,. available 
for 'the fiscnl or calendar year. In some cases -where data for the entire year 
were not yet published, we were able to obtain partial infortdat:1on or interim 
updates. .8y and large, we found Ii ttl. indication of significant change one way 
or tile other between the data for 1965 nnd 1986. 

In addition to making an effot:t to obtain thn most. current statistics J -we 
added informacion about the status of on-going procurements and equipment 
deUverie. antl.dpated by the agenCies during F'l 1987. In our vicw, tho 
lrtf011l1lltiort in the report is as current as possible, given the inovitablo lag in 
availability of official statistics and tho on-going developments in agency 
progra",. and funding. 
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Second. 'Wo believe the report to be accurate. A preliminary draft of the 
Gtudy raport .... as ... ircula.ted in October 1986 to concerned Federal agencies 
(including the Cuntorns Scrvi('o, Coast Guard. and Drug Enforcement 
Administration) for revi.w and comment, particularly with respect to the 
completoness and accuracy of data nnd other factual ma.terial. The report was 
also reviewed by an OTA .advisory panel whose membership incl"lded four fomer 
hi&h·rc'mking officials of drug law enforcement agencies. Correctiong and 
add! tlons suggested by both groups were duly incorporated in the final version 
of the report .. 

Thr~ughout the study, we enjoyed cordial -working relationships with 
Customs, Coast Guard, and DEA personnel at all levels. They were cooperative 
ilnd prompt in responding to our requests for information. including supply of 
supplemental material and data analysis for our specific usc. In February 1981, 
the Drug Enforcement Folicy Board published their annual report. The scaff of 
the Policy Board had reviewed the draft OTA report and, in common areas of 
descriptive coverage, the Policy Board's repQrt is very similar to OTA's. 

Finally t 10Ie believe our page 3 chart to correctly ycflect actual roles of 
the Federal agencies f including Customs and Border Patrol. The OTA study staten 
that the U .. S. Customs Sorvice is the leud agency for interdicting drugs and 
apprehending smugglers at nnd between ports of entry. Customs carries out the 
bull< of interdiction activltle. nt land border ports of entry. The OTA study 
also states, correctly, that despite the stntutoxy yesponsibility of Customs. 
the Federal unit most actively involved in interdiction between ports of entry 
alon& land borders 1s tho Border Patrol t under the Immigration and 
Naturalization (INS) I U.S. Department of Just;:iea. It is thllt active role of the 
Border Patrol ~hat ouy chart illustrates. 

Despite thair lack of statutory authority, the Border Patrol has become the 
prlmnry agency involved in intercepting smugglers and drugs brought Into the 
U.S. across land borders butween ports of entry. Patrol officers are usually 
the only Federal personnel present in these areas. The usual procedure has been 
for the Border .Patrol to turn over drug cases and drug-related information to 
other agencies for investigation and prosecution. Host Border Patrol personnel 
nre stationed at border crossings and checkpoints along transportation routes up 
t.o 100 miles away from the bot'ders. Total Border Fatrol manpower is 
approximately 3,700 with about 3,200 officers deployed in Southwest border 
sectors. 

Operation Alliance wns officially InAugurated in August 1986 to coordinate 
nnti-drug .muggllng offorts In tho Seuthwest. As stated by the Notional Drug 
EnforcemQnt' Policy Board, Border Patrol agents deployed along tho Southwest 
bordor -win serve as thn principal interdicting forcn for both drug smugglers 
and illegal aliens crossing between the ports of enery" as part of Operation 
Alliance. 
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Under Operation Alliance. arrangemonts have been made betwoen IUS and 
Customs. and between INS and DEA, to give somo .Border Patrol. officer:=: the 
authority to search specifically for drugs and arrest violators. dutie. 
Grdlnarily ,,"serve4 to Customs under Title 19 and PEA under Title 21 of the U.S. 
Code. Kost Border Patrol oC£icor. ate being cross-de.Ignat.d by Customs. and 
all Border Patrol officers have boon given DEA crou-d .. signlition. A. team of DEA 
and llordor Prttrol officers has bo.n •• tablishod to conduct briof. inton.I". 
ppcratlann in regionn with high l.vels of smuggling activity. 

In sum, lie knoW' of nothing that has occurred sinet'!: the infonnation .. 
gnthering stage of our ntudy to alter any of the KOY findings, options, or 
discuss-ions of major iSSUGS eontAined in our report:. 

Thank you for the opportunity of supplying this infurmation for the rccord. 

Sincerely, 

l"ate~ A~ Johnson 
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EXHIBIT NO. 13 

CURRENT DOD SUPPORT TO CIVILIAN LAW ENFORCEMENT 

U.S. Navy 

E-2/0V-10/U'SCS 

Navy E-2's provide aerial surveillance for the U.S. Customs 
Service, Geographic areas of interest include the Caribbean, 
the Hexican border, Gulf of Hexico, the offshore waters of 
Florida and California. Frequently U. S. Harine Corps OV-10's 
are co-based with the E-2C' s. \'/hen the E-2 gains radar contact.· 
on a suspect aircraft (an aircraft not conforming to airways or 
demonstrating erratic movement, etc.), the E-2 will request the 
launch of an OV-10 which it vectors in to trail the suspect. 
The OV-10 interceptor will visually identify, evaluate, and track 
the suspect by day and will use its forward looking infra-red 
(FLIR) detection system at night. OV-10's in coordination with 
the E-2 will contact the U.S. Customs Service which will launch 
either a fixed-wing interceptor or a UH-GO Blackhawk helicopter 
on loan from the Army to make the arrest when the'suspect lands. 

P-3/S-3/USCG 

Navy P-3's fly long-range surface surveillance tracks throughout 
the Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico, coastal Atlantic Ocean areas, in 
the YUcatan Passage and Pacific coastal areas. S-3's flying from 
San Diego, California fly surveillance tracks off California and 
Nexico as well as the Mexican border adjacent to California, New 
Mexico and Arizona. Contacts of interest are passed to U.S. Coast 
Guard cutters that are positioned tactically along various 
regional chokepoints. Coast Guard cutters coordinate with and 
receive authorization fron! the Department of State to conduct 
search and seizure of suspect vessels. 
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u.s. Air Force 

E-3A A\~ACS/USCS 

USAF E-3A, Airborne \~arning and Control System (AI1ACS) fly aerial 
surveillance missions similar to Navy E-2s. Frequently USCS 
radar operators and air intercept controllers are embarked on 
AWACS. \~en a suspect aircraft is detected, OV-l Mohawk or othe~, 
USCS "interceptor" aircraft are launched to identify the suspect. 
Turnover can be made to UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters with civil
ian law enforcement personnel on board. Upon landing, USCS 
agents will search, seize and apprehend as appropriate. 

B-52/US Navy/USCG 

USAF B-52 strategic bombers support U.S. Navy carrier battle 
groups and surface combatant task groups. B-52's conduct joint 
training with the Navy in offensive anti-surface warfare strike 
operations. This training, flown under the "Busy Observer" 
program, provides excellent anti-drug surface surveillance as an 
adjunct to normal military operations. B-52 sorties search 
transit zones for drug-laden motherships which can later be 
intercepted and seized by offshore USCG cutters. 

C-130/USCG 

USAF and USAF Reserve C-130's conduct maritime surveillance. 
Some missions are targeted against known drug-laden motherships. 
C-130's will continue tracking such ships until USCG cutters 
complete their intercept. Other C-130 missions conduct surface 
surveillance of high-density drug trafficking lanes. Suspect 
vessels are reported to the USCG. 

UH-1N/Operation BAT (Bahamas and Turks) 

USAF crews fly two UH-1N helicopters stationed in the Bahamas. 
These helicopters provide quick insertion of Bahamian drug 
enforcement teams on drug apprehension missions. 
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U.S. Army 

The Army is a supplier of loaned equipment to federal civilian 
dl"'g enforcement agencies. including aircraft such as: 

8 
2 

4 
16 

6 

UH-60 
OV-lD 

AH-lG 
OH-6 
C-12c 

Blac~haw~ helicopters 
Mohawk (with Poniard Looking Infra 
Red Sensor) 
Cobra helicopters 
spotter helicopters 
King Air (authorized for 
delivery in FY86) 

Operation HAWKEYE 

Operation HAWKEYE, a training initiative, developed by the Army 
Intelligence Center and School, Pt. Hu~~huca, AZ, is designed to 
present real-world situations in a training environment. By 
modifying selected flight tracks in the OV-lD Mohawk training 
program. students are required to conduct missions along the 
US-Hexico border between Douglas and Nogales, Arizona. During 
these missions selected target areas are imaged with the Mohawk's 
camera system. Information collated from comparative analysis 
of the imagery, as well as selected photographic prints, is 
provided to the Patrol Pivision of the Customs Service for 
inclusion in their intelligence data base. In PYa5, 72 HA\,IKEYE 
missions were flown. 

Operation GROUNDHOG 

Operation GROUNDHOG is an er.d-of-course comprehensive test devel
oped by the Army Intelligence Center and School at port Huachuca. 
Two primary courses, ground surveillance radar and ground 
sensor operations, comprise GROUNDHOG. Ground surveillance 
radar stUdents are placed in a real-world. high-stress training 
environment on the OS-Hexico border in the vicinity of Yuma. 
The stUdents spend one week in the field conducting the majority 
of their training during the hours of darkness. The ground 
surveillance radar is used to detect and track targets crossing 
the border. As targets are detected, information is passed to 
the Border Patrol for their action (at no time are Army personnel 
involved in apprehension or detention). Ground sensor operations 
stUdents deploy and monitor ground sensing devices capable of 
detecting the movement of personnel. vehicles, and aircraft. 
In pyas. GROUNDHOG was conducted 20 times with 518 targets 
detected, resulting in 176 apprehensions. 

In addition to the enthusiastic response from the Border Patrol 
for these programs, responses from field commanders have indi
cated the quality of trained soldiers has significantly increased 
as a result of participation in this training. 
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Additional Support 

Army/National Guard 

The Army and National Guard provide a variety of additional 
support to drug enforcement agencies including: loan of night 
vision imaging systems; specialized training, including use of 
ground radars; rifle and pistol ranges by drug enforcement per
sonnel; and special forces-type training, including rappeling.~. 
The Army's new land reconnaissance course provi1es personnel 
and equipment intelligence for use by drug enforcement agencies. 

Navy/~larine Corps 

The Navy provided: radar services, ship services including PHM 
hydrofoils which embark USCG tactical law enforcement team 
{TACLETS), and the towing of drug vessels (permits USCG cutters 
to remain onstation). The ship sighting program is one in which 
Navy vessels are on lookout for suspects listed in the Coast 
Guard's Special Interest Law Enforcement Lookout Summary. Four 
surplus P-3A's were transferred to Customs. These aircraft are 
configured with Air Force radar enhancing Customs surveillance 
Qapability. The ~arine Corps provides mobile ground radar. sur
veillance as well as anti-personnel intrusion detection. 

Air Force 

The USAF operates two aerostat radars locate·;! at Cudjoe Key and 
Patrick AFB. These radars provide effective look-down capability 
against low-flying aircraft. Both aerostats are digitally linked 
to the Customs Service Miami Command, Control, Communications 
(C3) facility, the Tyndall Region operations Control Center 
(ROCC), ana the Navy's Fleet Air Control Surveillance Facility 
at Jacksonville. Two additional aerostats will be turned over 
to the customs Service for use in Arizona and the Bahamas. 
Various electronic equipmen~ is loaned including over 120 Vinson 
encryption devices to the Customs Service. 

In 1985 the USAF flew several additional missions supporting drug 
enforcement. On occasion, U-2's provide aerial photography aid
ing drug enforcement intelligence. RF-4C jet aircraft provide 
airborne reconnaissance of airstrips suspec·ted of being used by 
drug traffickers. 
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Additional Multi-service Support 

A total of 43 Army, Navy, and Air Force personnel provide expert 
assistance to six National Narcotics Border Interdiction System 
(NNBIS) Regional Centers in addition to the NNBIS headquarters in 
Washington, D.C. Two additional DoD personnel are assigned tem
porarily to assist in establishment of the seventh regional center 
at Honolulu, Hawaii. 

NNBIS coordinates t.ne activities of federal agencies .which have '. 
responsibility for interdiction of seaborne, airborne, and cross~ 
border drug traffickers. NNBIS monitors suspected smuggling 
activity originating outside national borders and destined for 
the United states. It also coordinates the seizure of contraband 
and the arrests of persons involved in illegal drug importation. 
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DOD AIRCRAFT AND MAJOR EQUIPNENT PROVIDED, LOANED OR 
PROCURED FOR DRUG LAH ENFORCEl1ENT (FY86$) 

Aircraft Av~ Unit Cost ~ 

Army 8 UH-60 4.2M 33.6M 

4 OV-ID 2.0M 8.0M 

16 OU-6* • 5r~ 8.0M 

6 C-12C 2.3M 13.8M 

4 AH-lG .5M 2.0N 
65.4M 

Navy 4 P-3A 13.075M 52.4M 

Ot.her Major Equipment 

Army 28 Night vision 6.8K .19M 
sighting devices 

Navy 11 Infra Red Detect- 500K 5.511 
ing Sets (AAS-36) 

Air 4 F-15 radars 3.0H 12.0M 
Force 

4 F-16 radars 700K 2.8M 

90 Vinson Secure 3.5K 315K 
Radios 

5 Parkhill Secure 9.0K 45K 
Radios :W.aSM 

TOTAL DOD 138. 65~1 

*Immigration Naturalization Service/Border Patrol 
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MILITARY' SERVICES AVIATION SUPPORT TO DRUG LAW ENFORCE11ENT 

Aircraft Type 

Sorties 

Hours 

Aircraft Type 

Sorties 

Flight Hours 

OV-ID 

24 

72 

E-2* 

310 

1638 

FY' 1986 

U.S. ARMY' 
" 

UH-60 

291 

1822 

U.S. NAVY' 

P-3* S-3 

780 27 

6663 95 

* Includes Active and Reserve 

Aircraft Type 

Sorties 

Flight Hours 

Aircraft Type 

Sorties 

Flight Hours 

U. S. r1ARINE CO!{PS 

OV-lO 

33!> 

845 

UH-IN 

748 

886 

RF-4 

3 

5 

U.S. AIR FORCE 

C-130* E-3t 

63 78/404 

507 428/2585 

* Includes USAF Reserve 
t Includes "designated" and "watch" flights 

DOD TOTALS 

Sorties 

Flight Hours 

3,149 

15,827 

Misc. 

8 

18 

Misc 

18 

63 

Total 

315 

1894 

Total 

1185 

8614 

Total 

33El 

850 

~ 

1311 

4469 

-" 
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EXHIBIT NO. 16 

NA'l::tONAL OmlG ENFORCllliENT POLICi' BOARD ~ • 
MINUTES OF MEETING • ' 

. DECE.~BEn 18 t 1986 .... ." . 
-'. ~f:~::. 

Cbai"m"n Edwin ~I"p.se :III convened the meeting '0); the ", 
MaHon"l. Drug Snforcement Polic" Boal:d at. 10:00 ·a.m. ".in the' 
Roosevelt Room of the -White liouse. Minut:es of ,the' Decembel: 12, 
1986 meeting WBl:e distl:ibuted for review and will be:acknowledged 
at t:he ne:ct meeting. • :.': .... . 

. 13y way of introdueta~y ~emarks. 
future.Policy Board meetings will be 
t:he third Thursday ,of every month. 

.... , .... . 
the ChaLrrnan:noted thnt 
schBduled at'10:00 a.m; 01\-'" . .::.:. 

'. ' 
Capta!n Kenneth ~hompson of the Policy Boal:d Staff'gave a 

brief presencation on t:he highlight:s of the nl:ug~aw~nforcement 
Strategy; a final draft hnd been provided to Board members at t:he 
December 12 meet:ing. The Chail:rnan indicated that a short chapter 
on org~~izat.ion and coordinat.ion would 'be added'and the draft 
would then be distributed n fin:..1 time fOl: review. lin added that 
thern would be n 72-houl: turn-around time and that. if no substan
tive comments were receivBd, thn document would be submitt:ed for 
publication before the next policy Board meeting. U~concluded bv 
praising all the agendies and the staff for their coopnrat:ion in • : 
writing the document. 

Mr. George Dunlop, Assistant secretary for Nat~ral Resources 
and Environment, Department: of Agriculture, indicat:ed that: while 
the princ.l,pal strategy of t:he Forest: Service will continue to be 
marijuana eradication, it intendS to place added emphasis on 
assisting la>, enforcement ngencies chaX:CjBd with the responsibility 
of ident:ifying criminals who grow marijuana on Federal'property. 
~ discussion followed on the importance of our domestic eradica
tion campaign. Xt was not:ed that our eZ~orts in this area are -an 
important factol: in being able to convince foreign countries to 
do their part. Thn Attornev General stated that eradication 
~hall remain thn centerpiece of our domestic cannabis strategy, 
and that: DEli al,d the Forest Sel:Vicn ,40uld ensure proper coordiw 

nation throu~h D. Mp.morandum of Underst;anding (HOU).. • •. 

/-Is. Carol Crawford, Associate Dired:o;, Economics and GOVBrn-' 
mnnt, Offien of: Hanngnment and IJlldgr:t. provided a preliminary look 
at the FY: 1907 and FY: 19R1l x:esoux:ces dRvoted to dr\l<} enforcement. 
She cnutioned that the tota).A were consflr"aI:iVp. nstimat:O!l pcndin(l 
rnsolut:).<>n of two matters bp.!orn tho !Joarn and receipt of. tinal 
budgnt figurns from one or two agencios. H~. Crnwford'no&ad that 
the FY 1980 budgat will contain lasS money in nbsol\1tn dollars 
than thnt of F'l 1907. 'this is becausp. the FY 1907 total inCludes 
(1) ·one-I::im~" OOJ grants ($225 l'IUlionl ttl St:ate ",nd local 

'govnrnments for law enforcmnent purposos and (2) mone}' fn/: a 
number of capital cltpent'li\.;ures which wU)' not 1.ll?i?"";c in the F'l 

74-017 0 - 87 - 16 
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1988 figurcs (e.g., Ae~ostats, C.X facilitiesj ASIC/$PIC). She 
noted that interdiction continued to rcceive the largcst share bf 
the funds elevoted to all strategy components. ••••• • .' • ........ ~ 

• There Was some discussion that these figures.;~~resented an 
understat.ement of t.he Administration's cOl1\l1\itment:·in."the- area of 

:,f interdiction because they did not include capii~'ll expenses for. 
DOD eqUipment operating in support: of drug interdictio~. Ms. 
Crawford noted, however, that··the 'figures 'did 'include 'some ~: .. 
capital expenditures. The'Chairman expressed the'desire that 
budget figures on drug nnforcement resources continua to be 
portrayed in two parts: operating costs and capital expenses 
(excluding DOD capital~ expenses). 5::.~~": :,.: ~ .. " 

.. ···I~ 
The Chairman then addressed the Southeast Border Study." 

After reiterating matters on which consensus had'been'reached at 
the Ii tlovember Polic!, Board meeting, the. Chairman asked Associate 
Attorney General Trott to .report on the results of.a recent. 
meeting of selected Coordinating Group princil?als •• ':The meeting 
'was hosted by Admiral Yost on 10 Dec~ber to resolve the' 
remaining Study issues. Mr. Trott presented the results ·of that 
meeting from a.letter provided by thaAdmiral. 'A discussion of • 
the issues followed with the following resolution: • 
C"" • • .... • 

~ (11 Regarding agency responsibility in the-S;~theast· 
Region, coast. Guard has primary responsibility for detection 
(Customs has n secnndary responsibility); Custr;>m:,; and Ce·ast Guard' 

UVill share interception and trac~ing responsib~l~tYI Cu~toms has 
primary responsibilitv for apprehension (Coast Guard has a • 
secondar,l responsibility) • '.... .. ..... ... 

(21 Regarding. the fl-2C's, the Chairman noted and the BOllrd 
afflrme'd;' that Congress had manc1atlld that tlavi loan tW) l::-2C's 
each to customs and Coast Guard. The Chairman stated that he 
,",Quld send a lnl:l:p.r to Secre!:arv Wcinberger requesting that: 'this 
decision be nxecuted. Jle further stated that the Board would ' 
review the utility of the 2-'l,split of tlln'l':-7.C aircraft in one 
year. 

(3) . Regarding the retrofit of. the 1'-3 with it ·360· radar, the 
BQard concurred in a Conl;'dinllting Group plan that i.t establish ,I,' 
subcommittee under the direction of Chapman Cox, Assistant: 
sr,crntary of Defensn for For~e Management and Personnel, to" 
provide recommendat:ions to the Polic)' Doard on the mi51;ion , 
rnoUil:r.ment:s of the Customs Snrvice and Co.ast GUard £or • 
10rl'1-rangfl surveillance aircrafl:, alH' 1:1111 Inost cost:-e££ectivfl 
manner to meet: "nch requirements consistent wil:h ol:her nal:iol1a1 
sncurit:y intere"t:s. 'rhn Chairl'lnn ashct\ for a report: by January 
31, 1987. 

(4) Regarding ClI cent:ers, Customs and Coast Guard 'had 
a~rep.d to the f0110win9~ " 

- 2 -
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o OWnership ~nd administration of the ~outheast Region,c'l 
Center belongs to Customs. : ,: 

o ~here will be joint command and con~r~i of C~~'Center 
operations by customs and the Coast Guard' iri~ the , 
Southeast. . " " . Yij::" 

o Customs has I\gr~ed to locat~ '(he Southenst 'C~l' Center at 
the Brickell Building in Miami provided thnt the center 
can ba acconunodatad.on one floor. • •. -r-,.' •• :., .... 

" .: .,"',).. 
o As stated in'thEl"lInti.,.Dru\t Abuse Act: of 190~.~'the·, 

appropriateness of full, planning-partner rples for the , 
Coast Guard, NNB!S, 'and the lIttorney GanBral;together ti'.tth, 
CUstOtlS in the-design •• establishnient. and location of C'I' 
centers was affirmed.· ,,,.' :.', •.•• :~ .. ' , • 

Further discussions of these issu~s ensued ii~-~he.foll~~~ : 
results. ... . . ~ -.. . .... . 

o 'rh .. Chairman instructed the coordinat":.1'Gro'Up to'l1'onitor " 
the establishment of the CO! sy~t>'m and to ensure that, 
joint command of the SouthAn"t C~nter is-£ully realized •. 
If problems develop, the CoordinatingTGroup is expec~ed to 
prepare options for the Iloard. . ", " • • 

'. 
o lIssistant Secretary of the 'rreasury Frank Kenting stated 

·that the Southei\st C'! cel1ter \/ould be lqcated at the 
Bricke~k Bui~ding. 

o Mr, Kn~ting also announced that the marine c'i facility at 
lIouston would continue to be developed and Coast Guard was 
,invited to participnte •. Admiral Yost responded that the 
Cnast:: Guard would consider this inunediately. '" 

f • •• 

o I'll', Re~ting noted that 'rreasur,.had-agreed with OMB:not to 
establish a national C'I ce~tar nt Oklahoma Ci~y. 

The Chai~an expressed his appreciation to the Coordinating 
Group and the Departments of Treasury Ilnd ~ransportation for" 
reaching agreement on this complex issue, and noted that this was 
an excellent example of how tha Board and the Coordinating Group . 
COUld resolve di!ficult coordination and policy matters. . • . . 

Mr.' Stephen Trott:, l>,ssociatn lIttorney Gener!,l, thon l:eviowed 
for the Board thn J;p.llults of an ad hoc Steering Cotnmittee's revie, 
of the coordinating Group functi~'rhe 'Steering Committel!' 
confitmed the currr.nt Coor.ilinat:ing Gl.'oul> structure which • 
represents alk agencies having all in~~!:nst in drug enforcement 
matters. While this li\r9p. group app~ars cumbersome, it guaran~ 
taes that all voices are !l'~ard in tilt> I:nview of 'important: 

, issues, ~he Steed.ng committeo ·conclur)nd that a smi\l1er l>xecu~ 
til/e Conunittep. was not n,,!'den sinc~ tho Coordinating Group had 
effectively ut:iliz"d ~ sulJr.:olltr.lit,tccs in va:dous areas to 

- 3 -
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£acilitnte the decision-making process (e.g., Operdtion Alliance, 
lIigh-Technnlogy Subcommittee, Southeasl: Border subcommittee, • 
U.S.-Dahamian Task Force Subcommittee, the u.s.-Mexico Inter
governmental Commission), and the lntelligence~nformation ' 
Shnrina Subcommittee. • ,.' : ~;,,~'. " 

: •. ". . :"t;_:'.! f .. 
'The Chairman thanked ur. Carlton Turner, 'who' recently 

resigned his position as Director of thQ White House Drug Abuse 
Policy Office, for his extensivQ contribut:ions to':drpg'enforcement' 
and offered him his best wishes. Mr. John C. Lawn·,':Administrator, • 
Drug Enforcement Administration, noteil,that DEA's"Sports Drug 
Awareness Program Ian attempt to reach youth through'their'high • 
%lcnool athletic deparbnents) has 'now been adopted,in"Uve coun..!'·:·' 
tries: Mr. Lawn paid t~lbute to Dr~ Turner's,effor~s in launching 
this successful program. • • " :.~, ... ~. • 

In his concluding remarks, the Chairman asked Staff Director 
Patrick II. Tarr for a monthly update for Doard members on planned 
or recently introduced legislation on drug matters.' He reviewed 
the rr.ports due in January in ilCCi):;:danCi; wi'i;h the Anti-Drug AbuDB 
Act of 1986 and remind~p members that 1\ copy of all reports must 
be sent to the Staff which will ~erve as a central repository. ' 
Finally, he" asked Dr. Turner, Secretnry William Dennett,' and , 
Secretary Otis Bowen to meet with him to discuss means to,facil~
tate in~egration of the,demand and enforcement: %ltrat;gies. . . .. ' 

~he Chairr.lan adjourned the 'meeting at 11:00 a.llI. ' • 

... . -

- 4 -
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EXHIBIT ~O. 22 

Deccmbcr 24, 1986 

Dear Admiral Yost: 

The Aviation Operations Subcommittee of the Bahamas Task 
Force met on December 19, 1986. Attending were representatives 
from U.S. Customs Service, DBA Miami SAC, U.S. coast CUard, anll 'i •..• 
the Air Force. The objectives of the meeting were: 

to produce a preliminary plan, 
agree on a plan outline, ~nd 
agree on a detailed plan. 

. ~ . 

These objectiVes were met and agreement was reaChed on an air 
operatiDn concept for the Bahamian Tas!:. Fo..:ce. A draft c;>pera
tions plan based on this agreement will be prepared by Janua..:y 9, 
19B7. 

Tbe general agreements were as follows: 

Detection: Cuantanamo, Georgetown (movin9 !;he FPS-8 radar 
~m bnaros), Ambush in the uominican Republic, the Cariball, 
Cudjoe and Patrick Aerostats and mobile aerostat platforms 
provided by the Coast Guard. 

Sor~in9~ "lill be ·profile"· so..:ting at the remote sites 
~s~sted by the Miami C-3 operation (7x21). 

lntercep~/Trackin9: Customs will provid9 nighttime capa
bility (C~tation, CHET) ;,Ihile the Coast Guat'd will provide 
daytime capability with UH-25 Falcons and C-130s from 
Guantanamo and rossibly from the Dominlcan.Republic. 

~~rQhension; customs, DEA and Coast Guard will provide 
hoHcoptet: support from Grand J3ahalna' Island, the Air 1:'o..:ce 
from Nassau and the Army from Georgetown. 

The U.S. CUstoms Service is prooeeding with plans to purchase 
three commercially'available helicoptet:s to be dedicated to the 
Bahamas Task Fo..:ce at a cost of approdmately ~6 million. lie 
anticipate releasing the RFP by February 1, 1~87, completion of 
final evaluations and selection of the souroe by April 30, 1987, 
with operations commencing by June 30, 1981. EnClosed for your 
information, on a separate page, arc t;he specifications for those 
hel\copters. Ne believe that:. helicopters Inecting these specifi
cations will best meet the needs of the 80hamas Task Fo..:ce, 
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Thank you for your continued support of the U.S. Customs 

Service's drug interdiction efforts. I look forward to continu-~ 
ing the excellent working relationships that have been estab- J/ 
1ished for the implementation of the Bahamas Task Force. 

Yours faithfully, 

-ft{~MY-Zf? . 
Admiral Paul A. Yost, Jr. 
Commandant united States Coast Guard 
Department of Transportation 
Washington, D.C. 20593-0001 

Enclosure 

---
...~ '!{;;: ..... 

. ~ . 
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HELICO?TER SPECIfICATION: 

To meet the operational needs of the ,ask Fo~ce ~ith re9a~d t~ 
apprehension helicopters, the Office of Aviation Ope~3tions recom
mends they meet the following specifications: 

1. cruise Speed: 145 KNOTS (loaded, at sea level) 

2. P~y Load: 
of gear). 

1,400 lbs. (2 pilots, 4-man bust crew and 200 lbs. 

3. Passenger Seats: 4 or more (with space for gear) 

4. Endurance: 4 hours or more 

5. Range; 400 nautical miles or more 

6. General: Twin turbine engines, emergency flotation devices/ 
fully IFR capable, hoist equipped, night vision goggle capable 
and Loran eiuipped. 
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ElGlIBIT NO. 23 

us.oeporrmemil/ 
or Transportation .' )' 
United Slai'es. -
Coast Guard . 

The Honorable Rilliam von Ranb 
Commissioner of Customs 
Rashington, D.C. 20229 

Dear Commissioner: 

Commandar.f 
U0II611 Slates Coast Guard 

WaS1l:nglon. D.C. 20593-00CU 
Sta" Symbol: G-C 
Pn""., 267-2380 

.January 2, 1987 

I received your letter of December 24,1986 yitb a mixture of pleasure and-~
alarm. I'm pleased to see the Bahamas Task Force effort moving along 
smoothly. Certainly. it's important that Ye move swiftly. 

Your last paragraph. however, caused me some alarm. Phrased as it Yas, it " 
yould lead one to think that the Subcommittee agreed that Customs should spend 
$6M on three neY helicopters. I am told that no such agreement vas reached. 
In fact. a good case vas made for using Air Force surplus helicopters, thereby 
aVOiding the $6H expenditure. It appears to me that the $6H could be put to 
better use equipping the surplus CH3E's ~th appropriate intercept equipment 
and covering the operating expenses associated ~th the Bahamas interdiction 
effort. . 

I recognize that H3's are not in the current Customs inventory, but they are 
in mine. I have agreed Yith Ambassador Hallett that ve would operate the Air 
Force R3's in the Bahamas operation. 

I must take n strong position against the Custoes Service straying farther and 
farther from U.S. shores. I appreciate the fact that $lOM Yas put in your 
budget for the Bahamas Task Force but there is nothing ill the legislation that 
requires that those funds be spent for Customs assets. I feel certain that 
the Congress would alloy those funds to be transferred to another agency if it 
vere shown that it is in the best national interest. Inaseuch as the drug 
trafficking in the Bahamas is not per se a U. &. Custoes miSSion, it make. 
sense that the funds should go to whatever pu~pose the Task Force determines 
is best. 

I therefore urge you not to commit any of those $lOM until the Task Force 
Subcommittee has made-:l1tn proposal and it has been appraved by tbe Policy 
Board. 

Sincerely, 

'::::::-=--c~"a7f~~r 
P. A. 'lOST. 
Admiral, U. ". cjast Guard 
Commandant 
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EXHIBIT NO. 24 

u.s Deportment~. 
0/ Tror\sponOlion 

Unlted~ 
CoostGuard 

The Honorable Ann B. Wrobleski 
Assistant Secretary of State for 

International Narcotics Matters 
Depnt:tment of State· 
2201 C Street, NW 
washington, DC 20520 

Deat: Ann: 

C.ommandant 
United Stales coast GtJiiud ~:;rt:~~.DC. ~!!CiOOI 

Phone 267-2390 

5 January 1987 

For the past fey weeks, representat1."cs of our vadous agencies involved vith 
the U. S. Bahamas Drug Interdiction Task Force have been meeting to decide 
upon II concept of operations and an organization plan. I believe for the most 
part ve have been moving sviftly to implement an effective Bahamas Task Force. 
In fact, limited operations are'planned to begin today, 

One of the critical clements yet to be resolved is the acquisition and 
operation of helicopters to supplement existing OPBAT reSourceS. The Customs 
Service has recommended that they acquire and operate ncY helicopters vhile 
the Department of Defense has ~ffered surplus Air F!,!.c.~ .• Cll3E hel.icopters_~t:.2'0 
cost. During the first Aviation Operations Subcoomittee meeting held in Miami 
on Dece~be~ 19, my representative confirmed my offer that the Coast Guard 
should acquit:e the surplus DoD helicopters and operate them or other Coast 
Guard helicopters as an integral part of the Bahacas Task Force. 

Therefore, I was surprised to receive the Commissioner of Customs' letter of 
December 21" 1986, a copy of vIii cit is enclosed. His third paragrllph caused me 
considerable concarn. Phrased as it vas, it led ~e to conclnde that the 
Subcommittee agreed Customs should spend $6M Oil three neW helicopters. i am 
assured that no such agreement Wag reached. In fact, a good case Was mode for 
using Air Force surplus helicopters, thereby making the $6M available to equip 
the surplus CH3E's with appropriate intercept equipment and covering the 
operating expenses associated vith the Bahamas incerdiction effort. 

I recognize that H3's nre not in the current C~stoms inventory, but they are 
in mine. I have assured Ambassador Hallett that we would operate the Air 
Force u3's in the Bahamas operation. 

You should be aware that the R3F model vhieh the Coast Guard now operates 
meets or er.ceeds the helicopter specifications listed in the Commissioner's 
letter. We are confident that the Air Force 1I3E !!Iodel can be· modified to meet 
these same specifications at minim"'" cost and lOll technical risk. 
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1 appreciate the f~ct,tha~ $lO~~as put in the Customs Service budget for the 
Bahamas TaskForce but there is nothing in the legislation that requires those 
funds be spent for Customs assets. I feel certain that the Congress would 
nllow those funds to be:transferrcd to another agency if it were shown that it 
is in the beat national interest. Inasmuch as drug trafficking in the Bahamas 
is not jurisdictionally aU. S. Customs Service mission, it makes sense that 
the funds should go to whatever purpose the Task Force determines is best. 

1 do not think any.of the $lOM appropriated for tbe Task Force should be· ~-, 
committed until your-committee bas made its proposal and it bas been approved 
by tbe Folicy Board. To .this end, 1 hnve asked Commissioner von Raab to not' 
commit any task force funds unt~ this issue is worked out. I request you 
~chedule a committee meeting-to address this issue at the earliest possible 
date. 

Sincerely, 

Ene! (1) Copy of Commissioner of customSI~~~7~.Y\tiit1.. _, ~ 
ltr dtd 12/24/86 7 ,<-G L-

(2) Copy of my l.tr dtd l/2/8~ _ 'y.. 

Blind copy with enclosures to: The Honorable Chapman Cox 
The Honorable William von Raab 
The Honorable John Lawn 
The Honorable Steve Trott 
The Honorable Janet Hale 
The Honorable Frank Keating 

C-CCS 
C-oLE 

• G-OAV 
Hr. Karam 
!;apt ,]arombek 
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E}'HIBIT NO. 25 

U5.DeP9rlment6 
orTronsponolion ';~' 

United Slates ~-
CoastGuord 

The Honorable Ann B. W~oble6ki 
Assistant Secretary of Statc for 

International Nllrcotics Uiltters 
Department oj: State . 
2201 C Street., NW 
Washington, tiC 20520 

Dear Ann: 

Commandant 
Unl1ed Stales Coasf ~ard 

January 12, 1987 

Thank you for the quick scheduiing of the 7 January meeting. I believe 
it afforded un the chance to clear the air on several Bahamian Taa~ 
Force Issues And press on for solutions. 

As a result of the meeting, DEA, Customs and Coast Guard had several 
substantive conversationo. commtssioner von Raab offered a solution to 
several outstanding elements of the TaSK Force's problem that ~as 
accepted by me and communicated to the DEA Administrator. lIe documented 
that agreement ~ell in his January 9, 1987 letter to me ~ith copies to 
Jack Lawn and yourself. 

I ~ould like to applaud Commissioner von Raab for taking the initintive 
in this venture. His initial effort to find a way to accommodate the 
complex jurisdictional concerns in a practical manner are exhibitions of 
how We can reach good solutions in the national interest. As a result, 
~e can all hope for a more effective air interdiction effort in the 
Bahamas at the earliest date_ 

I recorumend you take this agreement back to the NDEPB noting that budget 
arrangements to facilitate it a~e being explored by the involved 
agencies. I have alre/1dy committed a Coast Guard 1!3F to augment the ' 
existing DoD helicopte~s in the OPBAT operation. I have nlGo requested 
DoD to turn OVer six excess U.S. Air Force 1!3E helicopters for this 
operation. Our initial response indicated September/October 1987 
availability. Your support to p~rsue an interim loan oC at least three 
at those aircraft as 600n as possible "ould enable us to (urther aug",,,nt 
OPUaT almost immediately. 

1 "ill keep you advised as the dme line develops (or totit1 deployment. 

Sincerely, 

P. 
Admirs 1, U 

C01'Y: The- HonQrable ~i.Lltam uno 

'rhe llonorable John La"n 

GU8t'd 
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'lV,.t\.81IXNGT()N .. 1 •• (::. 

Dear Admiral Yost: 

This letter is to confirm our discussions on January 7 and 8 
concerning the Bahamian Drug Interdiction Task Force. We are both 
very concerned about this nation's drug problems, and it is 
essential that our organizations work cooperatively together in 
stopping the flow of illegal drugs into the United States. 

I am happy to repeat my offer to the Coast Guard made in an 
effort to break the impass that has developed between our 
organizations and is preventing our joint drug interdiction 
efforts from moving ,forward as expeditiously as possible. I am 
pleased you have accepted my offer. The offer is as follows: 
Customs will transfer $8 million of its appropriation to the Coast 
Guard. These resources are for the following: 

acquisition, operation, and maintenance of helicopters to 
be used in drug interdiction efforts in the Bahamas. 

design, development, and installation of the C31 in the 
Bahamas which is to inclUde a data link to Customs. 

all logistical support needed for these efforts. 

It will be solely Coast Guards's decision as to which type 
of helicopters to acquire. Customs financial obligation is 
limited to the $8 million. Coast Guard is responsible for any 
costs incurred above that amount. In return for this generous 
offer, I ask the following: 

your agreement and support for the rema1n1ng $2 million to be 
spent on enhancements to Customs aerostat detection defenses 
in the Bahamas. 

your open-minded and Objective review of Customs need to 
patrol the waters between Bimini and the coast in order to 
intercept and interrupt drug trafficking. 

your ackno~ledgement of Customs gracious offer and 
coopBratlvQ spirit befors the Drug pollcy Board. 
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I am hopeful that this effort on Customs part to break the 
impass that has developed between our organizations will serve as 
a foundation fo~ cooperative and harmonious working relationships 
between our organizations. We must join forces if we are to 
defeat the drug smugglers! 

Admiral Paul A. Yost, Jr. 
Commandant United States Coast Guard 
Department of Transportation 
Washington, D.C. 20593-0001 

CC. The Honorable Ann B. Wrobleski 
The Honorable John Lawn 

74-017 0 - 87 - 17 
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EXHIBIT NO. 26 

MEMORANDUM OF AOREE~IENT 

COAST GUARD/CUSTOMS 

11 February 1987 

Subj: REIMBURSEMENT TO THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD FOR 
OPERATION OF DRUG INTERDICTION PURSUIT HELICOPTERS A~D SECURE 
COMMUNICATIONS FOR OPERATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES-BAHAMAS DRUG 
INTERDICTION TASK FORCE . 

1. The Omnibus Continuing Appropriations Act or 1986, 
(P.L. 99-591), provides $10,000,000 .for the United States-llahamas 
TasK Forc~ 1n the Customs Service appropriation • 

•• - ' ... --'-. '---.) • ..!.-! .• ~..:.:.. . _. 
2 •. The.Customs Service and the Coaat Guard have agreed that the' 
Coast Guard ~ill augme~t the air interdiction operations with at 
least three helicopters and it is further agreed that the Coast 
Guard will install as a part of the U. S. Bahamas Taslt Force, a 
Bahamian Islands Communications System which will be netted into 
DLOC/C3I .for the operations of the United States-Bahamas Drug 
Interdiction Task Force. The Customs SerVice will reimburse the 
Coast Guard $7,000,000 .for the helicopters and associated costs 
and $1,000,000 for communicat10ns in FY 1987 for Coast Guard 
operatio!ls .1n support of the United· StateS-Bahamas Drug 
Interdiction Task Force. ~~cse are no-year resources and will 
remain' available until expended. The Customs Service nnancial 
obligation is limited to $~,OOO)OOO and does not extend beyond 
this amount. 

~d:i.1:-v? ; 
Commissioner ---- I 
U. S. Customs Service 
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EXHIBIT NO. 27 

THE COl'tJ(l'tUSSIIONElI~ OF CUSTOltlS 

WASDXNGTON. D.C. 

16 January 1987 

Dear Admiral Yost: 

As you are aware, Assistant commissioner. William Rosenblatt 
and Admiral Clyde Robbins went down to Miami last week to see, 
first hand, ~rye different options for the C3I location. Althou9h 
the Customs Service was strongly disposed toward placement of t-ne 
center at Tamiami Airport, it is clear that the Coast Guard is 
strongly opposed to this location. In the spirit of finding the 
best and most wo~kable compromise, the Customs Service would be 

• willing to locate the center at the Coast Guard port facility in 
Richmond Heights. The benefit of this location is that new 
construction provides the most flexible approach to meeting the 
legitimate needs of all agencies which the C3I will serve. This 
location will also facilitate future expansion. 

I"f for some reason the Coast Guard objects to Richmond 
Heights as wel.l. as Tamiami, the Customs Service will. reluctantly 
agree to Brickell. Plaza. If tbe C3I is located in Brickell Plaza, 
however, Customs must be permitted ~o house its related air and 
marine resources on the same floor as the C3I Center. In 
addition, I would like a commitment from you that the Coast Guard 
woul.d make avail.abl.e any additional space in Brickell Pl.aza to 
allow "for future expansion. 

I believe that in ma~lng this offer, Customs is meeting you 
more than half way on this issue because we wish to ensure the 
success and quick completion of the C3I Center and continup. our 
good and close working relations with the Coast Guard. 

With best wishes. 

Admiral Paul A. Yost, Jr. ----
Comman~ant, United States Coast Guard 
Departmen~ of Transportation 
Washington, D.C. 20593-0001 
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United States 
Coast Guard 

Honorable William von Raab 
Co~issioner of Cuotoms 
Washington, DC 2022~ 

Dear Commissioner: 
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EXHIBIT NO. 28 

Commandant 
Unllt>d SIal •• Coa.1 auold 

Washll\OIOI1. DC 20593 
Sloll Symoot ( C-C/22) 
PIlon.: (202) 267-2380 

January 21. 1987 

This is in regard to your letter of 16 January 1981 concerning the location:bf ':.f~." 
~the Southeast C31 Center. I thank you for being 90 forthcdming on this and 

the other issues we face in our common mission. I particularly appreciate 
your after to meet me half-wayan the e31 siting question. 

I am Teluctant to leave the Rrickell Pla~a site because I believe strongly 
thst collocation in a s~ngle center would best oerve us as we wage our war 
against drug smugglers on the surface and in the air. On the other hand r 
recogni~e Brickell Pln~a is complicated by such factors as ~rginal security, 
limitations on expansion, building management by a third agency, and possible 
long-term costs. 

In view of these latter factors, I will agree to the Richmond Heights location 
for the joint C31 air interdiction operation provided: 

a. The Customs Service acknowledges the NDEPB decision to jointly man 
and operate the center. Command would be rotated annually between our 
agencies (i.e" Customs command the first year with a Coast Guard deputy, 
Coast Guard command the second year with a Customs deputy, etc.), I 
consider this provision non-negotiable, regardless of the location. 

b. The NDEPR approves. 

In addition, 1 think you should consider locating the BLOC at Brickell where 
it ~ill be in close proximity to our surface operation9. Being a regionally 
controlled surface operation, it would seem logical for it to be located with 
the Regional Commiosioner. Also I believe NNBIS would stay in the Brickell 
1'1a:l:a building. 

Commissioner, I know that we must put these decisions behind us within the 
next few days so that planning can mOve ahead. I appreciate your efforts in 
this regard and look forward to our staffs working out the details. 

With my warmest regards. 

Sincerely, 
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EXHIBIT NO. 29 
. ." •. ,. .' \::" \.' _ I. '<"~ ,t" 

TlfIE CO~n:SSI01\"ER';OF CUS~lt.lS 

'. '/" t·· 

D' Ad i '1 ~y t:: 4 t,'. • .... .... 

bar, :~.r:"\"1:;!.},~:f>';~~:'>;}1~jj~k",:,,. " " ~?::~'t.!';!" "" 
I agree with your 'dec:iUl(in t.o '~oca te 'the jofnt command and 

control facil.~ty 'at Rl~~aic:i~9.~.Heights.'y'our decif!Jo'non the 
location will lIlloW'. 'uB,lt:o.l;\move forward 'with this 'critically':' 
needed operat~on,al r~~o,urce .. _ , "" . ;':; . 

" • .. 'V.~ ..... ~ . 'l'-:~ .. ; ';~i~~f""~~"~l'~J .~\,~tlif~iiI;·,:" '~~.:'" l' ", •• ~ " ~";'1·. ~f ".':t.;t.~~._r ~ .. ,(-. 't .:' ~" '""~.'" 
, Given the 1;-ecent smuggling developments, where the smUggler 

has combined,hls activities by air dropping to waiting boats, we 
feel it is imperative to collocate the Customs Services' air and 
marine C-31 functions. This collocation will provide the needed 
immediate coordinative mechanism to ensure that the right . 
resource is at the right. place, at the right time, to increase 
the probability of an interdiction. I am sorry to hear tha~ you 
have chosen not to include your surface operations in the 
Richmond Heights C-3I. 

As you discussed with Mike Lane we should proceed with the 
Richmond Heights facility immediately. The joint command i.ssue 
should not be linked or permitted to inte~fere with the timely 
implementation of C3! at Richmond Heights. 

r appreciate your cooperation on this issue. 

Admiral Paul A. Yost, USCG 
Commandant 
U.s. Coast Guard 
2100 Second Street; NW. 
Washington, D.C. 20593 
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EXllIBU" NO. 41 

2 S'olptember 1986 

WHITE PAPER 

The Tactical Interdiction of Drugst 
Coast Guard or Customs Service Mission? 

At the completion ot its review of " the Customs Service 
Aviation Program in September 1983, the Siler Committee stated: 
"Cl'Istoms aviation is a.1: the 'fish or cut bait' stage. Steps 
should be taken now: (1) to respond positively to those in
fluences tavoring a deliberate and effective Air Program build-up 
or (2) the Customs air interdiction mission should be abandoned 
and/or turned over to another government agency, such as the 
Coast Guard, which understands aviation and makes it work." 

A 'l're,1sury-sponsored study of the Customs Marine Program, 
completed by Systems Reseorch Corporation in Pebr~ary 1986, found 
that active marine (tactical) interdiction operations by Customs 
forces were still limited mostly to the Southeast Region, that marine 
interdiction resourc£::l were not being uUlized in the most potentially 
effecti ve manner. ar.d tnat there loIere importan~ manning and rnor.~1.e 

problemS. 

Customs repotts of marine interdiction activity for the last 
half of Calendar ~ear 1985 ~ndicate that approximately one-third 
ot the drug seizures reported Were for contraband founa adrift. 
washed up through the surf, and/or a~andoned. 
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~ Customs analysis of drug sei~ures directly or indirectly 
related to aviation operations from the beginning of PY 1986 
through the end of February ~986 reported the following 
comparisons with the same period in PY 1985: 

Sei~ures of 

Cocaine 
Marijuana 
Alrcraft 
V~hicles 

Year to Date 

Minus 99.2i 

Minus 91.1% 

Minus 60% 

Minus 60% 

Forecast: for Year 

Minus 32.8% 

Minus 92.3% 

Minus 50.3% 

Minus 60.5% 

In ~Iarch 1986, the President's Commission an Organi~ed Crime 
re?orted to the President: "Beyond threats to friendly democracies, 
international drug traffickers should be considered a threat to 
out: national security because they comprise a di reel attack an 
the physical and social well-being of our country •••• The Joint 
Chiefs shoUld be instructed by tbe highest levels of government, 
through a National Security Direc~ive or by other appropriate 
means, that 'hostile or destt:uctive action from within or without, 
overt or covert, as used in this definition shall include the 
nlrborne, amphibious, and overland invasions of this country by 
drug smugglers'." In early April, the Presl.dent issued a (classified) 
National Security Directive, ostensibly motivated, inter alia, by 
the Commission's report. Prior to the Commission's repore, and 
subsequently, there has been growing pressure from the Congress 
to increase the scope of the tactical interdiction effort, particu
lilrly the nature and extent of participation by the 000. There 
have been several v!)f~.1se initiatives in the premises, introduced 
through the Drug Enforcement Policy Board. None 6f these, however, 
envisages any further relaxation of PaSse Comitatus. A law enforce
ment agency must perform the apprehension (arrest) function. 

- 2 -
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Since early 198&, the possibility of the DoD's turnover of 
four E2C's to be used for drug interdiction has been under considera
tion at the highest levels of government. 't'here is some question 
as to whether these aircraft should be assigned to Customs or to 
the Coast Guar.d. The Navy has taken an official position, within 
the 000, that the E2C's shOUld be assigned to the Coast Guard. Its 
principal arguments are: 

"The Coast Guard is a military organization with a civilian 
law enforcement mission. 

"The E2C's would be available 'for 000 use at mobilization 
because the Coast Guard would go under Navy direction at that time. 

"Sirlce the Navy, in effect, would be paying for the air
craft, it is reasonable for the 000 to expect some use from them, 
if only in t;hE future- (at mobili~ation).11 

It is worth noting that assignment of the t2C's to the Coast 
Guard might still leave at issue the problem ot disposition of the 
Customs P-J's since the Coast 'Guard might concentrate the E2C's on 
maritime operations and not properly/fully support air interdiction 
operations at the border (particularly in the Southwest). 

A.'3 of Aug'ls-t 19~6; the C~!'!g.!:'ess I.:!~s preparing comprehensive 

legislation directed to a significant, across-the-board expansion 
of the Nation's anti-drug programs. Customs itself is at critical 
crossroads. Within the next five years, Customs will be facing a 
significant increase in workload caused by a growing volume of formal 
entries, air passengers, and of total persons. Customs' planning 
also envisages tbat the continuing national demand for narcotics 
will increase or, at least, continue at its present level and that, 

- 3 -
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consequently. the attempts to smuggle narcotics into the United 
States will continue to rise. Despite such forecasts, Customs is 
committed to meeting its responsibilities with no increases in 
budget, inspectional positions or enforcement programs. At the 
same time, Customs Enforcement estimates that the implementation of 
its C31 Program alone will require approximately $60 million and 
the commitment of a substantial body (50-100) of highly qUalified 
personnel. The Aviation Program alone will require the addition 
of not less than 400 personnel to its current on-board complement 
of 317 in order to reach a 7 days/16 hours readiness posture, and 
upwards of 1,000 additional in order to attain a 7/24 status. 
Comparable increases would be required in the ~larine Program which 
currently has an on-board count of approximately 430 personnel. 

Customs currently owns approximately 165 watercraft of all 
types. About 33 of these are radar platforms which are the 
centerpiece· units of the Marine Modules, each consisting of a 
radar platform and two chase boats. The Customs tactical inter
diction aircraft inventory currently includes four P-3's, six 
Cessna Citation II's, eight Black Hawks, five King Airs, and 
three Cobras. Only the P-3's. and the Citations a.e fully (radar 
and IROs) sensor-equipped. The King Airs and Cobras are not 
considered to be 'front line' interdiction aircraft, nor are any 
other of the approximately 50 miscellaneous aircraft in the Customs 
inventory. Eight fully-equipped CHET's (Piper Cheyenne Ill's) 
are on order. First delivery occurred on 29 August, one year 
behind the original contract schedule. Determination of the 
suitability of the CHET awaits the completion of a Customs OPEVAL. 
There are no !;uitably outfitted marine support aircraft in the 
CUStoms inventory, but used Army C-12's and new Australian NOMIIO's 
have been evaluated for this role. Significantly, only ~ (two 
Citation II's) of the front line interdiction aircraft (P-3's, 
Citations, Black Hawks) are owned by Customs. The remainder are 
either on loan (by the 000) or leased. 

- 4 -
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Since the monies expended for Customs marine operations ar.e 

not specifically segregated in the financial management system~ 
it is difficult to pinpoint these expenditures. On the other 
hand, the Congress established a line item for Customs Aviation 
O&~I in the FY 1984 appropriation and appropriated \)31 million and 
~55 million in FY 1984 and FY 1985, respectively. The comparable 
FY 1986 figure is $75 million (possibly $52 million if Gramm-Rudman 
is imposed), With a possible supplemental. The FY 1987 Customs budget 
submission is for $90.8 million. These numbers bear comparison with 
current Customs internal estimates that an annual Aviation Program 
budget of about $200 million per annum ~or each of three years 
is required to bring the Customs air interdiction operation to a 
'one layer deep' level across the CONUS Southern Border in this 
decade. This budget level was corroborated by the NNBIS-sponsored 
Joint ~urv~illance Committee (JSC) study in mid-1984 which produced 
comparable budget figures for the action alternative recommended. 
Therefore, even without further examination, it is reasonable to 
conclude that budget levels substantially greater than those attained 
to date will be required tu raise CUstoms tactical interdiction 
results to the level of even ,the modest goal of 30% of the traffickers 
set by the JSC study group. This does not speak, concurrently, 
to the significant Customs personnel increases required in order 
to progress to a 7/24 tactical interdiction operation--and the 
associated personnel-related costs. 

With these factors in mind, and considering the full impli
cations of the possible assignment of DoD-provided E2C's to the 
Coast Guard, it is appropriate to address, here and hOW, the 

broader issue of responsibility for the tactical interdiction of 
drug traffickers. This should be done before significant (major) 
further investment is made in a Customs program which, manifestly, 
has not worked very well to date; it shOUld be done in the context 
of a growing national realization that drug trafficking is, indeed, 
a national security problem; and, finally, it shOUld be done with 
the objective of shaping a program of the most benefit to the 
nation, as a whole, over the long term. 

- 5 -
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The Case for Tactical Interdiction as a Customs Mission 

1. Customs has an established organization and operation for 
for tactical interdiction; air and marine. National prima~y in the 
air interdiction of drug traffickers. 

2. Statutory responsibility for drug interdiction with fully 
vested powers for law enforcement. 

3. Logical interfaces of the tactical interdiction activity 
with other Customs fUnctions. 

~. Force structure (equipment, facilities and personnel) 

uniquely outfitted, postured and trained for the tactical inter
diction of drugs. 

5. Divestiture of the tacti~al interdiction'mission might 
result in severe organiZational and personal disruptions and 
diSlocations. 

6. There is a requirement for aviation and marine support 
of certain Customs operations, even without the tactical inter
diction mission. 

7. Favorable pUblicity for the Customs Service (in instances 
of mission success) in the high visibility drug war environment. 
Such PUblicity benefits the Customs Service overall and creates 
a more favorable budget climate. 

- 6 -
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Con 

1. CUstoms cannot possibly effectively perform the tactical 
interdiction mission with the cUrrent force structure and with 
financial support at past, current. and projected levels. There 
are no indications that the substantial buildup required will be 
approved or financed. 

2. Lack of experience in the discipline, techniques, and 
technology of tactical interdiction. 

3. Immature infrastructure for the integrated logistic 
support of aviation and marine forces. 

4. Absence of effective (competitive) advocacy of the tactical 
interdiction function (as compared with others) at the Customs 
Headquarters level. If the 1811 reclassification operation may be 
conside~ed as indicative, the current management trend is to 
subordinate the tactical inte"rdiction function to others, such 
as investigation. 

5. A marginal (at best) C3I organization requiring substantial, 
expensive, time-consuming build-Up with no present assurance that 
budgetary needs will be acknowledged and fUlfilled. No CUstoms 
experience with command and control which transcends Regional 
boundaries. 

6. Exhorbitant manpower levels required for around-the-clock 
operations imposed by Civil Service manning criteria. Limitations 
on manpower utilization due to budgetary constraints, union 
contracts, and/or Civil Service regUlations. 

- 7 -
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7. Assets, e.g., aircraft, best suited and uniquely outfitted 
for drug interdiction not adaptable for national defense in the 
event of hostilities. In fact, the beneficial employment of the 
Customs tactical interdiction forces in the event of hostilities 

would pose significant problems. 

8. No prima facie responsibility for the sovereignty of the 
national borders. Impossible to segregate Customs 'targets' from 
others (such as traffic carrying terrorists, weapons of war, or 

illegal immigrants). 

9. In the event of divestiture of' tne tactical interdiction 

fUnctions, disruptions and disclocations would be ameliorated by 
the requirement to retain some aircraft and watercraft for 
essential support fUnctions. 

10. Interoperability vis-a-vis the various agencies and entities 

with which Customs must interface for tactical interdiction is--and 
will remain--a prcblem because of eqUipment incompatibilities, 
doctrinal differences, and institutional asymmetries. 

11. Divestiture of the tactical interdiction mission would 

free up a major portion of the 700+ billets now allocated to the 
aviation and marine programs. This would permit Customs to better 

address its growing problems in its other areas of responsibility 
and to better concentrate its efforts in functional areas where 
Customs has traditionally e)(celled. There might even be a net gain 

in the volume of drugs confiscated by Customs as a resUlt of more 

intensive concentration in areas of established e)(pdrtise. 

12. Divestiture of the tactical interdiction mission would 
not seriously impair or impact Customs' performance of any of its 

several other functions and missions. 

- B -
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The Case for Tactical Interdiction as a Coast Guard Mission 

Pro 

1. The Coast Guard has a long history and primacy in enforcing 
laws having to do with smuggling. Fully vested as a law enforce
ment organization. Can pe~form the apprehension fUnction. 

2. Close working relationships with other government agencies 
involved in drug interdiction. 

3. Close working relationships and long experience with the 
DoD--especially important as a national security consideration. 
Ready transition of anti-smuggling forces to a national defense 
role in the event of hostilities. There is already full cognizance 
of the interoperability considerations. 

4. Round-the-clock operational capability With manpower 
requirements substantially below those imposed by the Civil Service 
and Bmployees Union constraints under which Customs must operate. 

5. fully matured infrastructure for the integrated logistical 
support of marine and aviation forces. 

6. Already performing the marine interdiction task outside the 
12-mile limit. Bxtension to the waterline would be a natural one. 

7. The E2C's would provide a much greater incremental increase 
in Coast Guard capabilities and provide more important national 
benefits than their assignment to Customs. Included are national 
defense, national security, port security, anti-submarine warfare, 
maritime defense, anti-terrorisism, anti-smuggling, search and 
rp'scue, and fisheries law enforcement. 

- 9 -
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B. Baseline C31 organization and C31 experience superior 
to Customs'. The baseline is amenable to zt~aightforward expansion 
in a manner which will serve peacetime anti-smuggling needs with 
ready transition to a national defense role in the event of hostili
ties. 

9. Trained and disciplined in the techniques and technology 
of tactical interdiction. 

10. Expansion of the tactical interdiction role would be merely 
a continuum of present operational actiyity and would present no 
particular or unique 'growing pains' • 

• 11. Represents a 'long haul' view of the commitment of national 
resources with immediate peacetime benefits and ready carryover to 
combat status. Would provide more sustained bang for the taxpayers' 
buck. 

Con 

1. The Coast Guard has been experiencing sellere budget and 
force level problems. More mission cannot be added without more 
money and more people. 

2. QUestions of 'executive ownership' (i.e., Transportation 
vs. Treasury) might obfuscate th·e issues and overshadow the central 
purpose of the transfer of mission. 

3. Limitations on the type, number and utility of the 
CUstoms tactical interdiction assets (equipment and personnel) 
which could be transferred, or which would be desired. At best, 
these might include only those vehicles (aircraft and watercraft) 
classified as 'front line'. There would probably be few, if any, 
transfers of the Customs Civil Service employees im,,·:.ved. 

- 10 -
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4. Coast Guard's past focus on marine operations and its 
relative inexperience with the air interdiction mission would pose 
some problems with equipment, operations, and training. Operations 
on the Southwest Border might prove especially troublesome--at 
least at the outset. On the other hand, the Customs air interdiction 
activity, at its pcesent scope, would be relatively easy to absorb. 

5. The usual 'adminis~rative impedim~nta' affecting the transfer 
of mission and any assets involved. 

- 11 -
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EXHIBIT NO. 48 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

""n. lIovoab~r l7. 1966 
memorand-qm 

~=I D1oE5onoti K. Guanoa, SAC, HFD (Bi!O .. 1f8S1) 

• u.....".. Artor Actlon Report and Reoommendatlon~ Concerning Operlltlon of 
U.8, Cu~tom~ lIal1oopte .. " rrolO "oCl".toad, Flor~d .. into th .. Bah"" ... 

'1'0. Hr. D .. vld L. Wutrat .. , "'abtan!> AdOl1nl.trator, 
OperatlontS D1vi010n .ror lIeadquarterD (AO) 

IntrodllotJen 

t· ' · " · . 
~ .. 

· \ 

A~ a re3ult of tho Un1tod Stat~s Customs Servioe inltiat1vo to the Bahamian 
Goverlllllent, an o.groem.nt IIQ. rc~oh.d to teclporari1Y po"t ~1ve Bahl101nn 1'01100 
Strike Force Ofrlcero to tho U.S. CUeto"" Air D.tai1 faol11ty at Homestoad, 
Florlda for a Q5o.day ovalu"Uon. 'IbiD to~t lias to o=ono& an 23 Septll:lbol' 1986 
and oonoludo on 7 NO"/omber 1986. Tho (lad "orking aareomont callod for tho 

• > lnclt',~ion of foUl" DSA Spocial Agent .. a~ part at an), fUsht orow whioh lI~nt to 
tho Bah"", .... Operational oontral "a. to be v •• ted \11th the Operation BAT starf 
at tho U.S. Thlba""),, lIa.""u, Bah"""" and tho U.S. Cu.tom" S<Jrvioo aircrart lIould 
enter tho Bahl1tla" oilly \11th po=1:o.10n or Md if roque.ted by tho Opera~lOI1 BAT 
unit at """.au, Bahama.. 

On "pproxlm .. tely 10 000",,10no, U.S. Cuoto"s.Servioe airoraft fro .. ROlllestead, 
florIda. responded to potential target intercopHon" In the Bahallla .. , Numerous 
c:oltll:unicat!on probloos \loro apparont, prinoipally 1nvolving Cueto"" eirorart not 
r~pondina to the operationAl control of' DEA No,.au whilo in Bnhamian territory,. 
The fol·la"lng i5 a ohronologioal 11.tlna .:>r U.S, Cu. to"" SOHioe entries in1;O 
Ilnhoo1all torritory durIng th1s proJeot: 

a On 23 Soptember 1986. U .S. CU~tOIll9 servioe airoraft trO:1 HOlllestoad, 
Florid", with Bahamian Police OUloer. on board bu~ without DEA Agent. on board 
landod at Andro" Town, B.hllt/ ... , whero Ilahambn PoUo. "eizod airoraft "37146 alld 
arl'e!lted t\/O subjeot:) tor P03003oion or "talon airora!t. !baro va" no oontra
bane! lnvolvod in thl~ instMoo. 
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o On 25 SGptemb~r 1986, U.S. CUBtoma Servioe alrcrare lntoroept~d1~ 
potont1al tllrset over Rudder Cut, £XUl:lU, 1Ihtoh \laG ultimatel), handled by OP!"BAT 
!ins"au whan tho target 18n<lo<l at Nu~au lntornlltional Airport. No naroot1o,,··· 
wero round on thu airo .... rt. 

o On 26 Sept=ber 1986, U.S. euotOOlS S • ..vioe hel100pter rrQ::; Ho: •• toad, 
Florid .. WDS Dont t"W ... d3 Cat I~an<l, 1lah!lOlalO. Ono li1rorl\rt ~ landed thoro 
Ill; 0630 hour". D.S. CU3tom:o Servic. Blacle IltIwlc returned to lIol:l."toad "lthput 
inoident \/hen tho subJeot airo .. ll!'t departod Cat leland 1n 1\ oouthor1y direoti.on 
"all borore the poo"lblo, nl'rlvnl timo or tbe CllotO/110 l)ol1coptor. 

o 0 .. 28 Sept .... b ... 1986, U.S. Cuoto .. " Serv100 alrcran ro11ol/od nircratt 
_ to""rdo Nun .. Intornatlonl1l Alrport "hoI'. the a~rol'at~ was oheokod by OP 
BAT lIa"~,,u per~onnal. No oontrabancl lias rOllnd on thl0 Urorart. 

o On 5 October 1986, nt 1821 bour" n U.S. Cuntom" Servico airorare 
lMdod "t Blmnl. Ilaha:.aa and ohooked out airoraft 117lBF 111th nogative rosuUa. 
110 rcqucot hAd becn ...,do ot OP SA'! U •••• u tor permlo,,1on to land .. t Bim!.nl and 
notlt1oQtlon Hal) lOa4e to OP llA'r ll.o".u at 2050 hour .. , 

o On 5 Ootl>bol' 1986, U.S. C\I~toms Servloe hol1oopt"" "ent to Freeport, 
llahBmllo and chocked out nirornrt ~w1t.h negnt1vo result". 7"10 ",ho1on 
W(I" handled by U.S. Cuotomo Sarvice "t Ilom.~telld unilaterally oeollu,," the1 
ohangod tholr ooverago hour9 1I1thout notit1cation of OP BAT Nass"u. Conse_ 
quently, there lias no OP B~T helioopter on duty during ~hio t1moporiod. 

o On a Oct~bor 1966, at 0345 bourD nU.S. Custoaa Servio. hel!oopt.~ 
r""pondod "0 Qeorgeto"". Ex"",,. .. nd .... 1ftt"d .." 01. nAT heUa0l't .. r 11\ re"ponding 
to an a1r~rop. lIooo1zuroe 110'1'0, made and no oontraband wao looated in' this 
"noldon~. . 

o On 9 Ootober 1986, ft U.S. cuetome Sorvioo heliooptor roo ponded to ~' 
B1III1n1. Dab"",~s A1rport and ooorollod airoraft ~\lhloh had oonduoted an 
~ll"a"d prior airdrop. No oontt'eband \Qa rOllnd On thl .. urorl\!tc, 

o On 13 Octobal' 1986, a U.S. Cu,to=~ Servloe helioopter Qeoiotod an OF 
nAT helioopter by re"ponding to the Sandy Polnt, Abaoe erea and oxaminlng ~ 
craohed a1rcrar~ '!lIIIIIW!l that had lnitially pa".od low over Georgo 'lown, Bxue ... 
Arter approximately 21 ",ll1utos at tho "oono tho \/.S. euatoe" Sorvioo ait·oraft 
dopart"d and r"turne<l to Ho=e5tc~d. Plorida. QP DAT Naooau had prov!ouoly 
advieod 10001 polleo at Abaoo rogarding thl" J.noid.nt and thoy sub30quantl1 
"oi:ed 350 poundo ot oooaine rroa ~ vehiole, Thl0 sol~ure WA~ Dado a~ n 
locQ~ion other than that or tho cra.hQd airplane and ocourrod ono and a half 
hours artor tho platlo had or8.h~d. Thoro w .. no U,S. Cu.toao droraft pr~s~nt at 
the time ot' oobura. 

o On 23 ootober 1986, n D.S. Cu. to"" Serviae h.lloophr r •• ponded ~o 
rre.port. tlllhaaa. Airport and oonduot.d a • .aroh of' l>ir~r.ft ~ \lhioh had 
o.lloBndly oonduntn<l nO, tt.1rdrop. 110 oontrAband IIU round on th1a alrorart and 
tho "ubJeots \101'0 rslna •• d. 
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ct On 30 October 1986, a O.S. CU.tOCl5 Service tll<ed-wing alrcran landod 
/It Ilim!n!, Dah""'" A.l.rport Where the poHoe on bOQr~ arr •• ted the two pilot .. of' 
/ll.roraft l!ItlJfII8f!J. An OP BAT helioopter partlolpa~!n6 in thb incident ~lvortcd • 
anrouto to B1m1nl Dnd reoo'{orod one or tho blllo. of l:Iarijuana which bad b'oER!' -
airdropped by thb airarart. OP BAT lIas.au had proviausly natlf1ed the Bimiri'l. .' 
Polioo to dot Din the piloto or thle airorart and had advi.ed O.S. Cuato .. ~ 
.se~vico thoro wa" no noed Cor their "iroratt to land at B1m1ni. Howev"". tli;,:.'· 
CU3tOIlll' Servico plone dId arrive at Blm.1n1 dirootly behind tho Olrcra~t and the' .' 
poUa" on board orroehd the Ill'reat. " 

° On 31 Qotobor 1986, a U.S. CU.toms .servic. a!ror~'t landed nt Ileat End • 
Alrport, Ornnd Bah .... a reland, and exo.m1n.d Airorart 1Z:ZI!I!lI1Iith negaUvo ro~ult~: 
Thi~ !>lrorart hnd allegedly conduot~d An airdrop prlor to landing. 110 narootlo~ 
\l9ro round on board or ol~.Where. 

o On 31 ODtDb~r 1986, at 1602 houro, tho DEA Nassau OP BAT Ortio~ 
requested tho aoeistano~ or u.s. CU3toms, Homostoad, to provlde a belicopter 
r~sarding an oUloed in lJrOl!re~s at BlIIIin1, Bahama.. OP llAl' !la.sau WAa advlsed 
by O.S. CU3tOlllS ServIoe that thore )ler" no pilotu or a1rcran availablo at that 
t1a ... 

Conolusions and Roco"""ondatiahO 

'f Careful rev1011 or tho above chronology deClonstrate' tho overall inetreativene •• 
or the Hame.tead operation. Despite IDOIIY ClUItomo he'iccllter .orths 1nto the 
Bahama", no aeizurc or Ilrl'eet ooobrrod as a result or tho prosr.,. that lIould not 
havo ooourred otherwise. In rllct, thc on11 3isnil"1aant seizure ~ 350 pounds or 
cocaine 1n the Abaoa area - aoourrod as a direct ro.ult of OP BAT Naoeau 
aotivity and no O.S. Cuetolll' Airoratt were involved. 

Throe additional DOD heliooptors wore B.sianed to Georse Town, nohnmas, on 
lIov<=bor 4, 1986. With the plan" tor the purohno9 and assignment or throe more 
heliooptors tor the proposed U.S. - Daham •• T""k Foroe, lie wlll have surticient 
oqulpoont avaUable to handl. interdiotion operation, tro::. the Bllhnmaa. "This 
wll1 atr.ngthon tho OOlDmand nnd oontrol or appreb.n.lon operations in the 
1>00graph.1o arOB involved. [. .. 

1 
\10 oonolude that thor. 10 no nood to oontinue tho p~ ••• nt allkvard, dUplicativo 
and manpower-intenslve Ho=e3teod helicoptor operAtion whioh, lnoidentally, 
aeriou.Ly dralned available resouroes from tho Royal ~hnmian Polio. Strlko 
rorce. It 1a our po:oition that "ddition.l r •• ourO .. IIOUld be better 'pent on OP' 
BAT in Nasl!au which 10 moro ol<porionccd, bettcr coordinated and h",~ .l.snUi. 

~' •• o,."~ ". 'o,~"" ••• , '.",~"'o " .... n. 

D ne.. Oall1no. 
81 Asont 1n Charllo 

i Field Divi4ion 
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EXHIBIT NO. 49 

'mflite:d ~tot£s ~tnatt 
COM~rrnE ON ,."nO'tuATlOH$ 

WASIoII"CTOH. DC 20510 

January 13, 1987 

The Honorable Edwin Me~se, III 
Attorney General of the ... ¥.: ...... 

United States 
Department of Justice 
10th and Constitution Avenue NW 
Washington, D. C. 20630 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: 

., . 

I want to take just a moment to thank you for meeting w:th me 
in my office this morning and for giving me your personal assurances 
that man~ of the Congressionally-mandated initiatives are on track. 

I am particularly grateful to you for givi~g m~ your personal 
commitment and assuran",'!! that the P-3 prototype drug surveillance 
aircraft at Customs will go f~rw~rd as authorized and funded in 
the Continuing Resolution (P.L. !,,)-500). I have been working for 
many years eo develop the use of che P-3 aircraft as a long-range 
surveillance aircraft for the air interdiction mission and the 
modification of this aircraft with an APS-138 radar should enhance 
its capabilities even further. As my staff indicated to you in 
our meeting, the prototype P-3 will be a "P-3B" aircraft that is' 
virtually brand new and which is already retrofit with syst~s to 
accommodate the APS-138 radar. In addition, the firm, fh:ea price 
cost of modifying the four P-3 aircraft en'.tisioned by Con~:ress 
would include the purchase and retrofit of this P-3B protcltype. 
Therefore, I am convinced that the prototyp'e 11'111 be a stclte~of
the-art asset that will do a good job for the Customs SerVice and 
our national drug interdiction program. Again, your persclnal 
commitment to proceed lIith the P-3 prototype and to assist; us 
in pr~curing the essential APS-l38 radar that was authorized and 
funded in the Urgent Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1986 (P.L. 
9Q-349) is welcome~ nellS and deeply appreciated by this Senator. 

I would also like to.~hank you for reiterating your strong 
CODlJlli tment to the proposed southwest border drug enforcemelnt 
initiative. 1 am pleased to hear that all of the agencies involved 
are woving out aggressively to bolster staffing along the IJ.S.-Mexic:o 
border. At the same time, I want to repeat my concerns oVl!r the 
President's fiscal ,ear 1987 and 1988 budgets that would sl!em to 
threaten the full implementation of Operation Alliance and other 
drug initiatives. The prbPosed reSCission of $38.9 million for 
Customs salaries and expenses, although not specifically directed 
at the drug program, will have to be absorbed in a number of 
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The Honorable Ed~in Meese, III 
Page Two 
January 13, 1987 

enforcement areas, including the drug enforcement effort. Also. 
the proposed informal "deferral" of $51 million in the Customs 
air interdiction bUdget from fiscal year 1987 into fiscal year 
1988 would affect a number of Congressional initiatives, including 
the P-3 prototype; the C-3I effort; operation and maintenance 
for the Customs £2C$; and a San Diego facility that was partic~larry" 
impor1;ant to my House Subcommittee counterparts. If this "deferra.l:' 
were to be approved. it would represent essentially a 30% cut •. 
in the fiscal year 1987 air interdiction budget at Customs. This 
approach by OMS is particularly disturbing in view of their attempt 
to implement this policy "deferral" without going through the 
normal Title X Budget Act process of submitting a deferral message 
to Congress. I hope that you will do what you can to discourage 
OHB from taking this action. . 

Finally. I wanted to· thank you for agreeing to have John Bolton 
look into the El Salvador deportation matter that we discussed at 
the meeting. As you recall, my major concern is that those who face 
deportation back to £1 Salvador from the United States not be sent 
into those areas that were affected by the tragic earthquake that 
hit San Salvador and the surrounding area with such devastation. 
~our willingness to have Mr. Bolton provide me with a status report 
t:egarding your policy in this regard is appreciated. I would ask 
that you have Mr. Bolton or the Commissioner of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, Mr. Al Nelson. report back to Mr. Ed Baxter, 
my Judiciary Committee counsel, who is handling this important 
matter for me. . 

Again. I believe that our meeting was productive and encouraging. 
I look forward to working with you during the lOOth Congress and if 
there is ,anything that I can do to assist Ybu or your staff " please 
let me know. 

With best wishes. 

DDC/bmw 

Sincerely. 

~ke~ 
Dennis DeConcini ---
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Treasury. Postal 

Service, and General Government 
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EXHIBIT NO. 50 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, THE DISTRICT OF COLUI~BIA 

Honorable Edwin Meese III 
Attorney General 
Washin9ton, D.C. 20530 

Dear Ed: 

15 JAil 1987 

Before deciding to proceed with a p-3 prototype drug 
Burveillance aircraft for the Customs Service, there are some 
important points I would like you to·consider. 

." 
. The Department of Defense has no military, war reserve. or 
~obilization requirement for a hybrid P-3 Airborne Early Warning 
system, nor will this hybrid system be supportable within our 
existing support system. If there is no military mission for 
the system. it is unlawful (P.L. 99-570) for the Department. of 
Defense to obligate funds for such a development. 

Integrating a 3GO· radar with a P-3 airframe would require 
significant development effort. The project would be lengthy and 
accompanied by high risk, requiring amounts from $200 million to 
as much as $1 billion. 'Fhe failure of the llimrod project proves 
the high risk and cost. 

:I strongly doubt that the P-3 is the most cost effective 
system for attacking this problem. Fur drug interdiction efforts, 
the E-2C is a proven system that can do the jOb: is logistically 
supportable, and has a military mission. 

., 
cc: Director. OMB 

Assistant to President for NSA 
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COMMITTll ON A.PPftO"",LATIONS 
WAIHINGTON. DC 20510 

~ • ., .. 1.' ..... 0'1' ...... "c.-f(fCM 
..... It(d~ .""'v .• _ ..... )00-. " .. ".....,ct~ January 16, 1987 

Dr. James C, Miller, III 
Dit'ector 
Office of Management and Budget 
Executive Office Building 
Washington, D. C. 20503 

Dear Dr, Miller: 

I wanted to take just a moment to thank you xor coming up to 
meet with me yesterday to discuss a number of issues. including 
some of the concerns that were addressed in my correspondence of 
late last year. 

!t was good of you and YOUL staff to clarify for me the 
situation with regard to apportionments in anticipation of 
Presidentially-proposed rescissions and other matters pertaining 
to how OMB apportions appropriated funds to certain agencies. 1 
believe, as do many of my colleagues. that the rescission and 
deferral process must be very closely monitored so that Congressional 
mandates are preserved and that only tr~e.-budget "slippages". or 
other unforeseen contingencies are the focus 'of ,deferJ:als .... nd 
rescissions. .. . .- I·!"· f , ~ f" 

I want to also thank you for clarifying the "label" being 
assigned to the proposed ~ecision to postpone as much as $51.2 
million of Customs operation and maintenance funding from iiscal 
year 1987 into fiscal year 1988, and use this money for other 
Customs drug initiatives. As I understand the discussion On Wednesday, 
what ONB would propose. through D formal request to the Congress, . 
is a reprogrsmming of $51.2 million to be used in other Customs air 
interdiction, operation and maintenance programs. I am informed 
that the breakdown of the money that is being tabbed for postponement 
is as follows: . 

C-31 (Including Oklahoma City Center) 
Nodification of C-12 aircraft 
O&M E2Cs " 
P-3 modifi~ation with 360 degree radar 
Spate pa.rt.1; 
San Diego Facility upgr~ 

_COHINT O&M 

TOTAL 

$18.4 million 
6.6 million 
3.3 million 

19.1 million 
.7 million 

2.5 million 
.6 million 

$51.2 lIIillion 

'.' 
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Frankly. Dr. Miller, I would object to the postponement. , 
reprogramming. or deferral of any of this money, especially in View 
of the fact that a11,of these items are specific, Congressionally
mandated initiatives that are essential to the continued progress 
of the Custo!:".!; air interdiction mission. Therefore, as the Chairman 
of the Subcom:ittee which would have to approve or disapprove this 
pending proposed reprogramming, 1 will recommend disapproval of the 
shift of any appropriations out of these projects into other Customs 
programs, projects, or activ! ties, I t is my understanding that"'al :f~." 
of this money is required in order to meet commitments to operate 
and maintain existing Customs assets or to keep ongoing projects 00' 
track. Let me cite two examples of projects that are of the highest 
priority to tois Senator and which must not be delayed any further •. 

First, the modification of the P-3 prototype air~r8ft is 
mandated by Gtatute; fully funded in the Continuing Resolution tha't: 
Yas signed into law by President Reagan in October; and is the 
backbone of the Customs long-range surveillance fleet. As I indicated 
to you yesterday, the Attorney General has given me his personal, 
unqualified commitment to proceed with the first prototype P-3 aircraft 
with APS-138 radar, and has agreed to facilitate the transfer of the 
APS-138 radar from the Navy to the Customs Service, as mandated by 
the Urgent Supplemental Appropriation Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-349). 
Apparently, '£he only remaining impediment to moving ahead with this 
crucial pro~·;.that is mandated by law, ill OMB. I trust that you 
and your s~l1 make sure that you·wii:J. join the .fttorneY General 
and the Congresllin implementing the P-3 pr.ototype prpject immediately, 
Yi thout any. further delay. ' . 1 \.' f • 

Secondly, the command, control, communications, and' intelligence 
(C-3I) centers being developed under the cont.rol of. the Customs . 
Service in cooperation with Coas~ Guard and other law enforcement 
agencies. are abaolutely critical tools for coordinating time
senaitive. drug interdiction intelligence from the various air and 
marine interdiction assets at Customs and Coast Guard. Without these 
C-31 centers to receive, digest, and disburse such time-sensitive, 
tactical intelligence to our drug interdiction agenciea. the full 
value of our aircraft, radars, pursuit boata, and helicopters will 
not be reali~ed. A postponement of any kind in the implementation 
of the Customs C-31 effort will seriously jeopardize the drug inter
diction effort Bnd will shortchange the good progress that was made 
in the omnibus drug bi.l1 of 1986. 

. - ... , .. 
I a~ par~i~ularly concerned about a delay in the implementation 

of the C-31 program, in view oL the apparent agr~ements reached 
between th~ Coast Guard and Customs over the location and operation 
of the ~iami C-31 center. Admiral Yost of the Coast Guard confirmed 

··.to me on January 8th that Customs was fully cooperating with Coast 
Guard and that the two agencies were not far from an agreement on 
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both the location and operation of the Miami C:-31 ceriEei';' Therefore, 
we need to move out aggressively on all of these projects, including 
the C-31 centers, without further delay or postponement if we are to 
put our tools into use to fight the narcotics smuggler. 

Finally, I appreciate having a brief discussion with you about 
budget reform. Although I have not been privy to the specific 
budget reform proposals that the President:, will offer to Congress .. in 
his January 27th State of the Union Message or the subsequent Dudget 
documents of January 28th, I am keeping an'open mind on any and ~ll 
plans for reforming the current budget scheme. As I mentioned to you 
on Wednesday, I am contemplating recommending a two-year appropriation 
for the agencies under the jurisdiction of the Treasury, Postal. 
Service, and General Government Subcommittee, as suggested by 
Chairman Stennis in our Committee organizational meeting earlier 
in the day on wednesday. I am also acc~ulating information from 
other sources regarding the whole spect~um of ideas regarding proposed 
budget reform that has been proposed in legislation or other forums 
in recent years. 1 look forward to working with you on budget reform 
matters this year. • 

Again. I believe that our meeting was productive and constructive. 
1 have no hidden agenda, nor do 1 contemplate any difficulties in 
our working relationship on the Committee. Let's stay in touch on 
these and other important issues affecting the Office of Management 
and Budget. . .• , .. , 

with ~est wishes. 

DDC/bmm 

~Ake~ 
Dennis DeConeini 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal 

Service, and General Government 
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EXHIBIT NO. 52 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. D~C. IDlQI·oIOOO 

December 17, 1985 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEPENSE 

SUBJECT: E-2C Aircraft for Drug Enforcement Operating Costs -
INFORMATION MEMORANDUM 

Thill memot'andum responds to your question, "I assume it is 
more expensive to split the E-2Cs between Customs Service and 
Coast Guard. Is this true? If so, how much?" 

The es~imated cost to operate four E-2C aircraft from one 
operating site is $32M. The additional cost to operate two 
E-2Cs from two sites is estimated at $16M. The attached Pact 
sheet provides a more detailed summary of individual cost 
elements which were provided by the Navy. 

In addition to the cost differential, the economies of scale 
afforded by a one~agency operation of the four aircraft also 
provide (i) greater flexibility in deployment, and (ii) enhanced 
availability of human and material resources to maintain the 
equipment. 

An even more compelling reason, for our position that all 
four planes should be assigned to coast Guard relates to 
mobilization of the planes. During wartime, the E-2Cs will 
revert back to 000 for our operational use. This transition 
would be much easier (indeed almost automatic) if the planes are 
ass~ed to Coast Guard, because Coast Guard comes under your ' 
oper~tional control in wartime. In addition, the pilots, crews, 
and maintenance peresonnel would be military people·(Coast Guard) 
subject to military personnel rules, and the maintenance 
facilities, spare parts, support equipment and air fields would 
also be subject to your control. 
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DRUG ENFORCEMENT E-2C OPERATING COSTS 

Purchase of aircraft peculiar ground 
support equipment 

Purchase 0= apare parts inventory 

Purchase of common ground support 
equipment. 

TOTAL 

One Site 

~2.2H 

~26.0H 

~ 

~32.2M 

Two Sites 

+~2.2H 

+$14.011 

+$16.2M 
-~ . 
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lIo11 24,80; lG:j9 OFl:"ICE OF HAIIAGEHElI, MID IlUDen 1',Ol 

" 

'THE SECRtTARY OF' THE TREASURY 
h'AbH'tiOTOH 

• .I 
~oVc~r 21, 1985 

" 

EXHIBIT NO, 53 

" 

. .. ! .. -., ¥.: .... 

. , ... :., • .~..... #>... 
.. :. • ~ .0" ", 

• -;0' 
" , ' . 

On Novembe~ 18, 1966, Ve met ~lth ~ll%ebeth Dole ~~a ~lll ~a!t 
to rCllolve ~ n=ber of heue" rohted to dr!1~ pollc}', .X lIould . 
like to ~ak~ this oppo~tunlty to'convey =y underu~.na!ns of the 
dec:.toiO:\l1 ~~a !,,9reez:;~~ta re.a.Ch~/I by ,the. !~?r ,~f :~. ~,:rln<; that 

: tI~e~~.r:~ ~ : ~~J:~'.t::~: .~::::, ::'~' ;:~:.}:. ,:.:',:./:. ;":"~~:'~':; :::;., :::1 _:'~ . -., :c ~lllo lIant you to i;nolt tha l: 1t ie our ·l.ntention FO t\(lve ,U 
e;t"cditl-oualy ell P08s1l>le to loplemcnt: th .. d.chi'ontl !:ade dudn>, 
our "'"etilly I .. incc ill pever~l inst:aneta .t!:pler:ent~tion J." 
"'~ni!ate:l by lay. 'In haaitlon,' I conutacr' it. r:oal: illp<>l:t:a::t t.'lat: 
\Ie aU<;=enl: _o~,~ d:.ug ,7nt:e~/!lcti,on .• dto"t .• ~l?~; ~~ .. y. . .,:: 

• :-:rho: £oll.O .... t~9 1~ 'l':l'j "unl!~r';t~;'ain·9··Of't~.e T;ired;el:~ lI::Qr,i our 
:four de., .. rtmc:nt:,,: , .... . . . , 

,C~Ht' ~~"rd:~-~i~o~ j~'~:. ::>. .' "':"",:' ~~":;;~:: ~ ,::;";:i: ". 
?ll of our depar!:'oent:!l \li11 "npport ~equlpp!cg .f:ic COI.$t cuna ,;.? 
?"lco:1 3etll with r-16 S.'adar.· ~i.ll lfiU require It nprograt::lin9, ' 
wh!cll IIll oJ: ollr depArtmo:ntlJ ,,111 lIupport. '. ~ ;."'.,.', ,,~ 

~-~~' ~~i.~r:~i;:·.~:r;\~.~: '; : ':" ~:~<.;. ".:, :'.:!;. ~'. ~" :' .. ::;.::' 
JIll of our deparl:tnent:s DUp!>O~t the .i"""ediete retrofit o! or.c' : •• 
Custo~s ~-lA ~i~o~a!t'vith APS-135 rac~: ae provided by Cor.ir~~6 
arod support: the ever-tual. retrofit ot A t:otal 0: fo!!r C:lS!:OO. r 

l'_;!~'I.:.~,,:: ):_ .... ; ... ~::.:~::. '", ':'~~~:': :'::-.. :: .. : .:.:~:::.::., 
B2C J\ircrb~t . ", 

~ll a! our de?"rtQen;~ oupport'the tran.!tr o! t~o Navy %2c 
AircltA!t to the Coast Cu,,~d for Uftc in the /iont:heast ll~itea 
StAten And t .... o E2C'. to the Custoe. Service (Corpu, c~:!.t:!J 
lQ::" un'! "'1.on .. the Southweot Border. ,,"hen rc::o!it of the: !ou!"~h 
lind .(1::"1 P-J;-' !e co=plo:c.d the CUsto". Set'i!ee \lil1 t::b::e£er 
Lt~ t~o ~~C airc::a!t to t~c Coast Gu~r~, We all Dl:~c:r.~and 
t~At. re':.l'o.(.!.t"!.in, lour P-JA' II 1:"1 ta)(e H "c;;~!\l or z:on:. 
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.' -,'ov' l4. as IS: 39 eFFIe;; e. HAN;'CEH;;NT AUO Buoe;;. l',Q~ 

- 2 -

Co~~andr Contrel, Co~un!cBt!o~1 ~nd Ir.~.1119tDCe tClI) 

All ~our dep~rt~p.nt. agreed that the dcvelop~.nt ot the ClI 
canters ~hould p,roceed ~ichout tur~er ~elay. Ovnnr.hip, 
bUd~etlng, and.the Bdclnlsttnt!on o~ ~ll four Cencers yill be 
the respon.ib!lity of the Custon. s&rvlcc. cuuton: ~lll 
co=and the Centers .. t Hatch Air :rorce l!ue, 'OktahacA city, 
end l!ou~tO!l. Co=an:l of the Ta.'l'i,,:::!'c)I "ill be :lo1n~ by the 
Co,,"st C':"rd an:! the cu.tt'tI~ Service. We de!ined "joint' to :,.:,: ... 
1:1",,"n th:.t the co,,::~ Guard ~nd the custo"_ servh:e )'111 "aey"" .-, 
have nn o!!!cer on every w~~ch,'e"ch tn control 0' the!r .,' 

, re~pecl:.lve a:ssetD., : •• , 

• Xn order to pro;:ote the d~~~ln~e~' par'l::i~l;~~on o! 8t:~l:e c.!ld T 
, local 1"", enfo:ce!:lent in the south Plorida C3I, all tour . ___ I 

departcenta "-9reed that the 1'=l...,l sit"; 10 1:0 be the lecaHon 
ro: the south l?"lorida ClI.. ._ .. ,'..;;. .:. " ... ' , -

lt~O;~:~·~~::tt~i~·n·~~:u~y .: .. ::;:::~. ..~;~.,~:::.:.~::~:~. :~ .. :. 

llach' of ;'.' Ag;ee~ th~t .eo '~ '~:~ter 'or "~:,'i~CY:thD t.port frOln ? 
the Pre~lident called for in the Drug ill.ll "'ill t.nllt the hsues ;,.--;-. 
at~ted above in the pame waY AS they are treated here ene ~othlD~ 
",!l1 be pl'o,Poced in conflict \lith these 1I.:.e:ont". . 

" '. .' , . 
!r.lla:.); you for yout' ,,"uintance in r~~olY.1"!1 th."e .1a"ue~. Our 

• Agreer:.ont.Q at'e conarstnnt: .... 1tli the leshladen a~d, aa t IItat: • .! 
earliar,·we pllln to bOye foryard with !c~lec.ntAt..1on a. 
expodltiouMly aa po,.!ble 110 ~e can .r.honco our ~nt!.dru • 
• of!'ort .... ithout (! .. l~y.,.;:, ., .. : .... ': ' .. ,: .: .' ' .' 

',' ,or ::~~,:, .. 0"'., "::":'G;:.nC;':l~<'~::' . 
", ';.. ., .... ~ .. 

,. ,,v .':." • J': • A: ~~~~'.;,' IU 

'Th. Uonorable ~~v!n KeeQe XII 
"cto~ney General 
Depar~cnt of Juntlce 
W4uhir.gton, D,C. 20530 

:. 

~: 
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WASHINGlON. D.C, 20101 

ElOlIBIT NO. 54 
November 19, 1966 

.' 
HEHOrtANDUH FOR THE ATTORNEY GEt.I.~.RAL 

I' tried to rea~h you this afternoon to fol10~ UP on our 
meeting of yesterday. I have been exa~ining the question Df 
modifying 'the P-3A with lin APS-l38 TRdar.:: • 

• ~.: ~. ~ .. :i::. .~ ~ • .. . ~ 
'fhe l~avy view is that this is not a .goad idea. It .. 

'Would require II significant; acveloprnental effoTc which woul'!' 
involve su~stantial funds, assuming it can be done success
fully. Once developed. the operating costs would also be • 
high in that the P-3A's operational costs per flight hour 
exceed $3,000, ~~ich compares to less th=n $2,000 per flight 
heur for an E-2C. There is also doubt thtt the P-3A coule 
be supported wi thin the Navy support syste:a, inasmuch as the 
air!rar..e is being -phased o,;,t or our inventory. • 

. This last point ratses for us, also; ; legal ques~ion in 
that PL 99-570 appa~entlr p~ohibits the obligation oi £uncs 

.for modifying DoD equipment unless it is 'suppo:-:able within 
our existing logistic system nnd relates to an existing • 
military TequiTcment. There is no militGry requirement for 
n modified P-3A with an .APS~l38 radar •. 

I ru:. having this issue e~{~Ted' !~;~her, 'PaTticularlY 
the legal issue ane the extent to which these conclusions 
may be inconsistent With the Navy report that Jim Ba~er 
cited to us. However, I 'W'~nted to alert you to these initial 
reactions to the proposal to modify the P-3A. 

c~; Secretary 0= the Treasury 
Secretary of TrGasportation 

o 

.. ,'.. ... 




